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Preface
The reprinting of this index provides an opportunity to correct some of the typographical errors of the
original, and to add information inadvertently omitted from that printing. These corrections are minimal and
do not substantially affect the usefulness of the first printing.
Since 1984 when the Index was first issued, some artists have been assigned to institutions other than
those listed in their biographies; some have died. Unfortunately, it is impossible in such a reprint to revise
or augment the artists' biographies. For updated biographical data, users of the Index are urged to consult the
following publications.
Chung-kuo hsien-tai mei-shu-chia jen-ming ta tz 'u-tien tip US Jg, f̂  H HJ ^ \ ^ ^ f̂  Jj&, A Great
Biographic Dictionary of Chinese Artists. Hsi-an: Shensi People's Art Press, 1989.
Chung-kuo tang-tai kuo-hua-chia tz 'u-tien ̂  US H" f̂  | § H ^ | ^ A . N.p.: Chekiang People's Press,
1990.
Chung-kuo tang-tai mei-shu-chia jen-ming lu tip g | f f t j i $J IR A =̂r ^ - Edited by Kung Chi-hsien
H i t 7fe. Shanghai: Shanghai People's Art Press, 1992.
Chung-kuo mei-shu nien-chien 1949-1989 ^ S J | Hi ^ ^ 1949-1989, Annual of Chinese Art. Edited
by Chung-kuo mei-shu-kuan. Kueilin: Kwangsi Art Press, 1993.
Julia F. Andrews. Painters and Politics in the People's Republic of China. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1994.
Michael Sullivan. Art and Artists of Twentieth-Century China. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996.
"Biographical Index," pp. 297-325.
Jerome Silbergeld (with Gong Jisui). Contradictions: Artistic Life, the Socialist State, and the Chinese Painter
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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
During the past four decades, studies in Chinese painting history have been
greatly aided by the major lists of Chinese artists and their works published by
Osvald Sire*n in 1956-1958 ("Annotated Lists of Chinese Paintings" in his Chinese
Painting; Leading Masters and Principles, vols. II and VII), supplemented by
myself in 1969 (Chinese Paintings in Chinese Publications 1956-1965), and again
augmented and updated (through the Ytian period) by James Cahi11 in 1980 (An
Index of Early Chinese Painters and Paintings; T'ang, Sung, Yuan). These lists
were limited to Imperial China,
Although the past ten years have witnessed an increasing interest in
twentieth-century Chinese painting, no lists comparable to those by
Siren-Laing-Catiill have been compiled. To be sure, for information about
artists we have had access to Michael Sullivan's eleven-page "A Biographical
Index of Modern Chinese Artists" (Appendix II in his Chinese Art in the
Twentieth Century) and Tsuruta's considerably lengthier (fifty pages) "Chinese
Painters of the Last One Hundred Years" which appeared (in Japanese) in the art
journal Bijutsu Kenkyu between 1974 and 1976. In neither case, however, did the
authors provide sources where artists's works are illustrated.
The present INDEX covers the period from 1912 to around 1980. It includes
the names of approximately 3500 traditional-style artists along with lists of
their works, reproduced in some 264 monographs, books, journals and catalogues
published from the 1920s to around 1980 (with some entries from publications as
recent as 1982).
Much of the compiling of this INDEX was carried out in libraries at The
University of Michigan, the University of California, Berkeley, and the
University of Oregon, I am grateful to the staff members of these libraries,
all of whom cheerfully expedited my labor in ways large and small. At the
University of Michigan: Wan Wei-ying, Head of the Asia Library, and Takah?£:\i
Haruki; at the University of California, Berkeley: Richard S. Cooper, Acting
Head of the East Asiatic Library, and Ruthella Pfeiffer, Neely Karl Slinkard,
and Chang Pai-yuan; at the University of Oregon: Kung Wei-kai, Chinese
Cataloguer and Bibliographer.
Professor James Cahill was a constant source of encouragement. In
addition, a number of colleagues, associates, and students are to be thanked for
lending me books or supplying information or otherwise being helpful in ways I'm
sure they might consider inconsequential or have even forgotten: Professors
Esther Jacobson, Maribeth Graybill, and Daphne Lange Rosenzweig; Arnold Chang
and S. J. Edgren; Judy Andrews, Han Hsin, Carmelita Hinton, Karen Meyers,
Barbara Yuan-fang Tung, Ye Wa and Carrie Warra.
Special thanks are extended to Ching Man Sze who undertook the task of the
final checking of the lists for major artists, to Andrea Gendler Grant who
unsnarled the Collaborative Works List and the List of Alternate Names, to Robin
M. Cochran who helped immeasurably with the proofreading of the manuscript, and
to Jian-dong Day who inserted the hand-written characters. •Eheir unflagging
perserverance and meticulousness is much appreciated, as is their dependable
good humor which made a tedious job less so.
The support of Wilmot G. Gilland, Dean of the School of Architecture and
Allied Arts at the University of Oregon and the able assistance of Karen
Johnson, Mary Williams, Bobbi Squires, Amy Isler and William Burke is gratefully
acknowledged here.
The Maude I. Kerns Oriental Art Endowment provided funds for assistance in
this project, and the University of Oregon graciously permitted me a leave of
absence in 1982-1983 to ready the INDEX for publication.
vi
GUIDE TO THE INDEX
The major portion of the INDEX lists traditional-style artists and their
published paintings. With a few exceptions, artists working after 1949 outside
continental China are excluded. The list is arranged alphabetically by artist's
name, followed by brief biographical information (when known) and a list of the
artist's paintings reproduced in monographs, books, journals and catalogues.
Artist's biographies; the artist's name is followed by (when known):
alternate names including tzu (t.) and hao (h.); dates of birth and death;
birthplace; art education; some of the art associations of which the artist
was a member; teachers; subject specialities; and present professional
affiliation. The primary sources for biographical information are identified by
code (see Key to Sources Used for Biographical Information); other sources of
biographical data, usually the publication in which paintings appear, are
indicated by the short title (see Short Titles and Bibliography of Books and
Journals Indexed). For information on art associations see Key to Sources Used
for Biographical Information: BK, Part I, pp. 27-28; MSNC, "History" section,
and Sullivan, pp. 85-86. A List of Alternate Names is found at the end of the
INDEX. These biographies are necessarily brief; users of the INDEX should
refer to the sources for additional information.
Paintings: The biographical information is followed by a listing of
paintings (usually excluding illustrations to novels, to stories, or to serials)
by the artist and where these are reproduced. It should be noted that for some
paintings by certain artists (for example, Lin Feng-mien) it is impossible to
determine the medium; such works have been included here.
Paintings by a given artist are listed according to two schemes. First, if
the artist's works have been published in a monograph, the bibliographical data
for the publications) is provided and the publication(s) assigned a letter
code(s). The list of paintings in the publication uses the letter code and
plate number. Second, the artist's paintings which are reproduced in journals
or collections of works by various artists are arranged alphabetically by the
short title employed for such publications (see Short Titles and Bibliography of
Books and Journals Indexed). If the artist has done a painting with three or
more other artists, this work is listed separately in the Collaborative Works
List and reference to this list is made at the end of the artist's painting list
by the phrase "See also Collaborative Works List" plus the number(s) assigned to
the collaborative work. Every effort has been made to verify possible multiple
reproduction of each painting; however, because of the scattered geographical
location of materials, the same painting may occasionally be entered more than
once.
For the painting entries, the title or subject or description is given
first. This is followed basically by, where appropriate:
specification of the smaller formats: fan, album leaf, handscroll.
i: inscription providing information other than the artist's signature
or date of the work,
s: signed by the artist.
The date of the painting; some publications have given dates to undated
paintings; these have been retained in the listing. Colophons are
indicated only when they provide a terminus ante quern for an
otherwise undated painting.
The term "indistinct" following i, or s, or d (date) indicates that the
data is unclear in the reproduction.
(?) following any of the above three codes (i, s, d) indicates
uncertainty about the information.
* indicates a color reproduction*
Supplementary Bibliography; The purpose of this section is to call
attention to additional published materials for the artist* In some cases, for
example, with Ch'i Huang (Pai-shih), where a complete listing of all his
published works would constitute a book in itself, a supplementary bibliography
is appended at the end of the painting list. In addition, it has been
impossible to incorporate the proliferation of monographs reproducing individual
artist's works which have appeared since 1980; nevertheless, users of the
INDEX should be aware that these volumes exist, and so they are placed in the
supplementary bibliography under the artist's name.
The main body of the INDEX is followed by;
Collaborative Works List; this list includes paintings done by four or
more artists.
Institutional Works List: this list includes paintings published as
being done by groups of unnamed artists associated with various
organizations or institutions. In instances where a painting has
been published in one source as a collaborative work and in another
source as an institutional work, the painting is included in both
lists.
Anonymous Works List: this list includes unsigned and unattributed
paintings.
List of Alternate Names,
ix
SHORT TITLES AND BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS AND JOURNALS INDEXED
Chinese and Japanese Works
25th Anniversary Art Exh.: Ch'ing-chu Chung-hua-j en-min-kung-ho-kuo
ch'eng-li erh-shih-wu chou-nien ch'uan-kuo mei-shu tso-p'in chan-lan:
tso-p'in hsuan-chi Jj| ̂ jf, rj=r jp| X, M, 4% ~£& Ml 1&, ̂ L ~ +~3u )§]
-H~ "-&- Hal :^L 4tJ'**£•&& " T ^ JET, : ̂ fp &&iJsL.-s(R ( AV-+. pYhihifinTi
commemorating the 25th anniversary of the founding of the People's
Republic of China). Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1975.
Ch'ang-ch'un chi: Ch'ang-ch'un chi ~£L -̂ J* ^ : Ming-pao erh-shih
chou-nien chi-nien hua-ts'e $J$ ^ ^ Ĵ - •)"
Comp. by Fan Tan and Hsu Tu. Hong Kong: Ming-pao,'1979
Ch'i-shih nien-tai: Ch'i-shih nien-tai - ^ -p ^- >1̂ 0 The Seventies.
Indexed: 1 (Jan. 1970) through 150 (July 1982).
Chiang Pi-wei: Chiang Pi-wei chen ts'ang chin-tai ming-chia shu-hua
Modern Chinese Paintings and Calligraphic Works Selected and Collected
by Madame Pillevi Chiang. Taipei: China Cultural Enterprise, Ltd.,
1976.
Chiang-su kuo-hua: Chiang-su kuo-hua hsuan-chi
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan: Chiang-su-sheng kuo-hua-yuan hua-chi î
^ ^ ^ 'M Nanking: Chiang-su wen-i, 1960.
Chiang-su mei-shu: Chiang-su mei-shu tso-p'in hsuan 5 X ^ jf^ff ̂ P T»g l
N.p.: Chiang-su jen-min, 1980.
Chiang-su shih-nien: Chiang-su shih-nien mei-shu hsuan-chi >_£- ^^T T ^"WK
4^ M5§ Nanking: Chiang-su wen-i, 1959.
Chin-ling: Chin-ling pa-chia hua-chi ^ /̂ _̂  /V> ̂  jf£ ^ . Hong
Kong: Mei-shu-chia, 1979.
Chin-pai-nien: Chin-pai-nien Chung-kuo hua-hsuan jLJL 0 -^ T ®i 3
One Hundred Years of Chinese Painting. Hong Kong: Photoart, 1961.
Chin-pai-nien shan-mien: Chin-pai-nien ch'uan-kuo ming-chia shu-hua
shan-mien, I. ̂  g ^ ^ j g J J & ^ A * J§ d} ^
Taichung: Kung-shang mei-shu, 1974. ""^
Chin-tai CK hua: Chin-tai Chung-kuo hua-chi (Kindai Chugoku gashu)
\it^ 4X ty S jfe. -^ Modern Chinese Paintings XIX-XX Centuries.
Ed. by Lin Tsung-i (Munetake J. Hayashi) ^-^L. ^ - ^ ^ . Tokyo:
Ting-ching-t'ang (Teiseido), 1974.
Chin-tai ming-jen: Chin-tai ming-jen mo-miao iJL ^ \ •%* ̂  *££&*/• ^ vols.
Shanghai: Shen-hsiu shu-she, 1927-1929,
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu: Je-lieh ch'ing-chu Hua Kuo-feng t'ung-chih jen
Chung-kung chung-yang chu-hsi, Chung-yang chun-wei chu-hsi, Je-lieh
ch'ing-chu fen-sui "ssu-jen pang" ch'uan-tang to-ch'uan yin-mou-ti
wei-ta sheng-li ch'uan-kuo mei-shu tso-p'in chan-lan t 'u-lu (Chung-kuo
hua, yu-hua) 1977 jfe fc/ j£ ^
Tientsin: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978.
Ch'uan-kuo shui-ts 'ai: Ch'uan-kuo shui-ts'aiy su-hsieh hsuan-chi *-£ J8y
y\< ^ ^ I i f > • Peking: Chao-hua mei-shu, 1955.
Chung-nan kuo-hua: Chung-nan kuo-hua ch'uang-tso hsuan-chi tjp fzfj ]
4} ^ £ # N. p.: 1955.
CK chin-pai-nien: Chung-kuo chin-pai-nien hui-hua chan-lan hsuan-chi
^ %ty && 4 k * Peking: Wen"wu' 1959-
CK hsien-tai: Chung-kuo hsien-tai ming hua
Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1928 (1935).
CK hua: Chung-kuo hua t^ )fg( J|̂  # Indexed: 1 (1957) through 21
(1960.6); 1981.1.
CK hua hsin chi: Chung-kuo hua hsin chi ty |§|f ^ 3&f Jfjf . Vol.
2. Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1975.
CK hua-hsuan: Chung-kuo hua-hsuan: I-chiu ch ' i -san nien ch'uan-kuo
lien-huan hua, Chung-kuo hua chan-lan t so-p ' in fcj^ )S\ jfjLlJIL' s "*>̂ * "t-^-
t # ^ £ %L%1% & •
 Peking:
CK hua hsuan-chi: 1973 Ch'uan-kuo lien-huan hua, Chung-kuo hua chan-lan:
Chung-kuo hua hsuan-chi 1973 ^ ^ US iM^Z^L^Ji ^ f̂-̂
J^ i . Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1974. ~"
CK hua hsiian-pien: Chung-kuo hua hsfian-pien 1949-1959
icj £J . Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1961.
CK hua jen-wu: Chung-kuo hua jen-wu hsieh-sheng d? Jj^l
[% &• • Shanghai: Jen-min, 1977.
CK min-ch'u hua-chia: Chiang Chien-fei $k[ ^St- 4\& ' Chung-kuo
min-ch'u hua-chia ^ j ^ J ^ i$fl ^S£ £& . Taipei: I-shu-chia
ts 'ung-k'an I I I , c . 1978.
CK shu-hua: Chung-kuo shu-hua fc|2 ^ J ^ - j j . Indexed: 1 (1979)
through 8 (1981.7).
x i
Collectanea 1850-1967: Chin-pai-nien Chung-kuo ming-chia-hua hsuan-chi
tiL © ̂  tf 01 % ^ j[ /S -Or Collectanea of the Famous Chinese
Artists' Drawings in Current'Century 1850-1967. Comp. by Yu I-jan
- ^ I**! $5' • Taipei: Chung-kuo shu-hua, 1974,
Collectanea 1853-1971: Chin-pai-nien Chung-kuo ming-chia-hua hsuan-chi
IJT © if- Bp ̂  j$z Jfc -j|[ jj* jM Collectanea of the Famous Chinese""
Artists' Drawings in Current Sentury 1853-1971. Comp. by Yu I-jan
-^ ^L $$\ • Taipei: Chung-kuo shu-hua-she, 1973.
Fan Paintings: Ch'ing-mo Shang-hai ming-chia shan-mien i"j| jjsf -t ̂ ^"
>$*• <§< > ^ ^ Fan Paintings by Late Ch'ing Shanghai Masters. Hong
Kong: Hong Kong Museum of Art, 1977.
Han-k'ou: Han-k'ou-shih mei-shu chan-lan ta-hui chi-nien t'e-k'an >^ &
M'S 1935.
Hsi-yuan: Chu Hsi-kuei - ^ ^%!%] AiL , Hsi-yuan sa-chou han-mo-yuan:
Mei-kuei t'ung-jung han-mo shu M= ]S iff M.
. N. p . : 1927(?). ^ ^
Hsien-tai CK hua: Hsien-tai Chung-kuo hua chan-lan
Hong Kong: 1975.
Hsien-tai CK hua chi: Hsien-tai Chung-kuo hua chi ts'ui
%i& A Selection of Contemporary Chinese Paintings (Collection of Sung
Wen-chih). Peking: Chao-hua mei-shu, 1981.
Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan: Hsien-tai Chung-kuo hua-hsuan
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978-. Indexed: vols. 1-4.
Hsien-tai mei-shu: Hsien-tai mei-shu tso-p'in hsin-shang
fife jy • Vol. I. Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1964,
Hsien-tai ming-hua: Hsien-tai ming-hua
N.p.: T'ai-p'ing-yang i-shu she, 1929.
Hsien-tai shan-shui: Hsien-tai shan-shui hua hstian
Vol. I.
*\ w
Ed. by Ch'in Ling-yun ^
Hsin-han ko: Hsin-han ko shan-chi /
Hangchou: Hsi-ling yin-she, 1928.
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1964.
$ $fc . Vol. I I I .
Hstian, e t . a l . hua-hsuan: Hstian Ku-yu, Yang Wu-yang, T'ang Ting-chih, Yao
Mang-fu hua hsflan t% % g . # ̂  ^ ,f. ~
(Collection of Ch'en Shu-t'ung ^
ku-tien, 1959.
Hu-she: Hu-she ytieh-k'an $%]{
1-100 (1927-1936).
it
Huang Mo-ytian: Huang Yin-p'u ~W,
Mo-ytian chi ts'un -^- yî  U-̂
1974. - • ^ ilf"
$
fo
} • Peking: "CRung-kuo
Peking. Indexed: Nos.
Huang-shih I-chiang-nan-kuan
it A. • N. p.: c.
I-ching: I-ching £j& ̂ j£ . Shanghai. Indexed: Nos. 1-35 (1936-1937).
I-lin: I-lin yueh-k'an ^ * ^ ^ % ~£»j . Published by the Chinese
Painting Research Association. Peking. Indexed: Nos. 1-118
(1930-1942).
I-yuan to-ying: I-yuan to-ying 4gp y£j -f?* -|^ Gems from Chinese Fine
Arts. Shanghai. Indexed: Nos. 1-14 (1978-1981).
Jen-min mei-shu: Jen-min mei-shu ^\ Ĵ v -H. nfc? . Indexed: vol. 1
(1950) 2-5.
Jen-wu hua: Jen-wu hua hsi-tso-hsuan s\
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978. Indexed: vol. 2.
Ko-ming wen-wu: Ko-ming wen-wu Jf &*$ -xL ̂ yJ . Indexed: 1979.4-6,
1980.1-6.
Kuang-tung hsien-tai: Li Chien-erh ~%r <y&- ^J . Kuang-tung hsien-tai
hua-jen ch'uan /§ J ^ J ^ ^ M ^ /{M . N. p . : 1941.
Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian: Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan-chi
^11 . Canton: Ling-nan mei-shu, 1962.
Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in: Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in hsuan-chi
Canton: Hua-nan jen-min, 1954.
Kuang-tung ming-chia: Kuang-tung ming-chia shu-hua hsuan-chi /^ -^ Az &<.
^lL JL \-& 4A . Hong Kong: Ta-kung pao, 1960.
Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng: Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng chi
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1957.
Kuo-hua hsuan-chi: Kuo-hua hsuan-chi JigCj ^ . {J*̂  -Jĝ  . Shanghai:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1962.
Kuo-t'ai: Kuo-t'ai mei-shu-kuan hsuan-chi }§} ^
12 vols. Taipei: Kuo-t'ai mei-shu-kuan, 1977-1980. The following
volumes indexed:
I. Chung-kuo chin-tai ming-chia shu-hua chi Ef JlSy l
I I . Ming Ch'ing min-ch'u pai-chia shu-hua chi 0}$
I I I . Chin-wu-pai-nien Chung-kuo mei-shu chi-ts 'ui 1 ^ - ^ - ^ "T
^ ffi &m ̂  *-$.
IV. Chung-kuo mei-shu fan-ch'uan t'ung hua chia hsuan chi
V. Chung-kuo shan-mien i-shu chi-ts'ui
VI. Ming Ch'ing ming-chia shu-hua shou-chuan chi-ts'ui
VII. Hai-shang ming-chia shu-hua chi Sty — t
X. Wu Ch'ang-shih, Ch'i Pai-shih, Fu Pao-shih san-shih
hstian chi £
X I ' Ming Ch'ing min-ch'u ming-chia shu-hua chi P$ ?^j
XII. Hai-shang-p'ai shih-chia shu-hua chi >w- ~ >){f^ -/*
Li Yen-shan shu-hua chi: Li Yen-shan shu-hua chi ^
Li Yen-shan: His Paintings, Calligraphy and Poems. 4 vols. in one.
Hong Kong: Oriental Culture Publishers, 1975.
Mei-chan: Mei-chan t'e-k'an |f Jl W /'J The National Fine Arts
Exhibition of 1929. Vol.11: Chin s£f . Shanghai: 1929.
Mei-shu: Mei-shu (ytteh-kfan) j ^ 4^f ̂ J? -/"J J . Indexed: 1954.5-12
through 1966.2; 1976.1-3; 1977 through 1981.12.
Mei-shu (Canton): Mei-shu ^ 4fJ" . Canton: Kuang-chou-shih
shih-li mei-shu hsueh-hsiao. Indexed: Nos. 1-5 (1935-1936).
Mei-shu sheng-huo: Mei-shu sheng-huo J| At'T ^ 'zz Art and Life.
Indexed: 1 (April, 1934) through 41 (Aug. 1937).
Mei-shu tso-p'in: Chung-hua ch'uan-kuo wen-hsueh i-shu kung-tso-che
tai-piao ta-hui i-shu chan-lan-hui mei-shu tso-p'in hsuan chi
i: Hsin-hua shu-tien, 1950.
Mei-shu tso-p'in hsiian: Kao-chu Mao Chu-hsi-ti wei-ta ch'i-chih sheng-li
ch' ien-chin: Mei-shu t so-p ' in hsiian pŝ  JjMr ̂ j £. JSJ -&ij jjjjfr. J^_
•2$. jfi n M it M. 4 *fa J¥ A 3U ' peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1977.
Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an: Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an - ^ ^fT ^ ^ -4*\ . Indexed:
1978.1.
Mei-shu yen-chiu: Mei-shu yen-chiu J | <̂̂ T -^f -TL • Indexed: 1957.2
through 1960.1; 1981.1-4; 1982.1-2, 4.
Ming Ch'ing chin-taij Ming Ch'ing chin-tai ming-hua hsuan-chi Bfl ^
^K & i . ^ -§^ A Selection of Paintings from the Ming Dynasty to
the Present. Taipei: Hua-cheng Book Company, 1980.
Ming-pao: Ming-pao yueh-k'an #J? ij^L $ A>\ . Indexed: vol . 1 (1966)
through vol. 16 (1981).
MSNC: Chung-hua min-kuo san-shih-liu nien Chung-kuo mei-shu nien-chien
c h i n a# $ , Wl # f * #
Yearbook, 1946. Ed, by Wang I-ch'ang j£ ^ ^ ^ • Shanghai:
Shanghai Municipal Cultural Movement Committee, 1948.
Nanking Exh. Cat.: Chiao-yu-pu ti-erh-tz'u ch'uan-kuo mei-shu chan-lan huiM 0§^ • Part Two: Hsien-tai shu-h a chi J ^ A; ff -5 ^ (T e
Second National Exhibition of Chinese art under the auspices of the
Ministry of Education, Nanking, 1937). Commercial Press, 1943.
Nan-pei chi: Nan-pei chi JJ7 ^ 'fe . Indexed: 1971 through 1982.140.
Pai-ytln t'ang: Pai-yun fang ts'ang-hua ^3 j^ '3§T jj&i ^ The
Collections of Pai Yuan Tang (Huang Chun-pi). Taipei: Kuo-t'ai wen-hua
shih-yeh, 1981. Vol. II.
Pei-ching chih-kung: Pei-ching-shih chih-kung mei-shu tso-p'in hsuan-chi
dt If* ip j$( J2Z £ 4tT If A l £ ^ • Peking: Pei-ching
ch'u-pan-she, 1959.
Pei-ching mei-shu: Pei-ching pu-tuei mei-shu tso-p'in hsuan ^"^ ,
||?$T Jr ** L£~ • Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1973.
PLA 50 Anniversary: Ch'ing-chu Chung-kuo jen-min chieh-fang-chun chien chun
wu-shih chou-nien mei-shu tso-p'in chan-lan t'u-lu (Chung-kuo hua)
^L 1£1 ''^k (- $* ̂  ij> ^Art exhibition commemorating the 50th
anniversary of the founding of the People's Liberation Army [PLA]).
Tientsin: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978.
Po-lin: Po-lin jen-wen po-wu-kuan so-ts'ang Chung-kuo hsien-tai ming-hua
(Berlin Museum collection). Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1936.
— *»2 .jis- •& 2z* AzizSan Kao: San Kao i-hua ho-chi -=̂- ml fj^ ̂  -^ 'Qg^- Paintings by the
Three Kao Brothers, Chien-fu, Chi-fung and Chien-tsang. Kowloon: 1968.
San T'an: San T'an shu-hua pao cz. $JJL -T|F" fit. ® . Shanghai:
Hua-shang, 1926.
Shan-ho: Shan-ho hsin-mao 1I4 >&]" %*F -%%J. Nanking: Chiang-su
jen-min, 1962.
Shan-shui hua: Shan-shui hua hsieh-sheng hsuan jJ-j sf
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978.
Shang-hai CK hua-yuan: Shang-hai Chung-kuo hua-yuan tso-p'in hstian-chi
¥ | Jk ° Kong: chi"ku chai' 1981
Shang-hai FA College Exh. Cat.: Chung-kuo hsien-tai ming-chia shu-hua
chan-lan hui mu-lu
Exposition of Modern Chinese Painting and Calligraphy under the
auspices of Shanghai College of Fine Arts: Catalogue. Shanghai (?):
1935 (?).
Shang-hai hua-niao: Shang-hai hua-niao hua-hsuan — t ?& JKJ. »sf«7 "M ISL.
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
Shang-hai hua-niao chi: Shang-hai hua-niao hua hsuan-chi —£ ?*& n£i v%-fLlj|^,
jM. . Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1962.
Shang-hai hua-yuan: Shang-hai hua-yuan Chung-kuo hua chuan-chi -LA^-J
*¥ ffil -W_ M- S- • Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
Shang-hai kung-jen: Shang-hai kung-jen mei-shu tso-p'in hstian 1974 *-tL>&r
JJ. A-, ^ ^ ' T 4^ A lS_ Z994- • Shanghai: Jen-min, 1975.
Shih-nien CK hua: Shih-nien Chung-kuo hui-hua hsuan-chi 1949-1959 + ^%-
^^ | Jen-min mei-shu, 1961.
Shina nanga taisei: Shina nanga taisei j<L Sp )%J )Sb J* M<^ • Tokyo:
Kobunsha, 1935-1937. Indexed: vols. 1-16? addendum 1-6; supplement.
Shou-tu: Shou-tu Chung-kuo hua hsuan
Peking: Peking chfu-pan-she, 1959.
Sui-kfan ts'ang: Sui-k'an ts'ang shan, ch'u chi % 0^
Comp. by Ku Hsieh-kuang Ajh S -^j . Shanghai: Chin-chia-shih-
hao-lu, 1927.
SYL kung-jen: Shang-hai, Yang-ch'tian, Lti-ta kung-jen hua chan-lan tso-p'in
A. rPeking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1974.
T'an-chia: Hai-ling T'an-chia shu-hua-fang
Shanghai: Hua-shang shu-ch'u, 194?.
Tang-tai ming-jen: Tang-tai ming-jen hua-hai ^gf ^r\ ^& s\
Shanghai: Mi-feng hua-she, Chung-hua shu-ch'u, 1931.
T'ien-hui ko: T'ien-hui ko hua-ts'ui, ti-erh-chi
^p. . Shanghai: T'ien-hui ko, 1930.
Ts'ai-mo-hua: Ti-erh-chieh ch'uan-kuo mei-shu chan-lan hui: Ts'ai-mo-hua
f & fflA
Peking: Jefi-min mei-shu, 1955.
Tsuruta: Tsuruta Takeyoshi ^ % )3E7 jp[j ̂  r Kindai Chugoku kaiga
M\&^ - Modern Chinese Painting. Tokyo: 1974.
Wang-yun hsien: Wang-yiin hsien ming-hua-chi "^ p̂;
5 vols. Shanghai: Chung-wai jih-yeh, Shen-hsiu shu-she, 1922-1923.
Wen-wu t'ien-ti: Wen-tu t'ien-ti 5^ ^jfl ^ £VD . Indexed: 1981.1-6?
1982.1.
Wu-chung chin-jen: Wu-chung chin-jen shu-hua-chi J^
2 vols. Suchou: Chen-hsin shu-she, 1925.
Wu, Wang, San T'an: Wu, Wang, San T'an shu-hua-ts'ui
. Shanghai: Hua-shang shu-ch'ti, 1929.
Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A: Chi-nien Mao Chu-hsi "Tsai Yen-an wen-i tso
t?an hui-shang-ti chiang-hua" fa-piao san-shih-chou-nien mei-shu
tso-p-in hstian ££ S&, ^ ± 7& °&_ gt, & < ffL J £ $'jL^ ~L4r$
tfgf'11^- S -h )&& £<%$ J$ tk 4L_ <Art exhibition
commemorating the 30th anniversary of Chairman Mao's "Talks at the
Yen-an Forum on Literature and the Arts" [1942]). Peking: Jen-min
mei-shu, 1973,
Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, B: Chi-nien Mao Chu-hsi "Tsai Yen-an wen-i tso
t 'an hui-shang-ti chiang-hua" fa-piao san-shih-chou-nien ch'uan-kuo
mei-shu tso-p'in chan-lan hui hsuan-chT ^2 ^< ^kj £- $y "&L 4^ ^
i t %M f^-f-t- ^ m t± " %k 3L d' •+- m 4f ^ Ml *4&4% &
$k~ it* /^ £§L 0-^- (Art exhibition commemorating the 30th
anniversary of Chairman Mao's "Talks at the Yen-an Forum on Literature
and the Arts" [1942J), Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1972,
Ying-ch'un hua: Ying-ch'un hua i££, ̂ jt~ -ifej (Chung-kuo hua ts' ung-k' an tp
$ i ii l # Indexed: 1980.2.
Western Language Works
CL: Chinese Literature. Indexed: 1951; 1952.1; 1953 through 1982.7.
CL 1979 Supplement: Traditional Chinese Paintings: Chinese Literature
supplement, 1979.
Contemporary CP: Contemporary Chinese Paintings. Peking: Foreign Languages
Press, 1956.
CP: China Pictorial. Indexed: 1954.2, 11; 1956.12; 1958.101; 1959
through 1982.5.
CP New Series: Chinese Paintings — A New Series: Chinesische Malerei —
Eine neue Serie. Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1977.
CR: China Reconstructs. Indexed: 1952 through 1982.8.
Exh. Kao and Chang: An Exhibition of Paintings by Kao Weng and Chang
K'un-i, introductions by Hu Shih, Kao Weng, and Alan Priest. New York:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1944.
Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings: An Exhibition of Modern Chinese Paintings,
introductions by Hu Shih, Kinn-wei Shaw, Lin Yutang, and Alan Priest.
New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1943.
Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg.: Lubor Hajek, Adolf Hoffneister and Eva Rychterova,
xvii
Contemporary Chinese Painting, Tr. by Jean Layton. London: Spring
Books, 1961.
Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors: Josef Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors. Tr. by
Till Gottheinerova, revised by Natalie Graham and Derek French.
London: Octopus Books, 1978.
Lai, Three Contemporary Chinese Painters: T. C. Lai, Three Contemporary
Chinese Painters: Chang Da-chien, Ting Yin-yung, Ch'eng Shih-fa.
Seattle and London: University of Washington Press, 1975.
PC: People's China. Indexed: 1950 through 1952.1-2, 4-24; 1953 through
1957.
PR: Peking Review (Beijing Review). Indexed: 1958 through 1981.
Scheck: Frank Rainer Scheck, Chinesische Malerei seit der
Kulturrevolution. Cologne: M. DuMont Schauberg, 1975.
Sullivan: Michael Sullivan, Chinese Art in the Twentieth Century. London:
Faber and Faber, 1959.
T'ien-hsia: T'ien-hsia Monthly. Indexed: 1935 through 1941.1.
Trends: Chu-tsing Li, Trends in Modern Chinese Painting (The C. A.
Drenowatz Collection). Artibus Asiae Supplementum XXXVI. Ascona:
1979.
Women of China: Women of China. Indexed: 1979 through 1981.3.
Wu, Painting in China: Wu Tung, Painting in China Since the Opium Wars.
Boston: Boston Museum of Fine Arts, 1981.
Auction Catalogues
Barling, CP 16-20 Cen.: Chinese Paintings 16th-20th Century, Barling
auction catalogue, 1978.
Edgren, 20th cen. CP: J. S. Edgren, Twentieth Century Chinese Painting and
Calligraphy. Catalogue Five, 1981.
Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978: Modern Chinese Paintings, Sotheby Parke Bernet,
New York.
June 13, 1979: Chinese Paintings, Textiles, Jades, Ceramics and
Works of Art, Sotheby Parke Bernet, New York.
Sept. 27, 1979: Chinese Paintings, Sotheby Parke Bernet, New
York.
May 28, 1980: Modern Chinese Paintings, Sotheby Parke Bernet,
Hong Kong.
June 17, 1980: Chinese Paintings, Sotheby Parke Bernet, New York.
Oct. 23, 1980: Contemporary Chinese Paintings, Sotheby Parke
Bernet, York Avenue Galleries.
Nov. 30, 1980: Modern and Contemporary Chinese Paintings, Sotheby
Parke Bernet, Hong Kong.
Dec. 18, 1980: Chinese Paintings, Japanese Paintings and Screens,
Property of the estate of Chester Dale Carter, Sotheby Parke
Bernet, York Avenue Galleries.
Dec. 19, 1980: Chinese Paintings, Japanese Paintings and Screens,
Sotheby's York Avenue Galleries.
March 12/13, 1981: Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art, Modern and
Contemporary Chinese Paintings, Sotheby's York Avenue Galleries.
May 7, 1981: Chinese Furniture and Decorations including Rugs,
Textiles and Paintings, Sotheby's York Avenue Galleries.
May 17, 1981: Chinese Paintings, Sotheby Parke Bernet, Hong Kong.
June 24/25, 1981: Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art including
Jades, Snuff Bottles and Chinese Paintings, Sotheby's York
Avenue Galleries.
Sept. 18, 1981: Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art including Snuff
Bottles, Jades and Chinese Paintings, Sotheby's York Avenue
Galleries.
Nov. 22, 1981: Modern and Contemporary Chinese Paintings, Sotheby
Parke Bernet, Hong Kong.
Jan. 21, 1982: Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art, Sotheby's York
Avenue Galleries.
April 28, 1982: Chinese Paintings, Ceramics and Works of Art,
Sotheby's York Avenue Galleries.
KEY TO SOURCES USED FOR BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
BK Tsuruta Takeyoshi 'ps&$ 07 J^v P<, "Kin hyakunenrai
Chugoku gajin shiryo j ^ © 2f j$£ *p ̂  04 A. M $4
Index to Chinese Painters of the Last One Hundred Years,"
Bijutsu Kenkyu J| 4ff &?F ̂ £ , 293 (May, 1974) part
I? 294 (July 1974) part II; 303 (Jan. 1976) part III?
307 (no month, 1976) part IV. In Japanese. References
are to the Arabic pagination,
Howard L. Boorman, Biographical Dictionary of Republican
China. New York and London: Columbia University Press,
1967-1971. 4 vols.
Boorman
CK i-shu-chia Chung-kuo i-shu-chia tz'u-tien, hsien-tai tfz ^gj J|
^C %% ̂ k 5^L4K • Ch' ang-sha: Hu-nan jen-min, 1 981. 2
vols.
Ho Ho Chihjqf ^ , Hsien-tai hua-chia ch'
Kowloon: Chung-kuo i-shu, 1963.
^ %.
Klein & Clark Donald W. Klein and Anne B. Clark, Biographical Dictionary
of Chinese Communism 1921-1965. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard
University Press, 1971. 2 vols.
Li
Lin
Li Chien-erh ^ ylj^ So , Kuang-tung hsieh-tai hua-jen
ch'uan J& J$t 5%j ̂ K j£ A ^ / ^ I N.p. : 1941.
Lin Chien-tfung j^t J^ )%} and Lin Chi-k'ai ̂  &
Tang-tai Chung-kuo hua-jen ming-lu f^f j~\ tip fjj^J -Ĵ
Jj?z > $ ^ Bibliography (sic) of the Contemporary Chinese






Chung-hua min-kuo san-shih-liu nien Chung-kuo mei-shu
nien-chien rfe: ̂  jfc M Z+^%. tip M\ £&%£&
China Art Yearbook, 1946. Ed by Wang I-ch'ang ^
Shanghai: Shanghai Municipal Cultural Movement Committee,
1948. References are to the biography section.
Chung-kuo hua-chia jen-mingSun Ta-kung
ta-tz'u-tien
Michael Sullivan, "A Biographical Index of Modern Chinese
Artists," Appendix I I in his Chinese Art in the Twentieth
Century. London: Faber and Faber, 1959.
jSI lit 4*i M- M- %, & ^JiL • Taipei: Mo-pao-t'ang,
1982. ~**~
Yang I >f^ i$(^, , Hai-shang mo-l in / ^ - ^ ^




& I ^ f %< X J& % $ -9k •
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shuf 1981, Includes two addenda.

I N D E X

CHANG
A-WANG-CH«IUNG-P'EI "J55J Q i jpj* ' j j ^ . T i b e t a n ,
Woman and g i r l returning from night school, done with Feng Chung-an, i , s,
1976. Ch'ttan-kuo mei-shu 74.
AI LI.
Spring in the south. CL 1973.5 opp. 92*.
CHA TE-CHI.
Cutting a water channel along the mountainsides, i, s, d indistinct.
PR Oct. 25, 1960.16.
CHAI CH'I-KANG ^ }
After rain: birds, flowers, and rock, s. Mei-shu 1981.6.27.
^ ^M t# ^]
From Peking; flowers and insect! • BK IV, 98; MSNC, 103.
Dragonflies and willows, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 84.13.
Branch of leaves, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 85.13.
Red leaves and ink butterfly, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 90.12.
Bird of paradise on rock, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.16.
Plants, rocks, and dragonfly, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 96.12.
Magnolia and oriole, s. Shou-tu 26.
^ "fl . Soldier.
Charge to Nanking and liberate all of China (1949: prior to crossing the
Yangtze River), done with Liu Shu-chun, i, s, 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 77.
Discussing the plan of attack, done with Liu Shu-chun, i, s, 1977.
Ibid. 81.A% 4? A-CHAI PING-JEN /g  ^ 1 — . Figures. MSNC, 103.
Seated Buddha, i indistinct. Hu-she 84.14.
Everlasting Sorrow, i indistinct. Hu-she 90.14.
Lady in a boat under willow, i, s. Hu-she 95.11.
CH'AI PEN-SHAN ̂  /£*. J^-. Driver.
See Collaborative Works List 24, 36.
CH'AI SHAN-LIN ^ jj^
Good tidings from home: peasant visiting his army son, i, seal,
1973. CK hua hsuan-chi 30*; CL 1974.8 opp. 58*.
CHAN KUO-HSIUNG
Quail and hibiscus, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.381.
CHANG AN-CHIH ^|^ Ĵ jr }^t • B- 1 9 1 0 o r 1911. From Yang-chou, Kiangsu,
student of Hsu Pei-hung at National Central University, Nanking; Silence
Society; taught at National Central University; 1938-43 Director of Kuangsi
Provincial Art Institute; in 1947-8 in England; Central Art Academy, Peking. BK
III, 174; Sullivan, 87; Yu add. 1, 27.
San-hua Bank, i, s, d indistinct. CK shu-hua 8.5.
Stone masons, s, 1955. Mei-shu 1956.11.36*.
Head of a man. Sullivan 38.
CHANG
Schoolmaster and children, School for War Orphans, Kueilin, 1943.
Ibid, 39.
Building the dyke. Ibid. 41.
CHANG CH'ANG-HAI ̂ _ '&> 5i$-t. Yen-p1 ingj-g. J&* . From Hopei, student of
Li Shang-ta; Hu-she Painting Society? landscapes. BK III, 170.
Landscape: scholar in a boat by a cliff. Hu-she 45.20 (41-50.140).
Monkey on rock under pine, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 61.11.
CHANG CHAO-MING l ^ ^ J^Z- B. 1897, d. 1976. From Wu-han, Hupei; studied
at the Peking Art School, student of Wang Yun and Ch'en Heng-ko; head of
Wu-ch'ang Art School; flowers and birds. BK III, 177; Yu add. 1, 30.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 30.
Loquats, s . Mei-shu 1960.1.23; Shih-nien CK hua 78.
Stone and epidendrum, s. Mei-shu 1964.1.66.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1972. Mei-shu 1979.3.22.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.280.
CHANG CHE-HUI |-^_ ^ Jj|* h. Tse-wei §*] \^ . B. 1905. From
Ching-chiang, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; pupil of Yu Yuan and Wang Chen;
figures, Buddhist figures, landscape, birds and flowers. MSNC, 74.
Scholar and servant under pines, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 32.
CHANG CHEN-TO | ^ ŷtfe, 'Ji|t. Tinq-sheng ^ji >£ , Wen-t'ienj^ j ^ _ h.
Ts'ang-heng pai-wu-shih-chu jĝ  "JF$X <^£ /|l ^|? Ĵ .
# B - 1908- From
P'u-chiang, Chekiang; graduate of Shanghai Fine Arts Academy; Hua-yu Painting
Society and other art societies; taught in various schools; Hupei Art Academy.
BK III, 176; CK i-shu-chia II, 507; MSNC, 74; Yu add. 1, 28.
Mynah, rock and peonies, i, s, 1948. Chung-nan kuo-hua 5*.
Vulture on rock under pine, s. Mei-shu 1957.7.28.
Flowers and leaves, s. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1982.1.23.
Fish, s. Ibid. 23.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 23.
Two rabbits, s. Ibid. 24.
Wisteria and bird, s. Ibid. 24.
Epidendrum and bamboo, 1978 (?). Ibid. 24.
Chicken and flowers, s. Ibid, inside back cover.
Flowers and butterflies, i, s, 1979. Ibid, inside back cover.
Pine trees, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 70.
CHANG C H ' E N G I ^ . |$<J t. Chun-shih %. jt h. Hsu-chih,^ X^ . B. 1912.
From Shun-te, Kwangtung; studied in Canton; active in Canton and Hong Kong;
landscape. Ho, 31; Lin, 82.
Listening to the stream in the shade of pines, i, s, colophons dated
1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 259.
CHANG CHENG-Yu ̂ 4<^ j£- ^f . Brother of Chang Kuang-yu; Central Art Academy.
CR 1956.6, 32.
Cat; goldfish; panda. Three paintings with signature or seal, one done at
age 71. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 144 (Jan. 1982), inside front cover*.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Ode to the Plum
Blossom," 1961. CK shu-hua 2.2*.
12 paintings of cats, dating from 1967 to 1973. CK shu-hua 2.29-31*.
Cat and fish, s. CL 1962.8 front cover*.
Cat, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 59*.
-2-
CHANG
CHANG CHI ^ %
Man under a pine tree, after Tao-chi. I-lin 30.6.
CHANG CH'I-lJ^ - ^ J^L . Peking. BK III, 175.
Two ducks, birds and%hibiscus by water, s. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 5.
Two red birds on plum branch, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 69*.
Goldfish, s. Ibid. 81*.
CHANG CH'I-Kuli^ %%^ %^t. Ming-chih Bj£[ fer Tan-p'o*^ y& . Woman.
B. 1906. From Sung-chiang, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; 1921 graduate of
Shanghai Shen-chou Women's Art School; active in education. MSNC, 73.
Two birds on blossoming branch, i, s, 194^. MSNC 196.
CHANG CHI-TS'ENG jj? ^ g | W .
See Col labor a'tive Works List 15.
CHANG CH'I-TSUNG^lL JMC, 5 ^ t . Hsiao-ch'ien j j %ffi h . C h ' i - h u j ^ >&JE| .
From Tsingtao; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers, birds, landscapes, animals. BK
II I , 175; MSNC, 74.
Pine and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.12.
Tiger by a waterfall, i, s, for Chin Ch'eng. Hu-she 100.31.
Roses, i, s, 1929. I-lin 3.9.
Lotuses and dragonfly, done with Ch'i Huang, i, 1930. I-lin 25.10.
Three tigers, i indistinct. I-lin 39.7.
Two tigers, s, 1933. I-lin 54.9.
Chrysanthemum and insects, done with Wang Ytin, inscription by Wang dated
1930. I-lin 69.2.
Rat, cherries, and basket, s, 1936. I-lin 74.10.
Tiger on a rock, s. I-lin 77.16.
Tiger in grass, i, s, 1936. I-lin 87.2.
Tiger, i, s, 1937. I-lin 94.8.
CHANG CHIA-CH'IANG^I^ |§£ |*fe.. Worker.
Destroyed electronic equipment, done with Hsiao Ti. Mei-shu 1979.9.32.
CHANG CHIA-TE £fv. ^ g a^»" • Woman, daughter of Chang Tse.
See Collaborative Works List 71 .
CHANG CHIA-YING irpL ^ - 5 ^ t. Hui-shan^j5 jM . Woman. From I-cheng,
Kiangsu; moved to Shanghai, studied with Ku Cn'ing-yao and Cheng Ch'ang;
landscape. MSNC, 74.
Landscape, round fan, s, 1947. MSNC 37.
CHANG CHIEH-MIN ^
Riding in the snow on the plateau, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 44.
Soldier holding a mare with nursing colt, i, s, 1962. Mei-shu
1962.3.18*.
CHANG CHIEN|-|L ^|§^ t. Ch1 i-t1 ang 7%^ ^JL . From Wu-chin, Kiangsu; nephew of
Wu Ch'ing-hsia, studied with Chang K'o-ho. MSNC, 70.
Rainy landscape, i, s. MSNC 86.
- 3 -
CHANG
CHANG CHIEN-CHUNG J-|L *$ *f . B. 1937. From Kun-ming, Yunnan. Primarily
an oil painter; Yunnan Provincial Cultural Bureau, works on art films. Yu add.
1, 28.
Refugees, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.3.32 (detail).
CHANG CHIEN-MING "§-|̂  J ^ ^J . B. 1945. From Shu-lu, Hopei; in the army.
Yu add. 1, 28.
Glorious achievements, i, s. PLA 50 Anniversary 56 (2 scenes).
CHANG CHIH-CH'AO"!^ V & j^lk .
Travel in Szechwan is no longer difficult: railroad in the mountains, i,
s, 1960. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 9.
CHANG CHIH-HAN 1"|L. ^ ^Jl^ t. Hsien-fanĝ i)-* J$$j h. Liao-hai lao-yujjf^i^
s& / $ . • B* 1866' d- 1931. From Shen-yang, Liaoning; landscape. Yu, 810.
Red-tree Study, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 13.
CHANG CHIH-HSI
Bird on a pine bough, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.257.
CHANG CHIH-JEN J-pL. ^. ^— , another name Hsueh ^ . B. 1919. From
Nan-t'ung, Kiangsu. Hsu-chou Municipal Chinese Painting Gallery. Yu add.1.26.
Mining iron ore, s, 1973. Chiang-su mei-shu 7.
CHANG CHIH-LIN |
Three swallows, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.256.
CHANG CHIN l~pv.. ~̂ Q . B. 1903. From Suchou, Kiangsu; Suchou Painting Academy.
BK III, 176; Yu add. 1, 28.
Autumn grove. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 38*; Chiang-su shih-nien 35*.
The river banks are green again, i, s, 1964. CL 1966.7 opp. 132*.
Hotel at Mt. Huang, s. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 47.
Embankment work site. Kuo-hua hsiian-chi 37.
Fishing boat on Lake T'ai, s. Mei-shu 1959.2.29.
Night boat on the Three Gorges, i, s, 1960. Shan-ho 31*.
See also Collaborative Works List 54.
CHANG CHIN-CH'I f-Ĵ  ^ Jft^ . Woman, wife of Ch'eng Shih-fa. B. 1918. From
Hangchou, Chekiang. In 1938 entered Shanghai Art School; influenced by Wu
Chun-ch'ing and Wang Hsien; flowers. Kuo-ch'ing hua-chan ^J JM, "JJL &
Shanghai Friendship Store pamphlet, 1980. ^*~* ~*^ ^^
Grape vine, s, 1980. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP 64.
CHANG CHIN-FU|^ -%" ^Jj t. Shou-fu / ^ j ^ h. Nan-hu\#3 ?$& • D. 1932.
From Chia-hsing, Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society; student of Chin Ch'eng;
landscape, flowers. BK III, 176; MSNC, 74; Yu, 843.
Roses, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.4.
Landscape with animals, i, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.27.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 1-10.83.
Birds on a corn p l a n t , i , s . Hu-she 12.14 (11 -20 .123) .
New Year's still life, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 15.14 (11-20.136).
Landscape with sparse trees, i indistinct. Hu-she 20.6 (11-20.155).
Landscape after Kung Hsien. Hu-she 35.20 (31-40.144).
CHANG
Plum and rock, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 49.12 (41-50.161).
Waiting for the ferry on an autumn river, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 57.9.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Hu-she 61.8.
Plum blossoms, three scrolls, i, s. Hu-she 62.10.
Plum blossoms and birds, i, s, 1934 (?), for Chin Ch'eng. Hu-she 100.30.
Landscape, Mei-chan 73.
CHANG CHIN-LIANG
Gourd vine. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.263.
CHANG CHIN-WU ^-fc j£ 3E\ • Worker.
Army man eating watermelon. PLA 50 Anniversary 112.
CHANG CHO fy
Soldier drinking water from a banana leaf, done with T'an P'ing and Yin
Ch'i, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.9.31.
CHANG CHtiN-I |rf̂  $£ ^ L . From Anhwei. BK III, 175; I-lin 107.16.
Landscape, s, 1936 (?). I-lin 94.11.
Landscape with pines, s, 1939. I-lin 107.16.
CHANG CHUNG-YUAN |Jc *j? M> , original name Chung-yuan ^ X J . B. 1911.
From Chen-hai, Chekiang; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; Shanghai Art Association.
BK III, 177; MSNC, 71.
Bird in blossoming plum, i, s, 1947. MSNC 202.
Bamboo, orchids, and rock, done with T'ang Ytin, i, s,1948.
Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 78.
CHANG FU-WEI
A mountain road, i, d indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.3 back cover*.
CHANG HAN-FEI fy
Landscape, i , s . I - l in 22.12.
CHANG HAN-SHAN \"%L ?•!> %&, , original name Chung-min *$* &j . B. 1880, d.
1967. From Hsien-yang, Shensi; in 1903 went to Japan, returned to China in
1911; between 1914 and 1931 active in Shanghai; after 1949, active in Shensi;
birds and flowers, trees and stones. BK I I I , 175; Yu add. 1, 29.
Flowers and pine, i , s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 9.
CHANG HAO-SHENG ^ $
White Cloud Gro t to on Mt. Lao, i , s , 1935. Nanking Exh. C a t . , 11 .283 .
CHANG HEN-SHUI | - ^ . 4 ^ ? K ^ o r i g i n a l name Hsin-yiian *\V j j ^ . B , 1895, d .
1967. From Anhwei, bo rn i n N a n - c h ' a n g , K i a n g s i . Chung-kuo wen-hsu 'eh-chia
t z ' u - t i e n t ^ ^ | J L $jE lijf^ %$$ - | % ' H o n ^ K o n 9 : 1979, I , p . 2 7 1 .
Landscape , i , s , 194!?T Ming-pao 11 (1976) 1 2 . 7 2 ; Nan-pe i c h i 77
( O c t . 1976) 7 0 .
Chrysanthemum and r o c k , i , s , 1946. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 1 . 3 1 .
CHANG HSI<Hc. ^ f ^ t . P ' i n g - y u Jpf / "^ > , C h t t - t ' a n g ^ § * ^ n - T s u i - c h ' i n g
h i h ^ & - ^ r JL -J;. From C h i a n g - t u , Kiangsu; f i g u r e s , a n i m a l s . MSNC, 7 5 .
WoodgathercLr, l , s , 1948. MSNC 147.
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CHANG HSI-HSIEN ^
A horse running in a landscape, i, s, 1927. Mei-chan 12.
CHANG
CHANG HSI-LING
Lecturing on mac inery, done with Wang Chun-sheng, i. CK hua-hsuan 9;
CK hua-hsuan \ 1 2*.
CHANG HSI-LING Jrfo. /*r "^t • Woman. B. 1934. From Tientsin; also does New
Year's pictures; works in Tientsin. Yu add. 1, 27.
See Collaborative Works List 22, 23.
CHANG HSIANG-NINGlrlL ^ f ">^, h. Tso-chai chti-shih^p W % *£ . From
P'an-yu, Kwangtung; student of Chao Shao-ang; Kwangtung Painting Research
Society; landscape. Li, 99; Lin, 80.
Landscape, i, s, 1945. Huang Mo-yuan 48.
Autumn flowers, handscroll, done with seven other artists whose seals are
indistinct, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 49.
See also Collaborative Works List 44.
CHANG HSIAO-LAN l ^ ^|t j|^t. I-tSU j
River village in autumn mist, i, s. S Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.279.
See also Collaborative Works List 50.
CHANG HSIEN ̂-K. ?lor %$\ • D- 1936. Taught at Shanghai Fine Arts Academy.
BK III, 175; MSNC, 69.
Two ladies, seal (?). Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat. 19.
Two ladies, seal (?). Ibid. 21.
CHANG HSIN-CHIA ;§!<_ ^ "7$%*, another name Hsing-chieh \%. "P/fe . B. 1909.
From Suchou; Suchou Painting Academy. BK III, 176; Yu add. 1, 27.
Peony and insect, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 67*.
Two birds flying across leaves, seal. Ibid. 81*.
Peonies, i, s, 1977. Chiang-su kuo-hua 14*.
Cherry blossoms and swallows, i, s, 1972. Chiang-su mei-shu 22*.
Catalpa tree and insects, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.9*.
Hibiscus, fan, i, s, 1972. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 73*.
Bird on branch in rain, s. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 16.
Two swallows and branch, i, s, 1972. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 4, back cover*.
Crabs and basket, s. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 73.
Bird on a branch, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, October 23, 1980, 141.
CHANG HSIN-SU |-{^ *i> ^ . Woman, daughter of Chang Tse.
See Collaborative Works List 71.
CHANG HSIU-SHAN^-fL g
Loquats, s, 1936. Nanking Exh, Cat., 11.260.
CHANG HSIU-SHIH 73
Going out to work in the kao-liang fields, done with Chao Hua-sheng and
Li Lin-hsiang, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.12.27.
CHANG HSu-CHUANG ^ ^
Bird, pine, bamboo, rock, and flowers, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.265.
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CHANG HSuEH-FU | - | ^ ' / s f 5Q^. B . 1 9 1 1 . From C h e n - h a i , C h e k i a n g ; s t u d i e d w i t h
Chao Shih-kang; Shanghai Painting Academy. BK I I I , 176; Yti add. 1, 28; Shanghai
CK hua-ytlan, 30.
Harnessed: the Fu-tzu-ling Reservoir just before completion, i, s, 1954.
Contemporary CP 5*; Mei-shu 1955.1.23; PC 1955.17.20*; Ts'ai-mo-hua 28.
Filling in the sea, seal. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 22.
For a bigger variety of steel, i, s, 1958. PR Jan. 26, 1962.15.
Kueilin scene, i, s. Shan-shui hua 8*.
Mt. Huang, s. Ibid. 9*.
Gorge landscape i , s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan 30*.
Fishing boats on the Li River, i , s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yiian 18*.
CHANG HSUEH-TS'ENGI^, / ^p ^ t . Hsi-hsien jh qn . Chinese Painting
Research Association; landscape. I - l in 101.4.
Landscape, i , s . I - l in 101.4
CHANG HStiN -̂!̂  JBJ t . Meng-chiajgL ~& h . Mo-chia chu-shih J$\ Aft& . %
Tt • From Feng-jun, Hopei; Chinese Painting Research Association. I - l in
104.4.
Landscape, s, 1934. I - l in 65.14.
Secluded temple, i , s, 1938. I - l in 104.4.
CHANG HUAI Xh< >\*> • F r o m Hopei; Hu-she Painting Society. BK I I I , 177.
Scholar by stream under pine, i , s, 1932. Hu-she 54.16.
CHANG HUI-JUNG^|L Q !j£ . BK I I I , 175.
Portrait of Chou En-lai with plum blossoms, i , s, 1977. Ch'tlan-kuo
mei-shu 18.
Able to speak at l a s t , s, 1972. CL 1972.8*; Yenan Talks 30
Anniversary, A 57*.
CHANG HUNG y^L ]&2~t. Ku-ch'u«£r Jf/jLh. Shen-chai ^ ^ . B. 1890, d.
1968. From Shun-te, Kwangtung; student of Kao Lun, studied porcelains; moved to
Shanghai; taught in Shanghai and Hong Kong. BK III, 176; Li, 61; Lin, 78;
Sullivan, 87; MSNC, 71.
Collating books in riverside hut, handscroll, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 33.
Landscape, i, s, 1941. Li Yen-shan shu-hua chi III 277.
Trees, i, seal. Mei-shu (Canton) 3.3
Nine rocks, i, s, Sotheby, June 24/25 1981, 746.
Five Old Peaks, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 70.
CHANG HUNG*|-|k. §-^ . B. 1931. From Ho-fei, Anhwei; primarily a woodcut artist,
Yti add. 1, 27.
Collecting medicinal herbs, seal (?). PR Feb. 15, 1963.18.
CHANG HUNG-NIEN^|^. >*fg J%- h. Fu-sheng t % /d£ . Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK III, 176; MSNC, 75.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 83.13.
CHANG I-CH'IEN ^ j
Liu Chih-tan leading the Eastward March across the Yangtze River in 1936,
i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 39.
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CHANG I-JAN jjt 1§5L $&•
Bird on willow, s. Han-k'ou 41.
CHANG I-TSUN yv^. — ^ • B. 1901. From Ch1ien-ch'eng, Hunan; horses,
landscape, birds and flowers, insects and fish, BK III, 175; MSNC, 70.
Plowing in light rain, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956,9.6,
CHANG JAN^f^L ^ ^ - t . Hsiao-lou *V %lg-* or JjjjL . B. 1876, d. c. 1952. From
Chiang-yin, Kiangsu; studied law in Japan; worked in Korea and Peking; landscape
and flowers. MSNC, 71; Yu, 838. *- ^
Bibliography. A: Hsiao-lou hua-ts'e iY JjjL ^% -flf"» Shanghai: 1936.
Tree, bamboo and rock, i, s, age 60. A, 1 . """"""
Mountain landscape in storm, i, s, 1936. A, 2.
Sparse trees, after Ni Tsan. A, 3.
Fu-ch'un mountains, i, s, 1936. A, 4.
Han-shan beneath the moon, i, s. A, 5.
Pine on Mt. Huang, i, s, age 60. A, 6.
Pine on Mt. Hua, i, s, age 60. A, 7.
Five paintings of pine, bamboo and plum, i, s, age 60. A, 8-12.
Two stalks of flowers, i, s, age 60. A, 13.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1933. A, 14.
Bamboo, i, s, 1933. A, 15.
Lotus, i, s, 1936. A, 16.
Vegetable, i, s, 1936. A, 17.
Wisteria vine, i, s, age 60. A, 18.
Basket of clams, i, s, 1936, age 60. A, 19.
Basket of lichee, i, s, age 60. A, 19.
Kuan-yin seated on rock, i, s, age 60. A, 20.
New Year still life: plum in jar, narcissus, fungus, done with Liu
Hai-su, i, s. A, 21.
Chrysanthemums and wine jar, done with Hsieh Chu, i, s, 1927. A, 21.
Workers returning to village, i, s, 1936. A, 22.
Workers returning to village home, i, s, 1936. A, 23.
Bamboo, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 78.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 28 (July 1936).
Banana plant and rock, s. Ibid.
Pine and rock, i, s, age 60. Ibid.
Red plum, i, s, age 60. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.252.
CHANG JEN-CHIEH |-K. ̂ f ^ t , Ching-chiang ̂ff* >X. h. Wo-chan B<C A*J^. . B.
1873 or 1874 or 1877, d. 1950. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; business man and "one
of the four elder statesmen of the Kuomintang;" landscape. BK III, 176;
Boorman, I, 73; MSNC, 70: Yu,807.
Landscape inspired by a T'ao Ch'ien poem, i, s, 1923. MSNC 1; Tang-tai
ming-jen 22.
CHANG JEN-CHIH 1-|L, "f-* X _ . B. 1935. From Chi-hsien, Hopei; Peking Painting
Academy. Yii add. 1, 26.
Waterfall in forest, i,s. CK hua 1981.1.49.
Dawn clearing in spring mountains: hoeing fields, i, seal, 1962.
Mei-shu 1962.5.55.
Steel workers relaxing in front of furnaces, i, s, 1964. Mei-shu
1964.6.64*; PR Jan. 29, 1965.17.
Landscape, i, s, (inscription cropped). Nan-pei chi 91 (Dec. 1977) 34.





See Colla r t  orks List 15.
CHANG K'AI-CHI*^^. i f . Jf JSL t . Wan-li Ĵjgj ]§? . Peking? follower of
Chang Yuan. Sullivan, 87.
Roses and dragonflies, i, s, 1931. I-lin 26.12.
Flowers, spiders, butterflies, i, s, 1933. I-lin 55.14.
Rock, plum, narcissus, s. I-lin 107.6.
Bamboo and chrysanthemums, i, s. I-lin 110.11 •
CHANG R'AI-TUNGI^IL pnj S|6 h. Cho-weng $-% g| . From Yin-hsien, Chekiang;
studied with Chiang Han-t'ing and T'ang Ytln; ladies. MSNC, 75.
Lotuses, i, s, 1947. MSNC 117.
CHANG ^ ]
Landscape, s . Nanking Exh. Cat . , 11.249.
CHANG
Peonies, s. CK shu-hua 3, back cover*.
CHANG K'0-HoI-lL T L W%^t. Hsiang-keng^ /^.n- Shin-yuan/& )J] ,
Ma-shih-weng fljZ^ fa ^5] • B- 1 8 9 4 o r 1 8 9 8 o r 1899, d. 1959. From Wu-chin,
Kiangsu; Hai-shang T?i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting
Association; Hsi-ling Seal Society; Hsing-ytl Calligraphy and Painting Society;
Youth Calligraphy and Painting Society; after 1949, Shanghai Chinese Painting
Academy; landscape. BK III, 176; MSNC, 72; Yti, 824; Shang-hai CK hua-yilan.
Landscape after Wang Meng, i, s, 1936. Chin-tai CK hua 125.
Lotus, bird and rock, done with Chiang Han-t'ing and T'ang Yun, s. Kuo-t'ai
XI.27*.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 95.
Landscape in Mi style, i, s, 1947. MSNC 27.
Landscape with waterfalls, fan, s, 1954. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 209.
CHANG K'0-SMflc X J #$*. Worker.
Girl preparing nursing bottles for calves, done with Ytl Li-chin.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 97.
CHANG KU-NIEN f^L ^ t f̂*r name Ku %$E^ h. Ssu-hsiang-an *2Z> ^ ^
B. 1905 or 1906. From Chin-ling, Kiangsu; nephew of Feng Chiung; also studied
with Wang T'ung-ytl; moved to Taiwan; landscape. BK III, 176; Lin, 80; Tang-tai,
74.
Boneless blue-and-green landscape, i, s, 1946. Chin-tai CK hua 120.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-chan 66.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 544.
CHANG KUAN-CHE %%L X& i3. Heilungkiang.
Telling the story of Lei Feng. Mei-shu 1981.9,40.
CHANG KUAN-WEN
See Collaborative Works List 22.
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CHANG K U A N G ^ ^ *^6 t. Te-i 'Vc/ §c? h. Hung-wei "&*- 4plK^. Woman. B. 1878
or 1879 or 1883, d. 1970, From Yung-chia, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; taught
in the Shanghai Art School and other art institutions; after 1949 taught at the
Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; flowers, birds, animals, BK III, 175; MSNC,
69; Sullivan, 87; Yu, 818.
Bird, chrysanthemum and rock, i, s; Hsien-tai ming-hua 11.
Flowers, i, s, 1947. MSNC 155.
Long-tailed bird on lichee tree, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.267.
Iris and rock, s. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 35*.
Autumn crabapple blossoms and butterflies, s. Ibid. 36*.
Two fish and seaweed, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 56.
CHANG KUANG^-K. Wt t another name Kuang-ho f$it -£pZ . B. 1941. From
Lo-ting, Hopei; People's Art Publishing House. Yu add. 1, 29.
Grandmother and grandson, i, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.34*.
Herding song, i, s (?), 1979. CK shu-hua 4.15*.
Girl with buffalo and buffalo calves, i, s, 1977. Ming-pao
13 (1978) 6, back cover*.
CHANG KUANG-Yu >f^. ~ytj 'sj . B. 1900, d. 1965. Brother of Chang Cheng-yu;
graduate of Shanghai Fine Art Academy; after 1949 at the Central Art Academy and
the Central Arts and Crafts Academy; primarily an illustrator and cartoonist; in
his Chinese-style paintings does figures and ladies. BK III, 175; MSNC, 71;
Sullivan, 87.
There's a reservoir east of our village (Tai theme). CL 1960.4
opp.6*.
Reclining nude, fan, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 208.
CHANG KUEI-MING f-|^ H $%Z. B. 1939. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; 1964
graduate of Chinese Painting Department of Chekiang Art School; studied with
Fang Tseng-hsien, Chou Ch'ang-ku and Li Chen-chien; Shanghai Art Academy;
figures, flowers, birds. BK III, 175; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan, 56.
Figure, i, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 56.
Welcoming minority friends, i, s. Shang-hai hua-yuan 28*.
See also Collaborative Works List 70.
CHANG K ' U N I J L ||g t. Yun-kang ̂ g^ )$$ . Woman. BK III, 176.
Plant, s, 1937. I-lin 94.9."
CHANG K'UN-I ̂ jjL ^ ^ ^ t. Yu-hua 4 $ ^ h. Ch'ti-chiang nu-lang $£> y
-^C %V) • Woman, adopted daughter of Kao Weng. From P'an-yti, Kwangtung. Li,
105; Sullivan, 87.
Bear, i, s, 1944. Exh. Kao and Chang 1.
Roaring tiger, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 2.
Fish, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 6.
Monkey, i, s. Ibid. 8
Mice and turnip, i, s, 1932. Ibid. 10.
Flowering plum, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 10.
Crane, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 12.
Bird on flowering branch, i, s, 1932. Ibid. 15.
Cormorants on boats, i, s, 1932. See Kao Weng Bibliography A.
Bird on blossoming plum, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 20*.
Willows and birds, i, s, 1924. Mei-chan 96.




CHANG KUNG-LIANG 1H*- " ^ j £ t. Mo-yin vjf* 'pig,* . B. 1890. From Mei-hsien,
Kwangtung; flowers, plum. MSNC, 71.
Plum blossoms, i indistinct. MSNC, 107.
Pine and waterfall, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 114.
CHANG L
Ocean harbor construction, i, s, d (?). Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 49.
CHANG LI^H^. ^Z%mt. Hsun-t'ing**J)t| ^ . h , Li-hu^jL >$$ . From Tientsin;
Hu-she Painting Society; animals, flowers. BK III, 177; MSNC, 76.
Two horses, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.156.
Monkey in a tree, s. Hu-she 42.12 (41-50.108).
Leaves, a bird chasing an insect, i indistinct. Hu-she 49.13
(41-50.161).
wo monkeys in a pine tree, i, s. Hu-she 83.12.T
CHANG LI-CHEN 5~R -3
Fish, rocks, and bamboo, i, s, 1980. CK shu-hua 7.32.
Bamboo after a spring rain, i, s, 1977. CR 1978.3.33*.
CHANG Lu-CH'I^-pL \&\ %$s* B. 1919. Third son of Chang Hsueh-liang; Hu-she
Painting Society. BK III, 177.
Landscape (age 10), 1928. Hu-she 1-10.66.
CHANG LU-HSUN"?"^, ^ j 5*f3j t. Yen-tung $-X. i^ . B. 1917. Eldest son of
Chang Hsueh-liang; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK III, 177; MSNC, 74.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 1-10.66.
River and cliff, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 38.15 (31-40.160).
Houses in a misty grove, s. Hu-she 38.16 (31-40.161).
Landscape, fan , for Chin K ' a i - f a n , i , s , 1931. Hu-she 45.12 (41-50 .132) .
Landscape, i , s , 1931. Hu-she 45.15 (41-50 .135) .
Bui lding i n a g u l l y , i , s , 1931. Hu-she 45.15 (41-50 .135) .
Cloudy c l i f f , s . Hu-she 45.19 (41 -50 .139) .
Landscape, fan , i , s , 1931. Hu-she 5 8 . 1 3 .
See a l s o Co l l abo ra t i ve Works L i s t 41 •
CHANG L U - K A N ^ - I L \%\ S P f t . P i - t ung ^§g\ j | ^ . B. 1918. Second son of Chang
Hsueh-l iang; Hu-she Pa in t i ng Soc ie ty ; l andscape . BK I I I , 177; MSNC, 74 .
Landscape, s . Age 1 1 . Hu-she 1-10.66.
Landscape, fan, for Chin K ' a i - f a n , i , s . Hu-she 45.13 (41-50 .133) .
Landscape with thatched hut, s. Hu-she 45.17 (41-50.137).
Sounds of the lute and wind in the pines, i indistinct. Hu-she 45.18
(41-50.138).
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 45.20 (41-50.140).
Snowscape, seal. Hu-she 62.12.
See also Collaborative Works List 41.
CHANG LU- Y I N G ^ - | L ill] ̂ o r ^ 1 ^ t. Tung-ytl ̂ L ^fjj . B. 1916. Daughter
of Chang Hsueh-liang; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK III, 177; MSNC,
74.
Flower, s, age 13. Hu-she 1-10.66.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 45.13 (41-50.133).
Talking of old times in shade of pines, s. Hu-she 45.14 (41-50.134).
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Plum and bamboo in Sung style, s. Hu-she 45.15 (41-50.135).
Landscape, s. Hu-she 45.16 (41-50.136).
See also Collaborative Works List 41.
CHANG ^ Q
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 97.
CHANG MAO-HUI^|^ % xff.. Woman. Flowers. MSNC, 73.
Pine and roses, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 85.15.
CHANG MING-T'ANG I"|L &$ *JL . B. 1941. From Shou-yang, Shansi; works in
Shansi. YiX add. 1, 28.
Hua Kuo-feng and peasants in 1975, done with Chao I-ch'ao, i.
Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 8.
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai planning to cross the Yellow River, done
with Chao I-ch'ao, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.2.20.
Examination in the schoolroom, done with Chao I-ch'ao, 1979.
Mei-shu 1979.11.20*.
CHANG MING-TZU H L ^ ) V3 -3""*. Working in Nanking; landscapes; influenced by
Ch'ien Sung-yen. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Pines and river landscape, i, s, 1976. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 73.
Scholar and waterfall, i, s, 1976. Ibid. 74.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 429.
CHANG NAl"^K. 7$ t . Hslleh-yang ^ ^jL . B. 1901. From Hangchou, Chekiang;
Bee Painting Society; student of Ch'en Heng-ko. BK I I I , 177.
Lotus flowers, i , s . Mei-chan 82.
Magnolia branch, i , s, 1928. Tang-tai ming-jen 27.
CHANG NAI-YEN f-^ 7h $j\ t . Chtin-mou j j | f^fNh. Ytin-an %, J§L • B. 1894,
d. 1958. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; sc ien t i s t and administrator; began to paint
when around fifty years old. MSNC, 71; Yu 807.
Landscape, i ind is t inc t . MSNC 18.
Woman dancer, i , s, 1947. Ibid. 122.
CHANG PAI-Yti^^ ~% t^J t . Ch 'un-ch ' ingj^ . 0 $ . From Peking; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscapes. BK I I I , 177; MSNC, 72.
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 32.
Willow banks, i , sea l . Hu-she 33.15 (31-40.131).
Landscape, i , s, 1932. Hu-she 55.14.
CHANG P A O - C H E N I ^ . 4§L $ f l t . Wei-chou^pt H | . From T'ai-hsien, Kiangsu.
I-lin 6.15.
Landscape, s, 1930. I-lin 6.15.
CHANG P'EI-CH'U ̂ L ^ » - ^ ^ j . Worker.
Repairing the buoy l ight , i , s, 1972. CK hua-hsiian 8; CK hua hstlan-chi
14*; CP New Series 13*; PR Dec. 14, 1973.22.
Ship worker, s, 1976. CK hua jen-wu 13*.




CHANG P'ENG^fe. $|| t. Hsi-pai j^Jfl § . B. 1918. From Kao-mi, Shantung.
Studied works of Jen I, Wu Chun-ch'ing, Huang Chih and Hsu Pei-hung; especially
influenced by Ch'i Huang; professor in the Art Department of the Shantung
Textile Academy. Yti add. 1, 28. j& ±
Bibliography. A: Chang P'eng hua-chi Tffi^ JJ§ ^ Jfbp Peking: Jen-min
mei-shu, 1980.
Persimmon blossoms and parrot, i, s, 1953 (?). A, front cover*.
Long-tailed bird and peaches, i, s. A, 1*; CK shu-hua 3.28*.
Pine and squirrel, i, s, 1978. A, 2*; CK shu-hua 3.27*.
Peach blossoms, i, s, 1978. A, 3*.
Wisteria, i, s, 1978. A, 4*.
Monkey on a tree branch, s, 1977. A, 5*; CK shu-hua 3.28*.
Wisteria and small bird, i, s, 1974. A, 6*.
Pea-vine and cricket, s. A, 7*.
Hibiscus and kingfisher, seal. A, 8*.
Lotus and fishes, s. A, 9.
Pine and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1978. A, 10; Mei-shu 1978.6.32.
Crabapple branch, i, s, 1963. A, 11.
Branch of lichee and bird, s, 1978. A, 12.
Persimmons and bird, s. A, 13.
Lilies, 1953. A, 14.
Bamboo shoots, i, s, 1978. A, 15.
Bird on blossoming plum, s, 1978. A, 16.
Monkey and peach, i, s, 1974. A, 17.
Flying hawk, i, s, 1977. A, 18.
Hen and chicks, s. A, 19.
Epidendrum, 1978. A, 20.
Lilies and bee, i, s. A, 21.
Pig, s. A, 22.
Hawk and rabbit, i, s, 1975. A, 23.
Monkey and peach, s. A, 24.
Fox, s, 1978. A, 25.
Mynah on a pine branch, i, s, 1974. A, 26.
Pheasants, s, 1975. A, 27.
Flying sparrows, s. A, 28.
Pine and hawk, i, s, 1978. A, 29.
Beehive, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 1. back cover*.
Pine and squirrel, 1978. CK shu-hua 3.27*.
Parrot and leaves, seal. Ibid. 29*.
CHANG PI-CHEN 1 5 ^ 33
Magnolias, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.255.
CHANG PI-TE %^. && ^E*. Son of Chang Tse.
Lady, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat. 11.254.
See also Collaborative Works List 71.
CHANG P • IN-TS' AO f^
Don't let a single one escape, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 106.
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CHANG P'INGl[-|^ *j\j . B. 1934. From Hsin-hsiang, Honan; graduate of the
Central Art Academy in 1961; studied with Li K'o-jan and Ch'ien Sung-yen.
CL 1965,7, p. 96; Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Song of the Red Flag Canal, done with Huang Jun-hua, i, s, 1977.
Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 83; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.56.
Commune pig sties, seal. CK hua 21 (1960.6)5.
"There the hills are blue like the sea, and the dying sun like blood,"
illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Lou-shan Pass." CL 1965.7 opp.
96*; Mei-shu 1964.6.57*.
"The earth suddenly reports the tiger subdued," illustration to Mao
Tse-tung poem "Reply to Madame Li Shu-i" (or "The Immortals"):
celebration around Martyrs' Monument, T'ien-an Men Square, i, s, 1964.
Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan I, 3*; CP 1964.7, front cover*; CP 1977.8.25*.
Fruit harvest. Hsien-tai shan-shui 82.
Railroad in steep mountains, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.57.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 138.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 139.
Observing a waterfall, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 140.
CHANG PING-WEN.
Mt. Huang, i, s(?), 1980. CP 1980.8.24*.
CHANG tf
Chrysanthemums and cicada, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.264.
CHANG PU "y^L ~y . B. 1934. From Feng-jun, Hopei; a carpenter; in ,
1958 began to study under Li K'o-jan at Central Art Academy; Peking
Painting Academy. Yu add. 1, 27; CR 1982.5, p. 52.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.49.
Grove of blue bamboo, s. CK shu-hua 4.28*.
Weather station in the mountains, i, s. CL 1978.3 opp. 88*.
Autumn in southern Honan, i, s, d indistinct. CP 1982.1.32-33*.
House amidst red flowers, i, s. Ibid. 32*.
Wind in mountain village, 1981. Ibid. 33*.
Moonlight, i, s. Ibid. 33*; CR 1982.5.54*.
Golden world, Honan Province, seal. CR 1982.5.53*.
Mountain village in bamboo grove, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1981.5.32-33*.
Banyan tree and village in Hsishuangpanna, i indistinct. Ibid. 32-33*.
See also Collaborative Works List 29.
CHANG SHAN-P' ING ^"|L J*£ 3^, another name T'ien-tzu K2? -3~ . B. 1928.
From Hsien-hsien, Hupei; primarily an oil painter; works in Wu-han.
Yli add. 1 , 29.
Fishing village in the mountains, done with Chou Shao-hua and Hsli
Sung-an, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.1.35.
CHANG SHAN-TZU, see Chang Tse.
CHANG SHAO-CH'ENG
Training worker technicians. Ch'flan-kuo mei-shu 39; CL 1977.5/6*.
CHANG SHAO-SHIH "f-p^ **H13? %l . B. 1912 or 1913. From Canton; insects,
flowers. Li, 85; Lin, 84.
Peonies, i, s, 1973. Huang Mo-yuan 72.
Man seated below pines by rapids. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
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CHANG SHIH-CH'I. Star Group,
Flight: wild boar in a forest, seal indistinct, CR 1980,6.58*.
CHANG SHIH-CHIEN "^|L 1$t f̂ f] . B. 1928. From Pfu-chiang, Chekiang;
Central Arts and Crafts Academy. Yu add. 1, 27.
The hero Liu Wen-hsueh, i, s, 1960. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 4.
A girl feeding chickens, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 36.
CHANG SHIH-CHUN ^ L . ^ > f * t . Shu-p ' ing -$£$l J5h • From Yung-sui, Hunan;
chti-jen in 1843; Hu-she P a i n t i n g Soc ie ty ; f lowers , 1 ink plums. BK I I I , 176;
Sun, 493; Yu, 814.
Chrysanthemums, s e a l . Hu-she 14.16 (11-20 .132) .
CHANG SHIH-MIN f-fe^ $ff &%> . From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; Bee Pa in t i ng Soc ie ty ,
BK I I I , 176.
Plum branch and rock , i , s , 1929. Mei-chan 24 .
Roses, i, s. Ibid. 72.
CHANG SHIH-MING
Mountain irrigation system, done with Chi K'uei-wen, i, s, 1974.
25 Anniversary Art Exh. 20*.
CHANG SHIH-YEN "5ik. *&" / | • B, 1938. From P'eng-lai, Shantung; primarily
works in lacquer; Central Art Academy. Yu add. 2, 56.
Bicycling beneath banyan trees. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.71*.
CHANG SHOU-CHEN
White long-tailed bird on fruit tree, i cropped. Mei-shu 1956.7,29*.
CHANG SHOU-CH'ENG 1^. '^f S$(j , original name Ch'eng j£k^ t. Tzu-ching 3r ^
B. 1918, From Shanghai; pupil of Wu Hu-fan; Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy;
landscapes, birds and flowers, BK III, 176; MSNC, 71; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan,
38.
Lotus and dragonfly, s. CK shu-hua 8,7*,
Ch'ing-liang Bridge, Mt. Huang, i, s. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 48.
Kingfishers and tree, s. MSNC 169.
Three egrets fishing by waterfall, i, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 38.
Mountain birds by a stream, seal. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 16*.
Long-tailed bird on fruiting branch, i, s. Shang-hai hua-yuan 26*.
Grapes and dragonfly, s, Sotheby, Jan, 21, 1982, 574.
CHANG SHOU-HU "5̂ L- .^*L ^^ t. Lo-t'ien??t j%^, Lo-tao-jen §fc J3L
T'ing-hsiang-chu W^. ^* jfr, • From K'ai-feng, Honan; Chinese Painting
Research Society. BK III, 176.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.261.
CHANG SHU-CH'I Hk.. " ^ ^ f . B. 1899 or 1900, d. 1956 or 1957 or 1960.
From P'u-chiang, Chekiang; student of Liu Hai-su at the Shanghai Fine Arts
Academy; taught at National Central University, Nanking and at Chiangsu
Cheng-tse Art School; in 1941 painted "100 doves," sent to President Roosevelt;
1942-46 in the United States, in 1946 returned to China, later again in the




Bamboo, birds, and morning glory, s, 1948, Chiang Pi-wei 20*.
Bird and branches, s. Chin-tai CK hua 116.
Magnolia flowers, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 4.
Ducks and willows, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 150.
Flying doves, s, 1948. Ibid, 151.
Red leaves at shore, s, 1947. Ibid. 153.
Eagle in pine tree, s, 1956. Ibid. 154.
Ducks and flowers, s, 1939. Ibid. 155.
Autumn insect, s, 1947. Ibid. 155.
Black bird and white magnolia blossoms, s. Ibid. 156.
White flowers, s. Ibid, 156.
Autumn river and flying ducks, s. Ibid. 157*.
Peacock, s. Ibid. 157*.
Peacock in mimosa tree, seal (?). Ibid. 158*.
Wintry ducks by river, s, 1956. Ibid. 159*.
Chickens and blossom. Ibid. 159*.
Chrysanthemums and doves, s, 1941. Ibid. 159*.
Four black birds on branches, s, 1955. Ibid. 160.
Swallows and peach blossoms, s, 1955. Ibid. 160.
Peony, bird and butterfly, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 160.
Bird on a rock, s. Ibid. 161.
Cockatoo and banana leaves, s. Ibid. 162.
Flowers and moon, s. Ibid. 162.
Bird on flower stalk, s, 1946. Ibid. 163.
Autumn riverbank, s, 1957. Ibid. 163.
Geese and reeds, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 164.
Two birds in blossoming tree, s. Ibid. 165.
Two dogs, s. Ibid. 166.
Hawk, i, s, 1941. CK shu-hua 2.32*.
Bird on loquat branch, i, s, 1947. Collectanea 1853-1971, 72.
Moonlight and blossoms, s, 1942. Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings 12.
Doves of peace. Ibid. 13.
Ducks and willows, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936).
White pigeons, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov. 1936).
Three doves, rock and flowers, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937) .
Two doves and flowers, i, s, 1944. MSNC 157.
Sunflowers and two chickens, i, s, 1940. Pai-ytin t'ang 11.98*.
Magnolia and three magpies, s. Ibid. 99*.
Roses and bird, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 100*.
Hibiscus and a hen, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 101*.
Chicks and bamboo, done with Hsu Pei-hung, i, seal, 1937. Sotheby,
June 17, 1980, 214.
Birds on a branch, i, s, 1941. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 546.
See also Collaborative Works List 1.
CHANG SU-YIN*5^ ^ lip t. Tan-yiln ?$i ^§[ h. Hstlan-ju nll-shih^^e ^ J^.
Woman. From Hsi-hsien, Anhwei; studied with Lin Yti; flowers and birds,
chrysanthemums and peonies. MSNC, 73.
Peony, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 200.
CHANG TA-CH'IEN, see Chang Yuan.
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CHANG TA-CHUANG $~K :7S*- W~* t. Yang-lu^ jj^ h. Fu-ch'un shan-jen^jf ^
B. 1903, d. 1980. From Hang-hsien, Chekiang? at 19 stayed
with P'ang Ytlan-chi? studied flower painting with Li Han-ch'ing, landscape with
Wang Lo-nien? Hsing-yu Calligraphy and Painting Society? on faculty of Shanghai
Chinese Painting Academy. BK III, 177? MSNC, 70: Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Fish and shrimps, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) back cover*.
Three fish, eggs, banana-leaf wrapped dumplings, s, 1963, CK shu-hua
8.18*.
Lotus, i, s, 1948. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 63.
Croaker and clams, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 39*.
Cat and pot of epidendrum, i, s, 1957. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 63.
Shrimps and fruits, i, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.54*.
Rabbit, i, s, 1948. MSNC 207.
New pine growth, i, s, 1961. Shang-hai hua-niao 4*? Shang-hai hua-niao
chi 22*.
Birds and plants, i, s, 1959. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 5*.
Shrimps and clams, s, 1977. Shang-hai hua-yuan 9*.
Rabbits, s, 1955. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 113.
Lotus and fish, handscroll, i indistinct. Ying-chfun hua 2.41.
Supplementary bibliography: ju .>
Chang Ta-chuang hua chi *%%j^. J/\ T$- 5L ;?f% • Shanghai: Shang-hai
shu-hua, 1981.
CHANG TA-JUN^L j]
"He looks like Lei Feng:11 mother and child in railroad station.
PLA 50 Anniversary 100.
CHANG TA-JUNG irfê  ^ 3§?~ t. Hai-jo^^" .̂ tz h. Lu-chung-jen Jj^ **T "/^-~ .
From Ch'eng-hsien, Chekiang? relative of Cheng Ch'ang? figures, geese. MSNC,
70.
Wild geese and moon, i, s, 1947. MSNC 181.
Wild geese and reeds, i, s, Ibid. 181.
CHANG TA-PEN^f^ %. ^ t. Li-sheng ̂  ^ , . Hu-she Painting Society?
landscape. BK III, 177? MSNC, 70.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 78.14.
CHANG TA-P'ING*^|L
New weaving designs in the Miao Mountains, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 37? CK
hua hsuan-chi 39*.
CHANG TAN £ Pf^ t. Tzu-tan-^- ?/% h. Nan-ch'i yu-fu
From Ti-kang, Wu-hsing, Chekiang? Hu-she Painting Society. BK III, 170.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 46.16 (41-50.147).
CHANG T'ANG S //^K t. Lao-hsiung j^ ^ .
Bamboo, rock and moon, i, s, 1935. I-lin 70.3.
CHANG TAO-FAN 5l^ ij_ ^ t. Shu-chih 4$t K^ h. Wen-i-tou-shih,^^ ̂  "^ .
B. 1897, d. 1968, From Pan-hsien, Kueichou? worked in both Western and Chinese
styles? graduate of Slade School of Fine Arts, University of London? in 1924
studied art in Paris? member of Shanghai Art-Tea Association and All-China Art
Association? playwright and Kuomintang official? moved to Taiwan, BK III, 177?
Boorman II, 112? Lin, 74? MSNC, 76.
CHANG
Portrait of Madame Pillevi Chang, s. Chiang Pi-wei 1.
Flowers in a vase, s, 1947. Ibid. 14*.
Gourd vines and trellis, i, s, 1944 or 1946. MSNC 94.
Flowers, i, s, d indistinct, colophon dated 1946. Ibid. 94.
See also Collaborative Works List 1.
CHANG TAO-HSINGI-T^. JJL -~9?^ . B. 1935. From Ts 'ang-hsien, Hopei; in the army.
Yu add. 1, 29.
Bombarding Quemoy in 1958, i, s. PLA 50 Anniversary 104.
CHANG TE-CH'tiANllik. 4f& ^ K .
Pheasant in blossoming plum tree, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 38*.
Two white pheasants and ginko tree, i, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.48*.
CHANG TE-Ytt "f-JL Af& JeJ . B. 1931. From Chen-p'ing, Honan; primarily an
illustrator; Tientsin People's Art Publishers. Yli add. 1, 29.
Ling-nan scene: women by river waiting for returning fishermen.
Mei-shu 1963.2.55*; PR May 3, 1963, 23.
CHANG TENG-K • UEI %\. * t̂>- / ! § . Yang-ch • flan worker.
Now we can control gas, done with Yang Li-su, i , s, 1974.
CL 1975.3 opp. 52*; SYL kung-jen 33*.
CHANG TENG-T'ANG f p C ^gS d C . B. 1943. From Liao-ch'eng, Shantung; at
the Chi-nan Art Hall. Yti add. 1, 29.
Spring rain, Szechwan, i, s, 1980. CR 1982.5.55*.
Timber barges, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 56*.
P'eng-lai Pavilion with cliffs and waves, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu
1978.5.21*.
Spring wind and river bank, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.5.30.
Surveying on the Yellow River, done with Liu Pao-chfun and Yu
T'ai-chfang. PR Jan. 26, 1973.23.
See also Collaborative Works List 30.
CHANG TI-P1ING f-§^ iSL ^f" . Woman. B. 1942. From Wen-chou, Chekiang;
1965 graduate of Shanghai Art College; student of Cheng Shih-hsuan, Chiang
Han-t'ing, Ying Chun; figures, flowers and birds . Shang-hai CK hua-ylian, 60.
Two ladies below blossoming t ree , s . Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 60.
Lotus dance, i , s , 1978. Shang-hai hua-ytian 32*.
Lit t le g i r l looking at a desk laden with mechanical tools, i , s,
1960. Mei-shu 1960.7.36.
CHANG TI-EN %^. |^ ^|> . Hu-she Painting Society; birds and flowers.
BK III, 177.
Hawk in pine about to attack small bird, s. Hu-she 21-30.152.
CHANG T'lEN-CH1!^!^ z&> ~W% . From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; Bee Painting Society;
Shanghai. BK III, 177; Sullivan, 88.
Peonies, handscroll, i indistinct. MSNC 180.
CHANG T'lEN-HUNG
Struggle. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 135 (April 1981) inside back cover.
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CHANG TING "?-|L~ ^~T, another name T'o-shan JJJ *-*-* • B. 1919, From Liaoning;
in 1939 went to Yenan, taught at Lu Hstln Art Academy; in 1949 taught in
Decorative Arts Department of Central Art Academy; in 1981, President of the
Central Arts and Crafts Academy. BK III, 177; Yu add, 1, 26; Ch'ang-ch'un chi;
CP 1981.1, p. 32.
Old tree and Imperial Palace walls in snow, seal. Ch'ang-ch'un
chi 31*.
Ink peonies, seal. Ibid 53*.
Old carver. Ch'uan-kuo shui-ts'ai 26.
Ch'ien Shan. CK hua hsuan-pien 51*.
Jade dragon snowy mountains, seal. CK shu-hua 2.5.
Still life flowers, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.9.22*.
River scene near Suchou. CR 1955.5.17*.
Liu Garden, Suchou. Hsien-tai shan-shui 63.
West Lake scene. Mei-shu 1954.8.33.
En-p'o Bridge, Fu-yang. Mei-shu 1954.10.27.
New Harbor at Ta-lien. Mei-shu 1979.6.25.
Pei-hai Park in snow, seal (?). Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7.49*.
Village on the outskirts of Peking. PC 1957.12.37.
The home of Lu Hstin in Peking. Shih-nien CK hua 65.
See also Collaborative Works List 34.
CHANG TO %-#L Jw|i t. Ta-to ^ C ^ f l • B. 1921. From An-ch'iu, Shantung; studied
with Ts'ao Keng-sheng and Chao Wang-yun. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 8, p. 44.
Rock and flowers, "wood brush" painting, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao
15 (1980) 8.48.
On the road in the Lao Mountains, "wood brush" painting, i, s,
1978. Ibid. 50*.
Loquat branch, "wood brush" painting, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 52*.
Landscape, "wood brush" painting, seal. Ibid, back cover*.
CHANG TS'AI-CH'IN "51k $k~ Tf t. Pai-lu ̂ ET ^ j . .
Mynah on red-leafed branch, fan, i, s, 1942. Chin-pai-nien
shan-mien 1.17*.
CHANG TSE f-|c, 7% t. Shan-tzu ̂ §r %% o r J^- h. Hu-ch'ih^^ ^ ^ .
B. 1872 or 1882 or 1895, d. 1940. From Nei-chiang, Szechwan; brother of Chang
Yuan; Yu-ylian Calligraphy and Painting Association; Bee Painting Society;
taught at Shanghai Fine Arts Academy; tigers. BK III, 177; Lin, 73; Sullivan,
87; Yu, 876.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1938. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.21*.
Scholar in the mountains, i, s, 1934. Chin-tai CK hua 91.
Horse under a pine tree, i, s, 1935. CK chin-pai-nien 80.
Two tigers, i, s, d indistinct. Collectanea 1850-1967, 199.
Two bears in landscape, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 200.
Horse beneath a pine, i, s, d indistinct. Collectanea 1853-1971, 106.
Tiger on a rock behind a pine, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 107.
Giant panda, s. Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings 10.
Tiger, s. Ibid. 11.
Tiger on a rock, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 42.
Horses drinking from a stream, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 7.
Cockatoo on a rock, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 87.11.




Tiger, i indistinct. I-ching 1937.22.12.
Tree and white phoenix, i indistinct. Ibid. 14.
White monkey in a tree, colophon dated 1934. I-lin 79.11.
Two tigers, i, s. I-lin 91.7.
Landscape, i, s. I-lin 97.9.
Tiger by a river, i indistinct. I-lin 107.4.
Old man and pine tree. Kuo-t'ai 1.13*.
Three tigers playing, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 11.21*.
Two tigers among grasses, i, s, 1927. Mei-chan 69.
Tiger among pines and rocks, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 116.
Child petting a tiger, i, s, 1934. Mei-shu sheng-huo 6 (Sept. 1934)*.
Egret, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 16 (July 1935).
White monkey, i, s, 1935. Ibid.
Flood, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 19 (Oct. 1935).
Nine Dragon Waterfall, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo
21 (Dec. 1935).
Pine on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1935. Ibid.
Tiger on rock, i, s, 1935. Ibid*.
Tiger on rock below pine, i indistinct. Ibid.
Three tigers drinking from a stream, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 22
(Jan. 1936)*.
A leaping tiger, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 24 (March 1936).
Tiger beneath a pine, done with Chang Yuan, i, s, 1934. Ibid*.
Tiger, done with Chang Yuan, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 25 (April 1936)*.
Landscape, done with Chang Yuan. Mei-shu sheng-huo 26 (May 1936)*
(plate missing in copy indexed)•
Tiger. Mei-shu sheng-huo 27 (June 1936)* (plate missing in copy indexed).
Tiger. Mei-shu sheng-huo 28 (July 1936)* (plate missing in copy indexed).
Tiger. Mei-shu sheng-huo 29 (Aug. 1936)* (plate missing in copy indexed).0
White monkey in pine tree, i, s, 1936, Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov. 1936).
Steeds in springtime, done with Chang Yuan. Ibid.
Man seated under a pine. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking
Exh. Cat. 11.275.
Two tigers, i, s, 1936, done for Hsu Pei-hung. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 123.
Two tigers. Nan-pei chi 44 (Jan. 1974) front cover* (detail), 46 whole
(?).
Landscape and horses, i, s, colophon dated 1932. Sotheby, Sept. 26,
1978, 20.
Two tigers and waterfalls, i, s, 1931. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 64.
Lion, i, s, 1935. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 198.
Monkeys and pine, i, s, 1932. Ibid. 199.
Fox in moonlight, i, s, 1932. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 267.
Tiger, i, s, 1939. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 532.
Tiger, fan, i, s, 1931. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 76.
Tiger on a cliff, i, s, 1930. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 545.
An immortal on a goat, done with Chang Yuan, s, colophon dated 1935.
Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 82*.
Two tigers, fan, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 83.
Horse under a tree, s, d indistinct. Tang-tai ming-jen 112.
The Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove, i, s, 1934. Tsuruta 110.
CHANG TSE-JU lf
Red plum by stone, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.281
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CHANG TS'ENG-I "f-̂ L lj| ̂ t . Yu-chen jfe^ Jl . Woman, wife of Chang Tse.
Cat and butterfly, i, s, 1918 (?). Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov. 1936).
CHANG TSU-I ?-|k. ^-S- J£t' T'i-hsien ĵ K ~£j h. Lei-an Jfe j|^ . B. 1849,
d. 1917. From T'ung-ch'eng, Anhwei, moved to Shanghai. BK III, 176; Sun, 495?
Yang, 3, 36; Yti, 884.
Ink flowers, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen II.7.
Ink bamboo and plum, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen III.14.
Plum, bamboo and rock, i, s. Shina nanga taisei 11.261.
CHANG TSUNG 1 ^ . ̂ J^, t. Tzu-yiian " ^ %Jl h. Chan-huP^S; >t£|[ . From
Tientsin; in 1931 taught in Peking; Hu-she Painting Society. BK III, 177;
MSNC, 69.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.11.
Landscape a f t e r Wang Hui, i , s , 1926. Hu-she 16.14 (11-20 .139) .
Crows in snowy tree, i, s. Hu-she 20.6 (11-20.155).
Landscape album after Shen Ch'i-lan, i, seal, 1930. Hu-she 36.16,
37.15, 38.18, 39.12, 40.15, 48.15, 49.15, 50.11, 51.13, 53.15,
57.14 (31-40.149, 150, 151; 41-50.158. 159).
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 46.12 (41-50.144).
Copy of Reading the stone tablet, by Li Ch'eng and Wang Hsiao
(now in the Osaka Municipal Museum). Hu-she 60.6.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.15.
Landscape with fisherman, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 92.11.
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 96.14.
Landscape, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s. Hu-she 100.30.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 25.
CHANG TSUNG-HSIANG "̂ pL. ^ ^=f t. Leng-seng.^ 'PfT h. Lang-sheng
B. 1877 or 1883. From Hai-ning, Chekiang; compiler and publisher; started to
paint at age of 40; Bee Painting Society. BK III, 176; Leng-seng shu-hua chi.
Nine paintings of landscapes, flowers, and JEruits, done in 1960.
Leng-seng shu-hua chi y£ -f̂ p "1g "^ ^3*. . Hong Kong: Commercial
Press: 1961*. ~*"~
Landscape with scholar on a bridge, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 23.
CHANG TUN-LI
See Collaborative Works List 72.
CHANG T ' U N G - C H E N " ? ^ -^P J§C • Woman. From Shanghai; studied landscape with
Ku Ch'ing-yao, birds, flowers and ladies with Ch'en Hsiao-ts'ui;
Shanghai Art-Tea Association. BK III, 177; MSNC, 73.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 76.
CHANG T'UNG-CHIH
Chrysanthemums, handscroll, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 266.
CHANG TZU-CHIA
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 321,
CHANG TZU-HU. In army.
After the performance, i, 1976. CL 1976.8*.
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CHANG TZU-P'ING % ^ Jj J^f .
Cormorant on rock, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11,253.
CHANG TZU-T'IEN & ^- tj*4 • From Wu-hsing, Chekiang. Hu-she 68.15.
Trees by a stream, i, indistinct. Hu-she 68.15.
CHANG WEI "§-fL ffld . B. 1932. From Peking; Manchurian; primarily an oil
painter; with the Sinkiang Daily. Yu add. 1, 28.
Riding on the grasslands, done with Li Shan, i. Mei-shu 1960.1.16.
CHANG WEI-CHIH *
Hua Kuo-feng examining corn, done with Pai Ch'ung-i and Wang
Ch'in-sheng, i. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 9; Mei-shu 1977.2.18.
Spirits above the Martyrs1 Monument, T'ien-an Men Square (T'ien-an Men
Incident theme). CK hua 1981.1 .45*.
CHANG WEN-CHuN %fc^ JC fS^or >J^B. 1919. From Shantung; Nanking Art
Academy. Yu add. 1, 27.
Industrial scene, s, 1959. Chiang-su kuo-hua-ytlan 10.
Dam construction, s, 1958. Ibid. 13*; Chiang-su shih-nien 16*;
CK hua hsuan-pien 35*; Mei-shu 1959.1.32.
High moutains and long river, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 37.
Mei-shan Reservoir under construction, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su
shih-nien 29*; CL 1959.1, opp. 132*; Mei-shu 1958.10.13;
PR Jan. 6 1959.26; Shih-nien CK hua 40.
Steel furnace, s. CK hua 6 (1959.3)10*.
Transporting fruit on the river, s, 1958. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 2.
Nine Dragon Bridge at Yun-t'ai Shan, s. CK hua 12 (1959.9) 4.
Loading grain on boats, s, 1959. CK hua 14 (1959.11) 9.
Mountain and pinetree, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.9*.
New look of the south, i, s, 1962. Hsien-tai shan-shui 74.
Fishing boats below willows, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 75.
Lake scene, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 49.
Spring morning on Lake Tung-t'ing, done with Ch'ien Sung-yen, i, s, 1960.
Mei-shu 1960 8/9. 44*.
Waves on the Eastern Sea, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.9, inside back cover.
See also Collaborative Works List 5, 19, 54.
CHANG WEN-HAI *ĵ |L ^ L ? ^ t. Po-ch1 uan -f̂ I )»J . From Ta-lien; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK III, 177.
Mountain landscape with flat terraces, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 21-30.131; I-lin
1 .16.
Landscape with boulders and buildings, s, 1927. Hu-she 21-30.142.
Landscape with conical peaks, i, s. Hu-she 36.14 (31-40.146).
Cliffs and waterfall, i, s. Hu-she 39.16 (31-40.169).
Landscape, fan, i, s. Hu-she 75.12.
Landscape in Yuan style, fan, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 99.16.
CHANG WEN-JUl^-!^ iL ^ ) . Central Art Academy. BK III, 177;
Mei-shu 1964.6.69.
The Liangshan I Autonomous Prefecture is going forward, i, s,
1974. 25 Anniversary Art Exh. 19*; CP New Series 31* (two slightly
different versions)•
Girl doing laundry at a stream. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 7.
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A textile worker practicing knotting in her spare time, done with
Hsiao Kuei-li, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hstlan 7; CK hua hsilan-chi 11*;
CL 1974,3*; CP New Series 8*,
A peasant lecturing at the university. Mei-shu 1964.6.69*.
Two scenes from factory rules in pre-liberation days, i, s, 1965. Mei-shu
1965.3.21.
Girl reading by lake in a forest. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 8, inside front
cover* and front cover, detail*.
Country road. Pei-ching chih-kung 20.
Granddaughter. Ibid. 21 •
CHANG WEN-TAO.
Off to Work!, done with Chen Kai-ming and Liu Ping-liang, i, 1971.
CL 1972.6 opp. 100*; Scheck 26.
CHANG WEN-YtiN %^L §L wH t • Yu-ying 51* J ^ h . Shih-lin shih-shih ^
% ^ w • W o m a n - Studied landscape with Ku Ch'ing-yao. MSNC, 74.
Landscape, i , s , 1948. MSNC 38.
CHANG YA-PAO"!^ *S. ^ .
See Collaborative Works List 60.
CHANG YANG.
Peasant forces under Huang Ch'ao enter Ch'ang-an, CP 1975.8.41*; CR
1979.12.49.
CHANG YEN lr%L 7^ t. Kung-wei <£ )%)Q h. Yen-po tiao-sou
B. 1879. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; first studied with Cheng Chieh-p'ing, at age
23 moved to Shanghai, worked in publishing world; in 1923 taught art; friend of
Wu Chun-ch'ing, Wang Chen, Ytt Yuan. MSNC, 69.
Bamboo, i, s, 1948. MSNC 112.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 112.
CHANG YEN-CH'IAO
Scholars meeting in a garden, after Shen Chou, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 84.12.
CHANG YEN-CH'ING ? 4 ^ J% *"ff . B. 1914. From Lin-ch'ing, Shantung; Shantung
Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 28.
Fishing season in P'eng-lai, i, s, 1973. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 66 (July
1975), back cover*; Hsien-tai CK hua 20.
CHANG YEN-FU^-i^ $ > ^ ~ o r ^ ^ ' original name Yu-chiao ̂ # J$s h. Nan-
kuo chil-shin \^J ^ A ^ -tfc . B. 1911. From Hangchou, Chekiang; Hsi-ling
Society; associated with Lai Ch'u-sheng and T'ang Ytin; Shanghai Chinese Painting
Academy. BK III, 175; MSNC, 72; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 32.
Landscape outside Hsin-ch'ang, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 64.
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 51.
Landscape, i, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 32*.
CHANG YEN-HUA f f
Epidendrum and rock, i, s, 1926. Mei-chan 30.
Flower and birds, i, s. Ibid. 44.
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CHANG YU ^ jfe^ h0 Ping-yti tao-jen J>̂ <, ^ J^ . ^V- Landscapes .
I - l i n 101.3.
Landscape, i, s« I-lin 101.3.
CHANG Yu 'J-fL ''JHL* •
Sparrows on a branch, colophon dated 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11,250.
CHANG Yu-CH'ENG %^ '|? ̂ h . Chien-pai-lou-chu 1? -# 4f£ i. B. 1908,
From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; Wave Society? studied with
Cheng Ch'ang; landscape, birds and flowers. BK III, 175; MSNC, 73.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 78.
Blossoming trees, i indistinct. Ibid. 118.
CHANG Yti-CH'ING^ ^ 7j|.Woman. From Chia-shan, Chhekiang, moved to
Shanghai; wife of Yang Shih-lang; first studied Western art, later Chinese
painting; landscapes. MSNC, 72 and 98.
Landscape, i, s, 1944. MSNC 37.
CHANG YU-CHu||^ % ^ T or & fr*f t. Mou-sheng J^ P^ . Hu-she
Painting Society. BK III, 177; MSNC, 71.
Two ladies among lotuses and willows, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 66.
CHANG Yu-KUANG t^L. If "7C h. Ch'ih-ou-chai-chu ?& W-* jt\ 3L , Nan-
hsien hou-jen ̂  W^ 4Jj^ / ^ , Hao-ts'ang-t'ou ^ | j | S§ ^£§ • B. 1885, d,
1968. From Shao-hsmg, Chekiang; studied in Japan; in 1905 taught in Ning-po,
in 1907 went to Shanghai to teach; in 1912, along with Liu Hai-su, founded the
Shanghai Fine Arts Academy; after 1949 at the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy;
figures, animals, landscape. BK III, 175; Lin, 74; MSNC, 72; Sullivan, 88; Yu,
823.
Flowers and chickens, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 96.
Barges on the river, s. CK hua 5(1959.2) 6,
Quails and swallows, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1959. CK shu-hua 5.28*.
Two birds on snowy rocks, plum blossoms and camellias, s.
Collectanea 1850-1967, 69*.
Three goats and bamboo fences Prosperity for the year, s.
Ibid. 70; Tang-tai ming-jen 54.
T'ao Ch'ien and servant picking chrysanthemums by the eastern fence, s,
1931. Collectanea 1850-1967, 71.
Lotus, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 27.
Pine and rock, done with Fang K'ang-chih, i, s, 1935. Han-kfou 40.
Two cranes on rock, peonies, done with Ho Hsiang-ning, 1933. See
Ho Hsiang-ning, Bibliography C, 21*.
Tractors plowing fields, s, 1954. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 3.
Peacock, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 4 (July 1934)*.
Autumn night, i, s, 1934. Mei-shu sheng-huo 7 (Oct. 1934)*.
Deer and crane, i, s, 1948. MSNC 149.
One hundred cranes, i indistinct. Ibid. 162.
Bird on rock, pine and holly, s. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 7*.
Cat, fan, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 210.
Cranes, pine and sun, fan, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 211.
CHANG YU-LAN "|-|L ^ f̂ jfl. Kwangtung.
If you don't rest to recuperate, I'll tell our leader: paramedic
admonishing injured worker, s. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 5.
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Two scenes from child labor in factories in pre-Liberation days.
Mei-shu 1965.5.21 .
Children peeking in a window watching dance practice, s, 1958,
Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian 19*? Ming-pao 2 (1967) 7.52* •
Little boy threading a needle for his grandmother. Kuang-tung
mei-shu tso-p'in 23*
Little boy threading a needle for his grandmother, s, 1954.
Ts'ai-mo-hua 13. (Slightly different version of above.)
CHANG YtiAN ^11, 1 L t. Chi-yuan^ ^ h. Ta-ch'ien ^C ^ i
Ta-feng-t'ang j^ Jf^ jjj^ . B. 1899, d. 1983. From Nei-chiang, Szechwan.
1916-1918 in Japan? during 1920s traveled in China and again visited Japan? from
1932 to 1938 in Peking? in 1938 went to Chengtu? 1940-1942 traveled in Sinkiang,
copied Tun-huang murals? from 1946 to 1949 in Chengtu and Peking? moved to
Taiwan, Brazil, California, and returned to Taiwan? Bee Painting Society?
Hsi-ling Seal Society? Shanghai Art Association? taught at National Central
University. BK III, 175? Boorman I, 109? Ho, 14? Lin, 75? Sullivan, 88?
Tang-tai, 74.
The Ching-liang Terrace, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1932. Chiang Pi-wei 9*.
A woman, i, s, 1953. Ibid. 32.
Lotus, i, s, 1949. Ibid. 33.
Drifting boat under pine, i, s, 1949. Ibid. 34.
Landscape after Tao-chi, i, s, 1947 (?). Chin-tai CK hua 7.
Lotus, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 113.
Landscape after Tung Ch'i-ch'ang, fan, i, s. Ibid. 140.
Walking and reciting by a stream, illustration to Tu Fu poem, i, s, 1945.
CK shu-hua 5.21*.
Scholar and bamboo by rock, i, s, 1944. Collectanea 1850-1967, 62.
Figure under a tree in landscape, i, s, 1948. Collectanea 1853-1971, 150.
Landscape, i, s, 1971. Ibid. 151.
Bird and rock, i, s. CP 1981.12.21.
Lotus, i, s, 1975. Ibid 22-23*.
Drunken beauty, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 22*.
Ten-thousand li of the Yangtze, handscroll, i, s, 1968. Ibid. 22-23
(sections)*? Ming-pao 4 (1969) 10.39-48? 49-50*? Ming-pao 5 (1970)
9.51-52 (sections)*.
In a secluded valley. CP 1981.12.23*.
Lady beneath a tree, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 45.
Ink landscape, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 21.
Landscape after Hung-jen, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 59.12.
Lady on a hill, i, s, 1933 (?). Hu-she 77.8.
Ma-ku, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.8.
Bamboo and rock, done with Yen Kung-cho, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 44.
Ma-ku, i, s, d indistinct. I-ching 1937.22.13.
Mi Fu worshipping a stone, i, s. I-lin 5.12.
Landscape with man on rock gazing at river below, i, s, d indistinct.
I-lin 35.15.
Autumn flowers and dragonfly, done with Yu Chao, i, s, 1932.
I-lin 42.4.
Lady, after Hua Yen, i, s, 1934. I-lin 60.3.
The North Peak of Mt. Hua, i, s, 1934. I-lin 68.2.
Two men looking at a waterfall, i, s, 1932 (?). I-lin 81.15.
Boy on an ox, i, s, 1937. I-lin 86.5.
Green Dragon Peak, Mt. Hua, i, s. I-lin 90.12.
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Landscape of Yu-lin, i, s. I-lin 115,2.
Landscape, i indistinct, Mei-chan 26.
Lotus, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 7 (Oct. 1934).
Apsara, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 16 (July 1935).
Flowers and birds, i, s, 1935. Ibid.
Landscape of Mt. Huang, i indistinct. Ibid.
Woman at morning toilet, i, s, 1935. Ibid.
Chih-hsin Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo
23 (Feb. 1936).
Autumn peony, i , s, 1935. Ibid.
Tiger on a red rock, i , s, 1934. Ibid*.
Yellow Dragon Cave, Mt. Lo-fu, i , s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 24
(March 1936).
Tiger beneath a pine, done with Chang Tse, i, s, 1934. Ibid*.
Tiger, done with Chang Tse, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 25 (April
1936)*.
Landscape, done with Chang Tse. Mei-shu sheng-huo 26 (May 1936)*
(plate missing in copy indexed)•
A man on a cliff, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 27 (June 1936)
front cover*•
Scholar near rock, pine, i, s, 1935. Ibid.
Lady and plum branch, i, s, 1936. Ibid.
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 27 (June 1936).
Landscape. Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov. 1936) (plate missing in copy
indexed)•
Steeds in springtime, done with Chang Tse. Ibid.
Chih-hsin Peak, Mt. Huang. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936) (plate missing
in copy indexed)•
Four gentlemen under a pine tree, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat. 11.251.
Female opera singer, i, s, 1962. Ming-pao 2 (1967) 1.35.
Woman with parrot, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 41.
Five figure studies, i. Ibid. 42.
Figures, seal. Ibid. 43.
Bamboo, i, s. Ibid. 44.
Two bamboo studies, i. Ibid. 46, 47.
Landscape, handscroll, i, s, 1966. Ibid. 49-50*.
Self-portrait, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 51*.
Persimmons, i, s. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 7. 52*.
Lu Tung-p'in, i, s, 1963. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 12.52.
The opera singer Lu Ytieh-ch'iao (1869-1923), i, s, 1963. Ibid. 52.
A dog, i, s, 1970. Ming-pao 5 (1970) 2 front cover*.
A man on a cliff, i, s, 1933. Ming-pao 7 (1972) 7.56.
Lady holding a plant, i, seal. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 11.75.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 5.
Two horses, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 203.
Three minority women with a black dog. Nan-pei chi 1971.
15, front cover*.
White lotus, s. Po-lin 7.
Mountains, scholars and pavilion, i, s, 1954. Sotheby, Sept. 26,
1978, 85.
Blue and green mountain and river landscape, i, s, 1952. Ibid. 86.
Stream, bamboo and scholar, i, s, 1952. Ibid. 87.




Narcissus, i, s. Ibid. 169,
Two men on way to mountain temple, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 170; Sotheby,
May 17, 1981, 71.
Apsaras, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 171.
Scholar with staff under tree, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 172.
Scholar and pine, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 173.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 174.
Lady placing flowers in her hair, i, s, 1935. Sotheby, May 28,
1980, 65.
Scholar gazing at a waterfall, done with P'u-ju, i, s, 1933. Ibid.
66.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 67.
Vegetables, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 68.
Scholar under pine, in manner of Tao-chi, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 69.
Landscape: mountain and waterfall, i, s, 1967. Ibid. 70.
Pine, i, s, 1970. Ibid. 71.
Lotuses, i, s, 1975. Ibid. 72.
River landscape, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 240; Sotheby,
Jan. 21, 1982, 570.
Portrait of a lady, i, s, one i dated 1934. Sotheby, June 17,
1980, 241; Sotheby, September 18, 1981, 542.
Landscape in style of Ni Tsan, i, s, 1936. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 242.
Lotus, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 243.
River landscape, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 244.
Mountain and pavilion landscape, i, s, 1967. Ibid. 245.
Persimmon, i, s. Ibid. 246.
Scholar with attendant wandering through mountains, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 247.
A lady, s. Ibid. 248.
Landscape: Wei River, i, s, 1948. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 134.
Landscape: Old People's Village, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 135.
River landscape, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 136.
Scholar and river landscape, i, s, 1937. Ibid. 137.
Landscape, i, s, 1975. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 70.
Lotus, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 71.
Bamboo shoots and cherries, s. Ibid. 72, front cover*.
Scholar contemplating lotus, i, s, 1953. Ibid. 73*.
Lady in front of screen, i, s, 1951. Ibid. 74.
Figure and rock, i, s, 1928. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 524.
Scholar beneath a tree, i, s. Ibid. 525.
Splashed ink landscape, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 526.
Landscape, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 527.
Splashed ink landscape, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 528.
Boatman in an landscape, i, s,, 1963. Ibid. 529.
Scholar by Lake Kunming, done with P'u-ju, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 530.
Chrysanthemums, red leaves and rocks, i, s, 1927. Sotheby, May 17,
1981, 68.
Landscape in style of Tao-chi, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 69.
Mt. Huang, i, s. Ibid. 70.
Bamboo and prunus, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 72.
Landscape, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 73.
Man under cliff by river, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 74.




Bamboo and flowers, i, s. Ibid, 744.
Scholar in a landscape, i, sr 1934. Ibid. 745.
Scholar and rock, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 543.
Sprig of flowering prunus, fan, i, s, 1951. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 207.
Scholar boating in lotus pond, fan, seal. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 72.
Landscape in style of Mei Ch'ing and Tao-chi, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 73.
Bird on a red-leafed branch, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 74.
Clear autumn in the Wu Gorges, after Wang Shen, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 75.
Li Pai reciting, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 76.
Dragon lady worshipping the Buddha, three inscriptions by the artist,
second dated 1948, s. Ibid. 77*.
Landscape, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 78.
Mountain landscape, s, seal dated 1968. Ibid. 79.
Cowherd and waterbuffalo, i, s, 1972. Ibid. 80.
Gnarled prunus, i, s. Ibid. 81.
Immortal on a goat, done with Chang Tse, s, colophon dated 1935. Ibid.
82*.
Pine, fungus and rock, i, s, 1963. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 571.
Riverscape, i, s, 1967. Ibid. 572.
Seated scholar in landscape, fan, i, s, 1935, after Hua Yen. Sotheby,
April 28, 1982, 108.
Lotus, in style of Chu Ta, i, s, 1930. Ibid. 109.
Landscape in style of Hua Yen, i, s. Ibid. 110.
Mt. Hua, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 112.
Recluse in the forest, i, s. Sullivan 23.
Tibetan girl with dog, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 24.
Giant lotus, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 25.
The lotus gathering: ladies in boat, i, s. Trends 33.
Green waters and blue mountains, i, s. Ibid • 34 •
Mt. 0-mei, i, s, 1953. Wu, Painting in China 28.
See also Collaborative Works List 32, 43.
Supplementary bibliography:
Rene-Yvon Lefebvre d'Argence, Chang Dai-chien: A Retrospective.
San Francisco: 1972; Ch'ang-chiang wan-li t'u j£^ £X- ||[ Ĵ  l||J.
Taipei: Tung-fang hsueh-hui. 1968; Chang Ta-ch'ien chin-tso chan-lan
?t*. ^ ~\ vSL ̂  ^H. Ifj Recent Paintings by Chang Dai-chien.
Taipei; National History Museum, 1967; Chang Ta-ch'ien chuan-chi
tz'u-liao l̂ fL K ^f i% t& %J^{* Taipei: T'ien-i, 1979;
Chang Ta-ch'ien hua "̂ Ĵ  ^ •̂ ~ -i* Chinese Painting with the
Original Paintings and Discourses "on Chinese Art by Professor Chang
Da-chien. Ed. by.Kao Ling-mei. Hong Kong: 1961; Chang Ta-ch'ien hua-chi
"l-!Z ^ ^ jL "7§L * ***• b y K a o L i n 3 ~ m e i 9 Hong Kong: East
Society, 1967? Chang Ta-ch' ien hua-chi "1,-lL. X ^\ " ^ 'M-
Chang Dai-chien's Paintings. Taipei: National .Museum of History, 1973;
Chang Ta-ch'ien hua-chi ̂ J^ -^ —J- ĝi 4JL. Hong Kong:
Chi-ku-chai, 1982; Chang Ta-ch'ien Huang-shan sn^h-hua ts'e "%?J
dA ^3 jL"$h Taipei: Han-lma wen-hua, 1969; Chang Ta-ch'ien tso-p'in
hsuan-chi "1JL "j^ ̂ r \\ *y, {j_jM- The Paintings of Chang Ta-chien. Taipei:
National Museum of History, 1^78; Chou ling, Tchang Ta-ts'ien: Un grand
peintre de la Chine contemporaire. Paris: 1960; Hsieh Chia-hsiao lifer
lei -&L * Chang Ta-ch'ien-ti shTh-chieh " f ^ -j^ -̂ - ^4j *f£ ̂ . 9
•faipef: Cheng-hsin hsin-wen-pao, 1968; T. C. Lai, Three Contemporary




Mountain and factory, i, s, 1975. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.111*.
Steel factory, i indistinct. Ibid. 112*.
CHANG YUNG-HSIN
At the controls of a steel plant, done with Chao Hua-sheng and Wang
Ch'i-lu, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 5; CK hua hsilan-chi 10*.
See also Collaborative Works List 51.
CHANG YUNG-T'AI ?fL ^ !#\ or j|s .
Love-the-people model, Hsieh Ch'en in a flood, i, s, 1964. Mei-shu
1964.5.54.
Pot of chrysanthemums and rock, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.318.
CH'ANG JAN^f? ^ N . B. 1944. From Peking; studied at Peking Painting
Studio Art School with Wu Hsien-ts'eng and Fu Pao-shih. Sotheby, Oct. 23,
1980.
Autumn mountains, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 323.
Landscape, illustration to a poem by T'ang Yin, i, s, 1978. Sotheby,
Oct. 23, 1980, 3.
Waterfall, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 4.
Landscape, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 321.
Landscape, i, s, seal dated 1972. Ibid. 322.
CH'ANG SHA-NO % J^T ^f . Woman. Manchurian. B. 1931. From Hangchou,
Chekiang; born in Lyons, France, student of her father, Shu-hung, in Western
painting; Central Arts and Crafts Academy. MSNC, 66; Yti add. 1, 26.
Procession. Based on Tun-huang cave painting. MSNC 122.
CH'ANG TS'ENG-HAO^ ^ 7f%^t. Pin-ch
1 ing 5 ^ MPT|> . Hu-she Painting
Society; horses. BK III, 170.
Horses and groom under willows, s, 1927. Hu-she 21-30.162.
CH'ANG YA-LI rsL
Caring for wounded soldier, done with Liu Po-jung and Shen Ning, i,
1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 61.
CHAO ^ J
Old ferry at Yu-men, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 8.10*.
Walking in autumn mountains, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.5.21.
CHAO CH'I^I fetJ t. Tzu-yun ̂ r ^ h. Yun-ho ̂  3§g> . B. 1874 or 1877, d.
1955 or 1956. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; student of Wu Chun-ch'ing;
Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy, and Painting Association;
landscape and flowers. BK III, 177; Ytt, 1291.
Bibliography. A: Chao Tzu-yun shan-shui ts'e /^|| <%r
Shanghai: Yu-cheng, 193_^.
Autumn mountains and trees, i, s, 1924. A, 1.
Evening colors on a misty stream, i, s. A, 2.
Old trees in secluded peaks, i, s, 1925. A, 3.
Watching the tide bore on the river, i, s, 1925. A, 4.
Man on a bridge, i, s, 1925. A, 5.
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Trees and distant mountains, i, s, 1924. A, 6.
Boating on a stream, misty mountains, i, s, 1924. A, 7.
Clear stream and mountains, i, s. A, 8.
Cottages in willow grove, i, s, 1925. A, 9.
Watching a waterfall, i, s. A, 10.
Walking with a staff in the mountains, i, s. A, 11.
Cliffs and clouds, i, s, 1925. A, 12.
Chrysanthemum and stone, i, s, 1925 (?). Chin-tai CK hua 105.
Nine autumn flowers, i, s, 1927. Chin-tai ming-jen IV.19.
Pine, epidendrum, rocks, i, s, 1941. Collectanea 1850-1967, 182.
Listening to a stream under a pine, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 183.
Man and pot of flowers, fan, i, s, 1928. Hsin-han ko III.3*
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1917. Kuo-t'ai 1.22*.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Kuo-t'ai 11.25*.
Birds and flowers, i, s. Kuo-t'ai III.40.
Cottage in the mountains, fan, i, s, 1925. Kuo-t'ai V.35*.
Shady woods in summer, fan, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai V.46*.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai V.66.
Dwelling in the mountains, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai XI.23*.
Landscape in moonlight, i, s, 1924. Mei-chan 114.
New Year's still life, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 175.
Landscape, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.385.
Narcissus, prunus and rock, i, s, 1920. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 30.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1922. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 155.
Landscape in style of Tao-chi, i, s, 1923. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 84.
Lotuses, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 65.
CHAO CH'I 7 ^ -51 • m Liaoning.
September 18: Manchurian Incident. Mei-shu 1981.9.26.
CHAO CHIH^Jl i £ . B.C. 1951. With the army.
Shepherd girl, done with I K'ai. Mei-shu 1981.3.36.
CHAO CHIH-HUA |
By the Iron Chain Bridge, done with Shan Ying-kuei and Wang Chin-yuan, i,
1972. CL 1972.10, opp 68*; CP New Series 30*; Yenan Talks 30
Anniversary, A 55*.
CHAO I
Opening up the Ta-ch'ing oilfield, i, s, 1974. 25 Anniversary Art Exh.,
9*; Hsien-tai CK hua 8.
Opening up the Ta-ch'ing oilfield, i, s, 1974. CP New Series 6* (slightly
different version of above)•
The Ta-ch'ing worker knows no winter, i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 10*; CK hua
hsuan-chi 7*; CL 1974.9 opp. 106*.
CHAO CHIH-T' ING $
Hua Kuo-feng with workers, done with Wu Pang-shen, i indistinct.
PLA 50 Anniversary 28.
See also Collaborative Works List 59.
CHAO CHING-CHU ,
Peacock on blossoming pear tree, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.395.
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CHAO CHING-Yti K® tfSL^ "J7 h. Ling-f en~kuan-chu jjg ^ %& J±L. B. 1902,
From Yin-hsien, Chekiang; student at Shanghai Art Academy, also studied in
Japan; returned to China in 1936; animals and birds in style of his father,
Shih-kang. BK III, 178; MSNC, 102.
Monkey in wisteria vine, s, 1942. MSNC 208.
CHAO CHtiN-MIN^f *W^ j ^ . B. 1906. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang, moved to
Shanghai; studied with Meng-ch*uan-pei-an. MSNC, 102.
Branch of fruiting peach, rock, i, s. MSNC 113.
CHAO CH'UNG^t fflfyt • Hao-ch'ing^^ -|p . From Ch'ing-yiian, Hopei; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK III, 178; MSNC, 102.
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 21-30.163.
Landscape, i , s . Hu-she 39.13 (31-40 .167) .
CHAO CH'UNG-CHENG^g tfc JE. . B. 1910, d. 1968. From Nan-hai,
Kwangtung; first studied Western painting, then entered Spring Slumber Studio as
student of Kao Lun; active in Kwangtung; after 1949 at the Canton Art Academy;
flowers and birds, animals, figures. BK III, 178; Yti add.1, 44.
Three birds on blossoming plum, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan 20*.
Water buffalo and calf, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 36.
CHAO CHUN-CHUANG^qf ^ yjpk. h. Li-hu ^J >#$ • Hu-she Painting Society;
ladies. BK III, 178; MSNC, 103.
Nymph of the Lo River, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 61.14.
CHAO CHUNG-YuJ-jf -̂ ^ 3Lf t. P'ei-yao "0^ &fo • Woman. From Peking;
Hu-she Painting Society; flowers and insects, landscape. BK III, 178; MSNC,
103.
Landscape, s, 1930. Hu-she 42.14 (41-50.110).
Crane in bamboo grove. Hu-she 76.15.
CHAO E N - H S I ^ J§£ -J^t- Meng-chu/^ - ^ h . Ming-hu #-)•[ $$fa . B. 1892 or
1893 or 1894. From Hsiung-hsien, Hopei; taught in Art Department of Hua-pei
University in Peking, was head of the Chinese Painting Department of Tsing-hua
University, held other teaching positions; Hu-she Painting Society; birds and
flowers. BK III, 177; Yfi, 1293 and add. 1, 44.
Magnolias and bird, s. CR 1954.2.26*.
Grapes, s, 1928. Hu-she 12.16 (11-20.124).
Peavines, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.10 (11-20.160).
Birds in bamboo, chrysanthemums, s, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.167.
Grapes and insects, s, 1931. Hu-she 41-50.145.
Copy of Chin Ch'eng's serpent and bird, s, 1931. Hu-she 60.10.
Long-tailed bird on plum, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.7.
Peavine and insects in autumn, i, s, 1930. I-lin 10.3.
Vegetables, i, s, 1931. I-lin 24.2.
Lotuses and bird, s, 1932. I-lin 39.14.
Pine, peacock, and birds. I-lin 66, front cover.
Bamboo and two cranes. I-lin 84.13.
Goose and reeds, seal. I-lin 92.15.
Hawk in autumn tree, seal. I-lin 101.6.
Hawk on pine branch over rapids. I-lin 113.6.
Bean vine. Mei-chan 10.
Peonies, s, 1925. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat.,
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11.393.
Begonias and bee, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 106*.
CHAO FU-SHU^^ i%^ &%ft. Ch'o-lu^jl /ML.*1* Tsai-hai san-jen^.
B. 1910. From Hui-an, Fukien? graduate of the Suchou Art Academy; moved to
Taiwan. Tang-tai, 97.
Rooster and vine, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 36 (March 1937).
CHAO HAN-YING/<f ^ J^.
Stream, mountains, cloudy peaks, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38
(May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.391.
CHAO HAO^I|[ ^ another name Hsiu-shih ^j %L t. Hao-kung 7% y2\ h. Shih-
f o ^ "life ' Niu-k'ou J^L. XZ . B. 1881 or 1882, d. 1946 or 1949. From
T'ai-shan, Kwangtung; member of various societies, including the Kwangtung
Chinese Painting Research Society? revived the Northern School? birds and
flowers, landscape. Li, 39? Lin, 134? MSNC, 102? Yu, 1286.
landscape, i, s, 1946. Huang Mo-yuan 28.
Portrait of Kuang Lu holding a ch'in, i, s, 1937. Kuang-tung
ming-chia 57.
Pine tree, i indistinct, 1925. Mei-chan 8.
Cabbage and blossoms, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.392.
Bird, bamboo, and rock, fan, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 212.
See also Collaborative Works List 44.
4jz >s, /, %i
CHAO HO-CH'OU/<5 ** '"% • B* 1902. From Huang-kang, Hupei. Once was a
professor at the Wu-ch'ang School of Chinese Painting. BK III. 178? Yu add. 1,
44.
Birds and plants, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 43.
CHAO HSIENy^f H ^ ' Yao-nienJL ^ * h . Ts'en-chai chu-shih-%* ff\ ^ ^ ,
Huan-ch'un shu-wu-chu ̂ ^ &, §L Jk J^* From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu? landscape,
plum, epidendrum, bamboo, pine, stones. MSNC, 102.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 69.
CHAO HSIU-HUAN/stI If A,^Woman. In Peking. CL 1981.5, 112.
A clear stream: narcissi and rocks, i, s, 1981. CK hua 1981.1.48*.
New spring: narcissi and two birds on rocks, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 4.5*.
A clear stream: narcissi and rocks, i, s, 1980. CL 1981.5, bet. 112-113*,
CHAO HSu-CH'ENG^^f V1$jg jJS^B. 1943. From P'ei-ch'eng, Kiangsu?
Kiangsu Chinese Painting Academy. Yu add. 1, 45.
Laughing at the paper tiger: capture of American prisoners in Korea (?),
i, s, 1977. Chiang-su mei-shu 21? PLA 50 Anniversary 72.
Two pictures on life of Chou En-lai, done with Kai Mou-sen and
Mao I-wei, i. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 19, 20.
Woman commune member. CK-hua jen-wu 9*.
CHAO HSuEH-HUNG^ g
Branch of fruiting peach, i, s (?). Hu-she 70.16.
CHAO HUA-SHENG,<g ^ fl^f. B. 1939. From T'ai-an, Shantung? Liaoning Art
Hall. Yu add. 1, 44.
The steelworkers1 hearts are one with Chairman Hua: Hua's visit
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to Anshan in 1975, done with Wang Chi-hsiang, i, s. Ch'tian-kuo
mei-shu 7; CR 1977.8.16*, Mei-shu 1977,2.19*
At the controls of a steel plant, done with Chang Yung-hsin and
Wang Ch'i-lu. CK hua-hstlan 5; CK hua hsuan-chi 10*.
Going out to work in the kao-liang fields, done with Chang Hsiu-shih
and Li Lin-hsiang, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.12.27.
See also Collaborative Works List 51.
CHAO HUNG-WU^J ^ ^ , another name Hung Wu > ^ ^Aj . B. 1930. From
Shenyang, Liaoning: now works in Shenyang. Yti add. 1, 44.
Guarding the new shipment, done with Li Tse-hao and Ma Hsueh-p'eng,
i, seals, 1974. 25 Anniversary Art Exh., 10*.
CHAO lj«£j§ $J<t, An-chih ij£ X^ . B. 1894. From Wu-chin, Kiangsu.
BK III, 177; Yu, 1298.
Old tree, bamboo and rock after Ni Tsan, i, s, 1935. Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.389.
CHAO I-CH'AO/|]| ^p ^ § . B. 1941. From Hsien-yang, Shensi; now works in
Shansi. Ytl add. 1, 44.
Hua Kuo-feng and peasants in 1975, done with Chang Ming-fang.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 8.
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai planning to cross the Yellow River, done with
Chang Ming-t'ang, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.2.20.
Examination in schoolroom, done with Chang Ming-t'ang, 1979.
Mei-shu 1979.11.20*.
CHAO JUN^^I $f^\ t . Pan-po rJ£ Jlfe^h. Teng-hstleh lao-jen JIL. ^§f ^ X^.
B. 1866. From Han-yang, Hupei; Bee Painting Society. BK I I I , 178.
Plum branch, s . Tang-tai ming-jen 30.
±ii .̂HSr }.$& kjrt aji
CHAO JUN-HSIENAJJ Yfc\ "«^Jt. Ytin-ko {£ ffi] . Woman. Sui-k'an t s ' ang .
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1921. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
CHAO JUNG-CHI/^| §& ̂ j*J» Electrician at Yang-ch'uan.
Woman doctor on rounds in coal-pit, i, 1974. CP New Series 15*;
Hsien-tai CK hua 13.
Woman doctor on rounds in coal-pit, i, 1974. CR 1975.5.35*; SYL
kung-jen 31; PR 1975.1.18-19* (slightly different version of above).
CHAO KUEI-TE | J[
Border patrol, done with Chao Wen-fa, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 85.
CHAO KUNG-FU.
Landscape after Ch'ien Hsuan, fan, i, s indistinct, 1942. Sotheby,
Nov. 22, 1981, 57.
CHAO KUO-CHANG/||j | , " | 5 t . I-an i5j| J^j , Ou-an /J$^ /^j . Hu-she Painting
Society. BK III, 177; MSNC, 103.
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 20.14 (11-20.166).
Landscape with rugged peaks, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 42.14 (41-50.110).
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CHAO LI-MIN X j «&- Ĵ / . BK III, 178.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.388,
CHAO LIANG-HAN/EJ j?L if5Jf*] # Professor at the Kiangsu Art Academy.
BK III, 178.
Sparrows and plants, seal. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.390.
CHAO L I N G - P I N ^ j
Sun Yat-sen's mausoleum in Nanking, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 74 (March
1976) back cover*.
CHAO MING-CH'ENG^J ^j
A visit to a duck-and-fish-raising family, done with Ch'i K'ai-i.
PLA 50 Anniversary 66.
CHAO NING-AN/<|| J&* 4r • B« 1945.. From Li-ch'eng, Shantung; Central Art
Academy. Yti add. 1, 45.
Autumn scene: geese flying above red leaves. CK shu-hua 8.12*.
Chicken farm, i, s, 1964. CL 1965.6 opp. 64*.
CHAO SHANG-CH'ING^J Y$3 MVy. Central University; flowers. BK III, 178.
Tree and two birds, 1928. ' Mei-chan 76.
CHAO SHAO-ANG %JH y <pti , original name Yuan ̂ JL t. Shu-i %&>. 3$% . B. 1903 or
1904 or 1905. From P'an-yti, Kwangtung; trained under Kao Lun and Kao Weng;
worked in Canton and West China; now lives in Hong Kong; birds and fish. Ho,
18; Li, 78; Lin, 135; Sullivan, 88; Tang-tai, 93.
Birds, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 118.
Bird on flowering branch, i, s, 1957. Collectanea 1850-1967, 203.
Birds and bamboo, handscroll, i, s, 1972. Huang Mo-yuan 70.
Banana plant, s. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Two monkeys below grapevine, s. Mei-chan 6.
Rats and grain, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 90.
White peacock, s. MSNC 186.
Banana palm, i, s, d indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 386.
Peacock, i, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 66.
Blue bird perched on a tree, i, s, 1934. Sotheby Nov. 30, 1980. 75.
Cicada on branch, fan, i, s, 1967. Sotheby Nov. 22, 1981, 85.
Rainy landscape, i, s, 1969. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 86.
Birds flying over lake, i, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 1|4.
For more recent works, see Shao-ang hua-chi, *y* J?j ^P" j*L Recent
Paintings by Professor Chao Shao-an. Kowloon: Lin/fnam Art Studio,
1957-196?. 20 volumes.
CHAO SHAO-FEI
Bringing food to the infirmary, i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 27; CK
hua hsuan-chi 26*.
CHAO SHIH-CHUANG ̂  f ^ $±.t. Yen-wujjjt. f,% h. Ch'eng-hu^^ $t$ . Woman,
sister of Chao En-hsi; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers, figures, ladies. BK
III, 178; MSNC, 103; I-lin 111.16.
Kuan-yin (?) by a lake, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.15 (11-20.166); Mei-chan 88.
Lady admiring plum blossoms, s, 1931. Hu-she 42.13 (41-50.109).
Buddha seated under a rock, i, s. Hu-she 88.15.
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Copy of portrait of T'ang Ts'ui Ying-ying by T'ang Yin, i, s, 1934. I-lin
70.11.
Scholar seated beneath pine playing a flute, i, s. I-lin 111.16.
CHAO SHIH-HUIxJ %*§ 0& t. Ching-pan %^ £)&. h. Ling-wu H_ "%% , Ling-hu
M ?&% • Woman, sister of Chao En-hsi. Hu-she Painting Society; Chinese
Painting Research Association; flowers. BK III, 178; MSNC, 103.
Hibiscus, fan, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 1-10.147.
Lily, s, 1928. Hu-she 11-20.124.
Flowering vine, i indistinct. Hu-she 20.15 (11-20.167).
Flowers, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.10.
Chrysanthemums and rocks, seal (?). I-lin 18.12.
Flowers, i, s, 1934. I-lin 66.4.
Chrysanthemums, i indistinct. I-lin 79.2.
Flowers and rocks, i, s, 1936. I-lin 83.5.
Chrysanthemums, seal (?). I-lin 104.8.
CHAO SHIH-HUNG jij "^ T̂ ftjt. Hsueh-hou %[ 4^ h. Hu-kung ;.§g OX • From
Kuei-chi, Chekiang. Ku-huan Chin-yu Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and
Painting Society; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy, and
Painting Association. BK III, 178.
Peaches on branch, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 38.19 (31-40.164); MSNC 168.
CHAO SHIH-KANG iQ| $% £®Jt. Shu-ju -5^5^ 4^ or 5 ^ h. Erh-nu lao-jen ~ ^
42 A^ • B. 1872 or 1874, d. 1945. From Yin-hsien, Chekiang, moved to
Shanghai. Ku-huan Chin-yti Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting
Society: Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting
Association; horses, flowers, birds and insects; his son, Ching-yu continued his
style. BK III, 178; MSNC, 126; Sullivan, 88; Yu, 1286. ^
Bibliography. A: Chao Shu-ju hsien-sheng hua-ts'e ?%j§ rgSL 4$p % *3L
N.p.: 1944. B: Chao Shu-ju hsien-sheng i-mo IFS
Hong Kong: 1956.
Three horses under a tree, i, s, 1923. A, 1.
Copy of one of Li Kung-lin's "Five Horses" (with landscape background),
i, s, 1938. A, 2.
Lu An collecting seals, i, s. A, 3.
Eight horses in pasture, i, s, 1941. A, 4.
Narcissi and two birds, i, s, 1933. A, 5.
Two cranes in pine tree, i, s. A, 6.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1922. A, 7; B.
Four horses under cypress, i, s. A, 8; B.
Travelers in mountain passes, i, s, 1937. A, 9.
Hollyhocks and small bird, i, s, 1943. A, 10.
Mountain rabbit, i, s. A, 11.
Horses in spring pasture, i, s, 1942. A, 12.
Dragon in clouds, i, s, 1928. A, 13.
Duck by willow and blossoms, i, s, 1923. A, 14.
Basket of fish, plants, i, s. A, 15.




Five horses in a grove, i,
Landscape, i, s, 1927. A,
Two geese and banana palm, i,
Pheasant on snowy rock, i, s,
Long-tailed bird on branch, rock, i,
A, 19.
s, 1940. A, 20.
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Pair of birds on cypress, rock, fungus, i, s, 1940, A, 21.
Flowers, birds, grasses and plants, i, s, 1941. A, 22.
Two horses under tree, i, s, 1942. A, 23.
Squirrel and pine, i, s, 1928. A, 24; B,
Landscape with scholar, i, s, 1928. A, 24.
Pine tree and fungus, i, s, 1939. A, 25.
Purple wisteria and yellow bird, i, s, 1941. A, 26.
Two geese and lotuses, i, s, 1942. A, 27.
Two horses, large tree, i, s. A, 28.
Lotus and kingfisher, i, s. A, 29.
Horse, i, s, 1943. A, 30.
Tether ing a h o r s e , i , s , 1940. A, 3 1 .
Landscape, i , s , 1923(? ) . A, 3 1 .
Bird on wu-t'ung tree, roses, i, s, 1940. A, 32.
Silkworms and mulberry leaves, i, s, 1928. A, 33.
Bird on leafy branch, butterfly on plant, cicadas, i, s, 1912. A, 34.
Bird on morning glory plant, i, s, 1912. A, 35.
Green wu-t'ung tree and two birds, i, s, 1941. A, 36.
Standing horse, i, s, 1944. A, 37.
A deer and cypress, i, s, 1941. A, 38.
Two birds in cypress tree, i, s. A, 39.
Wisteria and chicks, i, s, 1944. A, 40.
Pekinese dog under berry bush, i, s. B.
New Year's flower and plants, done with two unidentified other painters,
i, s, 1940. B.
Two pigeons on rock, flowers, i, s. B.
Kingfisher and lotus, i, s, 1930. B.
Long-tailed bird on blossoming branch, other flowers and fruits, i, s.
B.
Scholar standing under a wu-t'ung tree, i,s,1927. B.
Bird on rock by a stream, wisteria, i, s, 1935. B,
Copy of one of Li Kung-lin's "Five Horses, " i, s, 1938. B.
A squirrel in a pine tree, i, s, 1928. B.
Grove of leafless trees, i, s, 1927. B.
Three horses on a plain, i, s, 1928. B.
Pheasant on a rock, i, s, 1938. B.
Horse under a willow, i, s, 1924. B,
Two ducks on spring river, i, s, 1934. Chin-tai CK hua 81.
Pines and cranes, i, s, 1937. CK chin-pai-nien 79.
Bird on rock, willow branches, i, s, 1940. Collectanea 1850-1967, 24.
Horses by a river, done with Wu Hu-fan, i, s. Ibid. 25.
Buddha, after Chin Nung, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai XI.14*.
Narcissus, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 55.
A bird on rushes, i, s, 1932. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
Feng-hsien Temple, i, s, 1927. Tang-tai ming-jen 15.
CHAO SHIH-LIN
Goddess of the Hsiang River, i indistinct, Mei-chan 28.
CHAO SHU-CHENG^1 Jfet J3L-t. Chien-shih J?IL "&\ . Landscape. MSNC, 103.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 79.10.
CHAO SHU-CH'I | p
Wild mountains converted into fertile land, i, 1954. Mei-shu 1954.8.20.
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CHAO SHU-YUAN/Eg -ff ^k^ Woman. Hu-she Painting Society? flowers and
birds. BK III, 178; MSNC, 103.
Flowers, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 78.8.
CHAO TAN^J -Jf9", original name Feng-aoJJg^ J|L^ . B. 1915, d. 1980. From
Fei-ch'eng, Shantung; film actor; studied Chinese painting at Shanghai Art
Academy. CK i-shu-chia I, 267.
Landscape in Liu-chou, i, s, 1979. CP 1981.1.27.
The house Lu Hstln lived in when a student in Sendai, seal (?).
PR August 10, 1962, 19.
Supplementary bibliography: ju ^
Chao Tan hua-chi Ĵ Jj 49" -jf Jp|l. Tientsin: Jen-min mei-shu,
1982.
CHAO |
Night nurses. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 90.
CHAO TE-SAN^l $|> J£. . . From Peking; landscape.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.23*•
CHAO TS'UI-T'ING;
Scholar approaching a pavilion, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.396.
"3- TZL • B - 1 9 0 6 ' d- 1977. From Su-lu, Hopei. In 1925
entered Peking Tsing-hua Art School, 1928 taught at Peking Normal University, in
1932 moved to Shanghai; after 1946 active in Sian; figures, landscape. BK III,
178; Sullivan, 88; Yti add. 1, 44.
Bibliography. A: Chao Wang-yun Shin Lu Ai-chi hsieh-sheng hua hsuan-chi
^ p i£j| /fF "%l 7W* 5^k» ^S^ ^ ?E 3fr \j8 "^4. • Hsi-an:
Ch'ang-an mei-shu, 1957. "^^
Twelve scenes of Egypt, i, s. A, 1-12*.
Landscape in the north, i, s, 1959. CK shu-hua 4.30*.
Herding donkeys in a grove, i, s, 1961. CK shu-hua 5.1*.
Traveling in the mountains at night, s, 1973. Ibid.2.
Winding road in Pai-yang, i, s, 1959. Ibid. 3*.
Mountain village in autumn, s, 1973. Ibid. 4*.
Spring rains on the Wei River, i, s, 1955. CL 1982.5, opp. 110*.
Light snow in early winter, i, s, 1973 (?). Ibid. bet. 110-111*.
Recollections of Southern Shansi, i, s, 1962. Ibid. bet. 110-111*.
Egyptian scene, i, s, 1956. Ibid. opp. 111*.
Goods transported through the snow, i, s, 1954. Contemporary CP 10*.
The Ch'i-lien mountain range, i, s, 1955. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg. 117*.
Groves and mountains, i, s, 1964. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 1.10*.
Herders returning in autumn woods, i, s, 1958 (?). Hsien-tai shan-shui
49.
Herders among trees, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.7.30.
Family returning to town, Egyptian scene, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu
1956.12.33*.
Returning herder in autumn forest, i, s, 196?. Mei-shu 1961.6.39.
Two scenes of country life, one i, both s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 25 (April
1936).




On a village road in Egypt, i, s, 1956. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 4.68*.
The flood in Lu-hsi, i, s, d indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.394.
Scene of northwest China, s. Nan-pei chi 74 (July 1976) 65.
Travelers in high mountains, i indistinct. Nan-pei chi 104 (Jan. 1979)
58.
Mountains and waterfall, i, s, 1972. Nan-pei chi 109 (Feb. 1979) 54*.
Muleteers returning in snow, i, s, 1957. Tsfai-mo-hua 24.
CHAO W E N ^ F &&-• Woman. From Peking; flowers. BK III, 178.
Peony, bamboo, and rocks, i indistinct. Hu-she 84.15.
Grapevine. I-lin 80.7.
Camellias and two birds, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 48.
CHAO WEN-FA ^
Border patrol, done with Chao Kuei-te, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 85.
CHAO WEN-YuAN$$ itl_ 7ZJ . B. 1946. From Kiangsu, does New Year's pictures
and serials; with army in Nanking. Ytt add. 1, 43.
Military drill with staves, 1977. Chiang-su mei-shu 82.
CHAO YAO-SHENG
Landscape, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov. 1936).
CHAO YEN-CHAO.
The seething square (a march in support of the smashing of the T'ien-an Men
demonstration), done with Chou Ssu-ts'ung, 1976. CL 1976.10 opp. 81*.
CHAO YEN-HStt^| JtJĴ  $$Q . B. 1897. From Shou-yang, Shansi; originally
studied Western art, later Chinese painting; studied in Japan; active in art
education in T'ai-yuan, Sian, Szechwan and Peking. BK III, 177; Ytt, 1279.
See Collaborative Works List 50.
CHAO YEN-I /If i*L vHf. From Peking; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape.
BK III, 177; MSNC, 103.
Plum, pine and flower, i, s. Hu-she 80.15.
CHAO YING-CHu/q| )]§. J j ^ .
See Collaborative Works List 52.
t *.CHAO Yti-HSIEN^ ^ J^ , see under Lang Cho-hung.
CHAO YuN-T'ANG %&.
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.178.
CH'AO CHANG |^ ~% t. Chang-fu % ^ , I-ts 'ang — 0{. From Wu-chin,
Kiangsu; student of Chang Yuan; landscape. BK III, 173; MSNC, 67.
Bamboo, s, 1932. Hu-she 61.13.
Scholar under pines, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 67.14
CH'AO HSliN |^ ^ t. T^u-yu 3r s "f^£ h. Sung-tao-jen % ILIL ,
Sung-hua-kuan-chu %.'& 3[r -^^ JL . B. 1852, d. 1917. From Chia-hsing,
Chekiang; pupil of Chang Hsiung; landscape, birds and flowers. Sun, 373; Yang,
3,36; Yti, 801.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1904. Fan Paintings 85.
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Chang Ch'ien in tree stump floating on river looking at the sun, i, s,
Hu-she 43.12 (41-50,114).
Buddha, i, s, 1914. Hu-she 94.11.
See also Collaborative Works List 69.
CH'AO SHIH-YEN ^
Peacock on a rock, s, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.409.
CH'AO SHU-FU
Buddha of longevity, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 79.10.
CH'AO TE-JEN %& Afe' 4—.
Whaling boat, i , 1972. CK hua-hstian 12; CK hua hsuan-chi 19*; Hsien-tai CK
hua 37.
CH'E CH'ENG-LIN
Chrysanthemums and rock, s, 1975. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 78 (June 1976), back
cover*•
CH'E T'lEN-TE f
Youth of I-meng, Kwangsi imitating Ta-chai, done with P'i Chih-hsien.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 64, four scenes.
CHEN CHANG-CHI.
Spring in the south, s indistinct, 1977. CP New Series 22*.
CHEN CHO-TING. B. 1922. From Yung-chuan, Szechwan; works at the Seamen's
Cultural House in Wuhan. CL 1965.12.96.
A woman riverboat pilot. CL 1965.12 opp. 96*.
CHEN KAI-MING.
Off to work! done with Chang Wen-tao and Liu Ping-liang, i, 1971.
CL 1972.6 opp. 100*; Scheck 26.
CHEN P'IN-SHAN.
Landscapes of the four seasons, four scrolls, one s indistinct, 1905.
Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 127 (two scrolls).
CH'EN CHAO"j$fL $XS t . Shu-ming M- V% . From Kwangtung; Buddhist f igures .
MSNC, 81 .
Buddha under a pine tree, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 86.15.
CH'EN CHAO-LIN"PJfL ^jf / ^ h. Tz'u-an ^ Jjjj^ . From T'ien-men, Hupei;
flowers, grasses, i n sec t s . Yti, 1036.
Banana palm and blossoming plant, i, s. Han-k'ou 42.
CH'EN CHE*j5|L 1SF t . Ming-an &% ,rkj • Landscapes, f igures . I - l i n 85.8.
Two boys playing, after Ch'i Huang, i , s, 1936. I - l i n 85.8.
CH'EN CH'ENG ^ %$% . Star Group.




Spring wind on the South Sea, Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 40,
After a performance, done with Liu Ch'ang-ch'ao, s, 1972. CL 1973*6 opp.
80*; Scheck 25.
Militia women of the South Sea, seal (?). CL 1974.8 opp.86*.
CH'EN CH'I *^|L 5^g f original name Pai ^B t. Ch'i-wenr#g~ 3^1 h. Ch'i-hu
£{tX > ^ . Woman. From Shan-yin, Chekiang; student of Li Shang-ta; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK III, 179; MSNC, 81.
The Ch'ing-hui Pavilion, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 1-10.70.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 16.16 (11-20.140); I-lin 76.2.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 20.14 (11-20.165).
Landscape with pavilion by a stream. Hu-she 42.7 (41-50.103).
Landscape, handscroll, i indistinct. Hu-she 45.17 (41-50.139).
Misty river landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 45.20 (41-50.139).
River landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 45.20 (41-50.140).
Lily, fan, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 58.13.
Landscape after Hsu Tung-jo, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 65.16.
Blue-and-green landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 76.15.
Landscape with fisherman on a river, handscroll. Hu-she 82.13.
Cliffs, pine, man in house over a stream, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 83.10.
Man in a pavilion under a pine. Hu-she 93.13.
CH'EN CH'I-FANGTJT- &*l %T. Woman.
Peonies and bees, after Yun Shou-p'ing, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.295.
CH'EN CH'I-HENG "PjL. MK Wtt. Lin-chai ̂ L ® h. Ch'i-huj|4L ^ • Hu-she
Painting Society; figures. BK I I I , 179.
Children playing in a garden, s . Hu-she 42.12 (41-50.108).
Man leaning on a pine tree trunk, s . Hu-she 61.13.
Scholar under a pine, i , s . Hu-she 80.16.
CH'EN CHI-H0l5|L yfy "$F~U . From Fukien; Chinese Painting Research
Association; landscape. BK I I I , 180; MSNC, 88.
Landscape with pavilions under pines, i , s, 1933. Hu-she 91.16.
j
CH'EN CH'I-K'UAN PjŜ , ^ - JU . B. 1921. From Peking; trained as an
architect; in 1948 went to the United States, in 1959 to Taiwan; now lives in
Honolulu. Sullivan, 88; Ch'en Ch'i-kuan hua chi, p. 32.
The canal. Sullivan 56.
Chungking steps, s. Ibid. 57.
Supplementary bibliography:
Ch'en Ch'i-k'uan hua chi
i <r *\2> j$L AT> •
Chen Chi Kwan Paintings 1940-1980. Taipei: Art Book Company, 1981.
CH'EN CHI-SHENG "pJ|L $gt -^. h. Sou-sheng j^ h£. . Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape, flowers, birds, Buddhist figures. BK III, 179; MSNC, 88.
Buddha of Longevity, s. Hu-she 1-10.38.
CH'EN CHIA-CHIEH Y%*> -%& *%% t. Yeh-min $L Hkj or >h J^/ h. Yti-ts 'un5,f, ̂ .
B. 1864. From Li-hsien, Hopei; an official under the Ch'ing Dynasty; after 1911
devoted himself to calligraphy and painting; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape
and ink plum blossoms. BK III, 179; MSNC, 86; Yti, 1033.




Lu Hsiin, i, s, 1978, Mei-shu 1978.6.30,
CH'EN CH'IAO-SEN ?j|L yf? <%%.t* Mu-kung ^ j& , I-shan — M h. I-shan
j. From Sui-ch'i, Kwangtung; chu-jen 1861; landscape, Yti, 1022,
Landscape, round fan, i, s. I-lin 4,8,
CH'EN CHIEH"PjfL ?%, t, Yii-ch'ing i« 7j[ . Woman. Studied with Wu Yeh-chou;
landscape, figures, flowers and birds, insects, fish. MSNC, 82.
Scholar in a pavilion under pine, s, 1947. MSNC 81.
CH'EN CHIEN-CHEN *$%. 4^C JJ .
See Collaborative Works List 22.
CH'EN CHIEN-PO'pjjL
Peonies and chickens, s, 1957. Pei-ching chih-kung 28.
CH'EN CHIH-FO W * . ^ Wp t. Hsueh-weng /ff fg . B. 1895 or 1896 or 1898,
d. 1962, From Yfi-yao, Chekiang; moved to Nanking; 1919-1924 studied in Japan,
later taught at various art institutions in Shanghai, in 1930 was a professor at
the National Central University; after 1949 was head of the art department at
Nanking University and on faculty of the art department of Nanking Normal
University and other institutions in Nanking including the Kiangsu Provincial
Chinese Painting Academy, BK III, 180; CK i-shu-chia II, 512; Lin, 87; MSNC,
82; Sullivan, 88; Yti, 990, -M )&
Bibliography, A: Ch'en Chih-fo hua-chi *fj|L ^ ^ p Jf. ̂ » Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1959.
Three white chickens under pines, seal. A, 1*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
111*.
Autumn lotus and pair of swallows, i, s, 1946. A, 2*.
Hibiscus and two red birds, i, s. A, 3*.
Parrot on blossoming magnolia branch, s
88*; Mei-shu 1979.6, front cover*.
Pigeon on wu-t'ung branch, s. A, 5*,
Pigeons and blossoming persimmon branches, s, 1954,
hua-chia 115,
Two flying geese, reeds, moon, s. A, 7*;
CL 1980,11, opp.89*.
Two birds on plum branch, red flowers, s.
Autumn chrysanthemums, i, s, 1947. A, 9*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 111*.
Autumn lotuses and two herons, s. A, 10*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 118,
Two doves on rock, roses, i, s, 1954. A, 11,
Two cranes and plum blossoms, i, s, 1956. A,
Old plum blossoming, s. A, 13.
Two quail under grain stalks, i, s, 1948. A,
Two doves in a tree, s. A, 15.
Banana leaves and sparrows, i, s. A, 16.
Two geese under snowy reeds, i, s. A, 17.
Two birds on branch of blossoming peach, other flowers, i
A, 18.
Parrot on branch of lichee, i, s, 1945. A, 19,
Kingfisher and hibiscus, i, s. A, 20,
Bird, insect, flowers, i, s, 1957, A, 21,
Crabapple blossoms, two long-tailed birds on rock, peonies, i, s, 1957
A, 4*; CL 1980.11, opp.
A, 6*; CK min-ch'u










White hibiscus, i, s, 1948. A, 23.
Cherry blossoms and bird, s. A, 24.
Long-tailed bird on a rock, i, s, 1947. Chiang Pi-wei 19*;
CK min-ch'u hua-chia 116, detail.
Ten cranes and pines, i, s, 1959. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yilan 39*; CK hua
hstlan-pien 61*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 118-119 (cropped); CL 1963.4
opp. 76.
Magpie, plum, peonies, hibiscus, i, s, done for tenth anniversary of
founding of People's Republic of China, 1959. Chiang-su kuo-hua-
yttan 40*; Chiang-su shih-nien 42*; CK hua 14 (1959.11), inside
front cover; CK min-chfu hua-chia 112* (with inscription clipped and
seals replaced); Hsien-tai CK hua-hstlan 1,13*; Kuo-hua hsilan-chi 4*;
Mei-shu 1960.6.29; Mei-shu 1962.1.18; Ming-pao 11 (1976) 1, front
cover*.
Plum tree and two cranes, i, s, 1961. Chiang-su mei-shu 10*;
CL 1980.11.89.
Cherry blossoms and two birds, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 43*; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 115; Mei-shu 1959.1.22; Mei-shu 1979.6.16*.
Two doves by rock, narcissus, camellia, plum, i, s. Chiang-su
shih-nien 44*; CK hua 8 (1959.5) 5.
Three mynahs on plum branches in snow, i, s, 1956. Chin-pai-nien 96*;
CL 1980.11, bet. 88-89*.
Two pigeons, pine, chrysanthemums, i, s, 1959, done for tenth
anniversary of founding of the People's Republic of China.
CK hua 17 (1960.2), back cover; Mei-shu 1959.12.22.
Peonies. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 114, detail.
Hibiscus and kingfisher, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 115.
Spring flowers and rock, i, s, 1940. Ibid. 117.
Chickens and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 117; Ming-pao 11
(1976) 1.198.
Two ducks, swallows and blossoming tree, i, s, 1954, illustration
to Tu Fu poem. CK shu-hua 5.28*.
Sleeping magpie, s. CL 1980.11, front cover*.
When the river becomes warm in spring: duck swimming under blossoming
branch, s. Ibid. 88; PC 1955.7, back cover.
A peaceful spring: doves and flowering trees, i, s, 1953, celebrating
end of Korean War. CL 1980. 11, bet. 88-89*; Mei-shu 1979.6.24.
Camellia, plum, bamboo and two birds, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 168*.
Egyptian figures. Han-k'ou 63.
Cherry blossoms and two small birds, i, s, 1958. Mei-shu 1976.6.17*.
White plum and sparrows, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 18*.
Two ducks and reeds, i, s. Mei-shu 1979.6.4.
Sparrows on white plum tree, s. Ibid. 18*
Pheasant in snowscape, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.287.
Begonias, small bird and bees, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 73*.
Two pigeons in tree, s. MSNC 164.
Numerous doves on rocks, blossoms, seals. Shih-nien CK hua 79.
Narcissus in pot, rock, i, s. Sullivan 15.
See also Collaborative Works List 1•
Supplementary bibliography: ^ % .̂
Ch'en Chih-fo hua-chi~ff||L *z~ *&$} J 4§; • Shanghai: Jen-min
mei-shu, 1981•
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CH'EN CHIN-CHANG ""$|L ^ Jfy . B. 1929. From Hua-hsien, Kwangtung; 1956
graduate of South Central China School of Fine Arts; now at Canton Art Academy.
Yti add. 1, 34; CL 1966.5, p. 56.
Village school mistress, s. CL 1966.5 opp. 56*.
Two monkeys on branch of vine-draped tree, s, 1958. Kuang-tung
mei-shu hsuan 17*•
CH1 EN CH« ING-CH1 IU i Mj- ̂ #? "^ . Woman.
Stag and autumn tree, s, 1937. Nanking EKh. Cat., 11.293.
CH'EN CH'ING-KUEI"^^, y||_ ^JL . From Amoy, Fukien; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape, flowers and birds. MSNC, 86; Hu-she 51.15.
Horses in landscape, i, s. Hu-she 51.15.
CH'EN CHXNG-TZUT$|L "^ ^ t. Ch'ing-hua^f" If h. Han-ch' in ?|g. j§p .
Woman. From Wu-hsien, Chekiang; student of Lu T'ieh-fu, Ku Ch'ing-yao and Cheng
Ch'ang; landscape, birds and flowers. MSNC, 88.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. MSNC 77.
CH'EN CH'IU-TS'AO W ~ "^X if , other names Ch'en jyj^ , Ch'enYu ^%- $Q t.
Ching-ts'ap § $ Jf h. Li-shuang^ ^ r Shih-chai jj[ jgF̂  , Feng-chih-lou
c h u j ^ i ^ i . B. 1906. From Ning-po, Chekiang; in 1923-24 organized the White
Goose Painting Research Institute in Shanghai; after 1949 remained active in
Shanghai and on faculty of Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; birds and flowers,
fish, insects, figures. BK III, 180; CK i-shu-chia II, 518; MSNC, 85; Sullivan,
88; Ytl add. 1, 34.
Nightless construction site. CK hua 16 (1960.1) 9; Mei-shu
1959.12.36.
Landscape: a moment in early autumn, seal. CL 1958.3, opp. 14*.
Red flowers, i. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan III.6*.
At the foot of T'ung-chtln shan, seal. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 11.
River port scene, seal. Ibid. 20.
Fruits, fish, toys and grain, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 3.
Two children playing in field of yellow flowers, illustration to
poem by Yang Wan-li, seal. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 3, back cover*.
River gorges, s. Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan 22*.
Fish in pond, s. Shang-hai hua-niao 6*; Shang-hai hua-niao chi 11*.
Vase of iris, two toys, i, s. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 26*.
Cherries and banana leaves, i, s, 1977. Shang-hai hua-yuan 13*.
Rabbit and flowers, s, 1972. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 326.
CH'EN CHIU-TS'UN"$fL ^ j$ . D. before 1960. Chiang-su kuo-hua yuan.
Goldfish, s, 1954. Chiang-su kuo-hua yuan 42*; Chiang-su shih-nien 49*.
Fruits and vegetables, seal (?). Chiang-su shih-nien 48*.
Goldfish, seal (?). CK hua 15 (1959.12) 15*.
CH'EN CH'U*?1L jj|^ t. T'ieh-yeh^lfL H f , Hsiao-t'ieh ib
Ting-shan A ^ JXA • B. 1897. From Hangchou, Chekiang; brother of Ch'en Ts'ui;
Shanghai Tea-Art Association; moved to Taiwan. BK III, 181; Lin, 88; MSNC, 84;
Tang-tai, 65.
Dwelling in the mountains, i, s, 1928. Collectanea 1850-1967, 51.
Blue mountains after rainfall, fan, i,s, 1929. Kuo-t'ai V.72.
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Bamboo and stone, after Yun Shou-p'ing after Ni Tsan, i, s. Mei-chan 63.
Landscape. Ibid. 106.
White clouds, mountain stream, i, s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April
1934).
Four scenes of Mt. Huang, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 24 (March 1936).
Blue-green landscape, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Landscape in Chil-jan style, i, s, 1946. MSNC 25.
Bamboo, s• Ibid .112.
CH'EN CHu-YuAN*f %. E ^L .
Waterfall. Mei-shu 1981.5.29.
CH'EN CH'uANf]|L 3k t. Shu-ta ^ £^_ h. Ta-hu ̂  ^ $ • Nephew of Li
Shang-ta; brother of Ch'en Ch'i; Hu-she Painting Society. BK III, 180; MSNC,
81.
Landscape, done with Li Shang-ta and Tso Yti, i, seal, 1928. Hu-she
1-10.144.
Man in boat under bare willow, i, s. Hu-she 20.10 (11-20.160); Mei-chan
62.
Landscape, s. Hu-she 45.18 (41.50.138).
CH'EN CHtiAN pJJL -^jj . Woman. From Heng-shan, Hunan; studied with Wang To;
figures, ladies. MSNC, 81.
A lady holding a fan, s. MSNC 148.
CH'EN CH'uAN-SHENG*P^ ^ $|f. Soldier.
News of victories from the battlefront, i indistinct. CL 1977.12*;
PLA 50 Anniversary 76.
CH'EN CHuEH-CH'U*|
Pu-tai, i, s, 1930. I-lin 14.15.
CH'EN CHUI-SHEN fjjf^ vff ^ . From Hangchou, Chekiang. Hu-she 68.14.
Landscape with pines, i, s. Hu-she 68.14.
CH'EN CHUNG-CHIH "p|L ^ J^ . From Shensi.
The people are victorious: Chairman Hua, i, s, 1976. Ch'tian-kuo
mei-shu 13.
Tibetan woman, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 7.15*.
Judging the "five good commune member." Mei-shu 1964.6.14; Mei-shu
1965.1.18*.
Children of the Yellow River. Mei-shu tso-p'in hstian 32*; PLA 50
Anniversary 9.
Delivering grain, PR Sept. 22, 1961. 18.
CH'EN CHUNG-I "?JL $[« f|' . B. 1933. From Kuan-ch'iao, Hopei; at the Lu Hstin
Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 34.
A new channel (the Red Flag Canal?) winds through the mountains.
CP 1972.8.27*; CR 1972.10.23*; Scheck 18; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary,
A 49*.
CH'EN CHUNG-YIN " p
A single spark can start a prairie fire: Mao Tse-tung establishing a
Soviet in the south. PLA 50 Anniversary 3.
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See also Collaborative Works List 9*
CH'EN FAN-HUA ""f |j!~ f̂f 1*4 t. Shao-lu '}? ^^ **• Hua-chan J ^^ , T'ui-an
&-* ^3i * B* 1867' d o 1931. From Kuei-hsien, Kwangsi, moved to Hangchou and
then to Peking; on faculty of National Art College, Fu-jen University and
others; Hu-she Painting Society, Chinese Painting Research Association; birds
and flowers, BK III, 181; Yti, 1043.
Phoenix and sun, fan, done for Mei Lan-fang, i, s. Hu-she 17*13
(11-20.141),
Cranes and small birds in a bamboo grove (four panels), s. Hu-she 46.11
(41-50.143),
Frogs, grasses, and insects, i, s, 1929. I-lin 2.9,
Two quail in snow by a tree, Mei-chan 18.
CH'EN FANG*P^ % t, Tao-yil ij. -% . From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; landscape.
MSNC, 81.
Landscape, i, 1933. Hu-she 86.16.
CH'EN FANG"?^ % t. Chih-t'ing jL $ T h. Huang-chai X ^ • B- 1 8 9 6 o r
1897, d. 1962. From Shih-ch'eng, Kiangsi; Hu-she Painting Society; moved to
Taiwan; ink bamboo. BK III, 181; Lin, 88; MSNC, 81; Tang-tai, 65.
Bamboo and goldfish, done with Wang Ya-ch'en, i, s, 1947. Chiang Pi-wei
22*.
Bamboo and stones, done with Huang Chun-pi, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 35.
Three friends of winter, done with Cheng Yuen and Wang Tung, i, s, 1947.
Ibid. 36.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 62.13.
See also Collaborative Works List 1. . «
For more recent works, see Chih-t'ing shu-hua hsflan-chi jfc. WJ -J J
The Art of Chen Chi-tingl Taipei: 1963 ?.
CH'EN FENG $ |
Reading poetry under a pine. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.285.
CH'EN FU-LUNG"$|L % wit t9 Chih-nung & 0&^ •
 B- 1912. From Ta-hsing,
Hopei or Peking; Mongolian; now with the Chinese Art Research Academy;
landscape, BK III, 180; Yti add. 1, 34; I-lin 27.8.
Landscape with tall peak, s, 1931. I-lin 27.8.
Mountains and misty trees, s. 1932. I-lin 44.13.
Cliffs and pines by a stream, s, 1933. I-lin 58.14.
Landscape, i, s. I-lin 70.14.
Mountain landscape, i, s. I-lin 77.9.
Landscape: boat on a mountain river, i, s, 1936. I-lin 87.2.
Musicians, s, 1941. I-lin 114.12.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11.289.
Hydroelectric plant at Fishing Terrace, done with Liu Li-shang, i, s,
1958. Shou-tu 41.
See also Collaborative Works List 66, 67.
CH'EN HAN-Tl'fIL ^ M* t. Fu-lu 4& Jfk, Chung-shu A*f ^ . B. 1874.
d. 1949. From Hangchou, Chekiang; flowers, olrds, old trees, bamboo and stones.
BK III, 179; MSNC, 86; Yii, 1034.
Bamboo, fan, i, s, 1946. Huang Mo-yuan 55.
Ink chrysanthemum, i, s. I-lin 71.14.
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Pine tree, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 26.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1925. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
CH'EN HENG-KO "V?l|«~ ^tf W t . Shih-ts'eng l̂ p ^ h. Huai-t'ang J$L f^T ,
Hsiu-tao-jen %"% ^"g A^_ . B. 1876, d. 1923. From Hsiu-shui, Kiangsi.
Chinese Painting Research Assocation; landscape, flowers, influenced by Wu
Chfin-ch'ing. BK III, 180; Boorman, I, 227; Lin, 86; Sullivan, 88; Sun, 453;
Yang add., 4; Yti, 1043. ^
Bibliography. A: Ch'en Shih-ts'eng hua-hstian 1?j|L ^ TsP JL ilf_ - N.p.:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1959.
Narcissi and bamboo, i, seal. A, 1*; Collectanea 1850-967, 117.
Autumn sunflowers and other blossoms, i, s. A, 2*; Collectanea
1850-1967, 116.
Plum blossoms, i, s. A, 3.
Autumn lotus, i, s. A, 4; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1982.1.62.
Pomegranate, in Shen Chou style, i, s. A, 5.
Gourds, i, s. A, 6.
Cabbage and bamboo shoots, i, s, 1919. A, 7; Chin-pai-nien 83.
Landscape, i, s, 1921. A, 8; Collectanea 1850-1967, 112.
Landscape, i, s. A, 9; Chin-pai-nien 82; Collectanea 1850-1967, 111.
Landscape with bridge and tree, i, s. A, 10.
Landscape, fan, i, s. A, 11.
Reading in a house beneath a tree, fan, i, s, after Ni Tsan. A, 12.
Cottage under willow, seal. A, 13; Chin-pai-nien 86.
Garden with banana palms, seal. A, 14; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1982.1.62.
Garden scene with men looking at a pond, seal. A, 15.
Autumn flowers in a teapot, i, seal. Chin-pai-nien 81.
Plum and bamboo, i, s. Ibid. 84.
Courtyard, seal (?). Ibid. 85.
Winter fragrance: flowers, i, s. Ibid. 87.
Pomegranate blossoms and rock, i, s. Ibid. 88; Collectanea
1850-1967, 113*.
Two pheasants, i, s, 1917. Chin-tai CK hua 84.
Sound of the rapids and old pine, i, s, 1923, illustration to poem by
Wang Wei. CK chin-pai-nien 66; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 7; Hu-she
1-10.101 .
Ink chrysanthemums and rock, i, s. CK chin-pai-nien 66; CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 10.
Autumn flowers, i, s, 1922. CK chin-pai-nien 67*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
11; Ming-pao 13 (1978) 5.34*.
Ink landscape, i, s. CK hua 1 (1957) 38.
Pomegranate and bamboo, i, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 6.
Landscape, seal. Ibid. 6; Ming-pao 10 (1975) 4.38.
River landscape, i, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 7; Collectanea 1853-1971,
80.
Landscape study, seal. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 8; Ming-pao 9 (1974) 10.57.
Landscape study, seal. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 8; Ming-pao 10 (1975)
4.38; Ming-pao 13 (1978) 5.34*.
Bamboo, fan, i, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 9.
Fruits on a branch, i, s. Ibid. 10.
Morning glory vine and two chickens, done with Wang Yfin, i. seal. CK
shu-hua 7, inside front cover*.
Late autumn flowers, i, s. CL 1967.4, opp.148*.
Orchids, s. CL 1964.3, front cover*.
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Landscape: harvest in the Yangtze Valley, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967,
108*.
Travelers in mountains, i, s. Ibid, 109*.
Enjoying wine at a country inn, i, s. Ibid, 110*.
Lotus, seal. Ibid. 114*.
Autumn flowers, i, s. Ibid, 115*,
Plum and narcissus, i, s. Ibid. 118*.
Lotuses and willows, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 79.
Epidendrum, i, s. Ibid. 81.
laundress and stream, i, s. Ibid. 82*.
Landscape in the rain, i,s. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 70*.
Mountain stream with bridge, i, seal, illustration to a poem by Ch'i
Huang. Ibid. 71*
Red plum blossoms, fan, i, s, 1932. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 70*.
Landscape. Hu-she 1-10.101.
Man under bamboo, i, s. Hu-she 11.10 (11-20.114).
Landscape after Tao-chi, fan, i,s. Hu-she 19.9 (11-20.144).
Lotus, fan, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 6.
Camellia, i, s. I-lin 7.5.
Peonies, i, s, 1920. Kuo-t'ai 1.25*.
Plum, narcissus, rock, handscroll, i, s, 1917. Kuo-t'ai 11.24*.
Peony, i, s, 1918. Kuo-t'ai III.22*.
Bamboo, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai II1.47.
Narcissus, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.39*.
Bamboo, i, s. Kuo-t'ai VII.27.
Three scenes of Peking customs, i, s. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1982.1.62.
Landscape, seal. Ming-pao 8 (1973) 10.50.
Landscape, seal. Ming-pao 10 (1975) 4.38.
landscape, seal. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 5.34*.
Bamboo, album leaf, i, s, 1897. Shina nanga taisei 11.124.
Calla lily in a pot, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 21.
Orchids, i, s. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 37.
Melon, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 2.
Banana tree and rock, s. Ibid. 3.
Temple in autumn mountains, fan, i, s, 1920. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981,
471.
Landscape, fan, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 169.
Flowers, fan, i, s. Ibid. 170.
Peonies and rock, i, s, colophon dated 1911, Sotheby, April 28, 1982,
3.
Flowers, fan, i , s . Ibid. 4.
Persimmon and bamboo, i , s. Tsuruta 101.
Flowers and rock, i , s, 1922. Ibid, 102,
Landscape, i , s, 1916. Wu, Painting in China 8.
See also Collaborative Works List 45.
CH'EN HSI-KUANG"*?|L %? t7LJ.
See Collaborative Works List 51 •
CH'EN HSIA-HSIEN TfL J§L ̂  t* I-yttn 3k. ^ . Woman. From Chekiang;
studied flowers, landscapes and animals with Huang Huan-wu, ladies with Yeh
Man-shu, animals, flowers and birds and others subjects with Wu Ch'ing-hsia.
MSNC, 88.
Lady holding a lotus leaf, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 151.
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CH'EN HSIANG"p5(L ^J .
Constructing steel furnaces, done with T'ang Ytin, i, s, 1958.
CK hua 5 (1959,2) 7.
CH'EN HSIAO-NAN fljl ^ J L W . B. 1909, From Li-hsien, Kiangsu; studied at
Wu-hsi Art School and National Central University? primarily a graphic artist?
now with the Canton Art Academy. BK III, 179? Sullivan, 88? Yti add. 1, 35.
Bird on a fence, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.299.
CH'EN HSIAO-P'EI
Two women factory workers, i, s. CK hua-hsin chi 9*? Shang-hai kung-jen
12*.
CH'EN HSIAO-TS'UI °?lh» l ^ jSp , original name Ts'ui^Jj-. another name
Yti-ts'ui i.. ^ t. Ts'ui-no % ^(5h. Ts'ui-hou W 4^,
Ts'ui-yin-lou-chu J 5 <&£} j$^ jj^ . B. 1907, d. 1968J Woman, sister of
Ch'en Ch'ti. From Hang-chou, Chekiang? pupil of Yang Shih-yu and Feng Chiung?
after 1949 on faculty of the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy? ladies, flowers,
landscapes. BK III, 180? MSNC, 83? Yti, 988? Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Servant presenting a bowl of lichees to a lady on a terrace, i, s, 1935.
I-ching 1937.33, 36.
Su Shin returning to the Han-lin Academy (similar to version given to Chang
Lu in the Ching-yuan chai collection), handscroll, i indistinct. MSNC
129.
A lady seated by a willow, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 129.
CH'EN HSIEN-TUNG I^JL W, "̂ Jf̂ t. Tung-hu ifl £^J . From Shan-yin, Kiangsu or
Shao-hsing, Chekiang? lived in Peking? Hu-she Painting Society? flowers,
especially chrysanthemums. BK III, 179? MSNC, 85? Yti, 1008.
Lotus, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.12.
Chrysanthemums, fan, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 19.15 (11-20.151).
Flowers, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 20.7 (11-20.156).
Peony plant, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 46.12 (41-50.144).
Flowers, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.9.
Roses and pine, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.16.
Pair of flower scrolls, s. Hu-she 78.8.
Pair of flower scrolls, one s? one i, s. Hu-she 79.9.
Peonies, i, s, 1935, done for Chin Ch'eng. Hu-she 95.13.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1925, done for Chin Ch'eng. Hu-she 100.25.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 43.
CH'EN HSIN-FU
Mechanical coal heaver. Shang-hai kung-jen 11*.
CH'EN H S I N G T ^ | L ^ T . Woman. B. 1942. From Kiangsu? active in Hunan. Yti
add. 1, 34.
Mao Tse-chien as leader of guerrilla troops, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 40.
CH'EN | ^ j
Pawlonia tree and two doves, s. CK hua 1981.1.46*.
CH'EN HSu\5f|L ?& t . Ytian-tuldft ^ h . Mei-hu >f& ?t% . B. 1905. From
Mei-hsien, Kwangtung? Hu-she Painting Society? taught in Peking a r t schools?
landscape, ladies, Buddhist figures, animals. BK I I I , 179? MSNC, 81? Yti, 1030.
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Scholar and attendant with a ch'in under willow, fan, i, s, Chin-pai-nien
shan-mien I,43*•
Old man reading the newspaper to others, i, s, 1958* CK hua 4 (1959,1) 2,
Lady holding a fan and leaning on a tree, i, s, 1926* Hu-she 1-10*6,
Horses beneath willows, s, 1928, Hu-she 1-10,120,
A lady playing the chsin under palms, i, s, Hu-she 13,14 (11-20,127),
Scholar and two attendants in a grove, fan, i, s, 1928, Hu-she 19,15
(11-20,151),
Ducks on a snowy bank, willows, Hu-she 20,9 (11-20,158),
Horse riders under trees, s, 1927, Hu-she 21-30,136,
Scholar in boat gazing at two flying birds, i , s, 1929, Hu-she 21-30,154,
Horse, in styles of Li Kung-lin and Chao Meng-fu, i , s, 1930, Hu-she
21-30,159,
Horse race on a bank, i, s, 1929, Hu-she 21-30,171,
Horse in landscape, Hu-she 35,16 (31-40,140),
Sheep in meadow, seal (?), Hu-she 38,20 (31-40,164),
Cat on a pine bough, s, 1931, Hu-she 46,10 (41-50,142),
Portrait of Chin Ch'eng, handscroll, done with Liu Kuang-ch'eng, i, s,
Hu-she 50,10 (41-50,1),
Monkey in a pinetree, i, s, 1932, Hu-she 53,14,
Five princes returning home drunk, copy of a Ming painting, Hu-she 56,13,
Goats and sheep under pine, seal (?), Hu-she 60,7,
Water buffaloes in a stream, willow, in Yuan style, i, s, Hu-she 64,14,
Sheep in landscape, s, Hu-she 65,12,
Two monkeys in pines, s, 1932, Hu-she 68,13,
Dog, Hu-she 75,12,
Buddha seated in a pine grove, i indistinct, Hu-she 77,15,
Herding pigs, s, 1935, Hu-she 88,12,
Dogs and bamboo, s, 1934, Hu-she 91,9,
Lady under willow, i, s. Hu-she 92,10,
Bodhisattva by stream under bamboo, i, s, Hu-she 95,10,
Lady holding a fan and leaning on a tree trunk, i, s, 1925, done for Chin
Ch'eng, Hu-she 100,35,
Garden party (based on Ch'iu Ying's "Peach and Pear Garden" in the
Chionin), Mei-chan 50,
Who knows the most characters: old peasant man holding a book, surrounded
by children, i, s, Mei-shu 1954,8,22,
Hunting scene, s, Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 115*,
Painting pictures on walls, i, s, 1958, Shou-tu 11,
CH'EN HSuAN~\3|fL JL , From Hunan,
Village festival, welcoming spring, i indistinct, Mei-shu 1959,12,19,
CH'EN
Landscape, i, s, Han-k'ou 45,
CH'EN HSuEH^i|L lUp original name Yen-hsueh pt- if If t s Han-kuang ̂  ^ j h ,
I-sun %^ |̂jt • B, 1877 or 1879, d, 1957, From Chiang-tu, Kiangsu? landscape,
BK III, 179j Tang-tai, 65; Kuo-t!ai V, 89,
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1942, Kuo-t'ai V,43*,
CH'EN HStiEH-CHUNG ~f||L /*§» ̂  , B, 1931, From Liao-yang, Liaoning? primarily
makes serialsj with the Sinkiang Art School, Yu add,1, 35,
Learning about botanical specimens, done with Wang Yti-chueh, 1972,
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Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 54*.
CH'EN HUI-CH'IH ^ ^
Landscape, i, s. Hu-sne 77.9.
CH'EN HUNG-PING " | |
I'm going to see father off to the frontier, done with Mu I - l in and Yuan
K'o-i, i , 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 25*.
Children receiving new red arm bands, done with Mu I - l in and Ytian K'o-i, i ,
1974. Ibid. 28*.
CH'EN HUNG-TO $%»* %> ^ l f t . Keng-ch'un |^f ^ h . Hsiao-hu
Ch'un-hu j|L. 5$j| . From Min-hsien, Fukien; graduate of Yenching University;
Hu-she Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research Association; landscape. BK
I I I , 180; MSNC, 85.
Landscape, i ind is t inc t . I - l in 2.16.
CH'EN I""\5j|L Ipr . Flowers. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien.
Chrysanthemums, fan, i , s . Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.7*.
CH'EN I-HSIANG PjjL — jfM . From Lin-sen, Fukien; graduate of Fukien Art College;
moved to Shanghai; figures, animals. MSNC, 82.
Shou-hsing, i , s, 1948. MSNC 153.
CH'EN I-SHIH "pj^ 4% Jo. h . Wan-shih-t'ang-chu ^rj >& ^ £ iL . B. 1907
or 1908. From Min-hou, Fukien; Bee Painting Society; with Shanghai Municipal
Art Museum Preparatory Department; in educational administration and taught a t
various a r t schools; ladies . BK I I I , 179; MSNC, 85.
Ladies, s, 1947. MSNC 145.
CH'EN I-YEN "pj|L 3 ^ 4?f t . Yen-pai >M% <fe . D. 1937. From Ch'ang-lo,
Fukien; landscape. Yli, 1027.
Landscape, i , s, d indis t inc t . Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.294.
CH'EN JEN-LING f>j|^ 4— 5 ^ . Inner Mongolia. BK IV.180.
Peonies, i , s, 1939. I - l in 108.2.
CH'EN JU-HUANGfjjL $3C Jl^.
Traveling in autumn mountains, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.288.
CH'EN K'ANG-HOU "?j|L f%» K^. t . Hsi-fan y^j ^ . From Yang-chou, Kiangsu.
Collectanea 1850-1967.
Cicadas among willows, s . Collectanea 1850-1967, 81.
Figures on a terrace, i , s, 1927. Hsi-yuan 7.
CH'EN K'O-MING"^ jfk Y$ t . Ming-ming ffjj *fi h . Feng-hu $$ ^ , Hui-hu
^F, >^j . Woman. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; student of Chin Ch'eng; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK I I I , 180; MSNC, 85.
Landscape, i indis t inc t . Hu-she 1-10.16.
Fishing on a r iver , i , s, 1927. Hu-she 20.15 (11-20.167).
landscape, i , s, 1928. Mei-chan 43.
CH'EN KU-CHANG *P|(L %. ^ t . Ch' ing-kuei Jjg^ "$£&. h . Pi-hu y& >^\ . From
Amoy, Fukien; Hu-she Painting Society; figures. BK I I I , 180; I - l in 38.9.
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Horseback rider, s. Hu-she 37.16 (31-40.154).
Horse, s. Hu-she 57.15.
Two horses, i , s, 1932. I-lin 38.9.
CH'EN KUAN-SHIH"^^L j[ ̂  or Kuan-ju Jj fib
Lion dance and dragon dance celebration, i, 1959. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 8.
CH'EN KUANG $JL £», t. Cho-k'un % ^ . B. 1909. From Hsing-ning,
Kwangtung; studied at Hangchou West Lake Art College; also does woodcuts; in
painting does birds and flowers, figures. Mei-shu 1980.3, p. 38.
Goldfish, s, 1973. Mei-shu 1980.3.28*.
Banana blossom, s, 1973. Ibid. 28*.
CH1 EN KUANG-CHIEN $jfL yL> **L^ S h e n s i .
Working together, i , s, 1960. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 12-13*.
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai working for the interests of the people: re ,
battle in North Shensi, done with Liu Wen-hsi. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 5;
Mei-shu tso-p1 in hstlan 52*; PR March 18, 1977.17.
CH'EN KUO-YUNG "p$L ^ % . Shensi.
Pa Mountains, i, s. Mei-shu 1981.4.40.
CH'EN Ll"PJjL ^ £ . Shanghai.
Landscape, i indis t inct . Hu-she 93.11.
CH'EN LI-CH'ING 1 ^ h- J§ . Flowers. MSNC, 83.
Mountain landscape, i , s, 1933. Hu-she 86.14.
CH'EN LI-YEN ^>%, JL £? . B . 1940. From Ch'ang-sha, Hunan; with the Hupei
Art Academy. Ytt add. 1,33.
Autumn harvest, a busy time for a l l : l i t t l e g i r l f i l l ing canteens, s,
1964. CP 1965.2.22-23*; CR 1966.6.23*; Mei-shu 1964.6.72.
CH'EN LIEN-T'AO W&- UL. ^ h . Hu-tao-jen feu jJL X^ , Mei-mang chu-shih
# ^ ffi ML "&• • B« 1905. From Yin-hsien, Chekiang; landscape, figures,
fish, animals, especially t igers . MSNC, 88.
Cat, i , s, 1947. MSNC 203.
CH'EN LIN-HU "fJL ^ ^ " ^ $ . Ladies. Hu-she 57.13.
Lady playing a ch'in in a garden, i indis t inct . Hu-she 57.13.
CH'EN LU-LIANG ?^L W: 1k.. Pedicab man; Chekiang,
Four scenes from the pedicab man's l i f e . Mei-shu 1965.4.16.
CH'EN MING fjf- #J3 t. Jd-feng %u -|p h. K'uan-tu %, Jg^ , Chi-tse>f!f 7^
Shih-wan yu-yin ̂  > ^ ?$, ̂ $jt . B. 1896 or 1899 or 1906. From Nan-hai,
Kwangtung; early graduate of Shanghai Art College in Western painting and
design; returned to Kwangtung; worked with Kao Weng; head of Canton Chinese
Painting Research Association; landscape, animals, figures. Ho, 24; Lin, 89;
MSNC, 81.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 67.
Tiger, i , s . Ibid. 209.
CH'EN HOf%^ m. t. Chia-an jj£ J^ . From Suchou, Kiangsu; student of Lu
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Hui; died at age 60; landscape, flowers, animals, fruit, BK III, 181; Yu, 1039.
Goldfish and wisteria, i, s, 1941. Collectanea 1850-1967, 136,
Squirrels and melon vine, fan, i, s, 1929. Hsin-han ko III.18.
Flowers and stream, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.98.
Pines, s. Hu-she 21-30.168.
Flowers, two scrolls, both i, s. Mei-chan 104.
Flowers and birds. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Insect on leaves by a rock, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.292.
Fruits and flowers, i, s, 1942. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 175.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1930. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 483.
Pine by stream, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 53.
Banana and bamboo, i, s, 1923. Wu-chung chin-jen 1.7.
Landscape: scholar under a pine, s, 1924. Ibid. II.9.
CH'EN | §
Girl picking lotuses, s. CK hua 1981.1.57*.
CH'EN NIEN ?$~ ^C t. Ching-shan"f^ MU h. Pan-ting *jp "T , Pan-ch'ih ^p
f̂k . B. 1875 or 1876 or 1877, d. 1970. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang, lived in
Shanghai and Peking; influenced by Wu Chtln-ch'ing; Chinese Painting Research
Association; after 1949 with the Peking Chinese Painting Academy; flowers,
landscape. BK III, 181; MSNC, 81; Sullivan, 88; Yii, 999. ^
Bibliography .A: Ch'en Pan-ting hua-ts'e "flj^ ^f ~J* ^ . "fly* •
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1959.
Nandina, narcissus, rock, i, s, 1954. A, 1*; Ts'ai-mo-hua 51.
Camellia by rock, narcissus, i, s, 1956. A, 2*.
Lotus plants, i, s, age 81. A, 3*.
White roses, i, s, 1956. A, 4*.
Peonies, roses, banana leaves, i, s. A, 5*.
Branch of peaches, i, s, 1955. A, 6*.
Peach and plum blossoms, i, s, 1956. A, 7*.
Peonies and iris by rock, i, s, 1956. A, 8*.
Gourds on vine, s. A, 9*.
Wisteria, i, s, 1956. A, 10*.
Autumn plants and rock, i, s, 1956. A, 11*.
Narcissus and rock, i, s, 1955. A, 12*; CK hua-hsuan-pien 60*.
Red and white hibiscus, i, s. A, 13*.
Nandina and narcissus by rock, i, s. A, 14*.
Everlasting peace: lotus, i, s, 1956. A, 15*.
Peonies by rock, handscroll, i, s, 1956. A, 16*.
Bodhidharma, i, s, 1941. A, 17*.
Endless mountains and rivers, i, s. A, 18*.
Reading the I-ching by a waterfall, i, s, 1956. A, 19*.
Pine branch, illustration to Tu Fu poem, i, s. A, 20.
Plum branch, chrysanthemum in basket, i, s, 1956. A, 21.
Wisteria, i, s, 1927. A, 22.
Chrysanthemums and rock, i, s. A, 23.
Chrysanthemum spray, illustration to poem by Han Yii, i, s, 1955. A, 24.
Hollyhock and tall rock, i, s. A, 25.
Magnolia branch, i, s, 1956. A, 26.
Chrysanthemums and rocks, i, s, 1955. A, 27.
Blossoming snowball, i, s, 1956. A, 28.
Gourd vine and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1956. A, 29.
Hollyhock and other flowers, i, s, 1955. A, 30.
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Plum branch, i, s. A, 31 •
Still life: chrysanthemum in vase, peaches in basket, oil lamp and tea
pot, i, s. A, 32.
Flowers, i, s, 1955, A, 33,
Branch of blossoming apricot, i, s, 1956. A, 34.
Gibbon on pine tree, s, 1939* A, 35? Chin-pai-nien 94,
Grapevine, i, s, 1956- A, 36.
Portrait of Huang T'ing-chien, i, s, 1956. A, 37.
Portrait of T'ang Yin, i, s, 1956. A, 38.
Landscape, illustration to a poem by Tao-chi, i, s, 1934. A, 39.
landscape with man in a pavilion by water, mountains, i, s, 1956. A,
40.
Landscape, i, s, 1956. A, 41.
Three men watching a waterfall, i, s, 1948. A, 42.
Walking at night on the Red Cliff, i, s. A, 43.
Landscape after Shao Mi, i, s, 1943. A, 44.
Autumn mountains after Kuo Hsi, i, s, 1943. A, 45; Chin-pai-nien 93.
Watching the waterfall, i, s, 1956. A, 46.
Looking at a dam in the rain, i, s, 1956. A, 47.
Peonies and rock, i, s, 1953. Chin-pai-nien 89.
Dawn after rain: willows, trees and cicada, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 90.
Scholar under pine watching sails on the river, after Tao-chi,
illustration to Tu Fu poem, i, s. Ibid. 91? CP 1962.3.22*? I-lin
36.16.
Magnolia, i, s, 1958. Chin-pai-nien 92.
Two old pines, i, s, age 83. Ibid. 95.
Chung K'uei, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 82.
Rose mallow and rock, i, s, 1942. CK hua 1 (1957) 46.
Peonies, i, s, 1959. CK hua 7 (1959.4) front cover*? CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 58.
Pine, peacock and flowers, done with Lou Shih-pai and Ma Chin, i, s. CK
hua 10 (1959.7) 4*.
Peach tree, i, s, 1935. CK hua 13 (1959.10) front cover*.
Chrysanthemum and rocks, i, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) back cover*,
Lotus, s, age 82. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 53? CR 1962.8 front cover*.
Narcissus and rock. CK min-chfu hua-chia 54.
Peonies, i, s, 1958. Ibid. 55*.
Hibiscus, i, s. Ibid. 57? CP 1962,3.23*.
Roses, i, s, age 82. CK min-ch'u hua-c.
Narcissus, i, s, age 82. Ibid. 58.
Peach tree, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 58.
Loquats, i, s, 1955. Ibid. 59.
Hibiscus, i, s. Ibid. 59.
Spring in all seasons, fan, i, s, age 86 (?). CL 1961.7.135.
Pomegranates, s. CL 1963.4, front cover*.
Landscape, i, s, 1949. Collectanea 1850-1967, 95*.
Landscape, i, s, 1949. Ibid. 96*.
Landscape, i, s, 1949, Ibid. 97.
landscape, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 98.
Palm tree and hibiscus, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 99*.
Wisteria and butterfly, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 83*.
Autumn landscape, i, s, 1943. Ibid, 84.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1954. CR 1954.5.27*.




Autumn evening on the river, i, s, 1930, Ibid. 68*.
Melon and Chinese cabbage, i, s. Ibid. 69*.
White phoenix, i, s, 1910. Hu-she 1-10.77.
Crabs, chrysanthemums in basket, 1908. Hu-she 1-10.145.
Roses and rock, fan, i, s. Hu-she 19.14 (11-20.150).
Scholar in cottage under pine in mountains, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 77.11.
Drunken cat on rock, chrysanthemum, i, s, 1930. I-lin 11.11.
The Lute Song, after Tao-chi, i, s, 1930. I-lin 17.13.
Ink chrysanthemum, i, s, 1930. I-lin 33.10.
Flowers and birds, i, s. I-lin 49.10.
Man leaning on pine, s, 1934. I-lin 61.7.
Duckling and rock, after Shen Chou, i, s. I-lin 67.14.
Pasturing horses, after Chao Meng-fu, i, s, 1933. I-lin 77.4.
Pavilion in mountains, i, s, 1936. I-lin 83.2.
Peony, plum, narcissus and rock, i, s, 1936. I-lin 87.3.
Bamboo, flowers, rock, i, s, 1937. I-lin 96.14.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, second i dated 1938. I-lin 100.2.
Landscape with men under willow tree by a river in strong wind, i, s,
1935. I-lin 109.5.
Landscape with pine and houses in a valley, i, s. I-lin 111.10.
Plum and peony in "rubbing" of a vase, narcissus, done with Chou
Chao-hsiang and Wang Hsueh-t'ao. I-lin 114.14.
Monkey in pine, bee, i, s, 1942. I-lin 118.9.
Wisteria flowers, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 1.25*.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai III.26*.
Three landscapes, i, s, 1949. Kuo-t'ai III.26*,27*.
Rose, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.42*.
Landscape, i, s, 1945. Kuo-t'ai VII.25*.
Narcissus, plum and rock, i, s, 1961. Kuo-t'ai XII.45*.
Autumn flowers, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai XII.46*.
Morning glories, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.47*.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.48*.
Flowers, i, s, 1954. Mei-shu 1955.7.34*.
Chrysanthemums in basket, roses in vase, narcissus, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu
1956.6.15.
Flowers, i, s. Mei-shu 1961.3.20*.
Bamboo, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.284.
Gigantic vegetables in boats on river, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 3*.
landscape; flowers, two sides of a fan, done with Hsiao Sun, i, s, 1924.
Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 1.
Peonies, i, s. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 250.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1939. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 323.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 324.
Autumn flowers and rock, i, s, 1948. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 646.
Bodhidharma in meditation, done with Chin Ch'eng, i, s, colophon dated
1910. Ibid. 647.
Pine, cicada and roses, done with Ch'i Huang, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18,
1981, 469.
Wisteria and banana leaves, i, s. Ibid. 470.
Flowers, fan, i, s, 1931. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 168.
Lotus, i, s, 1947. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 1.
Landscape after Wang Meng, i, s. Ibid. 2.
Chung K'uei and demon, finger painting, i, s. Ibid. 3.
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Peaches, i, s, 1927. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 2.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Tsuruta 103.
Rambling rose, i, s, 1933. Ibid, 104.
Autumn landscape, i, s, 1931. Wu, Painting in China 19.
See also Collaborative Works List 13, 35, 39.
CH • EN NING-TAN * ^
Rapids in a misty valley, i, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu hstlan 16*.
Autumn in Hsi-ling Gorge, i, s, 1954. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 22.
CH'EN PAI-I "f|jjL ^ ~~~~ , original name T'iao ^ H • B* 1926« From
Shao-yang, Hunan; after 1949 taught in various art schools in Hunan; works in
style of his father Tzu-ts'ao, also noted for New Year's pictures and serials.
CK i-shu-chia II, 515; Yu add. 1, 33.
Hua Kuo-feng in a boat, done with Huang Tsfui-feng and Yang Fu-yin.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 11.
Welcoming spring, s. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 16*.
P'eng Te-huai fishing, seal (?), 1979. Mei-shu 1979.10.22.
Ou-yang Hai. PLA 30 Anniversary 127.
See also Collaborative Works List 62.
CH'EN PAN-TING, see Ch'en Nien.
CH'EN PAO-CH'EN ?M^- ^f = ^ t. Po-ch'ien Afa ^ , Po-ch'tlanX6 ^s h.
T'ao-an ^ ^ J^ , Chil-yin Tf^j -jV̂  . B. 1848, d. 1935. From Min-hou, Fukien;
political advisor to P'u-i; pines 1° BK III, 181; Sun, 453; Ytt, 1050.
Pine, i, s, age 83 (1930). Collectanea 1850-1967, 94; Tang-tai ming-jen 1
Pine trees, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.148.
Two pines, i indistinct. Hu-she 60.2.
Pines by a stream, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 63.8.
Two pines, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.1.
Pine, i, s, 1907. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 111.
Solitary pine in spring, i, s, 1931. Tsuruta 74.
CH' EN PAO-CHI " j
Ink plum, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.300.
CH'EN PAO-LIEN *$%- % Jjf^ t. Hsin-lu **>' '|% . B. 1887. From Ch'ang-shu,
Kiangsu, lived in Shanghai; Bee Painting Society. BK III, 181; Yu, 1050.
Landscape: conversation in water pavilion, i, s, 1924. Tang-tai ming-jen
77.
CH'EN P'EI-CH'IU îj|L -1)1*1 "^V > another name Chien-pi 4^. H • Woman, wife
of Hsieh Chih-liu. B. 1922. From Honan; with the Shanghai Chinese Painting
Academy. Yti add. 1, 34.
Bibliography. A: Hsieh Chih-liu, Ch'en P'ei-ch'iu hua-chiH
^ %^ Hong Kong: Mei-shu chia, 1980.
Pine, rock and bird, seal (?). A, 17*.
Bamboo and duck, s. A, 18-19*.
Willow and egret, s. A, 20*.
Snowy camellia, fan, s. A, 21*.
Rock and narcissi, i, s. A, 22*.
Plum, bamboo, and two birds, i, s. A, 23*.
Lotus, s. A, 24*.
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Peony, fan, s. A, 46.
Epidendrum and three butterflies, colophon dated 1962* A, 47.
Landscape after an old master, fan, s* A, 48»
Landscape, after Ma Yuan, fan, s* A, 49*
Peony, i, s* A, 50*
Autumn branches and bird, s. A, 51 *
Autumn insects and leaves, s, A, 52.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1962* A, 53*
Cloudy valleys and mist, after Tung Yuan, handscroll, i, s* A, 54-55*
Autumn leaves and yellow bird, s, A, 56*
Epidendrum and stone* A, 57*
Landscape in old style, s8 A, 58*
Cockatoo on branch, i, s, 1957. CK hua 20 (1960*5) 16*
Egret and willow, s* CL 1982*4*
Lacebark pine and Japanese paradise flycatcher, i, s* Ibid**
Early springs birds and budding branches, s* Ibid* opp*68**
Lotus pond and bird, i, s* Ibid* opp* 69**
Pine and bird, s« Ibid* 71*
Spring, s* Ibid* 72*
Lotus leaves and mandarin ducks, i, s* CP 1961*10, back cover**
Peony and butterfly, handscroll, i, s, 1976* Hsien-tai CK hua chi 21*
whole, 22* details.
Frog on a rock, album leaf, i, s, 1974* Ibid* 23**
Heron in a willow tree, s* Hsien-tai CK hua hsuan 111*10**
Bird on branch, rocks, s* Shang-hai CK hua yuan 43.
Hibiscus and quail, s* Shang-hai hua-niao 10*? Shang-hai hua-niao chi
18**
Autumn leaves and mountain bird, s* Shang-hai hua-yuan 14*.
Chrysanthemum, s* 1948. Sotheby, Get* 23, 1980, 6.
Bird on branch, s . Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 325.
Twelve-leaf album of various subjects, one leaf dated 1974* Sotheby,
May 17, 1981, 1 (2 leaves)*
Lotus and bird, i, s* Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 4.
Fu-ch'un River in Chekiang Province, s* Women of China 1979*5*40*
Bird in a bamboo grove, s* Ibid* 41**
CH'EN P'EI-KUANG"f%^ 1 ^ :?u * In army*
Where he worked as a child farmhand* CP 1964*10; Mei-shu 1964.5*50*.
CH'EN P'EI-SHU^fL §H -^j,
Landscape with pavilions and willows, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38
(May 1937)? Nanking Exh* Cat*, II* 296*
CH'EN PO-SHEN "fjf- Ml ^ f h * Chui-tao-jen ^J jjf̂  C
Bibliography* A; Chui-tao-jen hua-ts'e ^
Shanghai; Chung-hsi mei-shu kung-ssu, 1922*
Scholars in wind-blown trees in mountains, i, s, 1922. A, 1
Tall mountains, i, s, d indistinct* A, 2*
Pine trees and winding mountain, i, s, 1921* A, 3*
Mountain landscape, i, s» A, 4*
Mountain landscape, i, s* A, 4*
Landscape after Chao Meng-fu, i, s* A, 5.
Fishing in mountain stream, i, s. A, 5*
Mountain landscape, i, s. A, 6*
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Mountain landscape, i, s. A, 6.
Mists and mountain dwelling, s. A, 7.
Scholar on a mountain path, i, s, 1906 (?). A, 7.
Low mountains, style of Huang Kung-wang, i, s, A, 8,
Landscape with willow by stream and fisherman, i, s. A, 8.
Landscape, handscroll, i, s. A, 10,
Watching a waterfall, handscroll, i, s* A, 9.
Cottage in grove in mountains, i, s, 1921* A, 11*
Mountains, i, s. A, 12*
CH'EN P'u'flL. ^p^t* Chui-shen ̂  §jf . From Su-shan, Chekiang? landscape.
MSNC, 81*
Landscape with fisherman on river, i, s. Hu-she 53*16*
Pavilion in bare grove, mountain background, i, s« Hu-she 57*15*
CH'EN SHA-PING ̂ j|L *& 4fc> , original name Su-p'ing || ^ff * B, 1920, d*
1979* From Wen-chou, Chekiang. Primarily a wood-cut artist* Yu add* 1* 34*
A girl mending an army man's shirt* Mei-shu 1957*9*31*
CH'EN SHAO-T'ANG ""\5JjL ^7" ĵT *
Fisherman in landscape, s* Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 648*
CH'EN SHEN-I i f . \% ^ ° Woman* B* 1897* From Heng-yang, Hunan? graduate
of the Shanghai Fine Arts Academy; worked with Yen Psei-tfang, Fu T'ieh-nien,
and Wang To* MSNC, 86? Yil, 1029.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1948. MSNC 116*
CH' EN SHENG f %> Wfi* *
Peasant musicians and dancers, Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 25.
CH'EN SHENG-MIN ^
Girl holding volume of Mao Tse-tung's writings, done with Huang Ch'ing-ch'i
and Yang Ya-p'ing, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 94.
CH'EN SHIH-LAI "^|L Xi ^ t * Yin-sheng $ ML h* Lu-t'ien chu-shih ̂ . ^ ^ "^ *
B. 1931. From Huang-yen, Chekiang? graduate of Hsin-hua Art School, originally
studied design? in Chinese painting a student of Chen Ch'ang? landscape, birds
and flowers, ink bamboo, lotus* MSNC, 83.
Two pigeons in pine tree, i indistinct* MSNC 187.
CH'EN SHIH-TS'ENG, see Ch'en Heng-ko*
CH'EN SHIH-YING *$%„ ^ $k t. Yu-chou 2> ^\ * Taoist* From Sung-chiang,
Kiangsu? lived in the Yuen Miao? pupil of Shen Hsin-keng? portraits, flowers*
Yii, 988.
Portrait of Ch'en Man-sheng in his garden, i, s* Hu-she 84*7*
CH'EN SHU-JEN "$%^ "%%$ ^ , original name Shao ̂ S « B« 1883 or 1884, d.
1948* From P'an-yii, Kwangtung? studied in Japan? one of the founders of the
Ling-nan School? official with the Nationalist government, BK III, 180? Boorman
I, 234? Li, 13? Lin, 86? MSNC, 87? Sullivan, 89? Yti, 1042. w,
Bibliography* A; Ch'en Shu-jen-ti i-shu ^ ^ /f>]p ^ ^ ^
The Art of Chen Shuren* Hong Kong: Museum of Art, 1980. B:
Ch'en Shu-jen chin-tso "$%*. "$&% /C j£fj\ A%. Les oeuvres
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recentes de Chen Shu-jen, Shanghai:
Peonies, i, s, 1904. A, 1*.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1912. A, 2
Bodhi tree leaves, i, s, 1912
Landscape, i, seal. A, 4.
Landscape, i, seal. A, 4.
Quail and asters, i, s. A, 5.
Banana and sparrows, i, s, 1924.
Spring in Ling-nan:




blossoming kapok tree and sparrows, i
1926. A, 7 and front cover, detail*.
Two lions at dusk, i, s, 1926. A, 8.
Clear autumn: eagle on tree trunk, i, s, 1928. A, 9.
Wild geese, i, s, 1928. A, 10*.
Owl on tree trunk, i, s, 1928. A, 11? CK min-ch'u hua-chia
121.
Mantis on stalk, s. A, 12.
White lotus, i, s. A, 13*.
Narcissus, i, s, 1930. A, 14.
Shadows on a snowy lake, i, s, 1931. A, 15*; CK min-chfu
hua-chia 122.
Peonies in full bloom, i, s, 1931. A, 16*.
Willow and bird, i, s, 1931. A, 17.
Springtime: magnolias, willow, and bird, i, s, 1932. A, 18.
Crow on willow branch, i, s, 1932. A, 19.
Old pine, s. A, 20.
Heralds of spring: orioles and willow, i, s, 1934. A, 21*.
Falcon on tree trunk, i, s, 1934. A, 22; B, 8.
Banyan shade in the village, i, s, 1935. A,
Peach blossoms, i, s, 1935. A, 24.
Spring in Ling-nan: kapok tree, i,
Red leaves and magpie, i, s, 1935.
Buffaloes at waterfront, i, s, 1935
Spring rain in Canton, i, s, 1936. A, 28*.
The banana tree, i, s, 1936. A, 29.
White geese, i, s, 1936. A, 30*.
Magpies and willow, i, s, 1936
Peonies, i, s, 1935. A, 32.
The Chien-men Pass, i,
Autumn in Kuei-men, i,
Pines among clouds, i,
River landscape, i, s,
Waterfall, i, s, 1944. A, 37.
Bamboo in the rain, i, s, 1944.
























Flowers in vase and grasshoppers, i, s, 1944. A, 40.
Wisteria and bees, fan, i, s, 1944. A, 41.
Landscape: looking from San-tieh Spring, i, s, 1945.
Mountain color at Po-yang Lake, i, s, 1945. A, 43.
Autumn colors at Chien-men, i, s, 1946. A, 44.
Kingfisher and bamboo, s, 1946. A, 45.
Elephant-trunk Hill, Kueilin, i, s, 1946. A, 46*.
Willow bank, i, s, 1946. A, 47.
Magpies and willow, s, 1946. A, 48.




Pear blossoms in rain, i, s, 1947, A, 50.
Branch of persimmon, insect on trunk, s, 1947, A, 51.
Kapok and bird, i, s, 1947. A, 52.
Poses, s, 1948. A, 53.
Bamboo and peach blossoms, i, s, 1948. A, 54.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1948. A, 55.
Mantis on bamboo, foliage, s. A, 56.
Two tigers waiting for prey, s. A, 57*; B, 20.
Red leaves and bird, seal. A, 58.
Bamboo, seal. A, 59.
Roses and oriole, seal. A, 60*.
Kingfisher and willows, seal. A, 61.
Maple leaves and turtle-doves, seal. A, 62.
Plum blossoms, s. A, 63.
Birds and flowers, S. A, 64.
Chrysanthemum and narcissus, s. A, 65.
Autumn colors on Heavenly Bridge, Mt. Lu, i, s, 1936. B, 1.
Peach blossoms after rain, i, s, 1935. B, 2*.
Mt. Pei-ku, i, s, 1936. B, 3.
Peaks by r i v e r , Kuei l in, i , s , 1935. B, 4* .
Autumn evening on South Lake, i , s , 1935. B, 6 .
Wisteria and b ird , i , s , 1936. B, 7*.
Epidendrum, i , s , 1935. B, 9 .
Ch'ing-yuan Gorge, i , s , 1935. B, 10*.
Spring rain a t Wu-ch*eng, i , s , 1936. B, 11 .
Kingfisher on bamboo, s , 1936. B, 12.
Bird on red- leafed branch, i , s , 1935. B, 13*.
Cassia and i n s e c t , s . B, 14.
Jade Cascade, i , s , d i n d i s t i n c t . B, 15*.
Long-tailed bird on bamboo, s , 1935. B, 16.
Banana p lant , i , s , 1937. B, 17*.
Pine t r e e , s . B, 18.
West Lake, i, s, 1935. B, 19*.
Lake Yung in snow, i, s, 1934. B, 21.
Bird on willow, s, 1936. B, 22*.
Waterfall of Lake Ting, i, s, 1936. B, 23.
Duck flying above reeds, i, s. B, 24*.
Twenty-two scenes of Kueilin, 1930-1931 (reproduced in color) and eight
sketches of Kueilin, 1930-1931 (reproduced in monochrome). Kuei-lin
shan-shui hsieh-sheng chi -££. ifc^ iX* M*. $| '± ^ T h e
Charms of Kwei-lin by Chen Shu-jen. Shanghai: Ho-p'ing she, 1932.
Maple leaves and birds, i, s, 1932. Chiang Pi-wei 11*.
Bamboo and sparrows, i, s, 1947. Chin-tai CK hua 4.
Two old trees, i, s, 1932. CK chin-pai nien 74; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
121.
Blossoms, i, s. CK min-chfu hua-chia 120.
Wolf, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 123.
Irrigation wheel, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 124.
Bridge in rain, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 125.
Green bamboo and grasshopper, s. CL 1982.7 opp. 84*.
Kapok tree and flying bird, i, s, 1929. CL 1982.7 bet. 84-85*;
Tang-tai ming-jen 36.




Li River scene, i, s, 1931. Collectanea 1853-1971, 94.
Two horses by willow, s (?). Ibid. 95; Mei-chan 15.
Autumn willow and cicada, i, s, 1926. Collectanea 1853-1971, 96.
Spring flowers and birds, i, s. CP 1960.3, back cover*.
Bamboo and mantis, s, 1948. CP 1962.9.21.
•The Ting-hu waterfall, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 22-23*.
Plum, pine, and bamboo, done with Ching Heng-i and Ho Hsiang-ning, s,
1928. CP 1979.5.20*; see Ho Hsiang-ning Bibliography C, 16*.
Flowering tree, i, s, 1948. Kuang-tung ming-chia 63.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. Kuo-t'ai VII.33*.
Blossoming tree and bird, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 103.
Donkey riders going through Chien-men in rain, i, s. Mei-shu 1957.9,
back cover*•
Wisteria and bird, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.298.
Waterfall, i indistinct. MSNC 1.
Blossoming tree and flying bird, i indistinct. Ibid. 165.
The sound of waterfalls, s (?). Nan-pei chi 43 (Dec. 1973) 44*.
Purple clouds: wisteria and bird, i, s, 1932. Po-lin 12.
Bird on tree trunk, blossoms, i indistinct. Shang-hai FA College Exh.
Cat. 15.
Three friends of winter, done with Ching Heng-i and Ho Hsiang-ning, i,
s. Wu, Painting in China 11.
The songs of fall: drifting leaves and cliff, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 21.
See also Collaborative Works List 72.
CH'EN SHU-MING f ^ -%$L vf\ h. Shu-hu "%&< rV$ . Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape, figures, animals. BK III, 180; MSNC, 85.
Lohan, dragon issuing from an incense burner, i, s, 1935, for
Chin Ch'eng. Hu-she 96.15
CH'EN SHU-T'AO"?^ % ?J^ t. Shu-tao ^ L gf% . B. 1910. From Hui-an,
Fukien; 1933 graduate of Shanghai Fine Arts College, Western painting
department; in Chinese painting studied with Chu Wen-yun; flowers, ink bamboo.
MSNC, 87.
Hui-nti Reservoir under construction, done with Ch'en Ta-yeh and
Li Shih-ch'ing, i, s, 1959. CK hua 16 (1960.1)5; Mei-shu 1959.12.26-27.
Bamboo, i, s, 1945. MSNC 119.
CH'EN SUNG-NIEN "?j|, pA fy .
Bird on a branch, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.290.
CH'EN TA
At the forge, s. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 25.
The Li River, i, s, 1979. Chiang-su mei-shu 43.
Selling "Red Flag" newspaper at stall in countryside, s, 1958.
Chiang-su shih-nien 19*.
Landscape after Wu Li, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.282.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 6, 20.
CH'EN TA-YEH ~f%» *K HL t. T'i-chai4'^ j|f| • B. 1906. From Hui-an,
Fukien; graduate of Shanghai Hsin-hua Art University; taught at various schools;
flowers, ink bamboo. MSNC, 83.
Hui-ntl Reservoir under construction, done with Ch'en Shu-t'ao and
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Li Shih-ch'ing, i, s, 1959. CK hua 16 (1960,1)5? Mei-shu
1959.12, 26-27.
Pine, i, s, 1945. MSNC 114.
Banana tree, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 115.
Three friends of winter, i, s, 1935(?). Mei-shu sheng-huo 36
(March 1937).
CH'EN TA-Yti "PjjL ^ %% , another name Ao Jjs^J • B. 1912. From
Ch'ao-yang, Kwangtung or from Fukien; moved to Peking, studied with Ch'i Huang;
after 1949 moved to Nanking Art Academy. BK I I I , 181; Yu add. 1, 33;
Ch'ang-ch'un chi .
Red lotus, s . Ch'ang-ch'un chi 33*.
Grapevines, seal. Ibid. 91*.
Cock and forsythia, i, s, 1977. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 93 (Oct. 1977), back
cover*.
Cockscombs, i, s, 1979. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 118 (Nov. 1979) 60.
Birds in flowering vine, s. Chiang-su kuo-hua 11*.
Cocks and blossoming beanvines, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 29*.
Hydroelectric station under construction, s, Chiang-su shih-nien 36*.
Cock and plum blossoms, i, s, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 47; CL
1978.3, opp, 64*.
Mt. Hsi in rain, seal. Ch'uan-kuo shui-ts'ai 42.
Wan-hsien scene, s, 1958 or 1956. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 12.
Ferry port at Mt. Ou-ch'iu, i, 1956 (?). CL 1959.7 opp. 66*;
Hsien-tai shan-shui 80.
Morning in Nanking with view of Nanking Yangtze River Bridge, done with Fan
Pao-wen, s. CL 1972.6 opp. 68*.
Pines and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1977. CP 1979.2.32*.
Cock, s. CP 1979.2.33*.
Cockscombs, s, 1978. Ibid. 33*.
Firecrackers and vase of spring flowers, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.8.21*.
Bird of paradise on a branch, s. Edgren, 20th C. CP 1.
A village landing-stage, i, s, 1955. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 163*.
A secluded village scene with a bridge, s, 1955, Ibid. 165*.
Wasps and wisteria, fan, s. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 112*.
Bean vine and crickets, album leaf, s, 1972. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 35*.
Large Buddha Temple at Lo-shan, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 29.
Scene of Wan-hsien, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 37.
Building a dam, s. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 38.
Girl sheltering chick from rain, done with Yang P'ai-chao, s, 1960.
Mei-shu 1960 8/9.
Welcoming spring: cock and forsythia, i, s, 1973. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 4,
back cover*.
Welcoming spring: cock on rock and blossoming plum, i, s,
Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.36.
Bird on wisteria vine, s. Ming-pao 14
Chrysanthemum and wine jar, i, s, 1948.
Cock, s. Ying-ch'un hua 2.37.
See also Collaborative Works List 48.
Supplementary Bibliography:








CH'EN T'AI j ^ %
Bamboo and rock, i , s , 1937. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 207.
CH'EN TE-HS i
Girl with yak, i, s, 1978. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 115 (1979.8) 54.
Girl with mountain flowers, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 42*.
Visit to a maternity ward, done with Hsu Li-chun and Wang Hsii-yang, i, s,
1960. Mei-shu 1960. 8/9.
An old man teaching a young girl textile design technique, done with Su
T'ien-tz'u, i, s, 1960. Ibid.
Morning at the mines, i, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1963.5.62.
CH'EN T
Anti-aircraft air battle, done with Lin Tzu-pai, i, s, 1959. CK
hua 16 (1960.1) 9.
CH'EN
White lotus and red reeds, i, s, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.297.
CH'EN T'lEN-YU %
Long March scene, done with Shen Feng-t'ao, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary
44.
CH'EN TSAO-HUA $%*- 5% Ip t . Hsueh-chai 1^ S . Sui-k'an ts 'ang.
Landscape, fan, i , s, 1919. Sui-k'an t s 'ang.
CH'EN TS'ENG-SHOU ĵf-. » ^ t • Jen-hsien i~ ^L h. Chiao-an$£ / ^ . From
Hang-chou, Chekiang. BK I I I , 180; Sun, 451; Tang-tai ming-jen.
Wintry grove, i , s, 1921. Chin-tai ming-jen 11.16.
Grove and distant peaks, i , s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 26.
CH'EN TUNG-T'ING"?jfL 7^1 JlL, another name Chun-shan %. &* . B. 1929. From
Kwangtung; with Kwangtung Painting Academy. BK I I I , 181; Yu add. 1, 34.
Liberation of Canton, i , s . CK hua 2 (1958) 54; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1959.2,
opp•6•
Sentry, s. CK hua-hsuan 23; CK hua hsuan-chi 22*.
Sentry, s. CP New Series 45 (slightly different version of above).
Spanish dancer, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu hstlan 15*.
Children asking a sailor for his address, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu
tso-p'in 24.
Indian dancers, i, 1956. Mei-shu 1957.5, back cover*.
Light at Ts'un-i, done with Liang Shih-hsiung and Lin Fen-su;
in Chairman Mao's Memorial Hall. Mei-shu 1977.6.23*.
Mountain landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1979.12.28.
CH'EN TZU-CH'ING "\5jfL 5" ?% t. Pai-chai & jjjj^ . D. 1946. From Suchou,
Kiangsu; landscape. Yu, 989.
Misty rain on Hsiao and Hsiang, after Kao K'o-kung, s, 1929.
Hsien-tai ming-hua 14.
Farmstead under pines, mountain background, i indistinct. Mei-chan 14.
Mountain landscape, 1928. Ibid. 33.
Misty grove, after Li Ch'eng, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.286.
Landscape after Chao Ta-nien, i, s, 1934. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 147.
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CH'EN TZU-CHUANG *$^ ^r $L h. Nan-yuan $£} Jj^.B. 1913, d. 1975. From
Szechwan. CK shu-hua 7,30.
Evening colors, s. CK shu-hua 7.29*.
Old home, s. Ibid. 29*.
Eight farm scenes, s, some leaves i. Ibid. 30-31*.
CH'EN TZU-FEN^jjL -5* W t' I-hsiang~^. f̂p . B. 1897 or 1898, d. 1976. From
Ch'ang-lo, Fukien; worked in Fukien; figures, landscape, birds and flowers. BK
III, 180; Yu, 989; CL 1961.1, 172.
Swallows and flowers, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 76 (May 1976), back cover*.
Spring is always with us: roses and flying bird, i, s. CL 1961 1, opp.
172*.
Hibiscus and crab, album leaf, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 46*.
Crabs and vegetables, i, s. Mei-shu 1959.2.25.
Roses, i, s. Mei-shu 1959.12.38.
CH'EN TZU-I ~$%~ -5- i£j^ . B. 1919. From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung; with the Canton
Municipal Culture and History Hall. BK III, 180; Yu add. 1, 33.
Mynahs and red kapok blossoms. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 141 (Oct. 1981), back
cover*•
Kapok blossoms and birds, s. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 5.
Ducks on river by bridge, willow trees, i, s, 1959. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 7.
West Lake in mist and rain, i, s, d indistinct. Hsien-tai shan-shui 78.
Factory in a mountain valley, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan 14*.
Streams and mountains in misty rain, i, s. Mei-shu 1957.8.27*.
CH' EN TZU-LI
I love my work: girl with mop and pail, done with Liu Po-jung,
i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 28; CK hua hsuan-chi 27*; CP New Series 46*.
CH'EN WEN-HAO ̂ S K X. 7 ^ t. Shu-k'uei^t. ^ _ . From Chekiang; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK III, 181; MSNC, 83.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 35.19 (31-40.143).
Landscape, illustration to Su Shih poem, i, s. Hu-she 60.16;
Hu-she 93.15.
Mountain landscape, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 85.14.
CH'EN YEN-CH• IA0 \5jfL *® %i&, other names Ping-k'uei $j% J t , l i Wu-ch'eng
•$- fM J$l, Kuo Mo^p vj|b • B* 1912, d. 1970. From Pao-an County, Kwangtung.
Shanghai Art Academy; Hsin-hua Art Academy; Left Wing Artists ' Alliance;
primarily a woodcut a r t i s t ; active in Shanghai. BK II I , 179; Yu, 1012.
Travelers in forests, done with Liu Hsi-yung, i , s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi
24.
CH'EN YEN-NING '$%- 4>1 j ^ . B. 1945. From Po-lo, Kwangtung; primarily an
oil painter; Kwangtung Painting Academy. BK III, 179; Yii add. 1, 34.
A Red Guard girl re-living the Long March, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 4; CK
hua hstian-chi 3*; CL 1976.7, opp. 98*.
Sinkiang dancer, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 7.14*.
A Red Guard gir l re-living the Long March, i , s, 1974. CP New
Series 3* (slightly different version of above).
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fc* J t %£.
CH'EN YEN-SHU "f^p ^ J^t0 Hsi-fan ~TJ Ĵ L
teacher of Hsiao Sun; landscape* BK III, 179.
Landscape, round fan, i, s, 1922, Hu-she 1-10.113.
From Huai-ning, Anhwei;
CH'EN YING-HUA ~$%* J$f. §f . Bo 1940. From Shanghai; graduate of the Chinese
Painting Department of the Central Art Academy, student of Li K'o-jan, Chiang
Chao-ho and Yeh Chien-yti; figures, landscape. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan, 55.
A lady in a fur wrap, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 55 (cropped at
top) .
CH'EN Yu-FENG.
Two girls, flowers, butterfly.
CH'EN
Women of China 1980.7.22*.
t. Ts'ung-chou ̂ ^1 )fl h. Sui-yfieh-lou chu-jen
^ B. 1918. From Hang-chou, Chekiang; student of Chang Ytian; landscape,
flowers, figures. MSNC, 87.
A lady, i, s indistinct. MSNC 134.
Ibid. 71.
Hsien-tai shan-shui 37.
s. 1929. Hu-she 20.11
CH'EN YilN-CHANG "0j[L ^ "%'l t. Shao-mei $T ^^ h. Sheng-hu Jf >&% . B.
1909, d. 1954. From Hunan; Hu-she Painting Society; after 1949 active in
Tientsin, in 1953, went to Peking and was on staff of Chinese Painting Academy;
landscape, figures, animals. BK III, 179; Sullivan, 88; CL 1956.3, 215.
The Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden, i, s, 1945. CK hua 2 (1958)
19.
Late spring; a lady reclining on a rock, round fan, i, s, 1950.
Collectanea 1853-1971, 70.
Landscape, man in second story of a pavilion, s
Thick grove and distant mountains, s.
Scholar with a staff under a willow, i
(11-20.161); Mei-chan 41.
Man seated by rock and tree, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.174.
Landscape, s, 1930. Hu-she 46.13 (41-50.145).
Listening to the ch'in under pine, i indistinct. Hu-she 47.1
(41-50.154).
Landscape in Sung style, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 51.14.
Man leaning on a pine, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 56.11.
Scholar seated on a rock by a stream, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.11.
Scholar under pine, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 64.14.
Man under autumn tree, i, s. Hu-she 69.15.
Man seated by stream under plum tree, s. Hu-she 91.15.
Mountains, river and scholar, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, Sept.
River landscape, s, 1950. Sotheby, Sept.
Crossing a bridge, s. Ibid. 181.
Scholar and waterfall, seal. Ibid. 182.
Lady at a moon window, s, 1947. Ibid. 183.
River and mountain landscape, i, s, 1950. Sotheby, June
1980, 318.
Mountains and pavilions, i, s, 1950. Ibid. 319.
Lohan, i, s, 1943. Ibid* 286.
Lady inside a moon window, i, s, 1939. Sotheby, Dec. 19,
Boating on a spring river, i, s, 1937. Trends 1.








Beaut i fu l lady i n a garden, done wi th Mo Kan-lu , i , 1903 o r 1963.
Sotheby, May 7, 1981, 108.
CH'EN YUNG-CH'IANG
Fish ing c a t c h , s . CK hua-hsuan 48; CK hua hsuan-ch i 48*;
Hs i en - t a i CK hua 36 .
CH'EN YUNG-K'ANG rX~ 'r~ *j< . B. 1955. From Shun-te, Kwangtung; works in
Art Department of the Canton Performing Troupe, works in o i l s , watercolors, and
Chinese painting; birds and flowers in Ling-nan and Shanghai s ty les . Ming-pao
14 (1979) 8, 105.
Flower and bird, s . Ming-pao 14 (1979) 8.50*.
Egret, s . Ibid. 50**
Flowers and rock by a stream, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 51*.
Blossoming plum, s, 1978. Ibid. 51*.
#12 ^ )u fa fe
P ^<- t o Lti-ch'uan 4& n<~ h . Lei-ch'tian j&fe 7/<L , Lei-kung
ftfo'Ik • D» before 1934. From Shun-te, Kwangtung. Li, 16; Sullivan, 89.
Lohan in a hollow t ree , i , s, 1917. Collectanea 1853-1971, 93;
Sullivan 12.
CHENG CH'ANG ||^ ^<£ t. Wu-ch'ang Jf- ̂ J h. Jo-k'an §\ ^ j | , Ch'ieh-i
chti-shih Ji. >X J%. •=£" . B. 1894, d. 1952. From Ch'eng-hsien, Chekiang;
active in Shanghai schools and art groups, including the Bee Painting Society;
writer on art; landscape, flowers, ladies. BK IV, 98; Lin, 141; MSNC, 109;
Sullivan, 89; Yti, 1387.
Twelve leaf album of landscapes, s, some leaves dated 1939,
illustrations to poetry. Cheng Wu-ch'ang hsieh Meng-ch'uang
tz'u-i shan-shui ts'e $ p If § ft fifr fg f^ J; £
j\<$$* Peking: Jung-pao ahai, 1940.
Two people on riverside terrace, broad river view, i, s, 1946. Chin-tai CK
hua 106.
Landscape, illustration to Tu Fu poem, i, s, d indistinct. CK shu-hua
5.24*.
Herdsmen in light rain, i, s, d indistinct. CK shu-hua 8.32*.
Boating on a reedy river, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 138*.
Cliff and waterfall, i, s. Ibid. 139.
Green of southern mountains, i, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 119.
Man on horseback and another horse, colophon (?) dated 1927.
Hsi-yiian 15.
Summer mountains with mists, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 19.
Landscape, i, s, 1942. Kuo-t'ai 11.10*.
Flowers in vases, done with Ho T'ien-chien and Sun Hung, i, 1930.
Kuo-t'ai III.14*.
Autumn scene, i, s. Kuo-t'ai IV.31*.
Cooling in summer in mountain village, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.52*.
Mountains soaring to heaven, fan, i, s, 1946. Kuo-t'ai V.53*.
Wang Hui-chih going to visit Tai K'uei, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.54*.
Strolling through the path in a pine wood, fan, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai V.55*.
Appreciating a waterfall on a cloudy mountain, i, s, 1937. Kuo-t'ai
VII.37*.
Riverview with bluff and small pavilion, i indistinct. Mei-chan 36.
Cloudy peaks and waterfall, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33
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(Dec. 1936).
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Scholar in pavilion under pines, scholar approaching, i, s, 1947.
MSNC 11.
Scholar on bridge, willows, i, s. Ibid. 12.
Cowherd and buffalo returning along a willow bank, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh.
Cat., 11.428.
Cabbages, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 341.
The Red Cliff, i, s, 1941. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 269.
Tea party, fan, i, s, 1950. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 213.
Lady, rock and bamboo, done with Hsieh Chih-kuang, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18,
1981, 547.
See also Collaborative Works List 32.
CHENG CH• ENG-YIN ̂ "p Ufe. f̂ J t. Po-tu ^ 'Mf . From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung;
active in Canton; landscape, flowers. Li, 86; Lin, 142.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1932. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.431.
CHENG CHIA yjgf jjfa t. Chi-pin -*§; <g . Hsin-han ko III.
Two rabbits and morning glories, fan, i, s, 1927. Hsin-han ko
III.24.
CHENG CH'IANG ||^
Men carrying an engine up cliffs. Mei-shu 1981.11, inside back cover.
CHENG CHIH-FANG Jji^ 9!E~ *%) . Woman. Chinese Painting Research Association.
BK IV, 98.
Iris and butterflies, s. I-lin 99.16.
CHENG CHIN Jlf /Wp , another name Jui-chin ^W? ^ty, t. Ch'iung-t'ang
lisi fjjL ' B* 1^90, d. 1959. From Chung-shan, Kwangtung, grew up in Japan;
first studied Western art in Japan, later turned to Chinese painting; taught at
various schools in Peking; late in life returned south and then moved to Hong
Kong; figures, ladies. Li, 57; Lin, 141; Yii, 1394.
Girl and moon. Han-k'ou 24.
A man in court dress seated by a table. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Four birds by a stream, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.434.
CHENG ERH-K'AN t
Plum blossoms, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.425.
CHENG-HO î fJS 4 ^ t. Ch'ing-hua^ ^ . Head priest of the Hsien-liang
Temple in Peking. I-lin 94.2.
Two fishermen in boats on reedy lake, fan, i, s, 1937. I-lin 94.2.
Y P5. *^A,. Inner Mongolia.
Mother and twins, i, s, 1959. Mei-shu 1959.11.18.
Mongolians moving camp, handscroll, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.
1.26-27.
CHENG HSIAO-HSu $ ^ ^ " f t . Su-k'anjj^ -^\ , T'ai-i J>* Jf^ h.
Hai-ts*ang si$~ j£& • B. 1860, d. 1938. From Min-hou, Fukien, born in Suchou,
Kiangsu; an official under the Ch'ing Dynasty, between 1912 and 1923, lived in
Shanghai; became an advisor to P'u-i; pines. Boorman I, 271; Yti, 1384.
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Pine and plum blossoms, i, s, 1925. Collectanea 1850-1967, 92;
Tang-tai ming-jen 8,
Pine tree, i, s. Mei-chan 66.
Ink pine, i, s. Tsuruta 84.
CHENG HSIAO-LIEN Jgp ^- ff$y t. Sung-keng %
JA Ipflf . B. 1914. From Chen-hai,
Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; studied Western painting and commercial art; White
Goose Painting Society, Shanghai Tea-Art Association; studied Chinese painting
with Cheng Ch'ang. BK IV, 98; MSNC, 110.
Plum branches, fan, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 119.
CHENG HSu Hi* R*l t. Chi-lin
Lohan on a cliff, pines, i,;
Chin-tai ming-jen III.
Chin-tai ming-jen 111.11,
^ <5z£ ^ . Worker.
New colors of Sha-chou: swallows flying over blossoming fields,
i, s, 1976. Ch'lian-kuo mei-shu 34.
CHENG JEN-SHAN 3p|]3 A~ -«-4 t. Chih-an St Jitr h. Chiang-lang shan-jen
JX. t̂ft iJLj /s^ . B. 1900. From Chiang-shan, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai;
graduate of the Shanghai Fine Arts Academy, Shun Society; finger painter.
IV, 98; MSNC, 109.
Four hawks in pine, i, s, 1945. MSNC 190.
Ink pine, finger painting, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.427.
BK
CHENG K'O-HSIANG Js&f KJ WP . B. 1911. From Ch'ao-yang, Kwangtung; pupil of
Cheng Ch'ang and Chang K'o-ho; landscape. MSNC, 110.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 78.
CHENG K'O-HUI
Grapevines i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.429.
CHENG LI-CHENG Jg]S /^ ^ZzCjz. I-sun jJL. «3<R h. Mei-a
Chin-yu Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society.
Landscape, i, s, 1926. Chin-tai ming-jen IV.18.




CHENG NAI-KUANG Jĵ Lp 75 ^U, another name Pi-hsiao/^ **J^ . B. 1912,
Fu-chou, Fukien; with the Sian Art Academy. BK IV, 98; Yu add. 1, 48.
Narcissi and rock, s(?). Ch'ang-ch'un chi 49*.
Leaves and goldfish, i, s, 1980 (?). CK hua 1981.1.46*.
Peonies in a dish, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 31*.
Narcissus, i, s. Mei-shu 1956.7.29.
Lotuses, i. Mei-shu 1980.7.26*.
Sails on rapids, i, s, 1963. Ibid.32.
Two hawks, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 218A.
Eagle in flight, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 77.
Floating waterlilies, i, s. Ibid. 78.
Bronze with flowers, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 575.
Leaves and bird, i, s. Ying-ch'un hua 2.31*.
Supplementary bibliography:
Cheng Nai-kuang kung-pi hua hsuan




Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1982,
CHENG SHIH-HSiiAN §3/3 fetf* 5i t. Mu-k'ang ̂  J^ h. Ch'eng-hua kuan chufS: jp
4J& JE. • B» 1901, From Ch'ao-yang, Kwangtung, moved to Shanghai; student of
Feng Chiung; after 1949 with the Shanghai Municipal Art School? figures, ladies,
flowers, portraits. BK IV, 98; MSNC, 110; Yti add. 1, 48.
Making pottery, s. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 14.
Admiring the scenery, done with Chu Mei-ts'un, i, 1959. CK hua 12 (1959.9)
2.
Beggars in snow outside wealthy house, done with Chu Mei-ts'un, i, s, 1959,
illustration to Tu Fu poem. CK shu-hua 5.22*.
T'ao Chien (?) standing by pine looking at chrysanthemums, i, s, 1948.
MSNC 128.
Lady with fan in a garden, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 18*.
Ch'ang O, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 12*.
CHENG TSE-MING ̂ p £
Flower. Mei-shu (Canton) 1.8.
CHENG TS'UNG-CH'ENG ̂ V) ĵ jf.
Four pigeons under autumn tree, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.433.
CHENG TZU-MEI ̂ 13 -̂ - ^
Peony plants by a fence, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.426.
CHENG WEN-CH'UO ~%>p ^C k]t t. Hsiao-p'o *h ^ h . Ta-hao J^ ^% , Shu-wen
-rfc% jVQ i a n d other names. B. 1856, d. 1918. Descendant of Cheng
K'ang-ch'eng; c.s. 1876, retired in 1911; landscape, flowers. Sun, 645; Yang 3.
37; Ytl, 1383; Chin-tai ming-jen I.
Lichee tree, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.8.
Peach blossoms and water fowl, i, s, 1914. Ibid. II.8.
Pavilion in autumn mountains, i, s, 1916. Ibid. 11.11.
Flowers and rock, i, s. Shina nanga taisei IV. 196.
Flowers and teapot, fan, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 151.
CHENG YIN-SHAN 'M'fi %V ^ .
Landscape, i, s, 1932, finger painting. Hu-she 89.16.
CHENG YilAN-SU W$ 7L> Ĵ\ . Woman, wife of Wang Chi-ch'ien. B. 1910. From
Suchou, Kiangsu; flowers. MSNC, 8 (under Wang Chi-ch'ien) and 109.
Flowers and rock after Ytin Shou-p'ing, i, s. MSNC 193.
CHENG YtlEH ̂ f *$$ t. Man-ch'ing ̂  "if h. Yti-ching shan-jen j£* -̂ f ^ X. .
B. 1902. From Yung-chia, Chekiang; taught poetry in Peking, then moved to
Shanghai to teach painting; Bee Painting Society; later moved to Taiwan;
flowers. BK IV, 97 and 98; MSNC, 109; Tang-tai, 105.
Three friends of winter, done with Ch'en Fang and Wang Tung, i, s, 1947.
Chiang Pi-wei 36.
Five-colored lotuses, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 23.
Flowers and rocks, s. Mei-chan 80.
Birds on leafy branches, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 21 (Dec. 1935).
Rooster on rock, i, s. Ibid.
Lotus and insect, i. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.430.
Banana plant and flowers, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 109.
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See also Collaborative Works List 32.
For more recent works, see The Art of Cheng Man-ch'ing. Taipei: The
Heritage Press, 1961.
CHENG YttN-FANG jj@$ ^ ĴT to Yueh-chi fl %£* . I-lin 106.10,
Butterflies and roses, s. I-lin 106.10.
CH'ENG CHANGES. ^ J p t . Yao-sheng &% &> , Ta-jen }M- ^ - . B. 1869, d.
1938. From Chiang-ning, Kiangsu or Hsiu-ning, Anhwei; Yti-ytian Calligraphy and
Painting Association, Wan-mi-shan-fang Calligraphy and Painting Association;
flowers, landscape, figures. BK IV, 97? Ytt, 1102.
Three sheep in mountain landscape, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 126.
Wisteria and cats, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 126.
Cat at window, spider, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 127*.
Two horses by a stream, i, s, 1916. Ibid. 128*.
Walking in spring mountains, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 129.
Two monkeys in pine tree, done with Chin Ch'eng, s, 1917. Hu-she 50.9
(41-50.90).
Flowers, rocks and bird, s, 1923. Kuo-t'ai II.5*.
Flower and bird, fan, i, s, 1930. Kuo-t'ai V.68*.
Cats chasing birds in pine trees, i, s. Mei-chan 99.
Squirrels in pine tree, i, s, 1924. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 287.
CH'ENG HSIN-LIEN JE&( ^S J^^ • Woman.
Two birds on plum branch, narcissus, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.66.
CH'ENG MING-SHIH ^ jk ^ t t. Hstteh-fan ^ JlJ^. From Wu-chin, Kiangsu;
studied with Fang I; landscape. MSNC, 44.
Landscape, s, 1948. MSNC 62.
CH'ENG NUNG yf3E. y^ t. Yu-nung X. J&*. • From Hsiang-shan or Chung-shan,
Kwangtung; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 97; MSNC, 90.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 1-10.88.
CH'ENG PAO-HUNG 4^- f̂f $¥* . B. 1943. From Chia-hsing, Chekiang; with army
in Wu-han. Yti add. 1, 37.
Ho Lung at Lake Hung, s. PLA 50 Anniversary 34.
CH'ENG PEN-HSIN
Cockatoo on a branch, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.366.
CH'ENG SHIH-FA ^pH -f " ^ , original name T'ung ?§[ . B. 1921. From Shanghai;
after graduating from Shanghai Art Academy, worked in a bank; in 1952 on the
staff of the Shanghai People's Art Publishers, began to do serials and book
illustrations; in 1956 joined the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; toured the
Te-hung T'ai Autonomous Region in Yunnan. BK IV, 97; CK i-shu-chia II, 551; Yti
add. 1, 37; Lai, Three Contemporary Chinese Painters, 105; CL 1980.8, 80.
Bibliography. A: Ch'eng Shih-fa hua-chi jj:1|_ -\ £& M^ ^i9 Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1980. B: Ch'eng Shih-fa hua-niao hsi-tso ^jj[ "+*"&•
j$L %} HI ^ ^ • s h a n 9 h a i : Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
Two girls and reindeer, i, s. A, front cover*.
Autumn: girl, two water buffaloes, two calves, i, s. A, 1*; Ming-pao
11 (1976) 4, back cover*.
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Herding: girl, goats and waterfowl, s. A, 2*.
Girl and goat, i, s, 1971 and 1977. A, 3*.
Girl and three goats, i, s, 1976. A, 4*.
Child and sheep, i, s, 1972. A, 5*.
Shu-yti: lady writing, i, s, 1976. A, 6*.
Ch'u Yuan, i, s, 1973. A, 7*.
Two chickens and roses, i, s, 1977. A, 8*.
Two pigeons on blossoming peach, s. A, 9*.
Chicks, chrysanthemum and bamboo, s, 1976. A, 9*.
Fishes, s, 1979. A 10*; B, 19.
Birds and flowers, i, s, 1976. A, 11*.
Ducks and lotus, s. A, 12*.
Red plum blossoms, s. B, 1*.
New Year's still life: vase of peonies, fruits, i, s, 1976. B, 2*.
Duck under blossoming branch, s, 1973. B, 3*.
Pheasants, s. B, 4*.
Flowers at the Ling-ku Temple, i , s, 1973. B, 5*.
Two ducks, stream and plum, s, 1975. B, 6*.
Two black birds in autumn foliage, s. B, 7*.
Autumn lotus and birds, s. B, 8*.
Reeds and ducks, s. B, 9*.
Two birds and red blossoming tree, i, s. B, 10*.
Hens and chicks in bamboo and banana, s, 1978. B, 11*.
Camellias and pheasants, s. B, 12*.
Lotus and kingfisher, s. B, 13*.
Two cranes, i, s. B, 14*.
Peach blossoms and two ducks, i, s. B, 15*.
Flowers and birds, s. B, 16*.
Birds and purple flowers, s. B, 17*.
Two birds on cherry blossom branch, i, s, 1975. B, 18*.
Dove flying above bamboo and rock, i, s, 1978. B, 20*.
Rainy lotuses, s. B, 21*.
Two doves on fruiting branch, s. B, 22*.
Vase of autumn flowers, i, s, 1978. B, 23*.
Two purities: bamboo and plum, i, s. B, 24*.
Two ducks under flowering tree, i, s, 1973. B, 25*.
Vase of peonies, i, s, 1976. B, 26*.
Two chicks and purple flowers, s. B, 27*.
Lichee branches and two small birds, s. B, 28*.
Two birds and bamboo, s. B, 29*.
Welcoming spring: plum and magnolia, i, s, 1977. B, 30*.
Lotuses, s. B, 31*.
Camellias, i, s. B, 32*.
Ink banana leaves and chrysanthemums, s. B, 33*.
Spring returns: peach blossoms, i, s. B, 34*.
Magnolias, i, s. B, 35*.
Peonies, i, s. B, 36*.
Flower and large leaves, i, seal. B, 37*.
Flowers, i, s. B, 38*.
Fragrance in the snow: blossoms, i, s. B, 39*.
Orchids and bamboo in jar, i, s. B, 40*.
Eight leaf album of flowers and birds, i, s, 1979. Ch'eng Shih-fa




Two girls on a camel, i, s, 1977. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 96 (Jan, 1978),
back cover*•
Girl gathering medicinal herbs, i, s, 1977. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 102
(July 1978), back cover*.
Chung K'uei at dinner, i, s, 1979. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 113 (June 1979),
back cover*.
Yunnan subject, i, s, 1957. CK hua 2 (1958) 55.
Sipping wine on market day in a T'ai village in Yunnan, i, s, 1957. CK
hua 4 (1959.1), inside front cover; PR Dec. 9, 1958.5.
Political announcement in front of steel furnaces, i, s, d indistinct.
CK hua 5 (1959.2), front cover*.
Herders and goats, i, s, 1959. CK hua 19 (1969.4) 6.
Voting scene, i indistinct, s; four sections. CK hua 17 (1960.2)
12-13*; CK hua-hsuan pien 23*.
Crabapples, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 8.1*.
Two girls with deer, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 8.2*.
Girl, butterfly and flower, round shape, i, s. Ibid. 3*.
Girl playing a flute, chrysanthemums, i, s. Ibid. 3*.
Mid-autumn festival, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 3*.
Blossoming crabapple branch, i, s. Ibid. 4*.
Two girls on cows, i, s. Ibid. 6*.
Design for an enamel wash basin, seal. CL 1958.5.141; CR 1958.11.17.
A fishing port, i, s, 1959. CL 1959.9 opp. 22*.
Girl and deer, s. CL 1964.9 front cover*.
Acupuncture, i, s, 1972. CL 1973.5, opp. 56*; Lai, Three Contemporary
Chinese Painters 107; Nan-pei chi 38 (July 1973) opp. 44.
The day of the festival: girl with deer and flowers, i, s, 1977. CL
1979 Supplement: Traditional Chinese Paintings 10*.
Tuber-roses, i, s, 1978. CL 1980.8, opp. 88*.
The poet Su Tung-po on his way to his post, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet.
88-89*.
Landscape, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 88-89*.
The little shepherdess, i, s. Ibid. opp. 89*.
Girl, deer, persimmons, i, s, 1978. Ibid, inside back cover*.
Collecting medicinal herbs, s. CP 1978.8.22*.
Roses, s. Ibid. 22-23*.
Tending water buffalo, s. Ibid. 23*.
Madame Hsiang, i, s. Ibid. 23*.
Chinese roses, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 23*.
Youth is eternal, i, s, 1982. CR 1982.1.11*.
Shepherdess, i, s, 1972 and 1978. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP, 2.
Chung K'uei and his sister, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 24*.
Camellias and two birds, album leaf, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 60*.
A pair of ducks in lotus pond, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua hstlan 11.14*.
A pair of chickens, i, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua hstlan II 1.11*,
Mirror Lake in rain, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 30.
Weaving nets, i indistinct. Kuo-hua hsilan-chi 35.
Young cowherd, i, d, 1962. Lai, Three Contemporary Chinese Painters
88b*.
Young shepherd, i, s, 1961. Ibid. 104a*.
Child with chicken family, i, s, 1962. Ibid. 104b*.
Shepherding, i, s, 1960-1963. Ibid. 109; Ming-pao 5 (1970) 10, back
cover*•
Girl with two goats, i, s, 1963. Ming-pao 5 (1970) 10, front cover*.
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Two girls returning from a spring, i, s, 1961. Ming-pao 9 (1974) 1,
front cover*,
Children and chicks, i, s, 1961. Ibid* back cover*.
Ch'il Yiian. Ming-pao 11 (1976) 9,32,
Illustration to Pal Chu-i poem "The Charcoal Seller", seal. Ming-pao 12
(1977) 3, back cover*.
Laughing Chung K'uei on a deer, i, s. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 7, 55.
Girl and deer, s. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.35.
Child and chicks, i, s, 1964. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 11.74.
Girls in a bamboo grove, i, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.69*.
Opera scene: T'ung-tfien hsi, i, s, 1961. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7, back
cover*.
Two girls playing with chicks and hens, i, s, 1978. Ming-pao 13 (1978)
8, back cover*.
Deer in forest, done with Yti Yiln-chieh, i indistinct. Ming-pao 14
(1979) 2, inside back cover.
Girl and goat, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 4.80.
Bird and flower, s. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 3.52*.
Autumn peaks, i, s, 1981. Ming-pao 16 (1981) 9, inside front cover*.
Flowers, i, s. Ibid. 49*.
Lotus and leaf, i, s, 1977, Ibid. 50*.
Flowers in a vase, i, s. Ibid. 51*.
Hunter and horse, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 52*.
Portrait of Hsi K'ang with his lute, i, s, 1980. Ibid, inside back
cover*.
Landscape, i, s, 1977. Ibid, back cover*.
Ching-p'o girl, i, s, 1957. Nan-pei chi 38 (July 1973) opp. 44.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. bet. 44-45*.
Girl and goat, seal. Nan-pei chi 61 (June 1975), front cover*.
The first victory: two children playing chess, i, s, 1956. Nan-pei chi
99 (Aug. 1978), back cover*.
Portrait of Wu Ching-tzu, seal (?). PC 1955.3.18.
Water splashing festival of Tai nationality, i, s, 1957. PC 1957. 20
back cover*•
Landscape, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 41.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1961. Shang-hai hua-niao 8*.
Girl and deer, s. Shang-hai hua-yuan 8*.
Illustration of the T'ang Dynasty story, Ch'iu Jan Ko, i, s, 1978.
Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 92.
Flowers, s, 1973. Ibid. 93.
Girl with goat and doves, i, s. Ibid. 94.
Cockerels and azaleas, s. Ibid. 95; Sotheby Dec. 18, 1980, 90.
Prunus in a vase, s. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 96.
Minority girl and lilies, s. Ibid. 97.
Minority girl with basket of fruit, s, 1963. Ibid. 98.
Girl and goats, i, s, 1977. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 11.
Spring grasses and a harp, i, s. Ibid. 12.
Illustration of scene from Ping Chieh Lu Chiu Chang, i, s, 1979. Ibid.
13.
Fish and water chestnuts, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 4.
Ducks, s. Ibid. 5.
Minority girl feeding deer, s, 1972. Ibid. 6.
Girl and rams, i, s. Ibid. 7.
Flowers in a vase, s• Ibid. 8.
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Hen and chicks, s, Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 327,
Album of scenery in China, 10 leaves, i, s. Ibid, 328 and cover*.
Scenery in Kwangsi and Kueichou, i, s, 1958, Ibid, 329,
Roosters, s. Ibid, 330,
Orchids and bamboo, s, 1973, Ibid, 331,
Sparrows, i, s. Ibid, 332,
Prunus, i, s, Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 2,
Camellia and narcissus, i, s. Ibid, 3,
Peasant girl and goats, i, s. Ibid, 4.
Shepherdess, i, s, 1959, Ibid, 5,
Prunus, i, s, Sotheby, Sept, 18, 1981, 472,
Dove, i, s, 1961, Sotheby, Nov, 22, 1981, 5,
Chung K'uei on a spring outing, i, s, 1981, Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 6.
Fourteen leaf album of various themes, i, s, 1980, Ibid, 7 (4 leaves).
Landscape, i, s, 1973, Trends 57*,
See also Collaborative Works List 53, 70,
Ch'eng Shin-fa's illustrations for books and stories include:
Chao-shu-tun and Princess Peacock, 1957, Lai, Three Contemporary
Chinese Painters 111-115? Mei-shu 1957,10.32*? Ming-pao 6 (1971) 5,
48-50*, back cover*.
Stories of Not Being Afraid of Ghosts. Lai, Three Contemporary Chinese
Painters 123, 125? Ming-pao 6 (1971) 4.25-32,
A Girl and her Mynah, Lai, Three Contemporary Chinese Painters 117,
119-121? CP 1962,1,34-35? 2.28-29? 3.32-33? Nan-pei chi 61 (June,
1975) 42.
The Scholars, CL 1980,8.84-85? Ming-pao 6 (1971) 1, 30-31? 12 (1977)
2,72,
The White Serpent Legend, Nan-pei chi 61 (June, 1975) 43,
Dream of the Red Chamber. Nan-pei chi 79 (Dec. 1976) 90,
Story of Ma T'ou-ch'in. Nan-pei chi 101 (Oct. 1978) 101,
K'ang I - c h ' i , 1956. Mei-shu 1956,10.2, . ~
Ah Q cheng-chuan i - l ing-pa t ' u HP*T Q -2L A% '— % ' v \w •
Hong Kong: 1973, Ming-pao 8 (1973) 11, 49-52*? 12,49-52*? 9 (1974)
1, 49-52*? Nan-pei chi 101 (Oct. 1978) 1, 3, 17, 18, 36, 54, 60, 72,
inside back cover. *^
Ch'iu-hai- t 'ang j&L ?& %* . Kowloon: 1975.
Tan-chien p ' ien $IL ^»J jjjjfo . Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1963, 1980.
West Lake: A Collection of Folk Tales, t r . by Jan and Yvonne Walls,
Hong Kong: Joint Publishing Co,, 1980.
Supplementary bibliography:
Ch'eng Shih-fa chin-tso hsuan - J ^ -+ l i e >&~ *r JL§|_ . Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1981? Ch'eng shih-fa shu-hua xg£ -f -&^ |̂§ ^ •
Hangchou: Hsi-ling yin-she, 1979- . 10 vo l s . / ^ ^ "
CH'ENG SUNG-WAN̂ M "^H \Sj t . Tzu-ta -5* ^ h . Shih-fa chli-shih + * ^ % ± .
From Ch'ang-sha, Hunan. Tang-tai ming-jen.
Flowers, epidendrum, bamboo, and rock, i , s , 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 14.
CHI CHUNG-MING ^ JJ
See Collaborative Works List 52.
CHI HSIN-KENG ^ \\^ Jf^t. Po-shou tfi£ "g h. Meng-chu-hsien-kuan-chu^^T
JIM $t -i» • F r o m Ts'u-ch'i, Chekiang. Collectanea 1850-1967.
Pheasant on a rock, i, s, 1872. Collectanea 1850-1967, 53.
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CHI K'ANG ^ J$c t. Ning-tu ^ -/JL B. 1909 or 1913. From Tz'u-ch'i,
Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; in Kunming and Chungking during war with Japan,
then moved to Taiwan; landscape, flowers, ladies. BK I, 35; MSNC, 39; Sullivan,
89; Tang-tai, 42.
Lady leaning on a plum tree, i, s, 1946. MSNC 135.
Lady holding fan, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 135.
CHI KUAN-CHIH^ ^ ^ Z^ h. Yu-ch'un chu-shih ^ ^^ M ^ . B. 1915.
From Yen-t'ai, Shantung; now with the Lu Hsun Art Academy. BK I, 35; Yu add. 1,
16.
Clearing after snow, fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.33*.
Industrial scene in Liaoning, done with Kung Hsing-fu and others. Mei-shu
1960.12.30
River landscape, i, s, 1938. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 108.
CHI K'UEI-WEN JL -%, iĈ .-
Mountain irrigation system, done with Chang Shih-ming, i, 1974. 25th
Anniversary Art Exh., 20*.
CHI MEI-WEN IS %%}- ̂  , another name Mei-hun %& ^%^ . B. 1926. From
Nanking, Kiangsu; with Canton Art Academy. BK add. 1, 7.
Signaling for the ferry at dawn, i, s, 1959. CK hua 17 (1960.2), front
cover*; Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian 9*.
Girl recording songs by old peasant singer, i, s, 1957. CK hua 15
(1959.12) 1; Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 5*.
CHI TSUNG-CH'I ^ i> ,̂ ej" t. Yun-feng 'W **4^h. Lin-ch'i Mty >|[ . B.
1856. From Hopei; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 35; MSNC, 39.
Landscape, fan, i, s, dated 1929 at age 74. Hu-she 19.12 (11-20.146).
CH'I CHANG J^ %%. * name Hao-chiu J|J£JL /^ t. Shu-yil -%5L 3b • B. 1912. From
Wei-hai-wei, Shantung; active in Shanghai; student of Chin Ch'eng; Hu-she
Painting Society, landscape, figures, flowers. BK III, 172; MSNC, 77.
River landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 39.
Mountain and stream, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 39.
River, mountain and waterfall, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 40.
Ladies and dogs in a bamboo grove, s. Ibid. 125.
Figure, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 126.
Kingfisher and lotus, s, 1935. Ibid. 172.
Peonies and bird, i, s. Ibid. 173.
5w, t. Wei-ch'ing?f g h. Pai-shih -*£ %Z ,
Pin-sheng £̂ |i %EL $ K'o-mu lao-jen^,j ^ -^ /s^ and other names. B.
1863, d. 1957. From Hsiang-t'an, Hunan, lived most of his life in Peking; at
age 60 skipped two years in counting his age; flowers, insects, crabs. BK III,
172; Boorman I, 302; Lin, 133; MSNC, 104; Sullivan, 89; Ytl, 1302; Trends, 83.
Night-blooming blossom in precious vase, i, s, 1945. Barling, CP 16-20
Cen., 10.
Prawns, s. Ibid. 11.
Flowering plum, s. Ibid. 12.
Banana tree and frogs, s, second s at age 97. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 47
(Dec. 1973), inside back cover; CK hua 2 (1958) 27.
Crabs, i, s, age 79. Chfi-shih nien-tai 47 (Dec. 1973), inside back
cover; CK hua 2 (1958) 31.
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Shrimps, hollyhock and rock, done with Hsu Pei-hung, s, age 88. Ch'i-shih
nien-tai 47 (Dec. 1973), inside back cover; CK hua 2 (1958) 18.
Long live the country: hyacinth, i, s, age 95. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 117
(Oct. 1979), front cover*; CK hua 2 (1958) 34; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan
1.16*; Shih-nien CK hua 30*.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1948. Chiang Pi-wei 8*.
Crabs, seal. Ibid. 30.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 31.
Wisteria, i, s. Chin-pai-nien 27*.
Two roosters and rock, done with Hsu Pei-hung, i, s, age 93, Hsu's i dated
1947. Ibid. 28*; Hsu Pei-hung Bibliography A, 104; Ming-pao 6 (1971)
11.49-50*.
Returning home drunk, i, s. Chin-pai-nien 29*.
Fading lotus pods and leaves, s. Ibid. 30*; Ming-pao 5 (1970) 8.69.
Wealth and longevity: peony, rock and long-tailed bird, i, s.
Chin-pai-nien 31*.
Lichees, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 32*.
Chrysanthemums, i, s. Ibid. 33*.
Peach tree, i, s. Ibid. 34*.
Bird on palm tree, s. Ibid. 35*.
Grape, vines and squirrels, s. Ibid. 36*.
Gourds, s, age 98. Ibid. 37; Ming-pao 5 (1970) 8.71.
Cormorants fishing, i, s, 1943. Chin-pai-nien 38.
Hawk in pine tree. Ibid. 39.
Landscape: the Wu-shou Cottage, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 40.
Spring plowing, i, s, 1952. Ibid. 41; CL 1958.1.144.
Four frogs under leaves, s. Chin-pai-nien 42.
Autumn insects, i, s. Ibid. 43.
Pine and two squirrels, s. Ibid. 44.
Waves and sails, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 45; CK hua 2 (1958) 32; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 13; CP 1963.12.20; Mei-shu 1957.12.25.
Three fish, s, age 95. Chin-pai-nien 46.
Landscape in dusk, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 47; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 12.51*;
Nan-pei chi 86 (July 1977), back cover*.
Two peonies, i, s. Chin-pai-nien 48.
Chickens and chrysanthemum, s. Ibid. 49.
Shrimps, i, s. Ibid. 50; CK hua 2 (1958) 30.
Dragonflies over water, i, s, 1924. Chin-pai-nien 51.
Crabs, s. Ibid. 52.
Lonely angler: candle, teapot and dish of crabs, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 53.
Lady holding palm-leaf fan, i, s. Ibid. 54; CK hua 2 (1958) 24.
Shrimps, fan, i, s, 1929. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.5*.
Lichees and rat, i, s, dated 23rd year of stay in Peking (c. 1940).
Chin-tai CK hua 67.
Flower and shrimp, i, s. Ibid. 68.
Pomegranate on branch and rooster, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 69.
Shrimps, i, s, 1932. CK chin-pai-nien 81.
Cassia flowers and bees, i, s, 1940. Ibid. 82.
Mantis on incense stick, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 82.
Corn and dragonflies, s. Ibid. 83*.
Banana plant and chicks, i, s added later at age 94. Ibid. 85.
Pine cliff and sail boats, i, s added later. Ibid. 86.
Misty willow, i, s. Ibid. 87.
Cicada on leafy stalk, i, s added later at age 95. Ibid. 88.
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Bee on fruit, i, s, age 91. CK hua 1 (1957) 44.
Peonies, s, age 97. CK hua 2 (1958) 20; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 2,16.
Fish, s. CK hua 2 (1958) 21.
Carp, i, s, dated age 20, i added later at age 91. CK hua 2 (1958) 21;
Ming-pao 3 (1968) 8.23,
Basket and hoe, i, s, 1949, CK hua 2 (1958) 22.
Rake, i, s. Ibid, 22; Ming-pao 8 (1973) 10.47,
Peace doves and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1952. CK hua 2 (1958) 23*; CK hua
hstlan-pien 53*.
Lady with sword, i, s. CK hua 2 (1958) 24; Ming-pao 3 (1968) 1, back
cover*.
Fish and chicks, i, s, 1924. CK hua 2 (1958) 25.
Hawk on pine, i, s, age 86. Ibid. 25.
Hen and two chicks, s. Ibid. 26.
Cicada on leaf, album leaf, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 26.
Crab and basket, album leaf, s. Ibid. 26.
A shrimp, album leaf, i. Ibid. 26.
Butterflies, s. Ibid. 26.
Four leaves of album of flowers, fruit and insects, i, three s. Ibid. 27*.
Children playing, i, s, 1909, i added in 1916. Ibid. 27*; Ming-pao 1
(1966) 7.49*.
Mynah on branch, empty cage on ground, i, s, 1925. CK hua 2 (1958) 28;
Ming-pao 1 (1966) 7.51.
Abacus, i, s, 1927. CK hua 2 (1958) 28; Ming-pao 3 (1968) 8.25.
Roly-poly (weighted doll), i, s, 1925. CK hua 2 (1958) 29; CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 19; Ming-pao 1 (1966) 7.51; Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.108.
Fish and duck, i, s. CK hua 2 (1958) 30.
Tadpoles in stream, i, s, age 91. Ibid. 31; Ming-pao 1 (1966) 7.50.
Landscape; lotus lake, cottage and distant mountains, i, s, 1925. CK
hua 2 (1958) 32; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 13; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 12.50*;
Nan-pei chi 86 (July 1977), back cover*.
Lotus, s. CK hua 2 (1958) 33.
Mynah birds on bare branches, i, s, age 90. Ibid. 33.
Squashes, i, s, 1917. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 17*.
Two ducks and lotus, s. Ibid. 17*.
A man cleaning his ear, i, s. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 17.
Lotus leaves and pods and two ducks, i, s. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 19.
Jug of wine, crabs in a bowl, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 2; Hajek, Cont. Ch.
Ptg., 37*.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1948. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 14; Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg.,
60*.
Man with a fan looking at a bat, i, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 15.
Figure with a basket, i, s. Ibid. 15.
Old man with a staff, i, s. Ibid. 15.
Old man with a peach, s. Ibid. 15.
Bird on branch of magnolia, s. Ibid. 16; Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 47*;
Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 23*.
Autumn leaves and insects, i, s, age 85. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 17*.
Red plum, i, s, age 88. Ibid. 17*.
By the Tai Temple, i, s. Ibid. 18*; Hajek, Cont. Ch, Ptg., 35*.
Landscape: pine on two rock island, man in boat, i, s, 1933. CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 19.
Landscape: hills, river, sailboats, i, s. Ibid. 20.
Two frogs and grasses, s, age 88. Ibid. 20.
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Autumn festival: lotus roots, tea pot and cake, i, s. Ibid. 21? Hajek,
Cont. Ch. Ptg., 52*? Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 31*,
Bamboo shoots and basket, i, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 21? Hajek, Cont. Cha
Ptg., 53*? Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 32*.
Lichees, i, s, age 94, illustration to Tu Fu poem. CK shu-hua 5.23*.
Loquat tree, i, s, age 94, illustration to Tu Fu poem. Ibid. 23*.
Two prawns, s. CL 1958.1.143? CL 1963.12.87.
Mountain scene: cottage in banana palm grove, i. s. CL 1958.2.127.
Buffalo boy, s. Ibid. 128.
A bird, i. Ibid. 129.
Future helpmates: two chicks and one worm, i, s. CL 1959.10.143.
Begonias, s, age 96. Ibid. opp. 148*.
Landscape, s. CL 1963.12 opp. 80*.
Sparrow on tree branch, i, s. Ibid. 86.
Sheat fish, i, s, age 91. Ibid. 88.
Mushrooms, i, s. Ibid. 91.
Eagle on pine tree, s. CL 1978.9 opp 34*.
Prawns and crabs, s, age 95. CL 1979 supplement: Traditional
Chinese Paintings 1 *.
Leaves and insects, i, s, age 84. CL 1980.8, front cover*.
Dragonfly and palm leaves, i, s» CL 1981.1, front cover*.
Lotus pads and dragonfly, s. Ibid. opp. 80*.
Dragonfly and leaves, seal (?). Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Wisteria and bees, i, s. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Cicada on parasol tree, i, s, 1924. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Cherries in a bowl and glutinous rice dumplings, s. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Cabbage and red pepper, s, age 93. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Prawns and arrowroot, s, age 89. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Lotus and crabs, i, s. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Frogs, s, 1951. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Tallow tree and mynahs, s. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Sparrow on a palm tree, i, s, 1936. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Peaches, i, s, 1940. Ibid. opp. 81*.
Lotus and dragonfly, fan, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 134*.
Beans on vine, insects, fan, i, s. Ibid. 135*.
Hawk on pine branch, s. Ibid. 136.
Grapevines, i, s. Ibid. 137
Fish emerge on the surface of the water in a drizzle, i, s, age 94,
illustration to Tu Fu poem. CP 1961.1.41.
Magnolia, i, s. CP 1963.12.21.
Landscape: a quiet moonlight night, i, s. Ibid. 22*.
A cock, s, 1947. Ibid. 23*.
Water buffaloes and pink blossoming trees, i, s. Ibid. 23*.
Sailboat, i, s. CR 1953.1.26*.
Two chicks and worm, s. Ibid. 26*.
Two shrimps, s. Ibid. 27*.
Basket of lichees, i, s. Ibid. 27*.
Fading lotus, i, s, age 92. CR 1956.9, front cover*.
Cormorants by the river, s. CR 1958.4.27? Mei-shu 1957.12.22? Mei-shu
ts'ung-k'an 1.89? PR April 10, 1964.26.
Gourds, s. CR 1961.5.20*.
Amaranth and grasshopper, s. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 31.
Marten on a pine bough, i, s. Ibid. 32•
Lonely trees, i, s, 1922. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 28*.
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Bird on mulberry bush, s. Ibid. 30*.
Crane, s. Ibid. 31*.
Lotus and prawns, s. Ibid. 32*.
Seated immortal, s. Ibid. 33* (s cropped); Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors
21* (s partly cropped).
Sailboats on the Hsiang River, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 38*; Hejzlar,
Chinese Watercolors 14*•
Grasshopper on a chrysanthemum, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 39*.
Spring: bamboo and plum, i, s. Ibid. 40*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors
15*.
Summer: loufa. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 41*.
Autumn: plant and rock, i, s. Ibid. 42*.
Winter: pine tree, i, s. Ibid. 43*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 16*.
Bamboo, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 44*.
Banana leaves and camellia blossom, s. Ibid. 45*; Hejzlar, Chinese
Watercolors 11*.
Magnolia, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 46*.
Basket of peaches and wine jar, s, 1938. Ibid. 49*; Hejzlar, Chinese
Watercolors 29*.
Grapevine, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 50*.
Gourds, s. Ibid. 51*.
Butterfly and leaves, i, s. age 87. Ibid. 54*.
Sailing on the river in autumn, i, s. Ibid. 56; Hejzlar, Chinese
Watercolors 33*.
Withering lotus, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 57*; Hejzlar, Chinese
Watercolors 37*.
A man with a basket, i, s, age 88. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 58*.
Pomegranate on branch, i, s, age 88. Ibid. 59*; Hejzlar, Chinese
Watercolors 39*.
Frogs under reeds, s, age 89. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 61*.
In the courtyard: chrysanthemum and chickens, s, 1950. Ibid. 63*;
Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 44*.
Peony, i, s, age 90. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 64*.
Crabs, i, s, age 80. Ibid. 65*.
Prawns, i, s, 1951. Ibid. 66*.
Fishes, i, s, 1951. Ibid. 67*.
Fish and crabs, s, age 92. Ibid. 69*.
Fading lotus blossom, s, age 93. Ibid. 71*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors
50*.
The pilgrim returns to his native cottage, s, 1951. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg.,
72*.
Cat chasing a rat up a candlestick, done with Hsu Pei-hung, i, s, 1935.
Han-k'ou 26.
Wisteria, i, s. Ibid. 28.
Walk on a windy night, i, s. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 6*.
Cicada on banana tree leaf, s. Ibid. 8*.
Beans and crickets, s. Ibid. 9*.
Fifty year prisoner of the shrimps, i, s. Ibid. 10*.
Rejected beverage, i, s. Ibid. 12*.
Landscape: sailing boats in the wind, s. Ibid. 13*.
In the courtyard: chicken and bamboo cage, i, s. Ibid. 17*.
Sailing boats in the mist, s. Ibid. 18*.
Branch of persimmon and a butterfly, s. Ibid. 19*.
Landscape: huts in a bamboo grove, i, s, 1930. Ibid. 20*.
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Drinker: the robber and thief prime minister, i, s. Ibid. 22*.
Branch of loquat, i, s, 1931, Ibid. 24*.
The return home, i, s, 1931. Ibid. 25*.
Chrysanthemum and mantis, s. Ibid. 26*.
Basket with persimmons, s. Ibid. 27*.
The retiring prime minister (in the likeness of the artist), i, s. Ibid.
28*.
Birds of paradise on cinnamon tree, s. Ibid. 30*.
Gourds, s, age 86. Ibid. 34*.
Still life with basket of cherries and jug of wine, s, age 86. Ibid. 35*.
Red plum blossom, i, s, age 87. Ibid. 36*.
Plum blossom, s. Ibid. 38*.
Grapevine, i, s, age 88. Ibid. 40*.
Withering lotus, s, age 88. Ibid. 41*.
Loquats on branch and in a basket, s, 1948. Ibid. 42*.
Crabs, s, age 89. Ibid. 43*.
Red chrysanthemum and locust, s, age 90. Ibid. 45*.
Blossoming plum tree, i, s, age 92. Ibid. 46*.
Feast at night: chrysanthemum in vase, crabs in plate, candle, wine
bottles and cup, i, s. Ibid. 47*.
Crabs and arrowheads, i, s, age 93. Ibid. 48*.
Magpies on a blossoming plum tree, i, s, age 93. Ibid. 49*.
Morning glory, i, s, age 94. Ibid. 51*.
Flowering tea-shrub, i, s, age 95. Ibid. 52*.
Red lotus, s, age 95. Ibid. 53*.
Vine, s, age 96. Ibid. 54*.
Lotus, s, age 96. Ibid. 55*.
Peony in the wind, s, age 97. Ibid. 56*.
Lotus and duck, i, s, 1948. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 1*.
Cabbage and turnip, s, 1946. Ibid. 2*.
Wisteria and bees, fan, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 61*.
Kan-chi Pavilion Library, i, s, 1915 (i indicates painting was done
earlier). Hsien-tai shan-shui 6.
Cottage under willow, cormorants on river, s. Ibid. 7.
Landscape: cottages under pine trees, i, s. Ibid. 8.
Landscape: cottages along river, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 9.
Landscape after rain, i, s. Ibid. 10; Mei-shu 1957.12.23.
Loufas, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.3.
Hawk on pine, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 1-10.13.
Landscape: house in grove of pines, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.16.
Landscape: cottage in bamboo grove by river in mountains, i, s,
1922. Hu-she 1-10.89.
Man in house in cypress grove, i, s. Hu-she 11.11 (11-20.116).
Man under pine, snowscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 14.14 (11-20.130).
Leaves and grasshopper, fan, i, s. Hu-she 19.13 (11-20.149).
Female figure: Hung-hsien stealing a box, i, s. Hu-she 20.4 (11-20.153).
Bird on blossoming plum branch, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.140; Mei-chan 62.
Archer under a tree, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 31.12 (31-40.119).
Camellia, s. Hu-she 94.13.
Goldfish, i, s, 1936. Huang Mo-yuan 20.
Crabs and shrimps, i, s, 1937. Ibid. 25.
Crabs and grass, i, s. I-ching 1936.18.26.
Shrimp and lily pads, i, s. Ibid. 26.
Landscape, s. Ibid. 27.
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Fisherman, i, s. Ibid. 27•
Cabbage and bamboo shoots, done with Hsu Yu-ch'iao, i, s, colophon dated
1930. I-lin 12.12,
Lotuses and dragonfly, done with Chang Ch'i-tsung, i, s, 1930. I-lin 25.10.
Autumn leaves and cicada, s, age 80. I-yuan to-ying 6 (1979) 33.
Lichee tree, i, s, 1923. Ibid. 33.
Scarlet maple leaves and insect, i, s, age 88. Kuo-t'ai 1.35*; Kuo-tfai
X.45*.
Rooster and chicks, i, s, age 88. Kuo-t'ai 1.36*? Kuo-t'ai X.38*.
Six lobsters, i, s, age 87. Kuo-t'ai 1.37*; Kuo-t'ai X.54*.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 11.22*; Kuo-t'ai X.44*.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1942. Kuo-t'ai 11.23*; Kuo-t'ai X.43*.
Basket of apples and dragonfly, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai III.8*; Kuo-t'ai
X.36*.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, age 90. Kuo-t'ai III.9*; Kuo-t'ai X.49*.
Two red birds on rock, chrysanthemums, i, s. Kuo-t'ai III.10*;
Kuo-t'ai X.37*.
Fishes, s. Kuo-t'ai IV.11*; Kuo-t'ai X.47*.
Mandarin ducks and lotus, s. Kuo-t'ai IV. 12*; Kuo-t'ai X.48*.
Bee and morning glory, i, s. Kuo-t'ai IV. 13*; Kuo-t'ai X.33*.
Lichees, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.27*.
Crabs and shrimps, i, s, 1911 (?). Kuo-t'ai VII.19.
Chicks under bamboo, done with Hsti Pei-hung, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai VII.38*;
Kuo-t'ai X.39*.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai X.30*.
Bamboo, i, s, age 89. Kuo-t'ai X. 31.
Shrimps, i, s. Kuo-t'ai X.32*.
Pumpkins on vine, i, s, age 85. Kuo-t'ai X.34*.
Chrysanthemum and wine, i, s, age 87. Kuo-t'ai X.35*.
Bottle gourds and chrysanthemum, insect, i, s, age 86. Kuo-t'ai X.40*.
Morning glory, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai X.41*.
Magnolia, i, s. Kuo-t'ai X.42*.
Cabbage and insects, done with Wang Jung, s. Kuo-t'ai X.46*.
Four flower paintings, i, s, 1920. Kuo-t'ai X.50-51*.
Hibiscus and ducks, i, s, age 88. Kuo-t'ai X.52*.
Crabs and shrimps, i, s, 1947. Kuo-t'ai X.53*.
Crane, i, s. See Lin Feng-mien Bibliography B, 25; Ming-pao 8 (1973)
10.44.
Wisteria and chicks, i, s. Mei-chan 95.
Dragonfly and lotus, i, s. Mei-shu 1954.5.26*.
Mantis and mushrooms, i, s, age 83. Ibid. 26*.
Red leaves and cicadas, i, s. Ibid. 27*.
Grasses and insects, i, s. Ibid. 27*.
Hibiscus, i, s. Mei-shu 1955.10, front cover*.
Chestnut tree, i, s, 1917 (?). Mei-shu 1957.12, front cover*.
Morning glory and dragonfly, i, s, dated to 28th year of stay in
Peking. Ibid. 21*.
Ox under willow, s, age 95. Ibid. 22.
Willows in autumn, i, s, 1931. Ibid. 23.
Peach and dragonfly, s. Ibid. 26*.
Spider on web, s. Ibid. 26*.
Lamp and insect, s. Ibid. 27*; Ming-pao 1 (1966) 7, front cover*.
Cicada on reeds, s. Mei-shu 1957.12.27*.
Cormorants on rock in stream, i, 1904. Mei-shu 1958.2.20.
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Bird on rock, i, 1907* Ibid, 20? Ming-pao 8 (1973) 10.47,
A child looking after chicks, i. Mei-shu 1958,2,21,
Old man and child, i, 1916, Ibid, 21.
Roly-poly (weighted doll), i, 1922, Ibid, 21.
Monkey with peach, i. Ibid, 23,
A ghost scratching a man's back, i, 1926, Ibid, 23,
A bearded man, i, 1926, Ibid, 26,
Two doves, i. Ibid, 26,
Peach Blossom Spring, i, s, 1938, Mei-shu 1958,5, front cover*?
Ming-pao 3 (1968) 8,49*,
Shrimps, i, s, age 85, Mei-shu 1958,5,33,
Narcissus and dragonfly, s, Mei-shu 1961,3,53*,
Gourds, s, age 98, Mei-shu 1964.1.71*.
Shrimp, i, s, 1934, Mei-shu sheng-huo 9 (Dec, 1934),
Frogs and banana palm, s, Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937)? Nanking Exh,
Cat, II, 406,
Landscape, s, Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1,88.
Two peace doves and vase of lotuses, i, s, 1952, Mei-shu yen-chiu
1959,2 opp, 7.
Crabs, i, s, 1923, Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 100,
Portrait of a lady, i, s, i added later dated 1929, Ibid, 132,
Grasshopper on a rice stalk, s« Ibid, 149,
Seated man, i, s, Ming-pao 1 (1966) 7, inside front cover.
Shrimps, bird on tall rock, i, s, 1929, Ibid, 50,
Two crabs, i, s, Ming-pao 1 (1966) 10,49,
Servant girl of the Cheng family, i, s, Ming-pao 3 (1968) 8, front
cover*,
Grapevine, s, age 95, Ibid, 22,
Hawk on rock, i, s, 1950, Ibid, 50,
Boy leading an ox, i, s, age 92, Ibid, 51.
Two birds on vine, i, s. Ibid, back cover*.
Cock and chrysanthemums, s. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 2,52*,
Cicada on red leaves, i cropped, Ming-pao 4 (1969) 12, front cover*,
Lotus, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid, 42,
Shrimps, i, s. Ibid, 42,
Three fish, i, s, 1932, Ibid, 47,
Bird on top of dead twig, i, s, 1921, Ibid, 47,
White-robed Kuan-yin, s. Ibid, 48,
Tung-fang shuo, i, s. Ibid, 48,
Tao-chi painting, i, s. Ibid, 49,
Red trees and white stream, i, s, 1925, Ibid, 50*,
Cottage under cypress in mountains, i, s, 1925, Ibid, 51*,
Two flower studies, both s, one done at age 81. Ming-pao 5 (1970) 7,98,
Children and old men playing, s, Ming-pao 5 (1970) 8, front cover*.
Two men and servant boy napping under tree, s. Ibid, 51*,
Brewing tea, s. Ibid, 52*,
Red plum blossoms, i, s, age 97, Ming-pao 6 (1971) 7, back cover*.
Woman reading, s, 1930. Ming-pao 8 (1973) 8.21,
Grapevine, i, s, 1925, Ming-pao 8 (1973) 10,45,
Squirrel and cherries, s. Ibid. 47,
Cottage under trees, s. Ibid, 47,
Cabbage and red pepper, i, s. Ibid, 48,
Lichee branch and basket of lichees, i, s. 1948, Ibid, 48.
Lohan, i, s, 1920, Ibid, 51*,
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Eternal peace: doves and various flowers, s. Ming-pao 9 (1974) 4,2-3;
Ming-pao 13 (1978) 5.36* (s cropped); PC 1953,3,20 (s cropped);
Shih-nien CK hua 31*,
Going to school: man and child, i, s. Ming-pao 9 (1974) 8.74,
Old gentleman with a servant boy carrying a basket of coal, i, s.
Ming-pao 12 (1977) 11,59; Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 35*.
Cabbage and radishes, i, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6, 106*.
Flowers and mynah, s. Ibid, 106*.
Roly-poly (weighted doll), i, s, dated as done in 9th year of his
stay in Peking. Ibid. 106*.
Roly-poly (weighted doll), s, age 93. Ibid. 107.
Roly-poly (weighted doll), i, s, age 91. Ibid. 108; PC 1957. 22.24.
Lotus and dragonfly, fan, s, age 88. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 1.50*.
Pomegranates, bird and mantis, s. MSNC 92.
Chrysanthemum and dragonfly, s, age 86. Ibid. 92.
Flowers, rock and dragonfly, i, s, dated as done in 30th year of his stay
Peking. Ibid. 93.
Plum blossoms and bird, s. Ibid, 93.
Bird on branch, i, s, Nan-pei chi 84 (May 1977) 103.
Four landscapes, three i and s. Nan-pei chi 86 (July 1977), back cover*.
Buddha seated under tree, i, s, 1932. Pai-yun-t'ang 11.56*.
Chicks and dragonfly, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 57*.
Shrimps, i, s, age 85. Ibid. 58.
Two crabs, album leaf, s. Ibid. 59.
Shrimps, album leaf, s. Ibid. 60.
Taro leaves and insect, album leaf, s. Ibid. 61.
Three chicks, album leaf, s. Ibid. 62.
Fish, i, s, 1930. PC 1953.3.20.
Pine trees and the artist's cottage, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 20.
Pair of magpies. Ibid. 20 (detail).
Two shrimps, s. Ibid. back cover.
Hawk in pine tree, i, s, age 93. PC 1955.17.15; Ts'ai-mo-hua 48.
Monkey and peach under tree, i, s, 1946. PC 1956.8, back cover*.
Loufa gourd and bee, i, s. PC 1956.14, back cover*.
Maple leaf and cicada, s. PC 1956.22, back cover*.
Frogs and tadpoles, s, age 88. PC 1957,22.24.
Chicks and palms, s. Ibid. 24.
Pine tree and crane, i, s, age 93, for Mao Tse-tung. Ibid. 26.
Apples in basket, s. PR Jan. 27, 1959.18.
Crabs, s. PR March 2, 1962.20.
Two shrimps, s, age 95. PR April 10, 1964.26.
Lotus and dragonfly, i, s. Ibid. 27.
Caltrop fruit, i, s, 1922. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 43.
Lichee and green fruit, s, 1952. Ibid. 44.
Mynah and autumn leaves, i, s, age 89. Ibid. 45.
Basket and crabs, s. Ibid. 46.
Shrimps, s, age 90. Ibid. 47.
Old tree and pure frost (prunus), i, s, 1942. Ibid. 48; Sotheby,
May 28, 1980, 18.
Bees and flowers, s, 1942. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 135.
Chickens chasing a bee, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 136.
Chrysanthemum, i, s. Ibid. 137.
Grasshopper and lichee, s. Ibid. 138.
Morning glories, i, s. Ibid. 139.
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Shrimps, i, sf dated as done in 30th year of his stay in Peking,
Ibid. 140.
Citron and lichee, s. Ibid. 141.
Ducks, rock and water, handscroll, done with Kuo Ta-wei, i, s, age 93.
Ibid. 224.
Bamboo, i, s, 1927. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 16.
Bodhidharma meditating under Bodhi tree, s. Ibid. 17*.
Pumpkin vine and cicada, s. Ibid. 19.
Chicks and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 20.
Basket of grapes, s. Ibid. 21*.
Chrysanthemums, s, age 88. Ibid. 22.
Rock and peony, i, s, 1951. Ibid. 23.
Gourds and grasshopper, s. Ibid. 24.
Chrysanthemum and insects, fan, i, s. Ibid. 25.
Cricket and cricket cage, fan, i, s, age 77. Ibid. 26.
Loquats, i, s. Ibid. 27.
Landscape in dusk, i, s, 1925. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 170*.
Ducks and lotus (attributed to), i, s, 1934. Ibid. 171.
Peonies, i, s. Ibid. 172.
Insect and peapods (attributed to) s. Ibid. 172 A.
Rooster, s. Ibid. 173.
Prawns, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 174.
Red leaves, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 175.
Crabs, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 176.
Fish, crabs and prawn, s, 1947. Ibid. 177; Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 525.
Lotus and dragonfly (attributed to), s, age 88. Sotheby, June 17, 1980,
178.
Chrysanthemum and insects, s, 1948. Ibid. 179.
Gourds and bug, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 180.
Dragonfly and lotus, s. Ibid. 181.
Insects and peapods, s. Ibid. 182.
Prawns, fish and crabs, i, s, age 90. Ibid. 183; Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982,
527.
Peapod and leaves, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 40.
Shrimps, fan, i, s, age 88. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 240.
Bird and flowers, i, s. Ibid. 242.
Chrysanthemum in vase, wine flask and cup, i, s. Ibid. 243.
Mouse and grapes, i, s. Ibid. 244.
Cabbage, i, s. Ibid. 245.
Crabs and vase, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 443.
Fish, shrimp, crabs, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 444.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 445; Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 526.
Loquats, fan, s, age 88. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 34*.
Eight leaf album of flowers, birds, fish and insects, i, s, 1952. Sotheby,
June 24/25, 1981, 698 (4 leaves).
Pine, cicada, roses, done with Ch'en Nien, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981,
469.
Begonias in pot and insects, i, s, dated as done in 26th year of his stay
in Peking. Ibid. 509.
Shrimps, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 510.
Morning glories, s. Ibid. 511.
Birds and flowering tree, i, s. Ibid. 511 A.
Bamboo shoots and mushrooms, fan, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 185.
Praying mantis and grain, fan, i, s. Ibid. 186.
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Grapes, fan, i, s. Ibid. 187.
Lily and dragonfly, fan, i, s, 1942. Ibid. 188.
Red and yellow chrysanthemums, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 40*.
Lichee branch, i, s, 1923. Ibid. 41.
Loquats, i, s. Ibid. 42.
Chrysanthemum and insect, fan, s. Ibid. 43.
Chicks, i, s, 1932. Sotheby, Jan 21, 1982, 528.
Shrimps and crabs, s, age 91. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 54.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, age 94. Ibid. 55.
Doves, fan, i, s, 1952. Ibid. 56.
Cricket and mulberries, fan, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 57.
Chrysanthemums, i, s. Ibid. 58.
Peaches in a basket, i, s, 1950. Ibid. 59.
P'i-p'a fruit, i, s. Sullivan 19.
Night marauders: three rats with book by candlelight, i, s, 1947. Ibid.
20.
Four landscape album leaves, two i, all s. Ibid. 21, 22.
Cicada, i, s, 1924. T'ien-hsia IV.1 (Jan. 1937) bet. 40-41.
A fly and two cups, s. Ibid. bet. 40-41.
Wisteria, i, s, 1927. Trends 26.
Two birds and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1931. Ibid. 27*.
Bodhidharma, the infinite life, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 28.
Shrimps and water-reeds, s. Ibid. 29.
Red plum blossoms, i, s, illustration to Su Shih poem. Tsuruta 6*.
Nine chicks, i, s. Ibid. 85.
Lichee, i, s. Ibid. 86.
Pea pods and vine, i, s. Ibid. 87.
Kingfisher on lotus, i, s. Ibid. 88.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1920. Wu, Painting in China, cover*.
Gourds, i, s. Ibid. cover*.
Hibiscus, i, s, 1920. Ibid, cover*.
Pine tree, i, s. Ibid, cover*.
Li T'ieh-kuei: intoxicated Taoist immortal and his spirit, i, s. Ibid.
I la*.
Browsing by candlelight: rats and book, i, s, 1935. Ibid. lib*.
Silkworms, i, s. Ibid. 13.
Supplementary bibliography:
Ch'i Pai-shih "p| ^3 >£r • Ho.S? Kong: City Museum,and Art Gallery,
1973? Ch'i Pai-shih ch'tian-chi TO *fer J& ^ ^ Paintings of
Ch'i Pai-shih. Taipei: I-shu t'Ŝ -shu, n.d.? Ch'i Pai-^hih hua-chi g%
^g Mj^ 4|| . Peking: Jung-pao-chai, 1952? Ch'i Pai-shih hua-chi ^S
j^ ^_ ^ J§L Mr. Chi Pai-shihs Paintings, Taipei (?):
Cultural Museum Agency,^ 1967? Ch'i Pai-shih hui-hua hsuan-chi jS?
-S ^ H * ift -|ff ^3L * Hu-nan-sheng po-wu-kuan, Hu-nan mei-s^u,
1980? Ch'i Pai-shih i-tso chan-lan-hui chi-nien ts'e
^ tvb " ^ -flffl-
Ch'i Pai-shTn~lao-kung kung-ti hua j ^ |
"^i ^ Shanghai: 1955? Hu P'eirheng ^
Ch'i Pai-shih hua-fa yu hsin-shang M J& ^
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1959? K'o-hsi wu-sheng
Hua-ts'ao kung-ch'ung ts 'e ^ 3p̂» A ^ -flH~
T'ien-chin mei-shu, 1957? T.C. Lai, Ch'i Pai-Shih.
1973? Lung Kung^ J | , Ch'i Pai-shih chuan-liieh ^




T a i p e i : Hua-cheng shu-chu, 1975; C. C. Wang, Ch ' i P a i - s h i h ,
he V e r s a t i l e Genius . Fo r t Thomas, Kentucky: 1976; Wang Fang-yu _3L
-JV ^ and Hstl K a i - y u | ^ Jfc- J | . , K'an C h ' i P a i - s h i h hua
M ${ & %3 f̂e Ch'i Pai-shih1 s Paintings. Taipei: I-shu
t'u-lshu/1979. " ^
A visit to a duck-and-fish-raising family, done with Chao Ming-
ch'eng. PLA 50 Anniversary 66.
CH'I K'UN^|$ Qtj t. Ching-hsi "^, ft? h. Ching-hsi chu-shih ̂  ® >§ "i .
B. 1894 or 1901, d. 1940 or 1944. From Peking; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK I, 35; Yti, 550.
Listening to the waterfall in autumn mountains, i, s, 1941. Chin-tai CK hua
117.
Pasturing horses, done with Ma Chin, s, inscription by Ma dated 1931. CK
hua 7 (1959.4) 6.
Fisherman, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 29.
Man under trees on a bank, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.53.
Copy of T'ang Yin's "Boat approaching a bamboo cove," (now in the National
Palace Museum, Taipei), seal. Hu-she 60.8.
Copy of Wang Fu's "Boating on an Autumn River," i, s. Hu-she 63.9.
Listening to the waterfall, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.15.
Waterfall in a gully, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 91.15.
A scholar under pines, s. I-lin 9.4.
Cock and hen beneath tree, rock, done with Ma Chin, s, Ma's inscription
dated 1933. I-lin 42.8.
Landscape, i, s. I-lin 47.11.
Hawk on rock, s. I-lin 62.7.
Landscape after Tung Ch'i-ch'ang, i indistinct. I-lin 71.14.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 81.7.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. I-lin 89.7
Temple in autumn mountains, i, s, 1938. I-lin 102.3.
Scholar with staff on mountain path, i, s, 1939. I-lin 105.2.
Pavilion over a waterfall, cloudy mountains, i, s, 1940. I-lin 112.15.
Clouds on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1936. Kuo-t'ai 1.19*.
Plum and bamboo, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.69*.
Scholar on path in mist, i, s, 1944. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 44.
Landscape, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 60.
Clearing after snow, after Kuo Hsi, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 45.
CH'I KUNG Mk^ 2% t. Ytlan-pai 7L & • B. 1910. Descendant of Ch'ing
Emperor Ch'ien-lung; formerly professor of Chinese at Fu-jen University in
Peking. BK I, 38; Sullivan 89.
Landscape in Mi style, i, s, 1938. I-lin 100.12.
Sails on a spring river, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 126.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 446.
Landscape with boatman, i, s, 1948. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 512.
Landscape in style of Huang Kung-wang, i, s, 1946. Sullivan 3.
CH'I LIANG-CHI jSf R fit. Tsu-lung «?~ $f^ , B. 1923 (?). Fifth son of
Ch'i Huang. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP.
Grape vine and insect, s. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP., 34.
Dream of the Red Chamber, handscroll, i, s, 1963. A version of a lost
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painting by Ch'i Huang. Ming-pao 6 (1971) 6.3.
Chicks and grasshopper, i, s. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 76.
Prunus and butterfly, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 184.
Pumpkin and insect, album leaf, i, s. Ibid. 185.
Morning glories, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 448.
Grasshopper and plants, s. Ibid. 449.
Morning glories, i, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 530.
5ife -£a ML
CH'I LIANG-CH'IH j~J ^ £ 3 ^ • B* 1 9 2 1 <?)• Fourth son of Ch ' i Huang.
Sotheby, Apr i l 28, 1982.
Cr i cke t and l o q u a t s , i , s . Sotheby, March 12/13 , 1981, 447.
Two f i s h , i , s . Sotheby, J a n . 2 1 , 1982, 529.
Lotus and ducks , i , s . Sotheby, Apr i l 28, 1982, 6 1 .
CH'I PAI-SHIH, see Ch ' i Huang.
CH'I SHIH-YEN ĵti ^ j | :3S t. Tse-kao -S'l $&} . From Suchou, Kiangsu.
Tang-tai ming-jen.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 60.
CH'I YEH-YflN ̂  ^ ^ . Chinese Painting Research Association. BK I, 35.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. I-lin 96.16.
CHIA CH'UAN-LU JJ ^f§ ' ^ t . Tzu-keng ^ ^ . From Ling-shou, Hupei;
graduate of the National Art Academy; landscape. I-lin 52.4.
Landscape with bridge and buildings, i, s. I-lin 52.4.
CHIA CHUNG-P'ING *% ^ -*f- . Jung-pao Chai worker.
New soldiers, i, s, 1959. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 9.
CHIA LU ^J «g* t. Hsi-min JpÊ  ^ • From Hopei; Chinese Painting Research
Association; landscape. BK I, 34; I-lin 9.7.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 9.7.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 89.10.
CHIA YU-FU ^ X_
Landscape, i, s. CK shu-hua 8.10*.
Mountains like white jade hairpins, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.9, inside
front cover.
Plowing by moonlight, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1981.5.23.
Herding in the mountains, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 35.
CHIANG CHAO-HO^i|' 4fc ̂  • B. 1904. From Lu-hsien, Szechwan, moved to
Shanghai and later to Peking; now at Central Art Academy; figures. BK III, 170;
Sullivan, 89; Yti add. 1, 47; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.1, 25-27. ^
Bibliography. A: Chiang Chao-ho hua-chi ^ ^ L ^ ^ #
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1958; B: Chiang Chao-ho shui-mo jen-wu hua
THJ- *i)fc ^M* ̂  '̂. AJtiP^$• N.p.: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978.
Old snack peddler, 1936. A, 1; B, 10* (detail).
Old man, i, s. A, 2.
Seamstress, i, s, 193j^. A, 3.
Rickshaw puller, i, s, 1937. A, 4.
Boy selling thread, i, s, 1937. A, 5; B, 13, 14 (detail); Nan-pei chi













14; B, 12* (detail) .
Child, i, s, 1937. A, 6.
Ah Q, s, 1938. A, 7*; B, 20.
A mother selling her son, i, s«
A blind man, i, s, 1938. A, 9;
Old woman, i, s, 1938. A, 10.
Vagrant children, i, s, 1939.
Street musicians, i, s, 1939.
Two old women, i, s, 1939. A,
Mother and two naked children, i, s, 1939.
Man with pet bird, i, s, d indistinct. A,
Boy peddling tea, i, s, 1940. A, 16*.
Prisoner. A, 17.
Mother with dead daughter. A, 18.
Refugees. A, 19-28; CK shu-hua 3.12* (de t a i l ) , 15-18*, 19-21*
(de ta i l s ) ; Mei-shu yen-chiu, 1981.1. 21-24; Ming-pao 6 (1971) 7.
60-61 sections; Nan-pei chi 136 (1981.9) 51* (de t a i l ) , 52-53.
A man riding a donkey backwards, I , s, 1947. A, 29; B, 15 ( d e t a i l ) .
Girl sel l ing flowers, i , s, 1948. A, 30; B, 16, 17 (de ta i l ) ; Nan-pei
chi 136 (1981.9) 47.
Woman at doorway, i, s, 1948. A, 31; B, 8 (detail).
Peasant couple, i, s, d indistinct. A, 32.
Explaining land deeds to a peasant woman, i, s, 1951. A, 33.
Old peasant and donkey, i, s, 1953. A, 34.
Peasant with new farm tools and horse, i, s, 1954. A, 35.
Peasant holding money received from selling rice, i, s, 1954. A, 36; B,
11* (detail).
Peasant woman and boy looking at fields, i, s, 1954. A, 37.
Watch on the Yalu River, i, s, 1950. A, 38; CK hua 8 (1959.5) 14;
hua hsuan-pien 6; CL II (1952) opp. 120; PC Jan. 16, 1951.32.
Two mothers of one heart: Korean and Chinese, i, s, 1954. A, 39.
Two girls writing a letter to the Chinese People's Volunteers, i, s,
1953. A, 40; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 1.4*; Mei-shu 1959.12.10.
Girl embroidering, i, s, 1953. A, 41.
Toward peace: woman, son, and dove, s. A, 42.
Little boy and doves, i, s, 1954. A, 43.
Mother's hope: mother and child, i, s, 1954. A, 44; B,
Little girl reading newspaper to grandfather, s«
1953.12 back cover.
Girl studying, s. 1955. A, 46.
Children and Chairman Mao under a tree, s- 1955 (?).
CK hua 1 *.
Ssu-ma Ch'ien. A, 48.
Tu Fu with a horse. A, 49.
Girl with spindle toy, 1960. B, front cover*.
Soldier, 1956. B, 1 .
Old man, 1962. B, 4 (detail).
Navy man, 1962. B, 5 (detail).
Militia woman, 1964. B, 6 (detail).
Girl feeding chickens, 1965. B, 7.
Old woman, 1937. B, 14 (detail); Nan-pei chi 136 (1981.9) 49 (detail).
Young girl, 1939. B, 18 (detail).
Old man, 1941. B, 21 (detail).
Boy and three doves, 1954. B, back cover*.
Portrait of Chou En-lai with plum blossom, pine, and landscape
CK
2, 3 (detail).




background, i, s. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 21.
Mao Tse-tung with children and doves, s, CK hua 11 (1959,8) 1.
Two children flying doves, i, s, 1958, CL 1958.5 opp. 34*.
Pigeons, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.8.22*.
Baby with pigeons, s. CR 1982.1, inside back cover*.
Portrait of Chang Heng, i, s. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP 16.
Mother; woman threading a needle, i, s, 1951. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg.
179*.
Boy and three doves, s, 1954. Mei-shu 1955.6.24; Ts'ai-mo-hua 11.
Lu Hsiin remembering Liu Ho-chen, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.10.23? Ming-pao 8
(1973) 4.32.
Portrait of Tu Fu, i , s, 1959. Mei-shu 1962.4.35? PR April 27, 1962,
15.
Li Po lost in thought, i , s. 1978. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.1, inside
front cover.
Portrait of Tu Fu, i indistinct. Ming-pao 7 (1972) 4.2
Tu Fu with a horse. Ming-pao 7 (1972) 4.21.
Boy with firecrackers, plum blossoms; celebrating the downfall of the
Gang of Four, i, s, 1976 (?). Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.33*.
Li Po lost in thought, i, s, 1979. Nan-pei chi 137 (1981.10) 47.
Two girls writing a letter to the Chinese People's Volunteers, i, s,
1953. PC 1953.15, back cover (another version of above).
Portrait of Chang Heng. PC 1956.1.31.
Portrait of Tsu Chung-chih, s. PC 1956.24.34.
Women working, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 21.
CHIANG CHEN-KUANG >X» jfH^ ^ u .
Landscape, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.65.
CHIANG CHENG-HUNG $§ SL p§$« B. 1936. From Ting-hai, Chekiang? specialist in
arts and crafts, also a graphic artist, now with the Central Arts and Crafts
Academy. Ytt add. 1, 47.
Pei-ya Tang, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 233.
CHIANG CH'ENG-NAN ^
Vigilant PLA signal personnel, i, 1974. 25th Anniversary Art Exh.14*?
Hsien-tai CK hua 47.
Reporting we are all ready, 1974. CL 1974.11 opp. 54*.
Welding reinforcement rods on construction site, i, 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 114.
CHIANG CH'I-NING f
Girl ferrying two men on river, done with Liu Chi-jung, i, 1961
Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian 8*.
CHIANG CHIN-KU jf^
Landscape, i, s, 1939. I-lin 109.10.
CHIANG CHING-FENG >2- if̂ f J?lj. Lived in Shanghai? figures, landscapes.
Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 167,
Scholar and attendant in forest, i, s, 1946. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 1678
CHIANG CH1 UN-PA j^. j$t± %\ •
See Collaborative Works List 52.
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CHIANG
CHIANG ERH-SHIH, see Chiang O-shih,
CHIANG FENG-PAI ̂  J^L
Sparrows and bamboo, s, 1979, CK shu-hua 8,23*,
Water village, s, Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 61.
CHIANG HAN-T'ING ̂  j|s. VX , name Ti j$)^ , Shang-yu±-7%* B. 1903 or 1904 or
1909, de 1963. From Ch'ang-shu, Kiangsu; active in various Shanghai art
associations? studied with T'ao Sung-ch'i? after 1949 with the Shanghai Chinese
Painting Academy? birds and flowers, BK II, 70? MSNC, 19: Yu, 237,
Hen and basket of eggs, i, s, 1958, CK hua 7 (1959,4) 13,
Pine, rock, and two pheasants, handscroll, s, 1959, CK hua 12 (1959,9) 3,
Red plum blossoms, done with Ho T'ien-chien, i, seal, 1959, CK hua 13
(1959,10) 17? CP 1961,2,22-23*,
Parrot on a wisteria branch, i, s, 1958, CK hua hsuan-pien 66*,
Autumn garden; bird on red-leafed twig, album leaf, i, s, 1958, Hsien-tai
CK hua chi 20*,
Pomegranate branch and two birds, s, Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 10,
Lotus, bird and rock, done with Chang K'o-ho and T'ang Ylin, s, Kuo-t'ai
XI,27*,
Loquats and flying bird, s. Mei-shu 1963,3,66,
Mynah on a plum branch, i, s, 1948, MSNC 158,
Eagle flying over red leaves, done with T'ang Ytin and Wang Hsien, i, 1961,
Shang-hai hua-niao 1*? Shang-hai hua-niao chi 1*,
Yellow bird on rock, palm tree, s, Shang-hai hua-niao 13*? Shang-hai
hua-niao chi 24*,
Pine and fowl, s , Shang-hai hua-niao chi 28*,
Parakeets and maple leaves, done with T'ang Ytin, i , 1956, Sotheby, March
12/13, 1981, 468,
CHIANG HSI-I iP| ^ ) |?S.t, Shih-sun j | j 3^ h , Hsiao-hung-hsueh-lou-chu
/)* \"3- ^ Ml? 3C- * F^om Nanking, active in Shanghai? Wave Society?
collector? student^bf Li Chien, Chiang Tan-shu and Cheng Ch'ang, BK I I I , 170?
MSNC, 105,
Plum t ree , i , s, 1947, MSNC 101,
CHIANG HSIAO-YU p̂fj' ^ ]J5^ ori ginal name Hsiao ^fl / another name Sha-t'ing
^M* >T • B, 1911, From Hai-ning, Chekiang? Shanghai Art-Tea Association?
Wave Society? graduate of Hsin-hua Art School, also a commercial artist? studied
with Cheng Ch'ang? landscape, figures, BK III, 170? MSNC 105? Yu add, 1, 47,
Landscape, i, s, 1946, MSNC 48,
CHIANG HSuEH-YING ̂  [ ^
Travelers along a mountain stream, s, CK hua 9 (1959,6) 9,
CHIANG I-JAN ,||. ^ ^ f£s, another name Shih-kang ^ (Si] , B, 1901, From
Tientsin? with the Tientsin People's Art Publishers? birds and flowers, Yu
add,1, 19? CL 1966,1, 64,
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1964, illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Ode to the
Plum Blossom," 1961, CL 1966,1 opp, 64*,
Two swallows and bamboo, fan. i indistinct, Hu-she 71,15,
CHIANG I-PO 3<J- -~ ?)^L t another name I-p'o rfjpi f̂ f[ , B, 1908, From
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CHIANG
Fu-chou, Fukien; with the Ninghsia Daily. Yu add.1, 8.
Spring day at Fo-hai, i, s, 1953, Mei-shu 1954.5,25.
CHIANG JUN-SHENG $ | 7 ^ *£ . B. 1879. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; Bee
Painting Society. BK III, 170.
Child, i indistinct. Mei-chan 58.
CHIANG K'UN B. 1940. From Shao-yang, Hunan; a c t i v e i n Hunan. Yu
add. 1, 19.
Panoramic view of Shao-shan, i indistinct. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 62.
Mao Tse-tung points out the Golden Path. Mei-shu tso-p'in hsuan 76*.
Chairman Hua on a train (leading forward the four modernizations), i, 1977.
PLA 50 Anniversary 22.
. Hu-she Painting Society;CHIANG K'UN-CH'ANG $§" " ^ tSr t . T i - fan >(
f lowers . BK I I I , 70; MSNC, 105.
Chrysanthemum, s , 1932. Hu-she 61 .14 .
Chrysanthemum, i , s , 1933. Hu-she 8 1 . 1 3 .
CHIANG LAI-P'ING.
Ying Nin (character from "Strange Stories from a Chinese Studio"), i. CP
1979.6.41*.
CHIANG LANG-SHAN-JEN yX. %f lU
West Lake, f inger p a i n t i n g , 1935. Hu-she 9 6 . 1 1 .
CHIANG MIAO-HSIANG ^ 4^ ^ , original name Wen ?$C , t. Hui-po %* £#L
B. 1890, d. 1972. From Peking; opera actor. CK i-shu-chia II, 166; Yu, 580.
Peonies, section of a collaborative fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien
1.97*.
CHIANG O-SHIH ^p| ^ -=̂  t. San JEL h. Ch1 ing-shuang J$[ jf% . B. 1913, d.
1972. From Yang-chou, Kiangsu; studied in Shanghai; student of Huang Chih;
around 1948 moved to Hong Kong, in 1960 moved to Europe; landscape. Trends,
209.
Landscape, i, s, 1963. Huang Mo-yuan 63.
For paintings of various subjects, mainly done during the 1960s: Sotheby,
June 13, 1979, 63-64; Sept. 27, 1979, 196-202; June 17, 1980, 293-301;
June 24/25, 1981, 671-672; Sept. 18, 1981, 492.
For paintings done between 1959 and 1968: Trends, 79-88.
CHIANG PAO-LIN
Pear blossoms in spring rain, i, s, 1980. CK shu-hua 8.12*.
Mountain radar station, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 121.
CHIANG P'EI-YAO ||j- J0^ 5^t. Ch'u-chun ^ ^ . Woman. B. 1917. From
Hsin-hui, Kwangtung; graduate of Shanghai Fine Arts Academy; studied with Hsieh
Chu and T'ang Yun; flowers. MSNC, 105.
Bird on branch, chrysanthemums, and rock, s, 1936. MSNC 168.
CHIANG SHIH-MO -§~ 1£ lll^ Fan-an f^ / ^ . From Fu-shan, Shantung;
flowers and birds. I-lin 61.12.
Bamboo, sparrows, and rock, i, s, 1934. I-lin 61.12.
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CHIANG TA-CHUNG ^ *K tf .
See Collaborative Works List 53.
CHIANG TA-HUAN ffk- X ^ t . Yung-ming ^< F$ . From Liu-ho, Kiangsu;
studied a t the Suchou Art Academy; flowers, ladies . MSNC, 105.





•9J- -̂ sf t. Ching-lu tfk. J/gih' Chfih-shih tao-jen
f̂b %* iJL /^~ * B - 1 8 8 5 ' d a 1 9 6 2 # From Kiangsu, lived in Hangchou;
traveled in Japan and Korea; active in administration of art schools in Shanghai
and Hangchou. BK I, 36; MSNC, 50; Yu, 579.
Mountain peak, i, s, 1947. MSNC 14.
Magnolia and two birds, i indistinct. Ibid. 99.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.190.
CHIANG SHENG-HUA £.X- •§? 0 . Woman, daughter of Chiang Han-tfing. B. 1920.
From Ch'ang-shu, Kiangsu; Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; flowers and birds
in her father's style. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Bird on flowering branch, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 39.
CHIANG T'lEH-FENG f^- <$lj( * ^ . B. 1938. From Ning-po, Chekiang; primarily a
graphic artist; Kunming Normal Academy. Yu add. 1, 47.
A Tai poultry girl, s. CL 1979.3, front cover*.
ig h. Tsao-ytin-hsien-chu
Shanghai; pupil of Ch'en'
• f t * * . -
ng-ko and
CHIANG TS'AI £ X ^ , t. Nan-p'in )#i
Woman. From Hang-chou, Chekiang, moved t<
Chfen Nien. BK II, 70; MSNC, 19; Yu, 235. .,
Bibliography. A: Tsao-yun-hsien hua-ying %& ~fP0
Peking: Fu-chin shu-she, 193?_.
Han-p'ao-i elegant gathering, i, s, 1925. A, 1.
Collating texts in the Ts'ang Garden, i, s, 1925. A, 2.
Landscape, i, s. A, 3.
Mountains, i, s. A, 4.
Riverscape, i, s, 1925. A, 5.
Pine-filled valley, i, s, 1923. A, 6.
Boating on a mountain stream, i, s, 1924. A, 7.
Cottages in the mountains, i, s, 1925. A, 8.
Pleasures of reading in a mountain grove, i, s. A, 9.
Mountain landscape with cottages and bridge, i, s, 1924. A, 10.
Roses, i, s. A, 11.
Narcissi, berry plant, and rock, i, s. A, 12.
Osage orange branch, i, s, 1925. A, 13.
Wisteria, i, s. A, 14.
Loquat branch, i , s. A, 15.
"Rubbing" of a bronze vessel and inscriptions, painted peony blossoms,
i , s, 1925. A, 16.
Landscape with clustered peaks, fan, i , seal. A, 17.
Sailboats on the river, fan, i , s, 1925. A, 18.
Misty mountains, fan, i , s, 1925. A, 19.
Landscape, fan, i , s, 1923. A, 20.
Flowers and berries, fan, i , s, 1924. A, 21.
Flower, fan, i , s, 1924. A, 22.
Magnolias and other blossoms, fan, i, s, 1924. A, 23.




Grapevines and butterflies, i, s. MSNC 183.
CHIANG TS'AI-P'IN or PfING $f -$£ ™jj[ or Jk . Woman. B. 1934. From
Lo-yang, Honan; Central Art Academy. Yil add. 1, 47.
Huan Liang playing the ch'in, illustration to Liao-chai, i indistinct. CK
hua 1981.1.30*.
Going to market, i, s, 1980. CL 1981.5 bet. 112-113*.
Lotus dance, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.7.23*.
CHIANG TSUNG-HSIN $§ ^ ^ t. Chih-ch1 i Jilt 4$ h. I-an ^ J§^ . B.
1912. From Suchou, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai? Hsing-yti Calligraphy and
Painting Society; student of Chang K'o-ho; landscapes. BK III, 170? MSNC, 105.
Landscape: scholar viewing a waterfall, i, s. MSNC 76.
CHIANG WEI-CHIUNG.
Woman coach for political study, i, 1974. CP New Series 23*.
CHIANG WEN-CHAN £ X ^L J
Two birds on a rock, flowers, i, s (?), 1979. CK shu-hua 5, back cover*.
Landscape with cottage and trees, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.5.21.
Two birds on blossoming plum, 5, 1981. Mei-shu 1981.6.35*.
CHIANG YEN -^" , * ,original name Liu Jen-yen <£)\ 4— &f\ . Woman. B.
1919, d. 1958. From Wu-ch'ang, Hupei, born in Peking; graduate of Peking Art
School.
BK I' 36# u & & *%
Bibliography. A: Chiang Yen hua-hsuan -̂ f- x*|ffc J lM-j Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1963.
Peacocks, magnolias, peonies, s, 1939. A, 1*? Ming-pao 7 (1972) 2,
front cover*•
Pair of ducks by stream, reeds, s. A, 2.
Mynahs and weeping willow, i, s, 1939. A, 3? Ming-pao 7 (1972) 3.53.
Flowers, handscroll, s, 1941. A, 4*.
Harvest scene, i, s, 1947. A, 5.
Fan-shen parade, s, 1948. A, 6.
Voting with beans, s, 1949. A, 7.
Examination for mama, 1953. A, 8*; CR 1954.2.23; Shih-nien CK hua 28*.
Mother with sleeping infant, reading a letter, s, 1954. A, 9.
Vacation: Navy man playing with children, seal, 1954. A, 10;
Contemporary CP 17*; Ts'ai-mo-hua 12.
Children trapping sparrows, seal, 1955. A, 11? Ming-pao 7 (1972) 2.52.
Each according to his ability, seal, 1956. A, 12; Mei-shu 1956.7.33*;
PC 1956.24, back cover* (cropped at edges); Shih-nien CK hua 26.
Morning on the grasslands, s, 1957. A, 13*.
Mongolian family scene, 1957. A, 14*.
Little girl dancing and entertaining guests, s, 1958. A, 15;
CK hua 4 (1959.1) 15; CK hua hstian-pien 10; Ming-pao 7 (1972)
2, 51-2.
Off to set up the community dining room of the commune, s. CP
1959.21.16*; Mei-shu 1959.1, back cover*; Shou-tu 51.




Fruits and vegetables, two paintings, each i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh.
Cat., 11.191.
CHIANG YtiN-^ -*g t. Ying-sheng ^ § %L h. I-hsien j[ £pf , Ta-hsiung
shan-min ^ i2f&. &k Ĵ , • B* 1847, d. 1919, From Huai-ning, Anhwei; an
official under the Ch'ing Dynasty; landscape, flowers. BK I, 36; Sun, 276; Yu,
581 .
Landscape after Wang Hui, i, s, 1906. Chin-tai CK hua 48.
Villa in the mountains, i, s, 1917. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.9.
Landscape after Tung Yuan, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 104.
Colored landscape: high mountains and stream, i, s. Hu-she 43.11
(41-50.113).
Landscape, i, s- 1892. Kuo-tfai 1.49.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1900. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 34.
River and misty mountains, i, s. Tsuruta 72.
CH'IANG SANG -f|| Jg* . B. 1951. From Lhasa, Tibet; with the Lhasa Municipal
Culture and Education Bureau. Yu add. 1, 26.
The oath (minority scene), done with Ma Kang, i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo
mei-shu 73.
CHIAO I i^j ^5t..
Eight finger paintings of water buffalo, i, s- Ch'i-shih nien-tai 127
(Aug.1980) 15-18.
Twelve leaf album, finger paintings of oxen, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, April 28,
1982, 35.
CHIAO Yu jl*. ^ t. Huan-han J ^ J~ h. Tiao-ku-lou-chu
From Hupei; finger painter; flowers. MSNC, 95.
Plum blossoms, finger painting, i, s. MSNC 107.
CH»IAO MU ̂  ^L , another name Ta-nien "K. ^ t ( Yu-ch'ilan ^ ^ . B.
1920. From Shen-hsien, Hopei; student of Chiang Han-tfing; now at Shanghai
Chinese Painting Academy and Shanghai Municipal Art School; flowers and birds.
MSNC, 88; Yti add. 1, 35; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan, 40.
Bird on a branch, s. MSNC 199.
Bird on a rock, flowers, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 40.
CHIEN CHING-LUN f£\ $lc i ^ t . Ch'in-chai Jf1 ^ , Ch'in-shih J ? ^ h.
Ch'ien-shih-lou-chu Jf~ %k jf$ Jfe- • B. 1888, d. 1950. From P'an-yu, Kwangtung;
around 1948 moved to Hong kong, primarily a seal carver. Lin, 169; MSNC, 119,
Yu, 1490.
Three friends of winter, done with Hsu Pei-hung, i, s, colophon dated 1945.
Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 63.
CHIEN FAN
Unforgettable day: Chou En-lai visiting mines, i. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 22.
CHIEN HSIA {
Warmth: PLA men and Tibetans, done with Ngagseng, i, s, 1976. CP
1978.3.44*.
CHIEN WEN-SHU fil 5^ ^$f . Diana Kan. Woman, daughter of Chien Ching-lun.
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B. 1926. From P'an-yu, Kwangtung. Yu, 1490; Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 670.
CH'IEN CH'I-HUA^£ Jĵ t lit. Ta-ken jj|̂  :#& • From Hangchou, Chekiang;
landscape. I-lin 86.11.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1936. I-lin 86.11.
CH'IEN CH'IN-'^ ^ t. Yun-ssu Jj|_ ^ . Woman. From Shanghai; landscape.
Chin-pai-nien shan-mien, I, 36.
Boat under trees, fan, i, s, 1947. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien, I, 37*.
CH'IEN CHUN/^% ^ t . Shih-lan $^ Jj^ h. Li-tao-jen JJ~ £3L ' C . B.
1896. From Suchou, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; descendant of Ch'en Shu. MSNC,
116; Yu, 1434.
Man under a tree, i, s, 1948. MSNC 147.
CH'IEN CHuN^£ ^ . B. 1918. A senior officer in the PLA. Mei-shu 1964.4,
p. 13.
Pine, hawk, morning sun, s. Mei-shu 1964.4.14.
New soldier: Chang Mien-hsing, i, s. Mei-shu 1964.4.64.
CH'IEN ERH-NAN ^
Plum blossoms, fan, i, s, 197?. Huang Mo-yuan 32.
CH'IEN HSIN-CHU ̂ jj^ \^ ^f . Woman, daughter of Ch'ien Sung-yen. Sotheby,
Oct. 23, 1980.
Delivering food to the fields, seal. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 80.
CH'IEN HUA-FO 'jj^ ^t ^ t. Ytl-chai J£ VM . B. 1884. From Wu-chin,
Kiangsu, active in Shanghai; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal Carving, Calligraphy
and Painting Association; Buddhist figures. BK III, 172; MSNC, 116.
Buddha of longevity, s, colophon dated 1929. Chin-tai CK hua 122.
Old tree and moon, i indistinct. Mei-chan 75.
Buddha of longevity, i, s, 1936. MSNC 137.
CH'IEN i f
Children returning from fishing, i, s, 1957. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 50.
CH' IEN KUO-MIN
See Collaborative Works List 64.
CH'IEN MEN-HEN ^
Flower festival at Chin-ch'eng, done with Hsieh Ch'u-sheng, i
indistinct, 1955. Mei-shu 1.956.7 .31 .
j, v ^ JOT* ^£7 N ^5*C
CH'IEN PAO-ANG - ^ Jfe |rj t . Li-an JL /$£ . From Kiangsu; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape." BK I I I , 172; MSNC, 177; Yu, 1434.
Landscape. Han-k'ou 35.
Landscape with pavilion and pines, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.22.
Landscape, fan, s. 1929. Hu-she 19.16 (11-20.152).
Tall mountains, i indistinct. Hu-she 20.12. (11-20.163).
Cranes in pine trees, s. Hu-she 58.16.
Scholar on mountain path, i indistinct. Mei-chan 64.
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CH'IEN SUNG-YEN 1|J£ A'A 35 h. Chi-lu chu-jen & J^ 3^ A- .
B. 1898 or 1899. From I-hsing, Kiangsu; taught at Wu-hsi Art School; now with
the Kiangsu Provincial Chinese Painting Academy. BK III, 172? CK i-shu-chia
I, 512; Yil add. 1 . 50.
Bibliography. A: Ch'ien Sung-yen hua-chi ^t%^ J
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1960; B: Ch'ien Sung-yen tso-p'in hsuan-chi
-^% * £ ^ ^ ^a j£§L i$. " P e k i n 9 : Jen-min mei-shu, 1963;
C: Ch'ien Sung-yen tso-p'in hsuan-chi y ^ j&JZ. Hj% 11F C?C || J|
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1980; D: Ch'ien Sung-yen hua-chi
Mr jiJL • Tientsin: Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
"~~"~Rain-rlower Terrace, s. A, 1*.
Steel furnaces, i, s, 1958. A, 2*.
Cliffs, i, s, 1955. A, 3*.
Hibiscus Lake, i, s, 1958. A, 4*; C, 15*; D, 1*; Chiang-su shih-nien
31*; CK hua 5 (1959.2) inside front cover; Hsien-tai shan-shui 48;
Shih-nien CK hua 96*.
Ceramic kilns, s. A, 5*.
Opening mountains for construction, i, s, 1958. A, 6.
Cooperative fishing, i. A, 7.
Construction site at Wu-hsi, s. A, 8.
Mine at Ox-head Mountain, i, s, 1957. A, 9.
Working in fields, i, s, 1958. A, 10.
Sharpening sickles, s. A, 11.
Flowers and fruit fill the mountains, fish fill the lakes, s. A, 12.
Peasant reading while a donkey eats, s. A, 13.
Repairing boats, s. A, 14.
Children helping on a farm, s. A, 15.
Workers' sanitarium at Lake T'ai, i, s, 1956. A, 16.
Returning fishing boats, s. A, 17.
Fishing, s. A, 18.
Watermill, s. A, 19.
Swallow Rock in clouds, s, 1957. A, 20.
Narrow West Lake, Yangchou, i, s. A, 21.
Thousand Buddha Caves at Lou-hsia, s. A, 22.
Erh-t'ai Cave, Yen-shan, i, s, 1957. A, 23.
Ytin-ch'i Pavilion, Hui-shan, s. A, 24.
Mt. Hsi in rain, i, s, 1958. A, 25.
Fish and reeds, s, 1958. A, 26.
New harbor, s, 1958. B, 1.
Taking a bumper harvest home, i, s, 1958. B, 2; C, 16*; D, 2*;
CL 1967.7 opp. 102*; Hsien-tai shan-shui 47; Kuo-hua hstian-chi 1*.
Camel caravan by cliff with wall, i, s, 1959. B, 3.
In green shade, s, 1960. B, 4.
Tu Fu's Thatched Hut, i, s, 1960. B, 5.
Mao Tse-tung's house in Yenan, i, s, 1960. B, 6.
North Peak, Mt. Hua, i, s, 1960. B, 7.
Ode to Yenan, i, s, 1960. B, 8*; Hsien-tai shan-shui 44.
Spring morning on the Pearl River, i, s, 1960. B, 9*.
Lung-men Buddhist Caves, i, s, 1960. B, 10; PR March 26, 1965.31.
Red Crag, s. B, 11*.
"Green hills reeling like waves, and the dying sun like blood,"
s, 1961, illustration of Mao Tse-tung poem "Loushan Pass," 1935.
B, 12.
Scene of Mt. Huang, i, s, 1961. B, 13.
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Lotus Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1961 • B, 14*.
Village in Yiln-lin, i, s, 1961, B, 15? Mei-shu 1961.6.49.
Fo-hua Cave, i, s» 1960* B, 16*.
Black Dragon Pond, Mt. T'ai, i, s, 1962. B, 17.
Lu Hsun Park, Tsingtao, i, s, 1962. B, 18.
Fishing, i, s, 1962. B, 19.
Dragon Pond Waterfall, Mt. Lao, i, s, 1962. B, 20.
Spring dawn at Shao-shan, i, s, 1962. C, 1*.
Ode to Mt. Yuen, i, s, 1978. C, 2*.
Dawn in the Yenan Date Garden, i, s, 1977, in Chairman Mao's Memorial
Hall. C, 3*? D, 12*? Chiang-su mei-shu 18? CL 1978.1 opp 48*?
CP 1977.12.22-23*? Mei-shu 1977.6.27*.
Red Crag, i, s, 1960. C, 4*? D, 3*.
New town at the Plum Blossom Garden, i, s, 1954. C, 5*.
Red plum, i, s, 1977 (commemorating Chou En-lai). C, 6*.
Jui-chin (meeting place of the Central Revolutionary Army Committee in
1934), i, s, 1966. C, 7*.
Farming and fishing scene, s, 1954. C, 8.
Scene at Lien-yiln Port, i, s, 1965. C, 9? CL 1966.4 opp. 88*.
"Regatta" of boats on river, i, s, 1958. C, 10? Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan
9*? Chiang-su shih-nien 10* (possibly two paintings).
Peasants in paddies, willows and swallows, i, s, 1958. C, 11.
Salt hill, i, s, 1958. C, 12? CL 1964.9.110.
Autumn harvest scene, s, 1958. C, 13? CK hua 13 (1959.10), back
cover*•
Construction scene, i, s, 1958. C, 14.
Sun Yat-sen's Mausoleum, i, s, 1959. C, 17.
Spring at Pei-hai, i, s, 1959. C, 18.
"The West Garden, i, s, 1959. C, 19.
Village at foot of a cliff, i, s, 1961-1963. C, 20.
Scene in North China, i, s, 1960. C, 21*.
New look of the Chia-ling River, i, s- 1960. C. 22.
The cypress at Huang-ling, i, s, 1960. C, 23.
Hsi-ling Gorge, i, s, 1960. C, 24? Hsien-tai shan-shui 45? Mei-
shu 1961.3.58.
King Yti's Temple, i, s, 1960. C, 25? CL 1964.9.108.
San-men Gorge, i, s, 1960. C, 26.
Log rafts on a river, s, 1960. C, 27.
Houses at base of purple cliff, i, s, 1960. C, 28*? Ming-pao 4 (1969)
9, 49*? Shan-ho 17*.
Opening a road on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1961. C, 29.
Sugar cane fields, i, s, 1961. C, 30.
"Beneath a frosty sky the woods blazed totally red," i, s, 1962,
illustration to Mao Tse-tung's poem "Opposing the First Siege," 1931.
C, 31 .
Children at the seashore, i, s, 1962. C, 32.
Seacoast, i, s, 1962. C, 33.
Below Ch'iu-lung shan, i, s, 1962. C, 34*.
Mt. Tsu-lai, i, s, 1962. C, 35*.
Bridge and banyan tree, i, s, 1963. C, 36.
Shou-an Cliff, i, s, 1963. C, 37.
Banana grove, i, s, 1963. C, 38.
The Chin-chi Mountains, i, s, 1963. C, 39*? D, 4*.
Banyan tree and lake , i, s, 1963. C, 40.
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Ytleh-chiang Tower, i , s, 1963, C, 41.
Red "Park" a t Hai-feng, i , s, 1963. C, 42.
The P'eng P'ai Library, i, s, 1963. C, 43.
Coconut palm grove, i, s, 1963. C, 44.
Fishing village, i, s, 1963. C, 45.
The fields of Ch'ang-shu, i, s, 1963. C, 46*? CL 1972. 3.70*? Mei-shu
1964.3.62.
Black Tiger Pine, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1963. C, 47*.
Beacon light in the Yangtze Gorges, i, s, 1963. C, 48? CP 1964.9.23*.
"Happy, I see wave upon wave of paddy and corn, and all around heroes
home-bound in the evening mist," i, s, 1964, illustration to
Mao Tse-tung's poem "Shaoshan Revisited," 1959. C, 49.
Mining in the mountains, i, s, 1964. C, 50? Mei-shu 1964.3.61*.
Rivers and mountains, i, s, 1960-1964. C, 51*? D, 5*.
On the Yangtze River, i, s, 1964. C, 52? CL 1964.9. 107.
The K'un-lun Mountains, i, s, 1964. C, 53.
Spring morning on the Pearl River, i, s, 1965. C, 54*? D, 6*.
Cloud Stone Mountain, Jui-chin, i, s, 1965. C, 55*? D, 7*.
City in mountains, i, s, 1965. C, 56*? D, 8*.
"Green hills reeling like waves, and the dying sun like blood," i, s,
1965, illustration to Mao Tse-tung's poem "Loushan Pass," 1935. C,
57*.
"I saw the thousand hills crimsoned through," i, s, 1965, illustration
to Mao Tse-tung's poem "Changsha," 1925. C, 58*? D, 9*.
New city in the mountains, s, 1965. C, 59.
Mt. Ta-ch'tian, i, s, 1965. C, 60.
Ai-wan Pavilion, i, s, 1966. C, 61*.
Golden fields of the south, i, s, 1966. C, 62*? Ch'i-shih nien-tai 29
(June 1972), back cover*.
Lohan Cliff, Jui-chin, i, s, 1966. C, 63.
T'ung tree mountains, i, s, 1966. C, 64.
Lung-yuan k?ou, s, 1966. C, 65.
The lantern of Ching-kang-shan: a lantern and plum blossoms, i, s, 1966.
C, 66*? D, 10*.
The first bridge on the Long March: peasants on a plank bridge, i, s,
1966. C, 67.
Yenan in snow, i,s, 1972. C, 68*.
The Great Wall, i, s, 1972. C, 69*.
River scene, i, s, 1972. C, 70.
Kuang-ming Pavilion, Lake T'ai, i, s, 1972. C, 71.
The new look of the Three Gorges, i, s, 1973. C, 72*? D, 11*.
Yenan, i, s, 1973. C, 73*.
Mt. T'ai pine, i, s, 1973. C, 74.
Secluded river village, i, s, 1973. C, 75.
Spring comes to the Stone Wall, Nanking, i, s, 1973. C, 76*?
Ch'i-shih nien-tai 55 (Aug. 1974), back cover*.
New look of the Stone Wall, Nanking, s, 1974. C, 77*.
Narrow West Lake, Yangchou, i, s, 1975. C, 78.
Chiang-nan scene, i, s, 1974. C, 79*? 25th Anniversary Art EKh. 22*.
Road in the mountains, i, s, 1976. C, 80*.
Maofs former home at Hsi-po-p'o, i, s, 1976. C, 81*.
Chang Grotto at I-hsing, i, s, 1976. C, 82.
Lo-jen Tree, Ta-chai, i, s, 1976. C, 83*.
Reservoir, i, s, 1976. C, 84*.
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South Lake, i . s, 1977* C, 85*; D, front cover*,
"Stone Forest" by the sea, i , s, 1977. C, 86.
Shan-ch'uan Grotto, I-hsing, i , s, 1978. C, 87.
Tsun-i, i , s, 1978. C, 88*.
Waterfall on Ching-kang-shan, i , s, 1978. C, 89.
The bank of Lake Hstlan-wu, i , s, 1978. C, 90.
Mao-shan, i , s , 1978. C, 91•
Lotuses and dragonflies, supposedly done in 1916, inscribed in 1978.
C, 92*.
Chickens and bamboo, s, 1934, finger painting. C, 93.
Persimmon branch and two birds, s, 1938. C, 94*.
Fish, s, 1957. C, 95.
Cockscombs, i, s, 1959. C, 96*.
Squirrel and pine, i, s, 1960. C, 97.
Gourd and insects, i, s, 1963. C, 98*.
Vegetables, i, s, 1976. C, 99.
Red bamboo and rock, i, s, 1977. C, 100.
Chrysanthemums and rock, i, s, 1977. C, 101.
Fishing boats, seal. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 36 (Jan. 1973), back cover*,
Cliff with stone stairway, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 64 (May 1975),
back cover*.
Lo-jen Tree, Ta-chai, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 8*; Ming-pao
14 (1979) 2.54*.
New look of Lake Tfai, i, s, 1960. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 31.
Red Crag, i, s, 1962. Chiang-su mei-shu 12*.
Swallow Cliff, i, s, 1978. Chin-ling 1*.
Narrow West Lake, Yang-chou, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 2*.
"Stone Forest" by the sea, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 3*.
Fishing village, i, s. Ibid. 25.
Ch'tl-t'ang Gorge, i, s- Ibid. 26.
Lake T'ai, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 27.
Chiang-nan scene, i, s. Ibid. 28.
Fishing village, i, s. Ibid. 29.
Lake T'ai, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 30.
New town at Plum Blossom Garden, i, s. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 55.
Farming and fishing scene, s. CK hua 6(1959.3), inside fron+- cover.
Spring on Lake T'ai, i, s. CK hua 12 (1959.9), inside front cover.
Work on a canal, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 4.
Dredging a river, s. CK hua hsuan-pien 34*.
Pine on Mt. T'ai, i, s. CK shu-hua 3, inside back cover*.
Collecting fertilizer, s. CL 1959.5 opp. 112*.
River scene, i, s, 1960. CL 1961.8 opp. 46*; Mei-shu 1961.2.23;
Shan-ho 21*.
Camels north of the Great Wall, s. CL 1964.5 opp. 84*.
A tavern in Northern Shansi, i, s. CL 1964.9 opp. 80*.
New city in the mountains, i, s. CL 1964.9 opp. 108*.
Sunrise on Lake Ch'i, i, s. CL 1964.5.112.
Huang-yang-chieh, i, s, 1972. CL 1972.11 opp. 88*.
South of the Yangtze, i, s, 1974. CL 1977.11 opp. 32*.
Lake T'ai, i, s. CL 1982.1, front cover*.
Dragon's Head Rock, at the Great Wall, i, s, 1980. Ibid. opp. 56*.
Waterfall, i, s. Ibid. bet. 56-57*.
On the banks of the Yangtze, i, s. Ibid. opp. 57*.
Maple Bridge Mooring, i, s, 1980. Ibid, inside back cover*.
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The beautiful south: Land of fish and rice, i, s, 1972. CP New
Series 26*; Hsien-tai CK hua 28; Nan-pei chi 61 (June 1975) 46;
Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 48*.
On the shore of Lake T'ai, i, s. CP New Series 29*.
Red Crag, i, s, CP 1964.9.22*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 1.2*; Hsien-tai
shan-shui, cover*; Mei-shu 1963.1.57*; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.97*; PR
July 9, 1965.22.
Huts in a bamboo grove, i, s, 1964. CP 1964.9.22-23*.
The Mi-yttn Reservoir, i, s, 1972. CP 1973.3, insert*.
Mt. Lu, i, s. Ibid, insert*.
Spring, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.7.11*.
Yenan, s, 1961. CR 1961.12, back cover*; Shan-ho 8*.
Our river stretches out in a thousand waves, i, s, 1964. CR 1966.6.22*.
Everlasting spring, i, s, age 84. CR 1982.1, inside front cover*.
Chrysanthemums and crab, album leaf, i, s, 1959. Hsien-tai CK hua
chi 9* whole, 10* detail.
Ode to Yenan, i, s, 1960. Hsien-tai shan-shui 44.
Dawn deep in the mountains, i, s. Ibid. 46.
Dawn in mining village, s. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 15.
Landscape with deer, s, 1928. Mei-chan 98.
Narrow West Lake, Yangchou, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.7.30.
Carting ore in a drizzle, i, s, 1958. Mei-shu 1959.1.9.
Log raft, i indistinct. Ibid. 9.
Dredging a river, s. Ibid. 21*.
Spring morning on Lake Tung-t'ing, done with Chang Wen-chun, i, s,
1960. Mei-shu 1960.8/9.44*.
Harvest scene, i, s. Mei-shu 1964.3.60*.
New city in the Ch'in Mountains, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 63.
Scene at Lien-yun Port, i, s, 1964 (?). Mei-shu 1965.2.25.
Dawn at the Great Wall, i, s. Mei-shu tsfung-k'an 1.76.
The Yang-chia Mountains, i, s, 1960. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 9.71; Shan-ho
3*.
Spring morning at the Yen Garden, i, s. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 9, back
cover*; Shan-ho 9*.
Illustration to a poem by Ch'en Tzu-lung: the Small Carts, i, s.
Ming-pao 12 (1977) 3.51*.
Lung-yuan k'ou, i. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.33*.
New city in secluded valleys, i, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7.46.
Huang-yang-chieh, i, s, 1977 (?). PLA 50 Anniversary 41.
Scooping silt from a river, i, indistinct. PR March 24, 1959.20.
Work site at San-men Gorge, i, s, 1960, PR March 17, 1961.18; Shan-ho
15.
Canton Peasant Movement Hall, i, s. Shan-ho 34.
Scholar and cottage, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 235.
Children raking, i, s. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 58.
River landscape, i, s. Ibid. 59.
Coco palms, i, s. Ibid. 60.
Lizard, chrysanthemums and rock, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 230.
Birds on branch, i, s, finger painting. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 77.
Chrysanthemums, i, s. Ibid. 78.
Visiting a friend in the snow, i, s. Ibid. 79.
Scholars gathering, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 43.
New Year morning flowers, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 455.
Pine tree atop a cliff, i, s, age 80. Ibid. 456.
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Birds, chrysanthemums, bamboo and rock, i, s. Ibid, 457.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1942, Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 39.
Still life with chrysanthemums, i, s. Ibid. 40.
Chrysanthemums, bamboo, and rock, i, s, age 82. Ibid. 41 •
Boats on a lake, i, s, age 80. Sotheby. June 24/25, 1981, 702.
Turtles and plants, i, s. Ibid. 703.
Snowscape, i, s, 1940. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 517.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 45.
Landscape, i, s, 1955. Ibid. 46.
Autumn landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 532.
Scholar playing the ch'in for a friend, fan, i, s, 1944. Sotheby, April
28, 1982, 70.
West Lake, i, s. Ibid. 71.
See also Collaborative Works List 5, 7, 19, 54.
CH'IEN TAO-JEN
Landscape, i, s. HHan-k'ou 39.
CH'IEN TZU-YuN ̂ £ ^f Jfj . Shantung,
Mountain road. Mei-shu 1959.11.20.
CH'IEN YA^l j$U t. Shu-ya -fciL ]%^ h. Sou-tieh ]% 4^J£B- 1896 or 1897, d.
1967. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; active in Shanghai; founder of the Bee Painting
Society; in 1923 went to Japan; pupil of Cheng Wen-ch'uo; after 1949 with the
Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy. BK III, 172; Lin, 157; MSNC, 116; Yu, 1427;
Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Plum, fungus, and epidendrum, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 89.
Morning rain on the Huang-p'u River, seal. Ch'uan-kuo shui-ts'ai 38;
Mei-shu 1954.9.30.
Landscape: man with waterfall, i, s. CK hsien-tai.
Plum blossoms, album leaf, i, s, 1962. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 48.
Taro, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 51*.
Hermits "»n mountains, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 20.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1957. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 4.
Suchou Creek, Shanghai, seal. Ibid. 15.
Pines on Nan-shan, fan, i, s, 1965. Kuo-t'ai V.78.
Peaks and waterfalls, i indistinct. Mei-chan 60.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 2 (May 1934).
Boating, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Crane, i, Mei-shu sheng-huo 39 (June 1937).
Cabbage and plum blossoms, s. Ibid.
Landscape, i indistinct. Ibid.
Basket of flowers, i, s, 1937. Ibid.
Goldfish and plants, s. Ibid.
Chipmunk on pine, i, s, 1936. Ibid.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1929. MSNC 20; Tang-tai ming-jen 118.
Workers' sanitarium on Lake T'ai, i, s, 1954. PC 1955.9, back cover;
Ts'ai-mo-hua 32.
Moon Gorge, s. Shang-hai hua-yuan 45.
View of Tiger Hill, fan, i, s, 1953. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 189.
A corner of Huang Shan, i, s, 1929. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 68.




CH'IEN YEN*^3fe ^ y ^ ' c h i n 9 - w e i 7f. /S)Q ' Ching-wei 4f -pt • From
Hang-chou, Chekiang; figures, especially Buddhist and Taoist. I-lin 84.3.
Man seated on a rock under a wu-t'ung tree, fan, i, s, 1935, after T'ang
Yin. I-lin 84.3.
CHIH C H ' I E N ^ %^ t. Tz'u-an $%% J^ , Nan-ts'un 0] $J3 h.
Jan-hsiang-kuan-chu £& ^ $&£i% ^ * 1904. From Suchou, Kiangsu, moved to
Shanghai. MSNC, 12.
Rooster, i, s, 1947. MSNC 198.
CHIN CHANG ^ Jfl h. T'ao-t'ao pjj ]5>JjJ . Woman, third sister of Chin Ch'eng.
D.c. 1937. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; Chinese Painting Research Association;
studied in Europe; flowers, birds, fish. BK I, 37; MSNC, 42; Yti, 557.
Fish and seaweed, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.26.
Fish, peach blossoms, and stones, done with Chin Ch'eng and Yti Ming, s.
Hu-she 14.13 (11-20.129).
Pheasants and plum blossoms, i indistinct. Hu-she 15.13 (11-20.135).
School of fish, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.5 (11-20.154); Mei-chan 31.
Cat under banana palm and rock, i, 1925. Hu-she 21-30.112; I-lin 15.10.
Horse in grove of trees, done with Chin Ch'eng and Yti Ming. Hu-she
21-30.156.
Peach blossoms, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 44.15 (41-50.127).
Frog on a lily pad, lotuses, s, 1931. Copy of a painting by Chin Ch'eng
reproduced in Hu-she 34.3 (31-40.106). Hu-she 52.11.
Flowers, album of sixteen leaves. Hu-she 54.11; 55.13; 56.12; 58.12;
64.13; 65.11; 67.9; 68.9; 69.10; 70.11; 72.14; 73.10; 74.11; 75.11;
76.11; 78.6.
Birds and red leaves, i, s indistinct. I-lin 8.6.
Wisteria, fish, water plants, i, s, 1927. I-lin 23.14.
Bird on willow, flowers, i, s, 1928. I-lin 40.10.
Lotus and kingfisher, s, 1929. I-lin 51.12.
Gold fish, i, s, 1929. I-lin 60.6.
Gold fish and water plants, s, 1931. I-lin 84.3.
Cockatoo and banana palms, seal (?). I-lin 92.14.
White swallows and willows, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 61.
CHIN CH'ENG <3^ =9^ , another name Shao-ch'eng ,^3 * ^ t. Kung-po ̂  4% t
Kung-pei 4 ^ *£* h- Pei-lou J-L jf&L , Ou-ch«ao (or hu) J^ ĵjffl Q%%) • B.
1878, d. 1926. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; worked chiefly in Peking; founder of
the Chinese Painting Research Association; BK I, 37; Sullivan, 89; Sun, 241;
Yang add. 7; Yti, 554.
Bibliography. A: Chin Kung-pei i-mo /£ • ^ d & JJL <3> . N.p.:
K'o-tu-lu, 1927-1929, 8 volumes.
Scholars in a pavilion build over rapids, i, s, 1925. A, 1.1.
On donkey back seeking poetic inspiration, i, s, 1926. A, 1.2.
Copy of T'ang Yin's "Alone in a small pavilion by a mountain stream," s,
1909. A, 1.3.
Copy of Ni Tsan's "Fishing on a clear stream," i, s, 1923. A, 1.4;
Hu-she 80.5.
Reading in a mountain cottage, i, s, 1926. A, 1.5.
Copy of Chao Meng-fu's "Two scholars admiring a waterfall," i, s, 1925.
A, 1.6; Hu-she 35.10 (31-40.112).
.Copy of Chti-jan's "Wintry grove and solitary temple," 1914. A, 1.7.




Searching for spring: gentleman with staff in landscape, ir s. Af 1.9.
Sparse trees and secluded cliff, i, s, 1911. A, 1.10.
Copy of Kung Hsien's "Plum village," i, s, 1913. A, 1.11.
Scholar in mountain pavilion over rapids, another scholar approaching,
i, s, 1923. A, 1.12.
Copy of Lan Yingfs copy of Li Ch'eng's "Autumn in the mountains," i, s,
1908. A, 1.13.
Walking with a staff toward an autumn grove, i, s, 1925. A, 1.14.
Tiger coming out of the mountains, 1890 (?). A, 1.15.
Bird on blossoming plum, i, s, 1926. A, 1.16.
On donkey back seeking poetic inspiration, i, s, 1925. A, II.1.
Fishing in the autumn river, i, s, 1924. A, II.2.
Lofty recluse in autumn grove, i, s, 1924. A, II.3.
Pavilion on terrace, tall pines and cliffs, i, s, 1926. A, II.4.
Ravine and pine cliffs, i, s, 1923. A, II.5; Hu-she 1-10.111.
Boating near a bridge, i, s, 1925. A, II.6.
Plum Blossom Studio, i, s, 1923. A, II.7.
Travelers in mountain pass, s, 1923. A, II.8.
Listening to the Ts'ang-lang fisherman's flute, 1923. A, II.9.
Clearing after snow on a river, i, s- 1924, after Wang Wei. A, 11.10.
Sparrows on bamboo, i, s, 1925. A, 11.11; Hu-she 12.11 (11-20.107).
Squirrel on a tree trunk, s, 1926. A, 11.12; another version, not
dated, in Hu-she 1-10.59.
Bamboo, rock, chicks, i, s, 1926. A, 11.13; Hu-she 65.10.
Cockatoo on rock, banana leaves, seals. A, 11.14; Hu-she 33.12
(31-40.104).
Bamboo and chrysanthemums, i, s. A, 11.15; Hu-she 43.12 (41-50.82).
Magnolia and parrot, i, s, 1924. A, 11.16; Hu-she 1-10.127.
Scholar in a pavilion under pine, servant preparing tea, after Ma Yuan,
illustration to a poem, i, s, 1925. A, III.1; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
26; Hu-she 97.9.
Sails on misty river, cliff with pine and pavilion, i, s, 1925. A,
III.2; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 28.
Listening to the flute on an autumn river, i, s, 1924. A, III.3; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 23.
Scholar in mountain house enjoying the moon, i, s, 1923. A, III.4.
Gentleman watching boy fish in a stream, s, 1924. A, III.5; CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 30; Hu-she 88.10.
Landscape after Kung Hsien, i, s, 1920. A, III.6.
Layered mountains and misty trees, in Mi style, i, s, 1924. A, III.7.
Scholar in mountain pavilion, servant approaching on a bridge, i, s. A,
III.8: CK min-ch'u hua-chia 24 (detail).
Wang Ch'uan, i, s. A, III.9; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 27.
Sheep in a meadow, i, s, 1926. A, 111.10.
Corn and tomato (?) plants, i, s, 1923. A, III.11; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
31.
Duck, bamboo and stream, i, s, 1923. A, III.12; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
31 .
Blossoming kapok tree. i. s, 1923. A, III.13; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 23.
Roses, s. A, III.14; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 29; Hu-she 100.21.
Peonies and rock, i, s, 1925. A, 111.15; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 27;
Hu-she 1-10.44.
Long-tailed bird in cypress tree, s- 1925. A, III.16, CK min-ch'u
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hua-chia 25; Hu-she 1-10.43.
Garden scene, i, s, 1925. A, IV. 1; Hu-she 96.8.
Enjoying the evening in a pine pavilion, i, s, 1924. A, IV.2.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1925. A, IV.3.
Listening to the wind in the pines, i, s- 1924. A, IV.4.
River scene in style of Chao Kan, i, s, 1926. A, IV.5.
Clearing after snow in the mountains, after Li Ch'eng, i, s, 1924. A,
IV.6.
Gathering herbs, i, s, 1924. A, IV.7.
Clearing after snow on the river, i, s, 1923. A, IV.8.
Listening to waterfall in secluded valley, 1925. A, IV.9; Hu-she 37.11
(31-40.114) .
White clouds and red leaves, i, s, 1926. A, IV.10.
Thatched huts in grove by river, after Ni Tsan, i, s, 1926. A, IV.11;
Hu-she 1-10.34.
Hawk on a rock , i , s . A, IV.12 .
Frog on l o t u s pad, l o t u s e s , i , s , 1925. A, IV.13? Hu-she 34.3
(31-40.106).
Plum and bamboo, i, s, 1923. A, IV.14.
Kapok tree, i, s, 1923. A, IV.15.
Cat on rock, roses and irises, i, s, 1925. A, IV.16; Hu-she 1-10.19.
Two cypresses and buildings, i, s, 1924. A, V.1 .
Two ladies in boats on lotus pond, i, s, 1909. A, V.2.
Landscape after Hsu Tao-ning, i, s. A, V.3.
Cottage in wu-t'ung grove, after Shen Chou, i, s. A, V.4.
Cold stream and old trees, i, s, 1925. A, V.5.
Returning woodcutter in secluded valley, i, s, 1926. A, V.6.
Water village after Chao Ta-nien, i, s, 1924. A, V.7.
Boating on a river under white clouds and red leaves, i, s, 1924. A,
V.8.
Mountain villa, i, s. A, V.9.
Lofty recluse in autumn mountains, i, s, 1924. A, V.10.
Spring in Chiang-nan, 1912. A, V.11.
Bird on pine, seals. A, V.12; Hu-she 44.8 (41-50.83), reproduced in
mirror reverse.
Bird on branch above rock, i, s. A, V.13.
Scholar seated by stream, fan, 1926. A, V.14.
Loufa, i, s, 1923. A, V.15.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1923. A, V.16.
Banquet at night in the Peach and Pear Garden, i, s. A, VI.1.
Sword dance and calligraphy inspiration, i, s. A, VI.2.
Poet seated by a stream, i, s. A, VI.3.
Figures in a pavilion, i, s. A, VI.4.
Watching a boy fish, i, s. A, VI.5; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 30.
Su Shih and ladies in garden, i, s. A, VI.6.
Party in a pavilion, tipsy man departing, i, s. A, VI.7.
Man with a horse honoring a female in cart in the clouds, i, s. A,
VI.8; Hu-she 21-30.122.
Three ladies on terrace, flying phoenix, i, s. A, VI.9; CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 29.
Scholar in pavilion writing, two ladies outside, i, s. A, VI.10.
Li Yu-chi visiting Lin Pu in the snow, i, s. A, VI.11.
Poet with ladies in a pavilion, i, s. A, VI.12.
Twelve-leaf album of paintings after old masters, i, s, 1916. A, VII.
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Copy of Huang Kung-wang's "Dwelling in the Fu-ch'un mountains." A,
VIII.
A beauty in snow, done with Yti Ming, i. Chin-tai CK hua 95.
Temple in misty mountains, in Mi style, i, s, 1916. Chin-tai ming-jen
11.17.
Bird drinking from a water-trough, roses and other flowers, i, s, 1912.
CK chin-pai-nien 78.
A duck under willows, i, s, d indistinct. CK hua 1 (1957) 38.
Man on a donkey and an attendant in a landscape, album leaf, i. CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 22.
Four flower scrolls, after Hua Yen, i, s, one dated 1923. Collectanea
1853-1971, 47-50.
Willows and swallows in landscape, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 51.
Scholar and servant under bare willow, after Lu Chih, i, s. Ibid. 52.
Man in kiosk beneath pine, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.1.
Cat, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.7.
Pavilion by lotus pond, i indistinct, 1925 (?). Hu-she 1-10.15.
Landscape with mists and buildings, s, 1925 (?). Hu-she 1-10.24.
Pekinese dog in a garden, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 1-10.30.
Bird in willows, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 1-10.53.
Squirrel on tree trunk, s. Hu-she 1-10.59.
Two birds and leafless tree branches, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.69.
New Year's still life, i, s, 1914 (?). Hu-she 1-10.79.
Wisteria vines, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 1-10.81.
New Year's still life with dog, brazier, narcissus. Hu-she 1-10.89.
Tiger resting on the ground, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.97.
Landscape with buffalo herder, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 1-10.104.
House among cliffs, waterfall, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.115.
Sparrows on a branch, bamboo, s, 1924. Hu-she 1-10.121.
Man in a house on a cliff, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 11.9 (11-20.106).
River landscape with high mountains, after Wen Cheng-ming, i indistinct.
Hu-she 13.9 (11-20.107).
Fish, peach blossoms, and stones, done with Chin Chang and Yti Ming.
Hu-she 14.13 (11.20.129).
Copy of Wang Wei's "Snow scene". Hu-she 14.11 (11-20.108).
Landscape album, i , s . Hu-she 15.7, 16.10, 17.13, 18.15 (11-20.109,
110, 111).
Two men on a bridge, fan, i, s, 1920. Hu-she 19.9 (11-20,109).
Landscape in the manner of Wu Chen, i, s. Hu-she 20.3 (11-20.108).
Four flower scrolls, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.110-111.
Landscape after Chti-jan, i, s, 1916. Hu-she 21-30.112.
Two long-tailed birds on a rock, tree, after Hui-tsung, i, s, 1920.
Hu-she 21-30.114.
Fisherman in shade of pines, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.114.
Landscape: visiting a mountain temple, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 21-30.115.
Landscape in Yuan style, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 21-30.118.
Four bird and flower paintings, 3 with seals, one i, s, 1913. Hu-she
21-30.120-121.
Copy of Ch'en Jo-yen's "Hundred-yard Waterfall," i, s. Hu-she
21-30.124.
Pines, banana, and loquats, done with Hu Heng, i , s, 1924. Hu-she
21-30.125.
Kapok tree, s, 1923. Hu-she 21-30.127.




Copy of Ch'ien Hstian's "Gourd Vine," i, s. Hu-she 31.11 (31-40.103).
Two birds in pine tree, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 32.12 (31-40.103).
Copy of T'ang Yin's copy of Li Ch'eng's "Clearing after snow on many
peaks," i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 34.2 (31-40.105).
Wisteria, rocks, roses and rapids, i indistinct. Hu-she 34.4
(31-40.107).
Cat on a rock, banana leaves and irises, i, s. Hu-she 34.5 (31-40.108).
Monkey in a tree reaching for fruit, s, 1923. Hu-she 34.5 (31-40.108).
Bird on rock, another flying, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 34.6 (31-40.109).
Two birds in pine tree, roses, s, 1925. Hu-she 34.6 (31-40.109).
Cock standing on a basket, s, 1926. Hu-she 34.7 (31-40.110).
Goldfish and wisteria, i, s. Hu-she 34.8 (31-40.111).
Two squirrels in pine, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 36.9 (31-40.113).
Lands of the immortals, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 38.11 (31-40.115).
Green mountains and white clouds, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 39.9 (31-40.116).
Landscape in Li Ch'eng manner, 1914. Hu-she 40.9 (31-40.117).
Four landscapes, i, s, 1923 and 1924. Hu-she 41-50.80-81.
Landscape after Ching Hao, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 45.8 (41-50.84).
Landscape after Hua Yen, i, s, 1921. Hu-she 46.7 (41-50.85).
Bird on a rock, flowers, fan, i, s. Hu-she 46.9 (41-50.86).
Copy of an eagle on a perch by Hui-tsung, i, s, 1920. Hu-she 47.7
(41-50.87).
Landscape after Tao-chi, i, s, 1918. Hu-she 48.11 (41-50.88).
Hawk in a pine, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 49.11 (41-50.89).
Two monkeys in pine tree, done with Ch'eng Chang, i, 1917. Hu-she 50.9
(41-50.90).
Garden, handscroll. Hu-she 51.8.
Landscape after Tung Ch'i-ch'ang, i, s, 1908. Hu-she 52.9.
One hundred birds (sketches by Chin, paintings by Yang Min). Hu-she 52
to 74.
Viewing mountains from a terrace, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 53.9.
Ink plums, handscroll, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 54.8.
Pines and rocks, handscroll, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 55.11.
Tiger in grasses, s, 1926. Hu-she 56.10.
Landscape after Wen Cheng-ming, i indistinct. Hu-she 57.8.
Snowscape, seal (?). Hu-she 58.8.
Rider in a landscape, after Ch'iu Ying, i , s, 1917. Hu-she 59.8.
Copy of "Two Hounds" by Bnperor Hstlan-tsung (now in Fogg Art Museum), i ,
s, 1916. Hu-she 60.1 .
Blue and green landscape after Wen Cheng-ming, i, s, 1917. Hu-she 61.7.
Branch of lichee, after Shen Chou, i, s. Hu-she 62.7.
Plum blossoms, s, 1908. Hu-she 62.7.
Landscape after Shao Mi: man in pavilion over rapids, i, s, 1917.
Hu-she 63.6.
Moving, i, s, 1915. Hu-she 64.10.
Worshipping a stone, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 65.10.
Flowers and birds, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 66.10.
Grapes, s, 1924. Hu-she 67.8.
Landscape, s, 1919. Hu-she 68.8.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1916. Hu-she 68.8.
A walled pavilion, fan, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 68.11.
Flowers and leaves, fan, s, 1923. Hu-she 68.11.




Cat and butterfly, i, s, 1918. Hu-she 71.10.
Bird on a willow, i, s, 1918. Hu-she 72.10.
Flowers, fan, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 73.11.
Peonies and rock, s. Hu-she 74.8.
Travelers on plank roads, i, s, 1914. Hu-she 75.9.
Wintergreen plant, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 76.10.
Pavilion by a lotus lake, after Ma Yuan, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 77, cover.
Flowers, i, s, 1914. Hu-she 78.5.
Pheasant on a rock, copy of painting by Pien Lu, i, s, 1919. Hu-she
79.7.
Scholar in a cliff pavilion, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 80.5.
Flowers, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 81.10.
Hibiscus, willow and cicada, s. Hu-she 82.8.
Birds, flowers and willows, i, s. Hu-she 83.7.
Bamboo and sparrows, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 84.9.
Landscape, i, s, 1919. Hu-she 85.10.
Looking at a waterfall, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 86.10.
Landscape with boats and village, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 87.10.
Four bird and flower paintings, i, s, last dated 1919. Hu-she 89.13;
90.9.
Villa under pine, mountain in background, i, s. Hu-she 91.8.
Boating beneath trees, after Wu Chen, i, s. Hu-she 92.7.
Landscape after Wang Hui, i indistinct. Hu-she 93.7.
Peonies, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 94.10.
"Orphan Island," i, s, 1924. Hu-she 95.7.
Riders by a riverside, after T'ang Yin, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 97.12.
Dwelling in the mountains, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 98.9.
Looking for plum blossoms, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 99.10.
Cottages in the mountains, i, s- 1925. Hu-she 100.20.
Chrysanthemums, colophon dated 1930. Hu-she 100.24.
Golden pheasant, after Hua Yen, s, 1921. Kuo-t'ai II.4*.
A horse under a tree, done with Ma Tzu-ytin, i, s, 1925. Kuo-t'ai
IV.14*.
Prunus, narcissus, and rock, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 49.
Citron and blossoming branches, done with Wu Cheng and Yao Ying. i, s,
1922. Ibid, 50.
Hawk and pine branch, s. Ibid. 51.
Spotted deer, s. Ibid. 52.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1903. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 194.
Landscape and scholar, after Shao Mi, s, 1920. Ibid. 195.
Rock and pomegranate, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 196.
Goose and willow tree, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 197.
Bodhidharma in mediatation, done with Ch'en Nien, i, s, colophon dated
1910. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 647.
Kingfisher and lotus, s, 1911. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 494.
Landscape after Huang Kung-wang, i, s, 1921. Tsuruta 105.
CHIN CH'ENG-SHENG "J&. ^ ^ .
Kuan-yin, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.164.
CHIN CHIEH-CHUNG %^ "ifjP̂  ^ . B. 1936. From Ch1 ing-t1 ien, Chekiang; with
the Central Minorities Academy. Yil add. 1, 18.




New bride (Hsia-kuan I minority women), done with Chou Hsiu-ch'ing, i, s,
1980. CK hua 1981.1.57*.
CHIN CHIH-CHUNG 3? WL T t. Yttn-sheng /u 4\ h. Chih-hu
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, flowers, goldfish. BK I, 37; MSNC, 42.
Lotuses, s. Hu-she 1-10.90.
Birds on flower stalks, s, 1928. Hu-she 21-30.133.
Flying bird and willow fronds, s, 1931. Hu-she 42.6 (41-50.102).
Monkeys and tree, s, 1932. Hu-she 51.16.
Goldfish and seaweed, i, s. 1932. Hu-she 60.15.
Goldfish and water plants. Hu-she 83.15.
Goldfish, seaweed, and water plants, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 90.15.
Goldfish, dragonflies, and rock, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 96.9.
CHIN CHIH-YttAN yj£ /o1 Zj|_ B- 1930. From Hsing-hua (or Yang-chou), Kiangsu;
studied at the Peking Central Art Academy; now at the Kiangsu Provincial Chinese
Painting Academy; figures, landscape. Yu add. 1, 18; Chin-ling.
Digging mountains to channel water, done with Sung Wen-chih, i, s, 1958.
Chiang-su kuo-hua-ytlan 11; CK hua 6 (1959.3) 2; CR 1959.11, back cover*;
Mei-shu 1959.1.9.
Dawn at Shao-shan, done with Sung Wen-chih, i, s, 1977. Chiang-su mei-shu
16.
Mao Tse-tung in a mountain village. Chiang-su shih-nien 1*; Shih-nien CK
hua 27.
Li river scenery, s• Chin-ling 13*•
Bamboo forest and tea plantation, i, s. Ibid. 14*.
Terraced fields and villages in mountains, i, s. Ibid. 15*.
Pines by the Yellow Sea, i, s. Ibid. 48.
Road on Mt. 0-mei, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 49.
The Wu Gorges, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 50.
Misty forest, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 51.
Mist and rain on the Li River, i, s. Ibid. 52.
Picking water chestnuts, i, s, 1956. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 5.
Herd girl and two waterbuffalo, seal. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 8.
Fishing boats. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 58.
Harvest boats, done with Hsu Hsien, i , s, 1962. Mei-shu 1963.1.53*.
Industry on the Ta-tu River, i . Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.98*.
Mt. Huang, i , s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 392.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 20.
CHIN CH'IN-PO, see Chin Kfai-yeh.
CHIN H0-/3T 'ppj^.t. Meng-shih ^ %g . From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; figures,
flowers, birds. BK I, 37.
Two tigers coming out of the mountains, i, s, 1931. Chin-tai CK hua 114.
Cranes, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 34.
Magpies and chrysanthemums, s. Ibid. 35*.
Flowers and birds, i, s, 1932. Kuo-t'ai 11.13*.
Judging horses, i, s, 1918. Kuo-t'ai III.7*.
Monkeys and bees, i, s, 1909. Tang-tai ming-jen 59.
CHIN HSIEH-CHUNG %. tffi ^ t. Ho-fu ^P? jEJ7% . Brother of Chin Chih-chung;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, ladies. BK I, 37; MSNC, 42.
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Lady applying rouge to her lips, i, sr 1935. Hu-she 96,16,
CHIN HUNG-CHilN <& Y^ ^ .
Calla lilies, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.7.23*.
CHIN JO-SHUI <£ ^ //<.
See Collaborative Works List 48.
CHIN JUNG -j£ j$jl. t. Shou-shih J| ^ . B. 1885, d. 1928. From Wu-hsien,
Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai? landscape, figures, flowers, animals. Yang add.10;
Ytt, 560.
Horses in a stream, grooms under trees, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 72.
Scholar looking at catalpa trees, fan, i, s, 1925. Hsin-han ko 111.14.
Old man, child and chicks, i, s, 1915. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 133.
CHIN JUNG-CHING JIL !%jr ^MJ t. Tien-ch'eng mj Z& , Ch'ien-fu ̂ If &L. h.
Hsiang-yen chu-shih ^ Mu, fik "^ ' Ching-ch'ih lao-jen^^ %~f -%L s4^ ,
Piao-hu i-laop^ ^ 0 J3L %LS B' 18 5 6' d* 1 9 2 8 o r 1930. C.s, 1899. From
Chia-hsing, Chekiang, active in Shanghai. BK I, 37; Sun, 240; Ytl, 560.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 84.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1920. Sui-kfan ts'ang,
CHIN K'AI-FAN ̂  %tl t% t. Ch'ien-an >^B )% h. Yin-hu ^ 2&f[ . B. 1859,
d. 1946; From Wu-hsing, lived in Peking; eldest son of Chin Ch'eng. Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape, BK I, 37; MSNC, 42; Yu, 558.
Dragon, s, 1928. Hu-she 1-10.26.
Serpent in a tree, s, 1929. Hu-she 15.16 (11-20.138).
Horse, s, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.161.
Two goats, after Chao Meng-fu, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 38.16 (31-40.162).
Fisherman, s, 1931. Hu-she 48.16 (41-50.160).
Monkey in a pine tree, s. Hu-she 50.16 (41-50.169).
Lilies and insect, fan, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 61.12.
Cormorant fisherman, Hu-she 52.11.
Spider, web, and dragonfly, fan, i, s. Hu-she 58.11.
Roses and rocks, i, s, 1932 (?). Hu-she 59.14.
Landscape, fan, for Li Liu-ch'i, i indistinct. Hu-she 74.12.
Goldfish, fan, for Ch'eng Chung-yu, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 97.12.
Goldfish, fan, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 98.12.
Lady, fan, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 99.16.
CHIN K'AI-FU <^ pN %^B t. P'ei-yli $^L ^ • Woman, niece of Chin Ch'eng.
Hu-she Painting Society; flowers. BK I, 37; MSNC, 42.
Flowers, s, 1931. Hu-she 52.14.
CHIN K'AI-HUA ^ %j^ Jp t. P'u-an ̂ ^ J|[ h. Shu-hu £ ^ $$$ . Son of Chin
Ch'eng; Hu-she Painting Society. BK I, 37.
Bird on branch and bamboo, done with Li Jui-ling and Liu Kuang-ch'eng, i,
1927. Hu-she 1-10.32.
Wisteria, s. Hu-she 47.16 (41-50.156).
Two birds on a rock, plum blossoms, s, 1935. Hu-she 100.32.
Birds on a leafy branch, colophon dated 1928. Mei-chan 88.
CHIN K'AI-I <jL RfJ ^ t. K'ung-chang Jt> jf[3 h» Hsi-kung %p X . From
Wu-hsing, Chekiang, nephew of Chin Ch'eng; Hu-she Painting Society;"rlowers and
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birds, BK I, 37; MSNC, 42.
Kingfisher on a branch, s, Hu-she 1-10,20.
Bird on a pine branch, s, 1929, Hu-she 20,15 (11-20.166).
Snowscape, i, s, d indistinct, Hu-she 35.17 (31-40.141),
Peony blossoms, according to colophon, done in 1930. Hu-she 41-50.102,
Three horses, in Yuan style, s, Hu-she 73.12.
CHIN K'AI-YEH/3L Wj ]§L (Ginpoh Y. King), other names, Ying JS^ ,
Ch'iung-lin J . J jpj^ , t . Ch'in-po JjJ- Jfa , Chi-ou %M Jfe . B. 1911. From
Wu-hsing, Chekiang; studied painting with his uncle Chin Cn*eng and his aunt,
Chin Chang; Hu-she Painting Society; attended Yenching University, London
University, New York University; taught in Hong Kong and the United States, now
in Taiwan. BK I , 37; MSNC, 42; Tang-tai, 41; Trends, 117.
Swallows amid willow branches, Hu-she 1-10,22,
Birds by a reedy stream, Hu-she 1-10.88.
Cockatoo on a branch, rock, s . Hu-she 20.13 (11-20.163); Mei-chan 34.
Bird on a pine, s , 1930. Hu-she 31-40.142.
Flowers, insec ts , b i rd , i , s, 1933. Hu-she 92.14.
Roses and rocks, i , s , 1933. Hu-she 92.15.
Squash vine and rock, i , s, 1935. Hu-she 96.16.
Landscape, s . Trends 38.
Landscape, s ea l . Ibid. 39.
Landscape, s . Ibid. 40.
Landscape, i , s . Ibid. 41.
CHIN KUANG-SHU ^ ^t $% .
See Collaborative Works List 63.
CHIN KUANG-Yti 3̂L ^L ^WL . B. 1941. From Shanghai; 1964 gradua te of
Chekiang Art Academy, now works i n Shanghai; l andscape , f i g u r e s . Shang-hai CK
hua-ytlan, 57.
S c i s s o r s Gorge, i , s , 1973 ( ? ) . Shan-shui hua 13* .
Wu Gorges, i , s , 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yiian 57 .
Wil low-l ined r i v e r , i , s , 1978. Shang-hai hua-ytian 36*.
Ta-chai, i indistinct. Mei-shu tsfung-k'an 1. 55.
Landscape: the spirit of Ching-kang-shan, done with Hsu Yao, i indistinct.
Ibid. 65.
Chung-hsiao k'ou, Chu-sha, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 101*.
CHIN KUO-CH'ANG 'jt Jl0 ~V*^.
Three horses, i indistinct. Mei-chan 86.
CHIN LANG ̂ K- Vv^ . B. 1915. From Chen-hai, Chekiang; Chekiang Art Academy,
BK I, 37; Ytt add, 1,18,
The new Lanchou, done with Li Chen-chien. CR 1955.10.10-11; Tsfai-mo-hua
29.
Crossing the Chin-sha River, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1955.9.24.
CHIN LU-CHAN "£ X V ^ t • Grandson of Chin Ch'eng; landscape. MSNC, 42.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 92.16.
CHIN MING ^ rfl t , Ch ' iu-sheng ^ X ^- • Woman. From Shang-yil, Chekiang;
s tud i ed with Li Tsu-han and Li Ch ' iu ; l andscape , f i g u r e s , e s p e c i a l l y l a d i e s , BK
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I, 37; MSNC, 41.
Man standing under a willow, i, s, 1947. MSNC 147.
CHIN P'EI-Yu-"^ 4$L |^> also known as Hsu Chin P'ei-yti
Woman. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang. BK III, 169.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 91.13.
CHIN P'U-HAN 5^ %%, J~~ .
Sparrows on leafy branch, i, s. 1928. Hu-she 18.16 (11-20.143).
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 91.14.
CHIN SHIH (or Yu ?) ̂ > §^ 6|^) t. Che-kung ^ 'JZ h. Che-hu ^
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 37; MSNC, 42.
Scholar in a boat under a pine, fan, i, s. Hu-she 47.12 (41-50.152).
Cliffs and stream, s, 1931. Hu-she 48.16 (41-50.160).
Pines and pavilion by a river, i, s. Hu-she 58.16.
Bulging cliffs and rapids, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 62.12.
Two travelers in storm in mountains, i, s. Hu-she 71.14.
Gazing at clouds, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 80.14.
Man with a staff under tall pine, cliffs by the river, s, 1933. Hu-she
83.16.
Pavilion under pine, sharp mountain peak, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 91.13.
CHIN SUI /$£ 5jJ^t. Chung-yu A^f vfL h. Keng-yen-chai hsiao-chu
From Anhwei; birds, flowers, insects, fish. MSNC, 41.
Goldfish. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 57.
Angel fish, i, s, 1947. MSNC 176.
Goldfish. Ming-pao 11 (1976) 6.49-50*.
CHIN SUNG-LIN ^
Chrysanthemum, in Northern Sung style, i, s, 1932. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.165.
A •*£ T
CHIN TAO-WU y$L. j J L J2L .
The Ming tombs outside Peking, s. Mei-shu 1959.7, inside back cover.
CHIN TS ' ENG-JUI <jL *ff %$) . Woman.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 92.16.
CHIN TS'ENG-WU ^ S iH.
Landscape with fisherman, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 92.16.
CHIN YEN-TSfAI ^ fy ^ . From Peking; landscape. I-lin 109.4.
Dwelling in the mountains, i, s. I-lin 109.4.
CHIN YU-CHfANG {£. %Z xS7 . B. 1916. From T'ai-tsfang, Kiangsu, moved to
Nanking; also did Western painting; graduate of Suchou Art Academy; studied with
Chu Chu-yil, Chang Kfun-chieh and Wu Ping-i. MSNC, 41.
Landscape: mules on path by willow, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 163.
CHIN Yti-CH'IH ^ Wy/t. 2̂pL t . Tan-hsi 49~ t& . From Peking; Chinese Painting
Research Association. BK I , 37.
A scholar under an old pine, s. I-lin 51.15.
A scholar with a staff walking below a pine; temple in background
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mountains, s, 1933. I- l in 57,6•
Landscape: fishermen on a r iver , s . I - l in 68.14.
CHIN Ytl-YING <$. ffifl 9\ . Woman.
Flowers, grasses and insects, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 62.12.
CHIN YuAN-CHIN-^ %^ $|r t. Shou-ytl J| 5^< . Woman. From Wu-hsing,
Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society. BK I, 37.
A lady on a bridge under willows, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 92.15.
CHIN YuN-I ̂ M. ^JL %»cs . Woman. Hu-she Painting Society. BK I, 37.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.11.
CHIN YUNG/Jt zym^* Ch'i-an %£ J$t • From Peking; landscape. I-lin 78.16.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. I-lin 78.16.
CH'IN CHIEN-MING ^ il1] <d|& , another name Lo-ming ̂ & &% . B. 1942.
From Wu-chin, Kiangsu; with the Kiangsu Provincial Chinese Painting Academy. BK
III, 171 ; Yii add.1 , 24.
Railway in the mountains, i, s, 1977. Chiang-su mei-shu 14; Ch'ttan-kuo
mei-shu 48.
Pei-t'ai Ho, done with Yeh Ya-ming, i, s, 1977, in Chairman Mao's Memorial
Hall. Chiang-su mei-shu 26*; CL 1978.1 opp. 64*; Mei-shu 1977.6.28*.
Morning mists on the Li River, i, s, 1978. Chin-ling 16*.
Mists in the Wu Gorge, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 17*.
Clear pool and trees: scene in the T'ien-p'ing Mountains, i, s, 1978.
Ibid. 18*.
Landscape with blossoming trees, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 53.
Spring colors in the south, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 54.
Fish ponds at Tiger Mountain, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 55.
Ferry landing at Yang-shuo, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 56.
New city on the lake edge, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 57.
Lake scene, s. Ibid. 58.
Temple scene, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 6.12*.
Hakone Art Gallery, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 12*.
Deer by autumn stream, i, s, 1981. Mei-shu 1981.5.33*.
New appearance of the river (industrial scene), done with Yao Yii-ch'i, i,
s, 1972. Scheck 19; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 44*.
CH'IN CHIH-CHI %^ £*~ 7 ® t. Po-wei A& î V h. Ch'ien-chai %% j® . B.
1901. From Shanghai. MSNC, 65.
Flower, s. MSNC 166.
CH'IN KAN ̂  P^t. Ch'ing-ts'eng 7$ ^g . B. 1894. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu;
active in Shanghai; landscape. Sullivan, 89; Yti, 747.
Eight paintings of landscapes and animals after old masters, one dated
1919. Ch'in Ch'ing-ts'eng shan-shui ying-p'ien
Shanghai: I-Yttan chen-shan she, 194?_.
Albums of paintings after old masters • Chu-chia-t'i Ku-chien ko chiao pei
Shanghai: I-yuan chen-shan she, 1922- •
Ten leaf album of the I Garden, i , 1928. Hsi-shan Ch'in-shih I-yuan shih
ching t ' u t s ' e / ^ ^ j44 J^ £\j
Shanghai: I-ytlan chen-shan she, 194?.
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Landscape: boaters near pine tree, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 8.
Playing the ch'in in a pine grove, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 61.
CH'IN KU-LIU zb^ ^ ^ f ] . B. c. 1900. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; landscape. Ytt,
745.
Mynah in pine, i, s, 1961. Chiang-su mei-shu 8*.
New look of deep mountains, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 8*.
Mother and sleeping infant, done with Liu Ta-chiang, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su
shih-nien 23*•
Morning on Hibiscus Lake, s. Ibid. 34.
Children's Park, done with Liu Ta-chiang, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi
11.
CH'IN LING-YttN^ ^ [ ^ t. Ling-yiin/fig ^S. . B. 1914. From Chi-hsien,
Honan; with the People's Art Publishers. Yu add. 1, 24.
A barefoot doctor on duty, i, s, 1977. CL 1978.12, front cover*.
Mt. T'ai scenery, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian 4.12*.
Returning fisherman on the Li River, i, s. Hsien-tai shan-shui 72.
River landscape, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 81.
Three Gorges, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 458.
CH'IN SSU-YING-||b j&\ ff& t. Tzu-ch'i ^r ~+j[ h. Pai-feng-lou c h u ^ JiH,^ £,
I-p'in chu-shih ^$ $k J^ ^ . B. 1893. From Tz'u-ch'i, Chekiang, moved
to Shanghai; student orCn'en Ch'tt; bamboo. MSNC, 65.
Bamboo, i, s. MSNC 104.
CH'IN TA-HU -̂ jb A, friJ* B. 1938. From P'eng-lai, Shantung; primarily an
oil painter; with the military in Chinan. Yu add. 1, 24.
Army welcoming people bringing supplies during Liberation War, done with
Shih Chien-ch'i and Wang Cheng, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 73.
CH'IN W E N - M E I ^ 3CL j|^ . Primarily an oil painter. BK III, 171.
Chairman Mao and peasants at Happiness Canal. 25th Anniversary Art Exh.
CH'IN Ytt ^ %J& , another name Ytt-jung^^- ^ t. Chung-wen Aty
Chung-fu yfej* <5^ h. Liu-hu %#f >$% . B. 1895, d. 1974. From Tsun-hua County,
Hopei; studied at Peking University; Chinese Painting Research Association;
after 1930 taught Chinese painting in Peking and lectured on art; after 1949, on
faculty of Peking Painting Academy; author of Chung-kuo hui-hua shih; landscape,
flowers, ink bamboo. BK III, 171; MSNC, 65; Yu, 745. , M
Bibliography. A: Ch'in Chung-wen tso-p'in hsttan-chi j%<\tjf > o F Jg ]M.
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1963.
Quiet temple among misty peaks, i, s, 1942. A, 1*.
Light rain in spring mountains, i, s, 1943. A, 2.
Stream, mountain, mist and boat, s, 1947. A, 3.
Clear stream and misty peaks, fan, i, s, 1948. A, 4.
Autumn evening and river pavilion, fan, i, s, 1948. A, 5.
Misty river and layered peaks, s, 1955. A, 6; CK hua 7 (1959.4) 2;
Hsien-tai shan-shui 24.
Mist and waves at a city wall by the water, i, s, 1959. A, 7*;
Hsien-tai shan-shui 23.
Winding stream in deep mountains, s, 1959. A, 8*.
Ch'ti-t'ang Gorge, i, s, 1959. A, 9*.
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Ink bamboo, s, 1960. A, 10.
Spring colors on Vulture Peak, i, s, 1960. A, 11.
River and mountains, s, 1960. A, 12.
On the road to Feng-sha, i, s, 1960. A, 13.
Snowy plum, s, 1961. A, 14.
Ch'ing-i River scene, i, s, 1961. A, 15.
Village by a mountain creek, i, s, 1961. A, 16*.
Natural barrier on the Wu River, i, s, 1961. A, 17.
Threatening rain on the Min River, i, s, 1961. A, 18*.
Ink plum blossoms, i, s, 1961. A, 19.
Ink bamboo, s, 1962. A, 20.
Mountain landscape, done with seven other artists (not named), for the
Soviet-Peking Hotel, i. CK hua 1 (1957) 46.
Misty mountains, s. CK hua 2 (1958) 47.
Autumn landsape, s. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 2.
Mt. Hua, s, 1958. CK hua hsuan-pien 40; Hsien-tai shan-shui 25.
Ink plum, i, s. Hu-she 77.11.
Landscape: cottage in a grove, tall mountains in the background, for
Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1922. Hu-she 100.27.
Landscape with cliffs and waterfall, seal. I-lin 13.6.
Landscape in Mi style, s, 1931. I-lin 28.12.
Waterfall, rapids and thick mists in mountains, s. I-lin 53.8.
Landscape after Chil-jan, i, s, 1934. I-lin 63.10.
Landscape, i, s. I-lin 69.12.
Two boats on stream by tall peaks, i indistinct. I-lin 91.14.
Feng-sha: village in valley, s, 1955. Mei-shu 1956.2.30.
Feng-sha: river and cliffs, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1962.3.58.
Landscape, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh.
Cat., II. 243.
Yueh-yang Wall, i, s, 1959. Shih-nien CK hua 82.
Waterfall and cloudy mountains, s. Shou-tu 23.
See also Collaborative Works List 14.
Supplementary bibliography: .̂
Ch'in Chung-wen hua-hsuan JJS \& $^ -liC jjf^ • Jen-min mei-shu,
1982.
CHING HENG-I £{%, ^ 5|lt. Tzu-yiian Zr ^ , I-yuan Sj| ^ h. Shih-chan
^6 ^ $ • B* 1875, d. 1938. From Shang-yti, Chekiang; active in Shanghai;
Peking Chinese Painting Association? studied in Japan; educator and
administrator; bamboo, pine, plum. BK I, 38; Sullivan, 89; Yli, 1207.
Camellia and daffodil, i, s, 1932. Chiang Pi-wei 10*.
Plum, pine and bamboo, done with Ch!en Shu-jen and Ho Hsiang-ning, 1928.
See Ho Hsiang-ning Bibliography C, 16*; CP 1979.5.20*.
Pine, i, s, 1932. Han-k'ou 26.
Bamboo, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 35.
Bamboo, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-chan 18.
Banana leaves and plum in winter, i, s, 1932. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April
1934).
Banana leaves and pine, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 21 (Dec. 1935).
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1935. Ibid.
Pine tree, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.382.
Bamboo, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 18.
Three friends of winter, done with Ch'en Shu-jen and Ho Hsiang-ning, i, s.
Wu, Painting in China 11.
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CHING YU %p -J" . Hu-she Painting Society. BK I, 38.
Kingfisher, willow and rocks, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 97.15.
CH'ING PI
Four crabs and jug of wine, done with Wu Shan, i, s, 1976. Ch'i-shih
nien-tai 87 (April 1977) 22.
CH'ING WANG "If ^f, .
Husking corn, i, s. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 6.
CH • ING YUAN j|
Landscape, fan, done with P'u-ju. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 34.
CH'IU CH'ENG-CHIU.
Return: father and child (minority theme), i, s, 1954. Ts'ai-mo-hua 25.
CH'IU CHIH-frp iflt. Shih-ming JS ^ . B. 1906. From Shih-ch'ien,
Kueichou; graduate of the Peking Art School; in 1924 established the Ching-hua
Art College in Peking; also taught in the National Peking University Art School;
flowers. BK I, 36; MSNC, 40.
Birds on leafy branches, done with Wang Chun, i, s. Han-k'ou 30.
Pine, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 21-30.173.
Narcissus and other plants, and rock, i indistinct. I-lin 95.11.
Spring scene: flying sparrow, rock, bamboo and blossoming vine, i, s,
1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.173.
CH'IU-HSIN ~fc$i IC* . Woman.
See Collaborative Works List 38.
CH'IU KUO-CHuN-£]3 j§| <^J h. Ts' an-hsia-k' o ^% | | & . B. 1912. Pupil
of Huang Chih and Wang To; landscape, Buddhist figures, birds and flowers.
MSNC, 40.
Walking in autumn mountains, s, 1948. MSNC 82.
CH'IU SHOU-CH'EN &f £%L St t . Shou-ch'eng ^ J^k . B. 1929. From
Ning-po, Chekiang; pupil of Chiang Han-t'ing; now at Shanghai Chinese Painting
Academy. Yu add. 1, 18; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 47
Lotus and two frogs, s. CR 1979.7, inside back cover*.
Two ducks and lotus, s. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan III.16*.
Two cranes and tree branch, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 47.
Flowers and bird, i, s. Shang-hai hua-yuan 27*.
CH'IU T'AO-FENG-^5 P%j ̂  . B. 1935. From Chieh-yang, Kwangtung; student
of Ho T'ien-chien; now with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy. CR
1962.2.13; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 52.
Harvest, s. CR 1962.2.13.
Landscape with pines and waterfall, i , s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 52.
Dawn in the east: mountain vil lage, i , s, 1977. Shang-hai hua-yuan 34*.
See also Collaborative Works List 10.
CH'IU YING-^P $ | \ t . P'ei-hua>|)1[^ Jj| . Woman. B. 1908. From Wu-chin,
Kiangsu; pupil of Chiang Chih-ming; flowers. MSNC, 39.




Epidendrum, bamboo and rock, i, s. MSNC 174.
CHO CH'I-CHuN if &£. t$l_. From Shantung. BK I I I , 174.
Scenery, s . Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 51.
CHO HAO-CHuN J}? $% M* Worker.
Spring in the tea garden. CP New Series 43*.
Summoning mi l i t i a men, i , s , 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 103.
CHO HSIAO-FU •¥ % ' u L t . Chin-nan 5 . ^J^J , Ling-yun ^k. ^ h . Pa-yuan
lao-jen p, \W\ %j X. , I-chai«2fe5 W[ . From Min-hsien, Fukien; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscapes similar to Lin Shu, f igures . BK I I I , 174; Yu, 471.
Landscape, fan, i i n d i s t i n c t . Hu-she 19.11 (11-20.145).
CHOU CH'ANG-KU jf] <g7 ^ or ̂ jd£_. B. 1928 or 1929. From Lo-ch'ing,
Chekiang; in 1948 entered Hang-chou National Arts School, studied sketching,
Chinese painting, and oil painting with Lin Feng-mien; after graduation
concentrated on Chinese painting; now with the Chekiang Art Academy. BK III,
168; CK i-shu-chia I, 500; Yti add. 1, 16.
Girl milking a cow, i, s, d indistinct. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 35 (Dec. 1972),
back cover*•
Plowing with a water buffalo, i- s, 1958. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 9.
On the road home, i, seal, 1956. CK hua hslian-pien 17.
Two lambs and minority girl, i, s, 1954. CL 1956.1, opp. 144*; Mei-shu
1955.1.24; Nan-pei chi 50 (July 1974) 45*; PC 1955.17.17; Shih-nien CK
hua 59.
Studying at night, s, 1958. CL 1959.8, opp. 52*.
On the grasslands, i, s, 1954. Contemporary CP 14*; Mei-shu 1955.5.30*;
Ts'ai-mo-hua 18•
Girl herding sheep, s, 1979. CP 1979.3.20*.
Autumn: a girl holding musical instrument and the reins of a horse, i, s,
1977. Ibid. 20-21*.
Woman with basket seated by a willow tree, i, 1978; illustration to a poem
by Li Pai. Ibid. 21*.
Peach blossoms, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 21*.
Child of T'ai nationality, i, seal. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 12.
Girl with lamb, s, 1961. Nan-pei chi 50 (July 1974) 45*.
Girl with fawn, i, s. Ibid. 45*.
Harvest home, i, s indistinct, d indistinct. PR Jan. 27, 1959.15.
Supplementary bibliography: ^ r*
Chou Ch'ang-ku hua-chi J§] *g/ s£> J^J J^ • Hsi-ling yin-she,
1981. ~~
CHOU CHAO-HSIANG )fe] •# 1 ^ t. Yang-an ̂  jgL h ' T'ui-ku . £ & « & » • B.
1877 or 1880 or 1886, d. 1954. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; official under the
Ch'ing Dynasty; president of the Chinese Painting Research Association; flowers.
BK III, 168; MSNC, 39; Yii, 497.
Plum blossoms, fan, i, s, 1930. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.39*.
Plantain and rock, i, s. Hu-she 44.13 (41-50.124).
Scholar in a hut watching a waterfall, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 100.36.
Banana palm and plum, i, s, 1930. I-lin 7.11.
Tall pine on a terrace, pagoda, i, s, 1931. I-lin 22.2.
Ink grapevine, i, s. I-lin 26.3.
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Pine tree and waterfall, i indistinct, I-lin 35,3.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1932. I-lin 40.3.
Lotuses, i, s, 1933, I-lin 49.9,
Ink plum blossoms, i, s, 1933. I-lin 58,8•
Landscape, i, s, 1934. I-lin 69, front cover.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1931. I-lin 81.9.
Hibiscus and fish, i, s. I-lin 85.7.
Scholars in a boat on a marshy river, pavilion among blossoming trees, i,
s, 1938. I-lin 100.6.
Plum blossoms, bamboo and rock, i, s, for 40th birthday of Shang Hsiao-yun.
I-lin 102.12.
Rock, bamboo and tree stump, i, s, 1937. I-lin 104.7.
Scholar on a cliff terrace, i, s, 1939. I-lin 108.9.
Bird on a branch, rock and epidendrum, done with Hsiao Sun and Wang Jung,
s. I-lin 110.13.
Painted plum spray in rubbing of an antique jar, i indistinct. I-lin
111.3.
Plum blossoms and rock, done with Yang Fu-hai, i, s. I-lin 113.3.
Plum and peony in "rubbing" of a vase, narcissus, done with Ch'en Nien and
Wang Hstieh-t'ao, i, s. I-lin 114.14.
Pine, rock, and bamboo, done with Hsiao Sun and Hsu Tsung-hao, i, s. I-lin
116.3.
Rock, flowers, and butterfly, done with Hsiao Sun and Wang Jung, i, s.
I-lin 117.10.
Long-tailed bird on a pine, done with Hsiao Sun and Wang Jung, i, s. I-lin
118.2.
Ink plum, rock, and bamboo, i indistinct. I-lin 118.7.
Pine tree, s. Mei-chan 77.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
See also Collaborative Works List 46.
CHOU CHAO-I jf] fy |$j|. From Kansu.
Peonies and bees. Mei-shu 1980.2.31*.
CHOU CHEN-CHIH )j§] ^ fe> .
Ode to Shao-shan, i, s (?), 1976. Ch'ttan-kuo mei-shu 61.
CHOU CHI-YuN )if] JJ3[ ifc .
Landscape, s. Mn-rou 37.
CHOU CHIEN-YtiN J*| g^ Jf.£Jt. I-feng — -Jr . B. 1899. From P'an-yu,
Kwangtung; student of Kao Weng. Ho, 38; Li, 72.; Sullivan, 90.
Birds in snow, s, 1936. Nanking Exh8 Cat., 11,152.
CHOU HSIAO-YflN Jij / ) * $£} . Shanghai worker.
The flames burn high (the furnace is red): criticism of Lin Piao and
Confucius, done with Shih Ta-wei and Wang Ch1 tin-yen, i, seal. CK hua
hsin chi 1*; CL 1974.12*; CR 1975.5.37*; Shang-hai kung-jen 3*; SYL
kung-jen 3*.
Battling with both gun and pen: Anti-Lin Piao, anti-Confucius campaign, i,
s, 1974. CK hua hsin chi 3*; Shang-hai kung-jen 4*.
Battling with both gun and pen: Anti-Lin Piao, anti-Confucius campaign, i,




There is nothing so hard that we cannot overcome: a technological
innovation team invents new steel-cutting torch, done with Li Chia-tung,
i, seal, 1974, Shang-hai kung-jen 10*,
CHOU HSIU-CH'ING )»] 7§ $ . B. 1937, From Ch'in-huang-tao, Hopei; at
Central Minorities Academy, Ytl add. 2, 55.
New bride (Hsia-kuan I minority women), done with Chin Chieh-chung, i, s,
1980. CK hua 1981.1.57*.
Brave eagles on the power line: repairmen and installers, done with Wang
Sheng-lieh. PR Jan. 12, 1962.14.
See also Collaborative Works List 52.
CHOU HSIU-CHti ]€( ft ift\ . Woman. From Ting-hai, Chekiangi pupil of Hsieh
Chun-hsiang and Chiang Han-t'ing; figures, flowers. MSNC, 37.
Sprig of plum blossoms in a vase, s. MSNC 194.
CHOU HUNG-TS'AI )l] ?^N i[ .
See Collaborative Works List 52.
CHOU JEN )l| 4- t. Huai-min ̂ jj^ 0^ . B. 1907. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; Peking
Painting Academy; landscape. BK III, 168; Yll add. 1, 16.
Clearing after rain on the Yellow River, i, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 7.
Spring in Kueilin, done with Kuo Ch'uan-chang and Yen Ti, i, seal. CK hua
10 (1959.7) 6.
Sails and fishermen on a river, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.7.10*.
Landscape, i, s, 1939. I-lin 105.5.
Fishing at night, i, s. I-lin 118.15.
Boneless landscape, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.158.
On the banks of the Yellow River, i, s. Shou-tu 46.
River and mountain landscape, i, s, 1934. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 99.
Landscape in Wang Meng style, i, s, 1949. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 115.
See also Collaborative Works List 14, 18, 27.
CHOU JUI-SHENG )§] 5^j H t. Meng-shih ̂  %Z h. San-ch'iao S ^PK .
From P'an-yli, Kwangtung; butterflies, peonies. Yu, 494.
See Collaborative Works List 69.
CHOU LIEN-HSIA )f] ^%. j^t. Tzu-i ^ \§L . Woman. B. 1908 or 1909. Now
with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; ladies, flowers. BK III, 168; MSNC,
38; Yu add. 1, 16; Shang-hai CK hua-ytian, 25.
Flowers, i, s, 1937. I-ching 1937.33.39.
Lady under a willow tree, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 25*.
CHOU LIN )S[ ^ . Nahsi nationality. PR Oct. 4, 1963.
Paramedic in snowy mountains, i, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1963.6.57*.
On the Yangtze River, i, s, 1963. PR Oct. 4, 1963.31.
CHOU LINGji] j£_. Woman, B. 1941. From Ho-fei, Anhwei; Central Minorities
Academy. Yu add. 2, 55.
Fruits, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 150 (July 1982), back cover*.
Spring: minority girl seen against waves, i, s, 1979. CK hua 1981.1.32*.
Bountiful banana harvest: two T'ai girls, s, 1978. Ming-pao 13 (1978)
6.74.
Su Wen-ping and his children. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 1, front cover* and 52*.
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Yunnan girl, i. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 1 . 51 * •
CHOU LUN-YtiAN j£J ^^* ?C> , another name Hsiu-sheng iijrf? f̂e. . B. 1899. From
Ta-ming, Hopei; at Chengtu Municipal Arts and Crafts Institute. BK III, 168; Ytl
add.1,16.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1956. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 5; CK hua hstian-pien
49.
CHOU MING-CH'IEN ]I] y3#Z &W't. Mu-hsien #£. jf̂ f , Ta-chai d L %\ • From
Wu-hsien, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; collector and connoisseur, pupil of Chao
Shih-kang; established the Hsing-yu Calligraphy and Painting Society. BK III,
168; MSNC, 38.
Landscape, i, s, 1942. MSNC 73.
CHOUPA. Ch'iang nationality.
See Collaborative Works List 37.
CHOU P'EI-LIEN Ji] \0^ jj|_. Woman.
See Collaborative Works List 38.
CHOU PO jf| ^ . Serial artist. BK III, 168.
Presents from Peking (volumes of Mao Tse-tung's writings), done with Lin
Yung and Wu Ch'i-chung, i, 1974. 25 Anniversary Art Exh. 6*; CR
1975.1.28*; Hsien-tai CK hua, cover*.
CHOU SAN-CHIEN jltf ^ nT* •
Landscape with bare trees, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.151.
CHOU SHAO-HUA )#] *%% If t. Hai-hsiao ?£f- *jm . B. 1929. From Jung-ch'eng,
Shantung; at Hupei Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 16.
The Red Cliff, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 6.21*.
Fishing village in the mountains, done with Chang Shan-p'ing and Hsu
Sung-an, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.1.35.
One night the spring wind comes: snowy mountains and trees, i, s, 1980.
Mei-shu 1981.11.37*.
Blossoms after rain, i, 1981. Mei-shu 1981.11.57.
Moving clouds, flowing water, i, s (?). Mei-shu 1981.11.58.
Supplementary bibliography: Chou Shao-hua hua-chi J-H J&& |& ^
Jen-min mei-shu, 1981. * ^ *
CHOU SHIH-TS'UNG )fj "fe Jf^t. Hsiao-ytln l\y %.%L h. Mien-ch'in-ko-chu
@%k ^ f^\ -i- • Woman. B. 1915 or 1916. From Tzu-chin, Kwangtung;
studied in Canton and Hong Kong; active in Kowloon; landscape, flowers and
birds, figures, animals, insects. Ho, 74; MSNC, 37; Tang-tai, 33.
Fishes and water plants, i indistinct. MSNC 176.
Two birds on wisteria twigs, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 201.
Birds and willow, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 194.
CHOU SHU-YA )fj -T^SC ?fffL. Spring Slumber Studio. BK III, 168.
Wind in pines in ravines, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.156.
CHOU SHUN-K'AI )%[ )l||[ j|&. B. 1950. From Chungking, Szechwan; Hui
nationality; in navy. Yti add. 1, 16.
Meeting of the First Route Army and the Fourth Route Army in north Shensi,
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done with Li Pao-lin, i indistinct, PLA 50 Anniversary 47.
CHOU SSU-T'UNG )H % Jfgf. Woman. B. 1939. From Ning-ho, Hopei; 1963
graduate of Central Art Academy; now at the same institution. BK III, 168; Yti
add. 1, 16; Women of China 1980.9, 2.
Girl buttoning an old man's coat. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 149 (May 1982), back
cover*.
Man writing at a desk, i, s, 1980. Ibid, back cover*.
A street cleaner remembers Chou En-lai, done with Lu Ch'en, i, s, 1977.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 17; CK hua 1981.1.11; CR 1977.7.14; Mei-shu
1978.2.17.
Presenting evergreens to the teacher, i, seal, 1973. CK hua 1981.1.11; CK
hua-hsuan 35; CK hua hsuan-chi 36*.
The people and Premier Chou: Chou En-lai's visit to Hopei after 1966
earthquake, i, s, 1979. CK hua 1981.1.11; Mei-shu 1979.11. 24-25; PR
June 2, 1980.27; Women of China 1980.9.2.
Miner and daughter (pre-Liberation), i, s. CK shu-hua 1.6-7 (whole and
detail)*.
New road in the mountains, seal (?), 1973. CL 1974.9. opp. 76*.
The seething square (a march in support of the smashing of the T'ien-an Men
demonstration), done with Chao Yen-chao, 1976. CL 1976.10 opp. 81*.
Two Tfai girls with baskets of loquats, s, 1977. CL 1978.10*; Hsien-tai CK
hua-hstlan II.1*.
Waiting for the fruits of his labor: little boy gazing at melon plants, i,
s, 1981. CR 1982.2.64*.
Sinkiang woman, i, 1979. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 43*.
Pei-ching leaves home, i, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7.51*.
The first class meeting after the earthquake, i, s, 1976. PLA 50
Anniversary 118.
Village children, i, s, 1978. PR Nov. 24, 1978.28.
Trying the new dance shoes, dancing a new dance, done with Chou T'ien-shou.
Scheck 31; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 59*.
Maiden holding a flower, i, s, 1980. Women of China 1980.9, inside front
cover*.
Girl (brief repose), i, s, 1980. Ibid, inside front cover*.
Spring on the highlands: girl with a yak, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 1*.
Escape from the summer heat: boy lying on a rock, lotus pool, i, 1980.
Ibid. 1*.
CHOU SUNG-CHIAO )¥} &H $sfoC.t. Wang-tz 'u JfL & . B. 1912. From T z ' u - c h ' i ,
Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; epidendrum and bamboo. MSNC, 38 .
Epidendrum, i , s , 1947. MSNC 116.
CHOU SUNG-HSIEN Jfj rf#\ jj|kf .
Landscape, s, d indistinct. I-lin 104.2.
CHOU TE-I )f] %fe ' f J l t . I-hu jfjf #Jj . Woman. Hu-she Painting Society;
f l o w e r s . BK I I I , 168.
Chrysanthemum and rock , i , s , 1929. Hu-she 20.16 (11-20 .168) .
CHOU TE-MING JH 4 * ' ^ t . Yiian-liang T L ^ . B. 1904. From Peking (or
Wu-chfing, Hopei); Chinese Pa in t i ng Research Assoc ia t ion ; Peking P a i n t i n g
Academy, l andscape . BK I I I , 168; Yti add. 1, 15 .
Water wheels , i , s . CK hua 2 (1958) 47 .
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Transporting coal, i, s, 1959, CK hua 7 (1959,4) 8*
Harvest scene. CK hua 14 (1959,11) 5,
Landscape, i, s, 1933, Hu-she 91,16,
Dedication of the Ming Tombs Reservoir, done with Ku I-chou and Sung
Ch'uan-sen, i, 1958, Mei-shu 1959,1,11? Shou-tu bet, 32-33*,
Factory scene, Shou-tu 14,
See also Collaborative Works List 14, 16, 49, 65,
CHOU T'lEN-SHOU ]f| ^ || , BK III, 168,
Trying the new dance shoes, dancing a new dance, done with Chou Ssu-ts'ung,
Scheck 31? Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 59*,
CHOU TS'ANG-MI \
Clearing after spring rain, i, 1980, CK hua 1981,1,53,
Young girl commune members, i, s, 1971, CK hua jen-wu 8*,
Spring plowing, s(?), 1960, Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 29,
On the experimental plot: youth and old farmer in fields, i, s, 1958,
Mei-shu 1959,4,31? PR May 25, 1962,4,
Seeing off a son joining the Red Army, Mei-shu 1960,8/9,42,
CHOU TSE-HANG )f] ? ^ 4|f?l«
Fish and willow branches, s, Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11,157,
CHOU TSO-MIN )fl \% $^. Chekiang Art Academy,
Big splash: a sweet potato drops into water, done with Lu I-fei, i
indistinct, Mei-shu 1958,10,15,
CHOU TZU )¥] %% t. Ch'iao-nien^ ^ h, Lung-ch!ih shan-jen"f| ML
From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu, BK III, 168,
Horse, groom and scholar under a tree, fan, i, s, 1928, Hsin-han ko 111,9,
Two horses in a mountain landscape, i, s, 1909 (?), Hu-she 21-30,155,
CHOU YEH ]
F i sh and l o t u s l e a v e s , done wi th Sun Ch f i - f eng , i , 1979, CK hua 1981 ,1 ,53 ,
CHOU Yu-CHIEN }%\ 31* yf%s\ ,
Mountainscape, i , s , 1935, Nanking Exh, C a t , , 11,154,
CHOU YiiN-HUA Ĵ l j||. Jp ,another name Hung-shih ^S. & , B, 1935, From
I-hsing, Kiangsu? at Culture Bureau of Chin-chang County, Kiangsu, Yil add, 1,
16,
Cloudy peaks and green pines, i, s, 1979, CK shu-hua 6,27*,
Mountain landscape, i (cropped at edge), Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2,52*,
A lookout on peak above clouds, i indistinct, PLA 50 Anniversary 109,
CHOU YUNG-CHIA )f| TJ* ^K, B, 1935, From Liaoning? in the army, Yu add,
1, 16,
Communist soldier, An Yeh-min, done with Lin An-k'ang, i, seal, 1977, PLA
50 Anniversary 129,
See also under Lang Cho-hung,
CHU ANG ^. **jp t, Li-wo dl> 3$, , T'ien-yu Jk~ >7$$~ , Sheng-an^ jgL h,
Jen-lan-shih-cnu $$} mi ^ %k~ / Wu-wai wu-che ^, fo ffjj] ^ , and
other names, B, 1889, From Chia-ting, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai? landscape.
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MSNC, 16? Yu, 205,
Pines and cliffs, s, 1947, MSNC 52,
CHU CHAO-NAN -^ S^ ^ .
Red bamboo, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11*59,
CHU CH'ENG-^: $${ • From Shantung? Hu-she Painting Society? landscape, BK
III, 167? MSNC, 16,
Peonies and rock, i, s, 1933, Hu-she 80,13,
Crabs and a basket, i, s, Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11,56,
CHU CH'ENG-CHuN % ^
Spring morning on Mt, Hsu, i, s, 1977, Chiang-su kuo-hua 6*? Chiang-su
mei-shu 25,
CHU CH'ENG-KAN 4f> PK >S^. B, 1914, From Pu-t'ien, Fukien? graduate of art
department of National Central University? taught in Fukien, MSNC, 16.
Two men admiring a waterfall, MSNC 88,
Bare tree and sailboat, s, 1937, Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11,57,
CHU CH'I-CHAN %> && ynt h, Ch'i-tsai fet* *% , Lao-chan lao-min^ f|| it % .
B. 1891 or 1892, From T'ai-ts'ang, Kiangsu? studied in Japan? now at Shanghai
Chinese Painting Academy? landscape, epidendrum, bamboo, flowers, BK III, 167?
MSNC, 17? Yu add. 1, 7? Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 10,
Epidendrum, i, s, 1981, CK shu-hua 8, front cover*.
Elephant Trunk Peak, Kuei-lin, s. Ibid, inside back cover*.
Pumpkins, seal, CL 1981,11, front cover*.
Mountains obscured by rain, s, 1978, CL 1982,3, front cover*.
Setting sun after rainfall, s, 1978, Ibid, opp, 20*,
Narcissi and rocks, s, 1979, Ibid, bet, 20-21*.
Roses and rocks, i, s, 1981. Ibid, bet. 20-21*.
Orchids and rocks, i, s, 1981, Ibid, bet, 20-21*.
Gourds, i, s, 1980. Ibid, bet. 20-21*.
Crabs and winepot, i, s, 1979. Ibid, opp, 21*,
Autumn day in the mountains, s, 1977, Ibid, inside back cover*.
Bamboo and orchids with rock, i, s, 1979, Edgren, 20th Cen. CP 68,
Loquats and leaf-wrapped dumplings, handscroll, i, s, 1976. Hsien-tai CK
hua chi 44*.
Loquats and rock, album leaf, s, 1976, Ibid. 45*.
Azaleas, fan, i, s, 1961. Ibid. 69*.
Narcissi, s. 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan III.2*.
Tuberose, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 8.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1961. Kuo-t'ai 1.47*.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1960. Kuo-t'ai V.71.
River with boats and cottages under palms, i, s, 1958. Mei-shu 1959.4.32*.
Dish of fruit and rock (?), album leaf, s, Mei-shu 1981.6.36*.
Rainy garden scene, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936).
River boat and cottages, s. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.75.
Landscape: stone stairway on mountain, seal. Ibid, 110*.
Narcissus, s, d indistinct. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.47.
Cottages in a grove, waterfall, seal. MSNC 21.
Bamboo, i, s, 1940. Ibid. 95.
Bamboo and stone, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.58.
Wisteria vine, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan, front cover*.
Loquat tree, i, s, 1981. Ibid. 10*,
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i> s, 1960, Shang-hai hua-niao 16*; Shang-hai hua-niao chi 33*.
Iris, s. Shang-hai hua-niao 17*; Shang-hai hua-niao chi 34*.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1961. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 6*.
Clearing after snow in a mountain village, i, s, 1975. Shang-hai hua-yuan
6*.
Flowers and rock, album leaf, 1961. Sotheby Oct. 23, 1980, 142.
Narcissus, s, 1975. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 535.
Cliffs and boats on a river, i, s, 1972. Ying-ch'un hua 2.42.
CHU CHIA -Pf ^ t , Wen-hou it 4Si or 4% . B. 1889 or 1895 or 1896, d.
1961. From P'ing-hu, Chekiang (or from Anhwei); active in Shanghai and
Hang-chou; Bee Painting Society; before 1949 taught at the Chinese Painting
Department of Hsin-hua Art School and elsewhere; after 1949 with the Shanghai
Chinese Painting Academy; fish, insects, animals. BK III, 168; MSNC, 16; Yti,
222; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Two pandas and bamboo, done with T'ang Ytin, i, 1959. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 4.
Two deer, i, s, 1931. Collectanea 1850-1967, 204.
Three monkeys in pine boughs, i, s, 1959. Ibid. 206*.
A deer on a cliff, i, s, 1926. Collectanea 1853-1971, 125.
Lily and bird on a rock, s. MSNC 193.
Tiger, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 209.
CHU CHIA-HUA ^ %£
By the road: an old woman with a basket of vegetables and a girl holding a
hoe, i, s, 1958. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 4.
CHU CH'IAO-SUNG $f ^ %'A t. Hsiao-po *m %^i . B. 1904. From
Ch'ing-t'ien, Chekiang; active in Ning-po. MSNC, 18.
Two paintings, one of epidendrum, the other of bamboo, both i, s, 1947.
MSNC 108.
CHU CHIH-CHE ^ £ 1=7 h. Sheng-lan k$& f|j| . From Peking; Hu-she Painting
Society; landscape. BK III, 167; MSNC, 17; Yti,195.
Hut at base of cliff, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.13.
River cliffs and villa, s. Hu-she 1-10.147.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 20.8 (11-20.157).
Two goats on a slope, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 39.12 (31-40.166).
Scholars in a grove of misty trees. Hu-she 54.12.
Buffalo and boy under willow, s, i indistinct. Hu-she 60.11.
Landscape: scholars on bridge, mountains with many buildings, i, s.
Hu-she 80.13.
Landscape for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1925 (?). Hu-she 100.24.
Cloudy cliffs and waterfall, i, s. Mei-chan 71.
CHU CHIN-CHIANG %~ ' W >#- . Taught at Chungking Normal University. BK III,
167.
The pine tree on Mt. T'ai, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.61.
CHU CH'ING-CH'I -^
Mu Kuei-ying leading her troops, s. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 10.
CHU CHING-JU
Plum and sparrows. I-lin 27.9.
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CHU CHU-P • ING -?h ^ p
Day lily, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 39 (June 1937).
Plum blossoms, s, 1935. Ibid.
CHU CHuN Tfc. ^ ^ t. Jung-chuang tjg? ftj^ . From I-hsing, Kiangsu.
Collectanea 1850-1967.
Boy on a buffalo, s, 1930. Collectanea 1850-1967, 127; Tang-tai ming-jen
91.
CHU CHttN-SHAN %- 2?- &* . B, 1934. From Huai-lai, Hopei; with the Central
Arts and Crafts Academy• Yu a d d . 1 , 8 .
Women in green forest, i, s. Mei-shu 1981.5.32*.
CHU HSI-KUEI %. %%% >fih. Hsi-ytian /Jf ||j?J . B. 1897.
Pine, i, s, 1927. Hsi-yuan 22.
CHU HSIN-HUA ^ W\ If . Woman. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting
Society. BK III, 167; MSNC, 17.
Lady playing a musical instrument, s. Hu-she 61.12.
CHU HSIU-LI $£. w£ -**- . B. 1939. From Shanghai, studied at the Nanking Art
Academy. CR 1982.5, 52.
Mountainside homes, Anhui Province, i, s, 1980. CR 1982.5.54*.
A cool and delicate world: chickens, tree and farmhouse, i, s. Ibid. 54*;
Mei-shu 1981.5.28.
CHU HSuAN -^ JL t. Ch'i-shih-S 35 h. Kfuei-an -H /% . B. 1899. From
Chia-hsing, Chekiang; Chinese Painting Research Association, White Moon Painting
Society; in 1927 joined the army, in 1939 went to Shanghai, became a recluse
after the end of the war; landscape. BK III, 167; MSNC, 17.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 32.
Landscape, i indistinct. Ibid. 32.
CHU HStiN-TE ^ )̂»| "frtS%. From Hunan.
Selecting embroidery patterns (minority theme), seal. CL 1981.6 opp. 102*;
Mei-shu 1981.4.27.
CHU HUNG-YEH "% &*-
Landscape, i, s, 1934. I-lin 65.7.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 81.4.
CHU JEN-CHUN ^ ^ / ^ . From Szechwan; flowers. BK III, 167.
Chrysanthemums and other flowers, rock, done with Chu P'ei-chun and Chu
Wei-chun, i, seals, 1954. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 14.
CHU JU-CH'IAO $
See Collaborative Works List 48.
CHU KO-K»O Jŝ . ^> "^T •
See Collaborative Works List 3, 20.
CHU KU W® "^fjt. Chien-ch'iu ^ 4\)^ . B. 1890. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu;
student of Wu Tsung-t'ai; taught in the Wu-hsi Art School, after 1949 with the
Kiangsu Culture Hall; landscape, figures. BK III, 170; Yti, 1420.
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Lake T'ai, i, sf 1956. Chiang-su shih-nien 37*.
Children in a garden washing an image of the Buddha, fan, i, s, 1927.
Hsin-han ko III.12.
CHU LI-T'IEN ^ ji N3E? .
Landscape, i, s, 1939. I-lin 106.15.
CHU LI-TS'UN ^ . 5 ? ^ - . Woman.
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai in 1954 at the Red Crag in Chungking, done
with Ma Chen-sheng, i indistinct. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 6.
"PLA 'uncles,1 drink some water" after helping with the harvest, done with
Yang Hsiao-li, i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 20; CK hua hsuan-chi 28*; CP New
Series 39*.
Minority festival, done with Ma Chen-sheng. CK shu-hua 7.13 (whole and two
details)*.
CHU LIANG-TS'AI ^ % '%$. Ch'ang-hung Painting Society. BK III, 168.
Two ladies reading in a garden, i, s, 1926. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 145.
CHU LO-SAN J ^ tfc -=. , or iginal name Wen-hsuan ^ "£ n . Hsi-chai ^ J q
Nan-hsu shan-jen j|3 ^ | ^ jliA.* B. 1901 or 1902. From Hsiao-feng, Chekiang;
student of Wu Chun-ch'ing; taught a t the Shanghai Art Academy, a t Hsin-hua Art
Academy, in 1946 taught in Hang-chou; a f ter 1949 with the Chekiang Art Academy.
BK I I I , 170; CK i - shu-ch ia I I , 539; MSNC, 114; Sul l ivan , 90; Yu add. 1, 50.
Cotton p l a n t s , i , s , 1973. CK shu-hua 8 .29*.
Loufa v ine , i , s , 1960. Ib id . 29*.
Red f lowers , i , s , 1959. Ib id . 30*.
Gourd v i n e s , i , s , 19??. Ib id . 30*.
Chrysanthemums and rocks, i , s , 1973. Ib id . 31* .
Corn p lant , i , s , 19?4. Ib id . 31* .
Cockscomb and rock, i , s , 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 18 .
Peach blossoms and rock, i , 1959 ( in scr ip t ion cropped). Mei-shu 1960.1 .28.
Hibiscus, i , s , 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936) .
Chrysanthemum and plum i n vase , i , s , 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 41 (Aug.
1937) .
Ink bamboo and rock, i , s , 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat . , 11.449.
CHU MEI-TS'UN $£> M§- fefi. B. 1911. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; nephew and
pupil of Wu Hu-fan, first studied with Fan Hao-lin; figures, landscape, ladies.
MSNC, 18; Yu add. 1, 8.
Steel furnaces, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 13.
Admiring the scenery, done with Cheng Shih-hsuan, i, 1959. CK hua 12
(1959.9) 2.
Beggars in snow outside wealthy home, done with Cheng Shih-hsuan,
illustration to a Tu Fu poem, i, s, 1959. CK shu-hua 5.22*.
Illustration to Tu Fu's "Li-jen hsing," i, s, 1957. Ibid. 29*.
Illustration to Tu Fu's "The Shih-hao Official." CP 1962.7.17; PR April
27, 1962.21.
Nymph of the Lo River, colophon by Wu Hu-fan dated 1947. MSNC 127.
Lady and attendant on a garden terrace , i , s , 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat. ,
11 .60 .
Lotuses , i , s , 1978. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 31* .
Cloudy water fa l l , i , s , 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 22*.
Landscape, i , s , 1979, Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 534.
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CHU P'EI-CHuN %. j0[j jf& , name Ch'ai g? . Woman. B. 1920. From Chengtu,
Szechwan; now with the Chengtu Culture Bureau; flowers. BK III, 168; Yti add. 1,
7.
Chrysanthemums and other flowers, rock, done with Chu Jen-chun and Chu
Wei-chun, i, seals, 1954. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 14.
Hibiscus and carp, s. Women of China 1980.8.30*.
Hibiscus, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 31*.
Lotus flowers in mist, fish, s. Ibid. 31*.
CHU SHAO-CHOU \
Red plum blossoms, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 204.
CHU SHOU-CHANG % ^ ^
Autumn mountains and rivers, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.62.
CHU SUNG-FA j
Commander Yeh T'ing in prison, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 38.
CHU TA-NIEN %fu A ^f" • B. 1915. From Hangchou, Chekiang; with the
Central Arts and Crafts Academy. Yti add. 1, 24.
Landscape with bridge. CK shu-hua 4.4*.
CHU TAO-P'ING ^
Spring wind and flowering trees, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 12*.
Dam construction site at night, seal (?), 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 44*.
CHU TING-HSIN K~ fify ^Pft. Hsiao-ai P^, JgL^* Sung-seng &% Iff . From
Shu-lu, Hopei; landscape, figures, flowers, sun, 111; Yti, 221.
Buddhist figure seated at base of pine tree, i, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen
96.
CHU TSAI-HSIA "3s fe- tfk..
See Collaborative Works List 63.
CHU TSUNG-CHIH % ĴfL >L .
Portrait of A Ping, peopled musician, done with Liu Ta-chiang, i, s, 1978.
Chiang-su kuo-hua 9*; Chiang-su mei-shu 42*; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2,
inside back cover.
CHU WEI-CHuN -^L
Chrysanthemums and other flowers, rock, done with Chu Jen-chun and Chu
P'ei-chfln, i, seals, 1954. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 14.
CHU WEN-YuN %^ fffi l ^ t . Wen-yin ^ L *J5,|[» h. T'ien-mu shan-min^ B <*k 0^, o
B. 1894, d. 1938. From Hsiao-feng, Chekiang; taught at the Shanghai Art College
and at Hsin-hua Art School; follower of Wu Chun-ch'ing; birds, flowers, animals,
landscape, Buddhist figures, ink bamboo. BK III, 170; Yti, 1421.
Still life of flowers and fruit, i, s, 1927. Chin-tai CK hua 123.
Pines and waterfall, i, indistinct. Collectanea 1853-1971, 57.
Pine, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 43.
Lotus flowers, i, s, Hu-she 66.16.
Bamboo and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
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Chrysanthemums, i, sf 1934. Mei-shu sheng-huo 41 (Aug. 1937).
Bamboo and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.448.
Bird, stone and orchid, done with Liu Hai-su and P'eng Yu-hsien, i by Liu
dated 1933. Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat. 13.
Bamboo, pine and plum, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 20.
Lotus, i, s, 1929(7). Tang-tai ming-jen 84.
CHU YING-JEN.
Keeping the commune's accounts in good order, i, 1961. PR June 22, 1962.4.
CHU Ytl-LIEN -̂ C i1> ft
A tiger on a rock above a waterfall, i, s, 1981. CP 1982.5.23*.
CH'U HSuEH-CH'IN %% Hr ^T . Woman. From Hangchou, Chekiang; Hu-she
Painting Society; flowers and birds. BK III, 174; MSNC, 88: Hu-she 51.16.
Ducks and reeds, s. Hu-she 51.16.
CH'U LI-T'ANG
Buddhist figure, i indistinct. Mei-chan 23.
CH'U PAI ^
Two geese in water, reeds, s, d indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 507.
CH'U TA-HSIUNG %% "£ "^pL Central Art Academy student.
Herder's pleasures, i indistinct. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.2.62.
CH'u CHEN J%\ $1 . Woman. B. 1908, d. 1976. From Peking; on staff of Peking
Chinese Painting Academy; flowers and birds. BK I, 38; Yti, 514.
Peonies and butterflies, s. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 12.
A basket of flowers, i, s, 1960. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 13*.
See also Collaborative Works List 28.
CH'u CHuN-TSAiyS ^ 4? h . Tang-hu l& >$$ . From Chia-hsing, Chekiang;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I , 38; MSNC, 39.
Landscape, low h i l l s and cottages, i , seal (? ) . Hu-she 21-30.132.
Misty mountain peaks and r iver , s . Hu-she 21-30.164.
Cottages on river bluff, high c l i f f s , for Chin Ch'eng, i , s, 1925. Hu-she
100.30.
Landscape after Huang Kung-wang, i , s , ( i cropped). Mei-chan 32.
CH'u FANG-CHEN̂  Mi 'ft "^M. t . Sung-sheng^"^ QEP* h. Ts'ui-yiln-hsien-chu
J ^& mf JE. . B. 1897. From P'ing-hu, Chekiang; White Moon Paintingiety; landscape, flowers. BK I, 38: MSNC, 39; Yii, 513.
Landscape, i , s, d ind is t inc t . MSNC 78.
Hawk on a pine, i , s, 1948. Ibid. 196.
CH'u JEN-FU Aft 4~ ff[ .
Four paintings of flowers and birds , one i , s, 1933. Hu-she 80.6; 82.9.
"& 2jf t . C h i h - p i n ^ &$ h. Yuan-ch'u ij] %7) or $4% .
B. 1875, d. 1931. From Ch'ang-chou, Kiangsu; father of Ch'il Ch'iu-pai. Ytl,
1489; Wen-wu t ' i en - t i , 1981.5, 40.




CH'tiAN T'AI-AN ^ A -#7 .
Sending a daughter to the countryside, i, seal, 1973. CK hua-hsllan 30; CK
hua hstian-chi 32*; CP New Series 44*.
CHUANG LI-CHIN j ^ Tpi] <jf£ .
Stone-walled city, i, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.53.
CHUANG PING-YIN ̂  &/*] ̂  t. Chien-p1 eng j ^ jj]^ . B. 1912. From Hui-an,
Fukien; 1930 graduate of Amoy Art School, entered Hsin-hua Art College in
Western art department; active in Fukien; landscape. MSNC, 67.
Snowscape, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 81.
4?*-* rets i?\ -H-
CHUANG YAO-FU $£> &/]£ -5-t. Ch1 ai-shih ,/£ J^_ . Woman. B. 1869, d. 1938.
From Kiangsu; student of Yuan Yu-ch'ing; flowers, birds. BK III, 173; Yii, 931.
See Collaborative Works List 38.
CHUNG CHIH-FU %% 1% ^ t . Hung-i >*j| ^JLor ^ £ • B. 1914. From Peking;
Manchurian; Hu-she Painting Society; Hsueh-lu Painting Society; after 1949 at
the Lu Hsun Art Academy. BK III, 171; MSNC, 117; Yti add.1.51.
Peonies, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 42.16 (41-50.112).
Parrot on magnolia, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 82.16.
Bird in pine, flowers, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 83.14.
Bird on flowering branch, i, s. Hu-she 95.12.
Maple leaves and praying mantis, s. Ming Chfing chin-tai 110*.
CHUNG CHIH-HU-ft f # & .
Flowers and rock, i , s , 1932. Hu-she 60 .14 .
CHUNG CHIH-I /^fr ^U —• . BK I I I , 171 .
Schoolmates (minor i ty theme), i , s , 1956. CK hua hsiian-pien 30.
CHUNG CHING-FENG <!$'(?) J ^ \
Scholar and attendant wandering through a forest, i, s, 1946. Sotheby,
Sept. 27, 1979, 167.
?J&- . B. 1921. From Luchuan, Kwangsi; 1947 graduate
of Kwangsi School of Art; in 1957 active in Canton and Nanning. CL 1957.3, 226.
Goldfish, s. CL 1957.3, opp. 60*.
CHUNG HSIANG-SHIH
Landscape, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.67.
CHUNG SHAN-YIN <$% U±f j ^ .
Landscape, i , s , 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov. 1936).
Landscape, i , s , 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Landscape, i , s , 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Landscape, album lea f , i , s , 1936. Nanking Exh. C a t . , 11.471
CHUNG SHOU-CHIH /|/f ^ iTt- Tao-ying £f^ ^ • W o m a n - B- 1903. From
Sung-chiang, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; pupil of Hsiao Shih-ch'uan in
landscape; education administrator. BK III, 171; MSNC, 117.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 76.
Tall trees on river bank, mountain background, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh.
Cat., 11.472.
- 1 2 7 -
PAN
CHUNG TAO-CH'flAN '£%. !£ , Jfc . In 1956 exhibited in Chengtu, Szechwan. BK
I I I , 171.
Bird on bare branch, s . Han-k'ou 33,
Two paintings of lo tuses , one i , s . Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936),
Wisteria, s . Nanking Exh, Cat . , I I , 470,
CHUNG TSENG-YA %% ^ 3L£ . B. 1940. From Heng-yang, Hunan? on staff of the
Heng-yang Cultural Hall . Yu add, 1, 51,
An old professor writes a new work, i , sea l , 1973, CK hua-hsuan 36? CK
hua-hstian-chi 37*? CP New Series 28*,
P'eng Te-huai invest igat ing conditions in a v i l l age , done with Li
Tz'u-chih, i , s , 1979, Mei-shu 1979,10,22,
CHUNG WEI'Sjf $h * From Kansu? Manchurian? in army, CL 1964,11,100? Mei-shu
1964,1, 64,
A song for kindred hearts: PLA men and minority people, i indistinct, CL
1964,11 opp, 100*,
PLA soldiers visit A-ma family, 1959, Mei-shu 1960,3, back cover*.
Sheep herders, Mei-shu 1964,1,64,
EN TI )§* -^jfct. Chih-yun #fjt ^ , Hu-she Painting Society? landscape, BK
I, 33? MSNC, 60,
Landscape, i indistinct, Hu-she 21-30,132,
Gathering herbs, after T'ang Yin, Hu-she 50,14 (41-50,167),
Man seated under a pine, s, 1930, Hu-she 69,16,
See also Collaborative Works List 40, 47.
FAN CHEN-HSu ^ -fjjk vfegh. Yu-ch'in flS) ^J . C, s , 1903. From Kansu?
landscapes, f igures, Buddhist f igures , BK IV, 101? Sun, 282? Yti, 640,
Landscape, fan, i , s . Sui-k'an t s ' ang .
FAN CHIUNG ^
Cicadas and leaves, seal. Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11.199,
FAN HAN-Yu ££} JS> ̂ f t, Chieh-mei ^7* M . B. 1903, From Ch'ao-an,
Kwangtung? went to Shanghai in 1938? studiea with Kuo Ts'an-hsueh, MSNC, 46.
Landscape, s. MSNC 75,
FAN HAO-LIN '^f >% J§Lt, Shao-yun J^ ^ , B, 1880. From Chfung-ming,
Kiangsu? pupil of Lu Hui? Hu-she Painting Society? taught at Suchou Art School?
after 1949 at the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy? landscape, BK IV, 101?
MSNC, 114? Yti, 1342? Shang-hai CK hua-yiian.
Boating beneath willows, i, s, 1959, CK hua 11 (1959.8) 3,
Scholar reading under pine, 1928, inscription cropped. Collectanea
1850-1967, 82? Mei-chan 93.
Autumn landscape: cottage in grove, mountains, i, s, 1939, Collectanea
1850-1967, 83,
Herdboy on buffalo under willow, fan, i, s, 1928, Hsin-han ko III.4
Riverside cliffs and mountain peaks, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.49.
A horse in a grove, i indistinct. Mei-chan 51.
Ta-ch'en Island fishing boats, i, s. Mei-shu 1959.4.30.
Washing the elephant, i indistinct, Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937),
Dwelling in summer mountains, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh, Cat., 11.446,




Six gentlemen, after Ni Tsan, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 32.
Red trees and green mountains, i, s, 1924* Wu-chung chin-jen 1.6.
Cloudy groves and late colors, boating beneath leafy trees, i, s, 1924.
Ibid. II.7.
FAN HSI ~£Z 4*%. t. Hsi-ch'enJr|
# $ . B. 1858, d. 1931. From Hang-chou,
Chekiang; active in art education; landscape, ladies, flowers. Yu, 1342.
The Hsiao and Hsiang after snow: two men approaching a wine shop in a
bamboo grove, i, s, 1930 at age 72, done for Cheng Ch'ang. Collectanea
1850-1967, 171; Tang-tai ming-jen 51.
FAN HSING-FA Tfo - » - ^sC"' another name Shih-t'ing -& > T • B* 1934. From
Ting-hai, Chekiang; graduate of the Chinese Painting Department of the Shanghai
Fine Arts Academy; now on the Art Department staff of the Shanghai Drama School.
Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Landscape, i, s, 1979 (?). Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 50.
FAN HSu 2 ^ y||.t. Yti-t'ien §% ^ , Yti-kua #§" Jf^ . From Wu-hsien,
Kiangsu; ladies. BK IV, 101; Yti, 1342; Hu-she 21-30.129.
A lady by garden plants, fan, s, 1928. Hu-she 21-30.129.
A rat on a rock, fan, i, s, 1933. I-lin 74.2.
FAN HUA-T'ING
See Collaborative Works List 50.
FAN LING Jg
Children praying, i, s. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 1; Shou-tu 53.
FAN PAO-WEN $%J ? j£^ .
Morning in Nanking with a view of the Nanking Yangtze River Bridge, done
with Ch'en Ta-yti, s (cropped). CL 1972.6 opp. 68*.
FAN SHANG-LI. ^
Landscape, fan, i, signed Lin-t'ai/^^ / ^ • Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 72.
FAN TI-JUNG 5& i& tjjfc t . Pi-jung fg^ /W* . B. 1917. From Ning-po,
Chekiang; studied a t Shanghai Fine Arts Academy. MSNC, 46.
Landscape, i , s, 1947. MSNC 88.
FAN TS'ENG J o jg . B. 1938. From Nan-tfung, Kiangsu; Central Arts and
Crafts Academy. Yu add. 1, 21.
The people's musician, A Ping. CK shu-hua 3.2, 3, 4 (four paintings)*.
Portrait of Shang Yang. CP 1974.8.34.
Portrait of Hsieh Ling-yun, i, s, 1979. CP 1980.5.22*.
Nti-wa repairs the sky, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 22*.
Ch'ti Yuan, i, s, 1979 (?). Ibid. 22-23*.
The pharmacologist, Li Shih-chen (1518-1593), i, s, 1978 (?). Ibid. 23*.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.8.21*.
Justice overcomes evi l : Chung K'uei, i , s, 1981. CR 1982.2.63*.
Huai-su practicing calligraphy, i , s, 1981. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP 5.
Portrait of Wang Li-shan, i , s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.1.31*.
Hsieh Ling-yun, i , s . Nan-pei chi 117 (Feb. 1980) 54*.
Bodhidharma, i , s, 1979. Ibid. 54*.
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Hsieh Ling-yun, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 57.
Li Ho. Nan-pei chi 119 (April 1980) 56.
Li Ho, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 100 and inside back cover.
Boy and bird, i, s, 1980. Nan-pei chi 132 (May 1981) 49.
Old man and a boy with a turtle on a string, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 49.
People of the Sung Dynasty dancing and singing, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 50-51*.
Portrait of Li Kung-lin, i, s, 1980. Ibid, back cover*.
Portrait of Ch'u Yuan, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 328.
A scholar, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 329.
Lao-tzu on a buffalo, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 330.
Dreaming of butterflies, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 21.
Scholar, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 22.
Huai-su practicing calligraphy, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981,
342.
Portrait of Hsieh Ling-yun, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 343.
Man with a sword, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 344.
Man with cricket bowl and rooster, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 345.
Figure, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981. 653.
Su Shih obtaining an inkstone, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 657.
Two men conversing, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 477.
Illustration of a T'ang Dynasty poem, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982,
488.
Figure in black robe, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 489.
Portrait of Hsieh Ling-yun, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 490.
See also works in CP 1974.12.26 and CP 1975: 1.42*; 2.20; 3.44-45*;
4.40; 5.38; 6.30*; 7.50; 9.42; 10.34; 12.40-41*.
Supplementary bibliography: t
Fan Ts'eng hua-chi ~5. -fE& J£ JFF. Jen-min mei-shu, 1982.
t̂ i cl SOL I "^T
FAN T'UNG-FEN Q, y
Enjoying the cool of a lotus lake, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.447.
44-
FAN Ytl £ £ ^ |
Deep feelings over Chairman Mao's death, done with l iao Kuo-hua.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 59.
FANG CHAO-LIN *% § /Hfyjf t. Ch1 i-shengy^^ h$L . Woman. B. 1914. From
Wu-hsi, Kiangsu. Student of Chao Shao-ang and Chang Yuan; moved to Hong Kong
after World War II. Lin, 7.
Landscape, i, s, 1970. Ming-pao 16 (1981) 12.49*.
Landscape with cattle, i, s. Ibid. 49*.
Two figures, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 49*.
Cliffs and fishermen, i indistinct. Ibid. 50*.
Vietnamese boat people, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 50*.
Working in mountains, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 50*.
Village, i, s, 1981. Ibid. 53.
See also Wucius Wong, "Fang Zhaoling," Orientations, vol. 13, no. 11 (Nov.
1982), pp. 44-55.
FANG CH'I ~Jfy ^fft. Shih-sheng 'j|-§F> t£. . D. 1941. From Anhwei; landscape,
flowers. Yu, 46.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 35 (Feb. 1937).
FANG CHI-CHUNG jfr fjg t . Hsueh-nung B. 1923. From
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Mien-hsien, Shensi; student of Chao Wang-ytln; active in Shensi• CK i-shu-chia
I, 437; Yu add. 1,2.
Yenan lilies, i, s, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 63; CP 1977.6, back cover*.
The Yenan Pagoda, i, s, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-chu 63; CP 1977.6, back
cover*•
Spring in the Yenan Date Orchard, i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 63; CL
1977, 7 opp. 104*; CP 1977.6, back cover*; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.63.
Autumn in Yenan, i, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 63; CL 1978.1, front cover*;
CP 1977.6, back cover*; Mei-shu 1977.2, inside back cover; Mei-shu
tsfung-k'an 1.62.
Dusk falling on rural scene, seal. CL 1963.10 opp. 72*.
Village scene, i indistinct. Hsien-tai shan-shui 73.
Deep forest, seal. Mei-shu 1959.11.36.
Night ferry, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1959.12.37.
Wind in willows by a stream, i, seal, 1961. Mei-shu 1961.6.34.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1978.5.26*.
To the fields: production front line. PR Aug. 2, 1960.15.
FANG CHIA-FU ^ Jjjg T&• From Nanking; student of Chiang Han-t'ing. MSNC,
44.
Bird and wasp nest in tree, s. MSNC 197.
FANG CHIH-NAN ^ -^ PP, original name T'ai-hsing Jjl1 ~|P^ h.
Huang-shui-tiao-t'u^Jf j\< £jj 4&, Chih-nan Jf*g Af. B. 1911. From
Hsi-ning, Chinghai; studied at the SharRjhai Art Academy and National Peking Art
School; student of P'an T'ien-shou and Ch'i Huang, influenced by Wu Chun-ch'ing;
now with the Chinghai Photographic Art Exhibition Office; landscape, birds,
flowers. CK i-shu-chia II, 469; Yti add. 1, 2.
At the foot of Mt. Ch'i-lien, Kansu, i, s indistinct, 1954 (?). Mei-shu
1959.12.17.
FANG CHOU "̂ f - ^ t . Pai-wu 43 jgfr . From Hunan; flowers, birds. BK IV,
103.
Flowers and birds, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1957.4.51.
Chick and flowers. Ibid. 51.
FANG CH'U-HSIUNG ^* ^
Tending ducks, s, 1972. CP 1973.4, back cover*.
FANG CHttN ^
Making shoes for the PLA, i, s, 1977. Chiang-su mei-shu 28*.
FANG CHuN-PI ~A> $&. _tf\ • Woman, wife of Tseng Chung-ming. From Fukien;
went to France as a child; studied in Paris and Bordeaux; 1924-27 in China;
after husband's assassination in 1939, lived in Nanking; moved to the United
States after the war. Also works in oils and watercolors. BK IV, 103; Boorman
III, 311; Lin, 6; MSNC, 4; Sullivan, 90.
Snow in Peking, s, 1972. Mei-shu 1979.7.32.
View from Feng Bridge, Suchou, s, 1973. Ibid. 32.
Supplementary bibliography: ^
Fang Chun-pi kuo-hua chi ^# ^ ^ § ^ J^j -||r ^ ^ Chinese Paintings
by Fan Tchun Pi. N.p., 2 vols. For works in various media, see Fan




FANG HSu y? JW t. Hao-sou ^2% § [ , Hao-chai^^ j ^ . B. 1852, d. 1936
(?). From T'ung-ch'eng, Anhwei; an official tinder the Ch'ing Dynasty; in 1912
retired to Chengtu, Szechwan. Ytl, 42.
Landscape, i, s, 1928 at age 77. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.32.
FANG I J*£ '&Mjt» Hu-ch'ing Jfl^ #B]1 . B. 1889. From Ch'ang-chou, Kiangsu;
dragons. MSNC, 44; Yu, 517.
Coast Guard patrol, done with Fang Shih-t'ien, seal. Chiang-su shih-nien
27*.
FANG HUANG S) ^ A t. Kou-shan ^ iU . Chin-tai ming-jen IV. 2.
Clearing mists in summer mountains, i, s, 1904 (?)• Chin-tai ming-jen
IV. 2.
FANG JEN-TING ~j{) A. jj^ . B. 1903, d. 1975. From Canton, Kwangtung; Spring
Slumber Studio, student of Kao Lun, 1929-35 in Japan, in 1939 went to the United
States, exhibited at the Golden Gate Exhibition in San Francisco; after 1949
taught in the Hua-nan People's Art Academy and was vice-president of the Canton
Painting Academy. BK IV, 103; Li, 66; Lin, 7; MSNC, 4; Sullivan, 90; Yu add. 1,
2.
Bird on bare willow branch, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 36.
Lady cutting willows. I-ching 1937.30 front cover; T'ien-hsia VI.2 (Feb.
1938) 2.
Figure in autumn, s. I-ching 1937.30.36.
Leda and the swan, i indistinct. Ibid. 37.
Street on an autumn night: figure, s. Ibid. 38.
Evening song in fishing boat: two women in boat, moon, s. Ibid. 39.
Figure in snowy window. Ibid. 40.
Boy seated on a water buffalo, s. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Two girls on a rainy road after class, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 17*.
Returned Chinese farm worker, s. Ibid. 26.
Egrets in a tree, s, 1960 (?). Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian 2*; Ming-pao 10
(1975) 4.59.
Ducks, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 28.
Two women on donkeys below willows, s, 1946. MSNC 142.
Woman seated on a grapevine, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.34.
Two rabbits, s. T'ien-hsia VI.2 (Feb. 1938) 1.
FANG JO "<T ?&r t. Yao-yil J|| jjfb . D. after 1945. From Ting-hai, Chekiang,
lived in Tientsin; collector.^ BK IV, 103; Yu, 44.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.43.
Man on boulder in the mountains listening to rapids, s. Hu-she 1-10.73;
Mei-chan 24.
Mountain landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.123.
Pine and rock, i indistinct. Hu-she 15.10 (11-20.133).
Man in rocky landscape looking at waterfall, s. Hu-she 20-31.148.
Landscape, s. Hu-she 31.11 (31-40.118).
Rock cliffs, fan, i, s. Hu-she 38.17 (31-40.162).
Boating by a steep cliff, i indistinct. Hu-she 47.8 (41-50.148).
Two scholars on rocky cliffs. Hu-she 51.10.
Scholar by a river, pines and bamboo above rocks, s. Hu-she 53.10.
Pines and sparrow. Hu-she 60.2.
Rocks and bamboo, fan, i, s. Hu-she 72.13.
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Pine, rock, and bamboo, fan, i, s. Hu-she 73.11.
Secluded fishing on the river, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 95.
FANG K'ANG-CHIH "2T
Pine and rock, done with Chang Ytt-kuang, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 40.
FANG LU-HSING 'jjf J^ ^ T •
Trees, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.36.
FANG MING ̂ T $%i t. Tzu-i -f M) • B. 1881. From T'ung-ch'eng, Anhwei;
taught at the Peking Art School; in 1924 went to Japan, returned to China after
1946. BK IV, 103.
Riverscape with empty kiosk, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 21-30. 169.
FANG 0-T'AI 'rf ?fP - ^ • B. 1941. From Ytin-meng, Hupei; on the staff of the
Pan-p'o Museum in Sian. Yti add. 1, 2.
White flowers in a vase, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.5.29*.
FANG PING-SHAN /) J&j< JL) .
Tug-of-war, 1974. Chiang-su mei-shu 84.
FANG SHIH-T'IEN ̂ f $% - ^ 0 . Woman.
Coast Guard patrol, done with Fang I, i, seal. Chiang-su shih-nien 27*.
Landscape, fan, i, s, after Kao K'o-kung. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien I. 47*.
FANG SHOU-HUNG %F
Quails and chrysanthemums, colophon dated 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.35.
FANG TSENG-HSIEN "% HJ 7^ • B» 1931. From Lan-hsi, Chekiang; with the
Chekiang Art Academy. BK III, 103; Yti add. 1, 2.
Work on coastline cliffs, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 2.
Good Nanking Road Eighth Route Soldier polishing his bayonet, i, s, 1976.
CK hua jen-wu 4*.
Portrai t of a young woman, i , s, 1977. CK shu-hua 7.4 (whole and de ta i l )* .
Transporting bamboo, done with Lu Kfun-feng and Yao Keng-yiian, i , seal ,
1972. CL 1973.4 opp. 96*; CP New Series 34*; Scheck 10*; Yenan Talks 30
Anniversary, A 53*.
Every grain the fruit of labor, i, s, 1955. CL 1977.10*; Hsien-tai CK
hua-hsuan 1.7*; Mei-shu 1956.7.15; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1959.2 opp. 6;
Shih-nien CK hua 35; PC 1957.6, back cover*.
Children gathering mushrooms. Contemporary CP 11*; Mei-shu 1955. 4.26;
Ts'ai-mo-hua 20.
Reconciliation, i, s, 1955. Mei-shu 1955.6.26.
Telling revolutionary stories, i, s, 1964. Mei-shu 1965.2.17.
FANG WEN J![ /jjj t. Wen-chih f^j X^ . From Hsien-chu, Chekiang; now lives in
the United States; noted for calligraphy. MSNC, 3.
Two paintings; tree branches, and plum branches, both i, s. MSNC 120.
FANG YEN S] M§^ original name Wen-ch'u «X^ ^ t. Chieh-k'an i\ ̂ & h.
Yti-chuan-lou j£̂ % ^jji %M» B. 1901 or 1903. From Yung-chia, Chekiang; active




Pots of narcissus and flowers, colophon dated 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 24.
Chrysanthemums and teapot, i, s. MSNC 180.
FANG YtiN /) £ff . Woman. Hu-she Painting Society. BK IV, 103.
Birds in a wu-t'ung tree, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.141.
FANG YtiN-CH'ANG 75 -^ ry • Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV,
103.
Portrait of an old man and his son in a lakeside pavilion, i, s, 1923 (?),
done for Ts'ao Yu-ts'un. Hu-she 1-10.72.
FANG YUNG J) Hm t. Shen-an *Tj| jj^ or - ^ h. Chih-tsu-chai chu-jen &f* /<^
t JI^A^- B. 1892. From Ho-fei, Anhwei; friend of P'ang Yuan-chi and Hsiaoih-ch'uan. MSNC, 4.
Old trees and birds, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 54.
FEI HSIN-WO J| Jpf ^K , another name Li-ch'ien -321 - j ~ . B . 1903. From
Wu-hsing, Chekiang; Kiangsu Provincial Chinese Painting Academy. BK IV, 101; Ytt
add. 1, 38.
Working in the fields at night, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su kuo-hua yuan 12*;
Chiang-su shih-nien 15*.
Working out new embroidery pictures, i, s, 1957. Chiang-su kuo-hua yuan
19*; Chiang-su shih-nien 9*.
Milking a cow, i, s, 1957. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 10*.
Embroidery factory, handscroll, i indistinct. CK hua hsuan-pien 18
(section); Mei-shu 1956.9.15 (whole).
Logging railroad in snow, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 19*.
Life on the Mongolian plains, handscroll. Mei-shu 1957.6.30 (section).
Pastureland in Inner Mongolia, handscroll. PR Dec. 8, 1959.5 (detail).
FEI SUNG-NIEN JJ %&*Z^ . Active early 20th century. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980.
Six leaf album of landscapes, s. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 254 (two leaves);
Sotheby June 24/25, 1981, 716 (one leaf).
See also Collaborative Works List 69.
FEI YEN " ^ ^icjt. Lung-tingffj! 3* , Chien-shih ^ J >& h. Fo-yeh chu-shih
'Otfl MIS Mr -sfc • B. 1879, d. 1937. From Sung-chiang, Kiangsu; pupil of Wu
Chun-ch'mg; Ku-huan Chin-yu Inscription, Calligraphy, and Painting Society;
Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association. BK
IV. 101; Yti, 1114.
Scholar holding a scroll, standing under a wu-tfung tree, fan, i, s, 1927.
Hsin-han ko III.5.
FENG CH'ANG-CHIANG ^M " ^ ̂ E"-
Dance study. CK hua 1981.1.56*.
FENG CH'AO-JAN, see Feng Chiung
FENG CHAO-MIN J|^ •}£» ^ •
New home, done with Hstieh Shan and Ku Yuan. CK hua-hsuan 31.
New home, done with Hsueh Shan and Ku Yuan. CK hua hsuan-chi 33*; CL




Peak and pine of Mt. Huang, Nanking Exh. Cat,, II. 198.
FENG j
Portrait of Gandhi, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.348,
FENG C H I A N G ^ §Mtf> K'ang-hou ffi 4^ . From P'an-yil, Kwangtung; graduate
of Tokyo Art School; landscape. I-lin 3.8.
Nine autumn flowers, handscroll, i , s, 1943. Huang Mo-yuan 45.
Spring flowers, handscroll, i , s . Ibid. 46.
Landscape, i , s, 1929. I-lin 3.8.
FENG CHIEN ^jfa 4&i» B. 1944. From Tung-p'ing, Shantung; pupil of Wang
T'ien-ch'ih and Li Ku-chan; now in Sinkiang; flowers, birds. Ming-pao 15 (1980)
4, 47.
Chicken below banana and plum, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4.50*.
Winter clouds: narcissus by rock, bird, s, 1979. Ibid. 50*.
FENG CH'IU-T'AN-vlf 4f& >^. t. Miao-ch1 ^ j f
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 347,
FENG CHIUNG <|f >£Lt. Ch' ao-j an J<§ $&', h. Ti-ko>/lf^ -|jftff , Sung-shan
chu-shih £L A\ J& ^' Shen-te »j\f| ^ . B. 1881 or 1882, d. 1954. From
Ch'ang-chou (or Wu-chin), Kiangsu, lived in Shanghai, also active in Suchou;
landscape, flowers, ladies. BK IV, 102; Lin, 120; MSNC, 89; Sullivan, 90; Yti,
1129.
Copy of Yen Hsiang-fu's landscape album, i, s, 1926. Feng Ch'ao-jan lin
Yen Hsiang-fu shan-shui ts'e, ̂  $ $ &
Shanghai: T'ien-hui ko, 1929.
Beauty under a plum tree, i, s, 1925. Chin-tai CK hua 90.
Gentleman seated beneath bamboo and stone, i, s, 1928. CK chin-pai-nien
76.
Four landscapes, i, s, 1945 and 1947. Collectanea 1853-1971, 108*, 109*,
110, 111.
Man in kiosk under a pine, mountain background, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 112.
River and mountain landscape, i, s. Ibid. 113,
Old man holding a peach, i, s, 1927. Hsi-ytian 13.
Scholar seated by rocks under pine, fan, i, s, 1928. Hsin-han ko III.2.
Hibiscus and willow, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.61.
Chin Hsi-ai in his bamboo-carving studio, i, s. Hu-she 69.11.
Spring morning at Lung-men, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.9.
Landscape after Wen Cheng-ming, i, s, 1910. Kuo-tfai 1.16*.
Landscape, done with Kao Yung, i, s, 1909. Kuo-t'ai II.2*.
Listening to the spring, i, s, 1942, copy of Wen Cheng-ming painting now in
the National Palace Museum, Taipei. Kuo-t'ai III.25*.
Waterfalls, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai IV.21*.
Landscape after Mi Fei, fan, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai V.45.
Hermit, after Wen Cheng-ming, i, s, 1938. Kuo-t'ai XI.22*.
Landscape after Yen Wen-kuei, i, s, 1927. Mei-chan 3.
Landscape: scholar seated on riverbank watching waterfall, i indistinct.
Ibid. 67.
Peach blossoms, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 117.
Wang Hsi-chih and geese, i, s, 1931. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
The artist's studio, i, s. MSNC 2.
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Landscape; two men in waterside pavilion, i, s, indistinct. Ibid. 17.
Discussing the Tao under pines, in style of T!ang Yin, i, s, 1936. Sotheby
Dec, 19, 1980, 252,
Orchids and rock, 1947, Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 346,
Landscape: cottages by a wide river, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 7,
Pine, album leaf, i, s, 1934, Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 660,
Scholar with a ch'in on a riverbank, i, s, 1926. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981,
478.
Pines and clouds in the southern peaks, after Wen Cheng-ming, i, s, 1928.
Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 13.
Landscape, i, s• Ibid. 14,
Landscape with riverside pavilion and bridge, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 15,
Monastery in autumn hills, i, s, 1947. Sullivan 6.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. Tsuruta 111.
FENG CHUN-FU ̂ ,% $^, ^ t . Chun-fu4jjz_ Ef) h. Chun-hu"1$ *$f$ • Hu-she
Painting Society; birds and flowers, horses, BK IV, 102; MSNC, 89,
Chrysanthemum and rock, seal (?), finger painting, Hu-she 21-30.143.
Goats under willows, fan, i, s, 1933, for Chin K'ai-fan. Hu-she 70,14,
Peacock, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 79.13.
A horse tied to a willow, i, s, 1933 (?). Hu-she 84.14.
Horses under pine, s, 1934, Hu-she 88,13,
Buddha seated under pines, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.14.
Three goats and bare trees, i, s. Hu-she 96.15•
FENG CHUNG-AN ̂ § *"jf -§£• .
Woman and girl returning from night school, done with A-wang-ch'iung-p'ei,
i, s, 1976. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 74.
FENG FEI *v% 4̂f£ t. Jo-fei 5§ -̂ p£ • From Szechwan; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape, BK IV, 102; MSNC, 89,
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1932, Hu-she 63.10,
FENG HSIN-NUNG ^% nfe* yp^. Landscape, MSNC, 89,
Pine tree, i, s. Hu-she 77.14.
FENG KUAN-FU 'Jfe 7|| 5 C t. P«ing-yuan ±f iMj . B. 1884, Landscape, Yii,
1134,
Nine Old Peak, Mt, 0-mei, i, s, 1957. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 11; Hsien-tai
shan-shui 35.
FENG KUANG-P'U -,i§ ^ ?]gf . Railroad worker.
Spring morning in Feng-sha: industrial scene, done with Liu Meng-ying and
T'ao Tsung-ytt, handscroll. Mei-shu 1960.7.38 (section).
FENG KUO-LIN -,^ §§J 3E$U. B. 1932 or 1933. From Shenyang, Liaoning;
graduate of the Lu Hstin Art Academy; Liaoning Fine Arts Publishing House. Ytl
add. 1, 38; CL 1966.6, 34.
A school for coming generations. CL 1966,6 bpp. 34*.
A mother nursing children under pine, fan. Mei-shu 1959.9.34.
FENG LI -%% fj t. Kuo-chu l§ -j£_ . B. 1941. From Chengtu, Szechwan; works
in Kansu. Yu add. 1, 38.
Singing revolutionary songs. Mei-shu 1965.3.23.
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FENG LO-CHING "Mf Jp| f f . Chekiang.
Hundred flowers and peace doves, done with Teng Pai and Tu Man-hua.
Mei-shu 1960.1.17,
FENG PAI-FAN ~J£f & )% .
Going to work in the fields, i, s, 1960. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 32.
FENG PAO-CH'ENG •ĵ f J-T WK, • Hunan.
Girls working ,in fields, i, s, 1957. Mei-shu 1957.11.33.
FENG PING-T'AI ^J?J Ĵ J -A*t. Hsiang-pi^lf ^g£ . B. 1900. From Hao-shan,
Kwangtung? pupil of Ch'eng Chu-shao? landscape. Li, 96; Lin, 121? MSNC, 89.
Landscape, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 29.
Waterfall. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-pfin 33.
Landscape, seal (?). Mei-shu (Canton), 1.6.
Landscape. Ibid. 4.1.
Landscape. Ibid. 5. no page number.
FENG SHIH-LU ~jg 'jfe *fjr . B. 1919, d. 1982. From Jen-shou, Szechwan?
graduate of the Chengtu Art School? in 1942 went to Yenan, worked in a cultural
troupe and did woodcuts? after 1949 began Chinese painting? worked in Sian. BK
III, 172? Yu add. 1, 7? Ch'ang-ch'un chi? CL 1964.1, 38.
Bibliography. A: Chao Wang-yiin Shih Lu Ai-chi hsieh-sheng hua hsuan-chi
^ | -g *jr ̂  <f* -P^JSL.^ {£. jL4£4j? Hsi-an: Ch'ang-an mei-shu, 1957.
Twelve scenes of Egypt, i, s, 1956.'^ A, 13-24*.
Autumn lotus, i, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 15*.
Ducks and peach blossoms in spring, i, s. Ibid. 93*.
Every house is surrounded by flowers, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 31 (Aug.
1972), back cover*? Hsien-tai shan-shui IV*? Mei-shu 1962.3.40*?
Nan-pei chi 33 (Feb. 1973) 57.
Girl under tree, ducks in stream, i, s, 1958. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 9.
Chairman Mao in Northern Shensi during the War of Liberation, s, CK hua
16 (1960.1) front cover (s cropped)*? CK shu-hua 4.8-9 (s cropped)*?
10 (detail)*? CP 1964.2.23*? Mei-shu 1961.4.16 (s cropped)*? Ming-pao
11 (1976) 12.52 (s cropped); Shih-nien CK hua 15*.
Beyond the ancient Great Wall, i, s, 1954. CK hua hsilan-pien 2*?
Contemporary CP 12*? CR 1955.12.26? Mei-shu 1955.4. 28-29*? Nan-pei
chi 106 (March 1979) 57? Ts'ai-mo-hua 3*.
Lotus, i, s. CK shu-hua 4, front cover*.
Northern Shensi at dusk, i, s. Ibid. 11*.
Hibiscus and willow, i, s. Ibid. 12*.
Three tiger cubs playing, i, s. Ibid. 12*.
Old cypress, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 13*? CP 1981.5.23*? Mei-shu 1980.3.18.
Lotuses, i, s. CK shu-hua 4.14*.
Old plum in snow, i, s. Ibid. 24*.
Autumn maple, i, s. Ibid. 24*.
Spring plants, i, seal. Ibid. 25*.
Morning glory, i, s. Ibid. 25*? CP 1981.5.22*.
A scene of plenty, i, s. CL 1960.9 opp. 152*.
The approach of dawn, s. CL 1962.1 opp. 26*.
Under the willows. Ibid. opp. 90*.
Off to work. Ibid. 93.
Rolling waves. Ibid. 94.
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Golden waves below Mt. Chungnan, i, s. Ibid. 96.
Herding sheep on the plateau, i, s. CL 1964.1 opp. 38*; Mei-shu 1963.6
opp. 58*.
Bamboos in the snow, i. CL 1980.6.26.
Pines on Mt. Hua, i, s. Ibid. 27.
Lotus at sunset, i, s. Ibid. 29.
On the way to Nan-ni-wan. Ibid. opp. 30*; CP 1963.7, front cover*;
Hsien-tai CK hua-hsilan II.3*; Hsien-tai shan-shui 55; Mei-shu
1961.4.17; Mei-shu 1978.2.19.
Plant squash, you get squash, i, s. CL 1980.6 bet. 30-31*.
Green pines, i, s. Ibid. bet. 30-31*.
Peas after rain, i, s. Ibid. opp. 31*.
Cattle grazing, seal. Ibid, inside back cover*.
The Yen River, seal (?). CP 1961.5.22-23*.
Under a shady tree, i, s, 1961. CP 1964.2.22*; Nan-pei chi 32 (Jan.
1973) 58.
At the foot of Mt. T'ai-hang, i, s. CP 1981.5.22*.
Girl under peach tree, i, s. Ibid. 22*.
Red rocks and green stream set off each other. CR 1981.2, inside front
cover*•
Scene in north Shensi, i, s, 1975. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 40*.
Buffaloes under a banyan tree, seal (?). Hsien-tai shan-shui 56.
Clearing after spring rain. Ibid. 57; Mei-shu 1961.4.18*; Nan-pei chi
33 (Feb. 1973) 57.
Mutual assistance work team, i, s, 1950. Jen-min mei-shu 1950.3, front
cover•
Ancient city of India, seal (?). Mei-shu 1956.4.36.
Indian men, two paintings, i, seal, one dated 1955. Mei-shu 1956.5.6.
Two Egyptian women with jars on heads by the Nile, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu
1956.12.32*; Ming-pao 13 (1978) 4.68*.
Cliffs, i, s, 1959. Mei-shu 1959.11.33.
Dawn in Yenan, s. Mei-shu 1961.6.14; Ming-pao 11 (1976) 12.55
(cropped).
Autumn harvest. Mei-shu 1961.6.33*.
Mt. Hua, i, s, 1971. Mei-shu 1980.3.17.
Epidendrum of Chung-nan, i, s. Ibid. 18.
Persimmon and rock, i, s. Mei-shu 1980.3.19,
Branch of peaches, i, s, 1972. Ibid. 19.
Lotus, i, s. Ibid, back cover*.
Ship of the desert, i, seal. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 4.68*; Nan-pei chi 106
(March 1979) 61 (i cropped)*.
Egyptian, i , seal , 195^. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 4.68*.
West Lake scene: plum blossoms, i , s . Nan-pei chi 39 (Aug. 1973) opp.
45; Nan-pei chi 107 (April 1979) 92.
Moving mountains, i , s, 1954. Nan-pei chi 39 (Aug. 1973) opp. 44.
A nomad family of Tibet, i , s, 1950. PC 1951.12, back cover.
Date palm, i , seal , 1956. PC 1957.2, back cover*.
FENG SHU-HUA < § $U ' ^ t . T'ui-ytlan iJ|_ jjy , Kung-i-ts1 ao-t1 ang chu-jen
3#f J | M t^ i . A . . B. 1900. From T'ung-hsiang, Chekiang. MSNC 89.
Farmstead, s, 1939. MSNC 72.
FENG SUI-CH'UAN \% £$£ \\\ .
Two herons and reeds, i , s, 1930. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.350.
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FENG T'ANG '$3 ^ h . T'ang-hu 'fc >&/) . Woman, sister of Feng Ti. From
Szechwan; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 89.
Hibiscus, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 1-10.53.
Hibiscus, s. Hu-she 11.12 (11-20.117).
Chrysanthemum. Hu-she 20.10 (11-20.159); Mei-chan 71.
Plum and narcissus after Ytln Shou-p'ing, i, s. Hu-she 46.15 (41-50.147).
FENG TI "$$ -T^t* O-sheng J& *iL h. Ti-hu-T^< )$>fl . Woman, sister of Feng
T'ang. From Szechwan; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 89;
Ytt, 1130.
Sparrows and bamboo, i, s. Hu-she 21.8 (11-20.157); Mei-chan 57.
Flowers, seal. Hu-she 22.14 (11-20.123).
Crabs, i, s. Hu-she 39.16 (31-40.170).
Egg plant, s. Hu-she 52.16.
Bamboo and stone, i, s. Hu-she 88.16.
FENG TZU-K'AI *gjr -̂ - $H- n a m e J e n 4 ~ , Ying-hsing ^ $T* . B. 1898 or
1899, d. 1975. From Ch'ung-te, Chekiang; studied in Japan; in 1920 co-founder
of the Shanghai College of Art; between 1937 and 1945 taught in universities in
Kuei-lin and Chungking; student of Ching Heng-i, Li Shu-t'ung and Chiang
Tan-shu; active in Shanghai; illustrator and cartoonist. BK IV, 103; Lin, 169;
MSNC, 121; Sullivan, 90; Yfl, 1492.
Reproductions of cartoons and sketches in: Ch'i-shih nien-tai 80 (Aug.
1976), back cover*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 105-113; CL 1981.8.75-79;
Mei-shu 1959.12.21; 1980.2.13; Ming-pao 3 (1968) 12, back cover*; 7
(1972) 11, bet. 46-47, 53; 8 (1973) 3, 43-48, 49-50*; 11, 55; 12, 47-48;
9 (1974) 8, 76; 11 (1976) 3, 51-52*, 55; 14 (1979) 9, 46, 49-50*, 51-54;
PR May 11, 1962.20.
People at a well: when you drink the water, remember the source, i, s.
Shang-hai hua-yilan 42*.
A woman on a balcony, i , s . Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 292.
Woman and child, i , s . Ibid. 293.
Trimming green prunus, i , s . Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 661.
Returning home drunk, fan, i , s, 1961. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 174.
Supplementary bibliography: ^ .
Chan-ti man-hua JpTjf "P^SL *%, JSL • Hong Kong: Yin -̂shancf pu-lieh-
hsien t 'u-shu kung-ssu, 1939; Chieh-yu man-hua $$]
Shanghai: Wan-kuang, 1947; Feng Tzu-k'ai man-hua
Hong Kong: Chung-kuo yin-shu-kuan, 197j?_; Feng Tzu^ ' a i man-hua^hstian
j3jj£<t ^ ^jg[ y§^ d^ £ j | ^ . Peking: Chin-chin, 1982; Fenc
Tzu-k'ai man-hua hsuan-i ^^* J£. tj-J|̂  £§r J|^ j|f^ £ § . Hong Kong:
Tun-i, 1976; Feng Tzu-k'ai shu-hua hsuan t̂ y* Jj
Fung Tse Kei: Selected Calligraphy and Drawings. Kowloo?
Stationery, 1976; Hui-hua Lu Hsun hsiao-shuo ^M
Shanghai: Wan-yeh shu^tien, 1950; Man-hua AhH2 cheng-chuarT
Shanghai: K'ai-ming, 1949; Ta-shu hua-ts'e
N.p.: Wen-i hsin-ch'ao she, 1940; Tsu-k'ai man-hua
; Tsu-k'ai man-hua
^ L i . 6 vp Is .Shanghai:
Tzu-k'ai man-hua ch'uan-chi ^ $%. ^9L J t
Hua-pao, 1976; Tzu-k'ai man-hua hsuan
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1955.
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FENG YuAN ̂ Jr̂  jjl^ . B. 1950, From Chekiang.
Building the Great Wall, i, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.4,25.
FU CHIUNG.
See Collaborative Works List 29.
FU CHU $ | 4 ^ t . T'ieh-nien^t^ ^T h. P'iao-han-^]J\ J , Hsien-ts'un
chil-shih ĵ [ ^ ^ -dr. B. 1886 or 1887, d. 1947. From Heng-yang, Hunan;
moved to Shanghai; flowers, birds. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 126; Yti, 927.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1924. Collectanea 1850-1967, 173; Mei-chan 67.
Pine, i, s, 1928. Collectanea 1850-1967, 174; Tang-tai ming-jen 72.
FU CHtiAN-FU >f]f ^ f ^ t. Yeh-k'o S^ t^ h. Hsiieh-hua tsfun-jen % fF ̂ M .
B. 1910. From Hangchou, Chekiang. Student of Ch'en Chih-fo and Wang Jen-chih;
Hang-chou Hsi-ling Calligraphy and Painting Society; during Sino-Japanese War in
Szechwan; now in Taiwan. BK IV, 102; Ho, 50; Lin, 123; MSNC, 93; Tang-tai, 90.
Landscape, s, 1944. Chiang Pi-wei 17*.
Watching the autumn waterfall, i indistinct. MSNC 63.
Supplementary bibliography:
Fu Chtian-fu hua-chi jM $% ^ ^ M. . 5 vols. Taipei:
1958-1959.
FU ERH-SHIH *fĵ  -=• ^z . Son of Fu Pao-shih; active in Nanking; landscape,
figures. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Boat on a river, s. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 23.
Scholars in a landscape, s, 1979. Ibid. 24.
FU HSI 4$ ^ t. Tzu-ch'in J- J^ . From Shanghai; flowers. Yti, 927.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1897. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.6.
FU HSIAO-SHIH /§ '^ XZ . B. 1932. Eldest son of Fu Pao-shih; Kiangsu
Chinese Painting Academy. CL 1962.7, 97; Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981.
Papa at work, s, 1962. CL 1962.7.97.
Lady mounting a horse, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 352.
Illustration to The Water Margin, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 353.
Illustration to the Lute Song, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 354.
A lady playing the p'i-p'a in moonlight, s. Ibid. 355.
ft" *FU HUA gg 3|f . B. 1928. From Manchuria, pupil of Chiang Han-t'ing; birds
and flowers; Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 46.
Cockatoo on banana leaves, s. CK shu-hua 7.20*.
Lotus and fish, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 46.
FU I 1 * /J^ t. Tso-ch'e & J^f h. Sung-hu ̂ ^ *$$ . Hu-she Painting
Society. BK IV, 102.
Tree on a cliff, falling leaves, i, s. Hu-she 88.14.
Landscape, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 100.35.
FU I-CHuN fSf <M! SM'. Woman, daughter of Fu Pao-shih. B. 1934. Figures,
landscape. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Portrait of Li Po, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 25.




Lady with fan, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 356.
Mountain spirits, i, s, 1975. Ibid. 357.
Landscape, fan, s, 1975. Ibid. 358.
FU I-YAO A% 3sk %%£* . Woman, daughter of Fu Pao-shih. B. 1945. In Nanking.
Sotheby, June 17, 1980.
River landscape, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 280.
landscape, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 479.
dC" JL: . Woman, daughter of Fu Pao-shih. B. 1952. Sotheby,
March 12/13, 1981.
Misty landscape, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 359.
Landscape with waterfalls, s, 1979. Ibid. 360.
FU JIH-TUNG 7 ^ B ^ . Spring Slumber Studio. BK IV, 102.
Wisteria vine, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.361.
FU LAI-CH'ENG i% ?fc ^ . Flowers and birds. MSNC, 93.
Bird on blossoming peach branch, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 85.13.
FU LIN-AN i% ®$f. "4r t. Kuang-p'u ^ - ^ . From Li-tse, Shantung? figures,
landscape, animals. I-lin 62.6.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. I-lin 62.6.
Landscape: scholar and attendant looking at mountains, i, s. I-lin 85.15.
Landscape after Ni Tsan, i, s, 1936. I-lin 112.8.
Landscape after Ni Tsan, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.362.
FU LING-YI1N ^ I
Working in forest in drizzle, i, s, 1981. Mei-shu 1981.5.30.
FU PAO-SHIH isf *& S . B. 1904, d. 1965. From Hsin-yti, Kiangsi. 1935 at
the Imperial Academy in Tokyo; taught at National Central University; after 1949
Director of Kiangsu Painting Academy; writer on art; landscape, figures. BK IV,
102; Lin, 122; MSNC, 93; Sullivan, 90; Ytt, 1056. - ~
Bibliography: A: Fu Pao-shih hua-chi ̂ jjf tfii X %"t -^ • Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1958. B: Fu Pao-shih hua-chi /M* ^ ^ ^ jj^ ]£% .
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978. C: Fu Pao-shih Kuan Shan-yueh Tung-pei
hsieh-sheng hua-hsuan i& f& & gff ̂ Jf * J-fc. « ^ M ^ .
Liaoning mei-shu, 1964. • •*" ^ ^
River landscape, s, 1951. A, 1.
Landscape with bamboo in mist and rain, i, s, 1944. A, 2.
The Lan-t'ing Gathering, i, s, 1947-1956. A, 3*; B, 5*; CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 142 (i cropped).
Drunken monk, i, s, 1944. A, 4.
Three lady musicians, i, s, 1945. A, 5*; B, 3*.
Illustration to Li-jen Hsing, i, s, 1944. A, 6*; B, 1*; CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 134.
Illustration to Nine Songs, i, s, 1954. A, 8.
Nine Songs: Goddess of the Hsiang River, i, s, 1954. A, 9*; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 133; Ts'ai-mo-hua 47.
Nine Songs: Lady of the Hsiang River, i, s, 1954. A, 10*; B, 6*; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 132 (i cropped); Mei-shu 1980.7, front cover
(detail)*.
Nine Songs: Warrior standing alone on battlefield, i, s, 1954. A, 11.
Four seasons, album leaves, i, s, 1954:
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Spring, A, 12*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 142,
Summer, A, 13; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 136.
Autumn, A, 14; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 143.
Winter, A, 15; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 135.
Sun Yat-sen's mausoleum, i, s, 1956. A, 16*; B, 7*; Shih-nien CK hua
64*.
Scholar standing on rock by the sea, i, s, 1955. A, 17.
Boat returning in a storm, i, s, 1955. A, 18; Collectanea 1850-1967,
185*.
Mountain landscape in evening rain, i, s, 1945. A, 19*; B, 4*; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 141; CL 1980.1 opp. 61*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan
1.9*.
Listening to the rapids, i, s, 1945. A, 20.
Mountain landscape, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1956. A, 21.
Travelers along mountain path at dusk, i, s, 1956. A, 22.
Ch'tlan Family Courtyard, Chin-kang Hill, i, s, 1953. A, 23.
A grove of trees in snow, i, s, 1957. A, 24.
Red leaves falling in the west wind, i, s, 1956. A, 25*; B, 8*; CL
1980.1 opp. 60*.
The Chia-ling River, i, s, 1956. A, 26*; B, 9*.
Scholar and attendant in autumn grove, i, s 1956. A, 27*; B, 10*; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 136.
Szechwan scene, s, 1956. A, 28,
Spring in Chiang-nan, i, s, 1957. A, 29*; B, front cover*; CK hua
hsilan-pien 43*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 135; Hsien-tai shan-shui 13.
Two men on a river bluff, illustration to a Kung Hsien poem, i, s, 1956.
A, 30.
A lady by a stream in a grove, i , s, 1957. A, 31.
Scholar and attendant under pine, i l lustrat ion to a T'ang poem, s, 1956.
A, 32*; B, 11*; CL 1980. 1 bet . 60-61*.
The east is red: landscape, pine and red sun, i , s, 1954. A, 33*.
Looking at paintings in a pavilion under trees, i , s, 1942. A, 34.
The Three Laughters of Tiger Stream, i , s, 1954. A, 35; CK hua 2 (1958)
48.
A scene of Lake Hsflan-wu, i, s, 1955. A, 36.
Two men on a bridge beneath tall mountains, i, s, 1955. A, 37.
Soldiers crossing flooded Yellow River, i, s, 1957. A, 38.
River seen through trees, moon, illustration to poem by Han-shan, i, s.
A, 39; Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 105*.
Landscape, i, s. A, 40.
Scholars playing wei-ch'i in waterside pavilion, i, s, 1945. B, 2*.
Village at the base of tall mountains, i, s, 1961. B, 12*; CL 1961.8
opp. 32*; Shan-ho 1*.
A thousand mountains competing in beauty, i, s, 1961. C, 2*.
Looking south from the Lung-ch'uan Temple, i, s. C, 3*; Ch'i-shih
nien-tai 101 (June 1978), back cover*.
Mountain village, i, s, 1961. C, 5*.
Hsing-hai Park, i, s, 1961. C, 7*.
Fishing harbor at Tiger Cove, i, s, 1961. C, 9*.
Coal mines, i, s, 1961. C, 12*.
Steel factory, i, s, 1962. C, 13*.
Waterfall, i, s, 1961. C, 15*.
High tension wires, i, s. C, 17*.
Sung-hua Lake, i, s, 1961. C, 19*.
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Ah! The Long White Mountains, i, s, 1961. C, 22*.
Warm springs on Pai-shan, i, s. C, 23*.
Fields at dawn, i, s. C, 27*.
Crater Lake, handscroll, i, s, 1961. C, 28-30*.
Fields by Lake Ching-po, i, s. C, 33*.
Scene of Lake Ching-po, i, s. C, 34*.
Summer day on Lake Ching-po, i, s, 1961. C, 36*.
By Lake Ching-po, i, s. C, 37*.
Construction on shore of Lake Ching-po, i, s, 1961. C, 38*.
Good by, Long White Mountains, i, s, 1961. C, 42*.
Eight scenes of Czechoslovakia, i, s, 1957. Fu Pao-shih fang-wen
Chieh-k'o-ssu-lo-fa-k'o hsieh-sheng tso-p'~in hsuan chi 41S§L $&~%L
f* M VUL %H #k & & % &• ^ A iMJ^ ~ Nuking:
Chiang-su wen-i, 1959. First scene also in: Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan
36*; Chiang-su shih-nien 30*; CL 1980.1.62.
Beauty and banana leaves, i, s. Barling, CP 16-20 Cen. 18.
Landscape, i, s, 1943, for Chiang Pi-wei. Chiang Pi-wei 15*.
Boating by the Red Cliff, i, s, 1947, for Chiang Pi-wei. Ibid. 25*; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 143.
"Tieh-lien hua," i, s, 1958, illustration to Mao Tse-tung's poem "From
Tingchow to Changsha," 1930. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 21*; Chiang-su
shih-nien 7*; CK hua 4 (1959.1) back cover*.
Ode to Rain-flower Terrace, i, s, 1960. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 30*.
Shao-shan, i, s. 1960. Ibid. 32*.
Ching-po waterfall, i, s, 1961. Chiang-su mei-shu 4; CK shu-hua
5.16-17*; CR 1964.7.22-23*.
Portrait of Li Po, i, s, 1963. Chiang-su mei-shu 15*; CP 1980.6.22*;
Nan-pei chi 130 (March 1981) 75 (detail).
Lake Hstlan-wu, i, s, 1957. Chiang-su shih-nien 28*.
The latter Red Cliff, i, s, 1964. Chin-tai CK hua 119.
Ode to Rain-flower Terrace, i, s, 1958. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 6; Shan-ho
38*.
"This land with so much beauty aglow," done with Kuan Shan-yueh, i, s,
1959, illustration to Mao Tse-tung's poem "Snow," 1936; now in the
Great Hall of the People. CK hua 13 (1959.10) 12-13*; CK hua
hsuan-pien 31*; Hsien-tai mei-shu tso-p'in 1.6*; Hsien-tai shan-shui
1*; CL 1960.2 opp. 26*; CP 1959.19. 20-21*; Mei-shu 1960. 8/9, front
cover*; Shih-nien CK hua 14* (sometimes the uninscribed version is
reproduced)•
Scholar in boat under a cliff, i, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 131.
Landscape near Diamond Hill, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 137*, 140 (detail);
Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 106* (detail), 107*.
Three gentlemen viewing a waterfall, i indistinct. CK min-ch'u hua-chia
138*.
Pine trees on mountains, s, 1953. Ibid. 139*; Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg.,
103*.
Fisherman, s, 1953. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 139*; Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg.,
108*.
Illustration to a poem by Tu Fu, i, s, 1947. CK shu-hua 4.1*.
Mistress and Lady of the Hsiang River, i, s, d indistinct. CK shu-hua
4.16-17*.
Listening to a waterfall, i, s, 1961. CK shu-hua 5, front cover*.
Waterfall, i, s. Ibid. 15.
Nine ancients under pines. Ibid. 15*.
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Log rafts on a river, i, s, 1962 (?). Ibid, 18*,
View of Mt. Hua, i, s, 1960* Ibid. 18*? CL 1980.1 bet. 60-61*.
The artist Tao-chi and pine, i, s, 1961. CK shu-hua 5.19*.
Portrait of Tu Fu, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 20*.
Rain-flower Terrace, i, s, 1956. CL 1957.1 opp. 6*.
Prague, i, s. CL 1959.4 opp. 116*.
Landscape, i, s, 1960. CL 1961.12. opp. 68*.
Chairman Mao's birthplace, i, s, 1959. CL 1962.7 opp. 22*.
Wild geese alighting on a sandy shore, i, s, 1962. CL 1962.7 opp. 98*.
The Goddess and the Lady of the Hsiang River, i, s. CL 1980.1.61.
Viewing a waterfall. Ibid. 64.
Autumn night, i, s. Ibid., inside back cover*.
Scholar in boat by river cliff, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 76.
Spring rain in the south, dated 1963 by seal. CP 1964.1.22-23*.
"The land of the hibiscus glowing in the morning sun" i, s, 1964;
illustration to Mao Tse-tung's poem "Reply to a Friend," 1961, CP
1964.7.22-23*.
Rain on the Dragon Boat Festival, i, s, 1963. CP 1980.6.23*.
Listening to the oriole, i, s, 1963. CR 1964.7.23*.
First bridge crossed on the Long March, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 22-23*.
Landscape with boats, i, s, 1964 (?)• Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP 7.
Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 109*.
Boaters beneath cliffs, done with Ho Hsiang-ning, s, 1962. See Ho
Hsiang-ning Bibliography B, 10*; C, 50*.
Two gentlemen in riverside pavilion in mountains, done with Ho
Hsiang-ning, i, s, 1963. See Ho Hsiang-ning Bibliography B, 12*; C,
54*; Mei-shu 1978.6.18.
Illustration to a T'ao Ch'ien poem, i, s, 1963. Hsien-tai CK hua chi
6*.
Poet reciting under a pine, fan, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 63*.
Pine-clad cliff, i, s, 1962. Hsien-tai shan-shui 14.
Landscape with two gentlemen on a bridge, i, s, 1955. Ibid. 15.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 11.19*; Kuo-t'ai X.64*.
A beauty in a pavilion, i, s, 1944. Kuo-t'ai III.3*; Kuo-t'ai X.63*.
Figures in a landscape, i, s, 1944. Kuo-t'ai IV.32*; Kuo-t'ai X.60*.
Traveling in the Hua Mountains, i, s, 1960. Kuo-t'ai IV.33*; Kuo-t'ai
X.66*.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. Kuo-t'ai VII.40*; Kuo-t'ai X.61*.
Landscape, i, s, 1939. Kuo-t'ai X.59*.
Man under a pine tree, i, s, 1964. Kuo-t'ai X.62*.
The Lan-t'ing Gathering, i, s. Kuo-t'ai X.65*.
Rain-flower Terrace, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1957.8.31.
The Chi-ming Temple, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 31.
Scene of Romania, i, s. Mei-shu 1959.1.23.
Scene of North China, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1961.2.21*; Shan-ho 12*.
Hsi-ling Gorge, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1961.3.56; Ming-pao 1 (1966) 3,
inside front cover; Shao-ho 32.
Ching-kang shan, i, s, 1964. Mei-shu 1978.5.24.
The Nine Dragon Waterfall, i, s, 1965 (?). Mei-shu 1980.7.19.
Scene of Ch'in-huai, i cropped. Ibid. 20.
Landscape, i, s, 1955, illustration to poem by Kuo Mo-jo (?) on
Yang-shao. Ibid. 21*.
Geese alighting on a sandy bank, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 21*.
Ching-po Waterfall, fan. Ibid. 20.
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Nine ancients, i indistinct, s» Ibid* 22*»
Landscape, i, s, Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 95«
Landscape, i, s, 1956, Ibid. 99*
Portrait of a lady, i, s, 1956* Ibid, 129,
Spring in the South, s, Ming-pao 3 (1968) 3, inside front cover?
Nan-pei chi 37 (June 1973) opp, 44,
The Lan-t'ing Gathering, two album leaves, one signed, the other with
indistinct inscription, Ming-pao 8 (1973) 8,4,
Landscape, i, s, 1947, MSNC 28,
Nine Ancients of Hsiang-shan, i, s, 1946, Ibid, 123? Wu, Chinese
Painting VI*,
Diamond Bank, i, s, Nan-pei chi 37 (June 1973) opp, 45,
Composing on a spring stream, i, s, 1964, Pai-yttn fang 11,102*,
Meeting an old friend under a pine tree, i, s. Ibid, 103*,
A lady under a willow, i, s, 1944, Ibid, 104*,
Scholars enjoying autumn scenery, i, s. Ibid, 105*,
Asking the way of a child under a pine tree, i, s, 1943, Ibid, 106*,
Viewing a waterfall, s, 1964, Ibid, 107*,
Going to pay homage to the revolutionary dead on Rain-flower Terrace, i,
s, 1956, PC 1956,18,22-23*,
Along the banks of the Yellow River, seal, PR March 17, 1961,17,
Spring in the Date Garden, i, s, 1960, Shan-ho 2*,
Liu Shao-ch'i's home town, i, s, 1960, Ibid, 5*,
Pine-flower Lake, i, s, 1961, Ibid, 11*,
Yellow River scene, i, s, 1960, Ibid, 14*,
Red Crag village, i, s, 1960, Ibid, 27,
Scholar and attendant in mountains, s, 1946, Sotheby, Sept, 27, 1979,
178*,
Two scholars in mountain landscape, i, s. Ibid, 179,
Lady of the Hsiang River and falling leaves, i, s, 1960, Sotheby, May
28, 1980, 81*,
Gorge landscape, i, s, 1964, Ibid, 82,
Scholars and mountain landscape, s, 1964, Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 279,
Goddess of the Hsiang River and falling leaves, i, s, Sotheby, Nov, 30,
1980, 9*,
Landscape after poem by Tu Fu, i, s, Ibid«
Scholar in a pine grove, i, s, 1963, Ibid*
Hsi-ling Gorge, i, s, dated 1964 by seal,
1980, 278,
Scholars in a pavilion by waterfall, i, s, 1946,
1981, 347*,
Misty landscape, i, s, 1964, Ibid, 348*,
Szechwan landscape, seal. Ibid, 349*,
Female figure, s. Ibid, 350,
Landscape with houses, seal, 1964, Ibid, 351,
Landscape, i, s, 1965, Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 8,
Clearing autumn skies, i, s, 1944, Ibid, 9*,
Wang Hsi-chih gazing at geese, i, s. Ibid, 10*,
Scholar meeting, fan, i, s, 1937, Sotheby, Nov, 22, 1981, 7,
Drinking wine in boat among red leaves, fan,
Landscape, i, s. Ibid, 9*,
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1960, Ibid, 10,
Scholars amusing themselves, i, s, 1947, Sullivan 17,
The painter in his studio, i, s. Ibid, 18,
10,
11*,
Ibid, 12? Sotheby, June 17,
Sotheby, March 12/13,
s, 1952, Ibid, 8,
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Song of Mt. Lu, i, s, 1944. Trends 42*.
A noble scholar watching the waterfall, i, s, 1961, Ibid, 43.
Watching the waterfall, i, s, 1962. Ibid. 44.
Landscape, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 45.
The Hsi-ling Gorge, i, s, 1962. Ibid. 46.
A thousand mountains competing in beauty, i, s. Ibid. 47.
Landscape with steamboats, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 48.
Watching the sea, i, s, 1946. Tsuruta 117.
The Later Red Cliff, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 118.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. Wu, Painting in China 24.
The artist listening to a woman musician, i, s. Ibid. 25.
See also Collaborative Works List 1, 5, 6, 7.
Supplementary bibliography: , <& Ai
Fu Pao-shih hua-chi qM -IHJ ^& jfjF - ^ . Taipei: Chung-hua,
1980. Fu Pao-shih hua-chi /f& ^ £ g, j £ M . Shanghai:
Chin-ling shu-hua-she, 198iT
FU SSU-TA ltjf )& /J^. Trained in Peking; in 1937 went to the United States,
and later to India, Malaya; during Sino-Japanese War taught in Kueilin
Provincial Art Institute and Teacher's Training College; later in Shanghai.
Sullivan, 90.
Actor in traditional drama, seal. Sullivan 48.
FU TSUNG-WEN *% ;jf J£_ . Woman. Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, birds
and flowers. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 93.
Bird, flowers, and rock, i, s. Hu-she 98.15.
FU WEN-YEN -jJf <Xl ̂  t. Tzu-mei ̂  j ^ h. Sung-chai chu-shih # £ Jĵ  J^ ±. .
From Peking; at Hsin-hua Art School, Art Education Department; student of Wang
Ya-chfen and Chang Yuan; Hsing-yu Calligraphy and Painting Society. BK IV, 102;
MSNC, 14.
Landscape, i, s, 1943. MSNC 60.
HAI MING-CH'UAN > 2 ^ ^ b\ . Hui nationality.
Army hog-keeper, Yang Tsung-pao, i, s, 1964. Mei-shu 1964.5.52.
Destroying an enemy base, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 82.
HAN JU-HUI -fj| -£« ,£?, . Woman. Birds and flowers. MSNC, 122.
Birds in wisteria,^i, s, 1934. Hu-she 85.12.
HAN KO-LIN
Plum blossoms, i indistinct. Mei-chan 17.
HAN KUO-CHEN 4% j |f
The people's singer, Li Yu-yuan, i, 1976. Ch'ttan-kuo mei-shu 65; CL 1977.7
opp. 96*; Mei-shu 1977.2.29.
The painter, Chiang Chao-ho, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.2.29; Mei-shu
yen-chiu 1981.1 .41*.
Portrait of P'u Sung-ling, i indistinct. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.1.73.
HAN MEI-LIN Mffr -Jl. ^F»B. 1936. From Chi-nan, Shantung; design specialist;
works in Anhwei; animals. Yti add. 1, 52.
For animal paintings done between 1976 and 1979 , see: Ch'i-shih nien-tai
131 (Jan. 1981) 3; 145 (Feb. 1982), inside front cover*; CL 1980.2; CP
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1979.11.22-23*; CR 1979.9.29-31*; Mei-shu 1979.5.18; 29*; PR June 22,
1979. 29; Women of China 1979.6.33*.
Song of the minorities. PR March 2, 1962.22.
HAN PM3I-FEN J s ^J^, 3ff . Woman, wife of T'an Shao-yiln. (Possibly Han Hung
1£i £fe; from Fen-yang, Shansi. Ytt, 1484.)
Flower and insect, i, s, 1926. San T'an 28.
Autumn flower, grasses and insects, i, s, 1925. T'an-chia 14; Wu, Wang,
San T'an 30.
HAN SHIH Jp?Jf &% . B. 1948. Worker.
I will tell Chairman Mao: P'eng Te-huai investigating conditions in
village during Great Leap, done with Shih Ta-wei, i, 1980. Mei-shu
1981.4.25.
Troop landing, done with Chang P'ei-ch'u and Shih Ta-wei, i, s. PLA 50
Anniversary 79.
HAN SHU-LI T # -#" "7* . B. 1948. Tibetan; from Peking. An oil painter,
works in the Tibetan Exhibition Hall. BK I, 35; Yti add. 1, 52.
The oil pipeline, done with Tan Ch'tl, i, s, 1976. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 76.
Chairman Mao's representative in Tibet in 1951, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 7,
inside back cover*; Mei-shu 1979.10.27.
HAN T'lEN-CHtiAN jf3f s^ -§* . B. 1896 or 1899. From Chen-chiang, Kiangsu;
graduate of Shanghai Fine Arts Academy. Yti, 1479 and add. 1, 52.
Four birds on rocks, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.480.
HAN YIN-K'O -f# * 4£ t. Hsiao-hupj| ^ J
Bibliography. A: Huan-ts'un hua-kao ^-^ ^jj -^ ^§7 N.p.: c. 1928.
Landscape, album leaf, i, s, 1928. A, 1 *̂*
Cottage in a garden, i, s. A, 2.
Horse, s, 1928. A, 3.
Still life: rock, frog, planter, s. A, 4.
Lily and rock, seal. A, 5.
Two water buffaloes and willows, s, 1928. A, 6.
A spotted cat on a rock, i, s. A, 7.
Plum and rock, seal. A, 8.
Galloping horse, i, s. A, 9.
Rock, seal. A, 10.
Horse and willow, style of Hua Yen, i, s. A, 11.
Two rocks, s, 1928. A, 12.
Tiger on a rock, i, s. A, 13.
Deer and bat, s, 1928. A, 14.
Tiger and grasses, style of Hua Yen, i, s. A, 15.
Rolling horse, i, s. A, 16.
Horse by a willow tree, s, 1928. A, 17.
Horse, s. A, 18.
Horse, seal. A, 19.
Horse, seal. A, 20.
Two scholars drinking below trees, i, s. A, 21 .
Scholar reading in a cottage, i, s. A, 22.
Horse. A, 23.
Twelve-leaf album of various subjects, some leaves i, all leaves signed
or seal, last leaf dated 1928. Han Yin-k'o hua-k'ao tt ^ ^ M &
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Shanghai: Shen-chen shu-she, 1929,
HAN Yti J?j| , g ' f .
Actors, i , s . Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7,50*.
HAN YtiEH .f̂ p. 4JZ&B. 1933. From An-ch'iu, Shantung; with the Military Academy.
Yti add. 1, 52.
"Li t t le Red Devils" growing up under Mao's instruction in Yenan. PLA 50
Anniversary 11.
The fountainhead: a PLA man reading "On Contradictions" while waiting for
water buckets to fill, s. Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A.39*.
HANG FA-CHI
Commemorating the New Fourth Army (South Anhwei) Incident, i, seal (?),
illustration to poem by Chou En-lai. PLA 50 Anniversary 67.
HEI PAI-LUNG >& & T | . B. 1914. Hui nationality; from Lin-ch'ing,
Shantung; graduate of the Shanghai Fine Arts Academy; landscape; active in
Shantung, BK II, 72; MSNC, 88; Yti add.1, 40.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1959. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 6.
Reservoir at Tiger Mountain, i, s, 1959. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 5.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 37.
HENG HSIAO-SHAN ffpf <b ̂ 4 .
Ling-chih, rocks, peach blossoms, i, 1935. Hu-she 95.10.
HO CHEN-CH'IANG 4**$ 'i]^L ?fi| , another name Chen $J$L . B. 1937. From
Chao-ch'ing, Kwangtung; Central Arts and Crafts Academy. Yti. 1, 9.
Kueilin scenery, s, 1979. CL 1979.7, front cover*.
HO CH'I-Yti 4l>r - ^ {jjk . From Tan-t'u, Kiangsu; birds and flowers. MSNC,
20; Yti, 250.
Bird on viburnum, roses, i , s, 1956. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 44*; Chiang-su
shih-nien 50*.
Long-tailed bird on plum, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.7.
Banana leaves, flowers and two flying sparrows, s. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.95.
Birds and flowers, i, s, 1945. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 164.
HO CHIA-FANG /»7 % P%~ t. Wei-hsien 7 )f ^ , Ch'i-ytian^- lj§j[ . B.
1899, d. 1970. From Shun-te, Kwangtung; student of Kao Weng; active in the
Canton Ling-nan School and in Hong Kong. Ho, 30; Li, 94; Lin, 27; Sullivan, 90.
Man and attendant on bridge in bamboo grove, i, s. Kwang-tung hsien-tai.
Monkey in tree, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., II.103.
HO CHIA-YING 4^ %< ^ . B. c . 1957. Tientsin.
Girls buying flowers at a construction s i t e , i indis t inct . Mei-shu
1981.3.36.
HO CHIEN-KUO
Diverting flood waters through the Grand Canal, done with Wang Sung-yti,
seal. CK hua-hstian 41; CK hua hstian-chi 43*; CP New Series 42*.
HO CHIH-HUI 4^P < 'VJF • Student at Central Art Academy. CK hua 21
- 1 4 8 -
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(1960.6).
Weather station in a mountain v i l lage , s . CK hua 21 (1960.6) 6; PR June
14, 1963.24.
HO CHIH-I ^ /fax fa .
Busy river in a deep ravine, i , s, 1965. CP 1965.9.22*.
HO CHIH-T'ING Hj jJT. $Tf . Woman.
Cranes and autumn willow. I-lin 80.9.
HO CHIN-HSIEN ~f*j1 \i§^ ®j£ # Kansu.
The Tung-liang canal, handscroll. Mei-shu 1960.1.53 (section).
HO CHING-HAN 4%$ /$flj %B/ . BK I , 3 3 .
Spring: Coal Hill and the White Pagoda, done with Wu Hsi-ts'eng and Wu
Hsien-ts'eng. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 18-19.
Park in springtime, i indistinct. PR Dec, 15, 1961.29.
See also Collaborative Works List 16, 17.
HO CH'tiN 4^J $J^ . Yunnan.
Spring plowing, s. Mei-shu 1960.1.22.
HO CH1UN-YANG J| ^ p ^
Mountain flowers in bloom, done with Sun Ch'i-feng, i, s. Ch'tlan-kuo
mei-shu 78; CL 1977.8 opp. 88*.
Loquat and bird, i, s. CL 1978.10*.
HO FANG-HUA *5J **& jp . B. 1918. From Shantung; associate professor at
Southwestern Fine Art School, Chungking; birds and flowers. CL 1956.4, 244.
Two chicks, s. CL 1956.4 opp. 24*.
A factory on a river bank, handscroll, seal. Ts'ai-mo-hua 30.
HO HSIANG-NING 4%\ ^ >$k^. Woman, wife of Liao Chung-k'ai. B. 1878 or
1880, d. 1972. From Nan-hai, Kwangtung; 1910 graduate of Tokyo Girl's Art
School, in 1911 returned to China; traveled abroad and to Hong Kong; active in
politics. BK I, 33; Boorman II, 67; Li, 102.
Bibliography. A: Ho Hsiang-ning hua-chi ^ ^ jjj,
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1954. B: Ho Hsiang-ning hua chi ^
i $ Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978. C: Ho Hsiang-ning shih hua chi
JL 3 4§
1^
*f ^ -*JML 1*M 3u 4§C • P e k i n 9 : Jen-min mei-shu, 1963.
Landscape, i, s, 1910. A, 1; B, 1*; C, 1*; Mei-shu 1978.6.25*.
Lion, s, 1913. A, 2; C, 5.
Monkeys on rock, s, 1914. A, 3; C, 6.
Resting lion, s, 1914. A, 4*; B, 3*; C, 7*; CL 1979.6 opp. 16*; CP
1979.5.18; CR 1976.6, inside back cover*.
Deer on a rock, s, 1915. A, 5; C, 9.
Reclining tiger, s, 1915. A, 6; C, 10.
Crouching tiger, 1918. A, 7; C, 11; I-ching 1937.33.37.
Poppy, s, 1918. A, 8; C, 12.
Tiger, 1919. A, 9; C, 13.
Plum and two cranes, s, 1927. A, 10; C, 14.
Lion, seal (?), 1927. A, 11; C, 15.
Tiger by a waterfall, i, s, 1927. A, 12.
Snowy pine and mountains, seal (?), 1928. A, 13.
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Snow, moon, and pine, s, 1930. A, 14; C, 20.
Flowers, pine, and birds, i, s, 1930 or 1931. A, 15*; B, 4*; C, 19*; CK
hua 1 (1957) 47*; CL 1979.6 opp. 72*.
Snow-laden trees, s, 1931. A, 16.
Landscape, s, 1943 or 1951. A, 17 (reproduced in damaged condition); C,
32* (in complete condition); Hsien-tai shan-shui 11.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1947. A, 18.
Landscape with travelers, i, s, 1950. A, 20; C, 30.
Plum and peony, i, s, 1950. A, 21.
Snowscape with fisherman, i, s, 1951. A, 22; B, 5*; C, 31*.
Playing the flute and dancing beneath pines, done with Liao
Ch'eng-chih, 1953. A, 23*; B, 7*; C, 36*.
Landscape, done with Hu P'ei-heng, s, 1953 or 1955. A, 24; C, 38.
Blossoming plum tree, i, s, 1953. A, 25; C, 35*.
Gnarled tree by rapids, colophon dated 1953. A, 25.
Landscape with travelers on a bridge, i, s, 1953. A, 26.
Pine and chrysanthemum by rapids, i, s, 1960. B, front cover*; C, 45*;
CK hua hstian-pien 52*; CP 1979.5, front cover*; CR 1979.6.53*;
Mei-shu 1960 10/11 opp. 34*.
Tiger in moonlight, i, s, 1910. B, 2*; C, 2*; CP 1960.5.15*; CR
1979.6.47; Mei-shu 1978.6.25*.
Tiger on a rock, s, 1953. B, 6*; C, 34*.
Landscape with yellow-leafed trees, s, 1960. B, 8*; C, 44*.
Evergreen, i, s, 1961, done for the 40th anniversary of the founding of
the Chinese Communist Party. B, 9*; C, 46*.
Boaters beneath cliffs, done with Fu Pao-shih, i, s, 1962. B, 10*; C,
50*.
Two gentlemen in riverside pavilion in mountains, done with Fu Pao-shih,
s, 1963. B, 12*; C, 54*; Mei-shu 1978.6.18.
Plum and rock, done with P'an T'ien-shou, 1962. B, 11*; C, 51*;
Mei-shu 1978.6.24*.
Tiger in grass, i, s, 1910. C, 3*.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1913. C, 4*.
Lion, s, 1914. C, 8.
Plum, pine and bamboo, done with Ch'en Shu-jen and Ching Heng-i, s,
1928. C, 16*; CP 1979.5.20*.
Branch of blossoming plum, s, 1929. C, 17.
Landscape, s, 1929. C, 18; Mei-chan 5.
Two cranes on rock; peonies, done with Chang Yu-kuang, 1933. C, 21*.
Boating under willows, s, 1934. C, 22.
Viewing the waterfall, done with Wang Chen, s, 1934. C, 23.
Two scholars on riverbank, pines, 1934. C, 24.
Landscape, s, 1936. C, 25.
Waterfall, s, 1938. C, 26*; CL 1979.6 opp. 88*.
Landscape, i, s, 1940. C, 27.
Tiger by waterfall, s, 1943. C, 28.
Landscape with multiple waterfalls, seal, 1944. C, 29.
Plum and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1951. C, 33*.
Branches of blossoming plum, seal, 1954. C, 37.
Donkey rider in mountains, s, 1956. C, 39; CL 1979. 6. opp. 112*.
Chrysanthemums and red leaves in the wind, s, 1957. C, 40*; CP
1960.5.16*.
Landscape with red-leafed trees, s, 1958. C, 41*; CP 1960.5.16*.
Fishing in a mountain stream, s, 1959. C, 42*.
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Plum and pines, s, 1960. C, 43.
Snowscape, i, s, 1961 • C, 47.
Cypress tree, s, 1961. C, 48.
Fishing in a stream, s, 1962. C, 49.
Mountain landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1963. C, 52*.
Plum, epidendrum, and narcissi, s, 1963. C, 53*.
Red and white plum, i, s. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 1.
Red plum, i, s, 1955. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 10*; Shih-nien CK hua 32*.
Green plum blossoms, seal, 1943. CL 1979.6 opp. 104*; CP 1979.5.21*.
Plum blossoms, 1958. CP 1960.5.16; CR 1979.6.52.
Orchids and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1933. CP 1979.5.18.
Landscape, seal (?), 1950s. CP 1979.5.19.
Green plum and peonies, i, s, 1954. Ibid. 20*.
Plum blossoms. CP 1981.12.7.
Maple tree, s, 1929. CR 1979.6.51*.
Tiger, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 52*.
Two ladies admiring a waterfall, done with Liao Ch'eng-shih, i. Ibid.
54*.
Poppy, s. Han-k'ou 34.
Ink plum, i, s, age 82. Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan 1*.
Pine and cypress, s. Mei-chan 105.
Plum blossoms, s, 1961. Mei-shu 1961.1.40.
Three friends of winter, done with Ch'en Shu-jen and Ching Heng-i, i, s.
Wu, Painting in China 11.
See also Collaborative Works List 39.
Supplementary bibliography: r ^
Ho Hsiang-ning Chung-kuo-hua hsuan-chi Jf£\ ^
Canton: Jen-min, 1979.
HO HSIANG-SHENG ^Tf ^ '^- • Shanghai worker.
The people's soldier helps the people (staking and tying plants in field),
done with Tsou Yueh-fei, i, 1974, Shang-hai kung-jen 22*.
HO HSu A^\ ilM t. Po-yang 4fe T ^ . B. 1913 or 1914. From Hsi-an, Shensi;
son of Ho Sui; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 33; MSNC, 20.
Landscape. Hu-she 34.20 (31-40.135).
/
HO HSuN 4»\ J s
Ducks and plants, i, s, 1934. Han-k'ou 44.
Twin pines, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 93.
HO HUNG-LAI k^[ &£. jf|| .
Ink plum, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.100.
HO JUI-SHENG h[ ^m f£ t. Hsueh-lu ^ J/j^ h. Lien-hu {B$L *<$ • From
Tan-tfu, Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research
Association; landscape, pines. BK I, 33; MSNC, 20; Yu, 256.
Pine tree, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.21.
Squirrel on tree trunk, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.69.
Two doves on blossoming tree, i, s. Hu-she 32.16 (31-40.128); Hu-she
41-50.162)
Pine boughs, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 53.15.
Swallows and willows, i, s. Hu-she 60.12.
Pine tree, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 63.14.
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Pine branch, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 79,16*
Two pines, i, s, Hu-she 91,11,
Landscape, i, s, 1933, Hu-she 93,14.
Swallows and willows, i, s, 1925, for Chin Ch'eng, Hu-she 100,34,
HO KUANG-SHU ̂ *T Jp,
Landscape, s, 1936, Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11,101,
HO LEI ̂ "ej J^, ' original name Lu-chi^fe *k£j , B, 1916, d, 1978, From
Shun-te, Kwangtung? Spring Slumber Studioi student of Kao Lun? went to Hong
Kong, returned to Canton after 1949; taught at the Canton Art Academy? flowers
and birds, insects, fish, animals, especially tigers, BK I, 33? Yti add, I, 9.
Nightless riverside, Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-pfin 32,
HO LIANG-P'U J[ %. T J | t, Lil-chin Jj^ X . h, Tse-kung % ^ • B» 1860
or 1864 or 1867, d, 1938, From P'u-ch'i County, Hupei, later moved to and
taught in Peking? an official under the Ch'ing Dynasty? Chinese Painting
Research Association? landscape, figures, flowers, BK I, 34? Yil, 1115,
Tree and rock, i, s, 1930, Han-k'ou 22,
Snowscape, i, s, Hu-she 14,13 (11-20,130),
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1924, Hu-she 19,11 (11-20,145),
Landscape, Hu-she 21,10 (11-20,121),
Landscape, i, s, 1921, Hu-she 21,11 (11-20,116),
Landscape, fan, for Wang Meng-hsiang, i, s, 1930, Hu-she 35,12,
Landscape, i, s, 1930, I-lin 20,12,
Landscape, i, s, 1930, I-lin 34,14,
Landscape, 1929, Mei-chan 70,
Two scholars in an autumn grove, i, s, 1920, Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937)? Nanking Exh, Cat,, II, 364,
HO MENG-HSI
Bird on a pine branch, i, s, Sotheby, June 13, 1979,80,
HO MO k°\ vglx t. Ch'iu-chiang %% >:£. , B, 1895, From Tan-tfu, Kiangsu,
moved to Shanghai? pupil of Wu Tsung-tfai, Hstian Che, Ch'en Heng-ko and others?
landscape, birds and flowers, BK I, 33? MSNC, 20? Yti, 258,
Landscape with cottage and pines, i, s, 1927, Hu-she 1-10,94,
River and cliff, i, s, MSNC 89,
Solitary temple in streams and mountains, i, s, 1937, Nanking Exh, Cat,,
11,96,
HO PAO-SEN ko\ ^ -%k~»* Star Group,
Crowded street, i, s, 1980, Mei-shu 1980,12,34,
HO PING-KUANG ̂ of LJ
On horseback in cloudy mountains, s. Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11,98,
HO ^
A peacock on blossoming tree, 1937, Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11,99.
HO PO-YING j[ ^ ^ ,
Red leaves and white doves, s, CK shu-hua 4,4*,
HO SHIH-WEI io j \ £ i^ t , Shih-chai |j|j^ TO h, Lo-t ' ien san-jen
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From Wang-chiang, Anhui? pupil of Huang Chin, MSNC, 20,
Riverside, s, Nanking Exh, Cat,, II•104*
HO SHOU ^ ^ t, Shou-k'ang |^ ^ h, Kuan-wu ^ J2L , From San-shui,
Kwangtung, Pai-yun fang.
Landscape after Wang Chien, fan, i, s, 1920, Pai-ytin t'ang 11,150*,
Cottage in grove by stream, after Wang Hui, fan, i, s, 1920o Ibid* 151*,
HO SHUI-FA k%l ?)< >5fe, • Worker,
Flowers by seaside, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 125,
HO SUI 4^\ ^\ t w Hsti-fu ^ L f | (̂ .) » From Hsi-an, Shensi (or Fukien),
Hu-she Painting Society, BK I, 33? MSNC, 20,
Sails on river, handscroll, i, s, 1930, Hu-she 31,14 (31-40,120),
Chin-shan Temple, i, s, Hu-she 41-50,128,
Tide bore on the Che River, i, Hu-she 53,13,
Two streams reflecting the moon, i, s, 1928, Hu-she 72,13,
Chen-hai Pagoda, i, s, Hu-she 74,12,
Landscape with pines, i, s, Hu-she 76,12,
Snowy river, finger painting, i, s, Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11,91,
HO SUNG-FENG X*©J
Long-tailed bird on rock, leafy tree, done with Ho Yung and P'u-chien, i,
s, Mei-chan 46,
See also Collaborative Works List 47,
HO TAO-CH'IEN A*J \ J ^ Sftf, , Army,
Training artillery pack horses, handscroll, Mei-shu 1964,4,59 (section);
Ming-pao 11 (1976) 8, 35 (section),
HO T'lEN-CHIEN $L ^ ' S - t . Ch' ien-chs ien Jjfz. J^iL h, Jen-hsiang chu-shih
^&J9 % M *£ • B* 1890 or 1891 or 1893 or 1894' do 1977« From Wu-hsi,
Kiangsu? lived in Shanghai? taught at Wu-hsi Art School? editor of art
magazines? Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting
Association? Bee Painting Society? Chinese Painting Association? Shanghai Art
Association? after 1949 with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy? landscape,
BK I, 34? Lin, 116? MSNC, 95? Sullivan, 90? Yti, 1114,
Bibliography, As Ho T'ien-chien shan-shui hua
N,p,: Chao-hua mei-shu, 1962,
View east from Chu-sha Peak, i, s, 1956, A, front cover? Mei-shu
1959,9,22,
"Immortal's Shoes" at Keng-yun Peak, i, s, 1956, A, 1,
Jade Screen Peak in autumn, i, s, 1956, A, 2,
Erh-liang Shan, i, s, 1956, A, 3,
Mist and rain in the south, i, s, 1957, A, 4,
Fo-shui Cliff, i, s, 1957, A, 5,
Returning fishermen, i, s, 1957, A, 6,
Narrow West Lake, Yang-chou, i, s, 1958, A, 7,
Sparrow Mountain, Mt, Chiao, i, s, 1958, A, 8,
East and West Terraces, Yen-ling, i, s, 1958, A, 9,
Shin-men Lake, i, s, 1958, A, 10,
Lotus Peak, Mt, Huang, i, s, 1959, A, 11,
Boats on a river, i, s, 1959, A, 12,
Logging on a river, i, s, 1959, A, 13? Hsien-tai shan-shui 27,
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River landscapef i, s, 1957. Chin-pai-nien 98,
Cottage among willows, fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.11*.
Campaign to eradicate sparrows, i, s, 1958, age 68, CK hua 5 (1959.2)
5.
Shell fishing, i, s, 1958, age 68, CK hua 8 (1959.5) 3; Mei-shu
1959.4.29.
Red plum blossoms, done with Chiang Han-t'ing, i, seal, 1959. CK hua 13
(1959.10)17; CP 1961.2.22-23*.
Mei-shan Reservoir, i, s, 1956, age 66. CK hua 14 (1959.11) 2.
Landscape, i, s, 1959. CK hua 16 (1960.1) 14.
The T'ung River, i, s, 1957. CK hua-hsuan-pien 38*.
Narcissus, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 145; Shang-hai hua-niao 14*;
Shang-hai hua-niao chi 31*.
Landscape, illustration to poem by Li Pai, i, s, 1957, age 67. CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 145.
Mountain peaks, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 146.
Landscape, s, 1936. Ibid. 147.
Rapids, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 147.
Scene in Wu-hsi, i, s, 1957. Ibid. 148.
Landscape with sail boats, i, s, 1960, age 71. Ibid. 149.
Landscape: miracle on the Gobi Desert, i, s, age 64?. CK shu-hua 8,
inside back cover*.
Landscape with rapids, i, s, age 71. CL 1962.10. opp. 46*; Mei-shu
1962.3.37.
Scene of the Fu-chfun River, i, s. CL 1962.10 opp. 68*.
And the river is quiet, i, s, 1962, age 72. Ibid. 99.
Drinking to the cascade, i, s. Ibid. 101.
Fishing boats, seal. CL 1963.10, front cover*.
Men in boat below pine cliff, i, s, 1931. Collectanea 1853-1971.91*.
Arhat in gnarled tree, i, s, 1930. Ibid. 92; Tang-tai ming-jen 100.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Han-k'ou 36.
Plantain lily, album leaf, s, 1957. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 47.
Drinking tea in the Pan-shan Temple, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1957, age 67.
Hsien-tai shan-shui 26.
Willow bank in early morning, i, s, 1957, age 67. Ibid. 28.
Waterfall and pine in mountains, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 29.
Landscape with travelers on foggy mountain path, i, s, 1935. I-lin
93.6.
Landscape, i, s, 1944. Kuo-t'ai 1.17*.
Flowers in vases, done with Cheng Ch'ang and Sun Hung, i, 1930.
Kuo-t'ai III.14*.
Crossing the bridge over the gorge, fan, i, s, 1940. Kuo-t'ai V.50*.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Kuo-t'ai VII.43.
Landscape, i, s. Mei-chan 6.
East Fishing Terrace, Yen-lai, i, s, 1955, age 65. Mei-shu 1956.8.15.
Autumn leaves on the T'ung River, i, s, 1955, age 65. Mei-shu 1959.9,
front cover*.
Landscape, i, s, 1957. Ibid. 22.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1957. Ibid. 23.
River landscape, fishing boat, i, s, 1957. Ibid. 23.
Landscape: choosing the best scene to paint, i, s, 1954. Ibid. 24*.
Autumn colors, i, s, 1931. Mei-shu sheng-huo 7 (Oct. 1934).
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 26 (May 1936).
Landscape, i indistinct. Ibid.
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Landscape, i, s• Ibid.
Travelers in the mountains, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov.
1936).
Scene of Mu-fu Mountain, i, s, 1962, age 72. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.84.
Mountains and streams, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 85.
Waterfall on Mt. Lu, illustration to Li Pai poem, i, s, 1961. Ming-pao
12 (1977) 3.50*.
Landscape, i, s, 1945. MSNC 7.
White-robed Kuan-yin, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 17.
Two heads of cabbage, i, s. Shang-hai hua-niao 15*; Shang-hai hua-niao
chi 32*.
Jade Screen Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1960. Shang-hai hua-yuan 43*.
Scene to the Northwest of the Mei-shan Reservoir, i, s, 1959. Shih-nien
CK hua 41.
Lady seated under willows, done with Hou Pi-i, i, s. Sotheby, June 17,
1980, 249.
Riverscape, i, s, 1935. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 482.
Ladies under willows, s, 1937. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 13 (cropped).
A scholar beneath a tree, i, s, 1938. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 497.
Storm on Mt. Ch'in, i, s, 1954, age 64. Ts'ai-mo-hua 45.
HO TING-LUNG / j | ^ ^
See Collaborative Works List 24, 36.
HO TS'ENG-CH'tlAN JjJ ^ j3£* . From Peking; after right hand became
incapacitated, used left hand to paint. I-lin 105.15.
Birds on flowering plum branches, seals. I-lin 105.15.
HO TSU-HSIN 4^ %%. Hff t. I-ju 4£ "4* • Woman, daughter of Ho Shih-wei.
Studied at the Shanghai Fine Arts Academy and at the Wu-hsi National University;
Shanghai Art-Tea Association; landscape. BK I, 33; MSNC, 20.
Landscape. MSNC 81.
Landscape: scholar under a pine, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 83.
Tasting tea, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.94.
HO TSUNG-CHIN ,"jfc|3 %. 3£|[ .
A crow, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 240.
HO TZU ^ ^ . Shanghai.
Landscape, i, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 4.88.
Girl holding a dove, i, s. Ibid, back cover*.
Lin Tai-yu burying flowers, i seal. Ibid, back cover*.
Commemorating the 50th anniversary of the May Fourth Movement, i, s.
Ming-pao 14 (1979) 5, front cover*.
HO WEI-PfU ^CJ <̂ |£ 'fgSt. Shih-sun » f r̂ ft, , Pfan-sou{l£ X. , Wan-sui
lao-jen £ ^ £ ^ ^ X ^ , P'an-chih tao-chou-jen ^ j£ ^ ^u X ^ '
and other names. B. 1842 or 1844, d. 1922 or 1925. From Tao-hsien, Hunan;
grandson of Ho Shao-chi; official under the Ch'ing; later lived in Shanghai. BK
I, 33; Sun, 135; Yang add. 6; Yti, 257.
Landscape after Wu Chen, i, s, 1917. Chin-tai CK hua 40.
Landscape after Lu Kuang, i, s, 1913. Chin-tai Ming-jen III.5.
Landscape after Wu Li, i, s, 1919. Collectanea 1850-1967, 79.
Landscape after Wang Hui, i, s, 1921. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 11.
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Snowscape, fan, i, s, 1914. Fan Paintings 90.
Album of landscapes after old masters, i, s, 1913• Hu-she 13.12, 14.10,
15.12, 16.10 (11-20.78, 79, 80, 81).
Landscape, i, s, 1867. Kuo-t'ai III.42.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.21.
Peak and valley, i, s, 1908. Kuo-t'ai XI.33.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1919. Shina nanga taisei VIII.250.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1921. Ibid. VIII.251 .
Landscape, i, s, 1904. Ibid. X. 254.
Landscape, i, s, 1911. Ibid. X. 255.
Enjoying fine weather in a pavilion among pines, i, s, 1919. Sotheby, May
28, 1980, 13.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1919. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 145.
Boats returning in spring evening, fan, i, s, 1908. Tsuruta 53.
73**
HO WEN-LttEH JJ 3£ ®fcT*» From Kwangtung; landscape, birds and flowers. Ho,
58.
Seven quail on a bank, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.363.
HO YING 47} >jf§ff, another name Teng-ying ig£ ĵf|ft, / t. Hai-hsia ̂ if- p$^ . B.
1908. From Peking; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK I, 33; MSNC, 20; Yil add. 1,9.
Blue-and-green landscape, i, s, age 69 (1978). CK shu-hua 4, back cover*.
Mountain peak and pines, i, s. CK shu-hua 7.1*.
Waterfall, seal. Ibid. 1*.
Mountain landscape, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 2*.
Beach and palms, i, s, 1981. CR 1982.2.64*.
Autumn landscape, i, s. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 10.
A grove of old trees, s. Hsien-tai shan-shui 71; Mei-shu 1961.6.35.
Copy of a Sung painting of the Yellow Crane Tower. I-lin 8.8.
Traveling in a mountain grove, i, s. I-lin 55.15.
Reading on buffalo-back, i, s, 1935. I-lin 72.15.
Landscape, after Ma Yuan, fan, s. I-lin 91.4.
Landscape with palace, after Chao Po-chti, s, 1938. I-lin 101.15.
Climbing mountains, viewing river. Mei-shu 1956.6.31.
Spring in the fields, i, s, 1959. Mei-shu 1959.11.34; Mei-shu 1960.5.33*.
Suspension bridge on the Yellow River. Mei-shu 1960.1.20.
Two men under pines, waterfall and rapids, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 102.
Taming the Yellow River. Ming-pao 2 (1967) 11, inside front cover; PR
Dec.2, 1958.5; Shih-nien CK hua 46.
Mt. Hua, i, s, 1976. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.34*.
Pei-lin, Sian, i, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 3.67*.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 29.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 30.
Spring landscape, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 369.
Cliffs of Mt. Hua, i, s. Ibid. 370.
Evergreen landscape, i, s. Ibid. 371.
Man seated on a cliff, i, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 21.
HO Ytl^ jfj^t. Yen-pei<Wf ^t h. Chiu-hua shan-jen A 0 JU A^ . B.
1852, d. 1928. From Kuei-ch'ih, Anhwei (or from Shanghai); student of Hu Yuan,




Bird and flower, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 56,
Two swallows, fan, i, s. Fan Paintings 16,
Birds, rock, and flowers, i, s, 1925. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 35;
Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 110.
HO YU-CHIH JJ ^ JjJL . B. 1922. From Chen-hai, Chekiang; noted for serials
and illustrations; Shanghai People's Art Press. Yil add. 1, 38.
Accusing the landlord, done with Ying Chun, i, 1959. CK hua 16 (1960.1) 8.
Four illustrations to Lu Hsiin's "White Light". CL 1981.8 bet. 120-121*.
Insurgents destroy a Confucian Temple (Huang Ch'ao Uprising). CP
1975.8.41*.
Huang Ch'ao leads the army across the Yangtze River. Ibid. 40*.
Making assignments to positions of responsibility, s, 1962. Mei-shu
1963.1.56.
HO YU-TS'UN ^ J tk
New office of the Red Star Collective Farm, i , s . Mei-shu 1954.8.19.
HO YUNG -7p& ^Mt. Chi-sheng <4 ^ h * Sung-ytin # £ ^ , Chi-ti ^ ^ •
BK IV, 112; Hu-slie 21-30.136.
Making tea, after Liu Sung-nien. Hu-she 21-30.136.
Long-tailed bird on rock, leafy tree, done with Ho Sung-feng and P'u-chien,
i, s. Mei-chan 46.
See also Collaborative Works List 40, 47.
HO YUNG-JEN 4"5jT iff 4 ^ . From Ssu-hui, Kwangtung; taught at Canton Municipal
Art School; landscape. Ho, 46.
Landscape: Amoy, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat. 11.97.
HOU
Reversing the old judgements on h i s t o r y , done with Li Yen-sheng, i , 1974.
25 Anniversary Art Exh. 7*; CL 1975.1*.
Voluntary bicycle caretaker, done with Li Yen-sheng, i, 1973. CK hua-hstlan
11; CK hua hsilan-chi 1 3*.
HOU CHUNG-KU 4^ *T "'t? .
Plum, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 34.
HOU KUO-LIANG 4*11 |§f ̂  . Heilungkiang.
Recollection of the revolutionary heritage of the party. Mei-shu
1981.9.26.
HOU P'EI-CH'EN 4§L 4M- ̂ §Ct. Ch'en-nien -%^ <*% . Woman. B. 1891. From
Sung-chiang, Kiangsu, lived in Shanghai; pupil of Fu Chu and Wang To. MSNC, 45;
Yti, 567.
Bamboo and rock, s. MSNC 193.
HOU P'EI-HSIEN 19L. *& * « . . , From Peking. BK II, 70.
Landscape, fan, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1957.10, front cover*.
Building a railroad through the mountains, i, s, 1960 (?). Mei-shu
1960.6.25*; PR May 3, 1960. 41.
HOU PI-I 4 ^ jfe -̂ f̂j h. Shuang-hu nu-shih -&L* *&$ "X ^ ^ • Woman. B.
1900. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; pupil of Wu Tsung-t'ai, Sun Han-yai, Wang Wei and
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Chang Yuan; Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; birds and flowers, figures. BK
II, 70; Lin, 58; MSNC, 46. ^ ^ r^ -fe jh yj
Bibliography. A: Hou Pi-i shu-hua chi ^ ^ -̂̂  >2ffj "H jj|^ --^> Album
of Painting and Calligraphy by Hou Pick-Yee. Hong Kong: Ku-yil hung lou,
1968.
Copy of Li T'ang's "Chin-wen-kung Recovering the country," i, s, 1948.
A, 5.
Scholar under bamboo, i, s, 1947. A, 6*.
Returning from the fields, i, s, 1950. A, 7.
Pumpkins and insects, s, 1956. A, 8*.
Lady in a bamboo grove, fan, i, s, 1940. A, 9.
Landscape: willow and moon, fan, i, s, 1940. A, 9.
Lady seated by a willow, s. A, 11.
Fish, fan, i, s. A, 12*.
Lark on a rock, seal. A, 13.
Lady, fan, s. A, 14.
Scholar on a rock by banana plant, i, s. A, 14.
Lotus and ducks, s, 1957. A, 16*.
Flowers, s. A, 17.
Little girl watering flowers, i, s. A, 18*.
Rock and flower, i, s. A, 20.
Lady and moon, i, s, 1929. A, 21.
Azalea, willows and oriole, i, s, 1959. A, 22*.
Lady in a palace, s, 1959. A, 23.
Pine on Mt. Huang, i, s. A, 24.
Mt. Huang, s. A, 25.
Fishes, i, s, 1959. A, 26*.
Cotton plants, i, s. A, 27.
Bird on blossoming branch, s. A, 28*.
Autumn insects on plant, i, s, 1967. A, 29.
Irises and butterfly, s, 1968. A, 30*.
Tropical fish, i, s. A, 31 .
Cutting branches, s, 1958. A, 32.
Two chickens and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1967. A, 33*.
Three fish and water plants, i, s. A, 34.
Trees and flowers in a botanical garden, i, s. A, 35*.
Magnolia and rock, i, s, 1968. A, 37.
Taro plant, i, s, 1964. A, 38.
Irises and butterflies, i, s, 1967. A, 39*.
Red plum and camellia, i, s. A, 40.
Irrigation pumping station, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 67.
Flower and insects, i, s, 1967. Ming-pao 5 (1970) 8.80.
Chickens and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1967. Ibid. 81.
Lady under plum, i, s. MSNC 129.
Irises and butterflies, s. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 37*.
Lady seated under willows, done with Ho T'ien-chien, s. Sotheby, June
17, 1980, 249.
HOU SHENG-K'AI
Deer in an autumn grove, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.5.28.
HOU TE-CH'ANG 4H. ^* \3
A channel of happiness at the foot of the Great Wall, done with Pai
Hsueh-shih, i. 25 Anniversary Art Exh. 21*; CL 1975.4 opp. 40*; CP New
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Series 21*; CR 1975.1,28-29*? Hsien-tai CK hua 17*.
HOU T'lEN-KU ̂  i< ^ .
Landscape, colophon dated 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.202.
HOU WEN-YING-f^ ^ ^ t. Wen-yin 5C ST h. Wen-ying fffl tW . Woman.
B. 1918. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu. MSNC, 45.
Lady in a garden, i , s , 1947. MSNC 148.
HOU YU-CHEN -fî . 4$ ^ f • Woman. B. 1940. From Ching-hai, Hopei; now at the
Peking Normal University. Yu add. 1, 19.
The I River is wintry, illustration to one of the Odes. CK hua 1981.1.33*.
HSIA CHEN-P1 ING ^ f
Celebrating New Year's Eve. Mei-shu 1977.1.32*
HSIA CHING-KUAN -f^ &&L <f |f j t . Chien-ch• eng""Wj J < h . Hsiieh-an *
B. 1875, d. 1953. From Hsin-chien, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; Director of the
Shanghai Art Gallery; landscape, flowers. BK I, 33; Yu, 674.
Bibliography. A: Hsia Hsueh-an hua-chi S sri? J& 35
N.p., n.d.
Nan-p'ing stone cliffs, i, s, 1934. A, 1.
Hua-lou Peak on Mt. Lao, i, s. A, 2.
Watching the waterfall at T'ien-mu, i, s, 1933. A, 3.
Hu-shan bridge on Mt. Teng-wei, i, s. A, 4.
River and mountain, i, s, 1933. A, 5.
Returning boats in mountain shade, i, s. A, 6.
Mountain colors in Lin-an, i, s, 1933. A, 7.
Old cypress at Mt. Teng-wei, i, s. A, 8.
Hua-shan, i, s, 1932. A, 9.
The joys of farming and fishing, i, s. A, 10.
Huang-shan, i, s. A, 11.
A scholar in a stream-side pavilion, i, s. A, 12.
Ink pine, fan, i, s, 1947. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.31*.
Pine tree, i, s, 1930. Collectanea 1850-1967, 30; Tang-tai ming-jen 20.
Wintry forest, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 31.
HSIA HSu-LAN | |
Pine, rock, and narc i s sus , i , s , 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat . , 11.237.
HSIA LIN -
Ku-lang-yu island at Hsia-men, i, s, 1979. CR 1980.3, back cover*.
HSIA PANG-CHEN-
Two ladies by a tree, s, 1933. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.235.
HSIA TING YING-CH'ING, see Ting Ying-ch'ing.
HSIA Ytt-KUO -ft m ^M •
Han River bridge, fan, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960. 10/11.
Wu-han (?) factories, handscroll, done with Huang Kuang-lin and Wang
Kuei-chou, i, 1960. Mei-shu 1960. 10/11.
HSIA Yu-PING |
See Collaborative Works List 25.
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HSIANG HSIEN-WEN ( g
See Collaborative Works List 26.
HSIANG JUI "fpj
Landscape, s, 1936, Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov. 1936)
HSIANG TZU-WU ^if tdP
Forgetting to eat, i, seal, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 15*.
HSIAO CHI-HSIEN Jlj ^^ J|f . B. 1865*
Landscape, i, s, 1942 at age 78, Huang Mo-yuan 43.
HSIAO CHING.
Chairman Hua Kuo-feng, done with Liu Wei and Pao Hung, i, 1977.
CL 1978.5, opp. 24*.
HSIAO CHuN-HSIEN il 4JL j|f , first used the name Chih-ch'uan <$*• *& , t.
Chih-ch'uan /% 'jf[, T'ieh-fu^Uc ^ . h« T'ien-ho i-jen ̂  -fat l&j^ * B*
1865, d. 1949, From Heng-yang, Hunan, later moved to Shanghai; taught in
Nanking and Peking? landscape, flowers, fruits, plum, epidendrum. BK III, 171;
MSNC, 130; Yti, 1411.
Cottage by a stream in the mountains, i, s, 1930. Chin-tai CK hua 73.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. CK chin-pai-nien 73.
Landscape, i, s, 1927. CK hua 1 (1957) 42.
Seeking the Tao in pine shade, after Tung Yuan, i, s. Collectanea
1853-1971, 148.
Stream, mountains, and misty trees, i, s, 1903. Ibid. 149.
Landscape, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 25.
Mountains with boats on a lake, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 1-10.33.
Landscape, i, s, 1942. Kuo-t'ai 1.11*.
Landscape, i, s, 1919. Kuo-t'ai IV.42.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1945. Kuo-t'ai V.36.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1925. Kuo-t'ai V.37.
Four landscape scrolls, i, s, one dated 1924. Kuo-t'ai VII.22, 23.
Sparse trees on a bank, kiosk on a cliff, i, s, 1924. Mei-chan 102.
Mountain cottage and waterfall, i, s, 1946. MSNC 10.
River landscape, i, s, 1922. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 534.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1942. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 199.
Landscape in style of Tung Yuan, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 560.
Landscape, album leaf, i, s. Ibid. 561.
Dwelling in the mountains, i, s, 1917. Tang-tai ming-jen 3.
Landscape after K'un-ts'an, i, s, 1949. Tsuruta 98.
Asking the way in the streams and mountains, after Fan K'uan, fan, i, s,
1930. Ibid. 99.
Landscape: scholar in a boat, cliff and distant cottages, i, s,
1933. Wu, Painting in China 22.
HSIAO CHuN-MU M~ /cs ^ .
Landscape after Wang ^hih-min, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.486.
HSIAO CHUNG-HUA
Figures in a'landscape,' i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937),
Two figures in a landscape, i, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 488.




Landscape','" i, s', 1936, Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11.490.
T * TJL • Technician,
A textile worker practicing knotting in spare time, done with
Chang Wen-jui, i, 1973. CK hua-hstlan 7? CK hua-hsuan-chi 11*;
CL 1974.3*? CP New Series 8*.
HSIAO LANG 15 jfjj , another name Yin-yeh £f ^|C . B. 1917. From Peking? on
staff of Tientsin Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 50.
See Collaborative Works List 22.
HSIAO LUNG-SHIH W& jf| * . B. 1890. From Hsiao-hsien, Anhwei? on staff of
Anhwei Provincial Culture and History Research Hall. Yu add. 1, 50.
Ink epidendrum and rock, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.489.
HSIAO NUNG-HUA $
Landscape: island temple, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11,491.
HSIAO P'ING jjfy J%~" . Active in Nanking, connoisseur and appraiser of painting
and calligraphy? landscape, Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Spring rain landscape, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 44*.
Wind and mists of the Wu-hsia Gorge, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct.
23, 1980, 113.
Mountain spirit, illustration to Nine Songs, i, s, 1980. Sotheby,
Jan. 21, 1982, 562.
HSIAO SHIH-YING IS "^ ^ . From Yunnan.
Yunnan camellias, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.1.22.
HSIAO SHU-FANG J|| $&L "^f . Woman, wife of Wu Tso-jen. B. 1911 or 1912.
From Chung-shan, Kwangtung. Studied at Peking Art School from 1926 to 1929,
later at Central University in Nanking? went to Europe in 1937? works in western
media as well as Chinese painting? now with the Department of Traditional
Painting in the Central Art Academy. BK III, 171? MSNC, 120? Yti add. 1, 50? CL
1964.8.16.
Poppies, i, s, 1972. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 43 (Aug. 1973), back cover*.
Children and donkeys, i, s, 1960. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 7.
Flowers in a vase, i, s, 1963. CL 1964.8.opp, 16*.
Irises, i, s, 1978. CL 1979 supplement: Traditional Chinese Painting 8*.
Tulips, i, s, 1977. CP 1978.2, front cover*.
Alpine azaleas, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.9.23*.
Chinese hibiscus, s. CR 1982.2.63*.
River scenery, seal. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 62.
Landscape, s. MSNC 86.
Hibiscus, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 114.
Ever flourishing: tulips, i, s, 1979. Women of China 1979.1.5*.
HSIAO SHU-TUN IS ^ f *}J_.
The try-our. Mei-shu 1960.7.37.
dt -rty' J*A£
HSIAO SSU-JUI m -jiff &%j .
Production team leader, i, s, 1974. CL 1975.6 opp. 32*.
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HSIAO SUN M 'vV t. Ch'ien-chung Iflf. ^ h. Lung-ch1 iao fjf ^Ji, , Ta-lung
shan-ch'iao 3^ ^ | Ĵ  /F}|>x • B. 1883, d. 1944. From Huai-ning, Anhwei;
student of Chiang Yun, active in Peking; landscape, BK III, 171; Lin, 167;
Sullivan, 90; Yti, 1415; Trends, 18.
Scholar in a grove watching birds flocking in trees, fan, i, s,
1932. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.3*.
Man in river-side cottage, misty trees and mountain peaks, i, s, 1921.
Chin-tai CK hua 92.
Birds returning in wintry forest, s. CK chin-pai-nien 70.
Mountain landscape with heavy clouds, s, 1938. Ibid. 71.
Landscape, illustration to a Wang Wei poem, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 72.
Landscape, i, s, 1940. CK hua 1 (1957) 41.
River landscape, i, s, 1926. Collectanea 1850-1967, 172.
The sounds of the pines and rapids, i, s, 1928. Collectanea
1853-1971, 155*.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 156.
Landscape with willows, i, s. Ibid. 157.
Landscape with bamboo, i, s, 1930. Ibid. 158.
New moon landscape, i, s. Ibid. 159.
Landscape after Huang Kung-wang, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 160.
Landscape, i, s, 1941. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 51.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 52.
Visitors to a mountain retreat, i, s, 1940. Ibid. 53.
Pavilion by a mountain river, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 113*, 114*.
Landscape, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 22.
Landscape: men in cottage below pine, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.5.
Landscape album, s. Hu-she 1-10.9 (two leaves).
Man with staff on a bridge, cliffs and rivers, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.23.
Landscape album, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.34, 41, 46, 55, 59, 71, 79, 82,
93, 98, 104, 112.
Landscape, fan, for Cheng Su-chen, i, s. Hu-she 11.12 (11-20.117).
Waterfall, s, 1928. Hu-she 13.9 (11-20.126).
Snowscape, s, 1926. Hu-she 14.11 (11-20.129).
Blue and green landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 16.11 (11-20.139).
The Red Cliff, fan, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 19.13 (11-20.149).
Landscape with pines, s, 1928. Hu-she 20.4 (11-20.153); Mei-chan 57.
Waterfall, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.133.
Copy of a Kung Hsien landscape, handscroll, i, s, 1929. Hu-she
21-30.138-139.
Pine tree, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.8.
Landscape: a scholar by a river, i, s. I-lin 1.9.
Mountain peaks, i, s, 1930. I-lin 8.3.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. I-lin 25.7.
Landscape, i, s, 1930 (?). I-lin 32.12.
Cliffs and waterfall, s, 1932. I-lin 43.2.
Landscape with cottages and bridge, i, s, 1930. I-lin 51.15.
Two landscapes, i, s, 1934. I-lin 62.11.
Landscape with a man in a cottage, i, s, 1914. I-lin 68.16.
View of the Buddhist caves at Yun-kang, done for Chou Chao-hsing, i, s,
1936. I-lin 83.16.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. I-lin 85.13.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. I-lin 91.10.
Man reading in a hut below a pine, i, s, 1937. I-lin 103.8.




Landscape: a man seated in a pine grove, i, s, 1939, I-lin 109.2.
Bird on a branch, rock and epidendrum, done with Chou Chao-hsiang and Wang
Jung, s. I-lin 110.13.
Pine, rock, bamboo, done with Chou Chao-hsiang and Hsu Tsung-hao, s. I-lin
116.3.
Rock, flowers, and butterfly, done with Chou Chao-hsiang and Wang Jung, s.
I-lin 117.10.
Long-tailed bird on pine, done with Chou Chao-hsiang and Wang Jung, s.
I-lin 118.2.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Kuo-t'ai 1.45*.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-tfai III.18*.
Landscape, i, s, 1942. Kuo-tfai IV.26*.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1932. Kuo-t'ai V.70.
Cottage surrounded by lotus and bamboo, i, s. Kuo-t'ai VII.35*.
Landscape after rainfall, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.66.
Admiring lotus in a cottage, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.67*.
Listening to the waterfall under pine trees, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.68.
Shouting on a mountain, i, s, illustration to Wang Wei poem. Kuo-t'ai
XII.69*.
Returning sails in the sunset, seal. Kuo-t'ai XII.70*.
A study on Mt. Sung, i, s, 1926. Kuo-t'ai XII.71*.
Landscape, seal (?). Kuo-t'ai XII.72*.
Drifting clouds and rain, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.73*.
Fishing, i, s, 1934. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh.Cat.,
11.487.
Landscape, s, 1929. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 5.39.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 40.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. Pai-yun-t'ang 11.72*.
Scholar fishing in a mountain landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979,
234.
Villa among trees, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 232.
Landscape, fan, done with Ch'en Nien, seal, i by Ch'en dated 1924.
Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 1.
Flowers, fan, i, 1924. Ibid. 1.
Spring landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 266.
A man in a hut viewing sharp crags and waterfall, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 271.
Two men on a cliff above rapids, clouds and peaks, s, 1943. Sotheby,
May 17, 1981, 65.
Landscape with boulders and rivers, i, s, 1938. Sotheby, June 24/25,
1981, 735.
Landscape with pines and waterfall, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 535.
Landscape in the style of Wang Meng, fan, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, Nov. 5,
1981, 200.
Bizarre trees and rock, s, 1930. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 563.
Scholar in a landscape, s, 1925. Ibid. 564.
Landscape, i, s, 1921. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 101.
Reading the "Book of Changes" amidst mountains and streams, i, s,
1934. Trends 3.
Visiting friends in the mountains, fan, s, 1944. Tsuruta 100.
See also Collaborative Works List 45, 46.
HSIAO TI ]M §$<• Worker.





A ping-pong match after class, done with Wang Wei-pao. CL 1972.6
opp. 110*.
HSIAO Ytt-LEI 3m 3J %fo , another name Ch'ien P3T* . B. 1937.
From T'ai-ho, Anhwei? now with the Fu-yang Municipal Culture Bureau. Yu add. 1,
50.
Yang K'ai-hui, i, s. Ch'iian-kuo mei-shu 24.
Chou En-lai, i, seal (?). PLA 50 Anniversary 18.
HSIAO Yti-MING
Hygiene committee member, i, s. Shou-tu 56.
HSIEH CHEN-OU £Jp -fflk fes/l. From Chekiang.
The silk route, handscroll, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.1.17 (section)*.
HSIEH CHEN-TO f^t v/fc ^Ip. Kiangsu commune member.
Farm courtyard. Mei-shu 1965.4.18.
HSIEH CH'I-HUA^jP M&- *3p . t. Keng ^t h. Shih-an Jl J1L t
Hsi-t'ing fgj /A. , Keng-shih san-jengl^ ^ *jjf4L A^ , and other names. B.
1907. From Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai? active in Shanghai and Yangchou;
landscape, figures, ladies, flowers, birds. MSNC, 117.
Two landscapes, both i, s, 1947. MSNC 84.
HSIEH CHIH, see Hsieh Chih-liu.
HSIEH CHIH-CH'ING
Bamboo, rock, and hibiscus, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.467.
HSIEH CHIH-KAO |fi /& t%J •
Working on the Hai River, i, 1977. Ch'lian-kuo mei-shu 28.
HSIEH CHIH-KUANG f]jp «£* *7u> . h. Hsu-hsti-chai-chu ̂ f t%$ jffi -^- .
B. 1900, d. 1976. From Ytt-yao, Chekiang? graduate of the Shanghai Art Academy,
also studied Western painting? Bee Painting Society? after 1949 with the
Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy? also noted for New Year's pictures? figures,
birds, flowers, animals, ladies. BK III, 167? MSNC, 118? Ytl, 1465.
Peasant musicians under a tree, s. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 1.
Park scene, s• Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 16.
Yang Kuei-fei after bathing, i, s. MSNC 140.
Gourd vine, i, seal, 1976 (age 77). Shang-hai hua-yuan 46*.
Gourds, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 59.
Landscape, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 511.
Picking prunus, s. Ibid. 512.
Flowers and fish, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 62.
Chrysanthemums and rock, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 737.
Lady, rock and bamboo, done with Cheng Ch'ang, i, s. Sotheby,
Sept. 18, 1981, 547.
Chrysanthemums, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 565.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 102.
See also Collaborative Works List 26, 70.
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HSIEH CHIH-LIU | ^ t /{(i $fjl, o r i g i n a l name Chin ^ L • B. 1910- From Wu-chin,
Kiangsu; taught a t the National Central Univers i ty ; a c t i v e i n Shanghai;
a s s o c i a t e d with the Shanghai Museum; landscape. BK I I I , 167; CK i - s h u - c h i a I I
554; Lin, 163; MSNC, 118; Yu add. 1 , 51 • y, j - v*
Bibl iography, A: Hsieh Chih- l iu hua-chi f f f # j£ ${f ^ -%L .
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1981. B: Hsieh C h i h - l i u , Ch'en P ' e i - c h ' i u
hua-chi ftf %& $fa ft* <fc ̂ K JL ~W . Hong Kong: Mei-shu
chia, 1980*. | * . "ZN
Red leaves and white mountain birds, i, s, 1948. A, 1*.
Lo-fo mountains, i, s, 1958. A, 2*.
Colors on the Fu-ch'un Mountains, i, s, 1952. A, 3*.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1961. A, 4*.
River village scene, 1963. A, 5*.
Green peaks and waterfall, s, 1970. A, 6*.
Mountain waterfall, s, 1964. A, 7*.
Ytteh-pei shan, i, s, 1957. A, 8*.
Bamboo and bird on rock, i, s, 1961. A, 9*.
Pink lotus and bird, i, s, 1960. A, 10*.
Cliffs, i, s, 1963. A, 11*.
Thousand peaks, i, s, 1972. A, 12*.
White lotus and leaves, s, 1960. A, 13*.
Red leaves and two birds, i, s, 1962. A, 14*.
Mountains and rivers, i, s, 1979. A, 15*.
A thousand mountains in green, i, s, 1965. A, 16*.
Rivers and mountains, s, inscription dated 1972 says work was done in
1962. A, 17*.
Green mountains and white clouds, s, 1970. A, 18*.
Red lotus cove, i, s, 1962. A, 19*.
Rock, hibiscus and heron, i, s, 1962. A, 20*.
Plum branch and snowy bird, i, s, 1974. A, 21*.
Birds in bamboo, i, s, 1964. A, 22*.
Pines of Huang-hai, i, s, 1972. A, 23*.
Yueh-shan in snow, i, s, 1976. A, 24*.
Long-tailed bird on camellia branch, i, s, 1965. A, 25*.
Grapes and vine, s. 1971. A, 26*.
Peonies, s, 1973. A, 27*.
Camellias, i, s, 1972. A, 28*.
Bamboo, i, s, 1972. A, 29*.
Banana leaves and blossom, s, 1972. A, 30*.
Hibiscus, s, 1972. A, 31*.
Autumn landscape, s, 1973. A, 32*.
Snowy mountains, s, 1971. A, 33*.
Sounds of distant waterfall, s, 1971. A, 34*.
Autumn mountains, s, 1972. A, 35*.
Beauty of streams and mountains, i, s, 1972. A, 36*.
Streams and mountains, i, s, 1972. A, 37*.
Beauties of peaks, i, s, 1972. A, 38*.
Autumn colors on distant mountain village, i, s, 1972. A, 39*.
Mountain village, s, 1973. A, 40*.
Waterfall in the mountains, s, 1973. A, 41*.
Blue peak and waterfall, s, 1974. A, 42*.
Horses under willows, i, s, 1974. A, 43*.
Bird on flowering branch, s, 1972. A, 44*.
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White lotuses, i, s, 1974. A, 45*.
Cool summer in river country, s, 1971. A, 46*.
Autumn peaks, s, 1971. A, 47*.
Water village and cloudy peaks, i, s, 1973. A, 48*.
Pekinese dog, 1973. A, 49*.
Pine and white eagle, i, s, 1973. A, 50*.
Pink lotus and leaves, s, 1973. A, 51*.
Red plum, 1974. A, 52*.
Waterfalls, i, s, 1976. A, 53*.
Cloudy pines among peaks, s, 1974. A, 54*.
Pine-clad peak and clouds, i, s, 1974. A, 55*.
Autumn colors on streams and mountains, s, 1973. A, 56*.
Landscape, s, 1973. A, 57*.
Clearing in the mountains after summer rain, s, 1975. A, 58*.
Snowy mountains, i, s, 1974. A, 59*.
River village in mountains, s, 1961. A, 60*.
Bright snow on winter peaks, s, 1974. A, 61*.
Pomegranates and a bird, i, s, 1972. A, 62*.
Red lotuses, i, s, 1974. A, 63*.
Blizzard, s, 1974. A, 64*.
Cloudy valley and mountain village, i, s, 1975. A, 65*.
Clear views of streams and mountains, i, s, 1975. A, 66*.
Pavilions in mountains, i, s, 1976. A, 67*.
Lichees and bird, i, s, 1974. A, 68*.
Bird on willow branch, s, 1976. A, 69*.
Clouds on Mt. 0-mei, s, 1973. A, 70*.
Willow bank in summer green, s, 1974. A, 71*.
Spring mountains, s, 1974. A, 72*.
Pine kiosk in cloudy valley, i, s, 1978. A, 73*.
Bird on mulberry branch, s, 1973. A, 74*.
Blooming cotton rose hibiscus, i, s, 1974. A, 75*; CL 1980.3 bet.
56-57*; Shang-hai hua-yuan 7*.
Autumn bird on wild fruit branch, s, 1974. A, 76*.
Pine, s, 1976. A, 77*.
Peonies, i, s, 1974. A, 78*.
Pavilion in a grove, seal, 1975. A, 79*.
Buildings by a river, s, 1977. A, 80*.
A pavilion by a waterfall, i, s, 1977. A, 81*.
Peaks, s, 1976. A, 82*.
Deep mountains and waterfall, s, 1977. A, 83*.
Waterfall in cloudy peaks, s, 1975. A, 84*.
Streams and mountains, s, 1978. A, 85*.
Secluded mountain landscape, i, s, 1977. A, 86*.
Scene of Mt. 0-mei, i, s, 1978. A, 87*.
Bird among autumn leaves and rock, s, 1975. A, 88*.
Mossy branch of blossoming plum, s, 1978. A, 89*.
Pink lotuses, leaves, and rocks, i, s, 1979. A, 90*.
Bird on branch of red leaves, i, s, 1979. A, 91*.
Bird on rock, hibiscus, i, s, 1978. A, 92*.
Autumn grapevines, i, s, 1978. A, 93*.
Five pines, i, s, 1977. A, 94*.
Three orioles and five swallows in willows, i, s, 1977. A, 95*;
CL 1980.3 bet. 56-57*.
Waterfall in the mountains, s, 1979. B, front cover*.
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Camellias, i, s, 1979, B, 1*.
Lotus, s . B, 2*; Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 27*.
Hibiscus, i , s, 1979, B, 3*.
Pine, i , s . B, 4*.
T'ao Ch'ien with a chrysanthemum staff, after Ch'en Hung-shou, i, s<
B, 5*.
Beautiful river and mountains, i, s, 1979, B, 6-7*.
Camellia and bird, s, 1979. B, 8*.
Red lotus, i, s. B, 9*.
Camellia and bird, i, s. B, 10*.
Hall in the mountains, i, s, 1979. B, 11*.
Man under willows, i, s, 1947. B, 12*.
Blue and green landscape, i, s. B, 13*.
New-blooming lotus, s. B, 14*.
Crabapple blossom and black bird, i, s, 1979. B, 15*.
Landscape, s, 1979. B, 16*.
Cloudy valley and pine wind, i, s, 1953. B, 25.
Bird on flowering branch, s. B, 26.
Bamboo and rock, i, s. B, 27.
West Lake: a man seated at a stone table, i, s. B, 28.
Loquats, i, s, 1957. B, 29.
Wang Hsien-chih looking at bamboo, i, s. B, 30-31.
Peach blossoms, i, s. B, 32.
Lotus, s, 1979. B, 33.
Hibiscus and rock, i, s, 1978. B, 34.
Peach blossoms, bamboo and rock, i, s. B, 35.
Ink pine, i, s, 1979. B, 36.
Lily plant, i, s. B, 37.
Crabapple, bird and rock, i, s, 1978. B, 38.
Peony, i, s, 1979. B, 39.
Szechwan mountains, i, s. B, 40.
Landscape, i, s, 1979. B, 41.
Spring mountains, i, s. B, 42.
Mountains, i, s, 1979. B, 43.
Lo-fo mountains, i, s, 1957. B, 44.
A lady, i, s. B, 45.
Wang Hsien-chih looking at bamboo, i, s, 1945. Chiang Pi-wei 18*.
Lotus, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 6.
Bamboo and bird, i, s, 1954. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 8.
Colored landscape, seal. CK hua 9 (1959.6), inside front cover.
Monkey in a tree, i, s, 1956. CK hua-hsuan-pien 57; CL 1957.2
opp. 18*; Mei-shu 1956.6.32*.
White lotus and waterbird, i , s . CL 1963.8 opp. 10*.
Landscape, s. CL 1980.3 opp. 56*.
White lotus, i , s, 1977. Ibid. opp. 57*.
Waterfall, i , s, 1979. Ibid, inside back cover*.
Lotus, i , s . CP 1962.9, back cover*.
Landscape, i , s, 1980. CP 1980.7.8*.
Narcissus, album leaf, i , s, 1976. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 52*.
Lotus and bird, fan, i , s, 1965. Ibid. 68*.
Lotuses, i , s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 11.13*.
Autumn leaves and bird, i , s, 1977. Ibid. I I I . 7*.
Landscape, fan, i , s, 1957. Huang Mo-yuan 59.
Rain in the Fu-ch'un mountains, i , s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 5.
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Landscape, i, s, 1949, Kuo-t'ai II. 29.
Lotuses and bird, i, s. Mei-shu 1963.2.61*? Shang-hai hua-niao 2*?
Shang-hai hua-niao chi 3*,
Flowers and rock, i indistinct, Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937),
Sounds of rapids in mountains, s, 1976* Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.82.
River banks, s. Ibid, 83,
Su Shin holding a fish and a jar, i, s, 1947, MSNC 131.
Landscape, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 115.
Pine, i, s, 1979. Ibid, 116.
Narcissus, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 60.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid, 61.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 514.
Lotus, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 63.
Bamboo, red leaves and butterfly, i, s, 1940. Ibid. 64.
Old prunus, i, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 738.
Bird and flowers, fan, i, s, 1947. Ibid, 739.
Landscape, handscroll, i, s, 1975. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 61.
Lotus, handscroll, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 61.
Bird, rock, and hibiscus, i, s. Ibid, 62.
Pine, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Jan, 21, 1982, 567.
Bird and flowers, i, s, 1945. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 103.
Landscape, handscroll, i, s. Ibid. 104.
Landscape with bamboo grove, i, s. Ibid, 105.
Red leaves and white bird, i, s, 1978. Ying-ch'un hua 2.29*.
HSIEH CHU fftf ^ktm Kung-chan <£ %^ . B. 1875, d. 1930 or 1940. From
Chen-chiang, Kiangsu? taught in Nanking, Shanghai and elsewhere? Bee Painting
Society? flowers, birds, fish, insects, chrysanthemums. BK III, 167? Sullivan,
91? Yu, 1472.
Autumn chrysanthemums and rock, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 77.
Six generation pine, i, s, 1925. CK hsien-tai,
Loquat, i, s, 1925. Ibid,
Chrysanthemum and stone, finger painting, i, s. Ibid,
Two pines, finger painting, i, s, 1925. Ibid.
Ducks on a stream in spring, i, s, 1933. Collectanea 1853-1971, 41.
Loquats and rock, i, s. Edgren, 20th Cen, CP 54.
Vegetables, i, s. Han-k'ou 32.
Chrysanthemums and wine jar, done with Chang Jan, 1927. See Chang Jan
Bibliography A, 21.
Lotuses and willow, i, s, 1937. Hsien-tai ming-hua 9.
Chrysanthemum and rocks, i, s, 1931. Kuo-t'ai 1,23*.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 7 (Oct. 1934).
Pine, chrysanthemum and mynah, i, s, d indistinct, Mei-shu sheng-huo 33
(Nov. 1936).
Eight mynahs in a tree, i, s. Nanking Exh, Cat., II. 464,
Flowers, two album leaves, i, s, colophon dated 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen
50.
Magnolia blossoms, i, s. Wu, Painting in China 16.
HSIEH CH'ii-SHENG "$%t $fa t$L . Active in Suchou. Sullivan, 91.
Flower festival at Chin-ch'eng, done with Ch'ien Meng-hen, i indistinct,
1955. Mei-shu 1956.7.31.
HSIEH CHuAN-JO Wt 5p> ^ t . Yueh-mei J3 Jm . Woman, s i s t e r of Hsieh
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Chih-liu. B. 1905, From - Wu-chin (or Ch'ang-shu), Kiangsu? birds and flowers,
BK III, 167? MSNC, 119? Ytt, 1465.
Peonies, after Ytln Shou-p'ing, i, s, 1930, Collectanea 1850-1967, 191*?
Tang-tai ming-jen 101*
Two birds on blossoming pear branch, s, 1937, Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937)? Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11,466,
Narcissus and kingfisher, seal, MSNC 163,
HSIEH CHiiN-HSIANG ^ J J^ T4^ t. Hsien-ou [$\ &%$ t Hai-shang hsien-ou
$%%- ~t ff^ MMj * From Shang-yti, Chekiang? Ch'ang-hung Painting Society?
landscape, figures, ladies, birds and flowers, animals, MSNC, 118,
Shou-hsing and woman with a basket of flowers and three boys, i, s,
MSNC 139,
HSIEH HAI-YEN S$f ^ *?& , original name I-hsien d S $u t. Yen-yuan
Sh /JJ h, Hai-yen ĴjL JG^j . B, 1909 or 1910, From Chieh-yang, Kwangtung?
studied in Japan after graduation from Chung-hua Art University? in Chungking
during the war? later taught in Shanghai, after 1949 became Deputy Director of
the Nanking Art Academy, BK III, 167? CK I-shu-chia II, 553? MSNC, 119?
Sullivan, 91? Ytl add, 1, 51? CL 1981,2, 52,
Goldfish and lotus, s, 1960, Chiang-su mei-shu 6*,
Geranium, s, Chiang-su shih-nien 57*,
Goldfish and lotus, s, Mei-shu 1963,2,60*,
See also Collaborative Works List 48,
HSIEH HSI %%\ >t& t, Tzu-hsiang -^r %d^ h, Shang-yuan Jt- ljgj , B,
1895, From P'an-yll, Kwangtung, Plum blossoms. Ho, 42? Li, 84? Lin, 163,
Plum blossoms, s, Kuang-tung hsien-tai,
HSIEH HSIAO-SSU J?|jg ^ ^ , another name Chung-mou ^ ^ , B, 1905,
From Kuei-yang, Kweichou? with the Suchou Museum, Yu add, 1, 51,
Potted chrysanthemums, s, Chiang-su shih-nien 52*? CK hua 6 (1959.3) 4,
T'ien-tu Peak, Mt, Huang, s, Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 55,
HSIEH HUI-HUNG %M ^jfp $
Colored landscape after Wang Meng, i, s, 1936, Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11,469,
HSIEH JUI-CHIEH ̂ J rfcfjp" pj%*, another name Pao-shu j | f̂$J . B. 1902. From
Kung-hsien, Honan? trained as a Western-style painter, in 1930 began to paint in
Chinese style? now active in Honan? figures, landscape, flowers, BK III, 167?
CK i-shu-chia I, 524? Yti add. 1, 51,
San-men Gorge on the Yellow River, i, s, 1955, CK hua-hstlan-pien 32?
Mei-shu 1956.9.15.
Members of a surveying team sailing through the San-men Gorge, i, s.
CP 1960,15,16-17*? Mei-shu 1960.1.53.
Emptying into the sea, i, s, 1962. CP 1981.8,22*,
The waterfall at Hukou, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 22-23*.
Rock in mid-stream of the Yellow River, i, s, 1955. Ibid. 23*.
Boat on turbulent river, i indistinct. Kuo-hua hstian-chi 7*.
Mineral deposits investigation team on Mt. Sung, i indistinct.
Mei-shu 1959.11.20.
Figure, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937)? Nanking Exh. Cat.,
II. 468.
Tree expert and blossoming branches, s, 1954, Ts'ai-mo-hua 14.
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HSIEN MENG-YING ^ jk J ^ t
Mao Sui recommending himself, done with Kuo Hung-chuan. Mei-shu
1980.12,23*.
HSIEH PAO-SHU §%$ ^j? / f f ^ t . Po-tzu 4fe J^~ . From Wu-chin, Kiangsu; nephew
of Hsieh Chih-liu; landscape, f igures . MSNC, 118.
Landscape, i , s, 1946. MSNC 32.
HSIEH PO-WEN t%$ Vg i l t . Shih-yueh %% &kf h . I-ytln chu-shih
M. ~31 * From Yung-chia, Chekiang; flowers. MSNC, 119.
Two sparrows on a branch, bamboo and rock, i , s , 1947. MSNC 185.
HSIEH SHAO-PAI §%t 'J? 4$ •
A bird on a rock, i , s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat. , 11.465.
HSIEH T'lEN-MIN t$ft ^ i^, . B. 1917, d. 1971.
A man seated under a pine, i , s , 1942. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP 55.
HSIEH TS'AI-CH'IN Ŝ Jp $fZ ̂ t . Ch'in ^f- . Woman. From Shang-yil,
Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; studied with her father Hsieh Chiln-hsiang;
Ch'ang-hung Painting Society; figures, ladies, birds, flowers. MSNC, 118.
Wealth, rank and longevity: a warrior and horse by a tree, a lady in a
carriage in clouds, i, s, 1948. MSNC 143.
HSIEH TS'UNG-JUNG 't^t H£. / ^ .
Children composing letter to send to small friends in Taiwan, done with
Lin Yung-shu, i. 25th Anniversary Art Exh. 18*.
HSIEH WEI-CHU.
See Collaborative Works List 30.
HSIN PING-YUNG ̂  ^ W • Soldier.
Soldier-painter at work, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 101
HSING I-FENG ^ 8 -* -Jr* h . Hstieh-ts'un ^ /fc>}" . From Wan-pfing, Hopei.
BK I, 38.
Hibiscus and bird, i , s, 1929, I-lin 7.11.
White eagle on a perch. I-lin 13.15.
Old cypress and a pair of pheasants, i, s. I-lin 24.10.
Monkey in a pine tree, wasps, i, s. I-lin 26.6.
Hollyhocks, cock and hen, s. I-lin 38.16.
Two peacocks, s, 1932. I-lin 43.6.
Eagle and nest in pine tree, s. I-lin 56.10.
Peonies and butterflies, s. I-lin 65.15.
White eagle in a pine by waterfall, i, s, 1934 (?). I-lin 73.2.
Waterfall, i indistinct. I-lin 90.4.
Two peacocks, s. I-lin 95, front cover.
Peonies and doves. I-lin 115.16.
White eagle on a large perch, after Lang Shih-ning, s, 1935. Mei-shu
sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.127.
HSING SHIH-LU ^{3 i£ ̂ 3p. Son of Hsing I-feng. BK I, 38.
A dove on a branch, i indistinct. I-lin 89.8.
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HSING YU-CHIH, Woman. Lathe operator, Nanchang Diesel Motor Plant. CR
1965.9.41.
I love machines, s indistinct, 1963. CR 1965.9.41.
$»HSIUNG CHAO-JUI  j
Studying, done with Lin Yung, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hstlan 3? CK hua
hsuan-chi 4*? CL 1974.4 opp. 48*.
HSIUNG HSI-LING If* "?j? mtt" Ping-san Jft J~L . B. 1865 or 1868 or 1870,
d. 1937 or 1938 or 1942, From Feng-huang, Hunan? a Han-lin member under the
Ch'ing Dynasty; premier of "first caliber cabinet" of 1913-14? all but retired
from public life in 1914; noted as a philanthropist? flowers. BK IV, 104?
Boorman II, 108; Yu, 1256.
Lotus, s. I-lin 22.13.
Tree trunk and leaves, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1933. I-lin 48.4.
HSIUNG KENG-CH'ANG jfjft J$L £T t. Sung-ch'lian %£\ n< • B. 1884, d. 1961.
From Nanking, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai? after 1949 with the Shanghai Chinese
Painting Academy? used left hand to paint? landscape, birds and flowers,
figures, animals, especially lions. BK IV, 104? MSNC, 104? Yti, 1256.
Two lions by a waterfall, i, s, 1930. Chin-tai CK hua 93.
Two tigers, pine tree, i, s, 1959. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 9.
A monkey in a pine tree, s, 1939. Collectanea 1850-1967, 205.
A horse under a tree, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 207*.
Sleeping lions, s, 1927. Ibid. 208.
Monkey in a tree, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 78.
Dragon in clouds, s, 1931. Hu-she 75.13.
Lion, s, 1931. Hu-she 87.14.
Nine lions, s. MSNC 205.
Lions on rocks, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 83.
HSIUNG P'EI-SHUANG &% 4jft jf.. Woman.
Bird on blossoming branch, done with Hsiung Pi-shuang and Hsiung
Yao-shuang, i, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 15 (June 1935).
6fc J&k k*f£
HSIUNG PI-SHUANG fi* ]§\ j£. Woman.
Bird on blossoming branch, done with Hsiung P'ei-shuang and Hsiung
Yao-shuang, i, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 15 (June 1935).
HSIUNG WEN-YuN $«. 3t "fSJ. Woman. B. c. 1956. Szechwan.
Two scenes from "July on the grasslands." Mei-shu 1981.2.31.
HSIUNG YAO-SHUANG W> * p *L . Woman,
Bird on blossoming branch, done with Hsiung P'ei-shuang and Hsiung
Pi-shuang, i, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 15 (June 1935).
HSu AN ^ ^ 4? h . Mou-chai T£ |]Fj . From Wu-hsing, Chekiang, re la t ive of
Chin Ch'eng? Hu-she Painting Society? flowers, animals. BK I I I , 169? MSNC, 54?
Yu, 703.
A horse rubbing against a tree, after Chang Mu, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.27.
HSu^CHAO g ^ # & t. Cheng-pai 4%£- & , Tzu-lin ̂  ^ h. Ch'ing-lai '%
||j| , Pu-fan-tzu ^ ^ j | J£- , Chi-ying ts'ao-t'ang ^ J[|| jjf /jT .
B. 1887. From Wei-yang (or Chiang-tu), Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai? self-taught
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painter; Bee Painting Society; landscape, figures, ladies, birds, flowers, BK
I, 36; MSNC, 68; Ytt, 938,
Cabbage, i, s, 1932, Chin-tai CK hua 98,
Strolling in a wintry forest, i, s, 1937. Collectanea 1850-1967, 188.
Cloudy peaks and tall pines, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 12.
A lady beneath a tree, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 23.
Landscape with cottage in a grove, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 40.
Walking in moonlight in autumn grove, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-hou 33 (Dec.
1936).
Landscape, i indistinct, 1946. MSNC 31.
Traveling in streams and mountains, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.308.
A hermit, i, s, 1932. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 81.
"White Rabbit" horse, after Chao Meng-fu, i, s, 1928. Tang-tai ming-jen
116.
See also Collaborative Works List 32.
41k $[ $4^HSti CHAO-HAI
Ch'ing-shui t ' ang . Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 35.
HSti CHEN-SHIH 4*f> ^ &lt . B. 1937. From Shanghai; with the People's Art
Publishers. Yti add. 2, 56.
Oil f ie ld , i i n d i s t i n c t . PR Sept. 1, 1978.20.
Po l i t i ca l instructor Tsai Kuo-chen, i , s, 1978. Ibid. 21 .
Lu Chu, a model housewife, i , 1978. Ibid. 22.
Mamatyimin, deputy leader of team 5014, i , 1978. Ibid. 23.
HSti CHENG-HUA #^F J£ « t . Shih-ch'i 4z >$^ . BK I , 36.
Mountain landscape. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.305.
HSti CH'I
Bamboo and stone, fan, i, s. Shina nanga taisei 11.111.
HSti CH' I -CH' IN^ p
Hibiscus, i , s , 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat. , 11.212.
HSti CH'I-HSIUNG 4 ^ J*** ̂ Y^ « B. 1934. From Wen-chou, Chekiang; on staff of
the Wen-chou Municipal Art and Craft Research i n s t i t u t e ; i l l u s t r a t o r ; kung-pi
f igures . BK I I I , 169; CK i-shu chia I , 516; Yu add. 1, 23.
Morning in a mountain v i l l age , i , s , 1959. CK hua hstlan-pien 27*.
Hsi-shuang-pan-na girl. CP 1979.10, front cover*.
Two Tai girls by the Lan-ts'ang River. Ibid. 24*.
Tai sweethearts in the forest. Ibid. 25*.
Girl and parrot, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.9.24*.
HSti CHI-HUA ^ ^ ?ffl tsjk . Possibly same as next .
Horse and r ide r , i , s . Hu-she 90.13.
HSti CHI-HUA i% Tf£ 3p . Hu-she Painting Society; f igures . Possibly same as
l a s t . BK I I I , 169.
The dancing horse, i , s , 1932 ( ? ) . Hu-she 61.10.
HSti CH'I-KAO B§ f
Ducks, s . Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian 7*.
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HSti CHI-LIN ^ |
Pine t r e e , s.* MSNC 194,
HSti CHIA-TUNG ̂ ^ ^ ^ X • Chinese Painting Research Association? figures,
I-lin 109.9.
Lady and attendants writing in a garden, i indistinct. I-lin 109.9.
HSti CHIA-YING ? *f
In charge of the furnace, i , s . CL 1975.5 opp. 24*.
HSti CHIEH-Yti §^ ff
Lotus, Ming-pao 12 (1977) 9, inside back cover.
Lotus in a vase, seal, 1970. Ibid, inside back cover.
HSti CHIEN-MING *f$l J | ^ &JEJ .
Mountain industr ial scene, done with Huang Chen-hua and Sung Yti-ming,
i , s, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 57? Mei-shu 1977.2.32? Mei-shu
ts'ung-k'an 1.58.
Fuel storage tank, i , 1977. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 58.
HSti CH'IH 4<f* /M- t . Tun-ken *ij£&£ r̂j< • From Pao-ting, Honan? connoisseur and
collector? landscape. MSNC, 54? Yti, 723.
Garden scene, fan, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.121.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.123.
Landscape, fan, i , s, 1930. Hu-she 35.12 (31-40.136).
HSti CHIH-CHtiN $% j ^ j^ t. Wu-pi $ ^|f, h. Chih-hu JL *&% . Woman.
From Pi-ling, Kiangsu? Hu-she Painting Society? landscape, birds and flowers,
ink bamboo. BK I, 36? MSNC, 69.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 35.20 (31-40.145).
Bamboo, s, 1931. Hu-she 42.10 (41-50.106).
HSti CHIH-CHtiN 4%, xty *jMjt. Hsiao-tung J^ jfc . From Hstt-ch'eng, Shantung?
student of Chin Ch'eng? Hu-she Painting Society? landscape, birds and flowers.
BK III, 169? MSNC, 55? Yti, 704.
Man brandishing a sword and a dragon in clouds, s. 1928. Hu-she 1-10.38.
HSti CHIH-LIN ^ j$
See Collaborative Works List 62.
HSti CHIH-WEN <•¥<> i^» iXl . B. 1942. From Pao-shan County, Shanghai? student
of Hsieh Chih-kuang and Tfang Ytin? landscape, figures, flowers. BK I I I , 169?
Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan 61.
Landscape, i , s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 61.
Landscape with a waterfall, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-ytian 38*.
Clouds and rain at Wu-shan, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 119.
See also Collaborative Works List 10, 26, 70.
HSti CHIN P'EI-Yti, see Chin P'ei-yu.
HSti CHIN-CHtiN
See Collaborative Works L i s t 25.
HSti CHU ^ ^ ^ t . Chu-ch'eng <^M J ^ . D. 1925. From Kiangsu?
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student of Yti Yuan; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and
Painting Association; Youth Calligraphy and Painting Society, BK I, 36.
Lotus, i, s, 1870. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 518.
HSu CH'UN-CHUNG^ ^ 4 ^ • Shanghai worker.
Three women representatives in conversation: reunion, i, 1974.
CL 1974.12 opp. 90*; Shang-hai kung-jen 26*.
HSu CHuN-T'AO^ff* ^ /?Ssf.
Woman speaker at a rally, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 32; CK hua hsuan-chi
35*.
HSu FU-HUAiff; fflj^ W • F r o m Chia-hsing, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; during
Sino-Japanese war went to southwest China; student of Li Chung-yu. MSNC, 57.
Figures on a terrace, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 35 (Feb. 1937).
Two ladies under a pine, colophon dated 1948. MSNC 138.
HSu FU-SHAN ^ »
On the road in the Ch'in Mountains, done with Mou Tso-yiln, i indistinct.
Mei-shu 1981.5.23.
HSu HOU-CHENG ^ft~ )\» & J . Shanghai worker.
New look of the Yti Garden, done with Sun Hua-chun, i, s. 1974. CK hua
hsin chi 12*; Shang-hai kung-jen 33*.
HSu HSI 4~f* olh t e Pei-t'ing ^ *~f . B. 1908. From Wu-chiang, Kiangsu; on
staff of Peking Arts and Crafts School. Yti add. 1, 23.
Construction site, i, s, 1958. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 5.
Cloudy mountains, s. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 14.
Landscape: man seated on cliff gazing at mountain, done with Wu
Tsung-t'ai, i indistinct. Hu-she 36.13 (31-40.147).
Landscape: garden, handscroll, done with Wu Tsung-t'ai, s. Hu-she 41.11
(41-50.93).
Cold clouds on Szechwan roads, handscroll. Hu-she 53.13 (section ? ) .
Landscape, handscroll, i indistinct, s. Hu-she 57.10; 67.15.
Landscape, handscroll, i indistinct. Hu-she 82.11
Clearing after snow, i, s. Shou-tu 46.
HSu HSI^^f* 3fo • B. 1940. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; on staff of People's
Art Publishing House. Yil add. 1, 23.
Spring morning in northern Tibet. CK hua 1981.1.47*.
Construction in the T'ai-hang Mountains, i, s. CK shu-hua 5.30*.
Spring comes to the T'ien-shan Mountains, i, s, 1977. CL 1978.9, front
cover*.
Dawn sails, s. Mei-shu 1979.4, front cover*.
Drilling for oil. Mei-shu 1980.9.22*.
Dawn at a colliery, s, 1973. Ibid. 22*.
Loading coal at a mine, s, 1972 (?). Ibid. 23*.
Industrial scene at the T'ien-hsin Pass of the Great Wall, seal. Ibid.
23*.
Spring dawn, i indistinct. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7. 45.
Harvest scene, s, 1977. Ibid. 51*.
Girl and goats, i, s, 1978. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2*12**




Hsti Hsi hua-hstian ^^ ^£ ^ Vjf . Hong Kong: Po-ya, 1981•
HSti HSIANG-FU i^ *#f %*&. Soldier,
Soldiers and peasants working together, Mei-shu 1963,3,60.
HSti HSIANG-WEN T^f, A^ ^ . Soldier,
Steel furnaces, i indistinct, Mei-shu 1958,11*24,
HSti HSIEN 4 % >$JC» Woman, B, 1931, From Ch'ang-chou, Kiangsu; Kiangsu
Provincial Painting Academy, Ytt add, 1, 24.
Making insecticide in a village, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 17*;
Chiang-su shih-nien 12*; CK hua 7 (1959,4) 12; CL 1959,3 opp, 40*,
Taking food to the fields, i, s, 1959, Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 20;
Chiang-su mei-shu 3*; CP 1960,8, 15-16*; Mei-shu 1959,12.35.
Imitating Ta-chai in the south, i, s, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 46.
Cotton harvest, s, 1960. CK hua 20 (1960.5)12*; CR 1966.6.23*; Kuo-hua
hstian-chi 30; Mei-shu 1960.3.18; PR July 20, 1960.21.
Harvest boats, done with Chin Chin-yuan, i, s, 1962. Mei-shu 1963.1.53*.
Fishing families at work. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 25.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 6, 20.
HSti HSIU-CHIH 4% ^
Landscape, s, 1929, Mei-chan 44,
HSti HStiAN-KU^rf. *% -& •
Ink plum, i, s, 1936, Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.304.
HSti HUA jrf! |fe t. Hsiao-yin /j^ j3;§\ , From Chia-hsing, Chekiang; Tsui Li
Inscription, Calligraphy, and Painting Association; flowers and birds, figures.
BK III, 169; MSNC, 54.
Bird on blossoming plum branch, i, s, 1948. MSNC 192.
HStt H U l f ^ ^ t. Ts'ung-yu $£. 4tt h, Tsfung-hu jfjg[ £$$ . Woman, B. 1902,
From Ch'ang-sha, Hunan; Hu-she painting Society; birds and flowers, landscape,
BK III, 169; MSNC, 54; Yti add, 1, 24.
Flowers and fruits, s. Hu-she 1-10.27,
Pheasant on a rock, bamboo. Hu-she 1-10.74; Mei-chan 41 (with colophon).
Leaves and flowers, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.94.
Flowers, s. Hu-she 1-10.126.
Chrysanthemums, s, Hu-she 1-10,129.
Fish and willows, s. Hu-she 15.14 (11-20.137).
Bird on a tree branch, s. Hu-she 17.16 (11-20.142).
Persimmon branch, i indistinct, Hu-she 20.9 (11-20.158).
Snowball blossom and fruit blossoms, s. Hu-she 22.13 (11-20.122),
Horses pasturing under cypresses, s. Hu-she 21-30.159.
Water bufffalo and herdboys in stream, i indistinct, s. Hu-she 78.9,
Gourd vine, i, s, d indistinct. I-lin 22.6.
Vines and dragonflies, s, 1932. I-lin 46.13.
Sunflowers, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 53.
See also Collaborative Works List 28.
HSti KEN-JUNG i^ %$£
Meeting hall on Mt. Lu, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1,69.
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Not a thread out of line: cutting gears, done with Hsu Ken-shun, 1974.
Shang-hai kung-jen 16*? SYL kung-jen 9* (two slightly different
versions).
HSu KEN-SHUN
Not a thread out of lines cutting gears, done with Hsu Ken-jung, 1974,
Shang-hai keng-jen 16*; SYL keng-jen 9* (two slightly different
versions).
HSu KU-LING 4^ IS? /§* t. Pai-fu **3 SQ . B. 1944, From Hai-feng,
Kwangtung; trained at the Canton Art College; landscape, flowers, figures.
Ming-pao 14 (1979) 8, p. 105,
River landscape, i, s, 1977, Ming-pao 14 (1979) 8.50**
Goldfish, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 51*.
Self-portrait, s, 1978. Ibid. 51*.
HSu KUAN 4 ^ llj^ t. T'ing-t'ao f̂j§\ ^ . B. 1882, d. 1930. From Tung-ch'eng,
Anhwei; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers and animals. BK III, 169.
Pine tree, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 33.13 (31-40.129).
Magnolia, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 40.12 (31-40.171).
HSu LANG-HSI f^" Ifjf J& t. Ku-ytin && J? . B. 1881. From San-yuan,
Shansi; active in Shanghai, on staff of Hsin-hua Art School. BK III, 170; MSNC,
56.
Bodhidharma facing the wall, seal; colophon by Wu Chun-ch?ing dated 1925.
CK hsien-tai•
Buddha, i, s. MSNC 122.
HSu LI-CHuN yfl,
Visit to the maternity ward, done with Ch'en Te-hsi and Wang Hsu-yang.
Mei-shu 1960. 8/9.
HSu LIEN §-r MJzi, t. Wen-i ^ -*o?T • Woman. From Hangchou, Chekiang, moved to
Shanghai; graduate of Hsin-hua Art School, student of Wang Ya-ch'en, T'ang Ytin
and others. MSNC, 69.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 87.
HSu LIN A^ ^yO^ t. Shih-yin M "ftfe* . From Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK III, 170; MSNC, 54.
Landscape, s, 1931. Hu-she 43.14 (41-50.118).
HSu LIN-LUg^ mm J^t. Te-lin A%> M?Z • B. 1916 or 1918. From P'eng-lai,
Shantung; on staff of Jung-pao Chai in Pekihg. Ytt add. 1, 32; Hsu Lin-lu
hua-chi. ^
Bibliography: A: Hsu Lin-lu hua-chi "^p J$%f£ jjt^ -jf^ ftfjL . Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
Lotus and fish, i, s, 1978. A, front cover*.
Hawk in pine tree, i, s. A, 1*.
Grapes and mynah birds, s. A, 2*.
Chrysanthemums and red flowers, i, s. A, 3*.
Autumn gourds and flowers, i, s. A, 4*; CL 1979 supplement:
Traditional Chinese Paintings 11*; CL 1982.6, inside back cover*.
Two cranes in reeds, i, s. A, 5*.
Two birds on rock, chrysanthemums, i, s. A, 6*.
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Basket of autumn fruit, i, s, A, 7*,
Lichees, i, s, 1977, A, 8*.
Autumn berries and insects, i, So A, 9**
Peony, i, s, A, 10*.
Ink lotus, s. A, 10*.
Persimmon branch, i, s. A, 11*.
Bird on chestnut branch, i, s. A, 11*,
Potted chrysanthemums, i, s, A, 12**
Lichee and sparrow, s* A, 12*,
Kingfisher on lotus stalk, s, Ch'ang-ch'un chi 9*,
Two frogs under leaves, s. Ibid, 47*? Nan-pei chi 79 (Dec, 1976) 89*•
Epidendrum and rock, s, Ch'ang-ch'un chi 95*,
Folk toys: clay figures, i, s, Ch'i-shih nien-tai 118 (Nov. 1979) 59,
Bird and loquat, s, CL 1980,7, front cover*,
Crabapple and dragonfly, CL 1982,6, front cover*.
Lichees, i, s. Ibid, opp, 34*,
Grapevine and sparrows, s. Ibid, bet, 34 and 35*,
Peonies in a vase, i, s. Ibid, bet, 34 and 35*,
Clay figures, s. Ibid, opp, 35*,
White plum, i, s. Ibid, opp, 35*,
Landscape, s. Ibid, 37,
Bird and bamboo, i, s. Ibid, 38,
Birds and flowers, i, s, 1980, CP 1980,7,10*,
Grapes, album leaf, i, s, 1979, Hsien-tai CK hua chi 16*,
Dish of fruit, teapot and toys, i, s, 1961, Ming-pao 14 (1979) 1, back
cover*,
Fish and lotus, s, 1973, Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 271,
Autumn flowers, i, s, Ying-ch'un hua 2,41,
HSu LU-CHI fa* $%£ ^ , Soldier,
Railroad construction during night storm, done with Liang Chao~tssun and
Wang Chia-shun, i, 1977, PLA 50 Anniversary 119,
HSu MEI-CHuN ^ a
Kilns, seal, 1959, CK hua 10 (1959,7) 7,
HSu NING jfc -~Mr> , B, 1936, From Lan-ch'eng, Kiangsu? on staff of
Nanking Garden Research Institute, Yu add, 1, 24,
Military practice among granaries, i, s, 1973, CK hua-hsuan 19?
CK hua hsuan-chi 18*,
HSu PANG-TA 4% ^P jJL, t, Fo-yin % jK h. Hsin-yiian chii-shih liZ* ij^ ̂  -£ ,
Hsin-ytian-sheng *iV 4^, i t , B, 1911, From Hai-ning, Chekiang, moved to
Shanghai? pupil of Li Ts'ui-shih, wu Hu-fan and Chao Shih-kang? active in
Shanghai? connoisseur and writer on Chinese painting? now on research staff of
Palace Museum, Peking, BK III, 169? MSNC, 55? Yil add, 1, 23,
Autumn groves and cloudy mountains, i, s, 1947, MSNC 43,
Landscape illustration to poem by T'ang Hsien, i, s, Nanking Exh,
Cat,, II, 207,
Pines, i, s, 1980, Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 117,
Landscape, album leaf, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 118,
HSu PAO-LUN ĝ f jjj ^jp t. Wen-po it. 4$ , Chin-tai ming-jen III,
Chrysanthemums and rock, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen III.8.
Eight leaf album of flowers and fish, s, 1885. Sotheby, Dec. 19
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HSti
HSti PAO-MING t& | f S J £ t . Kuei-chen £^ J ^ ' h . Ming-hu "£& >£$ . Hu-she
Painting Society? landscape. BK I I I , 169; MSNC, 55,
Landscape, i , s, 1934. Hu-she 79.11.
River, bridge and mountains, i , s . Hu-she 96.14.
HSti P'EI-CH'EN / ^ *% ^ .
Celebration at the Nanking Yangtze River Bridge, i, s, d indistinct.
Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 56.
HSti P'EI-CHI %f> *iz sk? t. Chih-sheng <fcji *£ . B. 1909, d. 1970. From
Wei-fang, Shantung? graduate of Hsin-hua Art College, also taught there?
influenced by Huang Chih and Yti Chien-hua. Yti, 713.
Landscape with figures, i, s, 1946. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP 56.
Landscape, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.210.
HSti PEI-HUNG T'T- A&% ^ ^ ( J u Peon), another name Shou-k'ang ^ jjfc . B. 1895
or 1896, d. 1953. From I-hsing, Kiangsu? in 1917 went to Japan and Europe, in
1921 in Berlin? during Sino-Japanese war in Kuei-lin, Hong Kong, Canton,
Ch'ang-sha and Chungking, traveled in India in 1945? Silence Society; also an
oil painter? after 1949 with the Central Art Academy. BK III, 169? Boorman II,
134? Lin, 61? MSNC, 56? Sullivan, 91? Trends, 91? Yti, 715. ^ s$ -£>
Bibliography. A: Hsti Pei-hung ts'ai-mo hua ^ ^ |J. ^%% •&''/ 'if.' JL •
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1959. B: Pei-hung mo-hua hstian-chi 0 $>& j£
^L lM^ ̂  ' Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1954. C: Hsti Pei-hung ts'ai-mo
hua-hstian %ijL ?(f. ̂ fftf %''j •§ ̂  t M ^ * p e k i n < 3 : Jen-min mei-shu,
1962. D: Paintings of Xu Beihong. Pekingf Foreign Languages Press, 1979.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1926. A, 1.
Illustration to a Six Dynasties poem, i, s, 1929. A, 2.
Portrait of Chen Chih-huang, i, s, 1930. A, 3*.
Cat chasing a squirrel in a tree, s, 1930. A, 4. Chiang
Pi-wei 5*.
Lion, i, s, 1930. A, 5.
Illustration to story "Chiu-fang Kao" from Lieh-tzu: judging horses,
i, s, 1931. A, 6*? Ch'i-shih nien-tai 106 (Nov. 1978) 61 (i
cropped)? Chin-pai-nien 74 (i cropped)? Mei-shu 1978.6.12, 22
(detail)*? Mei-shu sheng-huo 7 (Oct. 1934)? Ming-pao 6 (1971) x
11, 49 (i cropped)? Nan-pei chi 22 (March 1972) 43 (i cropped).
Three geese enjoying a summer day, i, s, 1931. A, 7*? B, 7*? C, 1*?
D, 1*.
Portrait of Ou-yang Ching-wu, i, seal, 1931. A, 8.
Man beneath cypress trees, i, s, 1932. A, 9.
Leaping lion, i, s, 1934. A, 10*.
Two cats on rock, i, s, 1934. A, 11.
Ink pig, i, s, 1935. A, 12.
Woman under a tree, i, s, 1935. A, 13.
Bamboo in wind and rain, i, s, 1935. A, 14.
Morning song: sparrows on bare branch, i, s, 1936. A, 15*?
B, 13*? C, 2*? D, 2*? PC 1954.3.23.
Bamboo and sparrows in winds, i, s,1936. A, 16? CL 1963.
12 opp. 102*? Mei-shu 1963.5.71? PR Nov. 15, 1963.27.
Willow and two magpies, i, s, 1936. A, 17? Ying-ch'un hua 2.52.
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Man seated under old cypress, i, s, 1936, A, 18*; B, 14*,
Cowherd and water buffalo, i, s, 1936. A, 19? Nanking Exh.
Cat,, 11.211.
Sparrows on snowy branches, i, seal, 1936. A, 20; Chin-pai-nien 76.
Cowherd and buffalo resting by large tree, i, s, 1937. A, 21.
Egrets and reeds, i, s, 1937. A, 22.
Huai-su practicing calligraphy on a banana leaf, i, s, 1937.
A, 23; Collectanea 1850-1967, 150.
Szechwan woman with basket on her back, seal (?). A, 24.
Szechwan people getting water from river, i, s, 1937. A,
25*, 26 (detail)*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 106 (Nov. 1978) 60
(whole and detail); Collectanea 1850-1967, 153*; Ming-pao
6 (1971) 2, inside back cover (detail); Ming-pao 6 (1971)
11, 49-50 (whole and detail)*.
Crowing rooster on rock in storm, i, s, 1937. A, 27*; C, 3*;
Collectanea 1850-1967, 155; PC 1954.3.23.
Rooster on rock, sunflower, i, s, 1937. A, 28*.
Spring rain on the Li River, i, s, 1937. A, 29, B, 17;
Chin-pai-nien 70 (i cropped); CL 1954.2 opp. 120;
Hsien-tai shan-shui 12; PR Dec. 20, 1963.27.
Four geese, i, s, 1938. A, 30.
Rooster on rock, hibiscus, i, s, 1938. A, 31; B, 8*; Collectanea
1850-1967, 148*.
Self-portrait beneath two cypress trees, i, s, 1938. A, 32; D, 3*.
Cowherd playing a flute, buffalo calf, i, s, 1938. A, 33.
Banana plant and sparrows, 1938. A, 34.
Loquat branch, i, s, 1938. A, 35*.
Landscape of the Ho River, i, s, 1938. A, 36.
Chung K'uei and demon, i, s, 1938, A, 37.
Two cranes on pine, i, s, 1938. A, 38.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1938. A, 39.
Water buffalo bathing, i, s, 1938. A, 40*; C, 4*; D, 4*;
CK min-ch'u hua-chia 44; CL 1963.12 opp. 30*; Collectanea
1850-1967, 151.
Ching-shih-san Liang, i, s, 1938. A, 41.
Horse, i, s, 1938. A, 42.
Two women doing laundry, i, s, 1938. A, 43.
Two horses under large tree, i, s, 1938. A, 44; Chin-pai-
nien 73.
Chung K'uei with a fan, i, s, 1938. A, 45; Chin-pai-nien 72.
Lion and serpent, i, s, 1939. A, 46.
Duck, s, 1939. A, 47; Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 48.
Gathering coconuts, 1939. A, 48, 49 (detail); Collectanea 1850-
1867, 154.
Bamboo and sparrows, i, s, 1939. A, 50.
Orchid, i, s, 1939. A, 51*; B, 20*; C, 5*.
Horses, i, s, 1940. A, 52*; B, 5*; C, 6*; D, front cover*; Nan-pei
chi 1971.19. 64 (i, s cropped); PC 1954.3.23.
Three oxen, 1940. A, 53.
Four doves, i, s, 1940. A, 54.
Hawk, s, 1940. A, 55.
Tree branches in moonlight, i, s, 1940. A, 56.
Cat on rock, i, s, 1940. A, 57*; B, 6*; D, 5*; CR 1953.3 26*;
Nan-pei chi 22 (March 1972) 43 (i cropped).
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Blossoming branches, i, s, 1940, Af 58.
Himalayan scene, i, s, 1940. A, 59; B, 15.
Himalayan forest, seal, 1940. A, 60.
Portrait of an Indian woman, 1940. A, 61 .
Portrait of Rabindranath Tagore, s, 1940. A, 62*; B, 1*; D, 7*.
Himalayan forest, i, s, 1940. A, 63.
A reclining buffalo, i, s, 1940. A, 64. Collectanea 1853-1971, 85.
Kapok flower, s, 1940. A, 65*.
Mountain grove, 1940. A, 66.
Yti Kung moving mountains, i, s, 1940. A, 67 (detail), 68 (whole)*,
69 (detail); Ch'i-shih nien-tai 106 (Nov. 1978) 61; Nan-pei chi 22
(March 1972) 44; Sullivan 33; Ying-ch'un hua 2.54 (cropped on
right).
Two horses, i, s, 1939. A, 70.
Cat in tree, i, s, 1940. A, 71*.
Kapok blossoms, i, seal, 1940. A, 72*; D, 6*.
Cowherd and water buffalo, i, s, 1941. A, 73*; B, 3*.
Vultures on a rock, i, s, 1942. A, 74*; B, 10; C, 7*; D, 10*.
Purple orchid, i, s, 1941. A, 75*; D, 9*.
The mother of Chao Wu, i, s, 1941. A, 76.
Running horse, i, s, 1941. A, 77; PR May 26, 1959.19.
Moonlight scene, i, s, 1942. A, 78.
Moonlight landscape, i, s, 1942. A, 79.
Cat on a rock, s, 1942. A, 80; CK hua 2 (1958) 18.
Ink landscape, i, s, 1942. A, 81.
Running horse, i, s, 1942. A, 82.
Pavilion under pine in moonlight, i, s, 1943. A, 83.
Flower, i, s, 1942. A, 84*.
Dove and bamboo, i, s, 1943. A, 85*.
A mynah on a branch, i, s, 1943. A, 86*; B, 12*.
Lions, i, s, 1943. A, 87*; C, 8*; D, 11*.
Mountain Ghost, illustration to Nine Songs, i, s, 1943. A, 88*; C,
9*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 106 (Nov. 1978) 59*.
Grazing horse, i, s, 1943. A, 89.
Magpie on a branch, i, s, 1943. A, 90; B, 11*.
Carrying a hog in a landscape, i, s, 1943. A, 91.
Battle, i, s, 1943. A, 92.
Confucius listening to discussion among his disciples, i, s, 1943.
A, 93*; CR 1958.3.27 (i, s cropped).
Sparrows on bamboo, s, 1943. A, 94*; Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 17*.
Portrait of Li Ken-yuan (Li Yin-ch'uan), i, s, 1943. A, 95*; B, 2*;
C, 10*; Wen-wu t'ien-ti 1982.1.3.
Two horses drinking from stream, i, s, 1943. A, 96*; CR
1953.3.26-27*.
Two cats and sunflowers, i, s, 1943. A, 97*.
Pumpkin vine, i, s, 1943. A, 98*.
Lady in bamboo grove, illustration to Tu Fu poem, i, s, 1943. A,
99*; Collectanea 1850-1967, 149*.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1944. A, 100*; B, 18 (section)*; D, 12*.
Flying hawk, i, s, 1944. A, 101*; B, 9*.
Lady holding fan, flower petals on ground, i, s, 1944. A, 102*.
Magpie on branch, i, s, 1946. A, 103.
Two roosters on rock, done with Ch'i Huang, i, s, 1947. A, 104;
Chin-pai-nien 28*; Ming-pao 6 (1971) 11. 49-50*.
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The World Peace Conference upon hearing of the liberation of Nanking,
i, s, 1949. A, 105.
Running horse, i, s, 1953. A, 106; CK hua hsilan-pien 54.
Two magpies on red-leaf branch, 1953. A, 107*; Collectanea
1850-1967, 152*.
A horse drinking at a stream, s. B, 4*.
Sparrows and trees in snow, s, 1937. B, 16.
Kapok flower, i, s, 1940. B, 19*.
Young cowherd with water buffalo, i, s, 1941. D, 8*.
Tree, i, s, 1935. Barling, CP 16-20 Cen., 13.
Spotted cat, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 14.
Four horses, i, s. Ibid. 15.
Horse, s, 1947. Ibid. 16.
Shrimps, hollyhock and rock, done with Ch'i Huang, i, s. Ch'i-shih
nien-tai 47 (Dec. 1973), inside back cover; CK hua 2 (1958) 18.
Two galloping horses, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 97 (Feb. 1978), front
cover*.
Three horses, i, s, inscription dated 1941 indicates that this is an
older work. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 106 (Nov. 1978), back cover*.
A galloping horse, s, 1943. Chiang Pi-wei 3*.
A horse drinking water, s, 1943. Ibid. 4*.
Pine tree and falcon, s. Ibid. 6*.
Loquat branch, s, 1944. Ibid. 7*.
Cock. Ibid. 27*.
A magpie, s, 1945. Ibid. 28.
Sparrows and bamboo, s, 1945. Ibid. 29.
Two roosters and rock, done with Ch'i Huang, i, s, 1947.
Chin-pai-nien 28*; Ming-pao 6 (1971) 11.49-50*.
Rooster on rock, s, 1951. Chin-pai-nien 68*.
Lady standing under bamboo, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 69*; Ming-pao 6 (1971)
11 .49-50*.
Horse, i , s, 1939. Chin-pai-nien 71.
Rooster on rock, two hens, i , s, 1942. Ibid. 75.
Plum and bamboo, i , s, 1936 (?) . Ibid. 77.
Man with donkey, i , s, 1936. Chin-tai CK hua 5.
Horse grazing, i , s . Ibid. 108.
Herdboy on a buffalo, i , s, 1929. CK chin-pai-nien 91*.
Crane in a pine t ree, i , s, 1931. Ibid. 93; CR 1959.10.53.
Magpies in willow tree, i , s, 1944. CK chin-pai-nien 96.
Three sparrows on bare branch, i , s, 1935. Ibid. 94.
Hen and three chicks, i , s, 1935. Ibid. 95.
Six running horses, i , s, 1942. CK hua 2 (1958) 17; CP
1963.4.22-23*.
A horse beneath a tree, i, s, 1935. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 9.
A rooster on a rock, i, s, 1938. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 3.
Illustration of Six Dynasties poem, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 36*.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 37*.
Rooster under bamboo, s, 1943. Ibid. 43.
Three geese, i, s, 1937 (?). Ibid. 44.
Cat on tree, s, 1935. Ibid, 44.
Two horses, s, 1940. Ibid. 44.
Horse, s. Ibid. 45.
On donkey back in spring mountains, handscroll. CK shu-hua 1.4-5*.
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First flight in the world: sparrows and bamboo, i, s, 1939, CL
1954,1 opp.50.
Flying eagle, s, 1944. CL 1963.12,99.
Galloping horse, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 101.
Horses, s. CL 1964.10, front cover*.
Horse, i, s, 1943. CL 1978.11 opp. 64*.
Magpies on tree, s, 1944. Ibid. opp. 72*.
Two roosters, i, s, 1943. CL 1979 supplement: Traditional Chinese
Paintings 2*.
Cats and tree, i, s, 1932. Collectanea 1853-1971, 86.
Banana leaves and bamboo, i, s, 1938. CP 1959.6, last page.
Galloping horse, i, s, 1951. CP 1977.8.24*.
Running horse, i, s, 1942. CR 1953.3.26-27*.
Eagle above grass, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 27*.
The Ho-ho brothers with a frog, i, s, inscription dated 1953. Hajek,
Cont. Ch. Ptg., 77*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors, 72*.
Pines on a cliff, i, s, 1932. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 79*; Hejzlar,
Chinese Watercolors 73*.
Roosters and hens, s, 1948. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 81*; Hejzlar,
Chinese Watercolors 76*.
Landscape, s, 1932. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 82*.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 83*.
Lonely ferry, i, s, 1932. Ibid. 85*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors
75*.
Cat chasing a rat up a candlestick, done with Ch'i Huang, s,
inscription by Ch'i dated 1935. Han-k'ou 26.
Grazing horses under tree, i, s, 1948. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors
74*.
Running horse, s, 1950. Ibid. 77*.
Loquats, fan, i, s, 1946. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 64*.
Two horses, i, s, 1953. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 1.8*; Hsien-tai
mei-shu tso-p'in 1.2*; Shih-nien CK hua 70*.
Bamboo and rock, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 23.
Cat on rock, i, s, 1942. I-yiian to-ying 6 (1979) 36.
Flying lion, i, s, 1936. Ko-ming wen-wu 1980.5.40.
Cat in tree, i, s, 1939. Kuo-t'ai 1.20*.
Cock and hen, s. Kuo-t'ai 1.21*.
Horse, i, s, 1947. Kuo-t'ai 11.36.
Bamboo, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai 11.37.
Sparrows over reeds, i, s, 1935. Kuo-t'ai III.24*.
Horse, i, s, 1939. Kuo-t'ai III.37.
Two cormorants, i, s, 1946. Kuo-t'ai IV.40*.
Bamboo, i, s, 1943. Kuo-t'ai IV.41.
Chicks under bamboo, done with Ch'i Huang, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai
VII.38*; Kuo-t'ai X.39*.
Cat sleeping on a rock, i, s, 1934. Kuo-t'ai VII.39*.
Sparrows flying over bamboo, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu 1978.6.10.
Rooster on rock, i, s, 1930 (?). Ibid. 11.
Cat, i, s, 1932. Mei-shu sheng-huo 7 (Oct. 1934).
Horse under willow, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 21 (Dec. 1935).
Bird on willow tree, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 27 (June 1936).
Sparrows on branches, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936).
Plum and birds, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
People at a well, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
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Vultures, s, 1942. Ming-pao 6 (1971) 11,42.
Horse, i, s, 1939 (?). Ming-pao 13 (1978) 2, back cover*.
Rooster and hens on rock, i indistinct, s. MSNC 156.
The Chi-ming Temple, Nanking. Nan-pei chi 22 (March 1972) 44.
Horse, i, s, 1949 (?). Nan-pei chi 101 (Oct. 1978) 19*.
Horse, i, s, 1940. Nan-pei chi 102 (Nov. 1978) 81.
Horse, i (cropped), s. Ibid. 81.
Landscape with pine tree and rocks, i, s, 1941. Nan-pei chi 103
(Dec. 1978) 15.
Galloping horse, i, s, 1938 (?). Ibid. 16.
Chung K'uei, i (cropped) s. Ibid. 19*.
Two cats on rock, i, s, 1941 (?). Ibid. 19*.
Two sparrows and reeds. Ibid. 19*.
Sick horse, i, s. Ibid. 19*.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1936. Nan-pei chi 112 (Sept. 1979), front
cover*•
Portrait of Huang Chun-pi, handscroll, i, s, 1938. Pai-ytln t'ang
II.1.
Horse, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 76*.
Flying eagle, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 77.
Cat on rock, azaleas, i, s, 1937. Ibid. 78*.
A lady, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 79.
Birds in old tree in autumn, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 80*.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 81.
Rooster on rock, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 82*.
White plum blossoms, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 83*.
Magpies, i, s. Ibid. 84*.
Three running horses, s. Ibid. 85*.
Mt. Omei: pine on cliff, i, s, 1935. PC 1954.3.22.
Horse, i indistinct. PR Dec. 20, 1963.26.
Two cats on rock, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 65; Sotheby, March
12/13, 1981, 516.
Galloping horse, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 66.
Galloping horse, s, 1942. Ibid. 67.
Cat, i, s, 1938. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 56.
Rooster on rock, s, 1943. Ibid. 57.
Horse and willow, i, s, 1936. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 148.
Bamboo, i, s, 1942. Ibid. 149.
Horse (attributed to), i, s, 1936. Ibid. 150.
Cat and rock, i, s. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 47.
Lion, album leaf, s. Ibid. 49.
Two cats on rock, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 50.
Running horse, fan, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 51? Sotheby, March 12/13,
1981, 515*.
Chicks and bamboo, done with Chang Shu-ch'i, i, s. Sotheby, June 17,
1980, 214.
Chicks and rock (attributed to), i, s, 1935. Ibid. 215.
Mynah on willow branch, s, 1944. Ibid. 216.
Horse, i, s, 1932. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 62.
Three friends of winter, done with Chien Ching-lun, i, s, colophon
dated 1945. Ibid. 63.
Cat on rock, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 64.
Magpie and trees, i, s, 1935. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 105A.
Magpies on an old tree, i, s, 1936. Sullivan 28.
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Horse, i, s, 1939, Ibid. 29.
A galloping horse, s, 1937. Trends 30*.
Mynah on a branch, done with Huang Chun-pi, i, s, 1942, Ibid. 31.
Two magpies on branch, s, 1942. Ibid. 32.
Horse, i, s, 1941. Tsuruta 115.
Herdboy playing flute, tethered buffalo, i, s, 1942. Ibid, 116,
Loneliness: cat on rock, i, s, 1934. Wu, Painting in China V*,
Horse, i, s, 1942. Ying-ch'un hua 2, inside front cover.
Flying eagle, i, s, 1944, Ibid. 53.
Supplementary bibliography: . ,,
Hsu Pei-hung hua-chi $jf^ $£% >**$ % -^ . Taipei: Chung-hua
shu-hua, 1975? Lian Jingwen and Xu Fangfang, "Life of Xu Beihong,"
Oriental Art, vol. 28 no. 1 (Spring 1982), pp. 80-87.
HSu PI-HSIA 4 %* ;S Hf . Woman. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu, student of Wu
Ch'ing-hsia. MSNC, 57.
Lady in boat by willows. MSNC 151.
HSu SHAN-LI HsL, jJk JL .
Bouquet of spring flowers, i, s, age 66. Nanking Exh, Cat,, 11.205.
HSu SHAO-CH'ING t$* V^S ft . B. 1908 or 1919. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu;
student of Wu Hu-fan? now with the Suchou Embroidery Research Institute. MSNC,
56? Yu add.1, 23.
Bird on grapevine, s, 1956. Chiang-su shih-nien 61*,
Cottonrose and bird, fan, i, s, 1976. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 71*,
Lady playing a flute in a garden, i, s, 1946. MSNC 150.
Lotus, fan, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 201,
HSu SHAO-YtiAN jifr Alk ̂  .
Flowers, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 19*.
>4tHSu SHIH-CH'ANG fo # ^ t . Chti-jen ^ X- h. Tung-hai
Shui-chu tsfun-jen ?]< ¥f ^ A , , Te-keng lao-jen j§ f
T'ao-chai ^ ^ $$j . B, 1854 or 1855 or 1858, d. 1939. From Tientsin? member
of the Han-lin Academy under the Ch*ing Dynasty? protege of Yuan Shih-k'ai?
retired in 1922 to devote time to cultural pursuits. BK I I I , 169? Boorman I I ,
136? Yfi, 700.
Pine tree, i, s, 1928. Collectanea 1953-1971, 77.
Pine and rock, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.119.
Marsh and willows, i, s, 1928, Hu-she 38.12 (31-40.158)? I-lin 1.13,
Pine, plum and bamboo, i, s. I-lin 7.5.
Chrysanthemums and rock, i, s, 1929. I-lin 12.2,
Potted chrysanthemums, i, s, 1929. I-lin 19,9.
Pine trees and mountain, i, s, 1929, I-lin 21.12.
Three pines and fungus, i, s. I-lin 34.8.
Thatched huts and sparse trees, i, s. I-lin 48.3,
Lilies and other flowers, s. I-lin 57.9.
Red trees and green mountains, i, s, I-lin 61.4,
Wu-t*ung and rock, i, s, 1934. I-lin 71.9.
Pines and rock, i, s. I-lin 80.3,
Peony shrub, i, s, I-lin 90.5
Rocks, i, s, 1937. I-lin 93.1,
Landscape, i, s, 1937. I-lin 99.1.
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Broad river and distant peaks, i, s, 1928, Tang-tai ming-jen 7.
HSu SHIH-CH'I %^f ~£ j|^£. B. 1900 or 1901. Graduate of Shanghai Art
Academy? active in Shanghai? Shanghai Art-Tea Association? taught at National
Central University art department? widely traveled outside China, BK I, 36?
MSNC, 69? Sullivan 91? Yti add. 1, 32.
Two scholars seated under pines, waterfalls, i, s, 1947. MSNC 29•
Pine, waterfall, and distant peaks, i, s, 1946* Ibid, 31.
Scholar and pine, i indistinct. Ibid. 130.
Sparrow and rock, seal. Mei-shu sheng-huo 35 (Feb. 1937).
Pine and cranes, s, 1936. Ibid.
Cat on rock, i, s, 193?. Ibid.
Preening peacock in a landscape, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937)? Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.303.
HSu SHIH-MING 4if£ ~t ^M • B. 1911 or 1914. Graduate of Hsin-hua Art School
in 1931? in 1956 was with the East China School of Civil Engineering and
Architecture. CL 1956.3, 215? CL 1959.6, 84.
Landscape with apricot blossoms in spring rain, s. Chiang-su kuo-hua 15*.
Working in spring morning in riverside village, i, s, 1973. Chiang-su
mei-shu 9.
Spring in the South; chickens, plum blossoms, mother and child, i, s,
1956. Chiang-su shih-nien 21*? CL 1956.3 opp. 10*? Mei-shu 1956.5.33*.
Southern water village, s. CK shu-hua 6.27*.
Lake in early summer, i, s, 1958. CL 1959.6 opp. 84*.
Herding sheep, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 18.
HSu SHU-CHIH ^1% jhs ^ , original name Ming-an &)$ ^ . B. 1922. From
Kuang-shan, Honan? in 1946 received instruction from Chao Wang-yun, after 1949
did serials for the Sian Northwest Pictorial? in 1953 went to Sinkiang, now with
the Sinkiang Culture Bureau. CK i-shu-chia I, 517, Yu add. 1, 23.
Returning herdsmen at sunset, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4. 52*.
HSu SHU-MIN i^,
Chrysanthemums, i, s. Hu-she 85.16.
HSu SUNG-AN 4% %'J* ^C . Hupei.
Magnolias, peonies and other flowers, done with Wang Hsia-chou. Chung-nan
kuo-hua 8*.
Fishing village in mountains, done with Chang Shan-p'ing and Chou Shao-hua,
i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.1.35.
HSu TAN %% JL .
Flowers (2 scrolls), s, one d 1905. Sotheby, May 7, 1981, 109 (one
scroll).
HSu T'ANG-HSIEN 4%* >*W ^jj. Woman. Hu-she Painting Society. BK III, 169.
A Buddha, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 83.11.
HSu T'E-SHENG %% ^ f {£.
Flowers, rock and insects, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.209.
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4^ ^ 4lHStt T'lEN-MIN ^  4l>t.or 2?^ . Bo 1928, From T'ien-ch'ang, Anhwei; now
with the Kiangsu Art Hall* CK i-shu-chia II, 534; Yu add. 1, 23.
Bridge construction in mountains, i, s, 1977. Chiang-su mei-shu 23.
Northwest American Indian arts and houses, i, s, 1975. Ming-pao 14 (1979)
10.67*.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 5, 6, 7, 20.
HSti TS'AO i£ ^$f, t. Yen-sun iig* -Jjf̂  . From Po-ling, Hopei; active in Peking?
figures. BK III, 169; MSNC, 54; Sullivan 91.
Lady with a fan and butterfly, fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.45*.
Illustration to story of Chiu-pan, done with Wang Jung, i, s. Collectanea
1850-1967, 160*.
Marriage of Chung K'uei's younger sister, done with Wang Jung, i, s.
Ibid. 161*
Encountering a beautiful lady near an inn, done with Wang Jung, i, s, 1945.
Ibid. 162.
Washing the inkstone in Bamboo River, done with Wang Jung, i, s. Ibid.
163.
A Buddhist figure seated under a pine tree, s. Hu-she 77.12.
Moon-Water Kuan-yin, i, s, done for Chin Ch'eng. Hu-she 100.28.
Two ladies among banana leaves, fan, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 42.
Chung K'uei under pines, i, s, 1937. I-lin 92.12.
A beauty, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 11.11*.
War chariots arrive (historical theme), i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.9.5*.
A lady, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 119*.
Lady by a blossoming tree, i, s, 1940. Sotheby, May 7, 1981, 111.
HSti TSUI-HOU %h $i^ h%, t. Tsu-yin %3~ f^ . From Shanghai; student of Wang
Chen; Buddhist figures, landscape, flowers. Yti, 944.
Landscape with a man in a boat, i, s, 1924. CK hsien-tai.
Nine streams and eighteen rapids, i, s, 1925. Ibid.
Two birds by a fence, s, 1926. Mei-chan 36.
HSti TSUNG-HAO fe lj$+ >%* t. Yang-wu -f| i§- h. Shih-hsueh -S i§T . B.
1880, d. 1957. From Wu-chin, Kiangsu, moved to Peking; Hu-she Painting Society;
Vice-chairman of the Chinese Painting Research Association; landscape, pines,
bamboo and epidendrum. BK III, 169; MSNC, 55; Yti, 705. (See CK hua 8 (1959.5)
20 for his treatise on bamboo.)
Ink bamboo and rock, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 137; Tang-tai ming-jen
52.
Ink bamboo, fan, i, s. Hu-she 58.11.
Bamboo and rock, i, s. Hu-she 60.4.
Bamboo, rock, and stream, i, s. Hu-she 77.12.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1927. I-lin 18.8.
Old Man of the South Pole, i, s, 1930. I-lin 24.8.
Grapevine, i, s. I-lin 37.12.
Ch'eng-nan Poetry Society, i, s. I-lin 50.2.
Portrait of Li Ch'ing-chao, s (?). I-lin 59.14.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. I-lin 82.14.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1938. I-lin 100.13.
Pine, rock, bamboo, done with Chou Chao-hsiang and Hsiao Sun, s. I-lin
116.3.
Bamboo by a waterfall, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937) (i
cropped); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.208.
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Bamboo and stone, i, s, age 77 (1956). Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 134.
HSu TZU-CH'ENG J^f $ ^
Autumn peaks, i. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.307.
HSu TZU-HAO
Pines and clouds on Mt. Huang, fan, i, s, 1976. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 67*.
Rivers and mountains at night, i, s, 1973 (?). CP New Series 14*.
HSu WEN-CHO ^ j t i t |
Landscape, i , s . Nanking Exh. Cat . , 11.206.
HSu WEN-HSIANG ^% K %f • From Shanghai. Hu-she 91.12.
Landscape after an old master, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 91.12.
HSu YAO '<(% %!%.* B. 1938. From Pin-hai, Kiangsu; 1964 graduate of Nanking Art
Academy, pupil of Liu Hai-su; landscape, figures, flowers. Shang-hai CK
hua-yuan 53.
Landscape: Chu-sha, Chung-hsiao-k'ou, i, s. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan
III.12*.
Ta-chai scene, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu ts*ung-k*an 1.55.
Landscape: the spirit of the Ching-kang Mountains, done with Chin
Kuang-yil, i indistinct. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.65.
The Octagonal Pavilion, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 105*.
Peach and pear blossoms on mountainside at Ta-chai, i, s, 1977. Shan-shui
hua 12*.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 53.
Welcome spring: plum blossoms, i, s, 1978, Shang-hai hua-yuan 37*.
HSu YAOg^f Zfc t. Hsiang-chieh ^$ %Q . From Ku-shih, Honan; Chinese
Painting Research Association; landscape. BK I, 36.
Scholar reading beneath a wu-t!ung tree, s. I-lin 2.13.
Plum and sparrows, i indistinct. I-lin 14.7.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. I-lin 41.6.
Pheasants and other birds, rocks, plum blossoms, s. I-lin 48.15.
Looking at a waterfall, i indistinct. I-lin 81.13.
Snowy mountains, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.302.
HSu Yu-CH'IAO
Cabbage and bamboo shoots, done with Ch'i Huang, i, s, colophon dated 1930.
I-lin 12.12.
HSu YtiAN-CH'ING A%> ?D ^M . Woman. B. 1941. From Wu-chiang, Kiangsu;
graduate of Shanghai Art College, pupil of Chiang Han-t'ing, Chang Ta-chuang and
T'ang Ytin; birds and flowers. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 59.
Butterfly and iris, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 8.9*.
Birds in wisteria branches, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan III.9*.
Chrysanthemums and bird, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 59.
Spring rain: flower, rock and flying birds, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai
hua-yuan 41*.
HSu YuAN-SHAO %&. ?M &% . From Shanghai.
Flowers, tree and bird, 1978. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.53*.
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HSil YtiEH-PAI %h{ g & .
Landscape, i , s , 1978, Ch'i-shih nien- ta i 116 (Sept, 1979), back cover*.
HSti Yt iN^ ^ * t a Kuan-hstin £ *}£] . Chin-tai ming-jen.
Double bridge over a stream, i, s, 1920. Chin-tai ming-jen I11.19.
HSti YtiN %% ^ .
Delivering firewood, s, 1959. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 10.
HSti YtiN-KAO t^f jji§ y%]
Boats in a river gorge, i, s, 1976. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.68.
HSti YUNG $~f y . B. 1933. From Chao-yttan, Shantung? now with the Lu Hsttn Art
Academy, Shenyang. BK I, 36; Yti add., 1, 32.
Ch'i Chi-kuang opposes the Japanese. CK hua hsttan-pien 26; Mei-shu
1959.11.27*.
Return of Lady Wen-chi to China, handscroll, done with Ku Lien-t'ang, i, s,
1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 4.15* (section ? ) .
People's musician. Mei-shu 1963.1.64*.
Shepherd girls milking sheep. Mei-shu 1981.9.32*.
See also Collaborative Works List 11.
HStiAN CHE 'jg ^ t. Ku-ytt $i ^ , Yti-kung {§ ^ • B. 1866, d. 1943.
From Kao-yu, Kiangsu; connoisseur and collector; landscape. Yti, 593.
Landscape, fan. Hsuan, et, al. hua hstian 1*.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Ibid. 2*.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Ibid. 3.
Bamboo, rock and old tree, fan, i, s. 1904. Ibid. 4*.
landscape after Tao-chi, i, s, 1912. Ibid. 5.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 6.
HStiEH CH^-CH'ING jJ2f -|% w% . Shanghai worker.
See Collaborative Works List 24, 36.
HStiEH-CHIU Nti-SHIH W ^^ » "^ .
The Great Wall, colophon dated 1923. Mei-chan 107.
HStiEH-CHOU W -W . A monk at the Nan-p'ing Temple at West Lake, Hangchou;
landscape. Yti, 1053.
Landscape, fan, i, s. I-lin 3.12.
HStiEH JUI-NIEN 4$ %% - ^ t . Fei-pai 4^ ^0 . From Suchou, Kiangsu.
Collectanea 1950-1967.
Gentlemen under pines, i , s, 1930. Collectanea 1850-1967, 192;
Tang-tai ming-jen 57.
HStiEH SHAN gf LL» .
New home, done with Feng Chao-min and Ku Ytian. CK hua-hsuan 31.
New home, done with Feng Chao-min and Ku Ytian. CK hua hsuan-chi 33*.
CL 1974.9 opp. 18* (s l ight ly different version of above).
HStiEH SHEN-FUf^ tf-jk ^Ct. Shen-hu >£jt >$$ . Hu-she Painting Society; flowers.
BK I I I , 172; MSNC, 117.
Chrysanthemums, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.134.
- 1 8 8 -
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HSttEH SHU-SHAN %% ?§ ^
Chrysanthemum, seal, Pei-ching chih-kung 23.
HStiN PING-CH'AO^J "|l ,3^8t. Hui-sheng ^, )£ h. Liu-hsiang
B. 1900, d. 1968. Peking opera actor. CK i-shu-chia I, 164.
Landscape, i, s, 1929, section of a collective fan. Chin-pai-nien
shan-mien 1.99*.
HU CHENj£# $$L t. T'ing-lu SJ JL , Yin-shan & * ^ , Yin-kung
B. 1883 or 1844, d. 1943. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; taught at the Wu-hsi Art
School; Bee Painting Society; landscape, flowers. BK II, 69; Sullivan, 91;
Yti, 624.
Autumn river: kingfisher and chrysanthemums, i, s. Chin-tai
CK hua 97.
Bamboo and bird, i, s, 1925. Collectanea 1850-1967, 139; Tang-tai
ming-jen 79.
Birds, plum and moon, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 140*.
A donkey rider on a bridge, fan, i, s, 1928. Hsin-han ko 111.11.
Birds in willow, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 84.13.
HU CHEN-KUO $$ W J§. Worker.
PLA personnel preparing announcements, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 70.
See also Collaborative Works List 25.
HU CHEN-LANG $f ^ Jttl.
Bird Nest Island, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 8.10*.
Woman veterinarian tending a lamb, i, s. Mei-shu 1964.2.56*.
j . Erh-mei -=• 'fctij* . D. 1915. From T'ung-ch'eng, Anhwei;
landscape. Sun, 299; Yang, 3, 36; Yu, 627.
Landscape, i, s. Shina nanga taisei X.250.
HU CHIA-NAI y£jjf jj§c SL t. Kung-t'iao <AN ?/![ . From Jehol; Hu-she Painting
Society; landscape. B K II, 69; MSNC, 47; Yti, 624.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 33.16 (31-40.132).
HU CHO ffl \^ t. Cho-ytln JJ| ^f . From P'ing-hu, Chekiang; studied Western
art at Shanghai Art Academy; learned Chinese painting by studying works in his
family's collection of paintings; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; White Moon
Painting Society. BK II, 69; MSNC, 46.
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 82.
HU CHUNG-YING Vft 4$ ^ t. P1 ing-nan ^?f $7 Chun-ch'iang ^
Woman, B. 1868, d. 1933. Hu Chung-ying nti-shih hua-chi.
Bibliography. A: Hu Chung-ying nti-shih hua-chi ^ ^ g j ^
Shanghai: Chin-ch'eng kung-i she, 1934.
Garden scene, seal. A, 1 .
Pavilion, stream and willows, i, s. A, 2.
Plants and flying sparrow, i, s, 1933 (age 66). A, 3.
River scene, seal. A, 4.
Wisteria vine, i, s, 1927. A, 5.
landscape, i , s , 1 9 3 1 . A , 6 .
Figures on a dyke, i, s, 1927. A, 7.
Scholar and servant in a garden pavilion. A, 8.
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Landscape album leaves, s, 1931• A, 8-12.
HU CHUNG-YtiAN %fj ,!j£ ^ t. Ku-ytieh Jar Jf • B. 1929, From Ssu-p'ing,
Kirin; works in a photographic slide factory. Yti, add. 1, 20.
Woman dancer with fan, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1959.9.35.
HU HAO-I ijjjf *jfj| JfLt. Po-hsiang 4& 4$$ • B> 1896 or 1897- From Nanking,
son of Hu T'u; student*of Wu Chtin-ch'ing and Wang Chen; now with the Shanghai
Chinese Painting Academy. BK II, 69; MSNC, 48; Yti add. 1, 20.
Horses under autumn tree, s, 1929. Collectanea 1850-1967, 209; Mei-chan
56.
Landscape, i, s, 1941. MSNC 30.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 14*.
HU HENG tft ^^, original name Hsi-ch'ttan "$% ^k t. P•ei-heng ijfL f|pf h.
Leng-an >£• j£_ . B. 1891 or 1892, d. 1962. From Cho-hsien, Hopei, lived in
Peking; Mongolian; Hu-she Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research
Association; landscape. BK II, 69; Lin, 53; MSNC, 47; Yti, 621.
Thirty scenes of Kuei-lin, the Li River, and Shao-shan, 1956. Kuei-lin
hsieh-sheng %% 5fc£. ̂  & . Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1957. Painting
of Chia-shan on p. 4 also in CK hua hstian-pien 42*; Mei-shu 1962.3.65.
Pines, bamboo and stream, i, s, 1926. Chin-tai CK hua 100.
Kueilin landscape, i, s. CK hua 1 (1957) 49.
Spring rain on the Li River, i, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 1; Hsien-tai
shan-shui 19.
Strange peaks at Yang-shuo, i, s, 1959. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 8*; PR July 28,
1959.20.
Red leaves of Western Mountains: birds flying in a misty valley, i, s,
1959. CK hua 14 (1959.11), front cover*.
Scholar on a path to a mountain villa, i, s, 1926. Collectanea 1853-1971,
58*.
Village by river in mountains, i, s, 1931. Ibid. 59*.
Clearing skies in autumn mountains, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 60.
Pines in rainy mountains, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 61.
Rapids, i, s, 1961. CP 1962.7.22-23*.
Li River scene, i, s, 1961. Ibid. 23*.
Landscape, i, s, 1940. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP 12.
Landscape, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 27.
Landscape, done with Ho Hsiang-ning, s, 1953 or 1955. See Ho Hsiang-ning
Bibliography A, 24; C, 38.
The school at Shao-shan, seal. Hsien-tai shan-shui II*.
On the Li River, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 16.
Mt. Yao, i, s, 1962. Ibid. 17.
The back lake of the 1-ho Ytian, i, s. Ibid. 18.
Chu-chiang ts'un, Li River, i, s. Ibid. 20.
Cottages in mountains, a scholar standing on a bluff, i, s, 1927. Hu-she
1-10.5.
Ten-thousand Pine Thatched Hut, handscroll, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she
1-10 bet. 8-9.
Riverscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.77.
Village in bamboo grove by a river, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 11.14 (11-20.119).
Snowscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 14.15 (11-20.131).
landscape, fan, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 19.14 (11-20.150).
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Grove of trees at base of mountain peak, i, s, 1929, Hu-she 20.3
(11-20,153).
Pines, bananas and loquats, done with Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1924. Hu-she
21-30.125.
Pine tree, album leaf, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.134.
Mountain waterfall and rapids, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.135.
Landscape album, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.144 (2 leaves).
Two horses under willows, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.155.
Beauties of streams and mountains, handscroll, i, s, 1930. Hu-she
21-30.164-165.
Scholar on riverside path in the mountains, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 35.11
(31-40.134).
Riverside landscape, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 37.13 (31-40.151).
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 39.10 (31-40.165).
Landscape after K'un-ts'an, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 44.14 (41-50.126).
Scholar on bridge gazing at a waterfall, fan, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 47.11
(41-50.151).
Landscape, fan, i, s. Hu-she 51.11.
Mountainscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 52.10.
Cottage by a river, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 54.9.
Boating on a river in the mountains, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 56.11.
Landscape after K'un-ts'an, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.3.
Scholar in a house at the foot of mountains, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 62.8.
Rivers and mountains, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 64.11.
The Red Cliff, handscroll, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 66.11.
Scholar in cottage in misty mountains, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 68.10.
Grove of pines, scholar approaching a mountain temple, i, s. Hu-she 71.11.
Six teaching sketches (prepared for his correspondence school), i. Hu-she
74.14.
Scholar with a staff under pines, mountain peak and temple, i, s, 1933.
Hu-she 77.13.
Scholar approaching a bridge on his way to a mountain temple, in style of
Shen Chou, i, s. Hu-she 80.8.
Two men on mountain river bank, style of Wu Chen, i, s. Hu-she 94.14.
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.9.
Waterfall in misty mountains, i, s, 1937. I-lin 98.14.
Cottage at foot of mountain peaks, i, s. I-lin 113.10.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Kuo-t'ai 1.32*.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. Kuo-t'ai 11.28.
New Year's still life, i, s, 1934. Kuo-t'ai III.16*.
Riverside villa in bamboo grove, fan, i, s, 1946. Kuo-t'ai V.48.
Green mountains after rain, fan, i, s, 1923. Kuo-t'ai V.49*.
Back lake of I-ho Yflan, i, s. Mei-shu 1956.7.16.
Shao-shan, i, s. Shih-nien CK hua 74.
I-ho Yuan scene, s. Shou-tu 9.
Mountain landscape with pavilions, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, June 17, 1980,
204.
Scholar gazing at a waterfall, i, s. Ibid. 205? Sotheby, April 28, 1982,
23.
Landscape: two men in cottage beneath pines, i, s, 1940. Sotheby, Dec.
19, 1980, 272.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 273.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1926. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 376.
House in mountains, in style of Shen Chou, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 377.
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Man in mountain villa, i, s, 1925, Ibid, 378.
Landscape in style of Wang Fu, i, sf 1943, Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 14.
Landscape with scholar under pines and waterfall, i, s, 1946. Sotheby,
Jan. 21, 1982, 500.
Autumn mountains in deep clouds, i, s, 1928. Tang-tai ming-jen 49.
Yu-shan, Taiwan, i, s, 1954. Tsfai-mo-hua 44.
Cloudy landscape, i, s, 1946. Tsuruta 113.
See also Collaborative Works List 14, 17, 27, 39, 49, 65. k
HU HSIAO-SU #fl Jf Jii t. Tzu-p'ing %> ip . Woman. From Chin-hua,
Chekiang, moved to Shanghai? Hsing-yti Calligraphy and Painting Society? flowers.
BK II, 69; MSNC, 47.
Butterfly and grass, i, s, 1948. MSNC 194.
HU HSIEN-YA $JJ nLj^ jfjJL . B. 1902. From Nan-ch'ang, Kiangsij with the
Ching-te-chen Porcelain Academy. Yti add. 1, 21.
Riverscape, s. Nanking EKh. Cat., 11.182.
HU HSIN-Lu t$ 1fc ^\ t. Tzu-chung ~^ ^ h. Hsueh-hu ^ >t% . From
T'ai-ts'ang, Kiangsu? Bee Painting Society. BK II, 69.
Opium poppy, i, s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
HU HSu-KUANG $ft ~%§ -yti . From Sung-chiang, Kiangsu j pupil of Chang
Yti-kuang? Shanghai Art-Tea Association. BK II, 69? MSNC, 47.
Scholar and servant with a ch'in, i, s, 1947. MSNC 147.
A scholar standing under a pine, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 153.
HU HUNG-CHANG £jf
See Collaborative Works List 64.
HU I WB % t, Chin-yeh 7 " ^ . B. 1928. From Yung-k'ang, Chekiang?
stationed in Nanking. Yti add. 1, 20*
During a break in combat practice with staves, i, s, 1977. Chiang-su
mei-shu 28*.
Bonds of friendship between the army and the people: a PLA nurse escorts a
mother with her new-born son home, i, 1962. CL 1964. 10 opp. 104*.
The crossing of the Yangtze River, i indistinct. PLA 50 Anniversary 78.
HU I-SUN t$ Mt& 111. B. 1942. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang? primarily a graphic
artist? with the T'ung-jen County (Kuei-chou) Cultural Hall. Yu add. 1, 21.
See Collaborative Works List 12.
HU JUN-SUN t% >p\ $k •
Landscape: green mountains and sound of rapids, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
II. 179.
HU K'AO vJJ /§ . B. 1912. From Yu-yao, Chekiang? a cartoonist? at one time
in Shanghai, went to Yenan during the War? now on staff of the People's
Pictorial. Sullivan, 91? Yti add. 1, 20.
Eagle, i, s. CP 1980.8.24*.
HU KUO-T'ING 4% \M ^k *
Chrysanthemums and crabs, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 29.
Still life, i, s. Ibid. 37.
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HU P'EI-HUNG, See Hu Heng.
HU PIN i?$ £jp^ , another name Tsao-pin -^ S£"jf§ t. Hsien-sheng #*il. ^S^ h.
Wu-yang shan-jen Hfi$( }|^ J^ A. , Ching-kuan-lou-chu ^$jf ||j^ ̂ f|| Ji. B.
1897, From Shun-te, Kwangtung? went with his uncle to Japan, studied at Tokyo
Art and Craft School? returned to China in 1911? active in Canton? figures,
birds and flowers, tigers, Li, 62? Lin, 54,
Tiger and cubs, s• Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Mu-lan leading soldiers, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 9 (Dec. 1934)*.
Tiger, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936).
Two tigers, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937)? Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.183.
HU PING-CHuN jjfjjf i H ^ 3 .
Landscape, s, 1935. Mei-shu (Canton) 3.5.
HU PING-HSuAN #$ jJM& %% • Pu-i na t iona l i ty .
On the banks of the Wu River, done with Wang Chen-chung and Yang
Ch'ang-kuei, i, s. CP 1978.3.45*? Mei-shu 1977.4.24.
HU P'O 0 ^ .
Procession of people in trucks and on horseback in the grasslands, i, s,
1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 25.
Little Red Soldiers of the grasslands, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 39? CK hua
hstian-chi 40*.
Jubilant grassland, i, s, 1974. CP New Series 38*.
HU PO-CH'IN #$ \f$i Jf- .
Two birds on crabapple branch, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.180.
HU PO-TSUNG $|J 1% S$L # B. 1941. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu? also does
serials? with the Kiangsu People's Publishing House. Yti, add. 1, 21.
Children enjoying cartoons on the downfall of the Gang of Four, i, 1976.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 50.
HU SHUANG-AN $% ^M J^ . B. 1917. From Hsiang-yang, Hupei? in 1935 a student
of Chang Yuan and Chang Tse? now lives in Peking. Nan-pei chi 137 (Oct. 1981),
54-55.
Three tigers, i, s, 1981. CP 1982.5.23*.
Tiger, i, s, 1981. Nan-pei chi 137 (Oct. 1981) 54-55*.
Tiger, s. Shou-tu 22.
HU SSU-HSIAO $f $ ^ or J$£[ ^ t. Nien-ch'ti jg> tjj} . From
K'un-shan, Kiangsu? student at the Suchou Art Academy? flowers and birds. MSNC,
48.
Bird and flowers, fan, s. MSNC 196.
HU TE-YING $JJ ^g» 3i|̂  . Hu-she Painting Society? landscape. BK II, 69?
MSNC, 47,
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 69.15.
HU T'U # | ^ t . T'an-ch'ing $f fltjt h . Lung-chiang chu-shih - j j | >X
Tsui-mo-hsien-chu jSjfe" ^ jj^f JS*. . From Nanking. BK I I , 69.
Hawk on a pine, i, s, 1914. Chin-tai CK hua 128.
Tiger, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen I11.13.
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Squirrels in pine tree, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 76*.
Two dogs, rock, and leafy branch, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 62.
Tiger on a rock, fan, i, s, 1924. Hsin-han ko 111.19.
Birds, flowering prunus and rock, done with Huang Yao and Wu Chun-ch'ing, i
by Wu dated 1916. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 18; Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982,
503.
HU WEI-CH'IAO $f$
Blue and green landscape: cottages in grove in the mountains, i, s, 1936.
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.181.
HU WEI-P'U £$ ^/I ^Jtt. Shin-sun "f-f1 -j|*. . Chin-tai ming-jen II.
Autumn mountains and groves, i, s, 1914* Chin-tai ming-jen 11.14.
HU YA-CHAO #Jf *£. 3& t. Chao-tzu #5 ^ . Woman. From Chiang-ning,
Kiangsu. I-lin 46.16.
Landscape, i, s. I-lin 46.16.
HU YA-KUANG t% & ^a t. Hsiao-o '/* Jjt~ , Chin-yuan-§; IMJ h.
Meng-tieh-lu-chu M- £j^ yfk j^ , An-ting chu-shih ^ j ^ ^ dt . B.
1901. Shanghai Ar*-Tea Association; Hangchou Hsi-ling Calligraphy and Painting
Society; landscape, figures, flowers, birds, fish, animals. BK II, 69; MSNC,
47; Yii, 261 .
Cranes in pines, i, s, 1942. MSNC 73.
Portrait of Chiang Kai-shek at age sixty, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 137.
Scholar and two pines, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 137.
Portrait of the artist Hsia Ching-kuan at age 70, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 147.
Goldfish, i, s, 1942. Ibid. 174.
HU YEH-FO pfl -til tjfy . B. 1908. From Yu-yao, Chekiang; graduate of Shanghai
Hsin-hua Art College; ladies, landscape. MSNC, 47.
A lady with "autumn thoughts" in a garden, s. MSNC 141.
HU YEN $% 'f/ffc t. Jo-ssu % ^ , Hsia-ssu %J^ {% , Tzu-li -J- j£ . B.
1916 or 1917. From Chen-chiang, Kiangsu; student of Chang Yuan; now with the
Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; landscape, birds and flowers, animals. BK
II, 69; MSNC, 47; Ytt add. 1, 21; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 35.
Kueilin landscape, i indistinct. CL 1958.2 opp. 26*; Mei-shu 1956.6.33;
Shih-nien CK hua 81*.
Port on the Huang-p'u River, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 26.
Distant view of Chin-shan, i, s. Ibid. 52.
Mt. Huang. Mei-shu tsfung-kfan 1.74.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 46.
Cloud sea, i, s. Shan-shui hua 10*.
Landscape, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 35.
Mountain landscape, i, s (?), 1977. Shang-hai hua-yuan 17*.
Stone quarry. Tsfai-mo-hua 38.
is J| h C h i h h 1 i ^HU Yu-CHEN ^$  . Ch e -ch1 ng ̂  ""$ , other names, Yen-ai $\ j§. ,
Ch'un ^-k* . Woman, wife of Lao She. B. 1905. Manchurian, from Peking; student
of Sun Sung-chao; with the Peking Painting Academy. BK II, 69; CK i-shu-chia I,
506; Ytt add. 1, 21; Women of China 1979.3.12.
Flowering branches, i, s. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 11.
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Peonies, narcissus and plum in vases and baskets, s. Ming-pao 9 (1974)
3.81; Shou-tu 50.
Flowers, s, 1972. Ming-pao 9 (1974) 3.83.
Netting fish, s. PR July 21, 1961.4.
See also Collaborative Works List 13, 17, 28.
HU YU-KO £*# %L % •
Bibliography. A: Hu Yu-ko chu-shih hua-chi j£jj ^
Shanghai: T'ien-i, 1933.
Copy of Li T'ang's "Winter scene with two men on a ledge by a
waterfall," now in Daitoku-ji, Kyoto, seal. A, 1.
Copy of Liang K'ai's "Hui-neng chopping bamboo," now in the Tokyo
National Museum, seal (?). A, 2.
A man standing at the top of a steep cliff by the sea, i, s, 1932. A,
3.
A sheer-sided peak, A, 4.
Bleak river scene (P'i-p'a hsing ?), colophon dated 1932. A, 5.
Landscape with ruined village and bridge, colophon dated 1932. A, 6.
Six landscape album leaves, after old masters, seal. A, 7-12.
Landscape, fan, i, seal, after Ma Yuan. A, 13.
HU Yu-KUEI *&$ Shi. ^ I t . Ken-t'ien ^"K ^. h. Shu-ch'iu ? 7 ^"k. , Lao-shu
^ $Jjr , Wang-shan i-sou 3: j ^ — ^ . B. 1892. From K'ai-p'ing,
Kwangtung; in 1915 went to Japan; graduate of the Tokyo Art School in Western
painting; returned to China in 1920; in Canton a member of the Art Study
Association, held teaching posts in Canton, Hong Kong and Shanghai; after 1949
active in Canton. BK II, 69; CK i-shu-chia II, 530; Yu add. 1, 21 .
Lotus Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1959. Kuang-tung mei-shu hstlan 18*.
Landscape, i, s, 1954. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 34.
HUA CH'I-MIN -Sj£ -J^ ^ L •
Emancipated serfs love Chairman Hua. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 15; CR 1977.8.17*.
Peking opera figures, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, June 17, 1980.332.
HUA I-SAN "I? Jg- ZL . B. 1861.
Eight leaf album of plum blossoms, i, s, 1938 (age 78). Hua I-san mei-p'u
. N.p., 1939 (?).
HUA K'O-HSIUNG lj| ^ ^*/5 . B. 1921. From Tientsin; with the army. Yu
add. 1, 37.
Mending Chou En-laifs pyjamas, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 19.
HUA SAN-CH'UAN ^ ^ i11 . B. 1930. From Ning-po, Chekiang; primarily does
serials; Shanghai Children's Publishing House. Yu add.1, 37.
Shih Hsiang-yfin (from "Dream of the Red Chamber"), i, s, 1978. CP
1979.6.41*.
The Tai people of Yunnan, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 32.
HUA-SHAN I-CH'ttAN ^ « ~" *<• .
Plum flowers, i, s. Chiang Pi-wei 38.
HUA SHIH-CH'ING "^ ^ *M .
Li-hu in early summer; Tung-t'ing in autumn, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu
33*.
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Water village, i, s, 1979, CK shu-hua 6.8*.
HUANG
HUA TfO J§ :#S • B. 1940. From Ching-hsien, Hopei; at first self-taught,
then in 1962 studied in Nanking with Sung Wen-chin, Yeh Ya-ming, and Ch'ien
Sung-yen? now with the Kiangsu Provincial Chinese Painting Academy. Chin-ling.
Red Book Hall at T'ien-p'ing shan, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 36.
Waterfall on the Sikang-Tibetan Highway, i, s, 1978. Chin-ling 19*.
Clouds on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 20*.
Lake T'ai, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 21*.
Waterfall, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 59.
Waterfall on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 60.
T'ien-tu Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 61.
Morning at Mt. Huang, i, s. Ibid. 62.
Tung-shan in the rain, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 63.
Ta-tu River bank, i indistinct. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 53.
Transformed from a gorge into a peaceful lake, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua
8.11*.
At the foot of Liang-shan, i, s, 1976. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.60.
River landscape, i, s, 1980. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 379.
Landscape with pines, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 501.
HUA TSfAI-CHEN Jp ^ M •
Repairing younger brother's jacket, seal (?). Chiang-su shih-nien 26*.
Children going out to "eliminate the four pests," i, s, 1958. CK hua 6
(1959.3) 8.
HUA WEN-CH'uAN ^ £. M t. I-shan ̂  $fJ|jL .
Landscape, fan, i, s, d indistinct. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
HUA YUAN-?t ^ t. Chi-an *$ / % .
Traveler on a donkey crossing a bridge, i, s, 1946. Chin-tai CK hua 136.
Woman holding a fan seated on bench beneath tall trees, i, s. Nanking Exh.
Cat., 11.175.
HUAN SHAO-Ytl %M ^$$ &* , also known as Kuan Shao-yu Jffj & S Sa t. Nung
AM h. Chi-ytlan 5§? J ^ . Woman, wife of Kuan Po-p'ing. From Peking? Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 34 and 35? MSNC, 114.
Waterfall, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 1-10.126.
Landscape, i, s, 1927 (?). Hu-she 20.12 (11-20.162).
HUANG AI-HUNG ft? %*- ?\*Q • B- 1914, d. 1937. From Kwangtung? Spring Slumber
Studio, student of Kao Lun? died in Shanghai? landscape, birds and flowers,
grasses and insects, animals. BK II, 71? Yu, 1149.
Three peacocks, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937)? Nanking Exh. Cat., II.
332.
HUANG AN-JEN ^ *T ^ . B. 1924. From Yang-chiang, Kwangtung? graduate of
Kwangtung Provincial Art College? now in Canton. BK II, 71? CK i-shu-chia II,
541? Yfl add. 1, 38.
Celebration at T'ien-ai, s. Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 29.
Chen-liu Pavilion at Hsi-ch'iao, i, s, 1961. Kuang-tung mei-shu hsilan 23*.
Fishing fleet, i, s, 1954. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 28.
Nan-hai scene: tankers at loading facility, i, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.11.21.
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HUANG CHEN 'W -JlfL . B . 1908, From Anhwei; graduate of Hsin-hua Fine Arts
Academy in Shanghai; now in Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Klein & Clark I, 387;
Yti add. 1, 39.
Pine, i, s, 1975. CK shu-hua 1.3*.
Pine and plum, s. Ibid. 6.20*.
HUANG CHEN-HUA j ^ p
Mountain industrial scene, done with Hsu Chien-ming and Sung Yu-ming, i, s,
1977. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 57; Mei-shu 1977.2.32; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an
1.58.
HUANG CH'I-FENG ^ , /%£ Jt%\* t. Hsiao-t'ing fifgj Kf h. Hsiao-t'ing chu-shih
E^fL >~T M ^ * B* 1 8 8 2 o r 1 8 8 9 ' d* 1 9 3 9 < ? ) ' F r o m Chekiang or Kiangsi,
moved to Shanghai; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and
Painting Association; Bee Painting Society; landscape. BK II, 71; Yti, 1151.
Conversation under a pine, i, s, after Tao-chi• Tang-tai ming-jen 33.
HUANG CHI-LING 1», tffSk Sf$. B. 1913. From Feng-hsien, Hunan; now with the
Kunming Municipal Arts and Crafts Research Institute. BK II, 72; Ytl add. 1, 39.
Bamboo shoots, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 6.22*.
Dwelling in the Ch'ing-pien Mountains (copy of Wang Meng painting now in
the Shanghai Museum), i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.342.
Two landscape scenes, both inscribed, d indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., II.
340.
HUANG CHIA-TSE
Cock and hen, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.334.
4£ & £r M-
HUANG CH'IEN J®% *W" , another name Pen-kuei Sp "g . B. 1928. From
Feng-ch'eng, Kiangsi; now at Nan-ch'ang Municipal Workers' Art Hall. Yti add.,
1, 39.
Friendship: the painter Chfi Huang and a Soviet artist (?), i indistinct,
1954. Mei-shu 1956.8.35.
HUANG CHIEN-CHIH p g^
Two lobsters/i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.331.
HUANG CHIH " ^ |J t. P'u-ts'un f^ 4$- h. Pin-hung J|[ %*&. , Yti-hsiang ~f fe]
and other names. B. 1863, or 1864 or 1865, d. 1955. From She-hsien, Anhwei;
active in Shanghai, Peking and Nanking; art editor for the Commercial Press,
compiled Mei-shu ts'ung-shu; after 1949 held numerous high positions; staff
member of the Central Art Academy. BK II, 72; Ian, 103; MSNC, 90; Sullivan, 91;
Yti, 1165.
Bibliography. A: Huang Pin-hung shan-shui hsieh-sheng ts'e ^ || 9
J-U ̂ /^ ^3 t£ -M- '§ft*& Pekinj[f Jen-min mei-shu, 1962. B: Huang
Pin-hung hua-chi ̂  -fi? ^ A ^ ^jt
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978.
She-hsien fisherman, i, s (c. 1909). A, 1*.




Mt. T'ien-t'ai, i, seal, (c, 1928), A, 3*,
From Wu-i to Pai-men, (c. 1930). A, 4*,
North side of Mt. Ch'iao, i, seal, (c. 1931).
Kan-lu Temple, i, seal, (c. 1931). A, 6*.
Scene of the Lo-ytin Mountain, i, seal, (c. 1931). A,
Chih-hui hai, Mt. Huang, i, seal, (c. 1932). A, 8*.
Cinnabar Terrace, Mt. Huang, i, (c. 1932). A, 9*.
Mt. Hsuan-liu in Lin-an County, i, seal. A, 10*.
Flower-stone Pavilion, Chiang-lang-shan, i, seal (c.
Ta-pei kfou, Kweilin, i, (c. 1933). A, 12*.
Looking south at sea and mountains, Kwangtung, i, (c.
Yao-shan, Kweilin, i, seal, (c, 1933). A, 14*.
Elephant Trunk hill, Kweilin, i, seal (c. 1933). A,
shan-shui 5.
Kweilin scenery, seal, (c. 1933). A, 16*.
The road to Mt. 0-mei, i, seal (c. 1934), A, 17*; B,
Pai-hua scene, i, seal, (c. 1934). A, 18*.
Huang-p'eng Cove, i, seal, (c. 1934). A, 19*.
Fishing boats and cottage under trees, seal, (c. 1935).
Pavilions under tall trees, seal (c. 1935). A, 21*; B,
Kwangtung scene, i, seal (c. 1935). A, 22*.
Sung-wang Terrace, Kwangtung, i, seal, (c. 1935)
Kingfisher Cliff, Mt. Huang, i, seal, (c. 1935).
Deep gorges and dangerous steps, seal, (c. 1935)
Sparse woods in spring, seal, (c. 1935). A, 26*
Boating under a cliff, seal, (c. 1935).
Fishing, seal, (c. 1935). A, 28*.
Fishermen's pleasures, seal, (c. 1935).
Sails and green hills, seal, (c, 1936).
Ink landscape, seal, (c. 1936). A, 31*;
Conversation in a pavilion in the woods, seal, (c
Hsien-tai shan-shui 3.
Islands, seal, (c. 1936). A, 33*.
Clear stream in summer mountains, seal, (c. 1940)
Rainy spring landscape, seal, (c. 1940). A, 35*;
A house in the mountains, (c. 1940). A, 36*.
The sound of the stream in green mountains, seal,
Scene of Nan-ch'iao, i, seal, (c. 1945). A, 38*.
Mt, Ling-yen, i, seal, (c. 1945)
Returning from hunting, seal, (c
shan-shui 4.
Sailing below a cliff, seal, (c.























(c. 1940). A, 37*
A, 39*; B, 7*.
1945). A, 40*; B, 8*; Hsien-tai
A, 41*1945).
A, 42*.
Evening landscape, i, s, (c. 1954). A, 43*.
Village in the mountains, i, s, (c. 1954). A, 44*; B, frontispiece*
Scholar in mountain pavilion, i, s, (c. 1954). A, 45*.
Fishing village and distant mountains, i, s, (c* 1954)
Cottage under pine trees in mountains, i, s, (c. 1954)
View from the Ytin-ku Temple, i, s, (c, 1954). A, 48*.
s,
(c
s, (c. 1954). A, 51*; Hsien-tai
A, 46*; B, 9*.
A, 47*; B, 10*.
Recluse in mountain cottage, i,
Thatched hut at Hsi-ch'i, i, s,
Night view of Ch1ing-ch'eng, i,
shan-shui 2.







The H s i n - a n R i v e r , i , s , ( c . 1 9 5 4 ) . A, 5 3 * .
Streams and mountains, i, s, (c. 1954). A, 54*.
Woods in autumn sunset, i, s, (c. 1954). A, 55*? B, 11*; Hsien-tai CK
hua-hsuan II.8*.
Cottages in quiet woods, i, s, (c. 1954). A, 56*.
Clear stream and autumn trees, i, s, (c. 1954). A, 57*; B, 12*.
Four landscapes, pencil sketches, (c. 1930-1932). A, 58-61*.
Album of twelve landscapes, i, s. Huang Pin-hung hua-ts'e JW
•£ -m- • N-p-' n-d-
Scenery of the Fu-chfun River, i, s. Chin-pai-nien 55*.
River scene, i, s. Ibid. 56*.
Colored landscape: houses by hillside, seal. Ibid. 57*.
River landscape, seal. Ibid. 58*.
Pine trees and cottage, i, seal. Ibid. 59*.
The Hsien-hsia Mountains, i, s, age 91. Ibid. 60.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 61.
Mt. Wu-i, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 62.
Mountain abode in Ch'i-hsia, i, s, 1953. Ibid. 63; CK hua 2 (1958) 16;
Shih-nien CK hua 75.
Landscape, i, s, age 89. Chin-pai-nien 64; CP 1959.9.
River and mountains without end, in Northern Sung style, i, s, 1948.
Chin-pai-nien 65.
Wintry plum, i. Ibid. 66.
Lakes and mountains, i, s, age 91. Ibid. 67.
Landscape: autumn night, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 71.
Mountains by a river, i, s. Ibid. 72.
landscape: illustration to a poem by Hsieh Ling-ytin, i, s. CK
chin-pai-nien 89.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 90.
Colored landscape, i, s. CK hua 1 (1957) 43.
Landscape, s. CK hua hstian-pien 33.
A corner of West Lake, i, s. CL 1957.2 opp. 80*.
Mt. Chih-hsing, i, s. CL 1981.5 opp. 80*.
Mt. Huang pines, i, s. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Kou-lou Mountain, Kwangsi, i, s, age 91. Ibid. bet. 80-81*.
Szechwan mountains, i, s, 1953, age 90. Ibid. opp. 81*.
Mt. 0-mei, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 120.
The river outside East Gate of Hangchou, i, seal. Ibid. 121.
Mountain village by water, i, s. Ibid. 122.
Landscape, handscroll, i, s. CP 1963.3.20-21.
Three landscape sketches, each i, seal. Ibid. 20-21.
Dwelling in the mountains, i, s, 1953. Ibid. 22*.
Landscape. Ibid. 23 (portion).
Boat on a river by a kiosk, i, s, 1938, album leaf. Bdgren, 20th Cen.
CP 15.
Landscape near Ch'ing-ch'eng, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 93*;
Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 59*.
Landscape with small bridge, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 94*.
Landscape near Peking, i, s, 1942. Ibid. 96*, 97 (detail)*.
Landscape with pavilions, i, s, 1925. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 57*
Mountain landscape with hermit settlements, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 58*.
Landscape with sailing boat, fan, i, s. Ibid. 60*.
Dusk in western mountains, i, s. Ibid. 61*.
Coastal scenery with a boat, seal. Ibid. 62*.
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Evening lake scene, i, s. Ibid, 63*»
Landscape near Ch'ih-yang, i, s, Ibid, 64*,
Rocky coast and dwelling, i, s. Ibid, 65*,
landscape with waterfall, i, s. Ibid. 66*,
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1926, Hsien-tai CK hua chi 62*,
Cottage by the Feng Stream, i, s, Hsien-tai ming-hua 2,
Landscape, s, Hsien-tai shan-shui 1,
Cottage by a stream with distant mountain, i, s. Hu-she 59,11.
Landscape, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 26,
Lung-men Gorge, i, s. I-lin 92.11.
Landscape, illustration of a Pai Chu-i poem, i, s, 1948, I-yiian to-
ying 1.47*,
Hibiscus, i, s, 1953. Ibid, 48*; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 1, inside back
cover.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. Kuo-t'ai 1.10*.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 11.34.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai III.20*.
Landscape, i, s, 1944. Kuo-t'ai IV.22*.
Landscape, i, s, colophon dated 1946. Kuo-t'ai IV.23*.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.25.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. Kuo-t'ai VII.20*.
Flowers of Mt. Huang, i, s, 1949. Kuo-t'ai VII.21*.
Landscape, for Li Yen-shan, i, s, 1947. Li Yen-shan shu-hua chi
III.276.
Landscape, i, s. Mei-chan 37.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid . 109.
Two landscape drafts, seal. Mei-shu 1958.2.28.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 2 (May 1934).
Landscape, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Ming-fei village scenery, i, seal, Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1,90,
Landscape of Ch'ih-yang, i, s, 1932 (?), Ibid, 91,
Landscape after a rainy night, i, s. Ibid. 92.
Scenery of Yang-shou, i, seal. Ibid. 93.
Autumn scenery of Mt. Ta-t'i, i, s, 1951. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1957.2 opp.
92.
Scholar in a pavilion in the mountains, i, s. Ibid. bet. 92-93.
Autumn scenery of Chiu-hua, i, s, 1954. Ibid. bet. 92-93.
West Lake at dawn, i, s, 1954. Ibid. opp. 93*.
Landscape in Mi style, i, seal. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 87.
Landscape, seal. Ibid. 122.
Landscape, i, s, 1938. Ming-pao 6 (1971) 5.48.
Four landscape album leaves, i, s. Ming-pao 7 (1972) 12. 98-88.
Voyage to Mt. Huang, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.339.
Landscape, i, s. Nan-pei chi 39 (Aug. 1973) 54.
Landscape of Yang-shou mountains, i, s. Nan-pei chi 122 (July 1980) 77«
Landscape, i, s. Nan-pei chi 124 (Sept. 1980) 95.
Ch'ing-ting-shan, i, s, 1939. Pai-yiln fang 11.63*.
Mt. 0-mei, i, s. Po-lin 6.
Landscape, i, s. Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat. 17.
Mountains and pavilions, i, s. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 28.
Scholar and landscape, i, s. Ibid. 29.
Landscape with scholars and pavilions, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 30.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 31.
Village beneath tall mountains, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 32.
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Mt. Huang at evening, i, s, 1951. Ibid. 33.
Flowering mountains, rivers filled with rain, i, s. Sotheby, June 17,
1980, 187.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 188.
River landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 20.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1922, Ibid. 21.
Landscape: village in mountains, i, s, 1926. Sotheby, Dec. 18, 1980,
71.
Flowers, i, s, 1951. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 246.
Landscape: village in mountains, fisherman by the river, i, s, age 84.
Ibid. 247.
Ch'u River landscape, i, s. Ibid. 248.
Yen-ling River landscape, i, s. Ibid. 249.
Cottage beneath tall pines in the mountains, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13
1981, 380.
Landscape, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 381.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 15*.
Landscape, handscroll, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 16.
Lake T'ai, handscroll, i, s, 1946. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 669.
Riverscape, i, s, 1930. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 485.
Scholars sitting on a rock by a river, i, seal. Ibid. 486.
Cherry blossoms, fan, attributed. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 179.
Mt. Huang scene, i, s, 1939. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 15.
Landscape, fan (painted on both sides), s, 1940. Ibid. 16.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Ibid. 17.
Ch'ing-t'ing shan, fan, i, s. Ibid. 18.
Landscape, fan, i, s, age 89. Ibid. 19.
Gorge landscape, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 20*.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 20 A.
Landscape in style of Fang Ts'ung-i, i, s, 1948. Sotheby, April 28,
1982, 24.
Landscape, i, s, 1945. Jbid. 25.
Landscape, i, s, 1913. Ibid. 26.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 27.
Landscape, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 28.
Blue landscape, i, s, 1952. Sullivan A*.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 10.
Ferry at dusk, i, seal. Ibid. 11.
Chao Mountain scenery, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 11.
Autumn river, i, s• Trends 13.
River scene, i, s, 1950. Ibid. 14.
One corner of the 49 turns of Mt. Yen-tang, i, s. Ibid. 15.
Water falling from a rocky cliff, i, s. Ibid. 16.
River pavilion, i, s. Ibid. 17.
Mountain landscape, i, s, age 84. Ibid. 18.
Landscape from nature, handscroll, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 19.
Album of landscapes of southeast China, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 20 a-b, d-h?
c*.
Landscape based on Yuan poetry, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 21.
Composing poetry along the river, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 22.
Landscape with a man in a hut, s. Ibid. 23.
Landscape painted for Po-wen, i, s, 1951. Ibid. 24.
Rustic hut near a river bridge, i, s, 1952. Ibid. 25.
Mt. Huang, i, s. Ts'ai-mo-hua 46.
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Landscape in Yuan style, i, s, 1944. Tsuruta 90.
Landscape before a storm, handscroll, i, s, 1950. Ibid. 92.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Wu, Painting in China 30.
Supplementary bibliography: ^ ^ i^ ^ ^ ..
Huang Pin-hung hsien-sheng hua chi ~j3*i *f| 3\-£- sZ~±
• Hong Kong: Chung-yang, 1961? T.C. Lai, Haang Bin HongAM
iuang PuT-hung) 1864-1955. Hong Kong: 1980.
HUANG CHIH-CHIEN ""If & §£. .
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.328.
HUANG CHING "J&t " ^ . B. 1926. From Kwangtung; primarily does serials; with
Peking Agricultural Film Studio. Yu add. 1, 39.
Eating and reading the paper. Mei-shu 1958.8.31.
HUANG CH'ING-CH'I ~pl >f J
In the bookstore, i, seal (?), 1973. CK hua-hsuan 18; CK hua hsuan-chi 5*.
Girl holding a volume of Mao Tse-tungfs writings, done with Ch'en Sheng-min
and Yang Ya-p'ing, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 94.
HUANG CHING-T'AO llF f
See Collaborative Works List 50.
-ttr J
HUANG CH'IU-TIEN " ^ ^K S\ . Pupil of Wu Hu-fan. MSNC, 90.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. MSNC 86.
HUANG CH0-CH«uN ""If Ĵ » # f . Woman, wife of Wu Kuo-chen. From Fukien, moved
to Shanghai; student of Chang Kuang; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; moved to the
United States in 1953; birds, flowers, trees, stones. BK II, 72; Boorman III,
439, MSNC, 91.
Wisteria, i, s, 1947. MSNC 95.
Peach blossoms and two swallows, i, s. Ibid. 163.
HUANG CHOU, see Liang Huang-chou.
HUANG CHu-SU "W % ^ .
Landscape, i , s , 1972. Huang Mo-yuan 68 .
HUANG CHuN ~§?, ^ t f t . Ku-ytlan IS >j$}< h . Chu-pan ^ < ^ . D. 1958.
From L i - c h ' e n g , Shantung; head of the Chinan Chinese P a i n t i n g Soc ie ty ; f i g u r e s ,
landscape , t i g e r s . MSNC, 90; Yu, 1156.
T ige r , s , 1933. Hu-she 68 .16 .
HUANG CHuN J ^ P^j t . Mou-ch'en ^ #fc . From Fukien. BK II, 71.
Fo-hsiang (I-ho Yuan) after snow, i, s, 1957. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 9;
CK hua hsuan-pien 50.
Palace in a landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 12.13.
Copy of Chou Ch'en's "Receiving guests in a mountain studio," now in the
Shanghai Museum, i, s, 1932. I-lin 39.13.
Fisherman in snow, i, s, 1933. I-lin 53.12.
Palace in landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 63.3.
Lohan crossing the sea, fan, i indistinct. I-lin 73.11.
Jen-wang Bodhisattva, i, s, 1936. I-lin 83.8.
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A lady playing the ch'in in a garden, s. I-lin 93,10; Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.316.
Man and crane under pine, in Che School style, s. I-lin 112.16.
HUANG CHuN ~p ^ ^ . B. 1914. From Peking; with the Central Art Academy. Yu
add. 1, 38.'
Pfi-p'a dance (based on Tun-huang murals), i indistinct. CK hua 1981.1.56*.
Cheng Ch'eng-kung recovering Taiwan, done with Lo Ming and Lu Hung-nien.
CP 1961.9.26; CR 1980.12.67.
Chairman Mao being presented gifts by the Tibetan representatives at the
People's Political Consultative Conference, i, s, 1949. Jen-min mei-shu
1950.2.10.
See also Collaborative Works List 34, 66.
HUANG CHuN-PI llf M '^stl i original name Yun-hsuan /b ^JL h. Chun-weng
^ ^ . B. 1889. From Nan-hai, Kwangtung, moved to Nanking; student of Li
Hsien-chang; 1929-1935 taught in Canton, later taught at the National Central
University in Nanking; now in Taiwan; landscape. BK II, 72; Ho, 16; Lin, 106;
MSNC, 91; Sullivan, 92; Tang-tai, 81.
Hundred-course cascade, i, s, 1943. Barling, CP 16-20 Cen. 17.
Landscape, i, s, 1938. Chiang Pi-wei 13*.
Bamboo and stone, done with Ch'en Fang, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 35.
Landscape: seated scholar watching a waterfall, fan, i, s, 1938.
Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.29*.
Clouds returning on the mountains, i, s, 1971. Chin-tai CK hua 115.
Beautiful spring: pine and house, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 74.
White clouds, red trees, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 75*.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1939. Kuo-t'ai V.73*.
Scholar with a staff on a path, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu (Canton) 1.12.
Landscape with waterfall, s. Mei-shu (Canton) 5.
Ink landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.329.
Landscape, i, s, 1943. MSNC 65.
Scholar gazing at mountains, i, s, 1941. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 165.
Mynah bird on branch, done with Li Chtt-tuan, i by Li, 1946. Sotheby, May
28, 1980, 61.
Scholar traveling in mountains, i, s, 1969. Ibid. 62.
Landscape in manner of Ni Tsan, i, s. Ibid. 63.
Scholar playing the ch'in, style of Ch'iu Ying, i, s, 1925. Sotheby, June
17, 1980, 233.
Gazing at the waterfall, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 234.
Small bridge, flowing water, houses, i, s, 1966. Ibid. 235.
River landscape, fan, s. Ibid. 236; Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 488.
River landscape, fan, i, seal. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 237.
Flowering branch, i, s, 1941. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 33.
Landscape, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 385.
Scholar crossing a bridge, s. Ibid. 388.
Chia-ling river scene, i, s, 1972. Ibid. 386.
Niagara Falls, i, s, 1972. Ibid. 387.
Landscape, s, 1963. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 17.
Four Szechwan landscapes, two signed, four dated 1945. Sotheby, Nov. 22,
1981, 21 (two leaves).
Autumn landscape, i, s, 1942. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 502.
Scholar in a landscape, i, s, 1947. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 30.
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Waterfalls, i, s, 1976. Ibid. 31.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1976 (?)• Ibid. 32.
Landscape, i, s, 1945. Sullivan 14.
Waterfall, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 16.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. T'ien-hsia VI.2 (Feb. 1938) 5.
Landscape, i, s, 1937. Ibid. 6.
Mynah on a branch, done with Hsu Pei-hung, i, s, 1942. Trends 31.
The peak of Ten Thousand Buddhas on Mt. Omei, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 36.
Grandeur of cloudy mountains, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 37.
See also Collaborative Works List 1.
Supplementary bibliography: ^ ^ ,
Huang Chun-pi fang-ku hua-chi ~jjr ̂ * <M> A^ T*
Paintings by Hwang Chun Pi. Taipei: 196?; Huang Chun-pi hua-chi
"^ M 5? ^ d§s Paintings by Hwang Chun-pi, 10 vols. Taipei: 196?;
Huang Chun-pi tso-p'in hstian-chi "#; ^f ^ E 4$ Jfe. iSL 4i; The
Paintings of Huang Chun-pi. Taipei: National Museum of History, 1978.
HUANG CH'UN-YAO "pT ^ ^ :fgj B. 1925. From Chengtu, Szechwan; with the
Nanking Normal School. Yu add.1, 39.
Rain-flower stones in a dish, chrysanthemums, done with T'ien Yuan, i, s,
1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 5*.
Hsi-ling Gorge, i, s, 1977. Chiang-su mei-shu 25.
Swallow Rock, Nanking, i, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 40*; CK hua 8 (1959.5) 8.
Harvest scene, i, s. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 7.
Landscape with power lines, i. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.54.
HUANG CHUNG-KUAN 7*! ^F ^% t. Ch'ti-hsien j ^ 4^ . Woman, daughter of
Huang Hu-shan. B. 1859. From Fukien, moved to Peking. I-lin 64.10.
Birds in pine, butterflies, i, s. I-lin 64.10.
20 noth n e Chin-hai t3L >^tHUANG HAI Jgf^ >0* , a er ame  t. I-hang —
B. 1898, d. 1938. From Hsieh-pien District, T'ai-shan, Kwangtung; flowers,
grasses, animals. Li, 88.
Ducks and birds in snow, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.330.
HUANG HAI ̂ W, ?%&* t. Su-an "^ ^ . B. 1891, d. 1941 . From Sung-chiang,
lived in Shanghai; landscape. BK II, 72; Yu, 1151.
Waterfall and soaring peaks, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 157; Tang-tai
ming-jen 93.
Hsiao and Hsiang after rain, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 158.
Landscape, i, s. Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings 8.
Myriad miles of wind and clouds, i, s. Han-k'ou 24.
Landscape. Mei-chan 90.
HUANG HSIA-CHti *#,
Rock and epidendrum, i, s, 1935. Han-kfou 46.
HUANG HSIANG*^ # $ , another name Chun-yeh |§ j&jf . Woman. B. 1927.
From Suchou, Kiangsu; with the Suchou Embroidery Research Institute. Yu add. 1,
29.




HUANG HSIANG-PEN ~JFt ^ JP* t . Ch't ian-cheng -%t 4%§L. Woman.
Chrysanthemums, i , s . Nanking Exh. C a t . , 1 1 . 3 3 6 .
HUANG HSttEH-MING JP,
Autumn colors of wu-t'ung tree, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.341.
HUANG HUA HP
Rich l i a r v e s t ' o f v e g e t a b l e s , i , s , 1 9 5 8 . Mei - shu 1 9 5 9 . 1 . 1 1 ; Shou- tu 1 2 .
HUANG HUA-PANG p , ^p T 2 T . BK II, 71 .
Service workers go down into the pits, done with Jen Kuei-sheng and Li
Yen-sheng, i. CP New Series 9*; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 42*;
Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, B 8*.
T£ /-* -̂ k Jr* iMa /? £
HUANG HUAN-WU & * 7 «r t. Han-seng if ^a, Han-weng T ^ h,
Hsin-meng chti-shih 0^ /££* Jjj^ -d£ . B. 1906. From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung,
active in Canton and Shanghai, also a writer on art; now with the Shanghai
Chinese Painting Academy. MSNC, 90; Yti add. 1, 38.
Carp, i, s, 1946. Chin-tai CK hua 129.
Water wheel in Kueilin, i, s. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 3.
Cormorant fishing, s. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 10.
Two birds on red-leafed branches, s. CP 1961.10.23*; Shang-hai hua-niao
9*; Shang-hai hua-niao chi 15*.
Mynahs on red-leafed branch, s. CP 1980.8.22*.
Loquats and birds, i , s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian III, cover*.
Spring colors in Ling-nan, i , s . Ming-pao 12 (1977) 4, back cover*.
A rooster on a perch, vine, i , s . MSNC 174.
Swallows and willows, i, s. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 20*.
Hibiscus and kingfisher, i, s. Shang-hai hua-ytian 15*.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1960. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 382.
Bird and bamboo, i, s. Ibid. 383.
Ducks and reeds, i, s, 1940. Ibid. 384.
Mice, fruits, and vegetables, i, s, 1942. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 29.
Supplementary bibliography:^ ^
Huang Huan-wu hua-chi "^T •»"7 " ^ J§T sfjl* • Shanghai: Shang-hai
shu-hua, 1981 .
HUANG I-SHIH ^ UL ^ t. Shao-ch'iang 'Jr %§> h. Hsin-an (C*% /§[ ,
Chih-luj£ )M' B s 1 9 0 0 ' d« 1 9 3 9 o r 1 9 4 2 (?)« F r o m Nan-hai, Kwangtung;
Spring Slumber sBudio, student of Kao Weng; head of Chinese Painting Department
of Canton Municipal Art School. BK II, 72; Li, 75; Lin, 109, Yti, 1137.
Buddha, i, s, 1939. Kuo-t'ai IV.35*.
Musician, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 48.
A lady, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 76.
Two women embroidering, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.327.
Seated figure, i, s, 1934. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 504.
HUANG JO-CHOU " ^ ^ ~rf~ . Shanghai. BK II, 72.
Sunflowers, s. Mei-shu 1956.6.29*.
HUANG JUN-HUA p*, ?\*\ ̂  . B. 1932. From Cheng-ting, Honan; does
illustrations and New Year's pictures; Central Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 39.
Song of the Red Flag Canal, done with Chang P'ing, i, s, 1977. Ch'tian-kuo
mei-shu 83; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.56.
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Dawn landscape. CP 1978,2,23*,
Landscape, seal, 1977. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 34.
HUANG K'AN jig ^It t. Ting-p'ing ^ 3f- . B. 1890 or 1891 or 1894, d.
1976. From Shun-te, Kwangtung; studied with his father; involved in porcelain
manufacture; active in Canton; animals, especially monkeys. Li, 52; Lin, 105;
Yti, 1144; Yti add. 1 , 39.
Monkey on a tree branch, i, s, 1942. Huang Mo-yuan 37.
HUANG K'O-CH'IANG J?, $L ]& , original name (?) Feng 4jj& . Spring Slumber
Studio. BK II, 72.
Boating by a willow bank, i, s. Han-k'ou 21.
HUANG KUANG-LIN * /&
Wu-han (?) factories, handscroll, done with Hsia Yti-kuo and Wang Kuei-chou,
i, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.10/11.
HUANG KUEI-FEN ~S> %& ^ t. Sung-an #i* J%^ . Landscape. Yti, 1150.
Welcoming autumn in a bamboo garden, i, seal, 1926. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.333.
HUANG MIN Iff -&&^t. Chen-fu ffc iflf̂  . B. 1912. From Hsia-men, Fukien; first
studied Western painting at Hsia-men Art School, took up Chinese painting after
graduation; chrysanthemums, ladies, figures, insects and fish, animals. MSNC,
90.
Chrysanthemums and bamboo fence, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 121.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 36 (March 1937).
HUANG PAI-Yti J ^ i ,
The people's communes are good, handscroll. Mei-shu 1960.1, back cover*.
HUANG PAN-JO 1&% 4$L 7*1 t. Po-jo SI^ ^ h. Man-ch'ien 9t "4" • B. 1901,
d. 1968. From Tung-kuan, Kwangtung; studied with his uncle, Huang Shao-mei;
co-founder of the Kwangtung Chinese Painting Research Society; in 1948 moved to
Hong Kong; birds, flowers, Buddhist figures, landscape; connoisseur and
collector. BK II, 72; Ho, 34; Lin, 109; MSNC, 92; Sullivan, 92; Yti, 1137 (under
Huang Shao-mei).
Landscape, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 38.
Lohan, s, 1947. Ming-pao 7 (1972) 7.55.
Village on fire, i, s. Ibid, back cover*.
See also Collaborative Works List 44.
Supplementary bibliography: .
Huang Pan-jo hua-chi "W, Wi, % -% |̂£ The Paintings of Wong
Po-Yeh. Hong Kong: 1971. Qu Zhi-ren, "Wong Po Yeh: Painter of Hong
Kong," Arts of Asia, vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan.-Feb. 1971), 18-24.
HUANG PAO-YttEH ^ 1 ^ W or **\ t . Ai-nung fj| 7 ^ or | § ^ ^ h.
Ch'ing-shan nung - j ^ Ju ^ ^ . From Ch'ang-lo, Fukien, active in Shanghai;
Bee Painting Society; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and
Painting Association. BK II , 72; MSNC, 92.
Lichee tree, i indistinct. Mei-chan 60.
Narcissus, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 44.
Landscape, s, 1926. Ibid. 44.
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HUANG
HUANG PING-LIN IS? JW /^ft9 Hu-ch'eng % J&. . From P 'u- t ' ien , Fukien;
Hu-she Painting Society; figures. BK I I , 72; YU, 1149; I- l in 55.15.
A scholar under a willow, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.152.
Ming-fei, s, colophon dated 1927. I-lin 55.15.
Su Shih admiring an inkstone, i, s, 1930. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.335.
HUANG SHAN jS^ ^ t. Jung-yuan <T4t I&J h. Tu-feng v)1%l ^ . B. 1913. From
Chieh-yang, Kwangtung; graduate of a Japanese art school; active in Canton;
Spring Slumber Studio; now with the Kwangsi Art Academy; landscapes, figures,
animals, birds and flowers, insects and fish. BK II, 72; CK i-shu-chia I, 519;
Li, 68; Lin, 111; MSNC, 93; Yu add. 1, 39.
Sketches of various subjects, dated between 1961 and 1980. Ch'i-shih
nien-tai 129 (Oct. 1980) 3-5; 130 (Nov. 1980) 51-54.
Azaleas on Mt. Omei, i, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.47*.
Fishermen drying nets, s, 1947. Collectanea 1850-1967, 144.
Birds in blossoming tree, i, s, d (?). Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Old ferry crossing at Jung-yang, i, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1979.7.29.
Hundred cranes in pine trees, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 167.
Supplementary bibliography: ̂  *h ~b /£
Huang Tu-feng hua-chi Jĵ 1 ̂ ^/ Jzp •-§[ - ^ . Hong Kong: Sung-feng
hua-ytlan, 1981; Huang Tu-feng hua-chi j^" <ft^J wt -^ -|-3* * Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1982. * '
HUANG SHAO-CHING "T^. frU J?^ . Chinghai.
Irrigation system construction. Mei-shu 1959.12.17.
HUANG SHAO-MEI ^ *}T &%* t. A-mi fi'ej $j| . B. 1886, d. 1940. From
Tung-kuan, Kwangtung; Canton Painting Research Association; ladies and flowers.
Li, 37; Lin, 105; Yu, 1137.
Pine and plum, done with P'an Ho, i by P'an. Kuang-tung ming-hua 54.
HUANG SHIH-CHuN p, ^
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 79.9.
HUANG SU-NING "jS% fc J§[r . Woman. B. 1950. From Yen-t'ai, Shantung; with
the Tibetan Art Photographic Office. Yu add. 1, 38.
Spreading the news along the Chinghai-Tibet Road, done with Ken Ch'u, i, s,
1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 75.
HUANG TA-TE "TSk £ ^ 4w» Fukien.
Troops on the march in mountains, done with Li Shih-ch'ing, i, s, 1964.
Mei-shu 1965.2.25.
Quarrying stone for the Chairman Mao Memorial Hall, done with Li
Shih-ch'ing, i, s. PLA 50 Anniversary 115.
HUANG TA-TS'UNG *^F {^ ^!§». B. 1914. From Yung-chia, Chekiang; a
connoisseur. MSNC, 92.
Herding geese, s. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 13.
Kuan-yin, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.338.
HUANG T'ANG ~j&% ' ^ t, Chu-yen ^» JpC^
 B K llr 7 2 ; Wu-"chun9 chin-jen.
Watching the waterfall, i, s, 1925. Wu-chung chin-jen 1.10.
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Landscape after Shen Chou, i, s, 1922. Ibid, 11,10,
HUANG
HUANG TE Wk
Children's nursery in a minority group, s, 1959. CK hua 21 (1960,6) back
cover*•
HUANG TS'UI-FENG 7*f ^l ^ T or %f 3Kf .
Hua Kuo-Feng in a boat, done with Ch'en Pai-i and Yang Fu-yin. Ch'llan-kuo
mei-shu 11.
See also Collaborative Works List 62.
HUANG TU-WEI ~P% Jk */* , another name To-wei y ^ , B. 1918. From
K'ai-p'ing, Kwangtung; in 1935 entered the Canton Municipal Art School; also
studied oil painting at the Shanghai Art Academy, BK II, 72; CK i-shu-chia II,
524; Yti add, 1, 39,
Mountainscape, i indistinct, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.11,21.
HUANG TZU-HSI ^ H?" ^ \ B. 1917 or 1918, From Lin-sen, Fukien; in 1940s
visited French Indochina and Siam; in 1956 with the Shanghai Institute of
Shao-hsing Opera; figures, landscape, animals, BK II, 72; MSNC, 90; CL 1956.4,
244.
Joining the co-op, s, 1956. CK hua hstlan-pien 8; CL 1956.4 opp. 96*;
Mei-shu 1956.7.32*.
Two tigers by a waterfall, s, 1948. MSNC 210.
HUANG TZU-HSIA *~P, fa JJ. t. Te-i ^%y M, . B. 1894. From Nan-an, Fukien;
self-taught; figures, birds and flowers. BK II, 72; MSNC, 92; Yu, 1158.
Cabbages, i, s, 1945. MSNC 115.
Hen and chicks with shocks of grain, i, s, 1947, Ibid. 188.
HUANG TZU-SHENG ^ 4? ^ .
PLA men help peasant pull plow, i cropped. PLA 50 Anniversary 89,
HUANG WEI-CHANG JF Mj
A herd of goats, s, 1954. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 35.
HUANG WEI-FEN TP" /3| -7T .
Peacock on a stone with blossoming pear. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 337.
HUANG WEI-HSIEN.
Landscape, fan, i, s indistinct. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 229.
-Sir- AM Jzfa HŜ t £&
HUANG YANG-HUI 1&, "TR& "St̂ P or ^ , ~%5f> . B. 1911. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu;
studied at National Central University; student of Hsu Pei-hung; in 1946 became
a professor at the National Academy, Peking. BK II, 72; MSNC, 92; Sullivan, 92.
Blossoming plum tree, i, s, 1978, Chiang-su mei-shu 40*.
HUANG Y A o j | ®% t. Shan-shou ^ ^ h. Hsu-ch»u % %JJ , Hstt-ch'ih
lao-jen ^ | jjfc -^ X - , Li-sheng %£ hg^ . B. 1885, d. 1919. From
Wu-chin, Kiangsu, traveled to Ning-po, Canton, Tientsin; lived in Shanghai; an
official under the Ch'ing Dynasty; Yu-ytian Calligraphy and Painting Association;
Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association;




Buddha of Longevity, i, s, 1910, Chin-tai CK hua 60,
Dragon in clouds, s. Chin-tai ming-jen 11,6.
Scholar looking at bamboo and rock, i, s, 1917, Ibid. III.7.
Looking for plum blossoms in the snow, after T'ang Yin, fan, i, s, 1902*
Collectanea 1853-1971, 116*,
Man reading, woman arranging blossoms in a vase, fan, i, s. Ibid, 117.
Two figures under cypress, i, s, 1882, Ibid, 118.
Landscape, i, s• Ibid . 119.
A lady, fan, i, s. Fan Paintings, 56.
Peonies, i, s, 1901. Ibid. 58.
Chrysanthemum and stone, i, s, 1911. Shina nanga taisei 11.205.
Landscape, i, s, 1917, Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 198.
Lady beneath a tree, fan, i, s, 1978, Sotheby, May 7, 1981, 83.
Birds, prunus and rock, done with Hu Tfu and Wu Chtln-ch'ing, i by Wu dated
1916. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 18? Sotheby, Jan 21, 1982, 503.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, Tsuruta 83.
Cloudy autumn trees, after Lan Ying, i, s. Wang-yun-hsien 11.11.
See also Collaborative Works List 68.
HUANG Yti-NUNG "j§̂  MV J^ h. Pan-ch'ih shan-jen ^ JMk^ iM <\, . B. 1912.
From T'ai-shan, Kwangtung, moved to Canton? pupil of Kao Lun? graduate of Hong
Kong Wan-kuo Art College? birds and flowers, animals, landscape, figures. BK
II, 71? MSNC, 91 ,
Hawk chasing sparrows over a stream, s, 1947. MSNC 190.
Tiger, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 209.
HUANG YU-SUNG ^» ^jl %'** . B. 1912. From Nan-t'ung, Kiangsu? Bee Painting
Society. BK II, 72.
Five Mountains, done with Liu Tzu-mei, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 68.
HUANG YflN J ^ ^ .
Trees) s , CK hua 1981.1 .47*.
HUANG YuN-CHIH Tif ^ ~£ . Worker.
Going to work, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.6.41.
HUANG YUNG-Yu ~W, /(< jfc? . B. 1924. From Feng-huang, Hunan? T'u-chia
nationality? primarily a wood-cut artist and cartoonist? now with the Central
Art Academy. BK II, 71? Sullivan, 92? Yu add. 1, 38, -* i y~
Bibliography. A: Huang Yung-yu hua-chi ~w 7 ^ JCa j|[ Ĵ ~- , Hong
Kong: Mei-shu-chia, 1980.
Lotus and birds. A, cover (section)*, 5 (section)*.
Autumn grass and pheasant, s, 1973. A, 1*.
Plum blossoms in a vase, s, colophon dated 1973. A, 2*.
Spring colors in I-ho Yuan, i, 1973. A, 3*.
Lotus in wind and rain, s indistinct. A, 4*.
Vase of flowers on a table, 1978. A, 6*.
Lotus flowers, s, 1973. A, 7*.
Plum blossoms and small bird, s, d indistinct. A, 8*.
Peach Blossom Stream in Hua-shan, i indistinct. A, 9*.
The mountains and lakes of the southeast are the most beautiful, i, s.
A, 10*? CR 1979.8. 41*, (includes a second inscription dated 1979
saying work was done in 1974).
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Two ducks by autumn river, i, s, d indistinct. A, 11*; CR 1979,8.42*,
(cropped).
Three red lotus, s. A, 12*.
Autumn mountains, illustration to a poem, i, s. A, 13*.
Two white antelopes in mountains, i indistinct. A, 14*.
White plum, s, colophon dated 1976. A, 15*.
Red lotus with ink leaves, s. A, 16*.
Yellow plum blossoms, s, 1974. A, 17*; Mei-shu 1979.7.28*.
Red lotus, i, s. A, 18*.
Two white lotuses, i, s, 1975. A, 19*.
White lotus and red beans, i, s, 1975. A, 20*.
White lotus. A, 21*.
Autumn colors on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1975. A, 22*.
Snowy plum: opposing Chin Nung's style, i, s, 1975. A, 23*.
Autumn pond with white pagoda, s. A, 24*.
New lotus blossom in Yuan-ming Yuan, i, s, 1975. A, 25*.
Red lotus after rain. A, 26*.
Sunflowers, i, s, 1976. A, 27*.
Bird Paradise Island, i, s. A, 28*.
Asters, i, s, 1976. A, 29*.
Spring in the Mei-ling Mountains, s, 1976. A, 30*; CR 1979.8.39*.
Red lotus, i, s, 1976. A, 31*; CL 1978.3 opp. 40*.
Bright blossoms and green willows, i, s, 1976. A, 32*; CL 1979.8 bet.
70-71*.
First snow, i, s, 1976. A, 33*.
Cranes and red lotuses, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1978. A, 34*.
Welcome spring, i, s, 1978. A, 35*.
Ch'ti Yuan, illustration to a Lu Hsun poem, i, s, 1978. A, 36*; CL
1979.8 opp. 71*.
Suchou garden scene. A, 37.
White magnolias, i indistinct. A, 38.
Plum flowers in a glass pitcher. A, 39.
Yellow lotus and small bird, i, s. A, 40.
Wild chrysanthemum in vase, i, s, 1975. A, 41.
Small bird and white lotus, s. A, 42.
Lotus, i, s, 1975. A, 43.
Plum and stream, i, s. A, 44.
Green leaves and red lotus. A, 45.
Lotus pond and small bird, i, s, 1975. A, 46.
White lotuses, i, s, 1975. A, 47; CL 1979 supplement: Traditional
Chinese Paintings 7*•
Green lotus, yellow bird, s. A, 48; CL 1978.8 opp. 32*.
Lotuses, i, s, 1977. A, 49.
Thoughts before flowers: lotus, illustration to a poem by Hstleh
Tao-heng, s. A, 50.
Red lotus in full bloom, i, s, 1977. A, 51; CL 1978. 5, front cover*.
Summer lotuses, i, s, 1977. A, 52.
Sounds of rain on lotus, illustration to poem by Li Shang-yin, i, s,
1977. A, 53.
Narcissi, stream, rocks, i, s. A, 54; CL 1979.8 bet. 70-71*.
Magnolias, handscroll, s, i indistinct. A, 55 (section)•
Welcoming pine at Mt. Huang, i, s, 1977. A, 56.
Red plums at homestead, i indistinct. A, 57.
Red lotus and two cranes. A, 58.
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I*hree bests of Yang-chou: crabs, wine, chrysanthemums, i, s. A, 59*
Spring cranes, i, s, d indistinct. A, 60.
Ch'ti Yuan, i, s, d indistinct. A, 61.
Three isles of the immortals, s, 1977. A, 62.
Cool Terrace, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1979. A, 63; CR 1979.8, 40*.
Bird sanctuary, i, s, 1978. A, 64; CL 1979.8 bet. 70-71*; Mei-shu
1979.1.29*; PR Nov. 24, 1978.27.
Magnolias, i, s, 1975. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 19*.
Lotuses in moonlight, i indistinct. Ibid. 45*.
Flying birds, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 87 (April 1977) 25.
Red plums, illustrations to a poem, i, s, 1976. Ibid, back cover*.
Red lotuses, i, s, 1976. Ibid, inside back cover*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai
90 (July 1977), back cover*.
Spring river in the south, i, s, 1976. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 92 (Sept.
1977), back cover*.
Evening scene of mountain and lakes, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1976.
Ch'i-shih nien-tai 95 (Dec. 1977), back cover*.
Snowscape, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1978. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 100
(May 1978), inside front cover*.
Landscape, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1977. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 111
(April 1979) 65*.
Drunkard, i, s, 1976. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 115 (Aug. 1979) 55.
Kingfisher and lotus, s. CL 1979.8, front cover*.
Huang-shan pine, i, s, 1977. Ibid. opp. 70*.
Lotus in the wind, i, s. Ibid. bet. 70-71*.
Owl, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 70-71*; CR 1979.8.40*.
Bright sunset, i, s, 1977, inspired by Vice-chairman Yeh Chien-ying's
poem "Thoughts on Reaching Eighty." CP 1978.1.22-23*.
Lotus in bloom, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.9, back cover*.
Spring festival. CR 1956.1, front cover*.
Spring has come: bird on a stalk, i, s. CR 1979.8.38; Mei-shu
1979.7.27*.
Reading the Li-sao, i, s. CR 1979.8.40*.
White lotus and two birds, i, s, 1978. Ibid, inside back cover*.
Robert Burns, i, s, 1981. CR 1981.5.40.
Egret flying over a forest pond, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan
11.15*.
Narcissi, seal. Mei-shu 1979.7.29 (section).
Two seated boys, i, s. Ming-pao 11 (1976) 11.49*.
Three bests of Yang-chou: crabs, wine jar and cups, chrysanthemums, i,
s, 1976. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7.51*.
The artist Ch'i Huang at age 94, i, s. Nan-pei chi 82 (March 1977),
back cover*; Sullivan II.
Scenery. Nan-pei chi 82 (March 1977), back cover*.
A pair of cranes, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 35.
Owl, i, s, 1977. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 22.
Old man drinking, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 19.
Archaic script picture, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 489.
Supplementary bibliography:
Joan Lebold Cohen, "Huang Yongyu: Dragonflies, Frogs, and the
Beatles," Art News vol. 79, no. 6 (Summer 1980), pp. 69-70.
HUI CHuN ^ £ q t . Hsiao-t'ung "2£ V§J h . Che-hu /fvS >£$ , Sung-ch'ij:& >|? ,
Ch'ing-lu ^J> jS . B. 1902, d. 1979. Manchurian, from Ch'ang-pai, Liaoning
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or Peking; Hu-she Painting Society; after 1949 with the Peking Painting Academy;
landscape, BK I, 38; MSNC, 88; Yu, 1069.
Lakeside pavilion, i, s, 1959, CK hua 10 (1959.7) 3.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.6.
Two landscapes after old masters, copy of album in Palace Museum by
Wang Hui, one leaf signed. Hu-she 1-10.18, 39.
Pavilion in mountains, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 1-10.90.
Temple by river, mountainscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 12.15 (11-20.125).
Mountains by river, i indistinct, s. Hu-she 20.8 (11-20.157).
Snowscape, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.135.
Landscape with riverside pavilions, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 35.14
(31-40.138).
Landscape with wintry grove, in Li Ch'eng manner, i, s. Hu-she 44.15
(41-50.127).
Trees on boulder, boat on river, and rounded mountain, i indistinct.
Hu-she 60.7.
Cottages and trees, fan, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 67.10.
Snowscape, based on Hsu Tao-ning's "Heavy snow on a mountain pass"
in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, s. Hu-she 71.12.
Copy of Chia Shih-ku's "A pass in the mountain, temple on a cliff and two
pilgrims," in the National Palace Museum, Taipei. Hu-she 73.12.
Pines and peaks, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 91.12.
Landscape in Mi style, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 100.25.
Rocks and trees, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 11.
Sailboats on the Li River, i, s. Shou-tu 6.
See also Collaborative Works List 16, 17, 27, 40, 47.
HUI HAN-CHANG, see T'ang Han-chang.
HUNG HSING ^ ® ^ t. Ching-ling %g 4& h. Tu-hsing-chai-chu
§\ jfr-t • B» 1894. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; a movie actor who made
cational films, also established a film company. MSNC, 49.
Two dolls, i, s. MSNC 136.
HUNG CHI >v>. -fjQ or ^ | t. Li-sheng J*̂  /£ h. Shu-an AT* -^C . B.
1886 or 1887, d. 1964. From Wu-yuan, Anhwei, lived in Shanghai; traveled to
Kueilin and elsewhere; flowers. BK II, 70; MSNC, 49; Yu, 611.
Cypress, seals (?). Mei-chan 55.
Wisteria vine and fishes, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 186.
du
HUNG I > ^ H"^ t. Jung-ching ^ f ^ , Ching-jung "fHf ^ h. i-hu ^ >tfl ,
Ching-hu %^ >$fl . Woman. B. 1908, d. 1976. From Hangchou, Chekiang; Hu-she
Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research Society; taught at the Ching-hua Art
School and Hua-pei Academy; after 1958 was with the Central Minorities Academy;
flowers. BK II, 70; MSNC, 48; Yu, 610.
Hibiscus and fishes, s, 1960. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 11.
Tree branch, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 11-20.165.
Flowers and rock, s, 1930. Hu-she 41-50.103.
Flowers and willows, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 71.14.
Iris and snowball blossom, i, s, 1933. I-lin 52.11.
Pear blossoms, i, s, 1934. I-lin 67.7.
Flowering vine, seal (?). I-lin 75.9.
A parrot on a peach branch, seal (?). I-lin 77.9.
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Pear blossoms, i indistinct. I-lin 89.6.
Lotuses and dragonfly, i, s, 1937. I-lin 92.5.
Bird on a camellia branch, s, 1938. I-lin 108.8.
Branch of hibiscus, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.195.
HUNG SHIH-CH'ING >?S, ^ ^%. B. 1929. From Fukien; studied at the Shanghai
Fine Arts Academy in 1947, in 1951 studied at the East China Branch of the
Central Academy of Fine Arts in Hangchou; pupil of Huang Chih; also a woodcut
artist; now with the Chekiang Art Academy; finger painting. Yu add. 1, 20; CL
1956.2.
Panda in bamboo, i, s, 1979. CK hua 1981.1.52.
Boats. Mei-shu 1961.3.19.
Panda and rock, i, s, 1980. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 498.
HUNG WAN-JUNG 77^ ~klL %£ . Woman.
Pear Blossoms, seal (?). I-lin 32.9.
HUNG YAO-HUA /jZ. |
Welders at work, 1980. Mei-shu 1980.10.17.
I-AN —
Landscape, i, s. Mei-chan 53.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 78.
I-CH'EN LAO-JEN ̂ g^
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 40.
I CHIH-HSIANG.
Telling the story of the village, i indistinct. PR Sept. 17, 1965.31.
I K'AI %j j|/k . B. c. 1956. In the army.
Shepherd girl, done with Chao Chih. Mei-shu 1981.3.36.
I SUN «̂rj ^ t. Hai-weng ?&- *fy . From Han-yang, Hupei; Hu-she Painting
Society; birds and flowers, figures, landscape. BK I, 29; MSNC, 44; Yu, 521.
Fish, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 43.
Cold b i r d s on b r a n c h , moon, i , s , 1 9 2 7 . Hu-she 1 - 1 0 . 2 1 .
I T'ING-HSI %) ^ L ;1\ t. Chi-fu l£ ^ h. Wei-chai %% JJ?[ , Ta-han
JZ. T" i Ta-an chii-shin^ ̂  ^ dfc , Ju-weng ̂ ^ ^ , and other names. B.
1874, d. 1941. From Hai-shan, Kwangtung; Hai-shang Tfi-chin Kuan Seal-carving,
Calligraphy and Painting Association. BK I, 29; Li, 33; Lin, 52; Yu, 520;
Trends, 40.
Landscape, i, s. I-ching 1936.19.30.
Trees, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 30.
Trees and mountain, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 31.
Landscape with slender peaks, i, s, 1934. I-ching 1936.20.35.
Two persimmons, i, seal (?), 1935. I-ching 1936.24.22.
Peony, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 23.
Flowers, i indistinct. Ibid. 23.
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 22 (Jan, 1936).
Lotus, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 30 (Sept. 1936)*.
Spring fades: flowers, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936)*.
Four landscape album leaves, i, s. Trends 10 A-D.
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JAN MOU-CH'IN *r$- ,?£' rf. B. 1942. From Ch'ang-te, Honan; studied at the
middle school of the Canton Art Academy; now on the staff of a drama troupe;
figures. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 6, 113.
Ashima, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 6.51*.
Minority girl and pear blossoms, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 52*.
JAN MOU-K'UEI -rr- 7X M?k • B* 1936. From Liaoning; graphic artist with the
Navy. Yu a d d . 1 , 5 .
See under Lang Cho-heng.
JAN Yti-FU $- n ^ • Woman. Flowers. MSNC, 12.
Grapevines, i, s. Hu-she 87.15.
JEN CHAO-HSIANG h^- ^t. 4 ^ . Szechwan.
Princess Wen-ch'eng being welcomed to Tibet, done with Mei Ting-k'ai, 1979.
Mei-shu 1980.6.22 (section ? ) * .
JEN CHIEN-KUO \^t
Soong Ching-ling with a child, seal (?). CR 1981.6.31*.
After all, who is the enemy? (wounded soldiers). Mei-shu yen-chiu
1981.1.46 (section)*.
JEN CHIN 13L jg t. Chin-shu JL -&5L . B. 1881 or 1882, d. 1936. Son of Jen
I; from Shao-hsing, Chekiang; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy
and Painting Association; Bee Painting Society; T'ing-ytin Calligraphy and
Painting Society; flowers and birds, landscape. BK III, 171; Yu, 184.
Man facing a rock, fan, i, s, 1925. Hsin-han ko III.8.
JEN CH1 ING-CHI \%- ?% tat . From Tientsin; Hu-she Painting Society. BK III,
171; MSNC, 14.
Landscape, s. Hu-she 67.14.
JEN HO-PfING '(i ^** 3fr . Yang-ch'lian worker.
The new starting point for automation in the coal mines, done with
Ma Hung-ch'i and Wang Yung-hui. SYL kung-jen 32*.
JEN HSIA i^- fit t. Yti-hua N 3 "^ . Woman; eldest daughter of Jen I;
married to Wu Shao-ch'ing. D. 1920. Lived in Shanghai; figures, flowers. Sun,
87; Yang add. 1; Yu, 186.
Two deer, i, s, 1897. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 224.
Man and tiger, based on a painting by Jen I, s, 1895. Sotheby,
Sept. 18, 1981, 518.
Man seated at base of pine listening to woman flautist, i, s, 1898.
Tsuruta, 52.
JEN KUEI-SHENG 1^- |j^ '£ . BK III, 171.
Service workers go down into the pits, done with Huang Hua-pang and
Li Yen-sheng, i. CP New Series 9*; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary,
A 42*; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, B 8*.
JEN SHIH-P'U 1±~ \5T 4 ^ t. Shu-po ^|| *tj|> . B. 1916. From Chen-chiang,
Kiangsu; student of Wu Hu-fan. MSNC, 15.
Bamboo, i, s, 1948. MSNC 106.
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JEN SHU-1 I**- T I ^ VSfil . Ink prunus and epidendrum. MSNC, 14,
Plum blossoms, i, sf 1934. Hu-she 90,14,
^ h^f Jf^f t.JU CHU-HSIEN^W ^f t. Meng-lou $}** Jf.^ m F r o m shao-hsing, Chekiang;
in 1945 held a post with the Wu-hsi Chiang-nan Painting Academy; birds and
flowers, landscape, MSNC, 65,
A peacock on a pine bough, s, MSNC 177,
JUAN SSU-CH'IN T
Autumn branches in wind and rain, i, s, 1936, Nanking Exh, Cat., II, 128,
JUAN YilN-KUANG f^
Bird on a branch, s. Nanking Exh, Cat., 11.129,
JUI HSIA-PAI (5q f^ ^7.
PLA man reading Mao Tse-tung's works by camp fire, done with Tung
Feng-shan, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 93,
JUI-KUANG ~£%> "$t± . A Buddhist monk.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. I-lin 1.4.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. I-lin 28.9.
JUNG CHIiN-LI (%* j& -M. , original name Cho J|L . Woman? wife of Wang
Ya-ch'en. B. 1899, From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; graduate of Shanghai Fine Arts
Academy; taught at Hsin-hua Art School; Silence Society; Shanghai Art-Tea
Association; in 1929 traveled in Europe, returned to China in 1931. BK I, 29;
MSNC, 104.
Bird on a tree branch, i, s. MSNC 166.
JUNG KUO-JUI 'jfj l̂ M
Trees and river, i indistinct. Mei-shu (Canton) 5.
JUNG SHU-SHIH '^f >*& fct Or >%X /& , name Shih %$I , B. 1905, From
Chung-shan, Kwangtung; student of Kao Weng; flowers , birds, insects, fish,
landscape. Ho, 39; Li, 80.
Two birds on branch, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.246.
JUNG TA-K'UAI ^ "£ "vS? ©r ii' t original name Hsing-che / i Y2 . B. 1900.
From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung; Spring Slumber Studio; taught at the Shanghai Art
Academy and in Kwangsi. BK IV, 104; MSNC, 65.
Tiger, s. Han-k'ou 25.
Two birds in vine-draped tree, s. Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat. 20.
Sunset on the way to Chao-ching, i, s. T'ien-hsia VI.2 (Feb. 1938) 4.
JUNG TSAI-LIN |
A dove on plum branch, i, s, d indistinct, Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937); Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11.404.
JUNG TSU-CH'UN '^1 ^ * W t. Chung-sheng K$ ^ h. Tzu-an ^ /|L ,
Yuan-sou [§] © . B. 1872, d. 1944. From Kwangtung; student of Chti Lien;
figures, flowers, birds, landscape, fish, insects. Li, 5; Lin, 68; Ytl, 695.
Four fans of various flower subjects, all i, s, three dated 1932.
Pai-ytln-t'ang II, 146-149*.
See also Collaborative Works List 72.
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A & A-KAI MOU-SEN
Portrait of Ch'en I under a pine tree, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su
kuo-hua 2*; Chiang-su mei-shu 27; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2,53*.
Two pictures on life of Chou En-lai, done with Chao Hsu-ch'eng and
Mao I-wei, i. Ch'llan-kuo mei-shu 19, 20.
KAN CH'ANG-LIN W ~pL fc$~ . Member of Chung-wang People's Commune,
Chinghai County, Shansi. CL 1967.2, p. 76.
Chou En-lai spinning (self-reliant production movement, Yenan). PLA 50
Anniversary 16,
KAN CHENG-LUN a -i* ^W . B . 1937. From Peking? primarily a graphic
artist; Chekiang Art Academy, Yu add. 1, 6.
Mao Tse-tung and Mao Tse-ying with a peasant in Yenan, 1946, done with
Wang Ch'ing-ming, i. Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 4.
KAN NAI-MING P ^3 ^Jj . From Kwangtung; studied at Canton Municipal Art
School; student of Li Hsien-chang; landscape. Ho, 30.
Cloudy mountains, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.54.
K'ANG P'ING J|JL S(~ . B. 1921. From Ju-tung, Kiangsu; with the Ju-tung County
Culture Hall. Yu add. 1, 26.
Mule train loaded with ore in a storm, i, s. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 28.
Welding a storage tank, i, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 13*.
Cowherds and cattle, i, s, 1959. CK hua 16 (1960.1) 18; Kuo-hua
hsuan-chi 20.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 20.
K'ANG SHENG J$0< iS- , original name Chao JungXs -^ or v ^ h.
Hsiao-kuo-shou J]^ j^l ^- ; in opposition to Ch'i Pai-shih (Ch'i Huang),
K'ang took the name Lu Ch'ih-shui vg" 7\f* 7}^ . B. 1899, d. 1975. Chinese
Communist leader. Boorman II. 226; Klein & Clark I. 191; Ming-pao 6 (1971) 6,
103.
Ink chrysanthemum, i, s. Ming-pao 6 (1971) 6, inside back cover.
K'ANG SHIH-YAO ̂  ^ T -C> t. K'ang-sun Jfc ^ . B. 1921. From Po-ai,
Honan; studied at Wu-ch'ang Art and Technical School; went to Sian in 1944; with
the Sian Municipal Arts and Crafts Research Institute. BK II, 77; CK i-shu-chia
II, 536; Yu add. 1, 26.
White plum blossoms, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 61*.
Flower basket, done for the 30th anniversary of the PLA, i, s, 1957.
CK hua 6 (1959.3) 13; Shih-nien CK hua 73.
Bean blossoms, s. CL 1981.6, front cover*.
"When the mountain flowers are in full bloom, She will smile in
their midst," plum blossoms, i, s, 1964, illustration to Mao
Tse-tung's poem "Ode to the Plum Blossom," 1961. CP 1964.7.18*.
Fowl in the cornfields, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1959.11.36.
Hibiscus, seal (?). Mei-shu 1961.6.40*; PR Nov. 10, 1961.21.
K'ANG TSO-T'IEN A-* ^ & ^ . B. 1941. From Yiian-p'ing, Shansi; with the
Cultural Association of the Yen-pei Area, Shansi. Yu add. 1,1.
Educating the next generation (A former poor peasant tells of her
happy life after liberation; The red sun warms generation after
generation). CP New Series 4*; CL 1972.9, opp. 34*; CR 1972.10.22*;
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Scheck 34? Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 40*? Yenan Talks 30
Anniversary, B 6*.
K'ANG T'UNG-PI /|f< •*/ \k^ t. Hua-man "*f ^ . Woman, daughter of K'ang
Nan-hai. Flowers, BK II, 71? Hu-she 52.14*
Cicada on a wu-t'ung branch, moon, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 52.14.
Landscape, s. I-lin 64.16.
Kuan-yin, s. I-lin 81.12*
A lady, i, s, 1931. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936).
Fisherman in evening, i, s. Ibid.
KAO CHEN-PAI ^ JJ ^ ,
Mountain landscape, copy of work by Hsia Kuei, i, s. Sotheby,
Sept. 27, 1979, 161.
KAO CHIEH
See Co l l abo ra t i ve Works L i s t 6 1 .
KAO CHIEN-SENG tfi ifcl\ ^ n , another name Chien-cheng &x[ ~=f . B. 1894, d .
1916. From P'an-yfi, Kwangtung? younger b r o t h e r of Kao Lun, San Kao? The Art
of Kao Chien-fu, 13-14.
Iris and dragonfly, done with Kao Lun. CK chin-pai-nien 61*? San Kao 59.
Two monkeys, s, 1916. CK chin-pai-nien 65.
Autumn flowers and bird, s. San Kao 57.
Flowers, i, s, 1908. Ibid. 58*.
KAO CHIH-CHENG \§J >*£ i%K t. Yun-chieh i* "ffp> . Hu-she Painting Society?
figures, landscape. BK II, 71? MSNC, 65.
A lady seated in a rock garden, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 39.11 (31-40.166).
Copy of Su Han-ch'en's "Five children playing as immortals," s, 1932.
Hu-she 56.13.
Lohan seated under a pine tree, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.13.
KAO CH'UNG-HUAI |-̂ j ^ T712 . There^jLs some confusion about the artist. The
signature seems to be Kao Ch'ung-wan \^ tfj? -kf^h r who is unidentified.
According to the caption in Hu-she, the work is by Kao Ch'ung-huai, daughter of
Kao Ling-wei, pupil of Han Shih-hu. Elsewhere Kao Ch'ung-huai is listed as a
son of Kao Ling-wei, t. Shu-sheng $|j ^=- ' w h o d i d landscapes. BK II, 71?
MSNC, 65.
Snowscape with traveler, i, s (?). Hu-she 49.16 (41-50.163),
KAO CH'UNG-YAO |-?rj % ^ j t . I-hung - ^J®or j ^ $*% h . Yen-kao-hsien-chu
% h^^ i% ^f B» 1907. From Lin-an, Chekiang? Hsi-ling Seal Society? now lives
in Taiwan. BK II, 71? Lin, 67? MSNC, 64? Tang-tai, 47.
Squirrel in bamboo, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 121.
Mynah on a branch, done with Li Chti-tuan, 1952. Li Yen-shan shu-hua chi
II, 180.
Mynahs in tree and bamboo, i, s, 1948. MSNC 171.
Supplementary bibliography:
A Brush to Nature. Taipei: The Heritage Press, 1961.
KAO FU-TS»ENG t% %& ^ f t. Yin-sun f^ ^ h, Chih-hu ̂  $$fj . B. 1916.
Hu-she Painting Society. BK II, 71? MSNC, 65.
Flowers, 1928. Hu-she 20.11 (11-20.161)? Mei-chan 50.
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Kingfisher on willow, s, 1930. Hu-she 42.8 (41-50.104).
Two kingfishers and lotuses, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.16.
Flowers, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 80.14.
KAO HSI-SHUN \%j Jty /%& h. Ch'ing-liang shan-jen ijf ?,| J J A . . B. 1896.
From T'ao-chiang, Hunan; graduate of Peking Art Academy; in 1927 studied in
Ibkyo; after 1949 with the Chinese Art Research Institute. BK II, 71; Yu add.
1, 25.
Three friends: plum, narcissus, hibiscus, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 1.
Chicken under a plant, s. Han-k'ou 31.
Narcissus, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 130.
Banana leaves and trees, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.234.
Lotus, s. Shou-tu 44.
fey Jk*h t . Shang-chih / ^ ~? h . Hslleh-t1 ao-ko-chu w r^KAO HSIA ey Jk*h t. Shang-chih / ^ ~? h. H leh-t1 ao-ko-chu
B. 1900. From Ch'uan-sha, Kiangsu; taught at Shanghai Hsin-hua Art School and
Shanghai Fine Arts Academy; White Moon Painting Society; influenced by Wang
Chen; figures, Buddhist figures, birds and flowers, landscape. BK II, 71; MSNC,
63.
Birds in old tree, i, s. Han-k'ou 45.
In the forest, i indistinct, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.5.28.
Birds on blossoming plum, i, s. MSNC 193.
Birds, rock and flowering branch, i, s, 1972. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 11.
Lotus, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 362.
"# jk ak
KAO KUANG-MING ^N " ^ M .
T'ien-shan welcome: horse-riders carrying portrait of Chairman Hua, done
with Li Liu-hai and Lti P'ei-ming, i, 1976. PLA 50 Anniversary 24.
PLA men admiring their sketches, done with Li Liu-hai. Ibid. 102.
KAO LING-WEI f?7 ^M. J%3 t. Tse-yu 7±? W • MSNC, 65.
Sailing in mist and rain, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 47.8 (41-50.148).
KAO LUN / % - 0 t. Chileh-t'ing J|- j^ , Ch'tieh-t'ing^ J3L h. Chien-fu
^1 'J^ . B. 1878 or 1879 or 1881, d. 1951. From P'an-yii, Kwangtung; studied
with Chii Lien; studied in Japan, founder of the Ling-nan School, and of the
Spring Slumber Studio in Canton; flowers, birds, landscape. BK II, 71; Boorman,
II, 235; Li, 8: Lin, 63; MSNC, 64; Sullivan, 92; Yu, 784. 4*
Bibliography. A: Kao Chien-fu-ti i-shu ^ # J jfc. 6 $ -4gf i£f The
Art of Kao Chien-fu. Hong Kong: Museum of Art, 1978. B: Chien-fu
hua-chr ^7] 5^ Jj£ JjM . Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1935 (reprinted
in Taipei, 1977 as Kao Chien-fu hua-chi ^ ^ / ^<1 ^ <3j^ ).
Flowers, rock and insect, i, s, 1902. A, 1.
Wisteria and bee, i, s, 1903. A, 2.
Cicada on a lichee tree, i, s. A, 3*; 29 (detail); CL 1982.7, opp. 85*.
Mantis on creepers, i, s. A, 4.
Flowers and insect, after Yfin Shou-pfing, i, s. A, 5.
Hibiscus after rain, i, s, 1910. A, 6.
Bamboo in snow, fan, i, s, 1910. A, 7.
A monk, i, s, 1916. A, 8; San Kao 6*.
Mecopoda and chrysanthemums, fan, i, s, 1917. A, 9.
Crows and grain shock, i, s, 1917. A, 10; Pai-ytln-tfang II, 69*.
Landscape in style of Lan Ying, i, s, 1919. A, 11.
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Traveling among snowy mountains, i, s. A, 12.
The five-storied building, Canton, i, s, 1926. A, 13*.
Waterfall among ravines, i, s, 1927. A, 14*.
Listening to autumn insects, i, s. A, 15.
Village in misty rain, i, s. A, 16.
A poet, s. A, 17; Ming-pao 8 (1973) 10, inside back cover; San Kao 23.
Chang Kuo-lao, s. A, 18; I-ching 1937.21.19.
A water bird, s. A, 19.
Sepia, s. A, 20.
Fox stealing a chicken, i, s, begun in 1914, completed in 1920. A, 21*,
45 (detail); B, 15; Ming-pao 13 (1978) 8.50*.
Fish and vegetables, i, s, 1930. A, 22.
Evening pagoda, i, s, 1930. A, 23; San Kao 16.
Hornet of the Himalayas, i, s, 1931. A, 24.
Wall painting in Calcutta: mother and child, i, s, 1931, A, 25.
Buddha in Nepal, i, s, 1931. A, 26.
Female figure from a mural in the Ajanta Caves, India, i, s, 1931. A,
27.
Male Figure from a mural in the Ajanta Caves, India, i, s, 1932. A, 28.
Pine, i, s, 1936. A, 31.
Lady looking in a mirror, i, s, 1937. A, 32*; San Kao 4.
Rock, bamboo, and plum blossoms, s, 1937. A, 33; San Kao 19.
Fishing in the mist, i, s, 1939. A, 34; San Kao 8.
Skulls crying over the nation's destiny, i, s, 1938. A, 36.
Lohan: suppression of the dragon, i, s, 1938. A, 37; San Kao 12.
A lady among plum blossoms, i, s, begun in 1934, completed in 1938. A,
38; San Kao 18.
Moths attracted to a flame, i, s, 1939. A, 39; San Kao 22.
Dusk on the Ganges River, i, s, 1939. A, 40; San Kao 10.
Coconuts, i, s, 1939. A, 41.
Cactus flowers, s, 1939. A, 42; San Kao 25.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1940. A, 43.
Maize and bird, s, 1940. A, 44; San Kao 33.
Dice, i, s, 1940. A, 46.
Reeds and maple leaves, i, s, 1941. A, 47; San Kao 26.
Lilies, s, 1941 . A, 48.
Fishing under moonlight, i, s, 1941. A, 49; San Kao 28.
Autumn mountains, i, s, 1942. A, 52.
An Egyptian warrior, i, s, 1943. A, 53; San Kao 13.
Coconuts and leaves, i, s, 1943. A, 54; San Kao 32.
Rock, chrysanthemum and plum, s, 1944. A, 56; San Kao 1.
Night owl, s, 1944. A, 57.
Bird on vine-draped branch, moon,
Wisteria and swallow, i, s, 1944.
Sparrows and rice sheaves, s. A,
Plum blossoms and distant hills, s
Flowering tree, s. A, 62.
Wisteria in spring, s. A, 63.
Red wisteria, s, 1945. A, 64.
Pine in snow, i, s. A, 65.
Fish and shrimps, i, s. A, 66.
Three fish, i, s. A, 67.
Snipe and clam, i, s. A, 68.













Pumpkin, i, s. A, 70*; CL 1982.7, bet. 84-85*; San Kao 17.
Pish and shrimps, i, s, 1945. A, 71•
Mecopoda on sprinking can, flowers, i, s. A, 72.
Cockscomb, s. A, 73; San Kao 9.
Bird and rock, s. A, 74.
Golden pheasant on rock, s, 1945. A, 75.
Fish swimming under the shade of flowers, i, s, 1945. A, 76.
A Taoist, i, s, 1945. A, 77*.
Fish swallowing a shrimp, i, s, 1947. A, 79.
Bamboo shoots, s. A, 80.
Bamboo in snow, i, s. A, 81; San Kao 2*
Epidendrum and rock, i, s, 1949. A, 82.
Autumn grapes, s, 1949. A, 83; San Kao 24.
Kingfisher in autumn, i, s, 1950. A, 86.
Lotus, c. 1951 (unfinished work). A, 88.
River pavilion in autumn, s. B, 1.
Bridge in snow, i, s, 1928. B, 2.
Old willow tree in rain, s. B, 3; Mei-chan 91; Mei-shu sheng-huo 38
(May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., III.233.
Pine and reflections of the moon in the water, s. B, 4.
Autumn plants, i, s, 1923. B, 5; I-ching 1937.21.22.
Maize stalks, i, s, 1932. B, 6; Tfien-hsia II.5 (May 1936) opp. 418.
Cock and bamboo, i, s, 1937. B, 7; T'ien-hsia II.5 (May 1936).
Water fowl, snowy reeds, reflection of moon, i, s, 1928. B, 8.
Bird on branch, i, s, 1929. B, 9.
Two eagles on pine branch, i, s, 1928 (?). B, 10; T'ien-hsia II.5 (May
1936).
Drifting leaves with cicada, i, s. B, 11.
Carp and plants, s. B, 12.
Rats and loquats in basket, i, s, 1914. B, 13; T'ien-hsia II.5 (May
1936).
Horse in a storm, s. B, 14; I-ching 1936.6.7; T'ien-hsia II.5 (May
1936).
Autumn melancholy: seated man, drifting leaves, i, s, 1935. B, 16.
Airplane in rain above a pagoda, i, s, 1925; B, 17; T'ien-hsia II.5 (May
1936) opp. 419.
Automobile on bridge, i, s, 1935. B, 18.
Buddhist pagoda ruins in Burma, i, s, 1934. B, 19; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
71 (with a second, later, inscription by the artist); I-ching
1936.7.8.
Gull over waves, i, s, 1916. B, 20.
Kapok tree, i, s, 1935. Chiang Pi-wei 24*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 72.
Roaring tiger, i, s, 1943. Chin-tai CK hua 1.
Road in Szechwan, after Li Ssu-hsiin, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 88; Tsuruta
7*.
Bulbuls on persimmon tree, s. CK chin-pai-nien 60.
Rainy scenery, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 60.
Iris and dragonfly, done with Kao Chien-seng, i, s, 1915. Ibid, 61*;
San Kao 59.
Moon over stormy sea, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 73.
Bird on lotus, i, s. Ibid. 74.
Temple at dusk, i, s, 1930. Ibid. 75; I-ching 1937.21.20.
Ancient ruins in Southern India. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 75.
Frost-covered bridge, i, s, d indistinct. CL 1982.7.79.
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Landscape, i, s, 1929. Ibid. bet. 84-85*.
White horse under a tree, i indistinct. Collectanea 1853-1971, 98; MSNC
203; Tang-tai ming-jen 24.
Water buffalo, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 99; Mei-chan 17.
After rain in the K'un-lun Mountains, i, s. CP 1962.9.20*; Nan-pei chi
43 (Dec. 1973) 44*.
Mandarin ducks in snow, done with Kao Weng, i, s, 1914. CP 1962.9.23*.
Autumn vegetables. I-ching 1936.6.6.
Sick tiger, i, s. I-ching 1937.21.21.
A pagoda in the Himalayas, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 23.
Sparrow on corn plant, s, 1940. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Fishes, i, s, 1945. Kuang-tung ming-chia 60.
Bird on gourd vine, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai 1.15*.
Two eagles on branch, i, s, 1923. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 8, front cover*.
Lohan, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 50*.
Bat, seal (?). Ibid. 51*.
Three gibbons in trees, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 52*, 50 (detail)*, 51
(detail)*.
Moon reflected in lotus pond, s, d indistinct. MSNC 174.
Water, moon, pine and wind, s. Po-lin 14.
Cymbidium, i, s. San Kao 3•
Roaring tiger, s. Ibid. 5.
Narcissus, i, s. Ibid. 7.
Kingfisher on reeds, fan, for Kao Weng, i, s, 1910. Ibid. 11.
Flying fish, i, s. Ibid. 11.
Pathway along cliff, s, 1938. Ibid. 14.
Fish, i, s. Ibid. 15.
Jackfruit and bird, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 20*; Nan-pei chi 23 (April 1972)
67.
Dwelling among bamboo and streams, i, s, 1936. San Kao 21.
Bamboo and moon, i, s, 1942. Ibid. 26*.
Eagle on pine, i, s. Ibid. 27.
Dragonfly, lotus and moon reflection, fan, i, s, 1910. Ibid. 29.
Chrysanthemums, fan, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 29.
Fish, s. Ibid. 30.
Wisteria in spring, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 31.
Spider and moon, done with Kao Weng, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 56*.
Bird and bamboo, i, s, 1917. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 38; Sotheby, March
12/13, 1981, 361.
Landscape, i, s, 1926. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 39.
Tiger, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 40.
Tiger and moon, seal. Ibid. 41.
Mandarin ducks and lotus, i, s, 1903. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 13.
Elephant Trunk Mountain, Kueilin, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 14.
Pine and prunus in snow, s. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 264.
Flowers and rock, s. Ibid. 265.
Willow and crescent moon, fan, i, s, 1925. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 175.
Insect and wisteria, i, s, 1923. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 11.
Fisherman. Sullivan 30.
A Chinese city in ruins, s. T'ien-hsia IX.1 (Aug. 1939).
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1924. Tsuruta 112.
Tiger, s. Wu, Painting in China 17.
Winter landscape, s. Ibid. 18.




Tim Luard, "Kao Chien-fu, Southern Chinese Painter," Arts of Asia
vol. 8, no, 6 (Nov.-Dec. 1978), pp. 104-114.
KAO MA-TE j ^ Jig ̂ -g- • B. 1918. From Nanking, Kiangsu. Cartoonist; with
the Kiangsu People's Publishing House. Yu add. 1, 25.
Opera figures, s. Chiang-su kuo-hua 18.
KAO MENG-HU /-|j J&
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 71.15.
KAO PU-CHEN \%J zJp* Yfc^ h. Jen-hu ^- >£# . From Shao-hsing, Chekiang;
Hu-she Painting Society; birds and flowers. BK II, 71. MSNC, 65.
Crabapple blossoms, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 41-50.105.
Wisteria and roses, s. Hu-she 83.12.
Pine and other plants, i, s. Hu-she 83.16.
KAO SHIH-£ENG \if? W% ^ or Kao Feng vf7 j | P t . Tsfun-tao >£|- *JL h.
Yti-chan Jfr% ^ , Yao-hu £tj *$£ , Pi-yen ching-she^g^ % %J ^ . B.
1876, d. 1960. From Hangchou, Chekiang; brother of Kao Shih-hsien; Hai-shang
T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association; Ku-huan
Chin-yfi Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society; Hsi-ling Seal
Society; landscape, flowers, pines and wisteria. BK II , 71; MSNC, 64; Sun, 336;
Yu, 782.
Landscape: two men seated outside a pavilion in the mountains, i , s, 1928.
Collectanea 1850-1967, 146; Tang-tai ming-jen 34.
Two pines, i , s . Hu-she 77.3.
KAO SHIH-HSIEN H£7 U ^ S t . Yeh-hou * T ^ h . Hsin-mu IT/L >F- , K'o-an
^T /^l. ' B ' 1 8 7 8 ' d* 1 9 5 2» From Hangchou, Chekiang; brother of Kao Shih-feng;
Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association;
Ku-huan Chin-yti Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society;
Hsi-ling Seal Society; collector; plum. BK II, 71; MSNC, 64; Sun, 336; Yu, 783.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1925. Chin-tai ming-jen III, 15.
Ink plum, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.4.
Lotus, fan, i, s, 1939. Kuo-t'ai V.41.
Ink plum, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 10.
KAO SHIH-KUNG \%j ~& <jh h. Kung-hu ^ 7 ;>£$ . From Hsiao-ying County,
Hupei; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK II, 71; MSNC, 65.
Lassoing a horse, s, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.161.
A lady playing a harp in a garden, i, s. Hu-she 49.15 (41-50.162).
A dog under bamboo, s. Hu-she 54.12.
A dog under pine. Hu-she 57.9.
±>
KAO SHIH-TSUN )%?] ~&
Two cranes, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 267.
KAO SHOU-T'IEN &1
See Collaborative Works List 50.
KAO SHOU-Yti \%0 ^ ^ t j . B. 1915, d. 1973. From Fan-chih, Shansi; in 1931
at the T'ai-yuan Normal School; now in Inner Mongolia; landscape, birds and
flowers. BK II, 71; Ytl add. 1, 25.
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Stone quarries at Ha-la-ch'in, i indistinct, Mei-shu 1960-1.20,
KAO
KAO T'lEN-HSIANG Y§3 S. %
We often carry letters for her: PLA man being fitted with new shoes, done
with Wang I-tung, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 64.
KAO TSE-T'ANG X%3 %>[ /% .
Flowers and rock, s, 1947. MSNC 195.
Flowers and rock, i, s. Done with another painter, name indistinct. Ibid,
195.
-*- J,J & V
KAO TS'EN {%] sSJ t . Ch ' i - t ' ing >J | &f . Hu-she Painting Society; birds and
flowers. BK I I , 71; MSNC, 65.
Horses on plains, seal (?). Hu-she 61.9.
KAO TSENG-HSIU j%)
See Collaborative Works List 6, 56.
KAO TSUNG-YAO $}
Landscape, s, 1936. I-lin 85.11.
KAO WEI-HU $3 &$ %%. t . T'i-an^?!, / § , , Hsi-chih S>% &&. . Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape, birds and flowers. BK I I , 71; MSNC, 65.
A man wrestling with a t iger, i , s, 1933. Hu-she 83.10.
KAO WEI-YEN {%] &fi fp t . Meng-wen J L i t . h . Hsfleh-hu % *%B . From
Kuei-ch'ih, Anhwei; Hu-sne Painting Society; landscape, animals. BK I I , 71;
MSNC, 65; I- l in 15.15.
Horse by a stream under willow, i indistinct. Hu-she 21-30.173.
Two tigers in grass, s, 1930. Hu-she 39.15 (31-40.169).
Two tigers in grass, mountain background, s, 1930. Hu-she 41-50.105.
Tiger on a rock, s, 1931. Hu-she 51.15.
Two horses under cypress, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.16.
Tiger on a rock, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.9.
A tiger attacking buffalo, fan. Hu-she 79.6.
Tiger in grass, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 96.12.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. I-lin 15.15.
KAO WENG $fi ^^J t. Chfi-feng-g" ^ . B. 1889, d. 1933 or 1934. From
P'an-yti, Kwangtung, brother of Kao Lun; studied in Japan; Ling-nan School. BK
II, 71; Boorman II, 237; Li, 11; Lin, 66; Sullivan, 92; Yii, 786. * ^ ^
Bibliography. A: Kao Ch'i-feng hsien-sheng i-hua-chi, I ^ j ^Ff &*?%,
%^l£ ijL J L TIV. Pai n t i ng Series, Vol. 1 by the Late "Artistic Sage, " Ko
Kei-fung. Shanghai: Hua-ch'iao tfu-shu, 1935.
Loftiness and longevity, s, colophon dated 1932. A, 1*; San Kao 52.
Striving upward: woodpecker on kapok tree, i, s. A, 2*; San Kao 45.
Owl hooting to the moon, s. A, 3*.
Two roaring tigers, i, s, second inscription dated 1932. A, 4*.
Spring is here: birds in willow, s, 1924. A, 5*; San Kao 44.
The Peak of Unique Charm, Kweilin, i, s, 1932. A, 6*.
Bodhidharma, s. A, 7*; San Kao 34.
Two geese, s, 1927. A, 8*; San Kao 35.
Two birds on flowering branches, s. A, 9*.





Monastery in the clouds, s. A, 11*.
Constant vigilance: monk by temple pillar and fish gong, i, s, 1924.
A, 12*,
Two water buffalo in water, tree, s. A, 13*•
Homeward sail, s. A, 14*? San Kao 42.
A gibbon on snowy pine branch, s, 1916. A, 15*?
Banana tree, i, s, 1922. A, 16*? San Kao 50.
A peacock, i, s, 1917. A, 17? San Kao 55.
Bridge in drizzling rain, Kweilin, i, s, 1932.
1853-1971, 100? Po-lin 11.
Lion, i, s, 1927. A, 19? CL 1982.7 bet. 84-85*? Collectanea 1850-1967,
201 .
Gibbon on pine, s. Chin-tai CK hua 99•
Ducks, i, s, 1921. CK chin-pai-nien 63.
Two rabbits, album leaf. Ibid. 64.
A boar, album leaf. Ibid. 64.
Crane and pine, i, s. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 17.
Egrets and willow tree. CL 1982.7 bet. 84-85*.
Willow bank and houses, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 101? Tang-tai
ming-jen 28.
Pear blossoms and turtle doves, i, s, 1927. CP 1962.9.22-23*? Nan-pei
chi 43 (Dec. 1973) 45*.
Mandarin ducks in snow, done with Kao Lun, seal, 1914. CP 1962.9.23*.
Two paintings of tigers. Exh. Kao and Chang 3.
Landscape, s, colophon dated i932. Ibid. 4.
Mountain scene, s. Ibid. 4.
Poet in boat in moonlight, seal. Ibid. 5.
Horse drinking, seal. Ibid. 7.
Owl, i, s. Ibid. 8•
Cowherd and buffalo under trees, s. Ibid. 9.
Fisherman. Ibid. 9.
White phoenix, s. Ibid. 13.
Lichee, seal. Ibid. 14.
Peacock on pine bough, s, 1917. Ibid. 16.
Crane under pine, i, s, 1930. Ibid. 17.
Lion on a rock, seal (?). Ibid. 18.
Leaping lion, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 18.
Birds on a flowering branch, s. Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings 9.
Monkey on pine branch in moonlight, i, s, 1915. I-yuan to-ying 14, back
cover*•
Bird on branch, fan, i, s. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Bodhidharma facing the wall, i, s. Kuang-tung ming-chia 61.
Landscape in rain, i, s. Ibid. 62.
Bird on tree, s. Mei-chan 77.
Tiger, s. Ibid. 85.
A lion, i, s, 1927. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
A peacock, i, s, 1917. Ibid.
Roaring tiger, i, s, 1908. Ming-pao 9 (1974) 2, front cover (detail)*,
109 (whole).
Flower, fan, i , s . Ming-pao 14 (1979) 1.51*.
Wisteria and carp, i> s. Pai-yiin-tfang I I , 74*.
Autumn insects, fan, i , s, 1911. San Kao 36.
Bird on a branch, fan, seal. Ibid. 36.
Kueilin scene, i , s . Ibid. 37.
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Peacock, s. Ibid, 38*,
Bird and blossoms, i, s, 1907, Ibid, 39? Wu, Painting in China 7.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1924, San Kao 40,
Waterbird, fan, seal. Ibid, 41.
Sparrow on branch, fan, s, 1920, Ibid, 41? Ming-pao 14 (1979) 1,51*,
Tiger, s, San Kao 43*,
Gibbon and moon, i, s, 1916. Ibid. 46,
Bamboo, fan, i, s. Ibid. 47*? Ming-pao 14 (1979) 1.51*.
Bird on branch, fan, i, s. San Kao 47.
Eagle hunting in autumn grove, i, s. Ibid. 48*.
Swimming fish, s. Ibid. 49.
Sparrow on branch, fan, seal. Ibid. 51.
Pine and moon, seal (?). Ibid. 51.
A deer in morning mist, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 54.
Spider and moon, done with Kao Lun, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 56*.
Monkey in snowy pine, s. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 74 A.
Owl and moon, i, s. Ibid. 75.
Tiger, s (attributed to). Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 203.
Vegetables and mice, i, s, 1931. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 15.
Tiger, s. Ibid. 16.
Tiger, i, s, 1932. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 268.
Birds on water's edge, s. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 12*.
Horse after a long journey, s. Wu, Painting in China III*.
&J t. Yung-chin ^ "% h. Li-an % J§L , Jo-li ikKAO YUNG ^
Lung-kung 'fX /£ , Ch'ih-an shan-min nf* jĉ  LU 3{J . B. 1850 or 1860, d.
1921. From "Hangchou, Chekiang? lived in Shanghai? Ytl-yuan Calligraphy and
Painting Association? landscape, birds and flowers. BK II, 71? Sun, 337? Yti,
783.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1919. Chin-tai CK hua 52.
Landscape, i, s, 1906. Kuo-t'ai 1.42.
Landscape, done with Feng Chiung, i, s, 1909. Kuo-t'ai II.2*.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XI.18*.
KEN CH'tt
Spreading the news along the Chinghai-Tibet Road, done with Huang Su-ning,
i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 75.
KENG HSI
Red Army man telling children revolutionary stories, done with Shin
Cheng-hsueh and Yuan Ming, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 15.
KO CH'ANG-FEN gj & A~W t. Tsu-fen ^-H- <7) h. Sheng-an W^ J5L . From
P'ing-hu, Chekiang? Hsi-ling Seal Society. BK I, 34.
Boy with sprig of flowers and bird, i, s, 1924. Chin-tai ming-jen II, 18.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 18.
Kuan-yin standing by a rock, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen IV, 20.
Flowers and duck, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 21.
Boy with toy, fan, i, s, 1926. Hsin-han ko 111.13.
KO CHEN-KANG If] V ^ ^'W . B. 1948. From Shanghai? with army in
Chungking? also noted for New Year1s pictures. Yti add. 1, 41,
Woman paramedic putting on straw sandals, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 123,
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KO CH'IH 7^*3 >iS t. Ting-an j?^ * ^ . From Chiang-hsia, Hupei; moved to
Hsin-shih, Chekiang; landscape, plum, pines. BK I, 33? MSNCf 49.
Pine, i, s, 1948. MSNC 113.
KO CH'ING 1fv$ j[ . Woman. B. 1952. From I-shui, Shantung? graduate of the
Dance Department of the Shanghai Theatrical Academy? student of Ch'eng Shih-fa?
figures, flowers. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 65.
Nan-hai Kuan-yin, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 65 (cropped at top).
KO CHING-LUN.
Processing a big part with a small machine. CP 1972.5.21*.
KO HAO-CHUNG
Miao girl and chicks, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 335.
KO HUANG f̂ci?f !^le> . B. 1876, d. 1963. From Huang-yen, Chekiang? graduate of
Peking Ching-shih University? taught at Shansi University Art School? director
of Shansi Museum, also associated with exhibition division of Palace Museum,
Peking? after 1949 with the Chungking Fine Arts Academy? later in Shansi: BK I,
33? Yu, 601.
Two men in a grove of trees, illustration to Wang Wei poem, i, s. CK hua 1
(1957) 45.
Old cypress, i, s. Mei-shu 1955.7.35.
Mountain landscape with cottages in pine grove, i, s. Mei-shu 1957.2.21*.
Mountain temple, i, s. Nan-pei chi 39 (Aug. 1973) 46*.
Mountainscape with riverside willows, i, s. Ibid. 46*.
KO K'ANG-Yii % frf< iMI .
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.383.
KO PAO-JUNG "% |f *-§• t. Ta-mu /s. A^~ • From Tung-t'ai, Kiangsu? son of Ko
Shao-ling? pupil of Lin Hsueh-yen. MSNC, 3.
White chicken and bamboo, i, s. MSNC 200.
KO SHAO-LING "A & « 2% , original name Ch'uan-'IE t. Hsiang-lan >4$ pjh h.
Shang-shen-chun-chai chu-jen 'J£ jl&f v j | ^ jggj JL A ^ . B. 1904, d. 1964. From
Tung-t'ai, Kiangsu? first studied Western art at Shanghai Fine Arts Academy?
took up Chinese painting in late 1930*s? pupil of Chao Shih-kang? after 1949
with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy? figures, birds and flowers, fish and
insects, horses. MSNC, 3? Yu, 33.
Girl feeding hogs, done with Liu Tan-chai, i, 1957, seal. CK hua 8
(1959.5) back cover*.
Donkey stables, s, 1959. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 6.
Spring plowing, s, 1954. Contemporary CP 3*? Mei-shu 1955.1.21?
Tsf ai-mo-hua 2*•
Village in Shensi, seal (?). Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 31.
Delivering grain, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 6*.
White horse in moonlight, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 205.
Running horses, s. Ibid. 209.
Delivering public grain, done with Lin Hsueh-yen. PC 1953.8.17.
KO SSU-LO Ipj |*^| 7%t t. Mei-t'ing %& -f|i^. Chin-tai ming-jen.
Landscape, i, s, 1926. Chin-tai ming-jen IV.17.
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KO TZU-FEI gj -4" 3^, t. Ch'eng-ch'un $K ^ . From Chiang-nan, traveled
to Szechwan; landscape. Yu, 1211«
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1877, Sui-kfan ts'ang.
Hall under wu-t'ung tree, fan, i, s, 1896. Ibid.
Riding in spring, fan, i, s, 1897. Ibid.
KU CHAO y|||[ 9v3 t. Chieh-ch'un lJ* %* . Hsin-han ko III.
Scholar-fisherman in boat under willow, fan, i, s, 1926. Hsin-han ko
III.10.
KU CHIN ̂ \ >^ t. Tzu-pfei -?• ~*ia" . From T'ai-ts'ang, Kiangsu; Hu-she
Painting Society. BK II, 70; Hu-she 75.14.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 75.14.
KU CH'ING-YAO ̂ J[ ^ ^ * .another name Shen ^ h. Ling-ch'u
Lu-mei-shu-shih v ^ %%. J^ ̂  , Yu-chiu-yen-chai ^ ^ %^
Woman. B. 1896 or 1901, d. 1978. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu, born in Shanghai?
Chinese Women1s Calligraphy and Painting Association; on staff of Shanghai Art
Academy; in 1950 moved to Hong Kong; in 1977 moved to Toronto, Canada;
landscape. BK II, 70; Ho, 78; Lin, 173; MSNC, 124; Koo Tsin-yaw.
Lo Pi drinking under willow, i, s, 1937. I-ching 1937.33.39.
Landscape, s. MSNC 41.
Travelers in mountains, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 46.
Foggy mountain after rain, i, s, 1932. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
Supplementary bibliography: ^ . ±^ ̂  ^
Ku Ch'ing-yao, shu, hua, chuan-k'o 'jljL H £ ̂  IF jL 1&£ ̂ \ Koo
Tsin-yaw, Painting, Calligraphy, Seal Carving. Hong Kong: Museum of
Art, 1979.
KU EN-T'UNG ^\ )§, tyj t. Chung-hua 4^ |p? . In 1931 in Japan. BK II, 70;
Hsin-han ko.
Horse in landscape, fan, i, s, 1927. Hsin-han ko III, 23.
Two ladies in a garden, i, s. Mei-chan 53.
KU FEI>py| ~5S t. Mo-fei $\ 4f& . Woman. B. 1907. From Nan-hui, Kiangsu;
White Moon Painting Society; Chinese Women's Calligraphy and Painting
Association. BK II, 70; MSNC 123.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Old trees and rocks, i, s, 1944. MSNC 41.
KU FU-YU>ft|[ 4~® tf& , another name I J|L t . Meng-tzu "/fifL ^r . B. 1917.
From Chia-t'ing, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; pupil of Chang Yuan; collector;
landscape, birds and flowers, figures, animals. MSNC, 123.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 69.
Tiger on rock behind pine tree, seal. Ibid. 206.
Empty pavilion by stream, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.501.
KU I-CH'EN^|[ — / § h. Hui-ch'ih ^ ^^ , Ch'ih-yin^_ feN . B. 1907.
From Chin-chiang, Fukien; at Shanghai Art University; landscape, birds and
flowers. BK II, 70; MSNC, 124.
Ducks, s. MSNC 201.
The moon above the Eastern Mountains, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II, 496.
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KU I-CHOU is. ""* 4iJ" , other names Ying-chou ̂ j$L ?^~ ' T a o Mj • B* 1923.
From Yiln-ch'eng, Shansi; also does New Year's pictures; with the Peking Painting
Academy. BK II, 67; CK i-shu-chia I, 443; Yfi add. 1, 5.
Korean peasants, s, 1958. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 14.
Dedication of the Ming Tombs Reservoir, done with Chou Te-ming and Sung
Ch'ttan-sen, i, 1958. Mei-shu 1959.1.11; Shou-tu bet. 32-33*.
Ts'ui Ying-hui visits his Chinese parents, s, 1957. Shou-tu 47.
See also Collaborative Works List 16.
KU JU-LEI | j
Insects, flowers, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat.,
II. 497.
KU KAN U Iff .
Nti-kua repairing the heavens, s ea l . Ming-pao 15 (1980) 11, inside front
cover*•
KU K'UN-PO ^||[ "*y ' " , another name I Z J t . Ching-feng 7fZ * f̂ h .  g  
Erh-ch'uan chu-shih .r. & JjL -j? . B. 1905, d. 1970. From Wu-hsi,
Kiangsu; 1925 graduate of Shanghai Fine Arts Academy, stayed on to teach there;
Bee Painting Society; pupil of Wu Tsung-t'ai; from 1957 until 1970 at the
Chekiang Art Academy; landscape, figures. BK II, 70; MSNC, 124; Ytl add. 1, 54.
Waterfall and rapids, i, s, 1940. Collectanea 1850-1967, 181.
Sails on stream below bluff, i, 19S7. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 2*.
Landscape, s, 1947. MSNC 38
Landscape after Shih-ch'i, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 498.
KU KUO-MIN^g ĵ J j^j .
See Collaborative Works List 64.
KU LIEN-T'ANG^I \^ /^ .
Return of Lady Wen-chi to China, handscroll, done with Hsu Yung, i, s,
1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian 4.15* (section ? ) .
See also Collaborative Works List 11.
KU LIN ^ ^ ^ . B. 1928. From Kunming, Yunnan; with the Central Arts and
Crafts Academy. Yu add. 1,15.
Wild geese taking wing, s, 1971 (?). CL 1980.2 opp. 119*.
KU LIN-SHIH ^ S ^k ~^ t. Hao-i %% j j ^ h. Hsi-chin 0 $^ , Hsi-chin
yfl-fu \Jjfr y1£ 7vf^ jQ^ . B. 1865, d. 1929 or 1930. From Ch
fang-shu, Kiangsu;
came from a family of painters; landscape. BK II, 70; Sun, 747; Yil, 1550.
Landscape after Tung Yuan, i, s, 1922. Chin-tai CK hua 70.
Landscape, i, s, 1898. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.16.
Pines on the South Mountains, i, s. Ibid. 17.
Cottage by pine and stream, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen 11.13.
Landscape, i, s, 1914. Chin-tai ming-jen I11.17.
Double pine in hills, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 18.
Landscape with pines and clouds, i, s, 1914. Chin-tai ming-jen IV.11.
Solitary kiosk under pine on hill, i, s, 1923. Ibid. 12.
Landscape, i, s, 1916. CK chin-pai-nien 75.
Solitary stroller under pines, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 189.
Cottage in low hills by river, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 44.
Walking on a bridge, fan, i, s, 1906. Fan Paintings 91.
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Landscape, i , s . Han-k'ou 20.
Landscape af ter Wu Chen, i , s , 1926. Hsien-tai ming-hua 1.
Landscape, i , s , 1915. Hu-she 32.14 (31-40 .125) .
Landscape, i, s, 1900. Kuo-t'ai 1.18*.
Landscape, i, s, 1927. Kuo-t'ai 11.38*.
Landscape, i, s, 1921. Kuo-t'ai III.21*.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1926. Kuo-t'ai V.32.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1923. Kuo-t'ai V.33.
Landscape, i, s, 1908. Kuo-t'ai VII.26.
Buddha seated by rock, i, s, 1924. Mei-chan 1.
Old tree, bamboo and rock, i, s. Shina nanga taisei IV.241.
Six landscape paintings, i, s, one dated 1908, one dated 1914. Shina nanga
taisei X.258-161.
Eight leaf album of landscapes in old styles, some leaves s, or seal, i.
Ibid. XII.252-259.
Thirty landscape album leaves. Ibid. add. II. 237-261.
Landscape: kiosk on hill above stream, i, s, 1924. Sotheby, March 12/13,
1981, 363.
Landscape, i, s, 1924. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 481.
Twelve-leaf album of garden scenes, 1886. Sotheby, April 28, 1892, 18, 1
leaf.
Landscape, 1897. Ibid. 19.
Landscape after T'ang Yin, i, s, d indistinct. T'ien-hui ko II, 6.
Landscape album, i, s, 1894. Tsuruta 93, 94 (2 leaves).
Mountain peaks, i, s, 1910. Ibid. 95.
Misty mountains in rain, i, s, 1921. Wang-ytin-hsien 1.10.
Autumn mists on Ch'u-shan, i, s, 1908. Ibid. V.16.
Landscape: men in riverside cottages, i, s, 1902. Wu-chung chin-jen 1.1.
KU PING-HSIN>|lfj[ X&3 jf& , other names I-hsin ^ t 3& , Kan-ts'ao # |
B. 1923. From Shanghai; print maker and serial illustrator; Shanghai People's
Art Publishers. BK II, 70; CK i-shu-chia II, 533; Yti add. 1, 54.
Peasants accusing landlords, s. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 14; CK hua hsiian-pien
5.
Three revolutionary women, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.6.32.
Han Fei; Huang Ch'ao, each i, s, 1976. Mei-shu 1980.9.29.
KU PO-LUNG j |
Two cats, bamboo, butterfly, i, s. Hu-she 77.6.
Fruiting peach branch, i , s, 1957. Chiang-su kuo-hua-ytian 46*; Chiang-su
shih-nien 54*.
Squirrels in pine tree, s, 1959. Chiang-su mei-shu 2.
Squirrels in pine tree, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 59*; Collectanea 1850-1967,
133*.
See also Collaborative Works List 54.
KU PO-TA ^ K ^Q if^. Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting Cooperative
Association. BK II, 70; MSNC, 124.
Chrysanthemums and rocks, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 68.15.
KU SHENG-YtiEH %% **--$%. B. 1927. From P'u-t'o, Chekiang; Chekiang Art
Academy. Ytl add. 1, 54.
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Woman painter in farm village, CK hua 18 (1960.3) 3,
Chou En-lai working in bed, i, 1978. Mei-shu 1978.6.17.
KU SHU-SEN J$\ >f|t ^ - BK I I , 70.
Bamboo in wind, i, s, 1933. Collectanea 1853-1971, 124.
Bamboo after rain, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.500.
KU TSE-CHENG ^|J^ Jf1} JL t. Yen-p'ing fy 3f . Wu-chung chin-jen.
Blue-green landscape after Liu Sung-nien, i, s, 1921. Wu-chung chin-jen
II.8.
KU TSE-CHIEN S$\ J|[iJ j§? t . Kung-jou y^" ^ , Jou-ko ^C -"J[| . From
Ch'ang-chou, Kiangsu; third son of Ku Lin-shih. BK I I , 70.
Album of ten landscapes after old masters, l a s t leaf dated 1927. Jou-ko
i-mo Jfjr _j*L v-|jf ^2 • Shanghai: Shang-hai yin-shu, c . 1929.
KU WEI-CH'tiN/jlJ^ ^L| | %^ . Shanghai worker.
Messenger on rainy night carrying bicycle, done with Li T'ung-hsien and Li
T'ung-k'ang, i , 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 20*.
- i ^ M , Mo-chih V2KU YEN>|J[ ^ t. Mo  M
Spring landscape with willows, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 85.
Two scholars drinking tea in landscape, style of Wen Cheng-ming, fan, i, s,
1929. Hsin-han ko III.6.
Landscape after Liu Sung-nien, i, s. Mei-chan 108.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 108.
Dawn on the Ch'u Mountains, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 499.
Landscape in Tung Ch'i-ch'ang style, i, s, 1924. Wu-chung chin-jen 1.4.
Blue-green landscape: boating past cliffs, i, s, 1925. Ibid. II.6.
KU YuANy|t|{ ^ t. Ch'un-sheng gjfa )*£ . Wu-chung chin-jen.
Flowers and birds, i, s, 1924. Wu-chung chin-jen 1.5.
Peonies, rock and cat, s, 1924. Ibid. II.5.
New home, done with Feng Chao-min and Hstieh Shan. CK hua-hstlan 31.
New home, done with Feng Chao-min and Hsueh Shan. CK hua hsuan-chi 33*; CL
1974.9 opp. 18* (slightly different version of above.)
KUAN CHfAO-HUI %§j fj& ^f t. Hui-nung ^ Ẑg h. Chtieh-chih tao-jen ' ^
£ ^ X ^ • B- 1878. From Nan-hai, Kwangtung; student of Chu Lien; active in
Canfebn and Hong Kong. Li, 6; Lin, 172.
Man leading a mule on a bridge, i, s, d indistinct. Kuang-tung hsien-tai*.
Fisherman in a boat, i, s, 1938. Ibid. *.
KUAN CHI-I if*?] $?K $|Lt. Yu-sheng %L 1yt h. Ying-yuan chu-j en
•^ X ^ • B. 1906, d. 1970. From Chi-nan, Shantung; younger brother of Kuan
Chi-ch'in; collector and connoisseur; influenced by Chang Tao-fan, Hsu Pei-hung
and Chang Ytian; after 1949 taught at Shantung Art School. BK I, 35; MSNC, 114;
Yti, 1513; Hu-she 62.11.
Landscape, s. Hu-she 62.11,
Swallow Rock, s, colophon dated 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.478.
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KUAN
KUAN CHI-CH'IN ft$J ?%. <g* t . Sung-p'ing %'& > ^ . From Li-ch'eng, Shantung;
older brother of Kuan Chi-i; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I , 35;
MSNC, 114; Yti, 1514.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 63.11.
KUAN FU-T'ING I^J & t-f . B. 1878. From Chen-chiang, Chekiang; Shanghai
Calligraphy and Painting Cooperative Association; landscape, birds and flowers,
ladies, animals, grasses and insects, butterflies, fruits. BK I, 35; MSNC, 114.
Kuan-yin with fish basket, i, s. MSNC 149.
KUAN HO-CHANG ]4fi\ %& ^jj* h. Chien-ch'in % 'J J$f . B, 191 1 or 1913.
Manchurian, from Inner Mongolia; in 1932 at the Peking Art Academy; now works
in Inner Mongolia. BK I, 35; CK i-shu-chia II, 490; Yu add. 1, 53.
Misty trees, i, s, 1959. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 4.
Camel caravan in evening in snowy mountains. Mei-shu 1959.11.17.
KUAN HUI-SHU
Flowers and birds, s. Mei-shu (Canton) 3.4.
Landscape, s. Mei-shu (Canton) 5.
KUAN I-TE *% -" ̂ -^T h- Chien-chai chti-shih ?L jjj^ Jfe "^ . B. 1895.
From Suchou, Kiangsu. BK I, 34; Yu, 1259.
Landscape. Mei-chan 45.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.399.
Lofty scholar among trees and streams, i, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 74.
KUAN LIANG JlC] V<- t. Liang-kung pk. JJZ . B. 1900 or 1901. From P'an-yti,
Kwangtung; studied Western art in Japan; later taught in Shanghai, Chungking and
Hangchou; with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy. BK I, 35; MSNC, 114;
Sullivan, 92; Yti add. 1, 53.
Opera figure: The Monkey, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 87 (April 1977), front
cover*•
Lu Chih-shen, s, 1978. Chfi-shih nien-tai 111 (April 1979) 60*.
Opera figures: The Monkey with the peaches of immortality, done with Lin
Ch'in. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 113 (June 1979) 59*.
Ssu Lang visiting his mother. CK min-chfu hua-chia 126.
Scene from Chinese opera, s. Ibid. 127; Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 167*;
Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 79*.
Opera scene "Ch'i-shuang Hui." CK min-ch'u hua-chia 128.
Tipsy Yang Kuei-fei. Ibid. 128; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 12.62.
Opera scene: Legend of the White Snake, s, 1959. CK min-ch'u hua-chia
128; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 12.61.
Opera fight scene. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 129.
Opera scene: Picking up the Jade Bracelet, s. Ibid. 129; Ming-pao 7
(1972) 12.61.
Seven scenes from Peking opera ("Leaving a Son in the Mulberry Grove,"
"Drumming to Insult Ts'ao Ts'ao," Battle scene, "White Water Strand,"
"The Two Generals," "The Western Chamber," "The Lady Exiled"). One
signed. CR 1957.10.16-17*.
Peking opera fight scene, s. CR 1961.3.32.
Characters in Peking opera, s. CR 1961.10.39.
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1945. Ibid, back cover*.
s, 1977. Ibid. 49*.
Two Chinese opera actors, s. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 9.
Scene from Chinese opera, s, 1953. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 169*; Hejzlar,
Chinese Watercolors 81*.
Scene from Chinese opera, s, 1944. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 78*.
Scene from Chinese opera, s. Ibid. 80*.
Vase of flowers, s, 1979. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 55*.
Opera figure: Lin Chfung, i, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan III. 15*.
Peking opera figures, s. Ming-pao 7 (1972) 12, front cover*.
Opera scene: Ts'ao Ts'ao and Ch'en Kung in "Su-tien." Ibid. 60.
Opera scene, seal. Ibid. 62.
Opera scene, s. Ibid. 62.
Opera scene, handscroll, Ibid. 63.
Opera scene: Flirting with phoenix, i, s
Two actors, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 8.48.
Monkey fighting with the White Bone Demon, i
Opera figure, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 49*.
Mr, Tung-kao and a dog, i, s, 1977. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 4.77.
Opera figure: Li K'uei, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 78.
Peking opera actors, s. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 3.52*.
"Jade Screen Mountain", opera scene, s. Mei-shu 1956.12.36*.
Scene from "The Fisherman's Revenge," s. PR April 22, 1958.18.
Opera scene from "Hung-Luan-hsi", i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 15*.
Warrior actors, s. Shang-hai hua-yuan 5*.
"The Monkey", s. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 73.
Monkey fighting Wang Yu, i, s. Ibid. 74.
Peking opera figures, s. Ibid. 75.
Opera figures: Lu Chih-shen, i, s, 1979.
Yang Kuei-fei drunk on wine, i, s, 1979.
Peking opera scene, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 17.
Peking opera scene, s, 1977. Ibid. 18.
Opera figures, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 365.
Opera figures: Chiang Wei, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 366.
Kueilin landscape, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 367.
Peking opera figures: Tipsy Yang Kuei-fei, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, May 17,
1981, 12.
Scene from Peking opera "Ta-yu sha-chia", i, s, 1963. Ibid. 13.
Scene from Peking opera, s. Ibid. 14.
Peking opera figures, fan, s, 1959. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 176.
Scene from traditional drama, s. Sullivan 45. ^ & ^ j* jx
Supplementary bibliography: Kuan Liang hua-chi fyfrj pk ^£ lik •• . Hong
Kong: Mei-shu chia, Po-ya, 1981; Kuan Liang hua-ts'e £ 0 j£, J|| -#$-" •
Ch'eng-tu: Ssu-chuan jen-min, 1982. ' —
Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 26,
Ibid. 27.
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.479.
KUAN P A I - I f1&r\ & Z3&: .
Hsiang-shan, handscroll, i, s, 1934.
KUAN P'ING *% -*f* t. Chi-an ^ -£• or J%j h. Chung-k'ang Atf ^ , P'ing-hu
Ĵ . i^U . From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; son of Kuan Nien-tz'u; Hu-she Painting
Society; Chinese Painting Research Association; figures. BK I, 34; MSNC, 103.
Lady with fan by pavilion, s. Hu-she 1-10.10.
Flowers, ling-chih and rock, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.11.
Lady under willow, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s. Hu-she 100.36.
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Herding water buffalo on willow bank, i indistinct, I-lin 8.14.
Lady under bamboo, i, s, 1930 (?). I-lin 17.4.
Birds and flowers, i, s, 1936. I-lin 82, front cover.
Two egrets in lotus pond, i, s, d indistinct. I-lin 83.3.
Parrot in cage, i indistinct. I-lin 102, front cover.
KUAN SHAN-YuEH \%&\ JM H , original name Tse-p'ei /3p ~?p t. Tzu-yun 4- J= .
B. 1910 or 1912 or 1913. From Yang-chiang, Kwangtung; Spring Slumber Studio,
student of Kao Lun; later studied in Japan; Ling-nan School; in 1966 president
of the Canton Art Academy. BK I, 35; CK i-shu-chia I, 454, Li, 71; Lin, 173;
Sullivan, 92; Yu add. 1, 53; CL 1966.3.126. _ MM
Bibliography. A: Kuan Shan-yueh hua chi feQ jXj $ jr ^ . Kuang-tung
jen-min, 1973. B: Fu Pao-shih Kuan Shan-yueh Tung-pei hsieh-sheng
hua-hsttan \% j& j %% Ml M %. % f~ *
Liaoning mei-shu, 1964. C: Kuan Shan-yueh tso-p1 in hsuan-chi ^
Ah w l^, W^ • Canton: Ling-nan mei-shu, 1964.
Copies of Tun-huang murals, i, seal, 1944 (preparatory draft). A,
introduction.
River gorge, handscroll, preparatory draft. A, introduction.
Lilies, i, s, 1939. A, 1*.
Cutting wood, 3 scrolls, 1939. A, 2*.
Refugees fleeing destroyed city, handscroll, i, s, 1939. A, 3*.
Refugees in Chung-shan, i, s» 1940. A, 4*.
Chia-ling river harbor, i, s. A, 5*.
One hundred li of the Li River, 1941. A, 6* (sections).
Mist and clouds on Mt. Omei, i, s, 1941. A, 7*.
Building a dyke on the Tu River, s, 1941. A, 8*.
Old stone mason, i, s, 1942. A, 9*; Chfi-shih nien-tai 110 (March 1979)
61*.
Salt wells, Szechwan, s, 1942. A, 10*.
Autumn on the Min River, s, 1942. A, 11*.
Ice bridge on the Yellow River, i, s, 1943. A, 12*.
Camel caravan, i, s, 1943. A, 13*; C, 2.
Thousand Buddha caves at Tun-huang, i, s, 1948. A, 14*.
Herder's house, seal, 1943. A, 15*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 110 (March 1979)
65* (published in mirror reverse).
A meeting at a Ching-hai pagoda, i, s, 1944. A, 16*.
Mongolian herders, s, 1944. A, 17*.
Camel caravan at rest, s, 1944. A, 18*.
The life of a professor today, i, s, 1944. A, 19*.
Market in Thailand, i, s, 1947. A, 20*.
Pagodas in Thailand, s, 1948. A, 21*.
Ch'ti Yuan, i, s, 1948. A, 22*.
Bread line, i, s, 1948. A, 23*.
Crabs, i, s, 1954. A, 24.
Shrimps, i, seal, 1954. A, 25*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 110 (March 1979) 66.
Woman boat rower, i, s, 1954. A, 26*.
Threading the needle, i, s, 1954. A, 27*.
Wood sculptor, i, s, 1954. A, 28*.
Newly opened road, s, 1954. A, 29*; Contemporary CP 7*; Mei-shu
1955.5.27; Ming-pao 2 (1967) 6.101; Shih-nien CK hua 38; Ts'ai-mo-hua
31.
Lu Hsun's study in Shao-hsing, i, s, 1956. A, 30*.
The Wai-t'an Park in Shanghai, i, s, 1956. A, 31*.
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Pi-ytln Temple, i, s, 1956. A, 32*.
Sun Yat-sen's Mausoleum, i, s, 1956. A, 33*.
Clearing snow to welcome relatives, i, s, 1956. A, 34*.
Former home of Chopin, i, s, 1956. A, 35*.
Harbor at Gdynia, s, 1956. A, 36*.
Polish pottery artisan, i, s, 1956. A, 37*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 110
(March 1979) 64*.
Stalingrad, i, s, 1956. A, 38*.
Old Polish fisherman, i, s, 1956. A, 39*.
Little girl, seal, 1957. A, 40*.
Chickens, i, s, 1957. A, 41*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 110 (March 1979) 63.
Building a steel factory in Wu-han, i, s, 1958. A, 42*.
Sketches in Switzerland, s, 1959. A, 43*, 44*.
Venus de Milo according to the modern artist, i, s, 1959. A, 45*;
Ch'i-shih nien-tai 110 (March 1979) 66.
Great Leap Forward in mountain village, handscroll, 1957. A, 46 (4
sections)*; C, 3 (2 sections).
Portrait of an old man, s, 1959. A, 47*.
Water village in South China, i, s, 1960. A, 48*.
Cloudy mountains after rain, i, s, 1960. A, 49*; C, 5.
Constructing an embankment, i, s, 1960. A, 50*.
A ferry under banyan tree, s, 1960. A, 51*; C, 4.
Reservoir, i, s, 1960. A, 52*.
Herding a horse, s, 1961. A, 53*.
Logs on the Ching-po Lake, i, s, 1961. A, 54*; B, 35*.
Landscape of the Long White Mountains, i, s, 1961. A, 55*; B, 31*.
Summer day at Ch'ien-shan, i, s, 1961. A, 56*; B, 4*.
An outing, i, s, 1961. A, 57*; B, 39*.
Waterfall on the Long White Mountains, i, s, 1961. A, 58*; B, 16*.
Coal mines, i, s, 1961. A, 59*; C, 7*.
Forest, i, s, 1961. A, 60*; C, 8*.
Mu-tan River, i, s, 1961, second inscription dated 1973. A, 61*.
Banyan tree, i, s, 1962. A, 62*; C, front cover*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai
110 (March 1979) 62.
Rural scene, i, s, 1962. A, 63*.
Fishing harbor scene, s, 1962. A, 64*.
Pine tree, i, s, 1962. A, 65*; C, 12.
Flock of cranes above pine trees, i, s, 1962. A, 66*.
Spring pine and waterfowl, s, 1962. A, 67*.
Landscape of the Long White Mountains, i, s, 1962. A, 68*.
A quiet village in the mountains, i, s, 1962. A, 69*.
Bamboo in east wind, i, s, 1962. A, 70*; C, 11.
The first bridge on the Long March, i, s, 1962. A, 71*.
Flying snow welcomes spring, 2 panel screen, i, s, 1962. A, 72*.
Chairman Mao's old home at Yeh-p'ing, i, s, 1962. A, 73*.
Country hamlet, i, s, 1962. A, 74*.
Rural scene: Sha-chou embankment, i, s, 1962. A, 75*.
Central Auditorium, i, s, 1962. A, 76*.
Clearing after rain in the mountains, i, s, 1962. A, 77*; C, 10.
Wei-chou Island, i, s, 1962. A, 78*.
Paddies and buildings, s, 1962. A, 79*.
On the T'u-men river, i, s, 1963. A, 80*.
A thousand sails ready to sail, i, s, 1963. A, 81*; C, 16.
"On swift mount, raising whip, never leaving the saddle," s, 1963,
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illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Three Songs of Sixteen
Characters/1 1934-35, A, 82*.
Mist and rain on the Li River, s, 1963. A, 83*; C, 18.
Sheep herding, s, 1963. A, 84*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 110 (March 1979)
61*.
Chung-hsiao k'ou Chu-sha, i, s, 1972. A, 85*.
Children under old trees, i, s, 1972. A, 86*.
Oil refinery in the south, i, s, 1971. A, 87*; Scheck 15; Yenan Talks
30 Anniversary, A 43*.
Island militia, i, s, 1973. A, 88*.
The thousand hills crimsoned through, i, s, 1973, illustration to Mao
Tse-tung poem "Changsha," 1925. A, 89*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 110
(March 1979) 60*.
Planting a windbreak by the sea, i, s, 1973. A, 90*.
The Peasant Movement Institute, i, s, 1973. A, 91*.
Dawn over the great wall, i, s, 1973. A, 92*; CL 1973.10 opp. 38*.
Green wall: windbreak, i, s, 1974. A, 93*.
Sheep herders in the T'ien-shan mountains, i, s, 1974. A, 94*; CP
1975,2.22-23*; Nan-pei chi 95 (April 1978) 65.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1974. A, 95*.
Oil tankers leaving the harbor, i, s, 1975. A, 96*.
Green pines at Shao-shan, i, s, 1975. A, 97*.
Ode of pine and plum, i, s, 1976. A, 98*; Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 37; CL
1977 5/6 opp. 79*; CP 1977.9, back cover*; CR 1977.7, back cover*;
Nan-pei chi 95 (April 1978) 67.
Educating the youth at the foot of Five Old Peaks, i, s, 1976. A, 99*.
After rain the mountains are greener, i, s, 1976. A, 100*; Ming-pao 13
(1978) 6.69*.
Ode to Ching-kang Mountains, 1977. A, 101*.
Ching-kang Mountains: the cradle of the revolution, 1977. A, 102*;
Nan-pei chi 95 (April 1978) 68.
New pine growth out of the red earth, i, s, 1977. A, 103*.
Waterfall, i, s, 1977. A, 104*.
Mountain in the clouds, s, 1978. A, 105*.
Li River scene, s, 1978. A, 106*.
Mist and rain on Wu Mountain, i, s, 1978. A, 107*.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. A, 108*.
Ink bamboo, s, 1978. A, 109*.
Narcissi, i, s, 1979. A, 110*.
An oasis in the Gobi Desert, i, s, 1979. A, 111*.
Bridge over a gorge, i, s, 1979. A, 112*.
Morning mists, i, s, 1961. B, 1*.
The beauties of Chien-shan, done with Fu Pao-shih, i, s, 1961. B, 2*.
Holiday outing to Shih-ch'uan Temple, i, s, 1961. B, 6*.
Fishing harbor at Tiger Cove, i, s, 1961. B, 8*.
Workers' hospital, i, s, 1961. B, 10*.
Hsing-hai Park in Ta-lien, i, s, 1961. B, 11*.
A scene in Tung-ling, i, s, 1961. B, 14*.
Clearing in rainy mountains, i, s, 1961. B, 18*.
Peaceful T'u-men River, i, s, 1961. B, 20*.
On the T'u-men River, i, s, 1961. B, 21*.
Pines by stream in the mountains, i, s, 1961. B, 24*.
Forests in the Long White Mountains, s. B, 25*.
Irrigated fields, i, s, 1961. B, 26*.
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Scene at T'ien-ch'ih, i, s, 1961. B, 31*.
Trees in morning wind, i, s, 1961. B, 32*.
Lumber at Lake Ching-po, i, s, 1961. B, 35*.
Rapids at Ching-po, i, s, 1961. B, 40*.
Ferry at Lake Ching-po, s. B, 41*.
Horses drinking from icy river, i, s, 1942. C, 1.
Paddies in Yen, i, s, 1961. C, 6.
Spring sowing time, i, s, 1962. C, 9; CL 1964.2.111.
The first mountain on the Long March, i, s, 1962. C, 13; Hsien-tai
shan-shui 51.
Mist and snow on Mt. Omei, i, s, 1962. C, 14.
Waterwheels on the Yellow River, i, s, 1962. C, 15.
Herding sheep, s, 1963. C, 17.
Blossoming plum and rock, i, s, 1963. C, 19*; CL 1964.2 opp. 88*.
Girl holding a volume of Mao Tse-tung's writings standing in front of a
painting of a pine, s, 1963. C, 20*.
Three sparrows, i, s, 1973. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 37*.
Red plum blossoms, s. Ibid. 85*.
Red plum blossoms, i, s, 1972. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 37 (Feb. 1973), back
cover*.
Waterfall at T'ien-ch'ih. i, s, 1972. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 42 (July
1973), back cover*.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1977. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 87 (April 1977) 24.
Flower market in Canton, i, s, 1977. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 109 (Feb. 1979)
back cover*.
At the zoo. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 110 (March 1979) 63.
Shipyards at Wu-ch'ang, i , s, 1954. Ch'tlan-kuo shui-ts'ai 10 (cropped);
Mei-shu 1954.7.25 (section).
Children playing in snow, s. Chung-nan kuo-hua 1*.
Transporting wood down the river, s. Ibid. 4*.
Autumn mountains, i, s. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 5.
Coastal patrol, s, 1954. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 1.
Two pines, i, s, 1959. CK hua 14 (1959.11) 3.
Boats on spring river, i, s, 1959. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 4; CK hua
hsuan-pien 41•
Green wall: windbreak, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hstlan 43; CK hua hsuan-chi
42*; CL 1974.3 bet. 112-113*; CP 1974.1.24-25*; CP New Series 18*;
Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.53; Nan-pei chi 95 (April 1978) 69*.
"She craves not spring for herself alone," i, s, 1973, illustration to
Mao Tse-tung's poem "Ode to Plum Blossom," 1961. CK hua-hstlan, front
cover*, 46; CK hua hsuan-chi 46*; CL 1974.3 opp. 113*; CP New Series
2*; CR 1974.1 front cover*.
Lung-yang Gorge, i, s, 1978 to 1979. CK shu-hua 7.3*; CL 1981.4 opp.
74*; Mei-shu 1979.12.22.
"This land with so much beauty aglow," done with Fu Pao-shih, i, s,
1959, illustration to Mao Tse-tung's poem "Snow," 1936; now in the
Great Hall of the People, Peking. CK hua 13 (1959.10) 12-13*; CK hua
hsuan-pien 31*; Hsien-tai mei-shu tso-p'in 1.6*; Hsien-tai shan-shui
1*; CL 1960.2 opp. 26*; CP 1959.19.20-21*; Mei-shu 1960.8/9, front
cover*; Shih-nien CK hua 14* (sometimes the uninscribed version is
reproduced)•
When the rain is over, i, s, 1962. CL 1964.2 opp. 110*.
Spring comes to Yen-men, i, s, 1965. CL 1966.3 opp. 126*; CP
1965.9.23*; Nan-pei chi 95 (April 1978) 69*.
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Spring: plum blossoms, i, s, 1972, CL 1973.1 opp. 62*,
Mountains and waterfall, i, s, 1978. CL 1981.4 bet. 74-75*.
A pine in the wind, i, s, 1962. Ibid. bet. 74-75*.
Welcoming spring, i, s, 1980. Ibid. opp. 75*.
Red plum blossoms, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.9.22*.
Evergreen, i, s, 1959. CP 1960.19, back cover*; Kuang-tung mei-shu hsilan
6*.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1978. CR 1979.4.47.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1980. CR 1982.4, back cover*.
Red plum blossoms, album leaf, i, s, 1974. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 28*.
Bird's eye view of Canton from Mt. Yueh-hsiu, i, s, 1964. Hsien-tai
shan-shui 50.
Yu's Mausoleum, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 25.
Shipyards at Wu-ch'ang, i, s, 1954. Mei-shu 1954.7.26.
A church in Cracow, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.12.16.
Ching-kang Mountains. Mei-shu 1977.6.24-25*.
Spring farming, seal, i indistinct. Mei-shu tso-p'in 39.
Landscape, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 58.
Man leading a woman riding on a donkey, s. Ibid. 111*.
Travelers in mountains, i, s, 1965. Ming-pao 2 (1967) 7, inside back
cover.
The construction site of the Han River Bridge, handscroll. PC
1954.16.24 (section).
On the Li River. PR July 13, 1962.18 (detail).
Woman and child, i, s, 1948. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 28.
Prunus, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 19.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. Sullivan 35.
Japanese bombing of Chinese fishing junks, s. T'ien-hsia IX.1 (Aug.
1939) .
KUAN SHAO-Yti, see Huan Shao-ytl.
KUAN SHIH-FA
Flowers and butterflies, s, colophon dated 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., II.
477.
KUAN SUNG-FANG ]$£[ f A /jf t. Chih-yun ̂ 2£L ;f-Z\ . B. 1901. Manchurian;
from Peking; Chinese Painting Research Society; with the Peking Painting
Academy. BK I, 35; Yti add. 1, 53.
Steel factory, s, 1958. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 8.
Myriad mountains and misty valleys hold hidden treasures, s, 1959. CK hua
7 (1959.4) 7.
Village in spring rain, s, 1959, CK hua 11 (1959.8), inside front cover.
Landscape, i, s, age 79. CK hua 1981.1.51.
Landscape, i, s, age 80. Ibid. 51.
Dawn at construction site, i, s, 1957. Mei-shu 1959.1.28; Shou-tu 18.
The Mi-ylin Reservoir, i, s, (?). Mei-shu 1961.2.11.
Harvest scene, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 84*.
Surveying team among the high mountains, s, 1959. PR March 2, 1962.4.
See also Collaborative Works List 14, 17, 18, 27.
KUAN YING-YuN /MJ ?J^ ?%. t . H s i a o - t ' a i pM xZ , Hsiao-chi
Hu-she P a i n t i n g Soc ie ty ; l andscape . BK I , 35; MSNC, 114.
Landscape, i , s . Hu-she 20.9 (11-20 .158) .
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KUANG YU-HAN >^j X %%. .
Winter landscape, 1946, Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 38.
KUEI HAO-TU 4 ^ 7**" 'X_. Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 38;
MSNC, 60.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 50.15 (41-50.168).
Riders under leafy trees, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 61.8.
KUEI JUNG /Pi ^ .
Kingfisher on leafy branch, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.508.
-f-fe is %±X1
KUNG CHEN-HU ^ T ~-$k ̂ jJ . Woman.
Gentleman seated in chair beneath a tree, i, s. Mei-chan 31.
KUNG HSING-FU fe ~Pr T§J . Liaoning.
Industrial scene in Liaoning, done with Chi Kuan-shih and others. Mei-shu
1960.12.30.
See also Collaborative Works List 52.
KUNG I-LAN 5 C ^ ^ J%h* B. 1931. From Ho-fei, Anhwei; with the Anhwei Daily
Publishers. BK I, 37; Ytt add. 1, 54.
Battle to dredge the river, i, s, 1958. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 3; CK hua
hslian-pien 11: CR 1959.1.20-21*; Mei-shu 1959.2.27*; PR Oct. 21,
1958.12.
Spring morning in the mountains: women surveying team crossing a stream,
i, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 12*.
Digging for ore, i, s, 1959. Mei-shu 1960.1.29*.
KUNG MENG-HSIEN ij&T jaL M. .
Landscape, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 34.
Jl ~%k $%L %P h i ~̂KUNG-SANG NO-ERH-HSI %k %L m P . Lo-t' ng ~^F i:f , K'uei-an
k % D. before 1937. Inner Mongolian; plum blossoms. BK I, 71; Yti,
Misty pines and mountains, fan, s, 1924. Hu-she 1-10.128.
KUNG TE-HSIU " ^ fe ^ t. Ytin-chih v||| ^ h. Ytin-hu J^ ?$$ . Woman.
From Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society; student of Chao En-hsi; flowers. BK I,
37: MSNC, 125; Hu-she 11-20.168; I-lin 20.12.
Bird on blossoming branch, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.16 (11-20.168).
Birds and flowers, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 82.15.
Birds and magnolias, handscroll, s. I-lin 20.12.
Bird on peach blossom branch, seal (?). I-lin 31.11.
Wisteria and peonies, s, 1933. I-lin 51.14.
Long-tailed bird in flowering tree, i, s, 1934. I-lin 69.14.
Wisteria and swimming fish, seal (?). I-lin 90.15.
Crabapple blossoms, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.504.
KUNG TE-P'EI jp^ /i|c, 3%. t. Te-hu f^ £#§ . Woman. From Wan-hsien,
Anhwei; Hu-she Painting Society; student of Ch'en Hsti; ladies, Buddhist figures.
BK I, 37; MSNC, 125; Hu-she 20.12.
Lady under willow, i, s indistinct. Hu-she 20.12 (11-20.162).
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KUNG T'lEH-MEI ^ ^&\ *?•&. B. 1879. Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting
Cooperative Association. BK I, 37.
Chrysanthemum and rocks, i, s, 1956 at age 78. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 45*;
Chiang-su shih-nien 51*.
KUNG WEN-CHEN " ^ -XL ^ R • B. 1945. From Peking; Central Art Academy. Yu
add. 1, 54.
Gourd vine and vegetables, i, s, 1972. CK hua-hsuan 47; CK hua hsuan-chi
47*.
KUNG YANG-HU ^ & " ^ ^H . Woman. Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, birds
and flowers. BK I, 37; MSNC, 125.
Illustration to "Everlasting Sorrow," i indistinct. Hu-she 60.13.
Portrait of Pan Chao, i. Hu-she 62.13.
Portrait of Ts'ai Wen-chi, i. Hu-she 63.13.
Portrait of Pan Chieh-yti, i. Hu-she 64.14.
Portrait of Hsieh Tao-ytln, i. Hu-she 65.13.
KUNG YAO-MEI ^ -|f~ ~tyf».
Cherries in dish, incense, banana leaves seen through round window, i, s,
1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 505.
K'UNG HSIEN-MING ^ L ^ 0$ . Hunan.
Clearing mountains and planting trees, i, s. Mei-shu 1959.12.30.
K'UNG HSIEN-TA J-[> (% [^
Bird on a leafy branch, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh, Cat., 11.40.
K'UNG HSIEN-YING ̂ {j fg, J£ t. Hsiao-yil /J" f̂li] h. Ssu-hsieh-kuan \& ™** ?"& •
B. 1899. From Shanghai; Hsing-yu Calligraphy and Painting Society; now with the
Anhwei Provincial Art School. BK II, 70; Yli add. 1, 2.
Su Wu herding sheep, i, s, 1937. Chin-tai CK hua 131.
K'UNG YttN-PAI ̂ b ^§[ ^3 . From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; Hsi-ling Seal Society.
BK II, 70.
Reading the I-ching in an autumn grove, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.39.
KUO CHAO-HUA ^ p $** 3& t. Shun-yu /§J jj\ h. Chao-hu ^S ?$$ . Woman.
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, flowers, animals, goldfish. BK I, 34; MSNC,
68.
Bamboo, rock, epidendrum, s, 1931. Hu-she 39.14 (31-40.168).
Blossoming tree, stream, fish, s. Hu-she 47.15 (41-50.154).
Lotus and goldfish. Hu-she 60.13.
Peach blossoms, fan, i, s. Hu-she 63.11.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s. Hu-she 79.13.
KUO CHIH-HAN ISJ "X
Landscape based on T'ang Yin's "Wind in the pines" now in the National
Palace Museum, Taipei, i, s. Hu-she 85.14.
KUO CH'UAN-CHANG ̂ |3 1̂ f ^ t. Hsiao-hsi 'jf $ & . B. 1912. From Shantung;
Peking Chinese Painting Research Association; now with the Peking Painting
Academy. BK I, 34; Yti add. 1, 33.
Landscape, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 9.
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Spring in Kueilin, done with Chou Jen and Yen Ti, i, seal, CK hua 10
(1959.7) 6,
Mt. Huang scenery, s. CK hua 11 (1959,8) 5,
Mist and rain on the Li River, done with Yen Ti. CK hua 14 (1959,11) 4.
Pine Gorge and "South Gate to Heaven," Mt, T'ai. CR 1959,11,25,
See also Collaborative Works List 14, 15, 27,
KUO CH'uAN-CHUNG ~§ f ^ ^ t, Jui-sheng ^p & , B, 1944, From Pao-feng,
Honan; with the Shensi Provincial People's Art Hall, Ytl add. 1, 32.
The task is heavy, the road long, i, s, 1974, Hsien-tai CK hua 61?
Mei-shu 1976,1.26*; Nan-pei chi 61 (June 1975) 46; 25th Anniversary Art
Exh., 11*,
The task is heavy, the road long, i, s, 1974. CP New Series 25* (slightly
different version of above).
Chou En-lai with peasants: commemorating his visit to Yenan in 1973, 1979,
Mei-shu 1979,10, 13 and 25.
Mao Tse-tung talking with peasants, 1977. Mei-shu tso-p'in hstlan 46*; PLA
50 Anniversary 8,
KUO HSI-MIN -f f ft7 ^ . B. 1933, From Fu-feng, Shensi; graphic artist,
with army in Wu-han, Yu add. 1, 32.
Parade, handscroll. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 2 (section).
KUO HSIEN-f'p -4PN t. Shu-ch'ingT^ j|" . Woman. B. 1870, d. 1940. From
Hsiu-shui, Chekiang; birds and flowers. Yu, 958.
See Collaborative Works List 38.
KUO ^
White flowers in moonlight, s, 1964. CK shu-hua 5.9*.
Flowers in a vase, s, 1966. Mei-shu 1979.9.28*.
New moon, old pavilion, s, 1978. Ibid. 29.
KUO HUNG-CHUAN "3j5 ^ -§• . Anhwei,
Mao Sui recommending himself, done with Hsieh Meng-ying, Mei-shu
1980,12.23*.
KUO I-TSUNG ~%f *fS %%> . B. 1940. From Wei-hsien, Shantung; son of Kuo
Wei-ch'ti; with the Central Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 33.
Forsythia, s, 1979. CL 1979.9, front cover*.
Chinese trumpet creeper, s, 1981. CL 1981.9, front cover*.
Azaleas in full bloom, i, s. CP 1978.2.22-23*.
Wild flowers, s. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian 11.15*.
Mountain flowers, s. Mei-shu 1979,2.29*.
Flowers, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.8.24.
KUO JUN-SHENG-^'p >j|j ^ . Landscape. BK I, 34.
Lady with mirror in moon-window, i, s, 1930. I-lin 90.14.
Wang Hsi-chih looking at a goose, i, s, 1937. I-lin 97.14.
Three religions, i, s, 1938. I-lin 108.14.
Portrait of Kuan Chuang-miu and attendant, i, s, 1939. I-lin 105.13;
I-lin 118.13.
KUO KUNG-TA -^"p ^ ^IL' a n o t h e r n a m e Ko-kung X - ^ • B- 1931. From
Hsiao-hsien, Anhwei; with the Anhwei Provincial Art School. Yu add. 1, 32.
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Harvesters drinking tea brought to fields by children, i, s, 1959, CK hua
15 (1959.12) inside front cover; Kuo-hua hstian-chi 12.
The rapids at Lung-t'ou, i, s, 1977, CK shu-hua 7,21*.
KUO LAN-CHIH -f^ f%] *^£ t. Ch'i-t'ing l)\& hf* h. Ch' i-t'ing ̂ Z J£*_. B.
1887, d. 1935, From Chia-hsing, Chekiang, son of Kuo Ssu-hsun; lived in
Shanghai; Ku-huan Chin-yu Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting
Society; friend of P'ang Ytian-ch'i; landscape, BK I, 34; Yti, 959,
Cypress, i, s, 1927, Hsi-ytlan 10,
Garden scene after Wang Hui, i, s, 1932, Hu-she 64,12,
landscape with fisherman, after Tai Chin, i, s, 1931, Hu-she 68,14,
Landscape in Kuo Hsi style, i, s, 1924 (?), Mei-chan 29,
See also Collaborative Works List 33,
KUO LAN-CH'ING-|'p f ^ 1%^ h, Ytl-t'ing 'fc^ ]$%^ , B, 1900, d, 1946, From
Chia-hsing, Chekiang, son of Kuo Ssu-hsun; moved to Shanghai; Ku-huan Chin-yu
Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society; figures, ladies,
flowers and birds, BK I, 34; Yu, 960.
Copy of Kung K'ai's "Emaciated horse," i, s. Sotheby, May 7, 1981, 87,
KUO LAN-HSIANG ^§1* f|fj %"^ h. Shang-chai V»7 ^ , Ho-t'ing *%& ^ - - . B.
1885, d, 1938. From Chia-hsing, Chekiang, son of Kuo Ssu-hstin; Ku-huan Chin-yu
Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society; flowers, landscape,
BK I, 34; Yti, 959.
Landscape, i, s, 1927. Hsi-yuan 16.
Two pines on slanting rocks, i indistinct. Mei-chan 72.
See also Collaborative Works List 33.
KUO NAN-SSU -~f IS f?7 -ft/f .
Dance, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 111 (April 1979) 62.
Heavenly beings scattering flowers at Stonehedge, i, s, 1978 (?). Ibid,
back cover*.
Spring is not far away: girl with plum blossoms and bird, i, s, 1970.
Ch'i-shih nien-tai 115 (1979.8) 53*.
KUO PEI-LUAN -§p i-t. &jj& , From Peking; Chinese Painting Research
Association; landscape, I-lin 114.10.
Snowscape in Sung style, i, s. I-lin 114.10.
KUO SHIH-CH'ING *^f* ^ M ! t. T'ien-mao ^ ^^J , B. 1913, d. 1968. From
Lo-tu, Ching-hai; 1933 graduate of Nanking Central University art department;
pupil of Chang Shu-ch'i and Hsu Pei-hung; active in Ching-hai Province; flowers
and birds. BK I, 34; Yti, 949.
Two birds on blossoming branch (one of four panels), i, s, 1958.
CK hua hsuan-pien 72; Mei-shu 1959.12.17.
Camel caravan on dunes, reeds. Mei-shu 1964.1.69.
KUO SHIH-CH'uAN-J'jS "^ ^ t. Shih-min ^ $k^ . From Tientsin; Hu-she
Painting Society; student of Hu Ch'ung and Hsiao Sun; landscape. BK I, 34;
MSNC, 68.
Cottages by river, tall peaks, i, s, 1929, Hu-she 21-30.153.




Men on bridge, mountain peak and waterfall, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.11.
KUO SHOU-SHAN ~%f> &%i ^ff^h. I-an w£. ̂  . From Hei-shan, Liaoning; Hu-she
Painting Society. BK I, 34; MSNC, 68.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 50.12 (41-50.165).
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 62.13.
Man with a staff below tree, sharp crag, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 63.14.
Man in riverside pavilion, mountain peak, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.7.
Man in riverside pavilion beneath pines, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 96.11.
Boater, riverside pavilion, misty mountain base and tall peak, i, s, 1935.
Hu-she 98.11.
Scholar seated by river, mountain peaks, in Ming style, i, s, 1935.
Hu-she 100.32.
See also Collaborative Works List 15.
KUO SSU-HSttN "Jf ^ \f, t. Yu-po ^L %& h. Chi-jen ̂  " ^ , Chi-chfun
—jft1 &% • B# 1867, d. 1935. From Hsiu-shui, Chekiang; figures, flowers. Sun,
402;" Ytt, 950.
See Collaborative Works List 33.
KUO TA-WEI ̂*j5 ^K &\k (David Kwok) . B. 1919. From Chekiang or Peking;
studied with Ch'i Huang from 1933 to 1936; graduate of Nanking Art Institute;
moved to the U.S. in 1954, now lives in New Jersey. Ho, 52; Sotheby, Sept. 27,
1979.
Narcissus, seal, colophon by Ch'i Huang dated 1950. Sotheby, Sept. 27,
1979, 220.
Parrot on pine branch, colophon by Ch'i Huang dated 1953. Ibid. 22;
Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 20.
Ducks, rock and water, handscroll, done with Ch'i Huang, i, seal. Sotheby,
Sept. 27, 1979, 224.
For paintings done since move to U.S., see Sotheby, June 13, 1979,
68-71; Sept. 27, 1979, 217-219, 222-223; May 28, 1980, 99,101;
June 17, 1980, 306-312; June 24/25, 1981, 665; Jan. 21, 1982, 496.
KUO TAI-Yu -̂ "P & |§ t. Shuang-chen Hi ̂  , Shuang-hsi ^ ffi h.
Chen-hu $/% 9.^ . Woman. Hu-she Painting Society; flowers. BK I, 34; MSNC,
68.
Bird on cherry branch, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.13 (11-20.164); Mei-chan 20.
Birds and leafy branches, s, 1931. Hu-she 42.11 (41-50.107).
Day lilies and dragonfly, seal (?). I-lin 30.9.
Bird on blossoming peach branch, s, 1932. I-lin 43.15.
KUO TE-FU
Lei Feng helps people everywhere: giving directions to a newly-arrived
peasant woman, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 130.
KUO TSE-YuN ~%f $l] ?% t . Hsiao-lu ^jp J§j . B. 1882, d. 1947. From





KUO WEI-CH'tt -*§^ **%• | £ . B. 1909, d. 1971. From Wei-fang, Shantung.
First studied Western painting at Shanghai Fine Arts Academy, later worked on
staff of Palace Museum, Peking; member of Peking Chinese Painting Research
Society; pupil of Huang Chih; after 1949 a researcher at the Central Art Academy
and on staff of the Minorities Art Research Institute and the Hsu Pei-hung
Memorial Hall; after 1959 taught Chinese painting at the Central Art Academy;
antiquarian and connoisseur, and writer on art; birds and flowers, bamboo, plum,
BK I, 34; Yli, 952. JU ± Ik jg. *n
Bibliography. A. Kuo Wei-ch'u hua-chi -§f **%-> ^ - J Jap . Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
Lotus pond, i, s, 1965. A, front cover*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan IV.9*.
Banana plant, i, s, 1963. A, 1*.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1963. A, 2*.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1965. A, 3*.
Flowers, i, s, 1965. A, 4*.
Yellow flowers, asters, and rock, s, 1965. A, 5*.
Tiger lilies in basket, broom, s, 1965. A, 6*.
Lilies, rocks and bamboo, s, 1965. A, 7*; Mei-shu 1980.9.8.
Sago palm and rocks, s, 1965. A, 8*.
Lotuses, s, 1965. A, 9.
Lilies and birds, s, 1963 or 1965. A, 10; Mei-shu 1980.9.25*.
Vegetation and butterflies, s, 1962 or 1965. A, 11; Mei-shu 1980.9.24*.
Wisteria and two birds, s, 1965. A, 12.
Candles and lantern, i, s. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 7.
Three pigeons and flowers, i, s, 1960. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 15.
White camellia, s. CL 1980.9, front cover*.
Wisteria, i, s. Ibid. *.
Hydrangeas, i, s. Ibid • *•
Day lilies and rock, i, s. Ibid. opp. 72*.
Sago cycas and cactus, i, s. Ibid. opp. 73*.
Bougainvillea and bamboo, i, s. Ibid. opp. 73*.
Oleanders, s. Ibid. 74.
Autumn harvest: baskets of flowers, fruits, tools, s. Ibid. 75.
Orchids, bamboos and rock, handscroll, i, s, 1971. Ibid. 16-11*
Lotus flowers, i, s. Ibid, inside back cover*.
"Fierce the west windi Up wide skies wild geese are crying for the moon
in the frosty dawn," i, s, illustration to Mao Tse-tung's poem
"Loushan Pass," 1935. CP 1964.7.20.
Rocks, flowers, butterflies, i, s. Mei-shu 1960 10/11, back cover*.
Century plant and rocks, i, s. Mei-shu 1963.1.63.
Bamboo stalks and rock, s, 1962. Mei-shu 1980.9, front cover*.
Magnolias, i, s. Ibid. 25*.
Landscape, i, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 108.
Man in riverside kiosk, i, s. Ibid. 112.
Narcissus, s. Ibid. 121.
Firecrackers, jug of wine, toy, i, s. Shou-tu 16.
KUO YuAN-LIN
Crowd at outdoor theater performance. Pei-ching chih-kung 40.
LAI CHENG- YtiN S ^




Four illustrations to Ch'en I's poems on South Kiangsi guerrilla war, done
with Wang Kuo-ching, i. Ibid.55 (4 scenes).
LAI CH'U-SHENG^ ^F Tc. ^ , original name Chi-hstln 'T%L. Sty/ t. Fu ^ h.
Fu-weng Jj M , Jan-hsi $fC . <J|. , Ch'u-erh-men $7} — Fj . B. 1898 or
1902, d. 1975, From Hsiao-shan, Cnekiang; taught at the Shanghai Fine Arts
Academy; Hsin-hua Art School and elsewhere; Hsi-ling Seal Society; influenced by
Ch'i Huang and Wu Chun-ch'ing; birds and flowers, animals. BK IV, 106; MSNC,
36; Yii, 470. t » /f * 1
Bibliography. A: Lai Ch'u-sheng hua-chi £ K ^ 3L ^g. -#; .
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1979. B: Lai Ch'u-sheng hua-hstian
^L i^sL- * Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
rog, red berry plant and rock, i, 1973. A, 1*.
Red flower and rock, i, s, 1960. A, 2*.
Bird on berry plant, s. A, 3*.
Bamboo and rock, seal. A, 4*.
Hen below flowers, i, s, 1973. A, 5*.
Hibiscus, s, 1974. A, 6*; B, 8*.
Vase of tulips, i, s, 1959. A, 7*.
Rabbit and flowers, i, s, 1973. A, 8*.
Two chickens and red blossoms, s. A, 9*.
Two birds and hibiscus, s. A, 10*; B, 6*.
Lotus and duck, s, 1964. A, 11*.
Four green peppers, s, 1973. A, 12*.
Squirrel and grapes, s. A, 13*.
Blossoming gourd vine, i, s, 1959. A, 14*.
Loquats, i, s, 1961. A, 15*.
Monkey King (opera figure), i, s, 1964. A, 16*.
Cat and gourd vine, i, s, 1974. A, 17*.
Pink lotus and rock, s. A, 18*.
Grasshopper on rock, hibiscus, seal. A, 19*.
Squirrel on pine bough, i, s, 1962. A, 20*; B, 2*.
Loquats and chung-tzu, seal. A, 21*; B, 7*.
Sleeping duck, i, s, 1972. A, 22*.
Hawk, seal. A, 23*.
Harvest, i, s, 1958. A, 24*.
Pheasant, s, 1962. A, 25*.
Lotuses and frog, s, 1973. A, 26*.
Gourd and squirrel, s, 1972. A, 27*.
Chrysanthemum and bird, i, s, 1974. A, 28*.
Red-leafed plant, i, s, 1958. A, 29*; B, 1*.
Blow fish, i, s, 1972. A, 30*.
Bird on banana leaf, s. A, 31*.
Chicken and red flowers, s, 1974. A, 32*; B, 11*.
Hens and leaves, s, 1973. A, 33*.
Red chrysanthemums, s, 1973. A, 34*; B, 9*.
Two fish and two red fruits, i, s, 1973. A, 35*.
Flowers, s. A, 36*; B, 3*.
Pine and two birds, i, s, 1973. A, 37*.
Cicada on leaf, s. A, 38*.
Autumn hibiscus and hen, i, s, 1964. A, 39*; B, 10*.
Loquats and mynah, i, s, 1973. A, 40*; B, 5*.
Frogs and bamboo, handscroll, s, 1973. A, 41*.
Drizzle: bird and reeds, s, 1974. A, 42*.
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Autumn crabapple, s, 1971, A, 43*.
Stone, bamboo, and flower, seal. A, 44*,
Mynah on stalk, s, 1973. A, 45*.
Two ducks and lotus leaf, s. A, 46*.
Red fruits and chung-tzu, i. A, 47*.
Red lotus and fish, seal. A, 48*; B, 4*.
Persimmons, i, s. A, 49*.
Autumn flowers and frog, s. A, 50*.
Autumn squirrel and grapevine, seal. A, 51*.
Ink lotus, s, 1971. A, 52*.
Ink bamboo, s , 1972. A, 53*.
Ink f i s h , i , s , 1972. A, 54*.
Bowl of lichees, i, s, 1962. A, 55*.
Autumn crabs and red flowers, s, 1974. A, 56*? B, 13*.
Bird on rock, branch of red blossoms, s, 1974. A, 57*.
Late spring: frog and red flower, i, s, 1973. A, 58*; B, 14*.
Five apples and bees, i, s, 1971. A, 59*.
Two ducks sleeping in reeds, s, 1973. A, 60*; B, 16*.
Cat, s, 1973. A, 61*.
Lotus and frog, 1971. A, 62*.
Banana leaf and fish, s, 1973. A, 63*; B, 12*.
Goldfish, seal. A, 64*.
Goldfish, i, s, 1961. A, 65*; Shang-hai hua-niao 3*; Shang-hai hua-niao
chi 30*.
Red flower, frog and rock, seal. A, 66*.
Flowers, i, s, 1959. A, 67*.
Crane and pine, i, s. A, 68*.
Squirrel eating vegetables, seal. A, 69*.
Peaches, seal. A, 70*.
Red flower, seal, 1971. A, 71*.
Autumn chrysanthemums, i, s, 1974. A, 72*.
Cassia and mynah, i, sf 1974. A, 73*; B, 15*.
Lotus and frog, s, 1971. A, 74*.
Potatoes and peas, i, s, 1960. A, 75*.
Banana leaves and two frogs, s. A, 76*; Shang-hai hua-yuan 44*.
Blue flowers in a vase, i, s, 1963. A, 77*.
Camellia branch and stone, i, s, 1959. A, 78*; CK hua 8 (1959.5) 7;
Shang-hai hua-niao chi 4*•
Grapes and cicada, fan, s. A, 79*.
Autumn blossom and insect, fan, s, 1972. A, 80*.
Branch of lichee and bird, s. CK shu-hua 3.24*.
Ink duck, seal. Ibid. 25.
Squirrel and hawthorns, album leaf, i, s, 1963, Hsien-tai CK hua-chi
32*; Mei-shu 1981.6.34*.
Honey peaches, album leaf, i, s, 1963. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 49*.
Chrysanthemum and cockscomb, s. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 39.
LAI HAN JfJ >J| ,
Bird, peony and rocks, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.458.
LAI WEN-YANG f^p
A girl studying map of commune reservoir after returning from a day's work,
i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 15; CK hua hsuan-chi 15*.
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LAN-JU jj|JJ Jgn or Lan-jo^J
Bamboo, rock and insects, done with Wang Hstleh-t'ao, i. Sotheby, May 17,
1981, 52.
LAN Yu 84 ^
Horse, i, s, 1977. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 231
LANG CHO-HUNG &H -if J^x . This is the "group name" of three men in the
navy: Chao Yti-hsien, Chou Yung-chia, and Jan Mou-k'uei; see Mei-shu 1960.4.18.
Navy men helping build fishing boats, i, s, 1959. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 3.
Constructing barracks, i. Mei-shu 1960.3.27.
LANG P'U-PIN
Landscape,1!, s~, d indistinct. Hu-she 82.15.
LAO CHI-JUNG. Chouhsi Commune, Wanhui County, Shanghai.
A rural postwoman. CP 1972.7.34*.
LAO CH'UNG-P'ING/^ ^ -Pf .
Returning late, scene in India, i, s, 1977. CK shu-hua 8.12*.
LEI FENG-CH'ING. Ching-p'o nationality.
Cowherd with flute. CR 1982.8.6*.
LEI HUNG-SHENG f& ^ > 3 p . Soldier.
Under the apple trees: PLA man carrying canteens to apple harvesters, done
with Liu Han-yu, i, s, 1974. CR 1976.8.43*.
LEI JUNG-HOU /If r^T / ^ . B. 1928. From Fu-shun, Szechwan; with the
Szechwan Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 43.
The tractor's just left: minority women and donkeys, i, s, 1958. CL
1960.11 opp. 96*.
Off to harvest on the Tibetan plateau, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.7.32; PR
Aug. 16, 1960.5.
LENG HSIAO-YtiN^yJ 4*&- ^ t. Hsiao-ytln /^ ^SJ h. Ytin-hu ̂ / i&fl . From
Chao-yuan, Shantung, or Peking; Chinese Painting Research Association; Hu-she
Painting Society; flowers. BK IV, 111; MSNC, 20,
Flowers, seal (?). Hu-she 63.13.
LENG HUNG ' -J? '5£ . B. 1955. From Kiangsu; graduate of the art department of
Shanghai Drama School; figures, landscape, flowers. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 66.
Woman holding a basket, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yttan 66.
LENG TING
Snowscape, seal. I-lin 44.4.
LI AI-WEI " ^ /v§[̂  $5>(.t. Yu-lan. Woman. B. 1932. From Shanghai; studied
with Lo I-fei and Lin Feng-mien; left China in 1958; now lives in Zurich.
Trends, 205.
Bamboo, peony; owl; river scene (four paintings), s. Trends 75-78.
LI CH'ANG-PAI ^ -~lk. ^ . B. 1916. From Chekiang; taught at the Hang-chou
Art School; Peking Chinese Painting Research Association; after 1949 with the
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Nanking Art Academy, BK IV, 108; Yu add. 1,12.
Cranes flying over clouds, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 13*.
Camellias and long-tailed birds, s, 1978, Chiang-su mei-shu 40*.
Pa-la River on a spring day. Mei-shu 1959.5, back cover (section)*.
LI CH'AO 3j
New soldiers of Nanniwan: weaving baskets, done with Liu Tzu-tse. CK
hua-hsuan 26; CK hua hstlan-chi 25*.
Mao Tse-tung giving strategy instructions in Yenan. Mei-shu tso-p'in hstlan
54*; PLA 50 Anniversary 7.
LI CHE-CHI 3^ vfe ri t. Chih-ch'ao W /& . From An-hsin County, Hopei;
Chinese Painting Research Association. BK IV, 108.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 10.12.
Landscape in Mi style, i, s. I-lin 40.5.
An immortal, s. I-lin 102.14.
^ 3£ . B. 1922. From Chin-yun, Chekiang; with the
Chekiang Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 14.
Shipbuilder, i, s, 1974. CK-hua jen-wu 7*.
The new Lanchou, done with Chin Lang. CR 1955.10.10-11; Ts'ai-mo-hua 29.
Landscape. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 35.
Cabbage-chopping machine, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1961.2.33.
Crossing the Yangtze River in force, i indistinct. PR July 21, 1961.18.
LI CH1 EN-LAN ^ - ^ Jg^. Yunnan. BK IV, 108.
Waterwheel, seal. CK hua 2 (1958) 53.
LI CH'ENG-CH'tiAN ffitf
Pavilion and pine in snow, illustration to a poem, i, s. Nanking Exh.
Cat., II. 503.
LI CHENG-KUO <*
Women carrying grain harvest through a bamboo grove (minority theme), s.
Mei-shu 1963.4.63*.
LI CH'I -5" ^ . B. 1928. From P'ing-yao, Shansi; with the Central Art
Academy. BK IV, 107; Yu add. 1, 13.
Chairman Mao at the Thirteen Tombs Reservoir work site, i, s. CK
hua-hsuan-pien 1*; Mei-shu 1959.2.21*.
Chairman Mao travels through the whole country, s, 1960, colophon by Kuo
Mo-jo. CL 1960.12 opp. 8*; CP 1961.2.1; Ming-pao 11 (1976) 12.55.
Chairman Mao travels through the whole country, s, 1960. CL 1977.10 opp.
98*; Mei-shu 1960 8/9 opp. 34; Mei-shu 1977.3.18*.
Chairman Mao travels through the whole country, s, 1960. Hsien-tai CK hua
1.1*; Mei-shu tso-p'in hsuan 75*.
LI CH11-SHIH -^ &?T J& .
Landscape, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 44.
LI CHI-YttAN J^ 7p\ \j¥^ B . 1924. From Wen-shui, Shansi; with the Shansi
Branch of the Chinese Artists' Association. Yu add. 1, 14.
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See Collaborative Works List 31 •
LI CHIA-YAO ̂  J5< "^fL B. 1901.
Snowscape, i, s, 1978 at age 78, Ch'i-shih nien-tai 111 (April 1979) 63.
; 1§ 4 i
LI CHIA-TUNG J5 yfo ̂ f%. Shanghai worker.
There is nothing so hard that we cannot overcome: a technological
innovation team invents new steel-cutting torch, done with Chou
Hsiao-yiln, i, seal, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 10*.
LI CHIA-WEI |
See Collaborative Works List 51.
LI CHIEN % ktk^ t. Chung-ch'ien 4*? $h h. Hao-jan chu-shih ̂ $3 $& £ ± .
B. 1881, d. 1954. From Lin-chou, Kiangsi, moved to Shanghai? taught at the
Shanghai Fine Arts Academy; Tseng Li T'ung-men Association; after 1949 with the
Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; flowers, figures. BK IV, 108; MSNC, 28; Yti,
379.
Blossoming plum, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.70.
Plum and rock, i, s. MSNC 118.
Banana, bamboo and rock, i, s. Ibid. 180.
LI CHIEN-CH'EN d| w\ fjk, , another name Ju-hua £*& Jf2s . B. 1900. From
Nei-huang, Honan; 1926 graduate of Peking National Art School; now with the
Nanking Engineering School. BK IV, 107; CK i-shu-chia I, 466; Yti add. 1, 12.
Illustration to "warrior's gown poem", i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.7.60*.
\& ?% .
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.443.
LI CH'ING-CH'uAN ^
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu (Canton) 1.16.
LI CH1 ING-EN "3R / j ^ /& or ssu &
See Collaborative Works List 72.
LI CHING-LAN ^ ~Jjf* j ^ j h . Ying-hu jfjj >tfj . From Pa-hsien, Hopei; Hu-she
Painting Society; student of Chin Ch'eng; flowers. BK IV, 107; MSNC, 31.
Chrysanthemum and rock, s. Hu-she 1-10.4.
Bird on a leafy branch, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.62.
Roses, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.13 (11-20.164); Mei-chan 46.
T
In a pavilion by the water singing of autumn, i, s, 1934. Mei-shu
sheng-huo 9 (Dec. 1934).
LI CH' ING-SUNG
Sailboat and steep cl i f f , i , s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat. , 11.80.
LI CH! IU ̂  "^^ 9 n a m e Tsu-ytovM. %. t. Ch«iu-chtln -%%. Mi h.
Ou-hsiang-kuan-chu ^ j ^ ?̂ g /W% 3iL . Woman, sister of Li Tsu-han. B. 1899
or 1903, d. 1971 or 1973. From Chen-hai, Chekiang; taught at art schools in
Shanghai; a founder of the Chinese Women's Calligraphy and Painting Association,
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member of the Bee Painting Society, the l-yiian Painting Society, and other art
societies? student of Wu Shu-chilan and Chang Yuan? landscape, figures, ladies,
flowers, BK IV, 107? Lin, 20? MSNC, 28? Sullivan, 92? Yti, 374? Shang-hai CK
hua-yuan.
Fishing boats going out to sea, i, s, 1959, CK hua 9 (1959,6) 6.
Misty landscape, after Mi Fu, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 64? Tang-tai
ming-jen 111.
Pines and cliffs, after Li Tang, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 65,
Empty kiosk below plum, cliff and waterfall, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971,
97.
Lady in boat under willow, i, s. Hsien-tai ming-hua 25,
Boating below a cliff, i, s, d indistinct, Mei-chan 74,
Cloudy mountains, i, s. Ibid• 112,
Landscape, s, Mei-shu sheng-huo 28 (July 1936),
Goddess of the Hsiang River, after Wen Cheng-ming, i, s. Ibid,
Scholar on a donkey in a grove, i, s, Mei-shu sheng-huo 40 (July 1937),
Lady in pavilion in willow grove, i, s, 1937, Ibid,
Two ladies, after Chou Fang's "Playing the lute and drinking tea," i, s,
1937. Ibid.
Stream and misty bamboo, i indistinct. MSNC 16.
Two men admiring peaks, pines and mists, i, s, 1937. Ibid. 33.
Two ladies under willow, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 134.
LI CH'IU-HU
Landscape, done with Wang Hsin-hu, i , s , 1935. Hu-she 97.13,
LI CHU-JUI dp '"n" f̂fi? . From west Szechwan. Hu-she 91.11
Streams and mountains, handscroll. Hu-she 91.11 (one section).
LI CHu-TUAN ^ /& $% , original name Yao-ch' en ̂ p . 3**. t. Yen-shan&(f -dLj
or/&£i< , and other names. B. 1898, d, 1961, From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung? pupil
of P'an Ho? director of Canton Art School? Canton Chinese Painting Research
Association? moved to Hong Kong at end of Sino-Japanese War? landscape, Li, 59?
Lin, 18? MSNC, 30? Yii, 364.
Junk in a mountain gorge, i, s, 1930. Collectanea 1850-1967, 156? Tang-tai
ming-jen 101.
Collating books in the 1-chiang-nan-kuan, handscroll, i, s, 1943. Huang
Mo-yuan 3.
Landscape, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 39.
Climbing a tower, handscroll, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 47,
Landscapes. Mei-shu (Canton) 4.7, 8.
Landscape, i, seals. Ibid. 5,
Blue-green landscape, s, 1950. Pai-yun-t'ang II, 109*.
Old trees and plain, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 110.
Old tree, bamboo and rock, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 111.
Mynah on a branch, done with Huang Chun-pi, i, 1946. Sotheby, May 28,
1980, 61.
For other works, see Ming-pao 10 (1975) 6. 102, 103, inside back cover.
Supplementary bibliography: > J& ~& /£
Li Yen-shan shu-hua chi ^ ^ 4 f h -% JL ^ Li Yen-shan: His
Paintings, Calligraphy, and Poems. Hong Kong: Oriental Culture
Publishers, 1975.
$LI CHU-YtiN *3L *t* %. . Woman. Flowers. MSNC, 29.
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Peonies, i , s, 1933. Hu-she 88,16.
LI CH'tiAN jjk
Flowers in a vase, s. Mei-chan 20.
LI FAN-TS'UN % ^^L 'N* • Army.
Building the reservoir. CL 1960.7.132; Mei-shu 1960.3.28.
LI FEI ~§.
The Wu Gorges, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 215.
LI FENG-T'ING -&• )J|lj £<L t, Feng-kung Jj§L '£ . B. 1883 or 1884, d. 1967.
From Tung-huan, Kwangtung; active in Canton, later moved to Hong Kong; figures,
landscape, birds and flowers, Buddhist subjects. Ho, 25; Li, 31; Iin, 16; MSNC,
30; Sullivan, 93; Ytl, 400.
Lily, i, s, 1945. Huang Mo-yuan 48.
Tree and rock, i, s. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Bird on a branch, chrysanthemum, i, s. Mei-shu (Canton) 1.5.
Two ladies under willow, done with Teng Fen. Ibid. 1.7.
Airplanes and clouds, i, s, 1933, Ibid. 1.15.
Buddha, i indistinct. Ibid. 1.22.
Landscape, s, 1929. Ibid. 1.24.
Seated Bodhisattva. Ibid. 4.
Weaving Maid, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 5.
Tree, after Hung-jen, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 103.
See also Collaborative Works List 44.
LI HAN-CH'U ̂  y$& &M.. Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 107;
MSNC, 30.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 60.4.
A hawk on a tree stump, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 67.16.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 69.11.
LI HAN-HUA ̂  p
Mountain path, i, s, 1958. Mei-shu 1960.2, inside back cover.
LI HSIANG
Cock, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.71.
LI HSIAO-CHINTZ J§- ̂lE "t* Hsiao-ching £i^ <T>> . Hu-she Painting Society;
birds and flowers. BK IV, 107; MSNC, 30.
Flowers and birds, i, s. Hu-she 81.14.
LI HSIAO-K'O ^ '^ vj .
Old juniper and cypress, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1981.5.23.
LI HSIAO-Ytt ̂ r -^ f̂fj t. Hsiao-yti *h r§* . Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK IV, 107; MSNC, 30.
Chrysanthemum and rocks, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 82.14.
LI HSIEN ^ ^L. t. Chien-ch'tlan H ^ n\ . From Hangchou, Chekiang.
Collectanea 1853-1971.




Searching for plum blossoms, fan, i, s, 1925, Hsin-han ko 111,16,
LI
Sparrow on bamboo, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.72.
j another name Wen^tisien 3^. f&fl t. Yao-p'ing
% fa ^ h* Lan-shan shan-ch1 iao^^g ^ ^ %^ . B. 1880, d.
1938. From Chung-shan, Kwangtung; pupil of Wu Ch'ing-yun; figures, chieh-hua,
flowers, animals, insects, fish. Ho, 2; Lin, 15; Ytt, 349.
Su Wu herding sheep, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 152.
Autumn mountains, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 153.
Pines and cloudy temple, i, s. Ibid. 154*.
Rain over spring river, i, s, 1898. Kuo-t'ai IV.15*.
Landscape, i, s, 1917. Pai-yun-t'ang 11.70*.
The Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove, handscroll, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 71*.
LI HSING-CHIEN -^ ^ f f£[ . B. 1937. From Wu-han, Hupei; with the Central
Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 12.
Log raft on a mountain river, i, s, 1977. CK shu-hua 2.24*.
Szechwan landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 232.
Spring rain landscape, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 285.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 510.
LI HSING-WU ^
In the greenhouse, i, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 9.
LI HSIUNG-TS'AI <$C ^W *̂ . B, 1910 or 1912. From Kao-yao, Kwangtung;
Spring Slumber Studio, studied with Kao Lun, later studied in Japan; now with
the Kwangtung Art Academy. BK IV, 111; Li, 70; Lin, 148; Sullivan, 93; Yu add.
1, 49. xz N -JL. ̂ J, —
Bibliography. A: Li Hsiung-ts 'ai lu-hsing hsieh-sheng ^ &\i. 4 /jfc ^
(H £fe. • Peking: Chao-hua mei-shu, 1963.
Mt. Huang pine, i, s, 1957. A, front cover*.
Tz'u-kuang Temple, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1957. A, 1*.
Lion Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1957. A, 2.
Waterfall on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1957. A, 3.
T'ien-tu Peak in rain, i, s, 1957. A, 4*.
Mo-ching Terrace, Mt. Heng, i, s, 1957. A, 5*.
People's houses at Mt. Heng, i, s, 1957. A, 6*.
Dam on the San-men Gorge, i, s, 1958. A, 7*.
Pai-ts'ao Garden, i, s, 1956. A, 8*.
Morning mists over rapids, s. A, 9*.
Rainy day, i, s, 1957. A, 10.
Mountain landscape: transporting lumber to factory, s, 1954. Chung-nan
kuo-hua 7*.
Wu-han embankments, handscroll. CK hua 2 (1958) 51 (3 sections);
Mei-shu 1956.8.16 (2 sections); Mei-shu 1957.2.33 (section 4).
Cloud Sea on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1958. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 3; Hsien-tai
shan-shui 53.
Troops on march in deep forest crossing a stream, i indistinct, s. CK
hua 19 (1960.4) 12-13*.
Forest: timber for Socialist construction, i, s, 1953. CK
hua-hstian-pien 37*; CR 1954.2.27*; Hsien-tai shan-shui 52; Kuang-tung




Morning in Shao-shan, i, s, 1977. In Chairman Mao Memorial Hall. CL
1978.1 opp. 32*; CP 1977.12.23*; Mei-shu 1977.6.21*.
"Amid the growing shades of dusk stand sturdy pines, Riotous clouds
drift past, swift and tranquil," i, s, 1964, illustration to Mao
Tse-tung's poem "The Fairy Cave," 1961. CP 1964.7.21.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1980. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP 19.
Fishermen on the Lu Mountains, i, s, 1954. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 119*,
121 (detail)*, 122 (detail)*.
Birds of paradise and pine trees, s. Ibid. 123.
Pine trees, i, s, 1958. Hsien-tai shan-shui 54.
People beneath two old trees, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 42.
Shao-shan, i, s, 1955. Mei-shu 1955.12.27*.
Landscape, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 136.
Monkeys in tree, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.444.
River transport, i, s (?), 1958. PR Nov. 17, 1959.5.
Willows and boat, i, s, 1946. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 54.
Album of eight landscapes, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 55 (one leaf).
A rainy night, i indistinct. T'ien-hsia VI.2 (Feb. 1938) 3.
Wind and rain on mountains and rivers, i, s, 1960. Trends 51.
People on over-hanging road in mountains, 1954 (?). Ts'ai-mo-hua 36.
Supplementary bibliography: ,, ,„ 7 » % ±v
Li Hsiung-ts'ai shan-shui hua-p'u -jft; **/*• -i -"-' ' "2L &"J •
Ling-nan mei-shu, 1981.
LI HStiN ̂ 1 tr%] t. Hsin-po f« 4a h. Hsing-po ̂ T ^ . B. 1926. From
Ch'eng-tu, Szechwan; with the Peking Painting Academy. MSNC, 28; Yu add. 1, 12.
Peony, i, s, 1948. MSNC 184.
LI HU :d£ /l^-. B. 1919, d. 1975. From Ta-chu, Szechwan; worked in Szechwan;
later with the Central Art Academy; figures, portraits, landscape. BK IV, 107;
Yti, 382; CL 1960.6, p. 54.
Chairman Mao with young workers, i, s, 1958. CK hua 4 (1959.1), front
cover*; Shou-tu 1*.
An actress of the Miao-Tuchia Autonomous Chou, i, s. CK hua-hsuan-pien 16;
CL 1960.6. opp. 54*.
Portrait. CL 1958.1 opp. 16*; Mei-shu 1957.1.24*.
The construction site of the Ming Tombs Reservoir at night. CL 1958.6 opp.
22*.
The day begins: industrial scene, s, 1964. CL 1964.12 opp. 104*.
Night cruise through the Yangtze Gorges, i, s, 1971. CL 1972.4 opp. 12*;
Nan-pei chi 125 (1980.10) 99; Scheck 16.
Vignette of Hsishuangpanna. CL 1973.2 opp. 90*.
News from home, i, s, 1954. Contemporary CP 6*.
Portrait of Kuan Han-ching, 12th century dramatist. CR 1958.7, front
cover*.
Hsiao-chao Temple, Inner Mongolia. CR 1962.2.23*.
Industry comes to the grasslands: Iron and steel plant at Paotou, Inner
Mongolia. Ibid. 22-23*; PR Nov. 17, 1961.13.
River at Hankow, i, s, 1955. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 161*, 159 (detail)*.
Yangtze River Bridge construction. Mei-shu 1954.8, front cover*.
Studying in the dorm. Mei-shu 1955.1, front cover*.
Indian woman. Nan-pei chi 125 (1980.10) 101.
Surveying the site for the Yangtze River Bridge at Wuhan. PC 1954.16.25.
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Portrait of Sheng Li, lathe-operator at the Shanghai Machine Tool Works•
PC 1956.9, front cover*.
Building a bridge on the Yangtze, s, 1956. Shih-nien CK hua 51.
Construction site, i, s, 1953. Ts'ai-mo-hua 33.
LI HUA-SHENG "^T 3p £ . B. 1941. From Szechwan; student of Ch'en Shih-ku.
CR 1982.5, p. 52.
Lotus pond. CL 1982.5, front cover*.
Szechwan village, i, s, 1981. CR 1982.3, inside front cover*.
Cottage in the mountains, s. CR 1982.5.52.
Song of a fishing village, i, s. Ibid. 54*.
Peace and quiet: cottage and old tree. Ibid. 55*.
Two scenes of Szechwan mountains, i. Mei-shu 1981.5.29.
LI HUI-5* A>"* • B. 1927. From Hu-hsien, Shensi; with the Shensi People's Art
Publishers. Yu add. 1, 13.
Hunting down the enemy, i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 22; CK hua hsuan-chi 24*; CP
1974.4.24*.
LI HUNG-CHttN J£ > ^ S^} • B. 1925. From Shensi. BK IV, 107.
Rock and trees, i, s, 1934 at age 10. I-lin 94.6.
LI I-MIN ? [^ 0*^ • PLA general.
Chicks and eagle, s. PR March 1, 1960.22.
LI I-SHIH ̂ 3f ~$f%^ ~-£- • From Wu-chin, Kiangsu; We stern-style painter; studied
in England; taught in Shanghai and Peking; died in Chungking between 1937 and
1945. BK IV, 107; Ytt, 402.
Singing and playing the flute: a man and a woman in a boat, s, 1935.
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.87.
LI I-T'ING
Twenty paintings of landscapes and animals^ all i and s, some dated 1936.
Li I-t'ing hua-chi y£ jfe ̂  -%. JtiL vol. 1. Ta-lien: n.p.,
LI ^
Before the meeting, i , s, 1964. Mei-shu 1964.6.63.
LI JUI ̂  ^ P • Kwangtung.
Welcoming relatives home, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.1.22.
LI JUI-CH'ING % ^? ?% t. Chung-lin ty J^M n. Ch'ing-tao-jen^
Mei-an f£ /^ , Mei-ch'^h ^ ^_L Yti-mei-hua-an £> %%. fa ^
Huang-lung-yen-chai "^^ -J"f / 5 ^ ph . B. 1867, d. 1920. From Lin-chou,
Kiangsiy an officialT under the Ch'ing*Dynasty; c. 1900 started art department in
Liang-chiang Normal School, Nanking; landscape, flowers and birds, Buddhist
subjects. BK IV, 108; Sullivan, 93; Sun, 213; Yti, 393.
Landscape with scholar, pine and peak, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 74.
Prunus, pine and bamboo, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 42.
See also Collaborative Works List 68.
LI JUI-CHuN ^ ^fV ̂ fz • Hu-she Painting Society; figures, birds and
flowers. BK IV, 108; MSNC, 30.
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Plum, i, s, 1934, Hu-she 80,12.
LI
LI JUI-LING ̂  *$* \?|$t. Hao-ct^oufJ^ -£ff h. Chen-hu ̂ *t> *£$ . From
Tientsin; Hu-she Painting Society; student of Chin Ch'eng; flowers, birds. BK
IV, 108; MSNC, 30.
Bird on a berry branch, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 3.
Bird on wisteria, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.10.
Bird on branch and bamboo, done with Chin K'ai-hua and Liu Kuang-ch'eng,
seal, i, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.32.
Peach blossoms, copy of painting by Hui-tsung, seal (?). Hu-she 15.15
(11-20.137).
Kingfisher on willow, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.7 (11-20.156); Mei-chan 32.
Two monkeys on a rock by a stream, two monkeys in a pine, seal. Hu-she
50.13 (41-50.166).
Goose and flowers, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 60.10.
Cassia flowers, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 90.16.
Two cranes and tree, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 96.13.
Flowers, for Chin Chfeng, i, s. Hu-she 100.27.
Peonies, i, s, 1929. I-lin 9.11; I-lin 16.6.
Wisteria and birds, i, s. I-lin 28.14.
Rose mallow and cock, i, s, 1932. I-lin 35.15.
Willows and kingfishers, i, s, 1928. I-lin 46.15.
Pheasants and other birds on grassy rocks, i, s, 1932. I-lin 49.5.
Kingfisher on willow, after Hua Yen, i, s. I-lin 72.11.
Sparrows and bamboo, i, s, 1936. I-lin 85.5; Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.84.
Red leaves and two birds, seal (?). I-lin 87.13.
Two sparrows on bamboo, i, s, 1937. I-lin 93.11.
Sparrows in wintry tree, i, s, 1938. I-lin 100.4.
Lentils, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 102*.
Berries, s. Ibid. 107*.
See also Collaborative Works List 13.
LI JUN ̂ %» /|$J t. Fang-yuan y> jjj . B. 1883, d. 1947. Shanghai
Calligraphy and Painting Cooperative Association; White Moon Painting Society;
figures, animals. BK IV, 108; MSNC, 125; Tang-tai ming-jen.
Peach Blossom Spring, done with Liu Pin and Wang K'un, i, 1943.
Collectanea 1850-1967, 88*.
Monk and lion (?), i, s, 1929. Ibid. 91; Tang-tai ming-jen 105.
Three heroes of Feng-lu, i, s, 1944. MSNC 150.
7[£| . From Pao-ting, Hopei; Hu-she Painting Society. BK
IV, 107; Hu-she 54.13.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 54.13.
LI K'AI-LIN § f
Red lotus, i, s, 193b. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.81,
LI KENG *% ^W£ h- Yen-nung ^ff */fĵ  . B. 1884, d. 1964. From Hsien-yu,
Fukien. BK IV, 107; Mei-shu 1964.3, p. 31.
Waterfalls of Lake Li, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.1.19.
Kuan Yu and Chou Tsang, i, s, 1944. PR Dec. 1, 1961.21.
Chang Kuo-lao, i, s. PR Dec. 1, 1961.21.
LI KENG 3f / ^ . B. 1949. Second son of Li K'o-jan; influenced by his father
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and Liang Huang-chou (Huang Chou); landscape, figures. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
At the zoo, i, s, done at age 9, Mei-shu 1959*7.43; PR June 9, 1959,17,
Spring rain in the south, i, s. Nan-pei chi 110 (July 1979) 73.
Prisoner and escort: an episode from a Peking opera, done when 7 years
old. PC 1957.11, back cover*.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 40.
Boats on the river, s. Ibid. 41.
Landscape, s. Ibid. 42.
Horsemen in a riverscape, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 394.
Riverscape, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 395.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 396.
Landscape with pavilion, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 497.
Landscape, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 507.
LI KO-CH'IH ̂  j|f -J&0 . From Peking. Hu-she 15.13 (11-20.135).
Fishing village in a bamboo grove, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 15.13 (11-20.135).
LI K'O-JAN \J£- 5f j ^ , B . 1907. From Hstt-chou, Kiangsu; s tud ied with Lin
Feng-mien i n Western p a i n t i n g , l a t e r p u p i l of Ch ' i Huang; now with t h e Cen t r a l
Art Academy. BK IV, 107; CK i - s h u - c h i a I I , 494; S u l l i v a n , 93; Yu add. 1 , 1 2 .
Bib l iography . A: Li K 'o- jan shui-mo shan-shui hs ieh-sheng hua-ch i ^^ #J
%tk ?K X3L *M A<- ^j£ t*P 3 ? dilc~~* Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1959.
B: Li K'o-jan hua-chi -*£ jj* j£k .fee. • Peking: Jen-min mei-shu,
1978": ^T ^ ^K JL C^
Rivers and mountains like a painting (Wan-hsien, Szechwan), s, 1956. A,
1*.
Autumn colors on Mt. 0-mei, s, 1956. A, 2*; B, 3*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai
24 (Jan. 1973), back cover* (signature cropped); Nan-pei chi 84 (May
1977) 86* (signature cropped).
Scene of the Fu-ch'un river (every house is in the picture), i, s, 1954.
A, 3*; B, 1*; CP 1959.22.17*; PC 1955.3.24.
Lu Hstin's home town of Shao-hsing, i, s, 1956. A, 4; Ming-pao 5 (1970)
11, 50.
Evening on Mt. Wu, Hangchou, i, s, 1956. A, 5.
Boating on the I-ho Yuan, i, s, 1955. A, 6*; B, front cover*.
Boats on the Ch'ien-t'ang River, i, s, 1958. A, 7.
Evening on Lake T'ai, i, s, 1956. A, 8.
Country theater by Mirror Lake, Shao-hsing, s, 1956. A, 9*; CP
1962.1.30*; Mei-shu 1956.10.41*.
Hsiang-tu Bridge, Wan-hsien, Szechwan, i, s, 1956. A, 10.
Early summer, West Lake, i, s, 1956. A, 11,
Mirror Lake, Shao-hsing, i, s, 1956. A, 12*; B, 4*.
0-mei gorges, 1956. A, 13.
Meissen Cathedral, i, s, 1957. A, 14.
Yil's tomb, Shao-hsing, i, s, 1956. A, 15*; B, 5*.
Two pavilions, Ling-yin, Hangchou, i, s, 1956. A, 16.
Ferry landing at Wu-shan, Szechwan, i, s, 1956. A, 17.
Morning mist over a river city, Wan-hsien, Szechwan, 1956. A, 18; CL
1959.12 opp. 144*; Mei-shu 1959.9.26; Ming-pao 5 (1970) 11.63.
Grove at the foot of Mt, T'ien-p'ing, Suchou, i, s, 1956. A, 19.
Fields at Mt. Yen-tang, Chekiang, s, 1956. A, 20*; B, 6*.
The worker's convalescent home at Lake T'ai, Wu-hsi, i, s, 1956. A,
21*; B, 8*.
Szechwan road, i, s, 1957, A, 22.
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West Lake in rain, i, seal, 1956. A, 23; Hsien-tai shan-shui 41.
Chungking at dusk, i, s, 1956. A, 24*; B, 7*; Hsien-tai shan-shui 43;
PR Nov. 3, 1959,5.
Chairman Mao's former home at Hsiang-tan, Hunan, i, s, 1956. A, 25*; CP
1959.22.16*;
Returning sails on Lake T'ai, Wu-hsi, i, s, 1954. A, 26.
Goethe's house, seals, 1957. A, 27.
Spring rain in Szechwan mountains, 1957. A, 28; CK hua 2 (1958) 50.
Clearing colors on a river city, Hangchou, seals, 1956. A, 29.
Lu Hstin's former house: Pai-ts'ao Garden, Shao-hsing, i, s, 1956. A,
30*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 23 (Dec. 1971), back cover*; Mei-shu
1956.10.41*.
Suchou canal, s, 1956. A, 31.
Mt. Yen-tang village, Chekiang, i, s, 1956. A, 32.
Cho-cheng Garden, Suchou, i, s, 1956. A, 33*; B, 9*.
Ltieh-yang City, Shensi, i, s, 1956. A, 34*; B, 10*.
Heng-t'ang, Suchou, s. A, 35.
Ch'ing-liang Terrace, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1954. A, 36; Ming-pao 5 (1970)
11, 62.
Thousand year old ginko, Suchou, i , s, 1957. A, 37.
Tiger Hill , Suchou, i , s, 1956. A, 38.
Hundred steps at the Wu Gorges, Szechwan, i , s, 1956. A, 39*; Hsien-tai
shan-shui, 40.
The Elbe River, i, s, 1957. A, 40.
Forest and stream, East Germany, i, s, 1957. A, 41.
Mt. Ling-ylin, Chia-ting, Szechwan, i, s, 1956. A, 42*; B, 11*.
Lin-chiang-men harbor, Chungking, seals, 1956. A, 43.
Fish pond at Lake T'ai, Wu-hsi, i, s, 1956. A, 44.
Great Buddha, sculpture in river cliff, Chia-ting, Szechwan, i, s, 1956.
A, 45*; Mei-shu 1957.6, back cover*.
Ch'ing-yin Pavilion on Mt. 0-mei, i, s, 1956. A, 46*.
Farmhouse on the shore of the Chia-ling River, Shensi, i, s, 1956. A,
47.
The Wan-shan Bridge, Mt. 0-mei, i, s, 1956. A, 48.
River scene, Wan-hsien, Szechwan, i, s, 1956. A, 49.
Han Dynasty juniper, i, s, 1956. A, 50.
Hsieh-chu Garden, I-ho Yuan, i, s, 1955. A, 51*; B, 2*; Mei-shu
1956.4.36.
Scene of Chungking, i, s, 1956. A, 52.
T'ien-tu Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1956. A, 53; CR 1955.5.16*; Ming-pao 5
(1970) 11.52.
Ling-ytln mountain, Chia-ting, Szechwan, i indistinct, 1956. A, 54*;
Hsien-tai CK hua-hsilan 1.12*; Mei-shu 1957.6.31.
Fishing boats on willow river, Kiangsu, i, s, 1955. A, 55.
Farmhouse in woods, East Germany, s, 1957. A, 56.
Ltieh-yang City, Shensi, i, s, 1956. A, 57.
Tu Fu's Thatched Cottage, Chengtu, i, s, 1956. A, 58.
Steep mountains and dense forests, Szechwan, 1955. A, 59.
The Great Bridge at Mt. 0-mei, i, s, 1957. A, 60. CP 1959.22.17*;
Mei-shu 1959.9.26.
River village, s, 1957. A, 61*; Hsien-tai shan-shui III*.
Apricot blossoms in spring rain in Kiangsu, i, s, 1957. A, 62*; B, 12*;




Layered mountains, Szechwan, i, s, 1957. A, 63.
Fishermen on the Li River, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 32 (Sept. 1972),
back cover*; Nan-pei chi 109 (June 1979) 96.
Li River scenery, i, s, 1972. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 41 (June 1973), back
cover*.
Two boys on water buffalo below willow, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 47 (Dec.
1973), back cover.
Herd boy in tree playing a flute, buffalo below, i, s. Ibid, back
cover; Nan-pei chi 84 (May 1977) 86*.
Boating in rain on the Li River, i, s, 1973. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 49
(Feb. 1974), back cover*; CL 1973.6 opp. 46*.
Mountain village after spring shower, i, s, 1972. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 87
(April 1977) 22; CL 1979.10 bet. 63-64*.
Boating through Peach Blossom Village, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 88 (May
1977), back cover*.
A thousand peaks contend in beauty, a myriad gullies compete with
waterfalls, i, s, d indistinct. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 98 (March 1978),
back cover*; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.70.
The Ching-kang Mountains, i, s, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 71.
Peach Blossom River, Kweilin. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 7.
Kweilin landscape. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 8; Mei-shu 1959.9.21*.
Cloud Sea on Mt. Huang, i, s. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 3; CP 1959.22.17*;
Hsien-tai shan-shui 39.
The Orchid Pavilion, i, s, 1956. CK hua hstlan-pien 48.
Admiring a painting, i, s. CK shu-hua 6, front cover*, 16 (detail)*; CL
1979.10 opp. 62*; Mei-shu 1980.6.21*.
Tall pines, ocean and fishing boats, i, s, 1976. CK shu-hua 6.14*.
Beautiful rivers and mountains, i, s (partly cropped). Ibid. 14*.
Terraced fields in the mountains, i, s. Ibid. 15*.
Chung K'uei seeing off his sister, i, s, 1962. Ibid. 16*; Mei-shu
1980.6.19.
A man dozing in a chair under a trellis, i, s, 1948. CK shu-hua 6.17*.
Mi Fu worshipping a rock, i, s. Ibid. 17*.
The Chin-chiang Pavilion, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 18*.
Clouds and mists of Mt. Huang, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 19*.
Model workers and peasants enjoy a day's outing in Peihai Park, Peking.
CL 1953.1 opp. 184*.
A village, i, s. CL 1955.2 opp. 24*.
Fishing boats among willows, i, s, 1960. CL 1963.11 opp. 48*.
"The thousand hills crimsoned through, By their serried woods
deep-dyed," i, s, 1963. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem
"Changsha," 1925. CL 1963.11 opp. 80*; Mei-shu 1963.6.62*.
Silhouette of Picture Mountain, i, s, 1959. CL 1963.11.84.
Boats, s. Ibid. 85.
Dark forests, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 87.
"On perilous peaks dwells beauty in her infinite variety," i, s, 1969.
Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "The Fairy Cave," 1961. CL 1971.9
opp. 88*.
Shao-shan, i, s, 1969. CL 1971.12 opp. 54*.
"To see the green hills reeling like waves, And the dying sun like
blood," i, s, 1971. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Loushan
Pass," 1935. CL 1972.4 opp. 36 (cropped)*; CP 1972.4.22*.
Yang-shuo landscape, i, s, 1972. CL 1972.10 opp. 32*.




The Ching-kang Mountains: the cradle of revolution, i, s, 1977. In the
Chairman Mao Memorial Hall, CL 1978,1 opp. 16*; CP 1977.12.22-23*;
Mei-shu 1977,5.23*; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1,56.
Buffaloes in spring, i, s, 197?_. CL 1979.10 front cover*.
Buffaloes, 1971. Ibid. opp. 63*.
Paddy fields in the mountains, i, s. Ibid. bet. 63-64*.
The Pavilion of Orchids, i, s, 1979. Ibid. bet. 63-64*.
Enjoying the lotuses, i, s. Ibid. bet. 63-64*.
Mt. Huang waterfall, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 63-64*; Hsien-tai CK
hua-hsuan IV. 14*.
On the Li River, i, s, 1979. CL 1979.10 bet. 63-64*.
Return from grazing, i, s, 1971 (?). Ibid, inside back cover*.
At dusk: herdboy in tree playing a flute, i, s. CL 1979 supplement:
Traditional Chinese Paintings 5*.
Outing to the Summer Palace, seal. Contemporary CP 21*.
The Plum Garden in Wu-hsi, i, s. CP 1959.22.16*,
Homeward junks on Lake T'ai, i, s, 1956. Ibid, 16*.
Along the Paochi-Chengtu Railway, s. Ibid. 17*.
"Our mighty army, a million strong, has crossed the Yangtze," i, s,
1964. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem, "The Capture of Nanking by
the People's Liberation Army, " 1949. CP 1964.7.19*.
The Ching-kang Mountains, i, s, 1976. CP 1977.10, back cover*; Ming-pao
12 (1977) 10.35.
The Li River in rain, i, s, 1977. CP 1978.2,22*; CR 1978,3.31*.
Buffaloes, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.7.9*.
Paddy fields in Szechwan, i, s. CP 1981.2, front cover*.
Morning fair in Wan-hsien, i, s. Ibid. 22*.
Clouds over Mt. Wu, i, s. Ibid. 22-23*.
Turtle's Head Islet, Lake Tfai, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 23*.
"The thousand hills crimsoned through, By their serried woods
deep-dyed," i, s. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Changsha,"
1925. CP 1981.2.23*.
Fishing boats on Lake T'ai. CR 1955.5.15,
Water buffalo, i, s. CR 1955.7, back cover*.
Mountain village, s. CR 1961,10, back cover*,
Ching-kang Mountains, i, s, 1971. CR 1972.5, back cover*.
Tending an ox, i, s, 1982. CR 1982.1.12*.
The sleeping herdboy, i, s, 1948. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 131*.
The buffalo herdsmen, i, s. Ibid. 133*.
Friendship: two herdboys and two buffaloes, i, s. Ibid. 135*.
Autumn wind on the pasture, illustration to a poem by Shih-t'ao, i, s.
Ibid. 137*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 102*.
Red leaves, illustration to poems by Tu Fu and Shih-t'ao, i, s. Hajek,
Cont. Ch. Ptg., 138*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 107*.
Woman under a banana tree, s, 1947. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 139*;
Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 96*.
Spring rain in the south, i, s. Hajek, Cont, Ch. Ptg., 141*; Hejzlar,
Chinese Watercolors 106*•
The poet T'ao Ch'ien, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 143*.
Spring walk to the Chi-ch'ang Park, i, s. Ibid, 144*; Hejzlar, Chinese
Watercolors 109*,




Pilgrims in a mountain landscape, s. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 95*.
Shepherds with a buffalo, s, 1947. Ibid. 97*.
A walk in the mountains, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 98*.
Poets under trees with falling leaves, illustration to a poem by
Shih-t'ao, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 99*.
Listening to rain by a lotus pond, i, s. Ibid. 100*.
Chung K'uei, i, s. Ibid. 101*.
Returning from the pasture in wind and rain, i, s. Ibid. 103*.
By the river in the south, i, s. Ibid. 104*.
Southern landscape in spring rain, i, s. Ibid. 105*.
Shouting into the clouds, i, s. Ibid. 108*.
Fishing village in mist and rain, i, s. Ibid. 110*.
Li River gorge and village, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 111*.
Herdboy in tree playing a flute, reclining buffaloes, i, s, 1977.
Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 3*.
Landscape with pavilion, album leaf, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 11*.
Hsieh-ch'il Garden, i, s, 1963. Hsien-tai CK hua-hslian II.4*.
Rain on the Li River, i, s, 1962. Hsien-tai shan-shui 38? Mei-shu
1963.1 .62*.
Chung-shan Park, Shanghai, i, s. Mei-shu 1954.9.31.
Ferry landing on Lake T'ai, i, seal. Ibid. 31.
Herding in Tu-shan, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1957.6.29*.
Landscape at dusk, West Lake. Ibid. 31.
Ferry landing at Yang-shuo. Mei-shu 1959.5, inside back cover.
Pavilion in autumn dusk, s. Mei-shu 1959.9.21*.
Fishing village on Lake T'ai. Ibid. 25.
Herdboy and buffalo under trees, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1980.6, front
cover*.
Sounds of autumn: herdboys playing with crickets, i, s. Ibid. 18.
Herdboys and buffaloes, i, s. Ibid. 18.
Herdboy on buffalo under blooming tree in spring, i, s. Ibid. 18.
Green rain: herdboy on buffalo, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 18.
Green hills after rain: herdboy on buffalo, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 18.
Herdboy playing flute under tree, buffalo listening, i, s, 1979. Ibid.
19.
Two naked herdboys with water buffalo in stream at dusk, s. Ibid. 19.
Pulling the water buffalo, i, s. Ibid. 19.
Returning from grazing, s. Ibid. 19.
Herdboy on buffalo, falling autumn leaves, illustration to poem by
Shih-t'ao, i, s. Ibid. 20.
Two herdboys in tree, buffalo bathing in stream, i, s. Ibid. 20.
Herdboy playing flute in tree, buffalo sleeping below, s. Ibid. 21*.
Man holding sword (Chung K'uei?), i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38
(May 1937).
Splendor of the Li River, i, s, 1976. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.102*.
Spring rain landscape, s. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1959.2 opp. 7.
Cowherd on water buffalo, another buffalo following, s. Ming-pao 3
(1968) 9, inside front cover.
Boy on water buffalo, bird in willow, i, s. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 5, inside
front cover•
Chung K'uei and his sister, i, s. Ming-pao 5 (1979) 10.49*.
A man seated in a chair looking at tubs of lotuses, i, s. Ming-pao 5
(1970) 11, front cover*.
Landscape of Yang-shuo, i, s, 1972. Ming-pao 11 (1976) 6.88; Nan-pei
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chi 109 (June 1979) 54.
Li River scene, i, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.75.
Herdboys and water buffaloes, s. Nan-pei chi 84 (May 1977) 86*.
Herdboy on buffalo gazing at a waterfall, s. Ibid. 86*.
In the i-ho Yuan, i, s. Nan-pei chi 108 (May 1979) 89 (i, s cropped);
PC 1955.17.21*; Ts'ai-mo-hua 26.
"On perilous peaks dwells beauty in her infinite variety," i, s, 1974.
Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem '"The Fairy Cave," 1961. Nan-pei
chi 109 (June 1979) 54.
Spring colors on the Li River, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 54.
Fishermen on the Li River. Ibid. 96.
South of the Yangtze, s. PC 1956.5, backcover*.
Overlapping mountains, i, s. PR Dec. 22, 1959.20.
Pavilion in mountains, people on a path. Shih-nien CK hua 44.
Fishing boats on Lake T'ai, s. Shou-tu 20.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1954. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 83.
Flowering fruit trees and mountains, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 84.
Walking through Mt. Huang, i, s. Ibid. 85.
Water buffalo and herdboy, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 284; Sotheby,
April 28, 1982, 37.
Water buffalo and herdboy, s. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 43.
Boy riding water buffalo, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 24.
Li River landscape, i, s, 1971. Ibid. 25.
Boy riding a water buffalo, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 26.
The sounds of autumn: herdboys under trellis, i, s. Sotheby, May 17,
1981, 20.
Garden scene, s, 1954. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 679.
Water buffalo, herdboy and mountains, i, s. Ibid. 680.
Boys and buffalo, i, s, 1948. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 22.
Chung K'uei, s. T'ien-hsia VI.2 (Feb. 1938) 8.
Landscape in colors, s. Trends 49.
"On perilous peaks dwells beauty in her infinite variety," i, s.
Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "The Fairy Cave," 1961. Ibid. 50*.
LI KO-MIN ' ^ 5a \^j , original name Ch'ing-ying < ^ ?Mflh* I-chai wai-shih
& mfr. $\- j£ , I-weng Z» ^|] . B. 1892, d. 1978. From Shun-te,
Kwangturf?}' after 19T1 studied at Tokyo Art School; friend of Ch'en Shu-jen and
Kao Lun; after 1945 taught at the Canton Municipal Art School, after 1949 with
the Canton History and Culture Research Hall and taught at the Canton Art
Academy; landscape, birds and flowers. BK IV, 111; Li, 83; Ytl add. 1, 49.
Bird on maple branch, i, s, 1942. Huang Mo-yuan 35.
Pigeons and plum blossoms, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan 26*; Kuang-tung
mei-shu tso-p'in 38.
Early summer on the Li River, i, s. Mei-shu 1957.7.23.
Flying pheasant, bamboo, stream, s, d indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.445.
LI K'U-CHAN, see Li Ying.
LI K'UEI-CHENG %. J$L -^t* • B* 1942. From Peking; with the film division of
the Central News Agency. Yti add. 2, 55.




See Collaborative Works List 57,
LI KUEI-SHENG ^ ^
Bridge construction, done with Liu Lung-t1ing, Mei-shu 1960.4.27.
LI KUO-HSIANG / ^ \%\ ̂Q t. Mo-hua \Jg* ~~9p . Woman. From Ningpo, Chekiang;
moved to Shanghai, pupil of Li Hsiao-pai, Chao Shih-kang, T'ang Ytin, Chang Yuan
and others. BK IV, 112; MSNC, 104.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 41.
Tall trees and peaks, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 82.
LI KUO-HSIEN ^ tflSj ^3 . Woman. From Ningpo, Chekiang; student of Wu
Ch'ing-hsia; flowers, figures, ladies. MSNC, 31.
A lady holding a branch of plum, i, s, 1948. MSNC 152.
LI LEI /£. ^ p • B» 1953. From Ju-yang, Honan, primarily an oil painter, with
the army in Fukien. Ytt add. 1, 14.
Releasing propaganda balloons, done with Meng Yti-ch'iu. PLA 50 Anniversary
98.
LI LIEN-CHUNG ^
See Collaborative Works List 11.
LI LIN-HSIANG ^ "*^- A^ . B. 1938; From Shenyang, Liaoning; graduate of the
department of traditional painting in the Lu Hstin Academy of Fine Arts in 1964.
CL 1965.6, p. 80.
Going out to work in the kao-liang fields, done with Chang Hsiu-shih and
Chao Hua-sheng, i, s. Mei-shu 1960.12.27.
Sons and daughters of the sea. CL 1965.6 opp. 80*.
LI LIU-HAI -*jr «•* ̂ ^ • B» 1944. From Pao-feng, Honan, with the army in
Urumchi. Yti add.1,13.
T'ien-shan welcome: horse riders carrying portrait of Chairman Hua, done
with Kao Kuang-ming and Lii P'ei-ming, i, 1976. PLA 50 Anniversary 24.
PLA men admiring their sketches, done with Kao Kuang-ming. Ibid. 102.
LI LIU-YuAN ^§1 >*t >H$ h. Lien-hu ^7^, >$$ . Hu-she Painting Society. BK IV,
108 and 109.
Traveler in mountains, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.169.
LI MEI-SHENG %
Bird on bamboo, rock, i indistinct. Hsi-yuan 21.
LI MIN ^5v ^A, t. Fang-pai 7f *Q . B. 1915. From I-hsien, Hopei; Peking
Chinese Painting Research Association; now with the Peking Art Company. BK IV,
108; Ytl add. 1,13.
Nan-t'ien Men, Mt. Hua, i, s, 1958 (?). Shou-tu 32.
LI MING-MEI ^
Hua Kuo-feng with laborers, done with Sun Ching-hui, i, 1977.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 14.
LI MING-YtiAN df. *Jg \^ . Peking. BK IV, 108.
Fisherman playing flute in boat moored in reeds, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 85.11.
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LI PAI-HENG ̂  ^ "*^T. Woman. B. 1905. From Kiangsu, lived in Peking,
student of Ch'i Huang. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP.
Crabs and wine pot, s. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP, 18.
Magpie on a rock, s. Ibid. 19.
LI PAO-FENG 3f. ^ &%.• B. 1938. From Liaoning; 1964 graduate from the
department of traditional painting of the Lu Hsttn Academy of Fine Arts? now with
the Kansu People's Publishing House. Yfl add. 1, 14; CL 1965.3, p. 70.
Over the waves, i, s, 1961. CL 1965.3 opp. 70*.
LI PAO-HSIANG
Epidendrum, i, s, 1943. Huang Mo-yuan 38,
LI PAO-LIN <5 fj ̂ r* . B. 1936. From Ssu-p'ing, Kirin; with the navy. CK
i-shu-chia I, 465; Yu add. 1, 14.
Moonlight night: communist youth listening to old soldier, i. Mei-shu
1981.9.30*.
Meeting of the First Route Army and the Fourth Route Army in north Shensi,
done with Chou Shun-k'ai, i indistinct. PLA 50 Anniversary 47.
See also Collaborative Works List 59.
LI P1 El-MING f
Peony, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.77.
LI PING-LIEH if.
Landscape, colophon dated 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.75.
LI PO-NAN^ \fa $ ] h. San-feng chu-shih - ^ p
Blue-green landscape, i , s, 1919/1979. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 506.
LI PO-SHIH f^ 1& " ^ t . Ping-ch'eng jft &$(. . B. 1924. From Hsiang-ho,
Hopei; with Jung-pao Cnai in Peking. Yti add. 1, 12.
Children at play, s . Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 64*; Ming-pao 11 (1976) 6 front
cover*.
Children at play, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 94*; Ming-pao 11 (1976) 6, front
cover*.
LIPO-T'ING^L f^p )r^ .
Lofty scholar in mountain landscape, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.82.
LI SHAN ̂  JM . B. 1926 or 1928. From Tsingtao, Shantung; studied at the
East China Branch of the Central Art Academy in 1953, in 1960 was with the
Sinkiang Pictorial, and later with the Nanking Garden Research Institute. Yti
add. 1, 11; CL 1960.12, p. 184.
Dawn on T'ien-shan, i, s, 1960. CL 1960.12 opp. 184*.
Grapevine cradle, i, s, 1962. Chiang-su mei-shu 17*.
Woman watching over pregnant sow, i, s, 1958. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 4.
Children's nursery (minority theme), i, s, 1959. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 10*;
Kuo-hua hstlan-chi 40.
A minority boy, i, s, 1961. CK shu-hua 8.24*.
A Kazakh boy, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 24*.
A girl getting water from a stream, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 24*.
A-erh T'ai-shan camel herder, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 25*.
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Flowers and bird, s. Ibid, 25*,
Camel riders in T'ien-shan in autumn, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 8, back cover*.
Camel caravan in the T'ien-shan mountains, i, s, 1980. CP 1980. 9.24*.
Riding on the grasslands, done with Chang Wei, i. Mei-shu 1960.1.16.
Wind and snow at A-erh T'ai, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 50.
A scholar in a landscape, illustration to a Tu Fu poem, i, s, 1978.
Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 404.
Camels in landscape, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 405.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 498.
Camels atop mountains, i, s, 1980. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 39.
Morning song: bird on rock, leaves, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 40.
LI SHAN-CHING 1^.
Landscape, i , s , 1936. Nanking Exh, C a t . , 1 1 . 8 3 .
LI SHANG-TA % -^ v j ^ t . Ta-chih \j^ jg- h. Kuan-i |J — ' Wu"-nu ^
>%f{ . From Tan-t'u, Kiangsu, or from Liaoning; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK IV, 108; MSNC, 29.
Scholar in a cottage on a mountain slope, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.62.
Landscape, done with Chfen Ch'tian and Tso Yd, i, seal, 1928. Hu-she
1-10.144.
Misty eroded peaks and cottages on low hills, s. Hu-she 16.15 (11-20.141).
Horse by a stream, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 21-30.158.
Landscape: cottages by river, tall mountain background, i, s, 1928.
Hu-she 20.6 (11-20.155); Mei-chan 37.
Landscape with leafless trees, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 38.18 (31-40.163).
Landscape: two men, blossoming trees, stream and misty mountain, i, s,
1930. Hu-she 41.13 (41-50.94).
Colored landscape after Chao Meng-fu, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 45.9 (41-50.129).
Landscape, handscroll. Hu-she 45.10 (41-50.130).
Landscape after Ts'ao Chih-po, i, s. Hu-she 45.11 (41-50.131).
Landscape after Wen Cheng-ming: mountain with waterfalls and grotto, i
indistinct. Hu-she 45.11 (41-50.131).
Peony and insects, fan, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 45.12 (41-50.132).
Tall cliffs, cottage in ravine over stream, i indistinct. Hu-she 45.14
(41-50.134).
Scholar in kiosk under pine, fan, s, 1931. Hu-she 45.16 (41-50.136).
Landscape, handscroll, i, s, 1920. Hu-she 55.11; 57.10.
Gathering waterchestnuts, i, s. Hu-she 60.8.
Blue-green landscape, s, 1930. Hu-she 73.13.
Villa in misty mountains, s, 1933. Hu-she 71.13.
Cat, chrysanthemums and butterfly, done with pupils, 1930. Hu-she 73.14.
River scene, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 75.14.
People in cottage in landscape, i, s, 1933 (?). Hu-she 82.12.
Scholar walking on a garden path, i, s, 1925, done for Chin Ch'eng. Hu-she
100.34.
Illustration to a poem by Liu T'un-t'ien, i, s, 1931. I-lin 36.6.
Rock, lily, butterfly, i, s, 1930. I-lin 50.12.
Narcissus, i, s, 1934. I-lin 61.5.
Cottages and trees by a river, i, s, 1929. I-lin 75.14.
Sheer peaks and river, s. I-lin 94.14.
See also Collaborative Works List 41.
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LI
LI SHAO-WEN ^ ' jT 5Q, .
Illustrations to the "Nine Songs." Three in Mei-shu 1981.2,35, 36, 37*;
Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.1.65, 47*; one also in CL 1981.4 opp. 106*.
LI SHIH-CHING ^ P*f %% t. Yao-nung _^» " ^ . From Ning-kuo, Anhwei;
Hu-she Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research Association; flowers,
monkeys. BK IV, 107; MSNC, 30; Hu-she 38.14 (31-40.159).
A monkey on a rock, vines, flowers, i, s. Hu-she 38.14 (31-40.159).
LI SHIH-CH'ING J ^>f[ ffif, original name Sung-lin &£ ^M^. t.
3̂3 • B. 1908. From Ch'uan-chou, Fukien; pupil of Ch'en Hung, Wang Hsien and
P'an T'ien-shou; now with the Ch'tian-chou Arts and Crafts Factory. BK IV, 108;
CK i-shu-chia II, 497; MSNC, 30; Yu add. 1,13.
Moving mountains, filling valleys (construction of the Yingtan-Amoy
Railway), i, s, 1958. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 7; Hsien-tai shan-shui 64;
Mei-shu 1959.2.23.
Moving mountains, filling valleys (construction of the Yingtan-Amoy
Railway), i, s, 1958. CK hua hstlan-pien 39*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan
1.5*; Shih-nien CK hua 53* (slightly different version of above).
The Hui-ntl Reservoir under construction, done with Ch'en Shu-t'ao and Ch'en
Ta-yeh, 1959. CK hua 16 (1960.1) 5; Mei-shu 1959.12.26-27.
Troops on the march in mountains, done with Huang Ta-te, i, s, 1964.
Mei-shu 1965.2.25.
Snow in Tfai-shan, i, s, 1947. MSNC 53.
People on bridge; watermill; junks; trackers, four album leaves, three
signed, d indistinct. Ibid. 71.
A hovel, i, s, 1936 (?). Mei-shu sheng-huo 36 (March 1937).
Quarrying stone for the Chairman Mao Memorial Hall, done with Huang Ta-te,
i, s. PLA 50 Anniversary 115.
LI SHIH-NAN "%• tit f?] . B . 1940. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; with the Sian
Arts and Crafts Research Institute. Yii add. 1, 12.
Girl and deer, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 7.11*.
Girl in white dress, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.5.20*.
Three figure paintings, i, s, 1979, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.6.20.
Five figure paintings, one, i, s. Ibid. 32-33*.
One figure painting, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 32-33.
LI SHIH-YING %• ^St ^ t. Tzu-wei -5" - ^ . From Ch'eng-hai, Kwangtung;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, Buddhist subjects. BK IV, 108; MSNC, 29.
Buddha of Longevity, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.106.
LI SHOU-CH'ING j ^
Two birds. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.86.
LI SHU-CHIH ^ ^ ^ *$ fc- Hsiao-ch'iian th %^ h. Ch'ing-hu
Chinese Painting Research Association; landscape, flowers. BK IV, 107; MSNC,
31.
Willow trees along stream, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.32.
Boating past cliffs and hills, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.9.
Pine, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 79.15.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 91.14.
Birds on leafy branch, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 100.28.
Lotuses, i indistinct. I-lin 10.13.
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Squirrels in pine tree, i, s, 1930. I-lin 18.2,
Traveling in mountains, i, s, 1932. I-lin 67.7.
Mt. Hua, i indistinct. I-lin 74.4.
Epidendrum, i, s, colophon dated 1927. Mei-chan 64.
Pheasant by a waterfall, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 94.
LI SUNG-KO £
Cottages under trees. Mei-shu (Canton) 4.
LI T'AO -J- /£J . From Shanghai; flowers. Yii, 407; Sotheby Sept. 27, 1979.
Landscape in style of Huang Kung-wang, i, s, 1927. Sotheby, Sept. 27,
1979, 146.
LI TING-LUNG J£, T PjJT> h. Yeh-jen Wfr X . • B. 1909. From Hsin-tsfai,
Honan, moved to Shanghai; in Hong Kong during the Sino-Japanese war, later in
Sian and Tun-huang, returned to Shanghai in 1945; landscape, figures, birds and
flowers, animals. BK IV, 108; MSNC, 29.
Four scenes, i, s, 1947 (?). MSNC 154.
LI TS'AO ^ 1 y&j^ t. Hui-ch'iu &% ^K . Woman. B. 1913. From Wu-hsing,
Chekiang; Ch1ing-yuan Art Society; Hu-she Painting Society; pupil of Hu Heng and
Chang Yuan. BK IV, 108; MSNC, 31.
Hut above pines and misty ravine, i, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.170.
Plum, four screen panels, i. Hu-she 43.15; 46.14; 47.14 (41-50.119, 120).
Houses by mountain river, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 52.15; Hu-she 68.13.
Two men in pavilion, man on bridge, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 61.11.
Looking at a waterfall, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.15.
A man on a cliff, seal. MSNC 47.
% -S? Ĵfc.
LI TSE-HAO C|. 7^s 7 a . B. 1939. From Liao-chung, Liaoning, primarily an
oil painter; with the Lu Hstln Art Academy. Yil add. 1, 14.
Guarding the new shipment, done with Chao Hung-wu and Ma Hsueh-p'eng, i,
seal, 1974. 25th Anniversary Art. Exh., 10*.
LI TSU-HAN <fl %$L *f% t. Tso-an it. J S . B. 1891 or 1893. From Chen-hai,
Chekiang; Bee Painting Society; brother of Li Chfiu; landscape. BK IV, 108;
MSNC, 29.
Playing the ch'in and listening to the pine, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971,
123.
Scholar in autumn grove, i, s. Hsien-tai ming-hua 18; MSNC 16 (with two
inscriptions).
Misty mountains, i, s. Mei-chan 7.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid • 111.
Houses beneath trees, i indistinct. MSNC 63.
Lotus pond and willow bank, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 117.
LI TUAN-SHAN j£. &&? ^ t . Shu-p'ing T£S£ Jf- h . Tuan-hu u$j ££$ . From
Peking; flowers, b i rds , insec t s . MSNC, 30.
Birds on leafy branch, i, s. Hu-she 84.16.
A lady, i, s. Hu-she 97.13.
LI T'UNG-HSIN q £ W *0l . Shanghai worker.
Messenger on rainy night carrying bicycle, done with Li T'ung-k'ang and Ku
Wei-ch'tln, i, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 20*.
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LI T'UNG-K'ANG ~$~ ^ $< . Shanghai worker.
Messenger on rainy night carrying bicycle, done with Ku Wei-ch'un and Li
T'ung-hsin, i, 1974, Shang-hai kung-jen 20*.
LI TZ'U-CHIH ^ -v? "^ . Hunan.
P'eng Te-huai investigating conditions in a village, done with Chung
Tseng-ya, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.10.22.
LI TZU-HOU dif. -5" 4|| .
Storing the grain, i, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1964.3.66*.
LI TSU-SHENG ̂  •?? Sk. . B. 1919. From Yen-ch'ang, Shensi; in 1940 at the
Lu Hsun Art Academy in Yenan; later in Peking; with the Shensi Branch of the
Chinese Artists1 Association. CK i-shu-chia I, 468; Yil add. 1,13.
Morning on the Han River, s. Mei-shu 1959.12.30.
Peasant school at Yenan, seal. Mei-shu 1961.6.38.
My house by the Han River. PR Nov. 10, 1961.21.
Spare-time shoe repair, i, 1964. Mei-shu 1965.2.40.
LI WEN-HAN ^ fo^ ?j| . B. 1937. From T'ien-ch1 ang, Anhwei; also a graphic
artist; Peking Painting Academy. Yu add. 1, 13.
On the banks of the Fu-ch'un River, i indistinct. CK hua 1981.1.50.
Mt. Huang scene, i, s, 1977. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 406.
LI WEN-HSIN J$. 3C. 7£ , another name T'ao 'sg- . B. 1926. From Shuang-liu,
Szechwan; Szechwan Art Academy. BK IV, 108; Ytt add. 1, 12.
Rescuing the lamb, i, s, 1957. CK hua hsuan-pien 12.
Groves of summer trees, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.26*.
Returning fisherman, i, s, 1981. CL 1982.7, front cover*.
Two children studying, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1959.12.38.
LI WEN-YuAN ^ 3C. >%i\ • From Tientsin; landscape, flowers. MSNC, 29.
Listening to the waterfall, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.73.
LI WEN-YtlN -3- X . -Ĵ  . From Peking; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK
IV, 108; MSNC, 29.
Swallows, willows, flowers, i, s. Hu-she 83.13.
LI YA-JU ^ it
Blossoming tree and two birds, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 43.
LI YAO-MIN ̂  ^>£ ^ t. Chao-jen ,$\ X.. h. Wu-hungf^ &JL. . B. 1904.
From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung. Spring Slumber Studio; student of Kao Lun; active in
Canton and Hong Kong; landscape, figures, fish. Li, 65; Lin, 19.
Snow on river village, i, s, 1933. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.90.
LI YEN /-£ *£*; i another name Chuang-pei n*- 3tJ . B . 1943. From Peking, son
of Li Ying; Central Arts and Crafts Academy. Yti add. 2, 55.
A cat , i , s . Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7.49*.
A monkey, s, colophon dated 1980. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 2, front cover*.





Monkeys, stone and bamboo, done with Li Ying, i by Li Ying dated 1979,
Ibid. 94.
Monkey, i, d indistinct. Ibid, back cover*.
Cat and flowers, i, seals. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 262.
Monkey and loquats, i, s. Ibid. 263.
Crane, i, seals. Ibid. 264.
Crane, s. Ibid. 265.
Duck, s, colophon dated 1978. Ibid. 266.
Rooster and chicks, done with Li Ying, seal. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980,
Waterfowl on bank, done with Li Ying, seal, i by Li Ying dated 1978.
49.
Flowers, album leaf, i, s. Ibid. 56.
Prunus and bird, i, seals. Ibid. 57.
Monkeys and loquat, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 58.
Bird and lotus, s. Ibid. 59.
Prunus and bird, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 407.
Banana and three cranes, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 408.
Rooster and chick, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 409.
LI YEN-SHAN, see Li Chu-tuan.
LI YEN-SHENG <J J ^ '.£ . B. 1943. From Chung-shan, Kwangtung; with the
Chinese Painting Research Academy. Yii add. 1, 13.
Reversing the old judgements on history, done with Hou Chieh, i, 1974.
25th Anniversary Art Exh., 7*; CL 1975.1*.
Voluntary bicycle caretaker, done with Hou Chieh, i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan
11; CK hua hsuan-chi 13*.
Woman miner, seal. CK hua jen-wu, cover*.
Returning from a party committee meeting, 1974. CP 1975.2.22*.
Service workers go down into the pits, done with Huang Hua-pang and Jen
Kuei-sheng, i. CP New Series 9*; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 42*?
Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, B 8*.
Autumn night; farm hands studying, i, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1964.3.64.
LI YING <£ ^ t. K'u-chan -g *W h. Li-kung/^ '<£ . B. 1898, d.
1983. From Kao-t'ang, Shantung? in 1919 went to Peking, studied Western
painting at the National School of Fine Arts? became a student of Hsu Pei-hung
and Ch'i Huang? graduated in 1925 and taught at Hangchou Art College? with the
Central Art Academy? birds and flowers. BK IV, 107? Yti add. 1, 13? CL 1979.4.
101. ^ ^
Bibliography. A: Li K'u-chan hua-chi ̂  y%
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu 1980. B: Li K'u-chan hua-chi _̂_ _
-||r J|jL' Peking: Jen-min mei-shu 1978. *~
Epidehdrum and bamboo, i, s, 1977. A, 1*? CP 1978.7.22*
Plum blossoms in full bloom, i, s, 1977. A, 2*? CR 1978.3.30*.
Eagle on a rock, i, s, 1977. A, 3*? Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.69*.
Epidendrum, rock and two birds, s, 1962. A, 4*.
Lotuses and rock, s, 1964. A, 5*.
Two birds on rock, i, s. A, 6*.
Pine and bird, i, s, 1973. A, 7*.
Sound of autumn: bird, chrysanthemum, rock, i, s, 1964. A, 8*.
Chrysanthemum and gourd, i, s, 1964. A, 9*.
Bird on willow, i, s. A, 10*.
Three purities, i, s, 1962. A, 11*.
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Sounds of rain: birds and banana leaves, i, s, 1964. Af 12*.
Pine and hawks, s, 1964. A, 13*.
Birds and banana leaves, i, s, 1964. A, 14*.
Bamboo, rock and cock, s, 1962. A, 15*; B, 14.
Two birds on rock, s. A, 16*.
Hibiscus, i, s, 1964. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Reply to a
Friend," 1961. A, 17.
Pine-wind and epidendrum-spirit, i, s, 1964. A, 18*.
Moon and egret, i, s. A, 19*.
Bird on a pine tree, i, s, 1962. A, 20*.
White lotus and rock, s, 1964. A, 21*.
Cock on a rock and hollyhocks, s, 1962. A, 22*.
Two mynahs in cypress tree, i, s, 1962. A, 23*.
Duck asleep below lotus, i, s, 1960. A, 24*.
Bamboo and two sparrows, i, s. A, 25*.
Two waterfowl and lotus, s, 1963. A, 26*.
Spring: bulbs and cabbage, i, s, 1963. A, 27*.
Peony, i, s. A, 28*.
Lotuses and leaves, s, 1964. A, 29*.
Clearing after snow: white plum blossoms and rocks, i, s, 1977. A,
30*; CR 1979.10.38.
Three fish, i, s. A, 31.
Frog on a stone, s. A, 32*.
Red lotus, i, s, 1964. A, 33*.
Waterfowl on rock, i, s, age 78. A, 34*.
Hibiscus, i, s. A, 35*.
Bird on rock, seal. A, 36*.
Two egrets below willow, s, 1964. A, 37*.
Lotus, stone and kingfisher, i, s, 1964. A, 38*.
Autumn: fish, mushrooms and cabbage, i, s, 1963. A, 39*.
Lotuses, i, s. A, 40*.
Pomegranates, i, s. A, 41*.
Waterfowl by water's edge, i, s. A, 42*.
Rain on birds and leaves, i, s, 1977. A, 43*.
Three mynahs on rock, i, s, 1964. A, 44*.
Ink lotus, i, s. A, 45*.
Crane in pine, i, s, age 78. A, 46*.
Mushrooms and cabbage, i, s. A, 47*.
Tuber rose, i, s, 1964. A, 48*.
Pheasant and red-leaf tree, i, s, 1963. A, 49*.
Seated waterfowl, i, s, 1964. A, 50*.
Bird on rock under rainy leaves, i, s, 1962. A, 51*.
Ink egrets, s, 1962. A, 52*.
Plum blossoms and leaves, i, s, 1964. A, 53*.
Red chrysanthemums, i, s, 1964. A, 54*.
Two chickens, rock, bamboo, s, 1962. A, 55*.
Summer wind: bird on rock above lotus pond, s, 1959. A, 56*.
Two birds below bamboo, s. A, 57*.
Hen and chicks, i, s, 1976. A, 58*.
Three swimming fowl, i, s, 1964. A, 59*.
Pine, stone and hawk, i, s, 1978. A, 60*.
Mandarin fish (perch), i, s. A, 61*.
Crab and leaf, i, s. A, 62*.
Ink lotus, i, s, 1959. A, 63*.
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Two fish, if s, 1978. A, 64*.
Red flower, i, s, 1964. Ar 65*.
Narcissi, i, seal, 1964. A, 66*.
White egret, s. A, 67*; CL 1979.4 bet. 100-101*.
Five fledglings on branch, s. A, 68*; CL 1979.4 bet. 100-101*.
White lotus, i, s. A, 69*.
Eagle and young, i, s. A, 70*.
Bamboo, rock, kingfisher, s. A, 71*.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1973. A, 72*.
Irises, i, s. A, 73*.
Two chickens and cockscomb, i, s. A, 74*.
Bamboo and bird, i, s. A, 75*.
Woodpecker, i, s. A, 76*.
Bird on rock, i, s, 1975. A, 77*.
White plum blossoms and crane, i, s. A, 78*.
Two birds and worm, i, s, 1964. A, 79*.
Frog and leaves, i, seal, 1964. A, 80*.
Rain: birds sheltering under pine, i, seal. A, 81*.
Sparrows on leafy branch, s. A, 82*.
Mushrooms and cabbage, i, seal, 1964. A, 83*.
Hawk, i, seal, 1964. A, 84*.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s. A, 85*.
Taro, i, s. A, 86*.
Three flying birds and banana leaves, s. A, 87*; CL 1979.4 bet.
100-101*.
Four black birds on rock, i, s. A, 88*.
Tadpole, i, seal, 1964. A, 89*.
Bamboo and narcissus, i, seal. A, 90*.
Mantis on leaf, i, s. A, 91*.
Bird, i, s, 1963. A, 92*.
White eagle, s. A, 93*.
Bird on branch, i, s. A, 94*.
Landscape, i, seal. A, 95*.
Landscape, i, seal. A, 96*.
Eagle on rock, pine, i, s, 1977. A, 97*.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1963. B, front cover*.
Eagle and young in nest, i, s, 1959. B, 1.
Four water birds, i, s. B, 2.
Bird on gourd, s. B, 3.
Palm tree and birds, s. B, 4.
Loquats and bird, s. B, 5.
Mushroom, cabbage and crabs, i, s. B, 6.
Bamboo, lotus and rock, s. B, 7.
Fish, i, s, 1961. B, 8.
Three eagles on rocks, s, 1961. B, 9.
Lotus and kingfisher, s, 1961. B, 10.
Lotus, s. B, 11.
Bamboo, banana leaves and sparrows, s, 1962. B, 12.
Bird and lotus, s, 1962. B, 13.
Bird on rock, pine, s, 1962. B, 15.
Two birds on pine under moon, i,s,1963. B,16.
Two quails, bamboo and banana leaves, i, s, 1973. Ch'ang-chfun chi 13*.
Epidendrum and rock, i, s. Ibid. 79*.
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Autumn vegetables and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1972. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 45
(Oct. 1973), back cover*.
Red plum blossoms, i, s, 1977. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 98; CL 1979.4 opp.
101*.
Hawk on rock, bamboo, s. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 3.
Lotus and kingfisher, i, s. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 15.
Birds on banana leaves, i, s. CK hua hsilan-pien 69; Mei-shu 1959.11.29.
Crane and lotus, illustration to a Tu Fu poem, i, s, 1959. CK shu-hua
5.24*.
Mid-summer: lotus and birds, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.11*; CR 1979.10,
inside front cover*; Mei-shu 1980.6.29.
Eagle on rock, pine, i, s, 1977. CL 1978.3 opp. 100*.
Mynah on rock and narcissus, s, age 80. CL 1978.8, front cover*.
Two eagles on rock, i, s, age 81. CL 1979.4, front cover*.
Sheltering from the rain, i, s, age 81. Ibid. opp. 100*.
White eagle on rock, i, s, age 80. Ibid. bet. 100-101*.
Red lotus at dawn, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 100-101*.
Narcissus, i, s, 1977. Ibid. bet. 100-101*.
Crabs and cabbage, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 100-101*.
Epidendrum, i, s. Ibid. bet. 100-101*.
Autumn: birds on banana plant and chrysanthemum, s. CL 1979
supplement: Traditional Chinese Paintings 6*.
Lotus pond, i, s. CP 1978.7.23*.
A bright sky: two cranes and banana plants, i, s, 1977. Ibid* 22-23*.
A thousand years: eagle on pine branch, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.7.8*.
White eagle on rock, i, s, 1982. CR 1982.1.9*.
Quail, i, s, 1956. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 111*; Hejzlar, Chinese
Watercolors 93*.
A pair of fish, i, s, 1956. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 94*.
Plantain lily, i, s, 1974. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 12*.
Pine and hawk, handscroll, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 13*.
Kingfisher on rock, lotus, i, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 11.11*.
Bamboo, rock, banana plant, i, s, 1935. Kuo-t'ai 1.50.
Cranes in pine tree, s. Mei-shu 1956.9.6.
Lotus and kingfisher, s. Mei-shu 1961.2.38.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu 1978.1.26.
A pair of mynahs, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 105.
Red lotus, rock and kingfisher after rain, i, s, 1977. Ming-pao 12
(1977) 10, back cover*.
Lotus, i, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.1.
Chrysanthemums, i, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 8.49*.
Monkey, stone and bamboo, done with Li Yen, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 15
(1980) 2.94.
Chicks and bamboo, i, s, 1933. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.79.
Egret, s, 1973. Nan-pei chi 75 (Aug. 1976) 85*.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Ibid. 89.
Rooster and chicks, i, s. Ibid. 89.
Chrysanthemum, bamboo, and banana plant, i, s. Nan-pei chi 76 (Sept.
1976) 85*.
Bean vine, s. Ibid. 89.
Mountain eagles, i indistinct, s. PR Aug. 11, 1961.21.
Plum flower in full blossom, i, s, 1977. PR May 12, 1978.26.
Fish and reeds, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 4.
Rooster and flowers, s, 1957. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 184.
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Crane and banana tree, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 257.
Mouse and squash, style of Chu Ta, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 258.
Hawk, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 259.
Lichee, i, seal. Ibid. 260.
Hawk and pine, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 261.
Lotus and kingfisher, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 44.
Catfish and mandarin fish, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 45.
Hawk, s, 1974. Ibid. 46.
Mynah bird, rock and orchids, s. Ibid. 47.
Rooster and chicks, done with Li Yen, i, s. Ibid. 48.
Waterfowl on bank, done with Li Yen, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 49.
Lotus, i, s, 1972. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 21.
Two eagles on rock, pine tree, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981,
681 .
Rooster and chicks, s, 1942. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 397.
Birds, bamboo, and bananas, s, 1979. Ibid. 399.
Prunus and rock, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 400.
Hawk, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 401.
Vase and lotus, i, s. Ibid. 403.
Lotus, i, s, 1962. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 508.
Crab, cabbage and mushrooms, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 509.
Bird, rock and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1942. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 38.
Shrimps, i, s, 1931. Wu, Painting in China 15.
Chrysanthemum and flying birds, i, s. Ying-chfun hua 2.31*.
Supplementary Bibliography: ^ , .*
Li K'u-chan hua-chi ^ -^ ̂ & -J 4$: . Chi-nan: Shantung
jen-min, 1981. Li K'u-chan hua-hsuan $ ^ -%% M^ ̂ Js^. Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1982.
LI YING-CH'ANG ^ Jf$. §J .
See Collaborative Works List 12.
LI Yti-CH'ANG -J ^ti £7 . B. 1937. From Kuang-tsung, Hopei, also an oil
painter; with the Peking Painting Academy. Yu add. 1, 12.
Girl drummer, i, s, 1976. Nan-pei chi 91 (Dec. 1977) 34.
LI YU-CHIH
Rainy landscape, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.74.
LI YU-POU ̂  i? "=JN . In Kirin.
Spring flowers, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1959.9.35.
LI YU-KUANG ̂  fl )u -
Mother and two children returning home in rain storm, i, s, 1957. CK hua 6
(1959.3) front cover*.
LI YU-SUN ̂  ^ * Sffc . Chinese Painting Research Association; flowers. BK
IV, 108.
Chrysanthemum and ducks, i indistinct, 1929. I-lin 11.14.
LI YtiAN
On the banks of the Yangtze: industrial scene, i, s, 1960. Chiang-su
kuo-hua-yuan 29.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 4, 20, 55.
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LI YttN "J? W , another name Wen-shu 3? #%L • B. 1914. From Sui-ch'i,
Kwangtung; Kwangtung Painting Academy. BK IV, 107; Yti add. 1, 13.
Kweilin landscape, i, s, 1957. Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian 10*.
LIANG CHAN-FENG ̂ , lir ^Jf . Kwangtung. BK IV, 111.
White plum blossoms and birds, seal (?), 1979. Mei-shu 1980.1.32*.
LIANG CH'ANG-LIN;^ -J^ * ^ . B. c. 1962; in Peking.
Ku-hsiang hsing: man and daughter, i, s. Mei-shu 1981.4.27.
Girl selling cabbages in spring rain, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu yen-chiu
1981.1.46*.
LIANG CHAO-TS'UN>;§i i*L fe .
Railroad construction during night storm, done with Hsu Lu-chi and Wang
Chia-shun, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 119.
LIANG CHI ̂ ^ ,#£> .
Two peacocks and red blossoms, s, 1959. CK hua 19 (1960.4), back cover*.
Two geese and flowers, i, s, 1957. Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian 21*.
LIANG CH'I / ^ *|j" .
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 98.12.
LIANG CHI EN-MING ?$% 4$L
Woman holding a book seated beneath a blossoming branch, i, s. Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.231.
LIANG CHIN-HAN ' ^ '**Y ^ t. P'ing-fu ^ If) . From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung;
Chinese Painting Research Association. BK IV, 110; Yti, 913.
Landscape, i, s, 1924. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 20.
LIANG CHING-Yti.? T £ ^ 4 • F r o m T'ai-shan, Kwangtung; flowers and birds.
MSNC, 78.
Chickens and flowers, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 66.16.
ftLIANG CHtiN-CH' ING i>% / ^ "g h. Shuang-ch'ing-lou-chu ^ t
B. 1904. From Mei-hsien, Kwangtung; traveled in Germany, returned to Shanghai;
Shanghai Art Association; birds and flowers. BK IV, 111; MSNC, 78.
Eagle in a tree, i, s, 1946. MSNC 189.
LIANG HAO ir£ $^f. Woman.
Celebrating a bumper harvest (minority theme), done with Ts'ao Tzu-to, s.
CP New Series 33*.
LIANG HSIANG-WEN £p. £($ i^t. T1 ing-t1 ing /f* >j=* h. Ying-hui-ko-chu
±£t~ ^% f&\ "^•* W o m a n « From Chung-shan, Kwangtung; active in Shanghai;
Shanghai Art-Tea Association; studied at Hsin-hua Art School, graduated in 1942;
taught in various art schools, pupil of Hsieh Chu. BK IV, 111; MSNC, 78.
Tiger in moonlight, i indistinct. MSNC 204.
LIANG HSIU-HUA ^ 7$ "^F . Woman. Hu-she Painting Society; birds and
flowers. BK IV, 110; MSNC, 21.
A lady painting a fan, s, 1932. Hu-she 62.14.
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LIANG HSttEH-MEI S^ / | f fy(f~*
Ducks swimming near reeds, s, Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11,229.
LIANG HUANG-CHOU ?J§L ~J®, f-j , another name Huang Chou JWt |jg , Chin-t'ang
& dtl * B* 1 9 2 5* F r o m H°Pei? student of Chao Wang-ytln;' in 1949 joined the
People's Liberation Army as an artist; now with the Light Industry Bureau, Arts
and Crafts Company, Yti add. 1, 31; CL 1980.5.
Dancer, i, s. Chfang-ch'un chi 21*.
Girl herding geese, s. Ibid. 51*.
Sparrows on willow branches, s. Ibid. 89*.
Minority mother and daughter studying, s, 1972. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 39
(April 1973), back cover*.
Donkeys, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 87 (April 1977) 23; 91 (Aug. 1977), back
cover*.
Polo players. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 105 (Oct. 1978) 66; CK hua 1 (1957.11)
53; CK hua hsuan-pien 21*; CR 1956.8.16-17.
A rooster, s, 1978. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 111 (April 1979) 61*.
Musicians on camels, i, seal (?), 1976. Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 72; Mei-shu
1980.4.22*.
Girl feeding donkeys, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) back cover*; CP 1959.18.26*.
Girl and donkeys, s, 1959. CK hua 9 (1959,6) 13*.
Minority father sending son off to swear allegiance, i, s, 1959. CK hua 19
(1960.4) 5.
Minority girls racing horses, s, 1962. CK shu-hua 1.15 (whole)*, 16-17
(details)*, front cover (detail)*.
Kazakh woman with baby and dog, i, s, 1980. CK shu-hua 7.22*.
Feast, i, s. CK shu-hua 8.13*.
Musician, i, s. Ibid. 13*.
Donkeys, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 14.
Tajik dance, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 15*.
A girl herding ducks, s. Ibid. 16*.
Roosters and hens, s. Ibid. 16-17*.
Hen and chicks, s. Ibid. 17*.
Cat, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 17*.
A doctor going out on an urgent call, i, s, 1954. CL 1955.4 opp. 28*.
Two donkeys, s, 1959, CL 1959.11 opp. 122*.
Celebrating a good harvest, s. CL 1961.2 opp. 50*; CP 1960.20.22-23*;
Mei-shu 1961 .1 ,10*,
On patrol, i, s, 1962. CL 1963.8,110*; CP 1963.7.22*; Mei-shu 1962.4.24;
Mei-shu 1962.6.39; Ming-pao 13 (1978) 2.45,
Mother and child, i, s. CL 1963.8.111.
Gathering waterchestnuts, s, 1963. Ibid. opp. 112*.
Horse racing, i, s, 1973, CL 1973,10 opp, 58*; CR 1979,3.39*.
Newly hatched chicks, s, 1978. CL 1978.8 bet. 32-33*.
Sparrows, s. CL 1980.5 opp, 42*,
A Uighur poultry girl, s. 1974, Ibid. bet. 42-43*.
Nursery maids: minority women, i, s, 1960. Ibid. bet. 42-43*.
Donkeys, i, s, 1979. Ibid. opp. 43*.
Buffaloes, i, s, 1975. Ibid, inside back cover*.
A Tibetan mother and Han doctor, s, 1959. CP 1959.18.26*.
Spring comes to Tibet, i, s, 1959. Ibid. 26*,
Minority women on donkeys with baskets of grapes, s, 1957. Ibid. 27*;
Nan-pei chi 19 (Dec. 1971) 46.
Minority people on donkey-back, on foot and in carts, i, s. CP
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1960.6,16-17*; Mei-shu 1960* 8/9*,
The People's Liberation Army sent by Chairman Mao, s, 1963. CP 1963.7.23*.
Ch'un Lan, heroine of the novel "Keep the Red Flag Flying," s. Ibid. 24.
Camels in a snowstorm, i, s, 1955. CP 1977.8.24*; CR 1957.12.16-17*; CR
1979.3.40-41*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsiian 1.6*; Shih-nien CK hua 57*.
Dad goes off to fight old Chiang, i, s, d indistinct. CR 1954 2.26-27*.
Courtship: a girl and donkey. CR 1958.9, front cover*.
A girl watering a donkey, s. CR 1962.1.26; Mei-shu 1961.5.49.
100 donkeys, handscroll. CR 1979.3.37 (section).
Peasants return home after a meeting opposing the pig tax, illustration to
"Keep the Red Flag Flying." CR 1962.4.32.
Pine and eagle, i, s, 1978. CR 1979.3.39*.
Eagle, i, s, 1982. CR 1982.2, inside front cover*.
Camels and dog, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 37*.
Three donkeys, s, 1964. Ibid. 57*.
Happiness Road: the Ching-hai-Tibet Highway in Tibet, i, s, 1955. Mei-shu
1956.4, front cover*.
Girls feeding pigs, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.6.38.
A girl feeding chickens, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.2.30*.
Minority girls studying, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1980.4.23*.
Ducks and reeds, s, 1957. Ibid. 32.
Girls on water buffaloes, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 32.
Vietnamese girls, s, 1962. Ming-pao 1 (1966) 6.103.
Sinkiang girls on horses, s, 1962. Ibid. 104.
Girl with donkeys, s, 1962. Ming-pao 1 (1966) 10, inside front cover.
Ch'un-lan, the heroine of the novel "Keep the Red Flags Flying." Ibid.
front cover (detail ?)*.
Uighur dance. Ming-pao 2 (1967) 10, front cover (portion ?)*.
Kazakh girl. Ming-pao 4 (1967) 7, inside front cover.
Ethnic dance, seal. Ming-pao 6 (1971) 9.35.
Girl and donkeys, s, 1978. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.72*.
Girl and donkeys, i, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 8, front cover*.
Three donkeys, s. Nan-pei chi 74 (July 1976) 62.
A Tibetan primary school in a tent. PC 1956.2, back cover*; Tsfai-mo-hua
21 .
Under the apple blossoms, the Uighur people celebrate their new life in
People's China. PC 1954.10 back cover.
Sleep: mother, child in cradle, s. PC 1957.12 inside back cover.
By the wayside, s. Ibid, inside back cover.
Ducks, s. Ibid, inside back cover.
Merry return, s. PR Nov. 3, 1959.20.
Four riders on their way to school, s. Shou-tu 29.
Chicks, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 36.
Donkeys, s, 1978. Ibid. 37.
Three donkeys, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 23.
Girl and donkeys, i, s, 1980. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 490.
Woman and donkey, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1982, 391.
Eagle and pine, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 33.
Two donkeys, s. Trends 58.
Two donkeys, s• Ibid. 59.
Four donkeys, s. Ibid. 60.
Uighur family, i, s, 1979. Women of China 1980.8.22*.




A young Kazakh woman of the T'ien-shan mountains, i indistinct. Ibid. 23*.
Setting off on a journey (Inner Mongolia AR), s, d indistinct. Ibid.
22-23*.
Supplementary bibliography: . ±
Huang Chou hua-hsuan & ĝ ja i^g^. Peking: Jen-min mei-shu,
1981; Huang Chou hsin-ts'o hsuan -^- /# ^Lfr 4iE jjf. Hopei:
Jen-min, 1981. x * n ^ ^
LIANG HUNG-T'AO S^ ^ S& .
Welcoming the morning, I, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1963.6.50*.
LIANG K'O-SHENG s^L Jty ^± . Soldier.
Construction in the mountains, done with Liu Tao-jung and Tung Feng-shan,
i. PLA 50 Anniversary 116.
LIANG LIU-SHENG >Ji ^D ^£ t. Hsiao-heng /j' 0f . Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK IV, 111; MSNC, 78.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 76.14.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.16.
Hut in misty mountains, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 88.15.
LIANG NING-YuN /̂J. ^^C ^ • Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, birds and
flowers. BK IV, 110; MSNC, 78.
Birds on branch, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 97.15.
LIANG PANG-CH'UP^ £]3 J^_- B. 1913. From Nan-ch'ang, Kiangsi; with the
Kiangsi Provincial Literature and Art School. Yu add. 1, 31.
Landscape, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.228.
LIANG P'ING s/f* -*jf- . From Tung-huan, Kwangtung; studied with Mei Yii-t'ien;
now lives in Hong Kong; figures, animals, birds and flowers. Ch'i-shih nien-tai
107 (Dec. 1978), p. 61.
Two horses, fan, in Li Kung-lin style, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 107 (Dec.
1978) 59*.
LIANG SHIH-HSIUNG .?ft ^ ^»|i.
Women working in a palm grove, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan 22*.
Light at Ts'un-i, done with Ch'en Tung-t1ing and lin Feng-su. In the
Chairman Mao Memorial Hall. Mei-shu 1977.6.23*.
LIANG SHIH-TE s £ tfet f /& .
Two chickens below tree and rock, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.227.
LIANG SHU >^ ^% . Kiangsi.
Panorama of the Ching-kang Mountains, handscroll, i, s, 1959. Mei-shu
1959.12.26-27.
The Red Cliff, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.226.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat., 21.
A lady, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 22.
LIANG SHU-CH'UN >|* #^J ^ .
Bird on a willow branch, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.230.
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LIANG SHU-NIEN S^ ^rft -̂ f- t. Tou-ts'un J|_ ^ T • B. 1911. From Peking;
with the Central Art Institute. Yu add. 1, 31.
Mt. Huang, seal (?). CR 1982.2.64*.
LIANG SUNG-AN 'Tf* A^ /& • From Kwangtung; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK IV, 111; MSNC, 77.
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 51.16.
Peaks and waterfalls, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 57.16.
Buildings in a grove, mountain, i indistinct. Hu-she 66.16.
LIANG T'AN;;^ ^ t. Kung-ytleh 'A* &jj h. Yin-chen " ^ -Jl . B. 1864,
still active in 1926. From Yangchou, Kiangsu; birds and flowers, especially
peonies. Yu, 911.
Chrysanthemum in a vase, i, s, 1926. Collectanea 1853-1971, 42; Po-lin 3.
LIANG TfIEN-CHtiAN - ^ X
Red leaves and mountain bird, i, s, 1951. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 37.
LIANG TING-MING *7h t nil J^
2, original name Hsieh-hsin 1hti - ^ h.
Chan-hua-shih-chu JpSjf -jf 'jj? ^ . B. 1898, d. 1959. From Shun-te,
Kwangtung, born in Shanghai; studied in Europe 1929-1930; noted for his oil
paintings depicting war scenes, moved to Taiwan in 1947. BK IV, 111; Li, 97;
MSNC, 78; Sullivan, 93; Trends, 50.
Bodhidharma crossing the Yangtze on a reed, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 87.
A man reading, i, s, 1934 (?). Han-kfou 26.
Refugees, s. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 7.38.
Chung K'uei, i, s. Ibid. 54.
Bodhidharma crossing the Yangtze on a reed, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978,
19.
Bodhidharma crossing the Yangtze on a reed, s. Trends 12.
Supplementary bibliography: ^ ^ J& & ^h At "4. 4£
Liang Ting-ming hsien-sheng hua-chi ^ ^ ^j-^ JUrz •!_, -£ jlf -pfk An
Album of Liang Ting-ming's Works. Taipei: 1962.
LIANG YEN •>?£ fa . B. 1943. From Chieh-hsiu, Shantung; now with the Honan
People's Art Hall. BK IV, 110; Yu add. 1 , 31 .
Applying to join the party, i, seal, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 33*; CK hua
hstian-chi 34*; CL 1974.3 front cover*; CP 1974.4.25*.
Girl trying to prevent paramedic's departure, done with Yang Wan-fu, i, s,
1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 131.
LIANG Ytl-WEI ? ^ :f ?% t. Hung-fei >*E ^ , Hang-shu -^U "&K , Hang-hstieh
sfcjij /f|r • D. 1912 or 1913. From P'an-yti, Kwangtung; c.s. 1889; official under
the Ch'mg Dynasty; flowers, landscape. Yu, 905; Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981.
Landscape, i indistinct. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP., 21.
Caltrops, i, s. I-lin 2.14.
Landscape, album leaf, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 500.
Scholar and attendant viewing a waterfall, fan, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5,
1981, 69.
Searching for prunus in snow, fan, s. Ibid. 70.
LIAO CH'ENG-CHIH Jj3 7§{ /oN , another name Ho Liu-hua ^*J Wf Jjl . B.
1908. Son of Liao^Chung-k'ai and the painter Ho Hsiang-ning; Chinese Communist
official. Boorman II, 363; Klein & Clark, 544.
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Two ladies admiring a waterfall, done with Ho Hsiang-ning, i, s. CR
1979.6.54*.
Playing the flute and dancing beneath pines, done with Ho Hsiang-ning.
See Ho Hsiang-ning Bibliography A, 23*; B, 7*; C, 36*.
LIAO CHIUNG-MO p?L X'^7 ^s> B. 1932. From Taipei, Taiwan, primarily an oil
painter; now with the Shanghai Theatrical Academy. Yil add. 1, 43.
Voice of the motherland, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua 56.
Ufa &L- S&L
LIAO HSIN-HSttEH p^ %*\ /^T. B. 1896 or 1906, d. 1958. From Fu-min, Yunnan;
studied Western painting in Paris in 1934; head of the Kun-ming Normal School,
Art Department. BK IV, 111; MSNC, 103; Sullivan, 93; Yti, 1254.
Bamboo, s. Sullivan 60.
LIAO KUO-YttAN ^ ^
Landscape with pine and mountains, seal. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 407.
LIAO LIEN-KUEI^» ±3L^ £ . B. 1932. From Kuei-hsien, Kwangsi; with the
Hupei Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 43.
Paramedic answering a call, i, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 84.
Raft in rapids, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.1, inside back cover.
LIAO H E N G ^ 1f|f t. Po-heng /{6 ^ f j . D. 1931. From Chin-hua, Chekiang;
Chinese Painting Research Association; flowers and birds. BK IV, 111; I-lin
23.7.
Pheasant, bamboo and plants, s. I-lin 4.15.
Pheasant and plums, s, 1930. I-lin 23.7.
LIAO TSENG-PAO.
Autumn River: scene from Peking opera, i, s indistinct. CR 1978. 12,
back cover*•
LIAO YEN-CH'UAN ̂  Jfik
Bird on branch, willow, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 408.
LIN AN-K'ANG &%- it
Communist soldier, An Yeh-min, done with Chou Yung-chia, i, seal, 1977.
PLA 50 Anniversary 129.
LIN CH'ENG-HAN
Cervid, seal, 1978. CK shu-hua 6.22*.
LIN CH'IEH 4&~ /*ytf . B. 1924. From Fu-chou, Fukien; with the People's Art
Publishers. Yu add. 1, 17.
The T'ai-p'ing army encircles Seng-ko-lin-ch'in, s, 1959. CK hua 19
(1960.4) 15*.
Nti-kua repairing heaven, s. CK hua 1981.1.30*.
The Great Wall, i, seal, 1977. CK shu-hua 1.27*.
Return to Nan-hai, i, s. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan IV.13*.
Cranes in old trees, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.4, back cover.
LIN CHIEN-T'UNG ^ Jf_ /̂ / , original name Feng-hsin $^ *xk* . B. 1911.
From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung; graduate of Canton Art School, now lives in Hong Kong.
BK IV, 111; Ho, 32; Lin, 41.
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Fourteen paintings of various subjects dating from 1955 to 1971 in Lin.
LIN CH'IN^^- fffi •
Opera figures: the monkey with the peaches of immortality, done with Kuan
Liang, 1979. Ch»i-shih nien-tai 113 (June 1979) 59*.
LIN CHIN-HSIU ^N- < ^ ^ , another name Feng ^jSi • Woman. B. 1918. From
Fuchou, Fukien; now with the Shensi Drama Research Institute. BK IV, 111; Ytt
a d d . 1 , 1 7 .
Hundred magnolias in blossom. CP 1960.8.14*.
LIN CHuN-LUNG ^g
The doctor is on her rounds again, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua 68.
LIN FAN *•% FL t. I-yu £fi] ^ . B. 1931. From I-yang, Hunan; with the PLA
Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 17.
See Collaborative Works List 31.
LIN FENG-MIJEN %A^ m[^ 0%. B. 1900, or 1901, or 1906. From Mei-hsien,
Kwangtung; studied Western painting in Paris in 1922-23; became Director of the
National Art Academy; now in Shanghai. BK IV, 111; Ho, 37; Lin, 39; MSNC, 43;
Sullivan, 93; Yti add. 1,17. l l ~?
Bibliography. A: Lin Feng-mien hua-chi Myf^ JmL _
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1979. 3i §hiy De-jinn )$p *fjj§\ j^|_ , Lin
Feng-mien hua-chi %7f^ /&L &lk/ j|[ - ^ Contemporary Painter Lin
Feng-mien. Taipei: 1979. C: Lin Feng-mien hua-hsuan
Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978.
riree girls and sails. A, introduction.
Three fish, i. A, introduction.
Horse, s. A, introduction; CL 1979.2.111.
Three landscape sketches. A, introduction.
Five black birds among cherry blossoms, s. A, 1*; B, 38*; C, 1*.
Young egret. A, 2*; B, 33*; C, 5*.
Spring: a park corner, s. A, 3*; C, 3*.
Autumn colors in a village. A, 4*; B, 42*; C, 10*.
Bowl of hydrangenas, s. A, 5*.
Southern landscape. A, 6*; C, 7*.
Two black birds on a branch, i, s. A, 7*; B, 35* (no i or s ) .
Dance (a crane) s. A, 8*; C, 19*.
Still life: yellow flowers in vase, three fish on plate, seal (?). A,
9*; B, 79*.
Girl in pink among flowers, s. A, 10*; B, 66*.
Still life: vase of flowers, lemon, s. A, 11*.
Early spring landscapes, s. A, 12*; B, 29; C, 2*.
Pine and cottage by the river, s. A, 13*; B, 84.
Mountain stream. A, 14*.
Crow. A, 15*; B, 22; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 64.
Rooster, s. A, 16*; Mei-shu 1961.5.16.
Owl, s. A, 17*; B, 34*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 69; Mei-shu 1961.5.16;
Shang-hai hua-niao chi 13*•
Still life: an antique vase. A, 18*; C, 11*.
A corner of a garden, i, s. A, 19*.
Untitled: garden scene, s. A, 20*.
A lady playing the ch'in, s. A, 21*; C, 12*.
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Three ac t resses . A, 22*.
Lotuses, s . A, 23; B, 49.
Fruit in a glass bowl, vase of flowers, s. A, 24*.
Ferry, s. A, 25*.
Two boats with cormorants, s. A, 26*; B, 54.
Wild autumn geese above reeds, s. A, 27*; B, 21 (cropped); CL
1963.1.104; CP 1961.10.22*; Mei-shu 1961.5.17*; Shang-hai hua-niao
7*; Shang-hai hua-niao chi 27*.
Vase of blue flowers, s. A, 28*.
Five red flowers in a vase, s. A, 29*; C, 17*.
Willow bank. A, 30*; C, 4*.
Seated woman, i, s. A, 31*.
Dahlia, i, s. A, 32*.
Two young egrets with reeds, s. A, 33*.
Fishing boats with cormorants. A, 34; C, 6.
Seated lady holding a lotus, s. A, 35*; B, 98.
Pink flowers in a bowl, seal (?). A, 36*.
Sun flowers in vase, bowl of fruit, s. A, 37*; C, 9*.
Lotus pond in summer. A, 38*.
Cottage in grove of yellow trees, seal. A, 39*.
New farm village in mountains, s. A, 40*; C, 8*; Mei-shu 1980.2.20*.
Harvest, s. A, 41*.
Woman seated under palm trees. A, 42*; B, 65*.
Bowl of cockscombs. A, 43*; C, 14*.
Birds among leaves, s. A, 44*; B, 17.
Cottage under trees by a river. A, 45*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 66*.
Still life: vase of sunflowers, wine glass, fruit, s. A, 46*.
Cottages under yellow trees by a river, s. A, 47*.
Bird on branch, s. A, 48*; B, front cover.
Two egrets, s. A, 49*.
Cottage in a forest. A, 50*.
Lotus pond. A, 51*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 66*; Mei-shu 1982.2, front
cover*•
Village, pine trees at the foot of a mountain. A, 52*; Nan-pei chi 30
(Nov. 1972) 64.
Country scenery, s. A, 53*.
Mountain ranges and multiple peaks, s. A, 54*; B, 97.
Still life: yellow flowers in vases, pears on blue tablecloth, s. A,
55*.
Vase of dahlias, s. A, 56*.
Still life: glass vases, bowls and cups. A, 57*; C, 20*; CL 1979.2
opp. 108*.
Red cockscombs and green apples, s. A, 58*; B, 74*; Mei-shu 1980.2.20*.
Five birds on branch in winter, s. A, 59*.
Fishermen. A, 60*; C, 18*.
Chrysanthemums in vase, s. A, 61*; C, 16*.
Pines at dusk, s. A, 62*; B, 46*; C, 13*.
A bird with a long beak, s. B, 1 .
Autumn colors on West Lake, s. B, 7.
Landscape. B, 10-11.
Waterbirds and reeds, s. B, 13.
Actor in classical opera, s. B, 14-15; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors
85*.
Landscape, s. B, 19.
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Actor in classical opera, s. B, 20; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 89*.
Actor, seal (?). B, 23.
Dancing crane, s. B, 24.
Cottages in maple forest, B, 28; CL 1979,2 front cover*.
Actor and actress of Peking opera, s. B, 30.
Figure of Peking opera with a spear, s, B, 31.
Bowl of flowers, s. B, 32.
Owl, s. B, 36*.
Two egrets, s. B, 37*.
Five birds on wisteria branch, s. B, 39*.
Pine forest at dusk, s. B, 40-41*.
Autumn colors in the south, s. B, 43*.
Blue sky, blue sea and sand beach. B, 44*.
Vase of dahlia flowers, s indistinct. B, 45*,
Mountain ranges by a river, s. B, 47*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 61.
Village under autumn grove in valley, s. B, 48*; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 3,
back cover*.
Flying goose above reeds, s. B, 50; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 63; Hajek,
Cont. Ch. Ptg., 147*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 82*.
Two owls among leaves, s. B, 52.
Ocean waves. B, 55; Ming-pao 9 (1974) 12.104.
Returning fisherman. B, 56.
Actor. B, 57.
Black birds and leaves, s. B, 61.
Black bird among autumn leaves, i, s, B, 62; CL 1979.2 bet. 108-109*.
Two actresses in roles of the White Serpent and the Green Serpent from
the opera "The Legend of the White Serpent." B, 63; CR 1963.7, front
cover*; Nan-pei chi 20 (Jan. 1972) front cover*.
Pine forest. B, 64.
Three beauties, s. B, 67*.
A lady with flowers in white vase, s, 1962. B, 68*.
Lady with flowers in vase, s. B, 69*.
Pots of flowers. B, 70*.
Woman in blue, s. B, 71*.
Seated woman, s. B, 72-73*.
Still life with cactus, s. B, 75*.
Rooster, s. B, 76.
The Chia-ling River, s. B, 77*.
Blue and green landscape with red sky, s. B, 78*.
Five palace ladies, s, 1961. B, 80*.
Fishermen. B, 82.
Crucifixion. B, 83.
Reclining nude woman, s. B, 85.
Returning birds, s. B, 89.
Riverside scene, s. B, 93.
Chia-ling River scene. B, 94.
Lotus pond, s. B, 96.
Actor and actress in the Peking opera. B, 99.
Flying duck among autumn trees, s. B, back cover*.
Autumn: egrets flying over reeds, s. C, 15*.
Bird on branch, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 87 (April 1977) 26; Ch'i-shih
nien-tai 89 (June 1977), back cover.
Woman, i, s, 1960. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 111 (April 1979) 59.
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Bowl of flowers, s. Ch'uan-kuo shui-ts'ai 50*; Ming-pao 9 (1974)
12,104.
Cormorants among reeds, s. CK min-ch'u hua—chia, front cover*? Hajek,
Cont. Ch. Ptg., 149*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 84*.
Nude, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 56*.
Two figures on top of mountain, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 62.
Fisherman, s. Ibid. 62; Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 153*.
Solitary cormorant flying over marsh. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 63; Ming-pao
9 (1974) 12.51*.
Ducks flying over marsh at night. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 63; Ming-pao 9
(1974) 12.51*.
Fishing boats with fisherman and cormorants. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 64;
Ming-pao 9 (1974) 10, inside back cover; Nan-pei chi 29 (Oct. 1972)
55.
Actors. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 65*.
Lady in red skirt seated among trees. Ibid. 65; CL 1963.1 opp. 62*.
Lady. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 65*; CP 1962.8.21*; Ming-pao 9 (1974)
12.50*.
Cottages under willows by a river, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 68* (s
cropped); CP 1962.8.20*; Ming-pao 9 (1974) 12.50* (s cropped).
Lotus pond, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 68*; Ming-pao 9 (1974) 12.50*.
Trackers, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 68*; Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 151*.
Autumn rain: birds in branches, s. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 69 (s
cropped); CR 1963.7, back cover*; Nan-pei chi 17 (Oct. 1971) front
cover* (s cropped).
Four egrets by a pond. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 69.
Cormorants, s. CL 1959.8 opp. 110*.
Red maples. CL 1963.1 opp. 10*.
Birds among pear blossoms, i, s. CL 1963.1 opp. 86*; Mei-shu
1963.4.60*.
Cormorant and fishing boat. CL 1963.1.105.
Blue flowers, s. CL 1979.2 bet. 108-109*.
Wild geese in flight, s. Ibid. opp. 109*.
Flowers. CL 1979 supplement: Traditional Chinese Paintings, front
cover*.
Seated lady, s. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 22.
An actress in tragic role, s. Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings 15.
Hamlets below mountains, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 152*; Hejzlar,
Chinese Watercolors 83*.
Landscape with yellow trees, s. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 86*.
Female nude, s. Ibid. 87*.
Fishermen's houses in the harbor, s. Ibid. 88*.
Two birds in the shade of willows, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 19*.
Egret, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 50*.
Bowl of red flowers, s. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 1.15*.
Bowl of flowers, s (?). Mei-shu 1954.8.26*.
Cottages under willow tree by a river, s. Mei-shu 1956.12.36*; Nan-pei
chi 93 (Feb. 1978) 70*.
Scenery. Mei-shu 1959.12.22.
Autumn scene. Mei-shu 1962.3.33*.
Still life: vases of flowers, bowl of goldfish. Mei-shu 1963.4,61*.
Fishing boats and egrets. Mei-shu 1980.2.21.
Cottage under trees by a stream. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.72.




Two actresses in "Precious Lotus Lantern." Ming-pao 9 (1974) 12.51*.
Still life. Ibid. 103.
Two egrets. Ibid. 103.
Owl, s. Ibid. 104.
Scenery. Ibid. 104.
Illustration to Fan Chung-yen's poem, fisherman on the river. Ming-pao
12 (1977) 3.51*.
Opera scene from Lu-hua tang. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7, front cover*.
Two cranes in marsh, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.47.
Woman holding a lotus. Ibid. 52*.
Nude, s. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 6, front cover*.
Two ladies. Ibid. 47.
Landscape, s. Ibid. 49*.
Snowscape, s. Ibid. 50*.
Birds among blue cherry blossoms, s. Ibid. 51*.
Mynah bird, s. Ibid. 51*.
Still life, s. Ibid, back cover*.
Egret, s. Nan-pei chi 93 (Feb. 1978) 70*.
Two herons, s, 1973. Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan 16*.
Pear blossoms and birds, s, 1977. Shang-hai hua-ytlan 3*.
Lady with a fan, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 176.
Two Western nuns, s. Ibid. 177.
Seated lady, s. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 77.
Four crows on willow branch, i, s. Ibid. 78.
Rooster, s. Ibid. 79.
Still life: fish on plate, s. Ibid. 80.
River landscape, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 250.
Cormorants flying over watergrass, s. Ibid. 251.
Seated lady holding lotus, s. Ibid. 252.
Flying geese, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 27.
Boat on the river, s, 1943. Ibid. 28; Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 501.
Lady playing the lute, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 410*.
Landscape, s. Ibid. 411.
Landscape, s. Ibid. 412.
Peking opera figures, s. Ibid. 413.
Seated lady, s. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 23.
Mountain landscape, s. Ibid. 24.
Blue landscape, s. Sullivan 40.
Autumn outing, s, 1930. Wu, Painting in China IV*.
LIN FENG-SU f~fr Jj§^ /'yr£ . B. 1939. From Ch'ao-an, Kwangtung; with the
People's Art Hall in the Chao-ch'ing area, Kwangtung. BK III, 1? Yii add. 1, 18.
New fields in stone valley, s, 1972. CL 1972.11 opp. 54*; Scheck 17; Yenan
Talks 30 Anniversary, A 51*.
Holiday at the commune, s, 1972. CL 1973.1 opp. 72*; CP New Series 30*;
Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary, A 50*.
Light at Ts'un-i, done with Ch'en Tung-t1ing and Liang Shih-hsiung. In
Chairman Mao's Memorial Hall. Mei-shu 1977.6.23*.
1^3LIN FU-CH'ANG i^f 7/k
Flowers, i, s, 1887. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 234.
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LIN HSI-MING Jfrfc ̂ ' &fl h. Wu-niu J$J Jf- . B. 1926. From Yung-chia,
Chekiang, also a paper-cut artist, in 1965 an art editor of the Children's
Publishing House, Shanghai; now with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy;
influenced by Ch'i Huang, Huang Chin; landscape, figures, animals, BK IV,
111; Yu add. 1, 18; CL 1965.9, p. 112; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
New song of Lake T'ai, s. CK hua-hsuan 45; CK hua hsuan-chi 45*.
The day begins. CL 1965.8 opp. 112*.
On the Chin-sha River, i, s, 1976. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan III.8*; Mei-shu
ts'ung-k'an 1.66.
Misty rain on the Li River, s. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.106*.
On Lake P'o-yang, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 109*.
Spring, seal. Ibid. 112*.
Fruit harvest, seal (?). PR May 24, 1963.6.
Mountain scenery, i, s. Shan-shui hua 6*.
Sails on Lake T'ai, s. Ibid. 7*; Shang-hai hua-yuan 19*.
Fishermen on river, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 45.
LIN HStiEH-FU $& l*$ 3^ h. Hstieh-fu 'ff ^ . B. 1924. From Tan-yang,
Kiangsu; in 1949 at the Cheng-tse Art School, in 1951 graduated from the Kiangsu
Public Cultural Education Academy, art department; pupil of Lti Feng-tzu; now
with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; landscape, birds and flowers.
Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 44.
A panda eating bamboo, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 44.
LIN HSttEH-YEN.
Delivering public grain, done with Ko Shao-ling. PC 1953.8.17.
LIN KUAN-MING ^£-. /t£» , ̂ A? t. Mei-shu 4[fr $ £ , A-ming jfej* B)$ h. Ch'ing-ch'i
ch'ih-jen y% pj^ ^j& X ^ • Woman. B. 1909 or 1910. From Chung-shan,
Kwangtung; graduate of Kwangtung Provincial Girl's Normal School; pupil of Huang
Chun-pi; now with the Peking Painting Academy; landscape. BK IV, 111; MSNC, 43;
Yu add. 1, 17.
Dawn at the Liu-chia rapids, i, s, 1959. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 8-9.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 60.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 61.
See also Collaborative Works List 27.
LIN LING 7fy^ '$ . Shanghai.
Delivering food to workers in the mountains, i, s, 1959. Mei-shu
1960.7.33.
LIN MENG-SUNG %'k *y &£ t. Chang ̂ M- . B. 1920. From Fuchou, Fukien; pupil
of Ts'ai Hao-t'ing; figures, landscapes, lions, horses, monkeys; now with an
army drama troupe. MSNC, 44; Yu add. 1, 17.
Two horses in landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 205.
LIN MIN ,f^ ^ S ^ t . Mei-yin j ^ l£] h. Mei-hu || *&$ . Woman. From Peking
or Ch'ang-lo, Fukien; Hu-she Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research
Association; pupil of Chao En-hsi; flowers, birds, insects. BK IV, 111; MSNC,
44; Hu-she 20.14 (11-20.165).
Wisteria vine, s, 1929, Hu-she 20.14 (11-20.165).
Plum and pine sprays in vase, rock and narcissus, i, s, 1931 • Hu-she
41-50.101.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 85.11.
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LIN NUAN-SU k*Zh* ̂  s$k . Woman. B. 1919. Daughter of Lin Chueh-min,
studied in Fuchou and in Shanghai Art School; Chinese Painting Research
Association. Women of China, 1980.11.42.
Loquat branch, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.161.
Chrysanthemums, i, seal (?). Women of China 1980.11.44*.
LIN PO-CHtiN 7f>if*- l-g Jrz . B. 1930. From Yang-l iu-ch' ing, Tients in; now works
in the Hami area of Sinkiang. Yu add. 1, 17.
Anti-Gang-of-Four chi ldren (minority theme), i , 1977. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu
69.
LIN SAN-CHIH ^^ 3>C, - ^ h . San-erh ~jj^ Jfy , Tso-erh & JjL , Lin
B. 1898. From Chiang-p'u, Kiangsu; with the Kiangsu Chinese Painting Academy.
Yti add. 1 , 1 7 .
Landscape, i , s . Nanking Exh. Cat . , I I . 160.
LIN SHU ^ ^ *^? S* original name Ch'iln-yu ̂ r ^ t. Hui 'd*£ , Ch'in-nan ̂  l$]
h. Wei-lu ̂  Jji , Leng-hung sheng ^ £JL ^ . B. 1852 or 1853, d. 1924.
From Min-hou, Fukien; taught at Peking University, noted for translations of
Western novels into Chinese; landscape, birds and flowers. BK IV, 111; Boorman
II, 382; Lin, 39; Sun, 232; Yil, 530. , / v?7 n£ Jgr v£-
Bibliography. A: Lin Wei-lu i-chi ShsfL ~PK //J^ ^J^ $B • 2 vols.
Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1934.
Stone cliff and bamboo, i, s. A, 1.1.
Buildings along a mountain stream, i, s, 1922. A, 1.2.
Cloudy peaks, i, s, 1923. A, 1.3.
Landscape, i, s, 1923. A, 1.4.
Villa in mountains, i, s, 1910. A, 1.5.
Pagoda in mountains by sea coast, i, s. A, 1.6.
Watching the waterfall, i, s, 1923. A, 1.7.
Cottage in grove beneath mountains, i, s. A, I. 8.
Cottage in grove at foot of mountains, i, s, 1922. A, 1.9.
Vista seen through steep cliffs, i, s, 1922. A, I. 10.
Pavilion over rapids at foot of waterfall, i, s, 1922. A, 1.11.
Bamboo grove and cloudy mountains, i, s, 1923. A, 1.12.
Travelers approaching building beneath overhanging cliffs, i, s, 1922.
A, 1.13.
Temple in the mountains, i, s, 1922. A, 1.14.
Empty pavilion by bamboo grove in mountains, i, s, 1922. A, II.1.
Waterfall below rocky cliffs, i, s, 1922. A, II.2.
Boating on a mountain stream, i, s, 1922. A, II.3.
Bamboo and willow banks, i, s, 1923. A, II.4.
Two men on path, pines, bamboo and cloudy, steep peaks, i, s, 1923. A,
II.5.
Landscape, i, s, 1911. A, II.6.
Two men at entrance to mountain cave, i, s, 1923. A, 11.7.
Landscape after Shen Chou, i, s, 1924. A, II.8.
River scene, i, s, 1924. A, II.9.
Yen-yen-ling Peak, i, s, 1923. A, 11.10.
Scholar on a path beneath pine, bamboo grove and distant peaks, i, s,
1922. A, 11.11.
Pines and buildings in mountains, i, s, 1922. A, 11.12.
Mountain village, i, s, 1922. A, 11,13.
Two men on path in misty mountains, i, s, 1917. A, 11.14.
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Landscape, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 55.
Groves and peaks, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen 11,10.
Man reading in a riverside pavilion, i, s, 1916. Collectanea 1853-1971,
88.
Two people approaching a house under willows, i, s. Ibid. 89.
Copy of "Lakeside pavilion" by Ch'iu Ying now in the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts , i , s , 1911. Ib id . 90*.
Snowscape, i , s , 1920. Hu-she 14.12 (11-20 .129) .
Four landscapes, i , s , 1922. Kuo-t'ai I . 26*, 27*.
Landscape, i , s , 1908. Kuo-t'ai IV.18*.
Cottage on a mountain, fan, i , s , 1924. Kuo-t'ai V.23*.
Snow scene of Wang Ch'uan, i , s , 1914. Kuo-t'ai XII .22 .
Fishing alone beside a stream, i , s . Kuo-t'ai XII .22 .
Landscape, i , s . Kuo-t'ai XII .23*.
Rock c l i f f , water fa l l , co t tage , i , s , 1922. Shina nanga t a i s e i X.256.
Landscape, i , s , 1922. Ib id . X.257.
Landscape, i , s , 1917. Ib id . XII. 260.
Landscape in the s t y l e of Wang Ytian-ch'i, i , s . Sotheby, April 28,
1982, 4 1 .
Landscape, i, s, 1914. Tsuruta 76.
Watching the clouds under a pine, i, s, d indistinct. Wang-ytin hsien
1.11.
LIN SHU-HUA f
Two landscapes in old styles, album leaves. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937).
LIN SUNG-SHENG ^ ^ /FA &• . Canton Art School,
Girl commune member, i, s, 1962. Mei-shu 1963.5.66.
LIN TE-MING k?f* 4i& 4$? t. Hourkuang J^L -ft* h. Ytieh-ch'ang chiu-k'o^t ^
^ ^|p , Shuang-ch'i yfi-che ̂ §# ;J^ ?jg ^ . B. 1903 or 1906, d. 1967.
From Tung-huan, Kwangtung; graduate of Shanghai I-fei Chinese Painting School;
Canton Chinese Painting Research Association; student of Ch'en Po-nien, Chang
Shu-ch'i and Li Lang-hsien; chickens. Ho, 33; Li, 90; Lin, 39.
Chicken and flowers, s, 1941. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
LIN TSUN-YEN kk~ jf̂ - 'fj^t. Yu-mei £fi / # " , Yu-pao *•# ^^ . From Fukien;
antiquarian. I-lin 3.16; Sui-k'an ts'ang.
Two figures (after rubbings), i, 1929. I-lin 3.16.
Horse and chariot (Han relief style), i, s, 1923. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
LIN TS'UNG-CH'ttAN.
Girl in boat on a l o t u s pond, i i n d i s t i n c t . CR 1981.6 .31* .
LIN TUN-Yu J ^ J
Setting up an ambush, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 62.
LIN TZU-PAI A<f- -^ 43 . From Fukien. Wen-ling Seal-carving, Calligraphy
and Painting Association. BK IV, 111.
Anti-aircraft air battle, done with Ch'en Te-hung, i, s, 1959. CK hua 16
(1960.1) 9.
New Year's plants and fruits, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 36 (March 1937).
Hen in coop, cock, chicks, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.159.
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LIN WEI-YEN } % g
Woman seated on rug, lighted candle, seal (?), two colophons dated 1936.
Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11.162.
LIN YEN-PO f*"fc f% 13^- • From Hopei; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape,
birds and flowers. BK IV, 111; MSNC 44.
Ling-chin and rock, i, s. Hu-she 99.15.
LIN YING-I 7& *fi V^'t. Hsiao-wu fl 4& . B. 1918. From Chin-chiang,
Fukien; when young lived in Taiwan, attended Hsia-men Art Academy; graduate of
art department of Fukien Normal School; active in Fukien. MSNC 43.
Crow on blossoming twig, i, s, 1947. MSNC 191.
Lotuses, s, 1947. Ibid. 195.
LIN Yu jf.'fc j£j t. Hslleh-yen % jfikj
Sou-pi-ko-chu >^^ J^ Hgj _£. , Shan-pu-ku-chai chu /$
B. 1911. From Chiang-tu, Kiangsu; pupil of Chin Chien-wu, later of Chao Ch'i,
Ch'en Mo and others in Suchou; later moved to Shanghai and became pupil of Chao
Shih-kang; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; landscape, figures, especially ladies,
animals, insects, fish, flowers. BK IV, 111; MSNC, 44.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 74.
Lady standing under a willow, i, s. Ibid. 148.
LIN YUNG k^c ^Mf . B. 1942. From Ch'ao-chou, Kwangtung; Kwangtung Painting
Academy. Yu add. 1, 17.
Presents from Peking (copies of Mao Tse-tung1s writings), done with Chou Po
and Wu Ch'i-chung, i, 1974. 25th Anniversary Art Exh., 6*; CR
1975.1.28*; Hsien-tai CK hua, cover*.
Trio of musicians: navy man, PLA man, and civilian, i, s, 1974. 25th
Anniversary Art Exh., 16*.
Studying, done with Hsiung Chao-jui, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 3; CK hua
hsfian-chi 4*; CL 1974.4 opp. 48*.
Woman commune member, s. CK shu-hua 7.15*.
"Our mighty army a million strong has crossed the Great River,"
illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "The Capture of Nanking by the
People's Liberation Army," 1949. CL 1971.9 opp. 24*; Scheck 2*.
Birds on a lake and in trees, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.11.20*.
Nude girl and leopard, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.5.26.
Girl among new bamboo, s, 1979. Ibid. 26.
Mao Tse-tung with returned investigation scouts, i, s, 1971. Mei-shu
tso-p'in hsllan 8*.
Crossing on the Lu-ting Iron Chain Suspension Bridge, done with Liu Lun and
Tfang Hsiao-ming, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu 1977.5.29; PLA 50 Anniversary 45.
Ah, the sea: woman on a shore, i, s, 1978. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 6.51-52*.
Portrait of Ms. Yasin, s, 1978. Ibid. 52*.
Girl in a white blouse, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 52*.
LIN YUNG-SHU
Children composing letter to send to small friends in Taiwan, done with
Hsieh Ts'ung-jung, i. 25th Anniversary Art Exh., 18*.
LING CH'ENG-CHU /^ $, ^\f. Woman. From Peking. MSNC, 52.
Banana leaves and chrysanthemums, s, 1960. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 9.
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Water village scene, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1981.5.31*.
LING
LING-FEI CHU-SHIH ^
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1942, Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 45,
LING HSIAO-YIN /%j[^ -5p r4g, . Woman, second daughter of Ling Wen-yuan. D.
1957. At 14 studied with Ch'i Huang; studied education at Syracuse tftiiversity?
returned to China in 1930? later moved to Taiwan. Ling Chih-chih Ling Hsiao-yin
fu-nu hua-chi, 25.
Bibliography. A. Ling Chih-chih Ling Hsiao-yin fu-nu hua-chi
^%L M ^%< i>C ^T ~^ 3 £ A Collection of Paintings by Lin
Chih-chih ant His Daughter. Yang^ming-shan: 1974.
Plum blossoms, i, s, colophon dated 1932. A, 27.
For later paintings of landscapes and flowers done during the 1950's,
see A, 27-33, inside back cover, back cover.
LING HSu y^ £̂E- t. Wan-ch'ing ^ £J^ h. Pi-lang san-jen jg >%, "A^L A ^ .
B. 1918. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; graduate of Shanghai Fine
Arts Academy? Shanghai Art-Tea Association? landscape, birds, insects, fish. BK
IV, 110? MSNC, 51.
Fishing junks at Yang-shu-p'u, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 59.
Goldfish and leaves, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.7.32.
White-robed Kuan-yin, i, s. MSNC 144.
LING LI-JU y^ -£- -*a t. Man ^ . B. 1914. From Wu-chiang, Kiangsu?
graduate of Shanghai Hsin-hua Art School? taught at the Shanghai International
Middle School and at Suchou Art College? pupil of Hsieh Chu and Chang Shu-ch'i?
birds and flowers. BK IV, 110? MSNC, 52.
Flowers and bird on rock, s. MSNC 175.
LING PAO-CHtiAN >J^ /|? ^ . Woman.
White horse in autumn stream. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.239.
LING PING-CH'IEN >|^ 7^9 £,|^t. Sheng-hsi J§£ j(-%-• From P'ing-chiang,
Hunan? Chinese Painting Research Association? landscape. I-lin 33.10.
Landscape, i, s, 1924. I-lin 33.10.
LING SHU-HUA s?& ^K |p . Woman. B. 1908. From Kwangtung, moved to Peking,
a writer, wife of Ch'en Yuan? formerly Assistant Keeper in the Department of
Calligraphy and Painting at the Palace Museum, Peking? moved to England in 1947.
BK IV, 110? Sullivan, 93? Trends, 22.
Winter garden with returning crows, for Hu Shih, i indistinct. Exh. Modern
Chinese Paintings 16 (section).
Tree and rock, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 41.
Landscape, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.238.
River view of the outskirts of Wu-ch'ang, fan, i, s, 1954. Trends 4.
Layers of misty mountains, fan, i, s. Ibid. 5.
View of Lake Thun after rain, i, s. Ibid. 6.
View of Hotsugawa, i, s. Ibid. 7.
SSU-FEI ^ ^2' ~ip t. Ching-sheng -f^ '*£ h. Yun-fan-lou-chu 'J ^




Landscape, s• MSNC 8 3•
LING WEN-YuAN >%^ X ?M t. Chih-chih J[ ^ _ h. Yin-feng chil-shin J?f. ^
^ -jb* • D. 1944* From T'ai-hsien, Kiangsu; an official under the Ch'ing
Dynasty and the Republic; taught at Peking Art School; Bee Painting Society;
birds and flowers, BK IV, 110; MSNC, 52; Ytt, 657; Ling Chih-chih ling Hsiao-yin
f u-nil hua-chi. '
Bibliography. A: Ling Chih-chih Ling Hsiao-yin fu-nu hua-chi ^
>$k ^k f5^. !>C -it: ̂  'jfl A Collection of Paintings by Lin
Chih-chih and His Daughter r~ Yang^-min-shan: 1974.
Blossoming branch, s. A, 1 •
Branch of pomegranate, i, s, 1931. A, 2.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1927. A, 2.
Chrysanthemums and bamboo fence, i, s. A, 2.
Hut in bamboo grove, i, s, 1927. A, 2.
A pot of chrysanthemums, i, s. A, 3.
Loquats, i, s, 1927. A, 3.
Peonies, i, s, 1927. A, 3.
Cat, s. A, 3.
Solitary boat on wintry crossing, i, s, 1927. A, 3.
Vine and rock, i, s, 1927. A, 4.
Lotuses, i, s, 1927. A, 4.
Pot of plum on a rock, i, s. A, 4.
Flowers, 1931. A, 4.
67 paintings of plum blossoms, dating between 1923 and 1932. A, 5-21.
Wisteria, i, s, 1922. Collectanea 1850-1967, 105.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 106.
Red plum blossoms, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 107; Tang-tai ming-jen 29.
Ink plum blossoms, fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien I, 19*.
Flowers, fan, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 21-30.107.
Flowers, s, 1933. Hu-she 81.11.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1923. Kuo-t'ai II.7*.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1942. MSNC 113.
Old wisteria, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.236.
LING YEN-CH'IH
Pine tree on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1929. I-lin 1.5.
'J ?ik t. Tzu-ching -f 7fY .
Old tree and monkey, i, s, 1938. I-lin 101.16.
Flowers, i, s, 1938. I-lin 104.15.
Geese on a bank. I-lin 105.11.
Lotus and fish, i, s, 1942. I-lin 118.16.
LIU CH'ANG-CH'AO Ê'J ^ >%% h.^Chieh-ling lao-jen
Pu-fan-chai chu-jen ^ jtg] pp. 3E-s*\^* B» 1907. From Chieh-yang,
Kwangtung; 1930 graduate of Shanghai Art Academy; student of Wu Chtin-ch'ing,
P'an Tfien-shou, Huang Chih and Liu Hai-su; now with the Shan-t'ou Museum. CK
i-shu-chia II, 487; Yu add. 1, 45.




LIU CHAO 7p\ J^St. Lin-ch'uan i?J» )i\ . Wu-chung chin-jen.
Kiosk by a river, mountain peak, i, s, 1924. Wu-chung chin-jen 1.2.
Landscape, i, s, 1925, Ibid. II.1.
LIU CHEN-HSIA <£'J jjf^ <!(_•
Three paintings of figures, each s. Mei-shu 1981.11.32-33.
LIU CHI-JUNG ^\ ^ ^
Two girls carrying loaded baskets, i, s, 1959. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 2.
Tibetan woman commune member. CK hua jen-wu 6*.
Girl ferrying two men, done with Chiang Ch'i-ning, i, 1961. Kuang-tung
mei-shu hstian 8*.
Fisherwomen in south, i. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 33.
LIU CHI-TS'ENG >%l\ $($& "*# •
Landscape after Wang Yuan-ch'i, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.423.
LIU CHI-YING %\ Vffi
Wisteria and pheasant, s. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 17.
Squash vine, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 31.
LIU CHI-YU 7p\ gfa |£] . B. 1918. From Tientsin, son of Liu Kuei-ling; with
the People's Art Publishing House; figures, animals, birds, flowers. BK IV,
109; CK i-shu-chia I, 453; Yu add. 1, 46; Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Fawn and pine, s, 1974. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 23*.
Rabbit and cabbage, s. Ibid. 73*.
Lti Pu in battle. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 8.
Sword dance, s, 1959. CK hua 14 (1959.11), back cover*.
Yellow Turban Uprising, i, s, 1959. CK hua hsuan-pien 25.
Sun Wu-kung and the White Bone Demon, i, s, 1977. CK shu-hua 1.24-25
(whole and two details)*.
Tiger, s, d indistinct. CP 1982.5.22*.
Cat and banana plant, i, s, 1973. Nan-pei chi 97 (June 1978) 78*.
A panda, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 67.
Squirrels, s. Ibid. 68.
Eagle, i, s. Ibid. 69; Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 512.
Rabbits, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 420.
Cats, i, s. Ibid. 421.
Lynx, i, s. Ibid. 422.
Tending geese, i, s. Women of China 1979.4, inside front cover*.
Supplementary bibliography: .
Liu Chi-yu hua-chi ^il £0 ^J -J|r ̂ jjfz • Shan-tung mei-shu, 1981.
til! \ )b> J4"
LIU CHIA-CHtlN S§}\ <fc ^&^* Shanghai worker .
See Collaborative Works List 63.
LIU CH'IANG/^'J -&> . Woman, daughter of Liu Chi-yu. Nan-pei chi 98 (July
1978) p. 85.
Cat, i, s. Nan-pei chi 98 (July 1978) 86.
LIU CHIH-TfING ^ « ] ^ ^




Cloudy waterfall, s." Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.410.
LIU CHIN ŷ 'J —g~ t. Tzu-ytl -J- /̂-J . From Shanghai; collector and
connoisseur; studied at Shanghai Fine Arts Academy under Wang To. MSNC, 111.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 83.
LIU CH'ING /jg)\ ?$ t. Se-weng Jf- =̂J . From Chfien-chiang, Hupei. I-lin
96.5
Cat and butterfly, s. I-lin 96.5.
LIU CHING-CH'EN ^f1] -^ / ^ t. Chen-hui $1 ft^" . From Yung-chia, Chekiang;
plum blossoms. Yti, 1323.
Plum blossoms, s. Hsien-tai ming-hua 6.
LIU CHING-CHJjEH ̂ j 7F> 4^11. Tao-yung j ^ , ^§. h. Hsiang-sheng >%0 %. ,
Hsiang-sun %L %%, • From Ch'ang-chou, Kiangsu, died in Peking; landscape,
flowers. YuV 1323.
Landscape, fan, i indistinct. I-lin 45.4.
LIU CHING-HSIEN /$\ ^ jj£ t. Pao-sheng /\% ^^ . From Wu-chin, Kiangsu;
Hu-she Painting Society. BK IV, 109 and 110; MSNC, 113.
Chrysanthemums, fan, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.130.
LIU CHti-CH'ING \ ^ l
Gulls over waves, i l l u s t r a t i o n to a poem, i i n d i s t i n c t . Ming-pao 14 (1979)
2.52*.
LIU CHUANG
Crabs, s , 1979. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 313.
LIU CHttN-JAN
Fruits and vegetables, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 58*.
Flowers and rock, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 39 (June 1937).
Two quail by rock and plants, i, s, 1937. Ibid. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.201.
LIU CHtiN-LI SgH 1& /Tg • Peking. BK IV, 109.
Lake scene, i , 1960. Mei-shu 1961.1.34.
See a l so Collaborative Works L i s t 22,
LIU EN %\ % .
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-chan 87.
LIU EN-HAN Ĵ pf /§' >l&t. Ling-ts'ang ̂  /^ . BK IV, 109 and 110.
The Chih-mei army's great victory at Wu-yen. CP 1975.1.43*.
Kuan-yin, s. I-lin 11.12.
Ladies playing chess in a garden, i, s, 1930. I-lin 19.5.
Breaking the balustrade, copy of painting now in the National Palace
Museum, Taipei, i, s, 1932. I-lin 36.11.
Copy of Juan Kao's "Girl with fan in autumn wind," i indistinct. I-lin
62.13.
Four artists in a garden (Hsu Tsung-hao, Ch'en Nien, Hsiao Sun, Chou
Chao-hsiang), i, s. I-lin 89.3.
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Gentleman and lady, i i n d i s t i n c t , I - l i n 115 .8 .
Batt le a t Fe i - shui , i f 1977. Mei-shu 1979.7 .26*.
Playing the harp, i , s , 1934. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Yang Kuei-fei coining out of the bath, i i n d i s t i n c t , 1937. Nanking Exh.
Cat . , 11.416.
LIU FENG-CHANG <£'J ^- ^ t. O-shih dJfy•£ or fy -% . From Jao-yang, Hopei.
I-lin 41.8.
Ducks and reeds, i, s, 1932. I-lin 41.8.
Peach blossoms and bulbuls, i, s, 1932. I-lin 57.2.
LIU FENG-CH'I y£»J y[i|(̂  fcfj h. Wei-lin "^ /F/jv. . B. 1867, d. 1933. From
Nan-feng, Kiangsi, c.s. 1903; landscape. Sun, 666: Yti, 1329.
Landscape, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen IV. 16.
LIU FU-FANG 7^\ 4 W *fi . Woman. B. 1930. From Ch'ao-yuan, Shantung; with
the Peking Normal College. Yti add. 1, 46.
Children singing for resting peasants, fan, seal (?). CK hua 10 (1959.7)
7.
LIU HAI-K'UAN ^'J 7$ £j> - Worker.
New lesson: paramedic and miner in coal mine, i, 1973. SYL kung-jen 34*.
LIU HAI-SU ̂ \ ?0- jj? h. Hai-weng >& 0J . B. 1895 or 1896. From
Ch'ang-chou, Kiangsu; studied with Chou Hsiang, and in Japan; founder of the
Shanghai Art Academy; traveled in Europe in 1930s; now with the Nanking Art
Academy, also works in oils. BK IV, 109; Lin, 145; MSNC, 113; Sullivan, 94; Yti
add' 1' 46a -k & Jtt A 4t' jL
Bibliography. A: Hai-su lap-jen shu-hua ?&}• *?p. "%L> ̂ ^ ~W 'Ml
Hong Kong: 1977. B: Hai-su lao-jen chin-tso S^- J^ ^ X
Singapore: 1977.
Peonies, i, s, 1948. A, 1.
Snow on myriad mountains, i, s, 1954. A, 2*.
Tung-hai Men, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1954. A, 3*.
Grove and stone cliff, after Yun Shou-p'ing, i, s, 1957. A, 4.
Pine cliff and waterfall, i, s, 1966. A, 5.
Grapevines, i, s, 1967. A, 6.
Boaters, cottage in grove, mountain, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1968.
A, 7*.
"As sea and sky and overall frost infinitely meet," i, s, 1968.
Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Ihe Double-Ninth Festival," 1929.
A, 8*.
Peonies and rock, i, s, 1968. A, 9*.
Gourds on vine, i, s, 1968. A, 10*.
Plum blossom, i, s, 1968. A, 11; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 6.66.
Grapevine, i, s, 1968. A, 12.
Pine and stone, i, s, 1968. A, 13; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 6.67.
"This land with so much beauty aglow," i, s, 1970. Illustration to Mao
Tse-tung poem "Snow," 1936. A, 14*.
Boat in thunder storm, i, s, 1970. A, 15.
Lotuses, i, s, 1970. A, 16.
Landscape in Mi Fu style, i, s, 1970. A, 17; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 5.55.
Grapevines, i, s, 1970. A, 18.
Ink lotus, i, s, 1970. A, 19.
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Lotuses, i , s , 1971. A, 20*.
Rainy mountains, i , s , 1972. A, 21* .
Lotuses, i , s , 1972. A, 22*.
Red plum, i , s , 1972. A, 23* .
Ink landscape, i, s, 1972. A, 24.
Peonies in rain, i, s, 1972. A, 25.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1972. A, 26.
Chrysanthemum, fan, i, s, 1972. A, 27.
Lotuses above the water, i, s, 1973. A, 28*.
Red-leafed branches, i, s, 1973. A, 29*.
Old pines, i, s, 1973. A, 30.
Three fish beneath willows, i, s, 1973. A, 31.
Landscape in manner of Kao Kfo-kung, i, s, 1974. A, 32*.
Clearing after snow on Five Old Peaks, i, s, 1975. A, 33*.
Eagle above pine, i, s, 1975. A, 34*.
Plantains, i, s, 1975. A, 35.
Panda on rock, bamboo, i, s, 1975. A, 36.
Scholar in boat beneath pine-clad cliff, i, s, 1976. A, 37.
Cowherd and buffalo, i, s, 1960. B, 1*.
Flowers, i, s, 1964. B, 2*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 117 (Oct. 1979), back
cover*•
Lotuses, i, s, 1976. B, 3*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 117 (Oct. 1979) 52*.
Blue and green landscape after Shen Chou, i, s, 1967. B, 4*; Ch'i-shih
nien-tai 117 (Oct. 1979) 56*.
Fishing in autumn, i, s, 1973. B, 5*.
Green Jade Gorge, Mt. Lu, i, s, age 79. B, 6*.
Verdant peaks, i, s, 1943. B, 7*.
Five pines, i, s. B, 8*.
Peaks at Chu-sha, i, s. B, 9*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 117 (Oct. 1979) 53*.
Mountains and red trees in autumn, i, s, 1966. B, 10*.
Red plums, i, s, 1972. B, 11*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 75 (April 1976), back
cover*.
Pheasant and camellias, i, s, 1972. B, 12*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 117
(Oct. 1979) 57*.
Red and white plums, i, s, 1965. B, 13.
Pine on Mt. Huang, i, s. B, 14.
Panda on rock, bamboo, i, s, 1975. B, 15.
Clouds and pines on Mt. Huang, i, s. B, 16.
Plum blossoms, i, s. B, 17; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 117 (Oct. 1979) 55.
Cloud Gate Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s. B, 18.
Pavilion by the water, i, s, 1968. B, 19.
Five Old Peaks, i, s, 1971. B, 20.
Listening to the waterfall, i, s, 1972. B, 21.
Lotuses, i, s, 1977. B, 22.
Red plum blossoms, i, s, age 77. B, 23.
Landscape, i, s. B, 24.
Lake district scenery, i, s, 1968. B, 25.
Grape vine, i, s, 1970. B, 26.
Autumn mists on river at dusk, i, s. B, 27.
Peonies, i, s. B, 28.
Mountains and clouds in Mi style, handscroll, i, s, 1966. B, 29-31.
Five oxen, handscroll, after Han Huang painting now in the Palace
Museum, Peking, i, s 1967. B, 32-34.
Joys of fishing on the Fu-ch'un River, the beauty of the land,
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handscroll, i, s, 1961. B, 35-37.
Pine valley and murmuring stream, handscroll, i, s, 1976. B, 38-40.
Fishermen, i, s, 1976. B, 41; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 87 (portion).
Ten leaf album of landscapes, i, s, three leaves dated 1972. Hai-su
ta-shih shan-shui hsiao-ching 5%$- !$[ ̂ \ ^f lh ?}< >} ? -&
Singapore: 1975.
Mt. Huang scene, seal (?). Ch'i-shih nien-tai 111 (April 1979) 65*.
Nine streams and eighteen rapids, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 117 (Oct.
1979) 58; CK hsien-tai.
Lotuses, i, s, 1971. Chiang-su mei-shu 19*.
Landscape of the Fu-chfun River, i, s, 1955. Chin-pai-nien 99.
Epidendrum and bamboo, i, s, 1925. CK hsien-tai.
Old plum, i, s, 1925. Ibid.
Chrysanthemum, fence and bird, i, s, 1924. Ibid.
Mountain peak, i, s, 1926. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 79; Sullivan 27.
Fish. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 80.
Solitary temple in cold clouds, i, s. Ibid. 81.
Plants, s, 1911. Ibid. 83.
Epidendrum and rocks, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 85.
Lamp and plum blossoms, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 85.
Lotus. Ibid. 86 (i cropped).
Lotus, i, s, 1976. CK shu-hua 1.23*.
Pomegranates, i, s, 1977. CL 1979 supplement: Traditional Chinese
Paintings 4*•
Jade Pillar Peak, i, seal. CL 1981.2.55.
Lotus Flower Peak, i, seals. Ibid. 58.
Azalea, seals (?). Ibid. opp. 58*.
Lotuses, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 58-59*.
Camellia and golden pheasant, s. Ibid. opp. 59*; CR 1979.3. inside back
cover*•
Five pines, i, s, 1932. Collectanea 1850-1967, 60.
Two horses under trees, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 146; Tang-tai
ming-jen 63.
Wintry grove, i, seals. Collectanea 1853-1971, 147.
Lotus flowers and mandarin ducks, i, s, 1978. CP 1979.4.22*; Hsien-tai
CK hua-hstlan IV. 1*; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 12*.
Banana trees and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1956. CP 1979.4.22-23*.
A herd of cattle, s, 1951. Ibid. 22-23*.
Azalea blooms, i, s. Ibid. 23*.
Mt. Huang shrouded in mist, i, s, 1975. Ibid, back cover*.
Lotus, i, s, age 85. CP 1980.7, inside front cover*.
New Year still life: plum in jar, narcissus, fungus, done with Chang
Jan, i, s. See Chang Jan Bibliography A, 21.
Wild goose and reeds, i, s, 1935. Kuo-tfai IV.44.
On the Fu-ch'un River, i, s, 1955. Mei-shu 1956.8.6.
Green Jade Gorge, i, s, 1941. Mei-shu 1962.4.39.
Hsi-hai men, Mt. Huang, handscroll, 1954. Mei-shu 1979.1.28 (section).
Ink plum, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1980.1.29.
Bare willow and mountain peak, i, s, 1976. Ibid. 29.
Landscape, i cropped. Ibid. 31*.
Tiger on rock, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.415.
Mt. Huang scene. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.51*.
Roses, i , s, 1976. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 5.52*.
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Landscape, blue mountains, i, s. Ibid. 52*,
Rapids, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 52*.
White lotus, i, s. Ibid, inside back cover.
Snowscape, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid, back cover*.
Village in cloudy mountains, i, s. Ibid, back cover*.
Cottage in grove at foot of peaks, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 6, front
cover*•
Boat returning in a storm, i, s, 1933. MSNC 6.
Pine and eagle, s. Po-lin 5.
Boats under cliff, i, s, 1923. Ibid. 8.
Gourds, i, s. Ibid. 13.
Bird, stone, and orchid, done with Chu Wen-yun and P'eng Yu-hsien, i,
1933. Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat., 13.
Two water buffalo in stream, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 15.
Lion, s, 1933. Ibid. 17.
Lotus, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 4*.
Landscape in style of Tao-chi, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 70.
Banana frond, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 29.
Ox on path under tree, i, s, 1941. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 419.
Old tree and rock, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 22.
Landscape in Mi style, fan, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 502.
Lotus, i, s, 1963. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 25.
Scholar wandering below pine, fan, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 26.
Prunus, i, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 511.
Lotus and calligraphy, fan, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 42.
LIU HAN ̂ J
Seated ladies after Kai Ch'i, fan, i, s, 1928. Sotheby, Nov. 25, 1981,
180.
LIU HAN %\ 'J\ .
Tibetan girl, i, s, 1977. CL 1978.8*.
Lotus and girl, s, 1978. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7.48.
Ch'tl Yuan, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 16 (1981) 6, back cover*.
LIU HAN-TSUNG K
Story of porcelain manufacture in T'ang-shan before Liberation, handscroll.
CK shu-hua 1.29 (two sections)*.
LIU HAN-YU
Under the apple trees: PLA man carrying canteens to apple harvesters, done
with Lei Hung-sheng, i, s, 1974. CR 1976.8.43*.
LIU HSI ŷ 'J >|t t. Hui-sheng s&> r£- . Hu-she Painting Society; birds. BK
IV, 109; MSNC, 111.
Two birds under bamboo and peach blossoms, i, s, date ting-hai (1947) is
after the cessation of the publication of Hu-she. Hu-she 94.16.
LIU HSI-LING^'l ^ ^< t . Tzu-ch'ien<^f £jf> , Tsfui-ch' ien ^ $ |f
Lung-tao jen " ^ j j | ^ X̂ _ t Tzu-wen chu-shih <jf] f^ Jg -jr . From
Chekiang or Szechwan; Hu-she Painting Society; finger painter; landscape, bamboo
and stones, figures, flower and birds, animals. BK IV, 110; Sun, 667; Yu, 1332.
Mt. Fuji in snow, finger painting, i indis t inct . Hu-she 14.16 (11-20.132).
Cat, flowers, but terf l ies , i , s . Hu-she 15.11 (11-20.133).
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Flowers, finger painting, i, s. Hu-she 98.16.
LIU HSI-WEN sf1] ^ X . t . Ching-chou ^ j%\ . From Hua-ch'iian, Kirin.
I-lin 14.7.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 14.7.
LIU HSI-YUNG J
Spring on Tiger Hill. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 34.
Travelers in forests, done with Ch'en Yen-ch'iao, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua
hsttan-chi 24.
Winter jasmine, seals. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 128.
On the rapids in a gorge, s. Ts'ai-mo-hua 34.
LIU HSIAO-CH'I y$.x\ /f)£^ >^ . B. 1860.
Landscape, i , s i n d i s t i n c t , 1927 (age 6 8 ) . Hsi-ytian 14 .
LIU HSIAO-LI \
Who swept the snow o f f the path f o r me? CK hua-hsuan 38; CK hua hsttan-chi
29*; CL 1974.11 opp. 96*; CR 1 9 7 4 . 4 . 2 1 * .
LIU HSIAO-MIN J
White l o t u s , 1980 . Mei-shu 1 9 8 1 . 1 1 . 3 5 .
LIU HSIAO-SUNG <£ ' / 'h T ^ t . Jen-yen ^ - ^ftt, .
Lady p lay ing a f l u t e by a banana t r e e , i , s , 1942 . Sotheby, June 13 , 1979,
8 4 .
LIU HUA-MIN.
See Collaborative Works List 37.
LIU HUI s£j Pjp t . Ch'un-ku J ^ ^ . B. 1857, d . a f t e r 1924. From Shens i ;
Hu-she Pa in t ing S o c i e t y . BK IV, 109; MSNC, 111; Yti, 1325.
Landscape, i , s . Hu-she 3 1 - 4 0 . 1 7 0 .
LIU HUI-CH'IEN^'J v^, sy^ . Woman.
Camellia and bird, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Flower and bird, done with Yang Huan-ch'ing. Mei-shu sheng-huo 35 (Feb.
1937)* (plate missing in copy indexed).
Bird on wu-t'ung, after Yttn Shou-p'ing, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38
(May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.421.
See also Collaborative Works List 71.
7K /o'LIU HUNG-CHIH
See C o l l a b o r a t i v e Works L i s t 5 1 .
LIU HUNG-P»ING %}\ ?jk Sfy~ . Kweichou.
A g r i c u l t u r a l i s t s l earn ing i n the f i e l d s , s , 1959 . Mei-shu 1 9 5 9 . 1 2 . 2 6 .
LIU I-AN Jp\ l ^ ^ t . Chao ?Jfl , i - a n vTjT' JQ . B. 1903. From
Chen-chiang, Kiangsu, moved t o Fukien; p u p i l of Ku En-t fung and T'ang Tung-fu;
landscape . MSNC, 113 .
Landscape, i , s , 1948. MSNC 9 0 .
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LIU JEN-YEN, see Chiang Yen.
LIU JU-LI J%;iJ £#- 3&W • B. 1910, From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; graduate of Suchou
Art Academy; studied in Japan; now with the Nanking Art Academy, BK IV, 110;
Ytt add. 1, 45.
Green pine, illustration to a poem, i, s. CK shu-hua 6.26*.
LIU K'AN-SHENGy^'j 4j?L & t. Hsing-kung jff ''£ h. Lien-sun J^ $fl . B.
1910. From Ch'ung-ming, Kiangsu; student of Su Jen-ch'tian and Fan Hao-lin;
figures, landscape, flowers. MSNC, 111.
Man in garden cottage, boys setting off fireworks, i, s. MSNC 50.
Scholar in a landscape, s, 1943. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 503.
LIU KUAN-T'ING ^
Still life: vegetables and two dead chickens, i, s, 1957. Pei-ching
chih-kung 17*.
Two ducks in stream. Ibid. 29.
LIU KUANG-CH'ENG Ĵ '/ "TL %$K t. Tzu-chiu •} £ h. Yin-hu "RK ^ . B.
1891, d. after 1965. From Tientsin; Hu-she Painting Society; Chinese Painting
Research Association; on staff of Tientsin Art Gallery and the Tientsin Museum;
flowers, landscape. BK IV, 109; MSNC, 111; Yti, 1304.
New Year's visit, i, s, 1953. CR 1954.2.24; PC 1954.5, inside front cover.
Bird on branch and bamboo, done with Chin K'ai-hua and Li Jui-ling, 1927.
Hu-she 1-10.32.
Landscape, s. Hu-she 1-10.55.
Chestnut tree, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.148.
Monkey reaching for fruit, s, 1928. Hu-she 11.15 (11-20.119); Mei-chan 38.
Copy of Yen Wen-kuei landscape, handscroll. Hu-she 15.16 (11-20.138).
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.5 (11-20.155).
Peony shrub and rocks, s, 1930. Hu-she 35.15 (31-40.139).
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 36.16 (31-40.147).
Scholar in riverside pavilion beneath tall pine, i, s. Hu-she 44.14
(41-50.126).
Flowers and leaves, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 47.12 (41-50.152).
Pavilion beneath willows, s, 1931. Hu-she 48.13 (41-50.156).
Landscape with pavilions, i, s. Hu-she 49.16 (41-50.163).
Portrait of Chin Ch'eng, done with Ch'en Hsu, handscroll, i, s. Hu-she
50.10 (41-50.1).
Monkey on rock, vines, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 50.13 (41-50.166).
Gully and mountain peak, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 55.12.
Watching the waterfall, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 58.10.
Houses by stream, tall pines, peak, i, s. Hu-she 60.6.
Walled villa in mountains, i, s. Hu-she 62.11.
Scholar under pine, fan, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 63.10.
Myriad peaks rising from riverbed, i, s. Hu-she 64.12.
Old pine by rock and stream, i, s. Hu-she 65.12.
Man asleep in a boat, fan, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 67.15.
Snowscape, i, s. Hu-she 68.10.
Kiosk in pine grove, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 69.12.
Wisteria and fish, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 70.15.
Pine over stream, sheer cliff, s. Hu-she 71.11.
Pine tree, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.14.
Narcissus and rocks, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 88.14.
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Sparse trees, kiosk, rock and distant mountain, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 91,13.
Monkey in vine, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 100.25.
Landscape, s, 1929. Mei-chan 81.
Mountain landscape with a file of workers, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.7.5*.
Mountain scene, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.1.37.
Landscape, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 80*.
LIU KUANG-Ytt Jjhj )%t 4 t t. Tzu-ch'tian ^r 7\<*. . &. 1867, d. 1925. From
Peking; taught in Peking; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, birds and flowers.
BK IV, 109; MSNC, 113; Sun, 665; Yu, 1330.
Scholar in boat below high cliff, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.107.
Snowscape, for Hu Heng, i, s, 1909. Hu-she 14.14 (11-20.131).
Four landscapes, i, 1923 and 1924. Hu-she 17.15 (11-20.115).
Landscape after Shen Chou, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 21-30.166.
Blue-green landscape with pavilion, scholars and waterfalls. Hu-she 62.9.
Scholar on bluff watching cranes and waves, clouds and tall peaks. Hu-she
94.15.
LIU KUEI-CHUNG /$}\ ^fc- ̂  • From Mu-yang, Kiangsu; influenced by Wu
Chtin-ch'ing, flowers. MSNC, 112.
Branch of wu-t'ung tree. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.418.
LIU K'UEI-LING ŷ 'J Jr. J|l^ t. Yao-ch'en 7Ujk J(k^ . B. 1885, d. 1967. From
Tientsin. BK IV, 109; Li K'uei-ling hua-hstlan.^
Bibliography. A: Liu K'uei-ling hua-chi ^ ( %
Tientsin: Mei-shu, n.d. B: Liu K'uei-ling hua-hstian
J Tientsin: Jen-min mei-shu, 1980. C: Liu K'uei-ling tso-p1 in"
an-chi jgrj | [ $fe j*f jj* Jg__ ji . Tientsin: Tien-chin
mei-shu, 1965.
Two peacocks in maple tree, i, s, 1936. A, 1*; C, 1*.
Three sheep, handscroll, i, s, 1927. A, 2*.
Willow and horse, i, s, 1927. A, 3*.
Banana plant and two parrots, i, s. A, 4*.
Two orioles and willows, i, s. A, 5*.
Rooster, hen, sunflowers, i, s. A. 6*.
Bird on gourdvine, trellis, i, s. A, 7*.
Two mantises and grain, i, s, 1932. A, 8*.
Wisteria and two bees, s. A, 9*.
Grasshoppers on grain, i, s. A, 10*.
Grasshopper and plants, s, 1933. A, 11*.
Two goldfish, seal. A, 12*.
Rooster, hen and peonies, s. A, 13*.
Two oxen and tree, fan, i, s, 1939. A, 14*; C, 10*.
Bird and grapes, fan, i, s, 1937. A, 15*.
Peony and rooster, i, s, 1937. A, 16*.
Morning glories and butterfly, fan, i, s, 1937. A, 17*.
Taking a horse to drink by willow bank, fan, i, s, 1938. A, 18*.
Two parrots in blossoming tree. A, 19*.
Two peacocks on tree trunk, i, s, 1939. A, 20*; Nan-pei chi 96 (May
1978) 65.
Two white birds on branch, s. A, 21*.
Two Pekinese dogs by a rock, s. A, 22*.
Hen and rooster, s, 1939. A, 23*; C, 2.
Two ducks on lotus bank, s. A, 24*.
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Two birds on flowering branch, s. A, 25*.
Two parrots on red-leaf branch, i, s, 1939. A, 26*.
Two dogs (German shepherds ?), fan, i, s, 1940, A, 27*,
Red bird and wu-tfung branch, fan, i, s, 1940. A, 28*; C, 3*.
Two birds in peach tree, s. A, 29*.
Grape vine, s. A, 30*.
Two cats on rocks, i , s, 1940. A, 31*.
Two squirrels in tree, i , s, 1942. A, 32*, 33 (detail)*; C, 5.
Two rabbits, s, 1942. A, 34*; B, 14*; C, 7; Ming-pao 10 (1975) 2, front
cover (detail)*.
Dog and insect, s, 1942. A, 35*; B, 15*; C, 8; CL 1962.12 opp. 108*.
Cat and butterfly, s, 1942. A, 36*; C, 6.
Two dogs, i, s, 1942. A, 37*, 38 (detail)*; C, 9.
Lassoing horses, i, s, 1942. A, 39*.
Two tigers, fan, i, s, 1942. A, 40*; C, 4.
Two swallows and tree, i, s, 1943. A, 41*.
Two birds in a tree, s. A, 42*.
Two flying ducks, fan, i, s. A, 43*.
Two dogs, s. A, 44*.
Bobcat in tree, s. A, 45*.
Two squirrels in pine tree, s, 1944. A, 46*; B, 13*; C, 11*.
Two wolves and moon, s, 1944. A, 47*; B, 9*; C, 12.
Cabbage and insects, i, s, 1944. A, 48*; Ming-pao 12 (1977) 12, back
cover*.
Mantis and cicada on branch, s. A, 49*.
Tiger under pine, s. A, 50*; B, 4*.
Pair of lions, i, s, 1945. A, 51*.
Two egrets under red-leaf maple, i, s, 1945. A, 52*.
Two cranes on plum tree, s. A, 53*.
Eagle in pine tree, s. A, 54*.
Two geese and willow tree, i, s, 1945. A, 55*.
Two monkeys and pine tree, i, s, 1945. A, 56; C, 13.
Two leopards on cliff, s. A, 57*; C, front cover*.
Two donkeys, s, 1946. A, 58*; C, 14.
Two horses, s, 1946. A, 59*; C, 15.
Two wolves, s. A, 60*.
Two bats, s. A, 61*.
Lion, i, s, 1947. A, 62*, 63 (detail)*; C, 16.
A stag, s, 1947. A, 64*; C, 17.
A goat, s, 1947. A, 65*; C, 19.
Leopard and bamboo, s, 1947. A, 66*, 67 (detail)*; C, 18.
Two pheasants and cypress tree, s, 1954. A, 68*; C, 20*.
Dragonflies, s. A, 69*; Ming-pao 12 (1977) 7, inside front cover.
Horse under willow, i, s, 1945. B, 1*.
Camel and the Great Wall, i, s, 1926. B, 2*.
Two lions, s, 1945. B, 3*.
Pair of peacocks and peonies, i, s, 1938. B, 5*.
Cat on a tree trunk, s, 1944. B, 6*.
A deer, s. B, 7*.
Cat, morning glories and butterfly, i, s, 1942. B, 8*.
Two monkeys in tree, s. B, 10*.
A pair of lynx (?) in tree, s. B, 11*.
A pair of chickens, s, 1934. B, 12*.
Spring doves in prunus, flower, i, s. B, 16*.
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Magpies on plum branch, i, s, 1940. Collectanea 1850-1967, 49,
Leopard on rock under pine, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 142**
Two dogs by rock, banana plants, s. Ibid. 143*.
Lion under palm tree, s. Ibid. 144.
Two sheep under tree, s. Ibid. 145.
Two peacocks in tree, s, 1936. Mei-shu 1962.4.55.
Two goats, s. Ming-pao 10 (1975) 2, 97.
Cat on rock, butterfly, i indistinct. Ibid. 97.
Goats, fan, s, 1942. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 44.
LIU K'UN-KANG ^»J J^IL \&1 . B. 1909. From I-hsing, Kiangsu; also works in
Western style painting; graduate of Suchou Art School, studied at Central
University, taught in Kiangsu? landscape. MSNC, 113.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. MSNC 91.
LIU LI-SHANG %s\ f) -t- or ft \<k} . B. 1916. From Chiang-tu, Kiangsu? Central
Arts and Crafts Academy. Yu add. 1, 45.
Mt. Hua, i, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 56*.
Hydroelectric plant at Fishing Terrace, done with Ch'en Fu-lung, i, s,
1958. Shou-tu 41.
See also Collaborative Works List 14.
LIU LUN s%*[ YtffJ • B. 1913. From Hui-yang, Kwangtung? studied at the Canton
Art School and in Japan? primarily a graphic artist; with the Kwangtung Painting
Academy. BK IV, 110? Sullivan, 94; Yti add. 1, 46.
Crossing on the Lu-ting Iron Chain Suspension Bridge, done with Lin Yung
and T'ang Hsiao-ming, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu 1977.5.29; PLA 50 Anniversary
45.
LIU LUNG-T'ING %\
Bridge construction, done with Li Kuei-sheng. Mei-shu 1960.4.27.
LIU MENG-T'IEN Ĵ »J ' ^ ^ _ . B. 1918. From Chfeng-hsien, Chekiang? in 1938
in Yenan? also does graphics? Shensi Art Academy. BK IV, 110? CK i-shu~chia I,
545? Yu add. 1, 46.
The Adam Michiewicz Square, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.12.16.
LIU MENG-YING -^f1/ ^ Jj^ . Railroad worker.
Spring morning in Feng-sha: industrial scene, done with Feng Kuang-p'u and
T'ao Tsung-ytl, handscroll. Mei-shu 1960.7.38 (section).
LIU MING-P'AN y^}\ '$/Z 3 1 . t. Hsiao-pu ^X. )J|/ or '/' \j$J . From Shensi?
Hu-she Painting Society? landscape. BK IV, 110? MSNC, 113.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 39.13 (31-40.167).
Clouds clearing in autumn mountains, i, s, 1931: Hu-she 41-50.95.
LIU PAO-CH'UN 70{\ J[ $$*j . B. 1932. From Jung-ch'eng, Shantung? with the
Shantung Art Hall. BK IV, 110? Yu add. 1, 46.
A great river flows onward, i, s, 1981. CR 1982.5.56*.
Spring tide, i, s, 1981. Ibid. 56*.
The Yangtze River, i, s. Mei-shu 1980.11 inside front cover.
Black Dragon Waterfall, Mt. T'ai, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1981.5.35.
Surveying on the Yellow River, done with Chang Teng-t'ang and Yti Tai-chang.
PR Jan. 26, 1973.23.
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The Three Gorges, i , s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 62. Tree,
i l lustrat ion to a T'ang poem, i , s, 1978. Ibid. 63.
See also Collaborative Works List 30.
LIU P'EI-I Jjfc'J 4^{j ~£> • From T'ung-shan, Kiangsu; pupil of Cheng Ch'ang;
landscape. MSNC, 112.
Riverscene, s ea l . MSNC 72.
LIU PIN /fitfl yM t . Ytt-sheng ?$l, / £ . B. 1887. From Ningpo, Chekiang. Bee
Painting Society. BK IV, 109.
Wisteria and mynahs, i , s, 1942. Collectanea 1850-1967, 86.
Peach blossoms, willows and two yellow birds, i , s, 1945. Ibid. 87*.
Peach Blossom Spring, done with Li Jun and Wang K'un, i , 1943. Ibid. 88*.
LIU PING-CHIANG ^%>\ jf̂  c/X . B. 1937. From Tientsin, primarily an o i l
painter ; Central Minorities Academy. Yd add. 1, 45.
Girl with basket of bananas, i , s, 1979. CK hua 1981.1, front cover*.
The bananas are r ipe : g i r l holding bananas, s , 1977. Ming-pao 13 (1978)
7.50*.
LIU PING-LIANG.
Off to work! done with Chang Wen-tao and Chen Kai-ming, i , 1971. CL
1972.6 opp. 100*; Scheck 26.
LIU PING-T'ANG ij^J %\k Jjt •
Camel i n snow, i i n d i s t i n c t . Hu-she 1 4 . 1 5 ( 1 1 - 2 0 . 1 3 0 ) .
LIU P0-JUNG ^%X\ ^ H / ^ ^ . B. 195 2. From Shanghai, an o i l painter and
graphic a r t i s t ; Hupei Art Academy. BK IV, 110; Yti add. 1, 46.
Persis t in study, i , 1973. CK hua-hstlan 13; CK hua hstlan-chi 6*; CL 1974.7
opp. 54*; CP New Series 41*
I love my work: a g i r l with mop and pa i l , done with Ch'en Tzu-l i , i , 1973.
CK hua-hsuan 28; CK hua hstian-chi 27*; CP New Series 46*.
Caring for wounded soldier , done with Ch'ang Ya-li and Shen Ning, i , 1977.
PLA 50 Anniversary 61.
See also Collaborative Works List 59.
LIU PfO-SHU ?$l\ *$}) &J. B. 1935. From Nan-^ch'ang, Kiangsi; Central Art
Academy. BK IV, 110; Yu add. 1, 46.
Lassoing horses, i , s, 1955. CK hua hstian-pien 20.
Running horses, s , 1980. CK shu-hua 8.5*.
Herding horses, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan I I . 2 * .
Running horses, s , 1978. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.72*.
Collecting folk songs, i i nd i s t i nc t . PR June 23, 1961.21.
Yaks and horses in blizzard, s . Shih-nien CK hua 23.
LIU SHAO-TSUNG ^ J J && ;fl\ . BK IV, 110.
Date t rees bloom in the Gobi Desert, seal ( ? ) . CP 1974.1.25*.
LIU SHENG-JU
Landscape after Shen Chou, i , s , 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat . , 11.422.
LIU SHIH y&x\ ^frtP . From Wu-chin, Kiangsu, nephew of Liu Hai-su; head of





LIU SHIH-CHENG j j ^
Border minorities love Chairman Hua. Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 26.
LIU SHU-CHuN \ ^ p
Charge to Nanking and liberate all of China (1949: prior to crossing the
Yangtze River), done with Chai Hua-ch'ing, i, s, 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 77.
Discussing the plan of attack, done with Chai Hua-ch'ing, i, s, 1977.
Ibid. 81.
LIU SHU-SHENG w\ «&\ *&• t. Chun-jen ^§ A-£- h. Chen-chien-lou-chu
'Hi1] ^Ir -^ • B - ^01 . F r o m Tung-huan, Kwangtung; studied at the
University of Chicago and in Washington, D.C., returned to Hong Kong; landscape,
figures, birds and flowers, insects and fish, animals. MSNC, 112.
Shrimps, i, s. MSNC 176.
LIU SHU-T'IEN
See Collaborative Works List 15.
LIU TA-CHIANG ̂ >\ {J^ >X- .
Portrait of A Ping, people's musician, done with Chu Tsung-chih, 1978.
Chiang-su kuo-hua 9*; Chiang-su mei-shu 42*; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2 inside
back cover.
Mother and sleeping infant, done with Ch'in Ku-liu, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su
shih-nien 23*.
Children's park, done with Ch'in Ku-liu, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 11.
LIU TAN-CH'EN ̂ 'J -fr M^. t. I-feng (J& ^J&Lh. Li-ch'ing-shu-wu chu-jenIU
i $ £ ^ F r o m Kiangsu; student of Chin Chien-wu; landscape, birds
and flowers. MSNC, 111.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 75.
Listening to the waterfall, i, s, 1932. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.413.
LIU TAN-CHAI Ĵg'J M !^£J h. Pai-ch'ing i3 *"jf" , Hsiao-su n % ̂  or 1^ ̂  .
B. 1931. From Wen-chou, Chekiang; with the Shanghai People's Art Publishing
House and the Shang-hai Chinese Painting Academy; illustrator; figures,
especially ladies. BK IV, 110; CK i-shu-chia II, 486; Yu add. 1, 45; Shang-hai
CK hua-yuan, 48.
Teaching an old woman to read, i, s, 1958. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 3.
A girl feeding hogs, done with Ko Shao-ling, i, seal, 1957. CK hua 8
(1959.5) back cover*.
Two children fishing and reading, i, s, 1959. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 10-11.
The Ch'en Sheng Wu Kuang rebellion, s. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 17; CR
1962.10.26.
Minority child showing mother (milking a yak) a magazine from a PLA man, i,
s, 1954. Contemporary CP 16*; Ts'ai-mo-hua 19.
Two Miao (?) g i r l s and peacocks, i , s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian
III .14*.
Mao Tse-tung planning projects to tame the Yellow River, i , s, 1955.
Mei-shu 1956.7.6.
Hsiang-ytln and peonies, i , sea l . Ming-pao 6 (1971) 17, back cover*.
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Bamboo and stone, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 12.66,
Helping the people. PR Oct. 6, 1959.15.
Technical innovations in a factory, s, 1960. PR Dec. 29, 1961.17.
Portrait of Ts'ao Hsueh-ch'in, s. PR Oct. 25, 1963.27.
Two ladies of the Hsiang River, i, s, 1979. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 48.
Li Sao, i, s. Shang-hai hua-yuan 20*.
Cat and flowers, s, 1978. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 268.
Wang Hsi-chih writing on a fan, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 64.
Horses, s, 1978. Ibid. 65.
Birds, flowers, and bamboo, s, 1978. Ibid. 66.
For illustrations to Dream of the Red Chamber (Story of the Stone), see:
CL 1964.8; CK shu-hua 1981.1 8-10*? CP 1963.10.16; Ming-pao 4 (1969)
4.15; 6 (1971) 6, front cover*, 45-50*; 14 (1979) 11, front cover*,
inside front cover*, 49-52*, inside back cover*, back cover*; 14 (1979)
12.66-67*; Shih-t'ou-chi jen-wu hua Ja g|[ "fii A ty
Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1979.
&L\ ^ ^ :R dk 5£i ~
LIU T'AOyJJ >||t. I-an -"" Jg_ h. T'u-mi-an-chu^ *}•£ - ^ -̂ =* . B.
1892. From Shun-te, Kwangtung. Li, 49.
Pine and rock, i, s, 1931. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
LIU TAO-JUNG •JPJ VsL *?jv • B- 1952. From Nan-ch'ang, Kiangsi, with army in
Peking. Yti add. 1, 46.
Construction in the mountains, done with Liang K'o-sheng and Tung
Feng-shan, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 116.
LIU T'1-HUNG { ^
Representatives of the people bar the road to bad elements, done with Wang
Ch'un-ching. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 96.
LIU TSAN-SUN -%'j ^ -?§^ • Hu-she Painting Society; figures, ladies. BK IV,
109.
Lady on garden walk, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 61.9.
LIU TSENG-HSIANG % J fj ^
Studying works of Chairman Mao together, done with Yin Pfei-hua. PLA 50
Anniversary 96.
LIU TSO-CH'OU^J ih |S t. Chtln-liang f^j "Jf . B. 1911. From Chfao-an,
Kwangtung, moved to Hong Kong; student of Huang Chih, I T'ing-hsi, and Hsieh
Chu. Lin, 146.
Fish and wisteria. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 414.
LIU TS'UN £4^ '&$ , another name Tsun-han {^ J?^. . B. 1920. From Lan-hsi,
Chekiang; Teacher's "Improvement" School, Yu-hang, Chekiang. Yti add. 1, 20.
Fruiting persimmon branch, i, s, 1974. 25th Anniversary Art. Exh., 23*.
Loquat crop, i, s, 1973. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 65 (June 1975), back cover*;
CP New Series 32*.
LIU T'UNG-FENG i^lj )%\
Prospect Hill in spring, i, s. Pei-ching chih-kung 19.
LIU T'UNG-PANG <%>[ \^\ ^ p . Shanghai worker.
Hearts red, melons sweet: melon vendor, done with Yang Ch'iu-pao, i,
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1974. CKhua hsin-chi 11*; CL 1974.12*; Shang-hai kung-jen 30*; SYL
kung-jen 14*.
LIU TZU-KU 5r£j-p Ĵ - s£ . Bee Painting Society; active in Shanghai. BK IV,
109; MSNC, 49.
Bamboo and moon, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 20 (Nov. 1935).
Flood, i, s, 1935. Ibid.
Junks and mountains, s. Ibid.
Bamboo and moon, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Scholar on cliff enjoying the view, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., II.
200.
LIU TZU-MEI j^j ^
Announcing the good news of commendation award to a production unit, s,
1959. Chiang-su shih-nien 20*.
Five Mountains, done with Huang Yu-sung, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng
68.
LIU TZU-TSE '
New soldiers of Nanniwan: weaving baskets, done with Li Ch'ao. CK
hua-hstlan 26; CK hua hsuan-chi 25*.
LIU WAN-LIEN yp\ -4$^ iS^T
Cock, hen and chicks in garden, s . Nanking Exh. Cat. , 11.417.
LIU WEIyJpJ Jk^ . B. 1925. From Peking; with army in Chengtu. Yti add. 1, 46.
Long live the Great Leap Forward: four workers and peasant on galloping
horses, i, s. CKhua 19 (1960.4), front cover*.
Chairman Hua Kuo-feng, done with Hsiao Ching and Pao Hung, i, 1977. CL
1978.5 opp. 24*.
Women signal corps members, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.3.27.
Battling troops in the Southwest, i indistinct. PLA 50 Anniversary 86.
LIU WEI-LIANG yjf)j $i\£ %^. From Tientsin; Hu-she Painting Society; birds and
flowers, ladies, landscape. BK IV, 109; MSNC, 112.
Relaxing in boat under willow. Hu-she 67.14.
Scholar in boat watching flying birds, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38
(May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.420.
LIU WEN-CHI ̂ \ 5^_ /$£ t. Yang-hao ̂  y% h. Hao-hu:^ >&ft , Hung-hu
5 ^ >&JJ • From Chi-hsien, Hopei; Hu-she Painting Society; figures. BK IV,
110; MSNC, 111.
Landscape, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.12.
Landscape, loosely based on Fan K'uan's "Travelers in streams and
mountains," colophon dated 1927. Hu-she 11.13 (11-20.118).
River and peak with misty base, i, s. Hu-she 20.11 (11-20.160).
Boater on river, misty groves and mountains, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.172.
Cranes in pines by stormy water, i, s. Hu-she 40.14 (31-40.173).
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 69.12.
Landscape after Hsia Kuei. Mei-chan 10.
LIU WEN-HO.
Sunflowers, i. CR 1978.3.32.
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LIU WEN-HSI,%'J Ĵ _ <S> B. 1933. From Ch'eng-hsien, Chekiang; Shensi Art
Academy. CK i-shu-chia I, 451; Yti add. 1, 45
Mao Tse-tung and Hua Kuo-feng with peasants. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 2; CL
1977.2 opp. 12*; Mei-shu tso-p'in hslian 44*.
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai working for the interests of the people, re:
battle in North Shensi, done with Ch'en Kuang-chien. Ch'tlan-kuo
mei-shu 5; Mei-shu tso-pfin hsilan 52; PR March 18, 1977.17.
Company leader, i, 1973. CK hua jen-wu 10*.
Woman commune member, i, s, 1974. Ibid. 12*.
Tibetan woman, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 5.6*.
Girl, s, 1979. Ibid. 7*.
Grandfather and granddaughter. CL 1982.2 opp. 88*; Mei-shu 1980.5.1.
A girl from Northern Shansi, i, s, 1980. CL 1982.2 bet. 88-89*.
A Tibetan youth, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 88-89*.
Peasant cadre, i, s, 1978. Ibid. opp. 89*.
Party secretary and old poor peasants. CR 1964.9.34; Mei-shu 1964.2.58.
Four generations, s. Mei-shu 1963.2.50*; PR March 22, 1963.26.
Liu Chih-tan and two herders, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.5.27.
Liu Chih-tan and people of Shen-pei commemorating the 60th anniversary of
founding of Chinese Communist Party, 1981. Mei-shu 1981.7.1.
Mao Tse-tung and "Little Eight Routers." Mei-shu tso-p'in hstian 30*.
Celebrating the victory of Chih-lo chen. PLA 50 Anniversary 5.
Mao Tse-tung with peasants in northern Shensi. PR Nov. 11, 1977.14.
LIU YEN-T'AO J^»] ^£^ }M t. Mu-huang ^77 "3^, . B. 1908. From Kung-hsien,
Honan; Hu-she Painting Society; curator at the National Palace Museum; moved to
Taiwan; landscape. BK IV, 109; MSNC, 111; Tang-tai, 102.
Scholar in hut in misty bamboo grove, tall mountain peak, s, 1930. Hu-she
41-50.111.
Riverscene after Tao-chi, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 55.14.
LIU Yti-LIN ^'J 3
Landscape after Chang Tsung-ts'ang, i, s, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.411
LIU Yti-P'ING ^
Soldier, s. Jen-min mei-shu 1950.3.23.
LIU YilN-SHAN J§)\ "ifj( ^f"« Woman. Flowers. MSNC, 113.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 85.12.
LIU YUNG-HUAI^f'J %< '/J^t. Hsiao-ssu ̂  $[? h. Hstteh-ch'iao ^ ^M, •
From San-t'ai, Szechwan; studied in Sian and Suchou, later active there; pupil
of Chang Ting-an. MSNC, 112.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1947. MSNC 115.
LO CHAO-HAN \
Staff, flowers, and basket of flowers, done with Sun Ytin, i. Hu-she 70.15.
LO CHEN-WEN^fc J^ 5<̂ . • B. 1955. From Chen-hai, Chekiang; active in
Shanghai; landscape. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 39.
LO CHfI v£J|_ /£Ji. In army.
Red sunrise on the coastal front, i, s. CP 1964.10; Mei-shu 1964.5.67*.
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Border hunters (patrol ?), i, s, 1962* Mei-shu 1963.3,63.
LO CHIEH-YtiN ${£ / ̂  4^ .
Lotus flower, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.482.
LO CHIEN-WEN ? ^ ^
Another new ship, s. CL 1966.9 opp. 146*.
LO HSIEN #j|. f t . Su-lu ^ //fL • Hsin-han ko.
Fishing under willows, fan, i, s. Hsin-han ko III.7.
LO KUANG-SHENG j £ j, f
Landscape, seals (?). Mei-shu (Canton) 5.
LO KUEI-ERH ^ / | %% 7LJ .
Cock and nen, f lowers , s . Nanking Exh. C a t . , 11 .481 .
<0X Lh ~ t.
LO MING J]£ 'J/fcZ , another name Hsi-fu W /f/ . B. 1912. From Kwangtung;
with the Sian Art Academy. BK IV, 106; Ytt add. 1, 52.
Feng-huang K'ang-mei Lou, i indistinct. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 9.
Girl feeding chickens, s. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 2.
The Hai-chu Bridge, Canton, s. CK hua hsuan-pien 47? Hsien-tai shan-shui
69.
The Pao-ch'eng Road over the Chin-ling Mountains, i, s, 1960. CL
1964.5.113; Mei-shu 1960 8/9.
On West Lake, Hangchou, seal (?). CR 1955.5.17*.
Cheng Ch'eng-kung recovering Taiwan, done with Huang Chun and Lu Hung-nien,
CP 1961.9.26; CR 1980.12.67.
Ferry landing in Tung-lu, Chekiang. Mei-shu 1954.9.32; PC 1955.3.40.
Hangchou scene. Mei-shu 1954.9.32.
West Lake. Mei-shu 1954.10.27.
Traveling on the Chia-ling River. Mei-shu 1956.2.31.
New Harbor at Chan-chiang, s. Shou-tu 42.
See also Collaborative Works List 34, 66.
LO PAO-SHAN $L\£ ^ ^
Crane on pine, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.483.
LO PU-CHEN ] j %
Rainbow, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.5.29*.
LO SHU-TZU && TfS^ %r , other names Ch'ung-i / ^ f ^ , Fan-ch'iu >£j
B. 1919, d/i968. From Hsing-hua, Hunan; Hsi-ling Seal Society; active in
Nanking; writer on Chinese art history. BK IV, 106; Yu, 1505.
Birds in grape vine, s, 1964. Chiang-su mei-shu 13*.
Red camellias, i, s, 1954. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 36*.
Grapes and five birds, s. 1964. Ibid. 56*.
Swallow Rock, i, s, 1955. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 56.
See also Collaborative Works List 21, 48.
LO TE-AN J|| 4 ^ ' -$r • B. 1942. From Chu-chou, Hunan; with the Chu-chou
Municipal Transport Station. Yti add. 1, 52.
Hua Kuo-feng visits again. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 12.
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Mao Tse-tung announcing the sp i r i t of the Tsun-i meeting to the army. PLA
50 Anniversary 4.
LO TING-HUA | fy ]
Goldfish, s, 1951, Shih-nien CK hua 63,
LO TSUNG-WEI jfjl, ffi J^- t . Chtln-ch'i $g fe& . From Shun-te, Kwangtung;
flowers. I-l in 108.4.
Ink chrysanthemums, i , s- 1939. I-lin 108.4.
LO WEN-T'IAO J m ^ S t . Wan-fang $$£, ^T • Woman. Mongolian, from
Wan-p'ing, Hopei; Chinese Painting Research Association. BK IV, 106; I-lin
21 .9.
Lotus and egret. I-lin 21.9.
LO YAO-T'ANG J|
Militia fishermen, i, d indistinct. PLA 50 Anniversary 110.
LO YUNG-LAI
River gbFge, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 32.
LOU CHIA-PEN /p?t- %£* yT . B. 1941. From Yin-hsien, Chekiang; with the
Central Arts and Crafts Academy. Yti add. 2, 57.
Girls fetching water (minority theme). CK shu-hua 7.14*.
LOU CHO-LI T̂-lt- Jf -r^" , other names Ts'un ~£tf , Hsu Jg t. Hsiao-sung
'j£ ^ h. Hsin-wu jjj£ff -J|~ , Hsin-hu ̂  jgg , Hstian-ken chti-shih ̂  T£1*^
ffe -jz. . B. 1880, d. 1950. From Chin-yttn, Chekiang, first lived in Hangchou,
then moved to Shanghai; Hsi-ling Seal Society; landscape, plum, bamboo, birds
and flowers. BK IV, 112; MSNC, 108; Yti, 1341.
Pine, stream and cloudy valleys, i, s, 1922, Chin-tai ming-jen 1.20.
Landscape, handscroll, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 21.
Ruins of the Lei-feng Pagoda, i, s, 1924. Ibid. III.22.
Landscape after Hsiao Chao-pen, i, s, 1928. Hsien-tai ming-hua 8.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-chan 47.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Plum blossom and rock, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.405.
Pine, rocky hill and deep valley, i, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 89.
Returning to cottages in wind and rain, i, s, 1922. Wang-yun-hsien 11.16.
LOU PO-CH'uAN fQ ^c/ JK*,. From Peking; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape,
flowers and birds. BK IV, 112; MSNC, 108.
Chrysanthemum in pot, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 82.16.
LOU SHIH-PAI Ĵ - ^ Y tf . B. 1918. From Liu-yang, Hunan; with the Peking
Painting Academy. BK IV, 112; Yu add. 1, 26.
Loofa, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 5.
Pine, peacock and flowers, done with Ch'en Nien and Ma Chin, i, s. CK hua
10 (1959.7) 4*.
A duck farm. CP 1974.1.24-25*.
Pine and crane, i , s. CP 1980.7.9*.
Birds on red leaves, i , s . CR 1979.4 inside back cover*.
Birds and flowers. Nan-pei chi 91 (Dec. 1977) 35.
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Supplementary bibliography: Lou Shih-pai hua-chi
Jen-min mei-shu, 1981.
LOU SHIH-T'ANG T%£ "^ ^ . B. 1926. From Hsin-ch1 ang, Chekiang; with the
Peking Slide Factory, Yti add, 1, 26.
Children planting trees. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1958.3 opp. 27.
w t . C h ' i h t i k h J L Jf W\ 3LLOU YUNG-FEN jj%r- "^fCw t. Ch h-yt n-ko-chu tJL Jf W\ -3L . Woman.
From Chen-hai, Chekiang, born in Peking, moved to Shanghai; administrator of the
Wave Society and of the Lu-t'ai-hsien Kuan Student Association and other art
groups; student of Wu Ch'ing-hsia, Li Chien and Cheng Ch'ang; landscape. BK IV,
112; MSNC, 67.
Landscape, i, s, 1944. MSNC 59.
LU CHAO-LUAN j!Hz Ĵ $ ^ t. Chin-pfo <3L *^L • From Pi-chieh, Kueichou;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 112.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.46.
The Jen-chuang estate, i , s. I-lin 9.12.
LU CH'EN f% 5fU , another name Ping-yen/b*d ^ . B. 1935. From Suchou,
Kiangsu; with the Central Art Academy. BK IV, 112; Yti add. 1, 49.
A street-cleaner remembers Chou En-lai, done with Chou Ssu-ts'ung, i, s,
1977. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 17; CK hua 1981.1.11; CR 1977.7.14; Mei-shu
1978.2.17.
Railroad men and locomotive, s. CL 1965.1.98-99; Mei-shu 1964.6.62.
Two Suchou maidens, i, s, 1979. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 17*.
Mongolian shepherd woman, i, 1972. Jen-wu hua II.7.
Mongolian soldier, i, 1972. Ibid. 10*.
Illustration to Lu Hstin poem, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.2.22.
Mongolian wrestlers, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.2, front cover*.
Massacre by Japanese army, i indistinct, s. Ibid. 7.
Peking street scene, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 8.
Chfti Yuan walking and reciting, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 8.
Huai-su practicing calligraphy, i, s, 1980. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 504.
LU CHI pj£
Landscape, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.309.
LU CHIA-LING $2l
This battle was beautifully won: child playing military scout, done with
Yang Tsai-ch'i, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 63.
LU CH'UAN-YtiAN /%_ 1<J u^_. From Kwangtung. BK IV, 112.
Fishermen's catch. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 27.
LU HSIAO-MAN V&. *h §^_ . Woman. B. 1903, d. 1965. From Shanghai, wife of
Hsu Chih-mo; Chinese Women's Calligraphy and Painting Association; Shanghai
Chinese Painting Academy; landscape. BK IV, 109; Boorman II, 123; Yti, 967.
Cadres working in the mountains, i, s, 1958. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 6.




LU HSING-T'ANG /jg. HE ' JL .
Soldiers marching in snowy mountains, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 3*.
LU HUI (?|h «"[5̂. / original name Yu-hui X */&- , another name Yu-k'uei
J? t. Lien-f u Jfi% ^ h. Ch' ang-an #<§ - j ^ , Chtlan-an^f f
Ching-nan chiu-jen %> fa % s^ * P'o-fo-an chu-jen ^ i
X_ • B. 1851, d. 1920. From Wu-chiang, Kiangsu, moved to Suchou; landscape,
figures, flowers and birds, fruits. BK IV, 109; Sullivan, 94; Sun, 424; Yang,
add. 1; Yu, 973.
Bibliography. A: Lu Lien-fu shan-shui pa ching
^fC/V ^ . Shanghai: Yu-cheng, 192^.
Spring mountains, i, seal. A, 1.
Autumn mountains, i, seal. A, 2.
Distant misty mountains, i, seal. A, 3.
Mountainscape, i, seals. A, 4.
Clearing in mountains, i, seals. A, 5.
Rainy mountains, i, seals. A, 6.
Early summer, i, seals. A, 7.
Cottages at foot of towering mountain, i, seals. A, 8.
Watching the waterfall, in the style of Wang Meng, i, s, 1910. Chin-tai
CK hua 53.
Fungus, epidendrum and rock, i, s. Ibid. 54.
Flowering plants, i, s, 1913. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.12.
Cloudy landscape, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 13.
Green mountains and red leaves, i, s, 1900. Ibid. II.9.
Blue and green landscape in Mi style, i, s. Ibid. III.6.
Riverside pavilion, mountain village, i, s, 1914. Ibid. IV.10.
Deep valleys and thick groves, after Huang Kung-wang, i, s, 1914. CK
chin-pai-nien 56.
Willows and three birds, i, s, 1914. Ibid. 57.
Vegetables and fruits, four paintings, three i, all s, two dated 1905.
Collectanea 1850-1967, 211*, 212*, 213, 214.
Plum and bamboo in old vase, i, s, 1896. Collectanea 1853-1971, 63.
Two scholars in garden pavilion, fan, seal (?). Ibid. 64.
Pine tree, i, s. Fan Paintings 162.
Southern mountains, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 19. . _, .
Landscape, i, s, 1887. Ku-chin ming-jen shu-hua ta-kuan I /cz -̂  Jc* A*-
•"J" 3£ -̂  WAJ* Shanghai: Hui-wen tfang, 1931.
Autumn scene, i, s, 1906. Kuo-t'ai 1.7*.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 11.16*.
New Year's still life: fruit, flowers and firecrackers, i, s, 1914.
Kuo-t'ai III. 15*.
Four bird and flower scrolls, i, s, one d 1914. Kuo-tfai IV.38*, 39*.
Landscape after rainfall, i, s, 1918. Kuo-t'ai VII.12*.
Water lily pond, i, s. 1909. Kuo-t'ai XI.19*.
Autumn mountain, i, s, 1917. Kuo-t'ai XII.24*.
Rugged path among Szechwan mountains, i, s, 1917. Kuo-t'ai XII.25*.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.26*.
Visiting a friend with a lute, i, s, 1907. Kuo-t'ai XII.27*.
Four landscape scrolls, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.28*, 29*.
Pines by a creek, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.30*.
Listening to the pines, i, s, 1885. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934)*.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Shina nanga taisei III.228.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Ibid. III.228.
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Flowers, i, s- 1913. Ibid. IV.197.
Peonies, i, s, 1904. Ibid. IV.198.
Old pine, i, s. Ibid. V.61 .
Peonies, i, s. Ibid. V.124.
Peonies, i, s. Ibid. V.125.
Lotus, i, s. Ibid. V.188.
Ten leaf album of fruits, i, 1908. Ibid. V.243-247.
Bird on hydrangea, i, seal, album leaf. Ibid. VI.244.
Flowers in a basin, i, s- 1891. Ibid. VI.245.
Peacock in courtyard, album leaf, i, s. Ibid. VI.246.
Birds in willow, album leaf, i, s. Ibid. VI.247.
Bird, flower and rock, album leaf, seal. Ibid. VI.248.
Bird and flower, album leaf, seal. Ibid. VI.249.
Fish and seaweed, album leaf, i, s. Ibid. VI.250.
Pomegranate and mice, i, s. Ibid. VII.249.
Landscape in style of Wang Ytlan-ch'i, i, s, 1900. Ibid. X.251 .
Mountains in Mi style, i, s, 1917. Ibid. X.252.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. X.253.
Misty mountains, i, s, 1917. Ibid. X.253.
Seven album leaves of landscapes and garden scenes, last leaf i, s,
1895. Ibid. XII.243-249.
Twenty-eight landscape album leaves. Ibid. add. 11.213-236.
Landscape, i , s, 1915. Ibid. add. IV.160.
Lotus and lotus roots, i , s . Ibid. add. IV. 161.
Loquats, i , s. Ibid. add. IV.161.
Eight leaf album of copies of Tung Ch'i-ch'ang's paintings, i , s, 1905.
Ibid. add. IV. 257-264.
Chrysanthemums and pigeons, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 131.
Berries in snow, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 424.
Prunus, i, s. Ibid. 425.
Five album leaves of vegetables and fruits, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981,
505 (1 leaf).
Landscape in style of Mi Yu-jen, fan, i, s, 1898. Sotheby, Nov. 5,
1981, 182.
Rock, i , s, 1909. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 513.
Landscape, i , s, 1917. Tsuruta 5*.
Plum, pine, narcissus and rock, i , s, 1914. Ibid. 75.
Solitary temple in autumn mountains, i , s, 1899. Wang-yun-hsien 11.10.
Cloudy mountains in Mi style, i , s, 1917. Ibid. IV. 16.
LU HUNG-KUEI.
Morning song in the commune, i, s indistinct, 1960. CR 1961.1.19.
LU HUNG-NIEN " $ ^ ^ffr 3^ . B. 1914. From T'ai-ts'ang, Kiangsu; Central Art
Academy. Ytt add. 1, 33.
Girl with basket of sunflowers, i, s. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 12; Shou-tu 2.
Cheng Ch'eng-kung recovering Taiwan, done with Huang Chun and Lo Ming. CP
1961.9.26; CR 1980.12.67.
Li Tzu-ch'eng enters Peking, done with Wu Pi-tuan, seals (?). CP 1975.11
inside back cover*; CR 1980.11.69 (cropped).
Soldier on guard in winter mountains, s. Mei-shu 1954.8.21.
A white horse in spring landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.312.
Lotus and dragonfly, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 423.
See also Collaborative Works List 34, 66.
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LU I-FEI #gb # f %$> r other names Yti-chung $% fcj? , i-fei — ^ h.
Fei-weng $f %h , Su-sou Ĵ > fj^ • B. 1908. From Ch'ang-shu, Kiangsu;
taught in Shanghai, pupil of'ch'en Mo and Wu Hu-fan; after 1949 with the
Chekiang Art Academy; birds, flowers, insects. BK IV, 109; MSNC 79; Yu add. 1,
33.
Steel factory, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 1.
Spring flowers, i, s. CK shu-hua 7.20*.
Chrysanthemum, seal. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 41.
Spring comes to the countryside, i, s, 1958. Mei-shu 1959.2, front cover*;
Shih-nien CK hua 94*.
Hibiscus, i, s. 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 28 (July 1936).
Hibiscus and rock, i, s, 1936. Ibid.
Epidendrum, style of Wen Cheng-ming, i, seal. MSNC 180.
Birds in pine, rock, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.310.
Swallows, willows and blossoms, i, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 24*.
Chrysanthemum, rocks and chicks, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981,
428.
Supplementary bibliography: , . ^
Lu I-fei hua-niao hua-hsuan ^^ ftf 4fc 4t* x%
Hsi-ling yin-she, 1980.
LU I-FEI V$z — -#tl , another name I-fei ̂ "^ ^ C . B. 1931. From Chekiang;
with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy.
Steel manufacture, done with Tu Chia-chin, i, s, 1960. CR 1961.1.18;
Mei-shu 1960.10/11.39; PR Nov. 1, 1960.24.
Big splash: a sweet potato drops into the water, done with Chou Tso-min,
i, s. Mei-shu 1958.10.15.
Autumn in a gorge, i, s, 1981. Mei-shu 1981.5.31*.
The shores of the Chia-ling River, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu tsfung-k'an 1.99*.
The red banks of Lake Tung-t'ing, i, s, 1977. Shan-shui hua 11*.
Szechwan landscape, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 49.
The new look of a village in a valley, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 35*.
Host of mountains and myriad gullies go to the bramble gate, i, s, 1978.
Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 72.
See also Collaborative Works List 10.
LU KUAN-HAI /$L WL '$ht. Kuo-hsiung WA ^££ . From Po-lo, Kwangtung.
Tang-tai ming-jen.
Arhat in a tree hollow, i, s, 1921. Mei-chan 35; MSNC 146; Tang-tai
ming-jen 98.
Landscape. Mei-chan 49.
LU KUANG v§*" "7LJ • B. 1909. From Jih-chao, Shantung; with the army in
Wu-han. Yu add. 1, 49.
Pine tree and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 120.
^ O 0vC*B. 1914. From Honan; with the People's Art Press;
birds and flowers. Yti add. 1, 49.
Autumn lotus and ducks, i, s. CK shu-hua 7.21*.
Birds and willows, i, s, 1980. CL 1982.4, front cover*.
LU K'UN-FENG /|L "^T i A * another name Yti-shan t^L J-U . B. 1934. From
P'ing-i, Shantung; with the Chekiang Art Academy. BK IV, 112; Yti add. 1, 49.
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Epidendrum, i, s, 1978. CK hua 1981.1.52.
Bird on grapevine, seal. CK shu-hua 4.15.
Transporting bamboo, done with Fang Tseng-hsien and Yao Keng-ytln, i, seal.
CL 1973.4 opp. 96*? CP New Series 34; Scheck 10*? Yenan Talks 30
Anniversary, A 53*.
Bamboos, s. CL 1978.3, front cover*.
Undaunted by wind and rain: troops on the march, done with unnamed others,
i. PLA 50 Anniversary 124.
Nest of birds, i, s. Ying-ch'un hua 2.40.
Banana leaves and bird, s. Ibid. 40.
LU KUO-CH'uAN ̂ JL ^M ruj t. Chen-huan ̂  !f£_ or ̂ Jj 1?Lh- Fo-shan
chu-shih >^- LU /^ -i , Fo-shan-jen>^ dt X^ , Fo-shan lao-jen^. U-J j^j
X ^ • B. 1885 or 1886 or 1889, d. 1979. From Po-lo, Kwangtung? taught at
the Canton Art School? after 1949 at the Canton Art Academy? landscape, figures,
birds and flowers. BK IV, 112? Li, 40? Lin, 160? MSNC, 115? Yti, 1405? Yu add.
1, 49.
Silver pheasant and hibiscus, i, s, 1953. Chung-nan kuo-hua 6*.
Landscape, i, s, 1943. Huang Mo-yuan 40.
Mountain dwelling, i, s, 1954. Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan 4*.
Peacock and peonies, i, s, 1954. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 19*.
Mountain birds and waterfall, s, 1957. Mei-shu 1957.8.26*.
Landscape in northern style, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.455.
LU LAN-SHU ̂ Zk f$(j
Snowscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937)? Nanking Exh.
Cat. 11.313.
LU LI-T'ING P«5b j£|£ J^. B. 1911. From Ningpo, Chekiang? pupil of Kao
Chen-hsiao, Chang K'o-ho, Chao Shih-kang, and Teng San-mu? landscape. MSNC, 80.
Riverscape. MSNC 72.
Boater, kiosk and peak, colophon dated 1946. MSNC 85.
LU LIN-CHUNG r?£- nfy(8\ ^ T . Hu-she Painting Society? ink epidendrum. BK IV,
109? MSNC, 81.
Pine tree, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.141.
Epidendrum, s, 1930. Hu-she 54.10.
LU LIN-SHENG P ^ ;f§L ^£- t . Shih-ching ^ &%j h . Keng-ytln-kuan-chu
/ # / ^ ^ . B. 1904 ( ? ) . From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu? pupil of Hu Chen? flowers
andf b i rds , lad ies . MSNC, 80.
Lady holding a fan, i , s . MSNC 144.
LU MANG /gL t̂ - •
Water buffalo and willows, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 2.21*.
LU MING I&U *% .
Panning for ore, i , 1958. Mei-shu 1960.10/11 opp. 35*.
LU MING-CHIH Jjg^ *Jh ><* .
Crabs, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.457.
LU PO-LUNG p|b MS j{\ h. Chiao-wen-lou-chu $ U M *-?T ~^- • B« 1896.
From Wu-hsing, Chekiang, lived in Shanghai? pupil of Wang Chen and Ch'eng Chang.
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BK IV, 109; MSNC, 79; Yti, 971.
Two cats in a garden, i, s, 1942. MSNC 208.
Mynahs in pine tree, i, s, 1931. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
LU SHIH J% y^.. B. 1918. From Kiangsi; Nanking Normal College. Ytl add. 1,
49.
Spring, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.10/11 opp. 35*.
LU TE-LIN /|[ i % f
Koreans bringing victory wine to Chinese troops in the front lines• PLA 50
Anniversary 88.
LU TSAI-SSU
Chickens and flowers, i, s. MSNC 174.
LU TSAOV$ /^ t. Ch'i-mei ̂ -qj ">J^ . Woman. From Yung-chia, Chekiang;
epidendrum. MSNC, 110; Yti, 1397.
Epidendrum and rocks, s. MSNC 109.
Epidendrum, rocks and water, s. Ibid. 109.
LU TZU-SHU /%. -? /pH^h. I-ku-lou —' ̂ |jf *$%, Chiu-shih-shan-fang /h S
JXA Mr , and other names. B. 1900, d. 1978. From Tung-huan, Kwangtung;
taught at the Canton Art School and in other art schools in Canton; landscape.
BK IV, 112; MSNC, 115; Yu add. 1, 49.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1959 (?). Huang Mo-yuan 19.
Landscape, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 66.
Lung-ts'ung Pavilion, Hsi-ch'iao, i, s, 1961. Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan 3*.
Tall mountain, i indistinct. Mei-chan 45.
Mountain scape, i, s. Mei-shu (Canton) 1.13.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu (Canton) 4.
Autumn colors in groves and pavilions, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu
(Canton) 5.
Cold peaks and cloudy streams, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.456.
LU WAN-PI %% -kftj i& • Woman, daughter of Lu Chao-luan. From Pi-chieh,
Kueichou; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 112; MSNC, 101.
Landscape, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.52.
LU YEN-SHAO $£: /ypL ^ , another name Wan-jo ^£J ^ . B. 1909. From
Shanghai (or Chia-t'ing); studied with Feng Chiung; taught at Shanghai Chinese
Painting Academy; in 1980 with the Chekiang Art Academy. BK IV, 109; Ytl add. 1,
33; Lu Yen-shao hua-chi. \ pt> .^ ,x
Bibliography. A: Lu Yen-shao hua-chi /3gK \]$^ y 3 C jJjfc . Hong
Kong: Po-ya-chai, 1981.
Clouds rising over Hsin-an, i, s, 1976. A, front cover*.
Sails on the river, s, 1980. A, frontispiece.
Light rain on the Yangtze, two scholars in a pavilion, i, s, 1980. A,
1*.
Clouds lifting over river pavilion, i, s, 1980. A, 2*.
Dwelling in Yen-tang, i, s, 1978. A, 3*; Mei-shu 1981.5.36.
Dwelling among cliffs, i, s, 1980. A, 4*.
A monk dwelling in the T'ai-pai Mountains, i, s, 1980. A, 5*.
Strange mountains, clear streams, handscroll, i, s, 1979. A, 6*.
Spring river, i, s, 1979. A, 7*.
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Old pines on sea cliffs, i, s. A, 8*,
Cloudy peaks at Yen-tang, i, s, 1976. A, 9*; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.4.4.
The Three Gorges of the Yangtze, i, s, 1976. A, 10*.
Spring trees on steep cliffs, i, s, 1980. A, 11*.
Landscape: illustration to poem by Meng Hao-jan, i, s, 1977. A, 12*.
Walking with a staff among streams and mountains, i, s, 1977. A, 13*.
Grove of trees and distant mountains, i, s, 1980. A, 14*.
Alone watching boats on the river, i, s, 1980. A, 15*.
A scholar in a thatch hut, i, s. 1980. A, 16*.
Looking at the clouds, i, s, 1980. A, 17*.
Snowy river, i, s, 1977. A, 18*.
Hu-kuang Cliff, i, s, 1980. A, 19*.
River scene, i, s, 1979. A, 20*.
Clouds in mountains and streams, handscroll, i, s, 1979. A, 21*.
Thinking of former times on T'ien-t'ai, i, s, 1978. A, 22*.
Autumn mountains and red-leafed trees, i, s, 1979. A, 23*.
A sailboat on the river, i, s, 1977. A, 24*.
Thatched hut on Mt. Lu, i, s, 1980. A, 25*.
Spring plum blossoms and rocks, i, s, 1980. A, 26*.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1978. A, 27.
Autumn in Wu Gorges, i, s, 1980. A, 28; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.1.7.
Szechwan mountain scenery, i, s, 1980. A, 29.
Evening birds over the river, i, s, 1977. A, 30.
Landscape with fisherman, i, s, 1980. A, 31.
Myriad trees welcome the spring, i, s, 1978. A, 32.
Birds flying over wintry landspit, i, s, 1980. A, 33.
Sitting in a cottage by a river, i, s, 1980. A, 34.
Summer mountains and cloudy trees, i, s, 1979. A, 35.
First clearing after rain, i, s, 1980. A, 36.
Blossoming plum tree, i, s, 1979. A, 37.
Walking in a ravine and looking at the pines, i, s. A, 38.
Flowing stream and clouds, i, s, 1979. A, 39.
Traveling through the Yangtze Gorges, i, s, 1980. A, 40.
Ch'ih-ch'eng Shan, i, s, 1978. A, 41.
Going down the Yangtze Gorges, i,s,i978. A,42.
Peaks piercing the clouds, i, s, 1980. A, 43.
Secluded hut in an empty valley, i, s, 1979. A, 44.
River gorge, i, s, 1980. A, 45.
Clouds and waterfall at Yen-tang, i, s, 1978. A, 46.
Light mists on Mt. Ch'u, i, s, 1980. A, 47.
Evening clouds on spring mountains, i, s, 1980. A, 48.
Chung-hsiao k'ou, Chu-sha, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 7.12*; Mei-shu
1980.6.30.
Scholar with a staff approaching a mountain dwelling, i, s. CK shu-hua
7.16-17*.
Mountain scenery, i, s, 1962. Ibid. 18*.
Farmers and herders at Yen-tang, i, s. Ibid. 19*.
The spring and rocks at Yen-tang, i, s, 1980. Ibid, back cover*.
Plum blossom, s, 1978. CL 1982.2, front cover*.
Mist-enshrouded peaks of Mt. 0-mei, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.8.21*.
Waterfall, i, s, 1982. CR 1982.2.63*.
Mt. 0-mei landscape, i, s, 1978. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP, 26.
Landscape, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 27.
Wu Gorge, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 28.
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Yen-tang, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 14*.
Treacherous waters of a Szechwan river, handscroll, i, s, 1975. Ibid.
28 (whole)*, 30 (detail)*.
Spring colors in the Ching-kang Mountains, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua
hslian III.1*.
Boat on rapids and whirlpool, i. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 32.
Teaching mother to read, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.7, front cover*.
The Ching-kang Mountains, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu 1978.5, front cover*.
Forest, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu 1978.5.25; Shang-hai hua-ytian 10*.
The Three Gorges, i, s, 1941. Mei-shu 1981.5.37.
Spring landscape after snow, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 38.
A junk in a gorge, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 40*.
Landscape, handscroll, i, s, 196JL. Ibid. 44.
Chung-hsiao k'ou at Chu-sha in the Ching-kang Mountains, i, s, 1977.
Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.64.
Traveling in the autumn mountains, i, s. Ibid. 80.
Mist and rain in the mountains, i, seal. Ibid. 81.
Forest scene in Fukien, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 107*.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 108*.
Huang-yang Chieh, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.1.6.
Huang-yang Chieh, i indistinct. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.47.
At Shuang-niao-shih, Ching-kang Mountains, i, s. Shan-shui hua 1*.
On the Hsin-an River, i, s. Ibid. 2*.
Landscape, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 21*.
Yen-tang Mountains, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 70.
Landscape, s, 1980. Ibid. 71.
Plum blossom and rock, album leaf, s. Ibid. 142.
Landscape of Yen-tang with waterfalls, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March
12/13, 1981, 426.
Landscape: admiring the view, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 427.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1963. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 183.
Peaks of Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 27.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 45.
Road construction along cliffs, i, s, 1954 (?). Ts'ai-mo-hua 35.
Supplementary bibliography: ffiz ^ fr
Lu Yen-shao hua-chi "JŜ - \Mk^, Is ~]t- 9 Q * Hsi-ling yin-she,
1980. Richard E. Strassberg, "The Turbulent Cosmos of Lu Yanshao,"
Orientations, vol. 13, no. 5 (May 1982) 44-51.
LU YuAN-TING 1 ^ 7u )f£ • B* 1911« Shanghai Art-Tea Association; student of
Chang Tse and Chang Yuan; flowers, birds, animals, figures, ladies, landscape.
BK IV, 109; MSNC, 79.
Cloud sea on Mt. Huang. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh.
Cat., 11.311.
On the Chia-ling River, i, s. MSNC 47.
Boating through the gorges, i indistinct. Ibid. 74.
Landscape: town on cliffs, scholar on bluff above rapids, i, s. Ibid,
bet. 90-91*.
Landscape, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 514.
Lu CHI-JEN ^ -j§ X^ . Shanghai worker.
Heart to heart talk, i, 1974. CK hua-hsin chi 5*; Shang-hai kung-jen 24*.




Lti CH'UN-HANG S ^ -$/L> . B. 1912. From Ching-te, Anhwei; graduate of
Shanghai Hsin-pi Art school; taught in various schools, also does Western style
painting; landscape, birds and flowers, fruit. MSNC, 27.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 73.
Lti FANG $D /0 •
Two cranes and pine, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.125.
Lti FENG-TZU tb )J»?Vi "3" , original name Jung > %t t. Feng-ch'ih Jjp̂  i$^ • B.
1885 or 1888, d. 1959. from Tan-yang, Kiangsu; studied at the Liang-chiang
Normal School in Nanking; later head of the Cheng-tse Art School; figures,
ladies, Buddhist subjects. BK IV, 110; Lin, 33; Sullivan, 94; Yti, 273.
Bibliography. A: Lti Feng-tzu hua-chi SL (nl _jL Jit? A& • Shanghai:
• •••• • - —•••—••• TmmwJ *\M*Vi " • • tgjy T *•" J\ ZL
Jen-min mei-shu, 1961.
Smiling Old Wang, a road worker, i, s. A, 1*.
Plum blossoms, i, seal. A, 2*.
Two children in banana grove, i, s. A, 3*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 102.
Pine on Mt. Hua, i, seal, 1957. A, 4*.
Three men looking at stone carving of figures, i, s, 1946. A, 5*.
A man and a lady, i, s, 1947. A, 6*.
A lady playing a flute, a man composing poetry, i, seal. A, 7.
Pines on Mt. Lu, i, s, 1955. A, 8*.
Lady under willows, i, s, 1947. A, 9*.
A man on a rock, i, s, 1915. A, 10*; Nan-pei chi 45 (Feb. 1974) 44*.
A lohan, i, s, 1945 (?). A, 11*.
Bird on blossoming plum tree, i, s, 1948. A, 12.
Portrait of Hstieh T'ao, i, s, 1946. A, 13*; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 1, front
cover•
Woman with plum blossoms, i, s, 1947. A, 14.
Blossoming plum tree, i, s, 1953. A, 15.
Lady on a terrace, i, s, 1940. A, 16*.
Buddhist meeting, seal. A, 17*; Collectanea 1850-1967, 56*; Nan-pei chi
45 (Feb. 1974) 44*.
Bird and pines, i, s, 1948. A, 18.
Lady with a broom sweeping fallen blossoms, i, s, 1948. A, 19*.
A gathering of Buddhist monks, s. A, 20*.
Landscape, i, s, 1944 (?). A, 21 .
Woman with basket going to gather mulberry leaves, i, s, 1948. A, 22.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1948. A, 23.
Celestial flower-scattering maiden under pine, and monk, i, s, 1959 (?).
A, 24; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 1, inside back cover; Nan-pei chi 45 (Feb.
1974) 46.
Self-portrait, i, s, 1954. A, 25*.
Pine trees, i, s, 1959. A, 26.
Eight leaf album of ladies, i, s, 5 dated 1929, 3 dated 1930. Feng
hsien-sheng nti-shih ts'e j ^ ^ % -£ * - # ~ • Shanghai:
Chung-hua, 1933. Leaves i/%3-7 in CK min-ch'u hua-chia 99, 101, 103.
Red plums and daffodils, i, s, d indistinct. Chiang Pi-wei 12*.
Figure, i, seal. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 22*; Chiang-su shih-nien 4*.
Scholar under pines, fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.35*.
Self-portrait, i, s, 1942. CK min-ch'u hua-chia 98.
Four lohan, i, s, 1942. Ibid. 100.
Pu-tai, i, s. Ibid. 102.
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A beauty, i, sf 1930. Kuo-t
fai 1.39*.
A hermit under a pine, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XI.41.
Poet of 300 years ago: man listening to women musician, i, s. Mei-shu
sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.126.
Figure, i, sf 1946. MSNC 124.
Seated man, i, s, d indistinct. Pai-ytin t'ang 11.73*.
Buddhist priest, i, s, 1946. Sullivan 13.
Lfl P1 El -MING % ^ f\
T'ien-shan welcome: horse-riders carrying portrait of Chairman Hua, done
with Kao Kuang-ming and Li Liu-hai, i, 1976. PLA 50 Anniversary 24.
Lti PfI-YING £> 2z. ^ f another name Wan M) t. Hsilan-ch'ing L^_ , 15 ,
Hsien-ch'ing di%j if" h. Shih-ch'ien -j~ ^f- , Ch'ing-wu-chin-chai -^ ^fe
"^k jt* . B. 1885. From Hai-ning, Chekiang; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan
Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association; T'ing-ytin Calligraphy and
Painting Society; landscape, birds and flowers. BK IV, 110; MSNC, 26; Ytt, 272.
Hermitage in spring mountains, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 165.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1948. MSNC 175.
Ltt TS'AN-MING & XX%L 4 & t . Chih-wei *$ ^fft h. Chan-lu <j*jp? 4& . B. 1891
or 1892, d. 1962. From Hou-shan, grew up in Nan-hai, Kwangtung. Ho, 32; Li,
51; Lin, 33.
Landscape, i, s. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
LUAN WAN-CHU or WEN-CHU.
All clear: repairing telephone lines in a blizzard, done with Wen
Chung-sheng, i, 1972. CL 1972.7 opp. 52*; CR 1973.8.30* (two slightly
different versions).
LUNG CH1 ING-LIEN *f| Jf Jff, , another name A-lung J?*f ^ £ . B. 1938. From
Hsiang-hsi, Hunan; Miao; with the Sinkiang AR Exhibition Hall. Yii add. 1, 50.
Sinkiang musician, i indistinct. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 66; Mei-shu 1977.4.21.
A party branch secretary (woman) in the Sinkiang Uighur AR, i, 1972. CK
hua-hstlan 14; CK hua hsuan-chi 16; CR 1974.3.19*.
LUNG JUI.
Li Ch'ing-chao, i, s indistinct, 1978. CP 1979.6.41*.
LUNG KUO-P'ING jf £ ^ ^
Soldiers cleaning weapons and repairing carrying poles on city street, done
with Sun P'ing, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 83.
LUNG T'IEH-AI
Mountain dwelling, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.474.
LUNG TZU-TO
Landscape, 1935. Mei-shu (Canton) 4.
MA CHEN-LIN ^$Q




MA CHEN-SHENG v j | ^jk /|p. 1964 graduate of the Central Art Academy. CP
1965,2, 23. "•
Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai in 1954 at the Red Crag in Chungking, done
with Chu Li-ts'un, i indistinct. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 6.
Minority festival, done with Chu Li-ts'un. CK shu-hua 7.13 {whole and two
details)*.
Listening to radio news of the day. CP 1965.2.23*; Mei-shu 1964.6.71.
MA CH'I v ^ ^ ^ L t. Hsin-sheng %h &£- . From Wan-p'ing, Hopei; animals. BK
IV, 100; I-lin 65.9.
A tiger, i, s, 1934. I-lin 65.9.
Dragon in clouds, i, s. I-lin 74.8.
Dragon in clouds, i, s, 1937. I-lin 95.14.
Dragon chasing a pearl in clouds, i, s, 1940. I-lin 109.13.
Tiger under moon, s. I-lin 114.8; I-lin 116.16.
MA CH'I-K'UN V^J f
Peasants returning in a storm, done with Yang Chih-kuang, i indistinct.
Mei-shu yen-chiu 1958.3 bet. 26-27.
MA CH'IANG v£$7 %&K . B. 1928. From Shantung; arts and crafts specialist; now
with a film studio in Peking. Yil add. 1, 25.
Fight back: drama troupe in dressing room writing Big Character Posters,
done with Yao T'ien-mu. SYL kung-jen 30*.
MA CH'IEN J® *,lp> t. Ch!ang-hsiao -Ĵ . ^m . B. 1912. From Nan-t'ung,
Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; 1938 graduate of Shanghai Art Academy; student of
Wang To; landscape, birds and flowers. MSNC, 62.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 83.
MA CHIN MA ^% t. Po-i 4& \j&_ h. Ch'u-shih ^ -5 , Yttn-hu /|f >%% ,
Chan-ju >& -£c? . B. 1900, d. 1970. From Ta-hsing, Hopei; student of Chin
Ch'eng; sold paintings for his living; after 1949 at the Peking Painting
Academy; horses. BK IV, 100; Yu, 770.
Three horses, fan, i, s, 1929. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.15*.
Pasturing horses, done with Ch'i Kfun, i, s, 1931. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 6.
Pine, peacock and flowers, done with Ch'en Nien and Lou Shih-pai, i, s. CK
hua 10 (1959.7) 4*.
Two white peacocks in green pines, s. CK hua 14 (1959.11) 8.
Peacock on pine, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 77*.
Pasturing horses, s, 1939. Ibid. 78.
An eagle on a rock under pine, s, 1939. Ibid. 80.
Horse under willow, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.13.
Deer, fungus and rock, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.9.
Goat on rock under pine, done for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, indistinct. Hu-she
100.29.
Dog and flowers, i, s, 1929. I-lin 3.6.
Horse, i, s, 1925. I-lin 6.10.
Pair of pheasants, i indistinct. I-lin 10.14.
Three sheep, pine and bamboo. I-lin 14.2.
Mien-jan ta-shih, i, s, 1931. I-lin 22.16.
Horse, i, s, 1931. I-lin 29.10.




A dog. I-lin 50,16.
Three sheep under pine, s, 1931. I-lin 58.4.
Dog, flowers and rock, s, 1934. I-lin 64.4.
A monkey on rock, i indistinct. I-lin 90.2
A hawk on a rock, i, s, 1938. I-lin 102.10.
A horse under willow, i indistinct. Mei-chan 80.
A peacock, s. Ming Ch'ing-chin-tai 77*.
Horses, i, s. Shou-tu 19.
Ewe and ram, i, s, after Lang Shih-ning. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 103.
Camels and rider, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 104.
Peacock, rooster, hen and grasshoppers, s. Ibid. 105.
Two horses by stream, s, 1938. Ibid. 106.
Hunter and tiger, s, 1933. Ibid. 107.
Archer on horse, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 108.
Lion, tiger and waterfall, s. Ibid. 109.
Roosters, iris and rock, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 110.
Camels, s. Ibid. 111.
Roosters, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 112.
Rooster, hen and chicks, s, 1938. Ibid. 113.
Carp, s, 1938. Ibid. 114.
A horse under a willow tree, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 72.
Two horses under willow, s, 1938. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 162.
A horse under a tree, done with Yang Ling-fo, Ma's inscription dated 1932,
Yang's inscription dated 1922. See Yang Ling-fo bibliography A, 15.
See also Collaborative Works List 13, 28.
MA CHING-WAN K% ^f^f -l$i>. Woman. From Kirin; Chinese Painting Research
Association; Hu-she Painting Society; student of Chao En-hsi; flowers. BK IV,
100; MSNC, 63.
Roses and birds , s, 1928. Hu-she 11-20.157.
MA CH'uANvi|? ^%. . B. 1938. From Ch'ing-hsii, Shansi; with the Peking
Painting Academy. Yti add. 1, 25.
According to Mao's deployment: Teng Hsiao-p'ing giving pre-bat t le
instruct ions, i , s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 32.
MA CHuN Jzq J§ . From Tientsin. Hu-she 41.16 (41-50.97).
Wild duck and reeds, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 41.16 (41-50.97).
MA CH'UN-HU ^ %
Two horses under pine. Hu-she 93.16.
MA CHuN-SHAN J£] AJg^ jM . Soldier.
Soldiers mining on an island, i , s ind i s t inc t . Mei-shu 1958.11.25.
MA FAN x$3 MEJ t . Kung-yti 'A r̂*. h» Leng-weng ^ %Zj , Keng-shih i-chu
f £ • B- 1 8 8 9 o r 1890, d. 1965 or 1968. From Yung-chia or
Wen-chou, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; taught at the Shanghai Art Academy; in
1929 co-founder (with his brother) of the China Art College; Shanghai Art-Tea
Association; Hsi-ling Seal Society; after 1949 with the Shanghai Chinese
Painting Academy; landscape, birds and flowers, animals, fish. BK IV, 100;
MSNC, 62; Sullivan, 94; Yti, 766. Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan.
Irises, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.12.50.




Pine tree, i, s. MSNC 97.
MA HSI-KUANG x% &> ~TLJ . B. 1932. From Lin-i, Shansi; since 1952 a
cultural worker in the armed forces; at the Chinghai Art Photographic Exhibition
Office. Ytt add. 1, 25; CL 1965.9, 88.
Hua Kuo-feng at Shao-shan. Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 16.
The school mistress of a mountain village, i, s, 1964. CL 1965.9 opp. 88*.
New sisters, i, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1964.2.57.
Girl with camels, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.6.17.
Dawn light in the Date Orchard, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 58.
In Peking there is a golden sun: Liberation of Tibetan serf girl, done
with Shao Hua, i, 1977. Ibid. 87.
MA HSIANG-CH'ING Jk) fl .
Explaining new agricultural machines. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 85.
MA HSflEH-P'ENG J&) /"_§T $jv%. Worker.
Guarding the new shipment, done with Chao Hung-wu and Li Tse-hao, i, seals,
1974. 25th Anniversary Art Exh., 10*.
MA HUI-TUNG K%
River landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.218.
MA HUNG-CH'I ,i%> ^k ifk . Yang-ch'uan worker.
The new starting point for automation in the coal mines, done with Jen
Ho-p'ing and Wang Yung-hui. SYL kung-jen 32*.
MA HUNG-TAO Jk /& Cf_ •
See Collaborative Works List 9.
MA I Kgg TftLx^ t. Meng-jung j^L ^T t Jung-chai J& jg\ h. Meng-hu jj>. ?&]Q
From Yung-chia, Chekiang; Shanghai Art Academy; Ku-huan chin-yu Society:
Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society; Bee Painting Society; birds and
flowers, landscape. BK IV, 100; MSNC, 62; Tang-tai ming-jen.
Quails and grasses, i, s, 1929. Collectanea 1850-1967, 138; Tang-tai
ming-jen 94.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 16; Hu-she 21-30.145.
Old tree and wintry birds, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 59.13.
Chrysanthemum and birds, i, s. Mei-chan 65.
Crabs, wine pot and chrysanthemums, colophon dated 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo
33 (Dec. 1936).
MAI v | 7%§$ t. Pi-huang ff J[ h. Yen-ch'ih chu-shih )ffi ?*£. & -± .
Woman. B. 1903. From Yung-chia, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; student of Chu
Ting-hsin, Ma I and Ma Fan; figures, ladies, birds and flowers, landscape.
MSNC, 62.
Scholar and servant on a cliff, i, s. MSNC 79.
A lady by a garden stone and banana plant, i, s. Ibid. 79.
MA JUNG ^ A|p t. Lien-ju y|_ ~-4fO . Woman, sister of Ma Chin. Hu-she
Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research Association; flowers, birds,
figures. BK IV, 100; MSNC, 62.
Two cranes and pines, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1922. Hu-she 100.31.
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MA KANG VJ| l^l'J . B. 1944, From Pao-ting, Hopei; Moslem; with the Tibet
Daily, Ytt add. 1, 25.
The path (minority scene), done with Ch'iang Sang, i , s, 1976. Ch'tian-kuo
mei-shu 73.
Daughter of a former Tibetan serf is now a lecturer, i, 1974. CP New
Series 5*.
MA PAO-WEN Jt3 J| X_ t. Chih-ming _1£, jh - Sui-k'an ts'ang.
landscape, fan, i, s, d indistinct. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
MA SHAO-WEN JQ ^ S &i. t. Ching-lu ̂ /ff J%_ h. Huai-i-chai-chu ̂ H —
j ^ j ^ . B. 1893 or 1894, d. 1968. From I-ling or I-ch'ang, Hupei. Lin,
69f Tang-tai, 56.
Bamboo, i, s, age 75. Collectanea 1850-1967, 198.
MA SHOU-HUA Mi ^ *§p t. Mu-hsien st- jp^ . B. 1891 or 1892. From
Ko-yang, Anhwei, moved to Taiwan; landscape, flowers, ink bamboo. BK IV, 100;
Lin, 69, Tang-tai, 55.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1973. Chin-tai CK hua 101.
Bamboo and old trees, done with Yu Shao-sung, i, s, 1947. Collectanea
1853-1971, 30.
Lonely pine in snowscape, i, s, 1961. Ibid. 31.
Bamboo in snow, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 32.
Supplementary bibliography:
Joan M. Hartman, "The Art of Ma Shou-hua," Oriental Art, vol. XIV, no. 1
(Spring 1968), p. 62.
MA T'AI M Sffcz t. Ch'i-chouOt %[ h. Ang-chfih-yti-jen £ p
Huan-chung-tzu S-^ <f? -?- . B. 1885 or 1886, d. 1935 or 1938. From
Hsi-ch'ang, Kiangsi, or Chien-ch'ang, Szechwan, moved to Shanghai; taught at
Shanghai Art Academy; Bee Painting Society; Yu-ytlan Calligraphy and Painting
Association; Tseng Li t'ung-men Association; Ku-huan chin-yti Society;
Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan
Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Society; landscape, figures, flowers and
birds. BK IV, 100; Yil, 775.
Cattle in landscape, fan, i, s, 1929. Hsin-han ko III.22.
Horses and groom under willows, after Lang Shih-ning, i, s, 1932. Hu-she
63.7.
Clearing after rain in summer mountains, i, s. Hu-she 68.12.
Hawk chasing a sparrow, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 75.13.
Pine and cranes, i, s. Hu-she 77.8.
Evening on autumn river, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 87.14.
Bodhidharma seated beneath a tree, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 91.12.
Two tigers on cliff, monkeys, done with Chang Tse, i, s, 1935. Hu-she
93.8.
Landscape, loosely based on T'ang Yin's "Listening to the pine trees," now
in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 93.9; Mei-shu
sheng-huo 24 (March 1936).
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 96.10.
Clearing after snow on Mt. 0-mei, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 90.
MA TE Jk A^ .




Opera scene, i. Mei-shu 1981,8.31.
MA TZ'U-HANG v ^ ,*J
Lotus lantern dancer, i, s, 1954. Chung-nan kuo-hua 3*.
Fishing junks, i, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 29.
Boats on the river, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 138.
Pearl River houseboats, i indistinct. PR April 7, 1959.5.
MA TZU-YtlN Kjq -3" ^ S .
Horse under a tree, done with Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1925. Kuo-t'ai IV. 14*.
MA WAN-LI X^J JSQ jlE t. Jui-t'u ^ 3 l_£| h. Yiln-fu '*-> ^ . B. 1900.
From Lan-ling, Shantung, or Wu-chin, Kiangsu; taught in Peking and Shanghai; Bee
Painting Society. BK IV, 100; Tang-tai ming-jen. > j\
Bibliography. A: Wan-li hua-chi ^ JP j £ J^ . Shanghai: 1929.
Rock and persimmon tree, i, s. A, 1.
Loquat tree, i, s. A, 1.
Berry shrub, i, s. A, 2.
Grapevine and rock, i, s, 1927. A, 2.
Wisteria and rock, i, s. A, 3.
Loquat branch over water, i, s. A, 3.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s. A, 4.
Berry shrub and rock, i, s, 1927. A, 4.
Magnolia, i, s. A, 5.
Hibiscus, i, s. A, 5.
Chrysanthemum, flowers and rock, i, s. A, 6.
Pine, flower and rock, i, s, 1927. A, 6.
Wisteria, peonies and rock, i, s. A, 7.
Tree, s. A, 7.
Flowers, s. A, 8.
Pine and berry shrub, i, s, 1927. A, 8.
Loquat and stone, i, s. A, 9.
Lotus, i, s, 1927. A, 9.
Peony and caged c r i c k e t , i , s , 1926. A, 10.
Peach t r e e , i , s , 1927. A, 10.
Wisteria, i , s . A, 11 .
Flowers and rock, i, s. A, 12.
Flowering branch, i, s, 1927. A, 13.
Narcissus, berry shrubs, and rock, i, s. A, 14.
Magnolia and cherry-apple blossoms, s, 1934. Collectanea 1850-1967, 61.
Loquat branch, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.217.
Spring flowers, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 92.
MA YU-CHUAN.
Portrait of the Sung Poetess Li Ch'ing-chao, i indistinct. CL 1981.4.95.
MA YtiN v<£? ^ .
New Spring: Mao Tse-tung and peasants in Shensi, done with Yeh Chien.
25th Anniversary Art Exh., 5*.
MAI JU-P'Il




Green sea and hills of silver salt, CP New Series 12*.
Deer herding, seal. Ibid. 36*.
MAN TA ?^{ t^L. • Inner Mongolia.
Admiring the baby in front of yurts. Mei-shu 1959.11.17.
MAO CHEN-TAI y$ 2>~jfc iM n- Shih-sheng jfa \2- . Hu-she Painting Society;
flowers. BK IV, 103; MSNC, 46; Yti, 636.
Peonies, handscroll, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.146 (section).
A bouquet of flowers, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 20.8 (11-20.157).
MAO I-WEI J& dL 4% .
Two pictures on the life of Chou En-lai, done with Chao Hstl-ch'eng and Kai
Mou-sen, i. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 19, 20.
MAO KUO-LUN ^ I3/ At^j . B. 1944. From Feng-hua, Chekiang; student of
Ch'eng Shih-fa; with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; figures, landscape,
birds and flowers. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian.
Polo game, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 63.
Ts'ai Wen-chi, i, s. Shang-hai hua-ytlan 31*.
MAO MENG-YEN ^ j
Ladies on a garden terrace, i, s. 1928. Mei-chan 6.
MAO-SHAN TI-YU $f ill ffi
Landscape in the style of Chao Ling-jan, fan, i , s . Sotheby, Jan. 21,
1982, 515.
MAO WEN-PI ^ j ^ jgi .
Two crabs, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.37.
MEI HSIAO-CH'ING /^#" F] M . B. 1930. From Huang-mei, Hupei; with army in
Kunming. CK i-shu-chia II, 543; Yti add. 1, 30.
Mending shoes: we left our tracks on a 1000 li of snow-covered plateau (A
pause during the march through the snowy plain), i, 1964. CL
1964.10.84; CP 1964.10; Mei-shu 1964.4.56*.
Chou En-lai at Tai water splashing festival, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary
20.
On the frontier defense line. Ibid. 107.
MEI HSilEH-FENG
Old temple in cloudy hills, s, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.315.
MEI LAN-FANG 4*4B~ f%j S) , name Lanjt'^ft. Ytlan-hua @PLt ^ . B. 1894, d.
1961. From Suchou (or T'ai-chou), Kiangsu; Peking opera actor; student of Wang
Ytin; Buddhist figures, flowers. BK IV, 100; Boorman III, 26; CK i-shu-chia I,
185; MSNC, 67; Yti, 905.
Plum blossoms, fan, i, s, 1929. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.95*.
Bamboo landscape, section of a fan, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 99*.
Flowers, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.110.
Buddhist figures, i indistinct. Hu-she 87.15.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1960. Huang Mo-yuan 58.
Roses, fan, i, s, 1925. Kuo-t'ai V.56*.
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Chrysanthemums, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.57*.
MEI MENG-LIN - f ^
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.314.
MEI TING-K'AI 4-4} ^ fzff J .
Princess Wen-ch'eng being welcomed to Tibet, done with Jen Chao-hsiang,
1979. Mei-shu 1980.6.22 (section ?)*.
MEI Yti-T'IEN %&- .-P? ^ t . Ytl-t'ien £% ^ . B. 1893. From Shun-te,
Kwangtung; first studied Western painting, then with Huang Chun-pi, Li Chu-tuan
and others formed the Ch'ih Society in Canton; in 1949 moved to Hong Kong; in
1959 moved to the United States. Ho, 24; Chfi-shih nien-tai 107 (Dec. 1978),
61.
Scenery. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 107 (Dec. 1978) 59*.
Returning boats. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 111 (April 1979) 61*.
Rural scenery. Ibid. 62.
A friend of birds, i, s, (?), d indistinct. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 115
(1979.8) 52*.
/!§L ^ ~ • B> 1937. From Wen-chou, Chekiang; with the
People's Art Publishers. Ytl add. 1, 17.
See Collaborative Works List 31.
MENG FAN-CH'ANG JZL H* & • Worker.
Hauling coal, i, s, 1958. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 9.
MENG HStlEH-P'ING ^>< ^ 5%- .
On the Chia-ling River, handscroll, i indistinct. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 8-9.
MENG KUANG-T'AO J^ "^O ^ • B. 1917. From Jen-huai, Kueichou; with the
Kueichou Chinese Painting Academy. Yu add. 1, 17.
On the Long March, i, s, 1976. PLA 50 Anniversary 126.
MENG YANG-Yti J2L "^. ^ . B. 1934. From Wen-shui, Shansi; with the Wen-shui
County Cultural Hall, Shansi. Yu add. 1, 17.
Liu Hu-lan and peasants, PLA 50 Anniversary 84.
3r &
MENG Yii-CH'IU J&- R
Releasing propaganda balloons, done with Li Lei. PLA 50 Anniversary 98.
MI CHtl-T'IEN n^ ^ j ^ , B. 1913 or 1914. From Chi-nan, Shantungs-
graduate of the Shanghai Art Academy, later head of the Shantung Art Society;
after 1949 in Shantung; landscape. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 60; Yu add. 1, 20.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1946. MSNC 70.
MIAO KU-YING ^ ^ ^ *T^ t. P'u-sun ^ % %fc h. Yu-li shan-jen W 3L ^
/^ , Wan-hsiang-shih-chu %%_> ^ ^ -^L • B. 1875. From Chiang-yin,
Kiangsu, lived in Shanghai; landscape, flowers, chrysanthemum. BK IV, 102;
MSNC, 120; Yu, 1457.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1930. Collectanea 1850-1967, 131; Tang-tai ming-jen
73.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, age 67. Collectanea 1850-1967, 132*.
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MIAO TE-TSAI 3 ^ ^K>y Ip\ t. Li-ytln yX. 'Jr . From Tung-t'ai, Kiangsu.
Album of landscapes, trees, figures, seals. Li-yun shu-hua ^i' ^
* Shanghai: Yu-cheng, 1930.
MIAO TSAI-HSIN £̂7 -& f
Celebrating the fall of the Gang of Four, i, s (?). PLA 50 Anniversary 23.
MIN LO-CHANG (<J $% 3<Kt. Chieh-hsu >f|"* ^J[ . I-lin 2.7.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. I-lin 2.7.
Bird in a wu-t'ung tree, s, 1930. I-lin 11.5.
MIN YUNG-I $tJ ->%< W^J t. Yuan-ting )#{ ~T h. Ch1 ien-hsin-chu-chai -f"
>V̂ J" |&i • B. 1914. From Korea, moved to Shanghai; epidendrum and bamboo
Yang 3, 35; Yu, 1120.
Ink epidendrum, i, s. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.7.
MING-CHING B^ /^ t. I-mei {^ 4ty . From Hsiang-yang, Hupei; abbot of the
Lung-ch'uan Temple. Ytt, 519.
Epidendrum and rock, colophon dated 1926. Hu-she 21-30.131.
MO KAN-LU J^
Beautiful lady in a garden setting, done with Ch'en Ytin-chao, i, 1903 or
1963. Sotheby, May 7, 1981, 108.
^ Sf )S
MO KENG-YtiAN ^ 3^ 4j% . B. 1925. From Li-pu, Kwangsi; with the Kwangsi
Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 32.
Women making paper. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 9*.
Returning home from school. Ts'ai-mo-hua 22.
MO LI-T'ANG
Mountain town, i , s , 1961. Mei-shu 1962.3.19.
MO LU-YuN J£ / ^ -^ -
Hua Kuo-feng studying works of Mao Tse-tung during the Sino-Japanese War,
i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 26.
A %••MO YING-CH'uAN
See Collaborative Works List 52.
MOU HSIANG >o"» *n . Honan.
Harvest scene. Mei-shu 1959.11.20.
MOU TSO-YttN -£f *F ^ .
On the road in the CK'in mountains, done with Hsu Fu-shan, i indistinct.
Mei-shu 1981.5.23.
MU CHI-HSIN /N -%£> ^f Na-hsi nationality.
After the movie, i, 1976. Chfuan-kuo mei-shu 60.
/ # /d̂  /&&
MU CHIA-CH'I^5X ^< /S^tB. 1917. From Peking. Manchurian; primarily an oil
painter and mufalist; Tientsin Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 50.
See Collaborative Works List 22.
) fa \L I 1




I'm going to see father off to the frontier, done with Ch'en Hung-ping and
Yuan K'o-i, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 25*,
Children receiving new red armbands, done with Ch'en Hung-ping and Yuan
K'o-i. Ibid. 28*.
MU TA-MIN $% i ^ A/ t. Ytin-hua -£JT. ^ , Ts'ang-hsiu #§}( V 4, . From
Chin-hsien, Idaoning; Chinese Painting Research Association; student of Hu Heng;
landscape. BK IV, 103; MSNC, 115; Hu-she 67.11.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 67.11.
Landscape after a Ming master, i, s, 1937. I-lin 97.4.
NAO HSIANG-P'ING fiL **** H •
See Collaborative Works List 12.
NGAGSENG. Tibetan
Warmth: PLA men and Tibetans, done with Chien Hsia, i, s, 1976. CP
1978.3.44*.
NI HSIAO-Yti I/C ; ^ i3L • From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu, descendant of Ni Tsan; Bee
Painting Society; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 38; MSNC, 51.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 66.14.
NI KUANG-I "I7U "̂ U ?M t. Ssu-chung i ^ *f . From Shao-hsing, Chekiang;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 38; Yti, 652.
Landscape, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.113.
NI T'lEN ^7U &lv , original name Pao-t'ien Jf 2? t. Mo-keng vj£ %^\ . h.
Pi-ytleh-an-chu ^ Jf .^L -^-• B* 1 8 5 3 o r 1 8 5 5 ' d* 1919. From Chiang-tu,
or Yang-chou, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; student of Wang Su, influenced by Jen
I; landscape, figures, ladies, Buddhist and Taoist figures, flowers, horses. BK
I, 38; Sullivan, 95; Sun, 317; Yang 3, 38; Yti, 652.
Album of twelve landscapes with figures, illustrations to stories or poems,
i, s, or seal; two leaves dated 1892 and 1893. Ni Mo-keng Jen-wu
hua-ts'e ^ v-f. %^\ X. ##J ;|[ Jf^ . Suchou: Ch'en-hsin
shu-she , 192?.
Reading under autumn tree, i, s, 1880. Chin-tai CK hua 61.
Scholar and servant under tree, i, s, 1910. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.11.
Two horses drinking from a stream, i, s, 1913. Ibid. 111.12.
Lady under bamboo, i, s, in style of T'ang Yin. CK chin-pai-nien 53.
Pasturing a horse, i, s, 1894. Collectanea 1850-1967, 75.
Happiness, longevity and progeny, i, s, 1890. Collectanea 1853-1971, 65*.
Man and horse by stream, willow, i, s, 1897. Ibid. 66.
Hawk on pine, i, s, 1909. Ibid. 67.
Water buffalo returning in landscape, i, s, 1913. Ibid. 68.
Listening to the flute, scholar and flautist in a boat under willow, after
Hua Yen, i, s. Ibid. 69.
Bathing a horse, fan, i, s, 1900. Fan Paintings 19.
Horse drinking at a stream, i, s, 1895. Hu-she 21-30.88.
Two deer and fungus, i, s, 1913. Kuo-t'ai 1.9*.
Judging horses, i, s, 1913. Kuo-tfai III.11*.
Enjoying the lotuses, i, s, 1916. Kuo-t'ai IV.34*.
Hermit in the shade of bamboo, fan, i, s, 1915. Kuo-t'ai V.26*.
T'ao Ch'ien in his bamboo litter, i, s, 1903. Kuo-t'ai XI.15*.
Scholar and bamboo, i, s, 1911. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 166.
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Two horses, i, s, 1909, Ibid. 167,
Cat, fish and peach blossoms, i, s, 1911, Ibid, 168.
Court lady, i, s. Ibid. 169.
Boy on water buffalo in stream, i, s, 1901. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 31.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 32.
Scholar and lady: making an offering, i, s, 1903. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980,
236; Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 432; Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 28.
Scholar in a landscape, i, s, 1918. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 237.
Portrait of a woman, i, s. Ibid. 238.
Boatman and tree, i, s. Ibid. 239.
Monkey on rock, i, s, 1901. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 430.
Horses beneath a tree, i, s, 1905. Ibid. 431.
Chung K'uei, fan, i, s, 1893. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 23.
Magpies, i, s, 1904. Ibid. 24.
Spring blossoms and willow branches, i, s, 1903. Ibid. 25.
Water buffalo and herdboy, i, s, 1914. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 688.
Two rabbits, fan, in style of Ch'en Shun, i, s. Ibid. 689.
Horse and two men, fan, i, s, 1894. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 79.
The cowherd and the weaving maid, i, s, 1916. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 29.
Landscape, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 30.
Scholar contemplating under a tree, fan, i, s. Ibid. 31.
Horse and figure, s, 1895. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 516.
Two horses, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 517.
Scholar and boatman, i, s, 1879. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 46.
Man with servant in bamboo grove, hut, coir palms, i, s, 1903. Tsuruta 80.
Horse and man, fan, i, s, 1897. Ibid. 81.
See also Collaborative Works last 68.
NIEH CHIAO J^
Liberation war in Tung-pei, done with Wang Hung-yu, i. PLA 50 Anniversary
90.
Painting a red star insignia on a fighter plane, done with Wang Hung-yu, i.
Ibid. 92.
NIEH NAN-CH'I|^, f?J >J^ . B. 1933. From Nan-hsien, Hunan; with the Hunan
Normal School. Ytl add. 1, 52.
Tibetan girl, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1957.4.24*.
NING P'EI-JAN jS >fp >A\^ . From Luan-hsien (or Tientsin), Hopei; Hu-she 
Painting Society; landscape, fish. BK IV, 100; MSNC, 88; Yu, 1063.
Three fish, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 33.16 (31-40.131).
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 41.14 (41-50.95).
NIU CH'ANG-Yu ^3- ~<-L £flij .
Landscape, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.367.
NIU CH'IU-CHIANG 4jL ^X >*- t. Yen 25 h. Yun-tung i-shih ^ jft Ug^
Jj* • B. 1906. From Wu-chiang, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; student of Cheng
Ch'ang; Sheng-tse Red Pear Inscription, Calligraphy, and Painting Association;
landscape, birds and flowers. MSNC, 96.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 32.
NIU HSIN-PEI -£f* jfcff Jt* h. Fan-niu lao-jen ^K^ if Tfcj •/x. • From Honan;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, birds and flowers. BK I, 36; MSNC, 12.
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Two horses by reedy stream, i , s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.160.
Landscape, i , s, 1930. Hu-she 41-50.99.
NIU TING-MING
Landscape with an old temple, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.45.
OU CHIH fc5
Landscape, i , s , 1933. Han-k'ou 33 .
OU LI-CHUANG )J|
ChrysanthemumsT"waterfall and stone, s. CK hua 20 (1960.5) back cover*,
OU SHAO-YEN I&X 'JT Jj&J*
Fish and plants, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.461,
OU SHIH-TAO &% ^ jp_^ • Taught at the Wu-ch'ang Art School. BK I, 33.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.460.
To V >» ̂ ^ T» >w N ̂ t^ -^ 1 )
OU YANG k*.$Q 7-p* , another name Ou-yang Mei - l i &$$ >df j ^ J£fa] . Woman. B.
1931. From Lung-nan, Kiangs i , p r i m a r i l y an o i l p a i n t e r ; wi th the Canton Art
Academy. BK I , 33; Yu add, 1, 54.
In the new classroom: girl in fields, i, s. 25th Anniversary Art. Exh.,
17*; CL 1975.1*; CP 1975.2.23*; CP New Series 24*.
Little girl performing sword dance (The eagle spreads its wings; Take wing;
Showing her mettle), i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 40; CK hua hsuan-chi 38*;
CP 1974.4.24*; CP New Series 48*; CR 1974.3, back cover.
Battling with the pen: Mao Tse-tung editing the "Pictorial Weekly" in
Kwangchou in 1925, done with Yang Chih-kuang, i, seal. CL 1974.5*;
Mei-shu tso-p'in hsilan 5*; Ming-pao 11 (1976) 12.54.
Young Mao Tse-tung working at night, done with Yang Chih-kuang, i
indistinct. PLA 50 Anniversary 2.
OU-YANG LI (Sx. VJJ /&L^~m c^lo""̂ lua J? -^ or J & • Woman. From
Chung-shan, Kwangtung; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 33; MSNC, 114.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 11.15 (11-20.120).
OU-YANG SHOU-NAN /$£A /^? ^ tfg] . Hu-she Painting Society; flowers and
birds. BK I, 33; MSNC, 114.
Landscape, s. Hu-she 76.14.
PA YA-ERH El %\i '0{ • Uighur.
A lesson in Socialist culture, i, s, 1976. Ch'iian-kuo mei-shu 67.
PAI CH'UNG-I 43 'jf? |~>
Hua Kuo-feng examining corn, done with Chang Wei-chih and Wang
Ch'in-sheng, i. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 9; Mei-shu 1977.2.18.
PAI HStiEH-SHIH JSI /|p Xx • B. 1915. From Peking; with the Central Arts
and Crafts Academy. BK IV, 100; Yu add. 1, 6.
A channel of happiness at the foot of the Great Wall, done with Hou
Te-ch'ang, i. 25th Anniversary Art Exh., 21*; CL 1975.4 opp. 40*; CP
New Series 21*; CR 1975.1.28-29*; Hsien-tai CK hua 17*.
Reflections of mountains in the Li River, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 39*.
River boat and banana leaves, seal. Ibid. 65*.
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Factory and construction scene, s, 1958, CK hua 4 (1959.1) 3,
Girl fisher, s. CK hua 14 (1959,11) 15*.
Spring in T'ai-hang, i, s, 1977. CK shu-hua 5.5*.
Red Flag Canal, i, s, 197?_. CL 1973.6 opp. 30*; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an
1.100*.
Scene on the Li River , s e a l ( ? ) . CL 1977.11 opp . 16*.
Morning on the Li River , i , s , 1978. CL 1979.7 opp . 32*; CR 1979.2, i n s i d e
back cover*•
Evergreens, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsttan II.6*.
Selling surplus grain, i, s, 1954. Mei-shu 1954.9.26.
Secluded waterfall, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.2.27.
Misty rain on the Li River, i, 1976 (?). Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.79.
Doves and chrysanthemums, s, 1954. PC 1955.16, back cover.
Boats on the Li River, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.1.
Landscape with boats, i, s, age 65. Ibid. 2.
See also Collaborative Works List 49, 65.
PAI I-JU /t7 jJu^-^C12- . Woman. B. 1932. From Peking, primarily does New
Year's pictures; with the Shantung Normal School. Yu add. 1, 6.
She is well now: paramedic with peasant family. CK hua-hsuan 34; CK hua
hsuan-chi 17*; CP New Series 27*.
PAI KENG-YEN *&
See Collaborative Works List 61.
PAI MING A3 %%Z. B. 1926. From Pao-t'ou, Inner Mongolia; with the Pao-t'ou
Speciality Arts and Crafts Factory. BK IV, 100; Yu add. 1, 6.
Magnolia and two birds, s. CK shu-hua 8.23*.
PAI PO-HUA /\B tfa §^ .
Nine Songs: Lady of the Hsiang River, i, s, 1978. CP 1979.6.41*.
PAI TE-SUNG fel &
Making a fire in the wilderness; In my pleasure garden, two pictures from
set titled "Eyes filled with mountains." Mei-shu 1979.9.17.
PAI TO-CHAI 43 "%% yh . Hu-she Painting Society. BK IV, 100; MSNC, 13.
Roly-poly (weighted doll), i, s, 1934. Hu-she 80.15.
PAI TU-SHENG A^ v$y ^ t. Yft-hsiang _£ 7^= . BK IV, 100; MSNC, 13.
Travelers on wooden path along mountains, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 41-50.100.
Landscape with rider by a mountain stream, i indistinct. Hu-she 80.12.
PAI-YtlN SHAN-JEN *3 'JT ̂  A. (? Hsu Ch'ien ^ !.|f, ) .
See Collaborative Works List 69.
PAJIGUL. Uighur.
Two girls whispering secrets, s. CR 1982.8.7*.
PAN CHIN-PA.
School graduates in the countryside studying at night, done with Wang
Hsu-chu, seals (?). CR 1974.3.19*.
PfAN CHEN-YUNG }%ffc $Jfc SM t. Cheng-po ^K 4fa h. Ya-sheng ifjf
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Ping-hu-ch'in-chu 2jj< ^ J%f* -£. , Tun-sou ^j& §§^ , Na-an chu-jen &&\n^j
jg_ / ^ , Na-tun lao-jen -Zftj Jgjfc ; £ / C • B« 1852, d. 1921, From Chia-hsing
(or Hsiu-shiu), Chekiang; Yu-yiian Calligraphy and Painting Association; flowers,
ladies , landscape. BK IV, 101; Sun, 638; Yti, 1351,
Gentlemen and lady under bamboo preparing tea , i , s , 1915» Chin-tai CK hua
57.
Lady in a skiff under willow, i , s, 1897. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.14.
Tired of reading, fan, s . Fan Paintings 54.
Kuan-yin, i , s, 1911. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 76.
P'AN CH'I ?% £j£ t . Hsiao-ya 'b Wli. . From Chia-hsing, Chekiang. BK IV,
101; Collectanea 1850-1967.
Watching ladies pick lotuses , i , s , 1925. Collectanea 1850-1967, 190;
Tang-tai ming-jen 38.
P'AN CH'I-LIU '^j -J£ >AU . B. 1930. From Fushou, studied with Lin
Feng-mien; birds and flowers, landscape, animals. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Bird of prey, s . Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 75.
f% 33; iil C h ' ISJP'AN CHIEH-TZU ^% / % , or ginal name h'ang-pang ISJ rfi . B. 1915 or
1919. From Wo-wo, Chekiang; 1936 graduate of Ching-hua Art Academy; student of
Wang Tao-ytlan, Wu Kuang-yu, and Hsu Yen-sun; in 1945 at Tun-huang where he
copied some of the murals; now with the Peking Painting Academy. BK IV, 101; CK
i-shu-chia I, 529; Yu add. 1, 47.
Illustration to the Lute Song, i, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.31*.
Women planting rice seedlings, seals. CK hua hslian-pien; Shou-tu 25.
Spring: flocks of swallows and orioles in blossoms, i, s, 1965. CK
shu-hua 4.3*.
Painting the Buddhist cave murals (at Tun-huang), i indistinct.
Contemporary CP 1*; PC 1956.3, back cover*; Shih-nien CK hua 69*;
Ts'ai-mo-hua 7*.
Illustration of Mao Tse-tung poem "Reply to Madame Li Shu-i," 1957, s. CP
1978.12.22-23*.
Korean woman playing the ch'in, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.5.19*.
Li Pai's heroines: The Woman of Ytieh; Woman Pounding Clothes; Girl of Pa;
Deserted Wife, seals. Women of China 1979.3.19*, 20*, 21*.
P'AN CH'IN ^ ^yL. t. Ching-chai % £ _ ]8j . From Anhwei; White Moon
Painting Society. BK IV, 101; Tang-tai ming-jen.
Su Shih and boy with ch'in in moonlit landscape by water, i, s.
Collectanea 1850-1967, 147; Tang-tai ming-jen 21.
P'AN CHING-SHU £§f "f^ >A^* Woman, wife of Wu Hu-fan. D. 1939. Flowers.
MSNC, 24; China Journal, vol. 34, no. 6 (June 1941), p. 294.
Bibliography. A: Mei-ying shu-wu hua-chi ^gj- -S
vol. I: Wu Hu-fan P'an Ching-shu hua-ts'e & ?-£n
-fiff- . Shanghai: Mei-ying shu-wu, 1940.
Lotus flowers, s, colophon dated 1938. A, 2*.
Still life of flowers and fruit, s, colophon dated 1937. A, 3*.
Flowers of the four seasons, s, 1936. A, 6*, 7*.
Iris and butterfly, after Wen Shu, i, s, 1936. A, 9*.
Eggplant vine, af ter Ch'ien Hstian, handscroll, i , s . A, 10*.
Lotus flower, af ter Chao Ch'ang, i , s ea l . A, 12*.
Narcissi, s. A, 13*.
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Plum blossoms, after T'ang Cheng-chung, i, s, 1935. A, 15*,
P'AN CHING-WU 'Bl 7f*> rzt t. Ta-wei ilf_, 'f^th. T'ieh-ts'ang<&i^ ^ g ,
Leng-ts'an ^ ^& . B. 1881, d. 1929. From P'an-yu, Kwangtung; Canton
Chinese Painting Research Association. Li, 26; Lin, 151.
Pine, bamboo and prunus, done with others, i indistinct. I-ching
1936.1.43.
Landscape, after Shen Chou, i. Kuang-tung ming-chia 59.
Kapok and yellow chrysanthemums, i, s, 1927. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 3.68*.
P'AN CHING-YtiAN ' W /f. 7LJ t. Wen-shin
Landscape, i, s, 1939. MSNC 66.
P'AN CHU Msi "Tp- t. Shui-niu ?(<• "T .
Mother's little helper: girl doing laundry, i, s, 1959. CK hua 9 (1959.6)
13*.
P'AN CHuN-CHIEH ̂  ^ ^ ^^p. Graduate of Hsin-hua Art school in Western
painting, later turned to Chinese painting; Shanghai Art-Tea Association;
student of T'ang Ytin; figures, ladies, lohan, birds and flowers, landscape. BK
IV, 101; MSNC, 108.
Flowers and flying bird, i, s. MSNC 192.
P'AN HO ^ p "ill^ or -fc& t. Chih-chung ^ ^ k^ or I ^f h. Chih-kung
J[ /£ f Pao-ts'an Jfe> ?$£ , Chieh-chung 0f% Adf . B. 1873, d. 1929.
From Nan-hai, Kwangtung; active in Canton. Li, 25; Lin, 150; Ytt, 1355.
Landscape. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Pine and plum, done with Huang Shao-mei, i. Kuang-tung ming-hua 54.
Dwelling in misty mountains, i, s, 1909. Li Yen-shan shu-hua-chi III.274.
Old plum tree, album leaf, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 69.
P'AN HOU'Off /-§- t. Po-shan Vg- JJ^ . B. 1904, d. 1943. Flowers, landscape.
Yu, 1349.
Landscape after Tung Ytlan: myriad trees and solitary peak, i, s. Mei-shu
sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.441.
P'AN J A N 7 / ^ ^s t. Chtin-no ^ #^6 • B. 1907. From Chen-chiang, Kiangsu;
Bee Painting Society; student of Cheng Ch'ang; flowers, portraits. BK IV, 101;
MSNC, 107.
Bees and wisteria, seal. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 60.
Flower and insect, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 113.
P'AN LIN P W ^ t S : . Lang-pu ?&- l^j . From Chia-hsing, Chekiang. Tang-tai
ming-jen.
Ladies in a garden, i, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 68.
P'AN O ? | Ifj3or Jg t. Chi-hua ^ ^ • B. 1916. From Shang-yti,
Chekiang; Lu-t'ai-hsien Kuan Student Association; pupil of Ho T'ien-chien, Cheng
Ch'ang and Wu Hu-fan. BK IV, 101; MSNC, 107.
Autumn clearing in a mountain pass, i, s, 1947. MSNC 57.
P'AN PAI-YING 7% hv ^ t. Man-ts'ao J^C *^ • From Chiang-yin, Kiangsu;
art educator; flowers, grass and insects. BK IV, 101; MSNC, 108.
Lilies and butterflies, done with T'ang Ylin. Chin-tai CK hua 111.
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P'AN SU y%B 1fy . Woman. B. 1915, From Suchou, Kiangsu. BK IV, 101; Yu add.
1, 47 .
Spring by the Li River , i , s . CL 1981.5 opp . 113*.
Beautiful rivers and mountains, i indistinct. Shou-tu 28.
P'AN T'lEN-SHOU'W ^ "r>?L t . T'ien-shou:?^. ^ , Ta-i ^C ^ § h . A-shou
ppj %. and other names. B, 1886 or 1887 or 1889, d. 1971. From Ning-hai (or
Ningpor* Chekiang; in 1926 head of the Hsin-hua Art Academy in Shanghai; student
of Liu Hai-su and Wu Chfin-ch'ing; l a te r took up finger painting; af ter 1949 with
the Chekiang Art Academy. BK IV, 101; CK i-shu-chia I , 526; Lin, 152; MSNC,
107; Sullivan, 95; Ytl, 1346. . ^ , ^ i±
Bibliography. A: P'an T'ien-shou t so-p ' in chi P ĵf ^ ~0f / p *» ^-^
Hangchou:^. Chekiang jen-min mei-shu, 1980. B: P'an T'ien-shou hua-chi
**% ^ ^ i ^f* . . Shanghai: Jen-min mei-shu, 1963. C: P'an
T'ien-shou hua-chi^ S^jgj ^ ^£ ~~^£ sg-fl . Tientsin: Jen-min mei-shu,
1979. D: P'an T'ien-shou hua-hsflan ?^§ 5^ "&. ^ r »1| - Shanghai:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1979. * *—'
Flowers of Mt. Yen-tang, i , s, 1963. A, 1*; C, 4*; CL 1979.6, front
cover*; CR 1979.11, inside back cover*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan I .
cover*.
Corner of Ling-yen Gully, i , s , 1955. A, 2*; C, 5*; Mei-shu 1956.6.5*;
PC 1956.16, back cover*; PR Aug. 11, 1980.29.
Landscape, i , s , 1959. I l l u s t r a t ion to Mao Tse-tung poem "Pei Tai Ho,"
1954. A, 3*; B, 55*.
Landscape after ra in , i , s, 1961. A, 4*; B, 56*; D, 19*; Mei-shu
ts 'ung-k'an 1.87; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 1.46; Ming-pao 15 (1980) 8.52*.
Lotus, finger painting, i , s . A, 5*, 6 (deta i l )* ; B, 52*; D, 18*;
Mei-shu 1978.6.40.
Chrysanthemums and bottle gourd, s. A, 7*.
Pomegranates, i, s. A, 8*; D, 5*.
Two eagles on rock, finger painting, i, s. A, 9*.
Pine, rock and plum in moonlight, finger painting, s. A, 10*; D, 16;
Mei-shu 1978.6.28*; Ming-pao 15 (1980) 9.45.
New bloom: lotus and leaf, finger painting, i, s, 1963. A, 11*; D, 6*;
Ming-pao 15 (1980) 9, inside front cover*.
Reflections of the sun: lo tus , i , s . A, 12*; Mei-shu yen-chiu
1982.1.31.
Sailboats and willows, i, s, 1958. A, 13*; B, 16*; CL 1959.11 opp. 60*.
Red chrysanthemums, s. A, 14*.
Two vultures resting on rock, finger painting, i, s, 1954. A, 15*.
Red lotus, i, s, 1961. A, 16*; C, 3*; Ch'i-shih nien-tai 99 (April
1978) back cover*; CR 1963.3.22*; Ming-pao 15 (1980) 9.49*.
Rock and pine after the rain, i, s, 1962. A, 17*; CR 1963.3.21.
Spring beauties: flowers, i, s, 1962. A, 18*.
Distant view of the Chin River, i, s, 1954. A, 19*; B, 38.
Morning haze: lotus, i, s, 1958. A, 20*; B, 26; CK hua 4 (1959.1) 5;
CL 1980.12.71; CP 1960.2.16-17*; Mei-shu 1959.2.27*; Mei-shu
1959.10.43; Shih-nien CK hua 71*.
Landscape after plum rain, i, s, 1955. A, 21*; C, 2*.
Swallows flying above willows, illustration to Tu Fu poem, finger
painting, i, s, 1961. A, 22*; B, 15*; D, 9*.
Stone-dragon-claw tree, finger painting, i, s, 1954. A, 23*; C, 13*.
Mt. T'ai, finger painting, i, s, 1964. A, 24*; D, 12*.
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Two birds sleeping on rock, s. A, 25; D, 2; Ming-pao 15 (1980) .8.65.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1928. A, 26.
Man on rock watching fish, finger painting, s, 1948. A, 27; B, 39*; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 97.
Landscape, i, s, 1945. A, 28.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. A, 29*.
Lotus Peak, i, s, 1936. A, 30*.
Night moorage at Chiang-chou, finger painting, s, 1953. A, 31*.
Pine and eagle, finger painting, i, s, 1948. A, 32*, 33 (detail)*; B,
57*; D, 20*; CP 1963.5.23*; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 1.45.
Bodhidharma, finger painting, s, 1948. A, 34*.
Bird on a rock, finger painting, i, s, 1948. A, 35*.
Cypress garden, i, s, 1948. A, 36*; B, 29; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 94.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. A, 37.
Vulture, finger painting, i, s. A, 38 (detail), 39.
Fishes, finger painting, s. A, 40.
Spring brightness: landscape with pagoda on a cliff, i, s, 1958. A,
41*; Mei-shu 1978.6.39.
Fence and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1961. A, 42*.
Autumn geese flying over bluff, i, s, 1962. A, 43*.
Beautiful Woman Peak, i, s, 1954. A, 44*; B, 28; Hsien-tai shan-shui
33.
Frog on rock, bamboo, finger painting, i, s, 1953. A, 45*; D, 15*;
Ming-pao 15 (1980) 9.51*.
Plum, epidendrum, spring and rocks, finger painting, i, s, 1961. A,
46*; B, 37.
Plum and crane, finger painting, i, s, 1961. A, 47*.
Sailboats below cliff and pine tree, transporting ore, i, s, 1958. A,
48*; B, 5*; CR 1963.3.22-23*; Hsien-tai shan-shui 34; PR Nov. 30,
1962.37.
Long live the motherland: lantern and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1964. A,
49*; D, 13*.
Morning glow on lotus, i, s, 1964. A, 50*; D, 14*.
Hen and chicks, finger painting, i, s, 1961. A, 51*, 52 (detail)*.
Mountain cottage in bamboo grove, finger painting, i, s, 1960. A, 53*;
B, 12*.
Birds on rock in my home village, i, s, 1962. A, 54*.
New Year's still life: candle, narcissi and firecrackers, i, s, 1956.
A, 55*.
Bamboo and epidendrum by rock, i, s, 1962. A, 56; B, 59.
Lotus in evening breeze, i, s, 1954. A, 57.
Plantain and plum, finger painting, s. A, 58.
Pine and rock, i, s, 1960. A, 59; B, 51*; D, 17*; CL 1980.12.70.
Autumn chrysanthemums and bamboo, s. A, 60*; B, 4*; C, front cover*; CL
1980.12 opp. 74*; CP 1962.12, front cover*.
Pine on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1960. A, 61*.
Epidendrum and pomegranate, s, 1960. A, 62*.
Little Dragon Falls, i, s, 1960. A, 63*; D, 4*.
Early spring blossoms on a plum branch, finger painting, i, s, 1963. A,
64*.
Three birds on rock awaiting snow, i, s, 1962. A, 65*.
Terrace of the King of Yuen, i, s, 1956. A, 66*.
Spring flowers, i, s, 1963. A, 67.
Plum blossoms, finger painting, i, s. A, 68.
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Bird on a rock, s. A, 69.
Old trees and pavilion, i, s, 1961, A, 70; B, 43; PR Nov. 30, 1962.38.
Two mynahs on rock, i, s. A, 71 .
Eagle on rock, finger painting, illustration to Tu Fu poem, i, s, 1962.
A, 72.
Epidendrum and chrysanthemum, s. A, 73.
Two chicks, album leaf, i, s, 1960. A, 74.
Epidendrum, album leaf, i, s. A, 75.
Loquats, album leaf, i, s. A, 76*.
For those who want to keep fit: apples and blueberries, album leaf, i,
s, 1958. A, 77*.
Cabbage, mushroom and peppers, album leaf, i, s. A, 78*.
Narcissi, album leaf, s. A, 79*.
Epidendrum in spring wind, album leaf, i, s. A, 80*.
Spring flowers of south China, album leaf, i, s. A, 81*.
Bird on fence, bamboo, fan, i, s. A, 82*; B, 75; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
88.
East view of the Great Wall, fan, i, s. A, 83*.
Epidendrum and bamboo, i, s, 1962. A, 84*; Mei-shu 1978.6.28*.
Pot of epidendrum and chicken, finger painting, i, s, 1948. A, 85*.
Cat asleep on a rock at noon, i, s, 1954. A, 86*; B, 31; CK min-chfu
hua-chia 89; CL 1964.4 opp. 112*; CL 1980.12 opp. 75*; CR 1963.3.23*.
Epidendrum and rock, i, s, 1963. A, 87.
Rock and flowers, butterfly, handscroll, i, s. A, 88 (whole), 89-91
(details); B, 79.
Grassy pond, i, s, 1961. A, 92.
Lotus, finger painting, i, s, 1961. A, 93*.
Water buffalo in pond, finger painting, s. A, 94*.
Trees and flowers seen at West lake, i, s, 1961. A, 95*.
Eternal spring: pine tree, i, s, 1961. A, 96*.
Pine, eagles, rock, i, s, 1964. A, 97*.
Doves on rocks, finger painting, s, 1954. A, 98*; CK shu-hua 2.16-17
(whole*), 18 (two details)*.
Flowers on Mt. Yen-tang, i, s, 1962. A, 99*; C, 10*; CR 1963.3.22-23*;
Mei-shu 1962.6.33*.
Small Dragon Falls, i, s, 1963. A, 100*; C, 6*; CL 1978.6, front
cover*.
Kingfisher on a twig, s. A, 101*.
Lotus, finger painting, s, 1965. A, 102*.
Eagle on rock, i, s, 1966. A, 103*.
Pine tree, finger painting, s, 1964. A, 104*.
Vulture, finger painting, s, 1965. A, 105*.
Plum blossoms in moonlight, finger painting, i, s, 1966. A, 106*; CK
shu-hua 2.19*; Ming-pao 15 (1980) 8.64.
Corner of Little Dragon Falls, i, s. B, 1*; D, 1*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
96; CL 1961.10.101; CP 1960.2.17*; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.86; Ming-pao
15 (1980) 9, back cover*.
Landscape after Tao-chi, i, s, 1961. B, 2*.
Water buffalo in water, rock, s, d (?)« B, 3*; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 96.
Fishes, rocks and tadpoles, illustration to poem by Tu Fu, finger
painting, i, s, 1961. B, 6*.
Visiting a friend with a ch'in, i, s, 1961. B, 7.
Morning dew: frog below a boulder, bamboo, s. B, 8.
Vulture on a rock, finger painting, i, s, 1961. B, 9.
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Mountain scenery at evening, finger painting, i, s, 1960, B, 10*; D,
3*.
Bamboo and rocks, i, s. B, 11*.
Narcissus and rock, finger painting, i, s. B, 13*; D, 8*,
Hawk on a pine tree, finger painting, i, s, 1961, B, 14*.
Spring colors: rocks, plum blossoms and willows, i, s. B, 17*; D, 10*;
Ming-pao 7 (1972) 1 ,46.
Lily in a vase and a cat, finger painting, i, s, 1948, B, 18.
Bamboo valley, i, s, 1954, B, 19; Hsien-tai shan-shui 32.
Ling-chin in vase, finger painting, s, 1948. B, 20.
Landscape with vine-covered pine, i, s, 1953. B, 21; Mei-shu 1962.6.34.
Landscape with fishing boat on a stream, i, s. B, 22.
Watching the waterfall, i, s, 1933. B, 23.
Pink lotus below rock, illustration of poem by Wang Wei, i, s. 1959. B,
24*.
Spider and web in palm tree, finger painting, i, s. B, 25*; D, 11*; CK
min-ch'u hua-chia 96; CP 1960.2.16*..
Ravens on a boulder, finger painting, i, s. B, 27; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
93.
Bringing rice to collection station, i, s, 1950. B, 30; Jen-min mei-shu
1950.5.19; Mei-shu 1978.6.29.
Lotus plant, i, s, 1954 (?). B, 32*.
Black bird below autumn plants, i, s, 1953. B, 33*; Ming-pao 7 (1972)
1.46.
Horse beneath a tree, finger painting, i, s, 1948. B, 34.
Crane in pine, finger painting, s. B, 35.
Two mynah birds on rock, i, s, 1948. B, 36; PR Nov. 30, 1962.38.
Three birds on rock, i, s, 1948. B, 40*.
Autumn night: bird in tree, moon, finger painting, i, s, 1948. B, 41*.
Deep valley, i, s, 1921 (?). B, 42.
Three vultures in pine tree, i, s, 1958. B, 44*.
Pot of chrysanthemum and cricket, i, s, 1954. B, 45*.
"This land with so much beauty aglow," i, s, 1959. Illustration to Mao
Tse-tung poem "Snow," 1936. B, 46*.
Birds on a reed, i, s. B, 47.
Vulture spreading wings on rock, s. B, 48; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 90.
Scene of West Lake: lotus and willow, i, s, 1960. B, 49; CL
1961.10.105.
Grass in pot, spray of chrysanthemum, bamboo, i, s, 1934. B, 50.
Eagle on rock, finger painting, s. B, 53*.
Epidendrum and rock, finger painting, i, s, 1960. B, 54*.
Hundred flowers bloom, i, s, 1960. B, 58*; CL 1961.10 opp. 66*; Mei-shu
1961.3.33*; Nan-pei chi 42 (Nov. 1973) 43.
Pomegranate, i, s, 1936. B, 60.
Spider and web, s. B, 61*.
Bottle gourd and chrysanthemum, s. B, 62*.
Squash and blossom, i, s. B, 63*; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 1.47.
Fish, i, s. B, 64*; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 1.47.
Cherries and water chestnuts, i, s. B, 65*; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 1.48.
Blossoms, s. B, 66*.
Dragonfly on leaf, i, s. B, 67*.
Chrysanthemum spray, s. B, 68*.
Two chicks, i, s. B, 69.
Grasshopper and leaves, s. B, 70.
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Epidendrum and bamboo, i, s. B, 71.
Plum blossoms, s. B, 72.
Pish and willow branches, fan, i, s. B, 73? CK min-ch'u hua-chia 95.
Hen and two chicks, fan, i, s. B, 74; CK min-ch'u hua-chia 91.
Grasshopper and autumn flowers, fan, i, s. B, 76; CK min-ch'u hua-chia
90.
Li T'ieh-kuei and dragon, handscroll, i, s, 1961. B, 77.
Bird on bank, plants, handscroll, i, s, 1961. B, 78.
Rock and various plants, handscroll, i, s, 1961. B, 80.
Rock, narcissus, epidendrum, peonies, i, s, 1959. B, 81*.
Sunny morning: rock and lotus, handscroll, i, s, 1959. B, 82*.
Spider web in tree, cat on rock, flowers, handscroll, s. B, 83*.
Old pine by rocks and stream, handscroll, i, s, 1959. B, 84*.
Hawk, stone and flowers, s. C, 1*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan II.9*.
Pine, rock and waterfall at dusk, finger painting, i, s, 1964. C, 7*.
Lotus and rock under the sun, i, s, 1960. C, 8*.
Two birds on rock, flowers, i, s, 1959. C, 9*.
Rocks, tree and moon, finger painting, i, s. C, 11*.
Climbing the mountain, i, s, 1948. C, 12*.
Hawk and rock, finger painting, i, s, 1948. C, 14*.
Water chestnuts and lotus, i, s, 1959. D, 7*; Ming-pao 15 (1980) 9.50*.
Everlasting spring: pine by rock, i, s, 1959. CK hua 13 (1959.10),
inside front cover.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1958. CK hua hsuan-pien 58*.
Three Buddhas, i, s, 1924. CK hsien-tai 14.
Landscape with boat, finger painting, i, s, d indistinct. CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 92.
Lotus, dragonfly, rock, i, s. Ibid. 92.
Kingfisher on stalk, s. Ibid. 97; Nan-pei chi 42 (Nov. 1973) 43.
"On perilous peaks dwells beauty in her infinite variety," finger
painting, i, s, 1963. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "The Fairy
Cave," 1961. CK shu-hua 2.14-15 (section)*, 20-21 (detail)*.
Bathed in dew: flowers and rock, i, s, 1959. CL 1961.10 opp. 106*.
Peeping vultures, i indistinct. CL 1980.12.72.
Morning lotus, i, s, 1959. Ibid. bet. 74-75*.
Birds resting on rock, finger painting, i, s, 1954. Ibid. bet. 74-75*.
Spring landscape, i, s, 1954. Ibid, inside back cover*.
Lotus, seal. CL 1981.8, front cover*.
Landscape after Tao-chi, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 67; Tang-tai
ming-jen 99.
Pink lotus and rock, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 68*.
Lotus, i, s, 1928. Collectanea 1853-1971, 33; Po-lin 15.
Sails on a river, i, s, 1957. CP 1963.5.22*; CR 1963.3.22-23*.
Autumn night: banana palm in moonlight, i, s, 1962. CP 1963.5.23*.
"On perilous peaks dwells beauty in her infinite variety," pine and
rocks, i, s. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "The Fairy Cave,"
1961. CP 1964.7.18*; Ming-pao 15 (1980) 8.66.
Plum and rock, done with Ho Hsiang-ning, i, s, 1962. See Ho Hsiang-ning
Bibliography B, 11*; C, 51*; Mei-shu 1978.6.24*.
Peony and butterfly, handscroll, s, 1965. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 4
(whole)*, 5 (detail)*.
Rock and epidendrum, fan, i, s, 1963. Ibid. 65*.
Landscape, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 1*.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1945. Kuo-t'ai 1.46.
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Bird on reed, s. Kuo-t'ai II,30,
Swimming fish, s. Kuo-t'ai IV.43.
A lonely crow, i, s, 1945. Kuo-t'ai VII.44.
Pine, rock and waterfall, i, s, 1960 (?). Mei-shu 1961.2.36-37*.
Landscape, i, s, 1942. Mei-shu 1978.1.28.
Hawk in pine, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 28.
Red lotus, i, s. Ibid. 29*.
Lotuses, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1978.6.26*; Ming-pao 15 (1980) 9, inside
back cover*.
Geese flying over rock, i, s, 1962. Mei-shu 1978.6.29.
Boat on river, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Ink cat, i. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.439.
Potted spring flowers and bird, i, s, 1961. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 8.63.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1929. MSNC 98.
Red lotus, s. Nan-pei chi 42 (Nov. 1973) 44*.
Chrysanthemums and wine, i, s, 1959. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 42.
Peonies, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 43.
Insect and melon, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 33.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1931. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 433.
Fisherman under bare tree, i, s, 1924. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 32.
Frog on rock, finger painting, i, s. Ibid. 33.
River scene, i, s, 1933. Sullivan 26.
P'AN WEI '^ >fy t. Hung-shan ̂  ^$f"h. Tzu-lan nu-shih /£ 10 X J*L .
Woman. From Nan-hui, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; studied with Wu Yeh-chou;
ladies, flowers. MSNC, 107.
Bird, insect, flowering tree branch, i, s, 1947. MSNC 183.
P'AN WEN-CH'IN P W -** >^s h. Wen-ch'ti-lou-chu X. w . T%- _±_ . B. 1913.
From K'un-shan, Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; Hsing-ytl Calligraphy and Painting
Society; plum blossoms. BK IV, 101; MSNC, 107.
Plum and bamboo, s, 1947. MSNC 118.
P'AN YING-CH'IAO 'W <& xS7 , Woman. B. 1926. From Shun-te, Kwangtung, now
in An-chou, Anhwei. Yti add. 1, 47.
See Collaborative Works List 2, 6.
P'AN Yti-LIANG 'W - ^ y<* . Woman. B. c . 1905. From T'ung-ch'eng, Anhwei;
studied Western painting; student of Liu Hai-su; taught a t National Central
University; I-ytlan Painting Ins t i tu te ; Silence Society. BK IV, 101; MSNC, 107;
Sullivan, 95.
Nude, s. Sullivan 58.
P'AN YtiN ̂ W tfHt. Ch'ti-ch'in &£*~ ^ , h. Ch'u-sou4&^ ^ ,
Ch'in-yun-ts'ao-t'ang-chu ̂  - ^ ^ / ^ ^EL . B. 1905 or 1906. From
Ch'ang-hsing, Chekiang; graduate of Hsin-hua Art Academy; during Sino-Japanese
War in Szechwan; now with the Chekiang Art Academy; landscape, figures, birds
and flowers. BK IV, 101; MSNC, 107; Yti add. 1, 47.
Spring morning in a farm village, i, s (?), 1954. CL 1956.2 opp. 142*;
Contemporary CP 2*; Mei-shu 1955.1.22; Ts'ai-mo-hua 40.
An agricultural co-operative farm in the Lan-chi District, i, s, 1955.
Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 173*.
Production in village in south, handscroll, i indistinct. Jen-min mei-shu
1950.5.20.
Waterfall and Tu-hsiu Peak, i, s, 1955. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 27.
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Ling-yen Buddhist Temple, i, 1954, Mei-shu 1956,4.35.
The Red Army in the Southwest, handscroll. Mei-shu 1957.8.23 (two
sections).
P'AN YilN-HUA
Leafless branch above water, i , s , 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat . , 11,442.
P'ANG CHING-JUNG J | | "^Li %§* •
Lotus and b i rds , i , s . Nanking Exh, Cat . , 11.493.
P'ANG HSuN-CH'IN Jj£ «$>% ZSj* or J|f s$f , another name Ku-hsien j
B. 1906. From Cn'ang-shu, Kiangsu; primarily a Western-style painter ; now with
the Central Arts and Crafts Academy. BK IV, 103; CK i-shu-chia I I , 526; Lin,
172; MSNC, 123; Sullivan, 95; Yti add. 1, 53.
Miao g i r l s . Sullivan B*.
Court dancer of the T'ang Dynasty, s ea l . Ibid, 44.
Portrait of the artist's son, s. Ibid. 53.
P'ANG HSilN-I yfj^ #](( 5p t . Tse-fu S'J ^ . Sui-k'an ts'ang.
Apricot blossoms, fan, i , s. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
P'ANG T'AI-SUNG /jj|[ (?) tyC ̂ J . 1963 graduate of the Canton Academy of Fine
Arts, now with the army. CL 1965.5, 74.
All the ships are ready to sail, s indistinct, CL 1965.5 opp. 74*.
P'ANG TSO-Yu /jff J^ i" f ojgier names Ch'ing-chao ̂ ^ ** , Chao £M? h.
Yao-ts'ao-lu-chu J^J Jpl JrL J**. • Woman, niece of P'ang Yuan-chi. B.
1890 or 1915, d. 1969. From Wu^hsing, Chekiang; 1934 graduate of the Shanghai
Art Academy; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; Ch'ing-yuan Art Society; Chinese
Women's Calligraphy and Painting Association; student of Cheng Yuen; after 1949
member of the New Chinese Painting Research Association and on the staff of the
Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; birds and flowers. BK IV, 103; MSNC, 123;
Yu, 1515; Shang-hai CK hua-ytian.
Flowering vine and goldfish, done with Ting Yun-pi, i, s, 1937. Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.492.
Red flowers, i, s, 1960. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 25*.
P'ANG YtiAN-CHI / f £ ^C ̂ j t. Lai-ch'en ̂  )^t h. Hstt-chai /§£. ;J^ . B,
1864, d. 1949. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; connoisseur and collector; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape, flowers. BK IV, 103; MSNC, 123; Yu, 1515.
Landscape, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.23.
River scene, fan, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 47.10 (41-50,150).
Two scrolls of flowers, i, s. Kuo-t'ai IV, 36*.
Two scrolls of flowers, one i, s, 1935. Kuo-t'ai IV.37*.
Landscape with willows, river and mountain, i, s, 1925. Mei-chan 100;
MSNC, 10; Tang-tai ming-jen 19.
PAO CH'tiAN ̂ L AA
Lotus, seal (?). Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.50.
PAO HU-T'ANG ^ "*$ *3~ .




Chairman Hua Kuo-feng, done with Hsiao Ching and Liu Wei, i, 1977. CL
1978.5 opp. 24*.
PAO K'UEI J?D JL t. Lou-hsien ^ 7 L J , Hsing-nan f̂c Wl . B. 1875, d.
1958. From She-hsien, Anhwei, moved to Yangchou, Kiangsu; graduate in crafts
and design from Shanghai Lung-men Normal School, taught in Yangchou; after age
60 sold paintings for a living; after 1949 with the Kiangsu Chinese Painting
Academy; finger painting, flowers. BK IV, 103; Yti, 1443.
Still life of flowers and vegetables, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan
41*.
Branch of magnolia, i, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 45*.
Flowers, four scrolls, i, s, 1927. Hsi-ytlan 19-20.
PAO SHAO-YU S^L '^ %!%-• B. 1892. From Chung-shan, Kwangtung; attended art
school in Japan; active in Canton and Hong Kong; landscape, birds and flowers,
fish, animals, bamboo. Ho, 22; Lin, 157.
Willow branches, i indistinct. Mei-chan 92.
Pine tree and moon, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.462.
PAO YA-HUI $2-» ^iL ®3r . Woman. B. 1895. From I-hsing, Kiangsu, moved to
Shanghai; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; Chinese Women's Calligraphy and Painting
Association; student of Wang Chen; landscape, birds and flowers. BK IV, 103;
MSNC, 115; Yti, 1442.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. Mei-shu sheng-huo 15 (June 1935).
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Landscape, fan, s, 1948. MSNC 34.
Landscape in Mi style, i, s, 1946. Ibid, 34.
Landscape, i indistinct. Ibid. 76.
PAO YtiEH-HSIEN Jn^J H
Flowers, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.463.
PEI Ytt-CHAO M ^f ^ h. Chien-pai-lou-chu J£- ^ ^"% -^ . Woman.
From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; student of Ku Tse-cheng, Wu Hu-fan and Cheng Ch'ang;
landscape. MSNC, 35.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 32.
P'EI LI |k k\ .
Autumn moon and bird on bare branch, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.402.
PEN CH1 ING-Yti
Distributing grain after the capture of the imperial storehouse in the Wa
Kang uprising (7th century). Mei-shu 1959.11.26*.
P'ENG CHI-SHE fjf, ? p{ ~y.
Landscape with mist-filled pines, i, s, 1936. Nanking E5ch. Cat., 11.346.
P'ENG CH'IEN-I Jf.̂  ^fj\ ;2!t . Active in Suchou. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980.
Scholar and landscape, i, s indistinct, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 76.
P'ENG KUNG-FU 2 ^ $fi W . B. 1899. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; landscape. Yti,
1066.




Landscape, i indistinct, Hu-she 92,9.
Landscape with waterfall, i indistinct. Hu-she 93.13.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Solitary temple in the mountains, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.344.
P'ENG P'EI-CH'tiAN f-ty * r% %<. B. 1941. From Peking; with the Peking
Painting Academy. Yu add. 1, 36.
Fish farm in spring, i, s, 1974. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 63 (April 1975), back
cover*.
Spring: sprouting narcissi bulbs, i, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.51.
Jade leaves and gold flowers, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.10*.
P'ENG P'U-KAO g ^ P-g- p
Epidendrum and rock, i indistinct. Hu-she 86.13.
dt), zk a
P'ENG SU-CHuN fL/ flf\ ^ . Woman. B. 1910. From Li-ch'eng, Shantung, moved
to Chin-chiang, Fukien; after graduation from Chi-lu University went to Harbin
and Heilungkiang where she taught in girl's schools; returned to the south to
teach; student of Li Yen-ch'ing. MSNC, 95.
Plum and narcissus, i, s, 1947. MSNC 201.
P'ENG SU-WEN j ,f
Egrets and lotuses, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu (Canton) 3.4.
P'ENG WANG-CH'IEN 5-^ §£ §jf. t. Chung-lu V ^ jS^ , Chung-lueh
From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 103; MSNC,
94; Yu, 1067.
Landscape a f t e r Wu L i , i , s , 1930. Hu-she 35.17 (31-40 .141) .
P'ENG YU-HSIEN / ^
Two pigeons and willow branch, seal, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.343.
Bird, stone and orchid, done with Chu Wen-yun and Liu Hai-su, i by Liu
dated 1933. Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat., 13.
P'ENG YU-SHAN &ff ^ -*§• , another name Ch'ao-chen M™ -Mr • B. 1911.
From Yu-ch'ien, Kiangsi; with the Kiangsi Normal Academy. BK IV, 103; Yu add.
1 , 36.
Fang Chih-min, i, 1955. Mei-shu 1956.8.35.
Uprising in Ch'i-kung Chen, i indistinct. Ts'ai-mo-hua 1.
P'l CHIH-CHUNG )%. /c.' r& .
Clearing colors on Picture Mountain, i, s. CK shu-hua 8.11*.
P'l CHIH-HSIEN ^L Z~ %-> . B. 1928. From Fu-ch'eng, Hopei; now with the
Art Hall in Lin-i area, Shantung. Yu add. 1, 6.
The youth of I-meng, Kwangsi imitating Ta-chai, done with Ch'e T'ien-te,
four scenes. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 64.
PIEN KUO-CH'IANG "j^ )j|j |i^ . Soldier.
Young propaganda troupe member. PLA 50 Anniversary 65.
PIEN PAO-HUA






See Collaborative Works List 69.
PO JUNG-KUANG * U ffc
Winter landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.203.
PU CH'AO-JAN h
Nymph of the Lo River. I-lin 30.11.
PU HSIAO-HUAI Is -<5- VJR r another name Hsien-chung <B* T . B. 1909, d.
1970. From An-kuo, Hopei; 1922 graduate of Peking University Art Academy;
taught at National Peking Art Academy, Tsing-hua Art Academy and elsewhere;
after 1949 with the Peking People's Art Publishers and worked at the Kirin
Provincial Art School; student of Hsu Yen-sun; figures. Yti, 11.
Taoist celestials and palace, i, s, d indistinct. I-lin 13.11.
The dragon king and retinue, i, s, 1932. I-lin 46.5.
Illustration to a poem by Li Ch'ing-chao, i, seal (?), 1933. I-lin 54.12.
Illustration to poem by Chao Mei-ch'eng: woman seen inside the round
window of a garden pavilion, i, s, 1933. I-lin 66.15.
Lady and a mirror. I-lin 75.9.
P'U-CHIEH '% '•£ t. Chun-chin / f ^ ^L . Manchu, member of the Ch'ing
imperial family, younger brother of P'u-i. Hu-she Painting Society; student of
Chang Tsung; landscape. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 101; Hu-she 1-10.7.
Landscape, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.7.
P'U-CHIEN '1/ ^lal orljql t. I-chai <r*» /,-£/ • B. 1901, d. 1966. Manchu,
member of the Ch'ing imperial family, son of Tsai-ying, brother of P'u-tso.
Before 1949 sold paintings for a living; after 1958 with the Peking Chinese
Painting Academy; flowers and birds, pine and bamboo. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 101;
Yu, 1204.
Bamboo and flying pheasant, s. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 12; CK hua hsuan-pien
68.
Cranes and pines, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.5.
Long-tailed bird on rock, leafy tree, done with Ho Sung-feng and Ho Yung,
i, s. Mei-chan 46.
Butterflies and iris, s. Shou-tu 36*.
Birds, narcissus and bamboo in Yuan style, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981,
33.
Horses and groom, i, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 51.
See also Collaborative Works List 17, 40, 47.
P'U-CHIN 'If ^H t. Hsileh-chai ^ j^j , Hsueh tao-jen /|f ijB^ X ^ . B.
1879 or 1880, d. 1966. Manchu, member of the Ch'ing imperial family, oldest son
of Tsai-ying, brother of P'u-chien and P'u-tso. Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape, birds and flowers. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 100; Sullivan, 95; Yti, 1204;
Sotheby, April 28, 1982.
Two horses in landscape, i, s, 1947. Chin-tai CK hua 127.
Valley clearing after snow, boaters on stream, illustration to a poem, i,
s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 104.




Landscape after Kung Hsien, i, s. Hu-she 20.7 (11-20.156).
Horse under willow, done with Tsai-t'ao, i, s, 1930 (?). Hu-she 33.13
(31-40.130).
Walking in autumn mountains, i, s. Hu-she 36.12 (31-40.148).
Landscape: tall mountains and river, i, s. Hu-she 54.10.
Landscape after Tao-chi, i, s. Hu-she 60.5.
Horse under pine, in manner of Li Kung-lin, fan, i, s. Hu-she 63.8.
Landscape: buildings in mountains and along a river, s, 1933. Hu-she
71 .12.
Horse and groom, after Li Kung-lin, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 75.10.
Horse-back rider, in Sung style, i, s. Hu-she 76.10.
Horse tied to willow, done with P'u-ch'tian, s. Hu-she 76.16.
Two horses by stream, possibly by P'u-chin (i, s indistinct) and Tsai-t'ao.
Hu-she 77.1.
Buddha of Longevity, i, s. Hu-she 77.2.
Horses at pasture, done with Tsai-t'ao, i, s. Hu-she 80.7; Hu-she 88.11.
Su Wu herding sheep, i, s. I-lin 49.13.
Two horses under willow, i, s. I-lin 65.5.
A gathering of five men by trees and springs, i, s. I-lin 93.7.
River landscape, fan, i, s, 1943. Kuo-t'ai V.61*.
Horseman, after Chao Meng-fu, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XI.20*.
Trees and rock, i, s indistinct. Mei-chan 74.
Landscape with bridge across a stream, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 144.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 16.
Scholar and attendants in a garden, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 75.
Monkey and bees, s. Ibid. 76.
Monkey, bees and fruiting tree, s. Ibid. 77.
River and mountain landscape, s. Ibid. 78.
Two horses, s. Ibid. 79.
Tiger, s. Ibid. 80.
Monkey and rocks, s. Ibid. 81.
Orchids, i, s, age 73. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 219.
Scholar and river landscape, s. Ibid. 220.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1918. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 34.
Orchids and rock, i, s, 1905 or 1965. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 274.
Horse and groom in landscape, in style of Li Kung-lin, i, s. Ibid. 275.
Cottages below pine and bamboo, i, s. Ibid. 276.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 27.
Landscape, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 52.
Traveling amidst streams and mountains, in style of Kuo Hsi, handscroll, i,
s. Ibid. 53.
Orchids and rocks, s, 1938. Sullivan 2.
Angling in a stream below steep mountains, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen
46.
See also Collaborative Works List 17, 39, 40, 42, 47, 67.
P'U-CHfuAN 'JH ^ i t , Sung-chfuang 7P^ '$) B. 1912 or 1913. Manchu, member of
the Ch'ing imperial family, brother of P'u-chin; taught at the Fu-jen University
College of Art, after 1949 with the Peking Painting Academy? landscape, birds
and flowers, horses. BK IV, 102; MSNC, 100; Sullivan, 95; Yu add. 1, 41.
Flowers, fan, i. s. Chin-tai CK hua 138.
Camel train in snowy mountains, i, s. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 8; Mei-shu
1959.1.29.
Road in mountains, i, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 4.
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Workers1 dormitories in valley, i, s, 1959, CK hua 11 (1959.8) 1.
Red Flag Canal, i, seal (?), 1971. CL 1971.10 opp. 84*; Scheck 5*.
Lung-tan Waterfall in the Chihg-kang Mountains, i, s, 1977. CR
1978.3.32.
Four horses in landscape, i, s, 1942. Collectanea 1853-1971, 105*.
Conversing in shade of pines, i, s, 1943. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP., 30;
Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 57; Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 285.
Iron suspension bridge at Ta-tu, i, s, 1961. Hsien-tai shan-shui 77;
Mei-shu 1961.2.10.
Horse tied to willow, done with p'u-chin, s. Hu-she 76.16.
Cranes and pines, i, s. Hu-she 77.5.
Flowers, bamboo, pine and moon, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XI.21*.
Evening at Chu-wo k'ou, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1956.6.16.
Landscape with rapids, i, s. Ming Chfing chin-tai 98*.
Scholar under pine tree, after Sung Hsu, i, s, 1922. Ming-pao 9
(1974) 11. 57.
Landscape, i, s, 1977. Nan-pei chi 91 (Dec. 1977) 35.
Mt. Erh-lang, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 45*.
Black horse, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 289.
Lotus, s. Ibid. 290; Sotheby, May 7, 1981, 112.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 286.
Landscape in style of Huang Kung-wang, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 28.
Blue and green landscape, i, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 691.
Landscape, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 49.
See also Collaborative Works List 17, 39, 67.
P'U-JU s% ^% t. Hsin-yli {OX ^ h. Hsi-shan i-shih t£?
Hsi-ch'uan i-shih £& )// ]^__ -zt , Han-ytl-t'ang chu-jen ^ _£_, '*£ 3L
B. 1887 or 1896, d. 1963. Manchu, member of the Ch'ing imperial family,
second son of Tsai-jung; later active in Hong Kong and Taipei. BK IV,
102; Boorman III, 79; Ho, 15; Lin, 128; MSNC, 101; Sullivan, 95; Tang-tai,
92; Yu, 1204.
Cottage in bamboo grove, trees, man on riverbank, fan, i, s, 1932.
Chin-pai-nien shan-mien I. 25*.
Landscape with figures, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 110.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Ibid. 137.
Bird on wilted lotus leaf, illustration to a Tu Fu poem, (based on a
painting by Wen Ts'ung-chien in the National Palace Museum, Taipei),
i, s. CK shu-hua 5.26*.
Landscape, fan, i, s. CK shu-hua 8.28*.
Listening to waterfall under pine, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 179.
Boat drifting on a stream, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 102.
Scholar reading in house by riverside, i, s. Ibid. 103.
Man with ch'in beneath a tree, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 30.
Boaters under willow and sheer cliffs, s. I-lin 28.7.
Bird on bamboo, flowers, fan, i, s, 1936. I-lin 83.6.
Landscapes and figure subjects. Kuo-t'ai V.58-59*; IX. 1-77.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 23.
Two men in waterside pavilion, i, s. Ibid. 23.
Wan-fo Hsiang, I-ho Yuan, i, s. Ibid. 24.
Riverside pavilion, i, s. Ibid. 24.
Landscapes, figures and other subjects. Pai-yttn-t'ang II. 86-97*.
Snow on cold peaks, i, s, 1933. Po-lin 4.
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Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Sept, 26, 1978, 71; Trends 35.
Iris, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 72,
Prunus; scholar in mountain landscape, both i, s. Sotheby, June 13,
1979, 58, 60.
Landscapes and animals. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 153-160.
Various figures, prunus, landscape. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 277-284.
Lone building under a cliff, i, s, 1934. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 52.
Rock; landscapes; figure, all i, s. Ibid. 53-56.
Scholar gazing at waterfall, done with Chang Yuan, i, s, 1933.
Ibid. 66.
Monkeys, i, s, 1932. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 221.
River landscape, after Ch'iu Ying's "Fishermen on the river" now
in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 222.
Portrait of Su Shih, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 223; Sotheby, June 24/25,
1981, 692.
Horse; river landscape, both i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 224, 225.
Scholar gazing at a waterfall, fan, i, s, 1941. Sotheby, Nov. 30,
1980, 35.
Pavilion and winter landscape, i, s. Ibid. 36.
Gazing at a snowy landscape, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 37.
Landscape in Ming style, i, s, 1932. Ibid. 38.
Landscape, miniature handscroll, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 39.
Landscapes; figures, all i, s, two dated 1946. Sotheby, March 12/13,
1981, 436-442.
Scholars by Lake Kunming, done with Chang Yuan, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 530.
Four landscapes, all i, s, one dated 1951, one dated 1958. Sotheby, May
17, 1981, 29-32.
Figure under pine; birds on bamboo; prunus; landscapes, all i, s.
Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 693-697.
Prunus; landscape; turtle and reeds, all i, s, prunus dated 1952.
Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 506-508.
Landscape, fan, done with Ch'ing Yuan, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 34.
Landscapes; figures, all i, s. Ibid. 35, 37, 39.
Drinking tea, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 38.
Landscapes; prunus, all i, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 518-519,
521-522.
River landscape, i, s, 1939. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 50.
Mountain landscape, i, s. Sullivan 1.
Returning at sunset, i, s. T'ien-hsia IV.1 (Jan. 1937) opp. 40.
Mountain landscape, i, s. Tsuruta 8*.
Child flying a kite, i, s. Ibid. 119.
A strange bird: homage to Pa-ta shan-jen, i, s. Wu, Painting in
China 20.
Supplementary bibliography: .*, +s j& m 1$
P'u Hsin-yti hua-hstian chi •Jg- l IL>* $& JL u H ^ " ^ Paintings by Pu
Hsin-yu. Taipei: .Chung-hua shu-hua, 1971 (?); Pfu Hsin-yu shu-hua chi
~"̂ 3f ~i& & ~*% J fl^» Ta^Peij, National History Museum, 1973; P'u
Hsin-yti shu-hua ch'uan-chi ?jfl- »O' i£ ;j| ^ ^m J*|L
 a4-,^ vols.
Taipei: Huan-ch'iu shu-she, 1978; P'u Hsin-ytT shu-hua kao 5jj^ * O '
'S 'li 3 E "̂ fib Pu Shin-yu: Calligraphy and Painting Sketches. Hong
Kong: New Asia College of Fine Arts, Chinese University of Hong Kong,
1976; P'u Hsin-yu shu-hua hsuan-chi ;ffi 'C*1 ^§ ^ ^ jjf J^~ Kuo-t'ai
mei-shu kuan hsuan-chi ||Fj ^ j£ ^ j - ̂ ^ f jjg 4M , vol. XI.
Taipei: Kuo-t'ai mei-shu kuan, 1980. ^^ ^
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P'U-NA-WEI-T'E-ERH tfjg; Sf A?f$ %*f i jg . M o n g o l i a n .
D e m o n s t r a t i n g a new model r e a p e r , s e a l ( ? ) • C h ' t t a n - k u o m e i - s h u 8 6 .
P'U-TSO 20" ^ i c t . Sung-ch'uang fc* 'fa , Yung-chai Jj& j~t . B. 1918.
Manchu, member of Ch'ing imperial family, son of Tsai-ymg, brother of
P'u-chien; with the Tientsin Art Academy; landscape. Yti add. 1, 41.
Three horses and groom in landscape, i , s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 210.
Two horses, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.60*.
P'U-Yti-CHEN >-ff- MM* *&• Woman. F l o w e r s . MSNC, 1 0 1 .
L i l i e s and b u t t e r f l i e s , done w i t h P ' u - y t i - y i n g , i , 1 9 3 3 . Hu- she 9 2 . 1 3 .
P'U-Yti-YING ^Hf "srjlu ^ . Woman, s i s t e r of P'u-yti-chen. Flowers. MSNC,
101.
Li l ies and bu t t e r f l i e s , done with P'u-ytl-chen, i , 1933. Hu-she 92.13.
P'U YtiN 7^> ;J|f . Star Group.
Ah, the Great Wall. Mei-shu 1980.3.8.
Winter r i v e r . Mei-shu 1980.12.26*.
P'U-YtiN-Yti 7^ %y$L '&&;. Woman. B. 1920. Manchu, from Peking; with the
Peking Painting Academy. Ytl add. 1, 41 .
Peony, s , 1959. Mei-shu 1959.7.22.
SAN TO 3- p t . Liu-ch'iao jTs ^ |L • D. af ter 1940. Mongolian; pupil of
Yti Ytieh; flowers. Yti, 11.
Plum, bamboo and moon, i , s , 1930. Tang-tai ming-ien 39.
SANG-CHI-YA J ^ gf *%% . B. 1926. I-k'o-chao-meng t r i b e , Inner
Mongolia; with the Lin-tung Normal Special School. BK I I I , 173; Yti add. 1, 24.
Caring for horses and co l t s , i , s , 1955. CK hua hstlan-pien 15.
SHA KENG-SHIH $JT j ^ & , another name Keng-ssu J^ /§* . B. 1926. From
Ningpo, Chekiang; primarily a poster artist; with the Central Minorities
Academy. Yti add. 1, 14.
Mongolian woman operating a butter-making machine, i, s, 1976.
CK shu-hua 7.4*.
SHAN CHIEN-FENG j ^ ̂ L1
Fragrant snow, seal (?). CK hua 1981.148*.
SHAN HSIAO-T'IEN
f fj^ J. ^ g
names. B. 1921. From Shao-hsing,"L?hekiang, moved to Shanghai; first studied
with Teng San-mu, later with Shen Yti-chung, T'ang Ytin and Chang K'o-ho, active
in Shanghai; epidendrum and stones. CK i-shu-chia I, 501; MSNC, 94.
Epidendrum, fan, i, s, 1947. MSNC 116.
SHAN YING-KUEI ĵ L /\f, /ti- . Woman. B. 1933. From Kao-mi, Shantung; with
the Shantung Art Academy. BK III, 174; Yti add. 1, 35.
Women quarry workers, i, s, 1960. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 8.
In case the enemy comes that way: children placing land mines, i, s, 1973.














By the Iron Chain Bridge, done with Chao Chih-hua and Wang Chin-yuan, i,
1972. CL 1972.10 opp. 68*; CP New Series 20*; Yenan Talks 30
Anniversary A, 55*.
SHANG CH'I-K'UEI \&J 3f^ iJlL.
Two chicks by flowers and rock, seal (?). Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.177.
SHANG CHuN-LI JiiJ "fa ^>/MQ • B. 1933. From Yangchou, Kiangsu; with the
Kiangsu Painting Academy. Yti add. 1, 17.
Ode to Tsun-i, done with Wu Lin-sheng, 1977. Chiang-su mei-shu 30; Mei-shu
1977.6.26* (i, s, 1977).
Dragon Head Mountain at Yang-shuo, i, s, 1978. Chin-ling 22*.
On the Chia-ling River, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 23*.
Journey to Lung-men, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 24*.
Mt. Ling-yen, Suchou, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 64.
River City, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 65.
Riverscape, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 66.
Riverscape, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 67.
Autumn on Lake T'ai, i, s, 1978.
The Yen-chuang Temple, Tu-chiang,
Returning fishermen on Lake T'ai, i,
Morning in Tsun-i, i, s, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 52.
New verdure everywhere, done with Wei Tzu-hsi, i, s, 1974. CP New Series
19*; Hsien-tai CK hua, back cover*.
Returning from market, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 39.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 20.
SHANG HSIAO-YflN Y^l 'h J T t. Ch'i-hsia frff 'f|^ . B. 1900. Actor.
Chin-pai-nien shan-mien I, 9.
Chrysanthemums, section of fan, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.97*.
SHANG P'EI-YuN fW ^Wl -ZS .
Woman worker resting. Pei-ching chih-kung 26.
SHANG T'AO
After the performance: minority girl offering coconut to performer, 1974.
25th Anniversary Art Exh., 15*; CP 1975.2.22-23*; CP New Series 50*;
Hsien-tai CK hua 75.
Rifle, canteen and other military objects and yellow flowers, i, s.
Mei-shu 1977.5, back cover*; PLA 50 Anniversary 71•
Young Mao Tse-tung with peasants in snow. Mei-shu tso-p'in hsilan 3*.
SHANG T'ING-HSIU KaJ :£<- *] £ t. Mei-sheng /fQ r^L - C s . 1898. From
Kwangtung, official under the Ch'ing Dynasty; plum blossoms. Yii, 792.
Plum blossoms and rock, fan, i, s. Sui-k'an-ts'ang.
SHANG YEN-CHIH \h\ f% i\j>* , another name Chih i?^1 t. Sheng-po/^ AhJ h.
An-lu t̂ T *^k>' A n~ w a n""l u"" c n u ^4? ^IL ŷ jl -^ ' Ch'ang-lo ch'ing-jen
-Ik. ^1^ ffif y/*^ • Ba 1869, d. 1962. From Cheng-hsien, Chekiang; an
official under the Ch'ing; Bee Painting Society; Ku-huan chin-yu Society:
Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan
Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association; member of other art groups;
after 1949 with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; self-taught; flowers,
birds. BK III, 170; MSNC, 67; Sun, 376; Yu, 792.
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Flowers, i, s, 1924, Chin-tai CK hua 78.
Peach and plum blossoms, i, s, 1934. Collectanea 1850-1967, 169*.
Peach blossoms, i, s. Ibid. 170; Mei-chan 79.
Peony plants, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 5.
Blossoming shrub and rock, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.127.
Rock, flowers, pot of grass, i, s. Hu-she 89.15; MSNC 98.
Peonies and rock, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
White plum and red rock, s. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 8*.
Snowy birds, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 5.
Flowers, done with Wu Cheng, i, s, 1921. Wang-yun hsien 1.14.
See also Collaborative Works List 69.
SHANG YEN-LIU ffi /{If '%•*"
Bamboo, fan , i , s , age~84. Huang Mo-yuan 59.
SHAO CH'ANG-K'UN # |3 >$& ^^ or VzJ "̂ f7 . Woman. B. 1929. From Harbin,
Heilungkiang; p r i m a r i l y an o i l p a i n t e r ; wi th the Cen t r a l Art Academy. BK I I I ,
170; Yti add . 1 , 18 .
G i r l sewing, s e a l . CK hua 10 (1959.7) 5 .
SHAO CH'ANG-TI i*|5 Y57 9p .
See Collaborative Works List 57.
SHAO CHING-YtiN \Sf3 #%j 'J^ . Woman, wife of Li Yung-sen. From Ch'ang-shu,
Kiangsu; Shanghai Art-Tea Association. BK III, 170; MSNC, 40.
Bird on flowering branch, i, s, 1947. MSNC 163.
Bird on branch, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 165.
SHAO CH'UN-T'IEN ^ ] ^
See Collaborative Works List 52.
SHAO HAN-LIN ^y ?%.
Landscape, s. Mei-shu (Canton) 5.
SHAO HSI-LIEN v*p '&%? 5/f, t. I-hsien LJ&, ̂ f - D. 1954. From Hang-hsien,
Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers, landscape. BK III, 170; MSNC, 41;
Yti, 548.
Quail and lichees, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 32.
Landscape, i, s. Han-k'ou 28.
Landscape, done with Ytian K'o-wen, i indistinct. Ibid. 46.
Waterfall, i, s. Hu-she 93.15.
Two carp and other fish, i, s, 1928. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.170.
A quail under autumn tree, s. Pai-ytin-t'ang 11.108*.
Chicken, insect on berry, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 75.
SHAO HUA x^p ^ . B. 1930. From I-ch'ang, Hupei; with the Chinghai
Provincial Art Photograph Exhibition Office. BK III, 170; Yu add. 1, 18.
In Peking there is a golden sun: liberation of Tibetan serf-girl, done
with Ma Hsi-kuang, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 87.
Practicing acupuncture. Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary A, 58*.
V< HL **# T& ^ X
SHAO I-P'ING r?y ~~~ £ | h. P'JLng-lu-chu-jen ?£p / ^ , -^ '/x. ,
Tzu-ch'i-kuan-chu Oit y§L Jw& £ . Woman, sister of Shao Hsi-lien. B.
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1910, d. 1963. From Tung-yang, Chekiang; after 1949 with the Arts and Crafts
Research Institute of the Hunan Provincial Handicraft Office; birds and flowers.
BK III, 170; MSNC, 40.
Mynah in red-flowering tree, i, s, 1960. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 10*.
Plum blossom and bamboo. CP 1962.8, back cover (detail)*.
Day lily, i, s. CR 1954.2.24.
Bamboo and plum blossoms, s. Mei-shu 1963.5.69.
Asters, s. MSNC 182.
Dove on trunk of flowering tree. Ibid. 182.
Supplementary bibliography: ^. •
Shao I-p'ing hua-chi ^73 — £p J jpL . Ch'ang-sha: Ho-nan mei-shu,
1981. ' '
SHAO LO-YANG *?f* ?%x dp t. Ch'ing-ch'i 7J[ >J& . B. 1917. From Tz'u-ch'i,
Chekiang; student of Huang Chih and Wang To; also a writer on art and theory;
with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; landscape. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan
37.
New place in the mountains, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 3.
Steel plant, i, s, 1959. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 1.
Pines and rocks by stream, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.169.
Rocks and bamboo, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 37.
SHAO MOU-CHANG &$ ' c1 ^3p t. Jui-wu ^ 7 -&- , Chin-hou WKJ *Jk> h. Mou-hu
ftt* $£fl , Li-hu^f>£$. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society;
student of Hui Chun; landscape. BK III, 170; MSNC, 41.
Landscape with cottages at foot of mountain, i indistinct. Hu-she 20.10
(11-20.159).
Landscape in manner of Chao Ta-nien, i, s. Hu-she 41-50.100.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.15.
SHAO SHENG-LANG ^ ^ A $ . B. 1931. From Hupei; studied at the Central
Art Academy; with the Hupei Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 18; CK hua 21 (1960.6) 6.
Woman getting water from a stream, s. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 6.
Ch'ang-yang Mountain village, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.11.34.
SHAO YIN-P'EI %^ fi; *% .
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 79.14.
SHAO Yu x?f* J" • B» 1919. From Tan-tung, Idaoning; studied in Shenyang and
Peking; also does serials and woodcuts; with the People's Art Publishers. CK
i-shu-chia I, 484; Yu add. 1, 18. % i 4~ t?
Bibliography. A: Shao Yu tso-p'in hsuan-chi ~gf ^ 4p va
Ch'ang-sha: Hu-nan jen-min mei-shu, 1981.
In Yung-lo Kung, i, seal, 1979. A, 126-127*.
Sea wind and sunshine on his face, i, seal. A, 128*; Mei-shu
1961.5.54*.
Drawing a mural, i, s, 1962. A, 129.
A rising storm in the mountains, i, s, 1978. A, 130.
In spite of wind and rain: girl paramedic, i, s, 1978. A, 131.
Fighting the drought, i, seal, 1961. A, 132.
Song of the umbrella: the commune is founded on a sunny day, i, seal,
1961. A, 132; PR Sept. 8, 1961.20.
Carrying water up the mountain, i, s, 1978. A, 133.
Coconut tree, colophon dated 1962. A, 134.
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Production conference beneath the trees, s, 1959. A, 135; CL 1960.4
opp. 104*; CR 1960.1.22*; PR Nov. 3f 1959.20.
Troop training, s, 1964. A, 136-137.
On the South China Sea, i, s. A, 138.
Outpost in a coconut forest, i, s, 1962 (?). A, 139.
Yen-tang Mountains, s, 1978. A, 140.
Graveyard for martyrs at foot of Yen-tang Mountains, s, 1979. A, 141.
Girl making fishing nets, i, s, 1973. A, 142.
View of Peking, i, s, 1978. A, 143; CK shu-hua 3, front cover*;
Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4, inside front cover (i partly cropped)*.
The Great Wall, i, s, 1980. A, 144.
Autumn on the Great Wall, s, 1978. A, 145*.
Ku-pei-ko Pass in the Great Wall, i, s, d indistinct. A, 146*.
Earth reports the tiger subdued, i, s, 1977. A, 147*.
October First, s. A, 148*.
Returning from the Changtien Festival fair in Peking, i, s, 1963. A,
149.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1980. A, 150.
Snowy pine, i, s, 1981. A, 151.
Eagle and cypress, s, 1978. A, 152.
Bamboo, s, 1979. A, 152.
Solid trunk and rich fruits, i, s, 1978. A, 153.
Dust does not come to this flower: lotuses, i, s, 1978.A, 154.
The cleanest and brightest of flowers: magnolias, i , s, 1980. A, 155.
Flying kites in spring. A, 156.
Ascending a height, i, s, 1978. A, 157*.
Paying respects to Chou En-lai at T'ien-an Men, colophon dated 1977. A,
158*; Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.37.
Firm as a rock and red as autumn: maple leaves, i, s, 1978. A, 159*.
Burning candle, in commemoration of Chou En-lai, i, s, 1976. A, 160*;
Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.74.
Two ducks, seal, 1961. CL 1963.9, front cover*.
Umbrellas, s. Ibid. opp. 96*.
In a courtyard, Indonesia, i, s, 1958. CP 1959.12.26*.
Flower market in the suburbs, Indonesia, s. Ibid. 26*.
Portrait of a girl, Indonesia. Ibid. 26*.
The toy vender, Indonesia. Ibid. 26*.
Temple in Bali. Ibid. 27; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 7.8.
Fruit market, Indonesia. CP 1959.12.27; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 7.9.
Girl fetching water. CP 1961.11.36.
Red lotus, i, s, 1978. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4.52*.
The Great Wall, i indistinct, s. Ibid. 52*.
Along the Great Wall. Ibid, back cover*.
SHAO YU-HSIEN ^"^ ^jl 5pf t. Yu-hsien ^ <i^4 # Woman. B. 1918 or 1919.
From Tung-yang, Chekiang; graduate of Peking National Art School; moved to
Taiwan; landscape, birds, flowers, animals, bamboo, stones. Ho, 77; Lin, 38;
Tang-tai, 43.
Sparrows, bamboo and rock, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.166.
SHE YtiN-I £ jsĵ . fj§ . Woman. From Chung-shan, Kwangtung; used left hand to
paint; landscape, flowers. MSNC, 21.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 50.14 (41-50.167).
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SHEN CHAO-HAN ?%j \)t> ?&& t. Hsin-hai /iV >«#- . B. 1856, d. 1941. Studied
Ch'ien Hui-an, Wu Chtln-ch'ing and others; Yu-yllan Calligraphy and Painting
Association; Wan-mi-shan fang Calligraphy and Painting Association; Ch'ang-hung
Painting Society. BK IV, 178; Yu, 417.
Lady and man watching a child, after Hua Yen, i, s, 1920. Chin-tai CK hua
62.
Three abundances: children playing with peach in garden, i, s, 1910.
Collectanea 1850-1967, 100*.
Scholar holding a ch'in, servant holding bamboo staff, i, s, 1930. Ibid.
101; Tang-tai ming-jen 58.
Bringing good fortune: old fisherman, i, s, 1909. Collectanea 1850-1967,
102.
Chung Kfuei on a tour, fan, i, s, 1922. Fan Paintings 51.
Spirits of the twelve flowers, i, s, 1935. Ming-pao 10 (1975) 4, back
cover*•
Two men, pavilions and dogs, i, s, 1896. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 707.
New Year's figures, flowers and furniture, i, s, 1920. Sotheby, Jan. 21,
1982, 538.
God of longevity, i, s, 1907. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 76.
Wine shop, i, s, 1912. Ibid. 77.
SHEN CH'I-CHAO £̂ L> -?T && . From Shanghai, son of Shen I-chfien; with the
Shanghai Art Association; horses. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 6, 113.
Myriad horses, handscroll, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 6.49-50*.
Horses, handscroll, seals. Ibid. 49-50*.
SHEN CHIN-JUNG ?KJ. ^t^ /<$? . Shanghai worker.
A girl feeding pandas, done with Yu Wei-liang, i, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen
32*.
'Su '2 t Pij ^SHEN CH'flAN ~ . -ju ^t ^ka • From Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society;
ladies, birds and flowers. BK IV, 178; MSNC, 32; Sun, 156; Yu, 420.
Woman with a scarf-full of flowers, fan, i, s, 1917. Hu-she 70.14.
SHEN CHUNG-CH'IANG ^ML A *f |§5 . From P'an-yu, Kwangtung, lived in Peking,
Shanghai and Nanking; chrysanthemums. Li, 56; Lin, 37.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1942. Huang Mo-yuan 36.
Chrysanthemums and rock, s, 1941. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.120.
SHEN FENG-T'AO ?%> j f
Long March scene, done with Ch'en T'ien-yu, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary
44.
SHEN HOU-CHAO ^U )%• £ & .
River landscape after Ni Tsan, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.122.
SHEN HSI-TUN ?5u $%) S&t. Shih-hstin %> ?%\ , Shih-tzu % <%r . B. 1910.
From Chao-an, Fukien; graduate of Chinese painting department of Hsin-hua Art
School; student of Hsieh Pan-kuei, P'an T'ien-shou and Wang Ya-ch'en; flowers,
grasses, birds, animals. MSNC, 35.
Chrysanthemums and mantis, i, s, 1948. MSNC 121.
Tiger, i, s, 1948 (?). MSNC 210.
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SHEN HSIEN-HSIU ptfb ^ ^
The Taoist Ch'en Hsi-i, finger painting, s. Hu-she 99.14.
SHEN I-CH'IEN 7%j IML ~^~ • Trained at the Shanghai Academy, arrested and
disappeared in Chengtu in October 1945. Sullivan, 95.
Shepherdess, i, s, colophon dated 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.123.
SHEN I-PIN 5%^ ^$ *&jt. Ch'ien-yu yf^ 2b . h. Hsi-yin-shih chu-jen
ft% $$• '*£. -£- A*. • Woman, wife of Hsu Ch'ien. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang.
Boorman II, 122; Shen Ch'ien-yu shan-shui hua-hui hua-ts'e. ^_
Bibliography. A: Shen Ch'ien-yu shan-shui hua-hui hua-ts'e ;>{£, /j% -£?
iM ?K JO ^t ^ -fffh • Kowloon: 1939.
Landscape, i, s. A, T•
Snowscape, i, s. A, 2.
Ducks and lotuses, i, s. A, 3.
Two horses under willow, i, s, 1929. A, 4.
Tiger on a hill under pines, i, s. A, 5.
Pine gully, s. A, 6.
View of Hong Kong at night, i, s. A, 7.
Willows, birds and fish, i, s. A, 8.
Peonies and rock, i, s. A, 9.
Chrysanthemum and rocks, i, s, 1929. A, 10.
Willow in moonlight, i, s. A, 11.
Sparrows in maple tree, i, s. A, 12.
Duck flying over reeds and water, i, s. A, 13.
Hawk on tree branch, i, s. A, 14.
Flowers, handscroll. Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings 16 (section).
SHEN KEN-YuAN \ ^ -^j£ y^ . B. 1933. From Tientsin; with the army cultural
office in Kuei-yang. Yu add. 1, 6.
Militia physical training on floating logs, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary
108.
SHEN KUANG-SHIH i^L Ip\ #V t. I-chai 3aL J%ij or —' ] ^ | From Shanghai.
BK III, 178; Tang-tai ming-jen.
Crane, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 75.13.
A peacock on blossoming plum, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 104.
SHEN LIN ?7tL I%>4^ t. Chih-an S£~ /^L • From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; epidendrum,
landscape. Yli, 446.
Epidendrum and rock, fan, i, s. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
SHEN MING ^5u '3pz t. Hsiao-ch'in R ^ h. Ts'ang-pin chu-shih
:± . B. 1903. From Ch'ang-shu, Kiangsu; student of T'ao Sung-ch'i; active in
Shanghai; Yii-shan Calligraphy and Painting Society; flowers, birds, animals. BK
IV, 178; MSNC, 33.
Two doves by a rock, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.121.
SHEN NING ?"U
Caring for wounded soldier, done with Ch'ang Ya-li and Liu Po-jung, i,




Plum b l o s s o m , s . MSNC 1 0 5 .
Lotus, s . I b i d , 105.
SHEN SHIH-CHIA \ ^ Ik Ixfa*2 . B. 1904. From Hangchou, Chekiang; l andscape ,
bamboo• MSNC, 14.
Landscape, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 103.
New Year's still life, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 175.
SHEN T'ANG ?vt>
Landscape after Wang Shih-min, i, s. Kuo-t'ai VII.32*.
SHEN T'AO ?%Ii ?̂ J. m B . 1915. From Lin-an, Chekiang; with the Nanking Art
Academy. Yfi add. 1, 15.
Portrait of Hung Hsiu-chfuan, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 36.
Two children and pigeons, seal (?)• Chiang-su shih-nien 25*.
SHEN TSU-I
A white peacock, s. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 16.
yt foy t. $SHEN TSU-TE Jj$L ^J3-  oy t . Mai-shih \$n i , Man-hou xi£ ^« h .
K'uan-chai j ^ /j£.\ , Tung-ch'ing-shu-wu J$*- - ^ ~3j£ /f̂  , Yun-ch'ao
| | |shan-jen '| ? j  LU A^ . B. 1891. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang, son of Shen
Yen-ch'uan; Ch'ing-yllan Painting Society; taught at Peking National University;
after 1949 active in Shanghai; with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy;
landscape, birds and flowers, finger painting. BK IV, 179; MSNC, 34; Yu add. 1,
15; Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan.
Bridge construction, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 5.
A mountain village, i, s. CL 1964.5 opp. 104*.
Hydroelectric irrigation and mill, i, s, 1958. Mei-shu 1959.4.32*.
River scene, i, s. MSNC 31.
Lotuses, i, s. Ibid. 179.
Cloud sea and pines, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yilan 9*.
Mountain, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-ytian 21*.
SHEN TZU-CHENG -?!fej -?- 3$~ h. Ch'un-jan chti-shih ?;§- vv^\ J&. i . B.
1904. From Chia-hsing, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; Bee Painting Society;
writer on art; figures. BK IV, 178; MSNC, 33.
Buddha of longevity, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 26.
Playing wei-ch'i, i indistinct. Mei-chan 39.
A man holding a staff, i, s, 1929. MSNC 124.
A lady under a tree, i, s. Ibid. 136.
Landscape: boater and cliff, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 19*.
Ladies holding vase of plum blossom and whisk, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai
ming-jen 97.
See also Collaborative Works List 32.
SHEN Yil-CH'uAN ?VU ~T ^S: . B. 1865.
Woman holding a book, i, s, 1936 at age 72. Mei-shu sheng-huo 39 (June
1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.119.
SHENG HSIEN-TI.
Rural cadre and peasant exchange ideas. PR May 15, 1964.31.
SHENG KUANG-WEI ^ ^fU ^ h . Lao-hu
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Landscape after Ni Tsan, s . Nanking Exh. Cat*, 11.316.
SHENG PAO ^ ^ • Yil, 921 •
Pagoda in mist, sf 1919. Hu-she 13.3 (11-20.125).
SHENG P'ING ̂  J^- .
Shih Nai-yen composing Shui-hu ch'uan, done with Yen Shao-hsiang, seals
(?). CKhua 18 (1960.3) 7*; Mei-shu 1960.1.27.
JgCSHENG YttAN-HSIANG C %
Scholar on a rock listening to rapids, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.317.
SHIDANEN. Tibetan.
See Collaborative Works List 37.
SHIH CHENG-HStiEH ^ SL / ^ , another name Mo-k'o j£ 5J* . B. 1933. From
Lo-yang, Honan; with the Honan Education Academy. Ytl add. 1, 6.
Red Army man telling children revolutionary stories, done with Keng Hsi and
Yuan Ming, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 15.
SHIH CH'ENG-HU %3- &- mj . B. 1942. From Hopei; with the People's Art
Publishers. Ytl add. 1, 6.
Tunisian woman, i indistinct. CK shu-hua 2, front cover*.
SHIH CHI - ^ )-| • B- 1939. From Fukien; with the Peking Painting Academy.
BK III, 172; Yti add. 1, 6.
After rain: woman with a basket of fruit, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 7.15*.
Celebration, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1980.6.26*.
An old man reading, i, s. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.33*.
A man with a falcon and horse, i indistinct. Nan-pei chi 91 (Dec. 1977)
35.
Teng Hsiao-p'ing leading troops at Ta-pieh-shan, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 33.
SHIH CH'I-MIN j C - ^ &K.» B- 1917. From Chin-chiang, Fukien. MSNC, 14.
Landscape, s, 1947. MSNC 67.
Landscape, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 87.
SHIH CHIANG-CH'ENG ^
Song of the Lake Hung Battle, done with Wei K'ang-hsiang, i, 197?_. PLA 50
Anniversary 35.
Va
SHIH CHIEN-CH'I J L
Chou En-lai with Red Army men, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 21.
Army welcoming people bringing supplies during the Liberation War, done
with Ch'in Ta-hu and Wang Cheng, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 73.
SHIH CHIH-CHilN ^ *3< *& . B. 1878. From Nanking; birds and flowers,
landscape. Sun, 76; Yti, 178.
Two cats under wisteria, i, s, 1956 at age 81. Chiang-su shih-nien 53*.
SHIH CH'ING-CHANG Jf^ /g£ f
Landscape, i, s, 1948. MSNC 85.
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SHIH CH'U-CH'ING Jz ^ _ if* or $% •
Narcissus, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II.55.
SHIH CHUNG ifej & t . Hstieh-t'ing ^ £ j . B. 1862. Yti, 597.
Two birds on flower, i , s, 1935 a t age 74. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.184.
SHIH CH'UNG-P'ENG ifej $f W% t . Fu-chiu $£ JL h . Nan-ch'ih W £i£j . B,
1908. From Ch'ung-ming, Kiangsu; studied at the Shanghai Art Academy; Bee
Painting Society; Shanghai Art Association; Shanghai Art-Tea Association. BK
I I I , 166; MSNC, 51.
Landscape, i , s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 22 (Oct. 1936).
Landscape, i , s . MSNC 38.
River scene, i , s, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.187.
SHIH FENG-KUANG ^ ^Mp TU • In army.
Mao Tse-tung seeing Mao An-ying off to the countryside in 1946, i, 1973.
Chfuan-kuo mei-shu 3; Mei-shu 1977.2.17; Mei-shu tso-p'in hstlan 48*.
Sending troops behind Japanese lines, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 6.
Hua Kuo-feng in an airplane. Ibid. 27.
SHIH FU-HAI X** Mi ^^~ t. Fo-hai 7%- ?& h. Ch'ang-hsiao-hsien^ Pm
&& . B. 1906. From Sha-ho, Hopei; with army. MSNC, 13.
' Landscape, s, 1947. MSNC 73.
SHIH HUI-PAO #f {§* jj£ . B. 1850, d. 1912. An actor. Chin-pai-nien
shan-mien I, 96.
Epidendrum, section of a fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.97*.
SHIH KUNG-MIN ^fe <£ ?.
Birds and flowers of the four seasons, four scrolls, i, s, one dated 1932.
Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 156.
SHIH KUO M - ^ .
Planting seedlings, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.2.32.
SHIH LIANG-FU J^ % #?i^ t. Ch'ih-sheng Vl^ ^ • B. 1915. From
Ch'ing-yang, Anhwei; pupil of Shen Ch'ou-ch'un; cartoonist; landscape. MSNC,
14.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 78.
SHIH LU, see Feng Shih-lu.
SHIH MEI-CH'ENG j*L ^
Singing loudly, advancing vigorously: shipyard rally and performance. SYL
kung-jen 6*.
J*L j^ &SHIH PING-YU  & . Peking Art Academy. Mei-shu 1963.5.63.
Spring blossoms and pheasant, s. Mei-shu 1963.5.63*.
SHIH SHIH-CHEN <cKL t£- ^ . shun Society. BK I I I , 166.
Landscape, s , 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat. , 11.185.
SHIH SHOU-CH'I 7:2. -^ A-f^ t . Chi-mei J§£ )^ . From Ta-hsing, Hopei;
landscape. I - l i n 30.13.
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Landscape, s, 1931. I-lin 30.13.
SHU
SHIH SHU-YU #3* ' tef Wi t . Chtln-mou ^ zjfc . From Sui-yang, Honan; Chinese
Painting Research Association? landscape. BK I I I , 166.
Snowscape, s (?), colophon dated 1930. I - l in 10.5.
Copy of Li Tang's "Winter scene with two men on ledge by waterfall," now in
Koto-in, Daitoku-ji, Kyoto, s . I - l in 41.4
Wintry peaks, i indis t inct . I - l in 53.15.
Landscape, s . I - l in 67.21.
Eagle in pine by rapids, done with Tu Chih-t'ing, i, 1935. I-lin 74.7;
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.241.
In a mountain tower looking at a waterfall, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.242.
SHIH TA-WEI *%& A. - ^ . Shanghai worker.
The flames burn high (the furnace is red): criticism of Lin Piao and
Confucius, done with Chou Hsiao-yun and Wang Ch'tin-yen. CK hua hsin-chi
1*; CL 1974.12*; CR 1975.5.37*; Shang-hai kung-jen 3*; SYL kung-jen 3*.
Our home is everywhere: construction workers in Inner Mongolia, i, s,
1974. CK hua hsin-chi 6*; Shang-hai kung-jen 17*.
I will tell Chairman Mao: P'eng Te-huai investigating conditions in
village during great leap, done with Han Shih, i, 1980. Mei-shu
1981.4.25.
Troop landing, done with Chang P'ei-ch'u and Han Shih, i, s. PLA 50
Anniversary 79.
SHIH TSE-CHING
Two catalpas, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.186.
SHIH TZU-YuN ^1S •%- lay or "/jfjf . From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; Hu-she
Painting Society; Shuang Lin Stone Lake Calligraphy and Painting Association;
landscape. BK III, 166; MSNC, 51.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 59.12.
SHIH TSUNG-SHAN J& SF "~] t . Ytin-hang 'Jg ~%fU . From Wan-pfing, Hopei;
l andscape . BK I I I , 172.
Watching the waterfall, s, 1931. I-lin 29.12.
River scene, i, s, 1932. I-lin 38.11.
i> ,4* /& z
SHOU CH'UNG-TE ^ Ijfc Ifc • Chekiang. /
Construction of hydroelectr ic plant on the Hsin-an River, sea ls ( ? ) .
Mei-shu 1960.1. 26-27.
SHOU MA-CHIAO ^ | -
Delivering boat-loads of f e r t i l i z e r , i i n d i s t i n c t . Mei-shu 1960.3, inside
back cover.
SHU CHIEH %* &\if t . Chih-fang /£,*• "J) h . Feng-ying J&i ~$J , Hung-hsing
f&£> *& • B. 1915. From Nan-tfung, Kiangsu; landscape, f igures . MSNC, 19.
F i l i a l son amusing h is aged parents , i , s , 1947. MSNC 128.
SHU CH'UAN-HSI ̂ if 4%$ ^ ^ or ̂  or ̂  . B. 1932. From Nanking, Kiangsu;
primarily an oil painter; with the Chekiang Art Academy. Ytt add. 1, 37.
Ink lotus, i, s, 1977. CK shu-hua 3.5*.
Sunfish, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.9.26*.
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Narcissi, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 26*.
Branch of persimmon, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 28*.
Two owls, s. Ying-ch'un hua 2.38.
SHU CH'UN-KUANG § J -^T '^U. B. 1941. From K'ang-lo County, Kansu; in 1957
entered the Hsi-pei Normal Academy art department; graduated in 1963 and went to
Sinkiang; landscape. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4, 46.
Two deer on rocks, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4.49*.
Scene in T'ien-shan i, seal (?). Ibid. 49*.
Camel caravan, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 50*.
Wind and clouds in T'ien-shan i. Ibid, inside back cover (i cropped)*.
SHU HSIANG-HAN
Lanterns at the gate light the soldier's way, i, s, 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 54.
SHU-HSIEN P*^* 1?9J . Woman.
See Collaborative Works List 38.
SHU JUNG-HUA ^ f f
Pheasant on rock, chestnut tree, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.360.
SHU JUNG-YAO ^J V^T *JfsL t. Yao-fu ^ 7 ! If] or $f , Chinese Painting
Research Association. BK III, 170.
Birds on red-leaf tree, i, s, 1928 (?). I-lin 23.4.
Peonies in a basket, s, 1931. I-lin 25.13.
Hens under coir palm, s. I-lin 36.9.
Heron and reeds, i indistinct. I-lin 48.8.
Wintry birds and chickens, s. I-lin 50.15.
Hawk in autumn tree, s, d indistinct. I-lin 63.12.
Two geese and reeds, s, 1933. I-lin 68.9.
New Year's still life and mouse with peanuts, i, s, 1936. I-lin 74, front
cover.
Willow and pigeons, s. I-lin 86.12.
Rooster on basket, s, 1937. I-lin 96.2.
Hawk on a rock, s, 1940. I-lin 110.2.
SHU MEI faf Aift.
Spring: hibiscus and insects, s. Pei-ching chih-kung 22.
SHU PO-HUA /%'f %-& "?p t. Chu-feng ^T )^ . From Peking; landscape. I-lin
13.2.
Pavilions and waterfall in mountains, i, s, 1928. I-lin 13.2.
Landscape with tall mountain peak, i, s. I-lin 31.12.
Sheer cliffs and waterfall, s, d indistinct. I-lin 43.15.
Kiosk in misty mountains, s, 1933. I-lin 55.13.
Landscape with scholar on a bridge, s, 1934. I-lin 69.2.
Landscape with man under a tree, i, s, 1935. I-lin 77.5.
Boneless landscape in manner of Yang Sheng, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.359.
SSU TAO-CH'ING
Epidendrum, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.369.
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SSU-TU CH'I *5| < ^ -Q^T t. Ts'ang-ch'eng ^% ^%k . B. 1907. From
K'ai-p'ing, Kwangtung; studied Western painting at Canton Municipal Art School
and in Shanghai at the Chung-hua Art University; became a student of Kao Lun;
active in Canton, Ho, 50; Li, 67.
Destitute and homeless: a mother nursing a child amidst bombed-out
buildings, s. Kuang-tung hsien-tai; T'ien-hsia IX.1 (Aug. 1939).
Even innocents suffer, s. T'ien-hsia IX.1 (Aug. 1939).
SSU-TU CH'IAO £J /£*K /§7 . B. 1903, d. 1958. From K'ai-p'ing, Kwangtung;
graduate of Yenching University, studied in Europe and the United States;
returned to China after 1949; figures. BK III, 166; MSNC, 13; Yfl, 156.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1941. CR 1980.9.45.
Illustration to Lu Hstln's "Old Home," s. Mei-shu 1956.10.23.
Refugees, handscroll, i, s (?). Ming-pao 5 (1970) 7.51.
Vagrant, i. Ming-pao 6 (1971) 4. 39.
SU CHIH-CH'UN Jfft 2h/£ % . Hu-she Painting Society. BK III, 172.
Snowscape, s. Hu-she 63.14.
SU CHING-SHIH
Branch of pomegranates, i, s. I-lin 73.16.
SU CH'U-SHENG jfA -fK^ '*> . B. 1868. From Lung-men County, Kwangtung;
lived in Tientsin, Canton and Peking; epidendrum. Li, 55.
Epidendrum, i , s, 1941. Kuang-tung hsien- ta i .
SU JEN-CH'tiAN Jfcx ^ \ -
Fisherman and child, i , s, 1928. Mei-chan 98.
SU JUN-K'UAN $$v ?\$\ S\ t . Shih-jen >£j[ ^C h. K'ao-p'an-tzu "M
J j - • D. during war with Japan; from Chen-chiang, Kiangsu. Yti, 1528.
"Rubbings" of antiquit ies, i , s, 1923. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.22; I - l in 71.13
(with additional inscription)•
SU KUO-YING X«J\
Landscape, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.494.
SU MAN-SHU N ^ -^
 > V N, original name Yuan-ying ^ ?-*9K t. Hstlan-ying
^$J^, Tzu-ku 3p ^ ^ h . Hstieh-t'ieh ^> £1^ . B . 1884, d. 1918. From
Chung-shan, Kwangtung, born in Yokohama of a Japanese mother; poet and
translator, anti-Manchu. Boorman III, 156; Li, 100; Lin, 101.
Man standing at edge of lake under willows, i, seal, 1906. CK min-ch'u
hua-chia 47.
Traveler on a donkey approaching a lady flautist in a pavilion, i, seal,
1903. Ibid. 47.
Man and horse on a bluff, i, s, 1904. Ibid. 48.
Going through Heng-shan, i, s, 1903. Ibid. 49.
Four landscapes and figures, s, two i. Ibid. 50.
A man crossing a bridge, i, s. Ibid. 51.
A hut beneath coir palms, i, s, 1904. Kuang-tung ming-hua 56.
Figures in a boat; landscape; rocks, seals. I-ching 1936.13. 20, 21.
Landscape with pine, i, s. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 6.45.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Ibid. 45.
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SU PAO-CHEN jfw> /^ 'rJk* B- 1916. From Su-ch'ien, Kiangsu? with the
Southwest Normal Academy. Yu add. 1, 53.
The month of March in western Szechwan, i, s, 1974. CR 1975.1, back
cover*.
SU P'EI-CHIH $f% ?<f 'Z . Hu-she Painting Society; f igures . BK I I I , 173?
MSNC, 123.
Buddha on an elephant, i , s i n d i s t i n c t . Hu-she 79.11.
SU SHAO-YANG $ \ ')/"
Breaking in a horse, i , s, 1963. Mei-shu 1964.5.26.
SU T'lEN-TZ'U $?v ^ M?fo . B. 1922. Kwangtung, oil painter with Nanjing Art
Academy. Yu add. 1, 53.
Old man teaching young g i r l t e x t i l e design technique, done with Ch'en
Te-hsi, i , s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.8/9.
SU WEI-HSIEN J& # f l 1|| . Soldier.
Men, horses and yaks in mountains, i , 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 122.
SU WO-NUNG jf# «**• /&_. From Kwangtung? Spring Slumber Studio. BK I I I , 172.
Wisteria and f ish , s . Collectanea 1850-1967, 202.
Blooming cactus, stone, bird, s . Kuang-tung mei-shu hstlan 12*.
SUI I-FU
Two ducks, i , s, 1961. Mei-shu 1981.11.35.
SUN CHI JjfJ^ 'fS&t. Cho-ju Jp- - ^ . Woman. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu? Hu-she
Painting Society? flowers. BK I I I , 173; MSNC, 59.
Chrysanthemums, i i nd i s t i nc t . Hu-she 20.14 (11-20.164).
Poppies and but ter f ly , i , s, 1927. Hu-she 43.5 (41-50.113).
SUN CH'I-FENG^f^ ^ ^% t. Ch'i-feng - ^ ^ or %K ^H^ . B. 1920. From
Chao-ytlan, Shantung? with the Tientsin Art Academy. BK III, 173? Yti add. 1, 22.
Mountain flowers in bloom, done with Ho Ch'un-yang, i. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu
78? CL 1977.8 opp. 88*.
Magnolias, seal. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 5.
Fish and lotus leaves, done with Chou Yeh, i, 1979. CK hua 1981.153.
White hawk among red leaves, s. CK shu-hua 4.32*.
Yulan magnolia, s. CL 1980.5, front cover*.
Plum flowers, i, s, 1978. CL 1980.10, front cover*.
Tawny daylily, s. CL 1981.5, front cover*.
White hawk, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 4.11*.
White eagle in pine tree, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.6.31.
See also Collaborative Works List 22, 23.
SUN CHING-HUI - § ^ ^ ~ IT • B- 1939. From Wei-hsien, Shantung? with the
Shantung Art Academy. Yd add. 1, 22.
Hua Kuo-feng with laborers, done with Li Ming-mei, i, 1977. Ch'ilan-kuo
mei-shu 14.
.3rJ - ^ t Tzushih ^SUN CHING-NIEN ^/fs J . -sh ^ 7c2. • B. 1912. From Chuang-ho,
Liaoning, moved to Shanghai? pupil of Wang Kuan-san, Sun Hsing-su, Li Chun-san
and others? bamboo and flowers. MSNC, 58.
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Peonies and rock, i, s, 1948, MSNC 195.
SUN
75* tf^ JSr
SUN CH'IUNG-HUA-^/^ > J ^ 5p . BK III, 173.
Flowers in a vase, i indistinct. Mei-chan 84.
SUN CHii-SHENG .^*, ^tj it- or ^ h. Hsiao-hu B$£» >£$ . From Peking; flowers,
especially chrysanthemums. BK III, 173; MSNC, 59.
Two cats, insect and hollyhocks, i, s. CK shu-hua 8.28*.
Four chrysanthemum plants, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.145.
Sprays of flowers, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 13.16 (11-20.128).
Chrysanthemums, s. Hu-she 42.10 (41-50.106).
Swallow and willow, i indistinct. Hu-she 61.13.
Camellia, i, s. Hu-she 79.12.
SUN CHuN ̂ , Sty t. Chtin-ch'ing 4<I $%f h. Ch'in-hsien chu-shih
Pine, plum, flowers, landscape. MSNC, 59.
Two pines, i, s. 1940. MSNC 110.
SUN CHuN-LIANG %
Album of thirteen paintings of Suchou gardens, each leaf i, s, 1979.
Su-chou yuan-lin t'u |̂ fc ̂ \4 ijO ?|vf- l^j • Shanghai: Shang-hai
shu-hua, 1980.
Four scenes of Suchou gardens, i, s, two dated 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 39.
SUN CHUNG-CHAO
Peonies, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.222.
SUN CHUNG-P'ENG
See Collaborative Works List 72.
SUN FU-HSI 3ffc ^v% fet. Ch'un-t
fai J ^ -& . B. 1898. From Shao-hsing,
Chekiang; Western-style painter, in 1920 went to France, returned in 1925;
active in Hangchou, Shao-hsing, Kunming and Kueilin; Shanghai Art-Tea
Association; after 1949 in Shanghai; chrysanthemums. BK III, 174; MSNC, 59; Yil,
691.
Chrysanthemums, seal (?), MSNC 179.
SUN HSI-CH'UN-^^ |?f, >^..
Vegetable market in the depths of winter, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua 33.
SUN HSIAO-I -J;^ /g. JgC • Tu-chia nationality. Hunan.
Leaving the good work of the party behind them. CP 1965.8.22 (cropped)*;
Mei-shu 1965.4.21*.
SUN HUA-CHtiN -J^ ^ ^ . Shanghai worker.
New look of the Yti Garden, done with Hsu Hou-cheng, i, s, 1974. CK
hua-hsin chi 12*; Shang-hai kung-jen 33*.
SUN HUNG 3j% >^%t. Hstieh-ni *fP *pL> h. Chieh-sheng ^ x ^L , Ts'ui-chang
f| -% , Shen-liu chu-shih ffo ?f^ J^ f̂c . B. 1884 or 1888 or 1889, d.65. Erom Sung-chiang, Kiangsu; Bee Painting Society; Shanghai Art-Tea
Association; Chinese Painting Association, and other art societies; after 1949




Frog in marsh, done with Wang Ya-ch'en, seal, colophon dated 1938.
Chin-tai CK hua 104,
Beans, squash and vegetables, i, s. CK hua 5 (1959,2) 7.
Spring in the south, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 141*,
Hut on a high cliff, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 142.
Willow pond and duck, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 143.
Willow bank, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 15.
Conference Hall on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 9.
Flowers in vases, done with Cheng Ch'ang and Ho T'ien-chien, i, 1930.
Kuo-tfai III.14*.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1953. Kuo-t'ai V. 47*.
Man seated beneath willow, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
Southern scene, i, s, 1932. Mei-shu sheng-huo 9 (Dec. 1934).
Snowy mountains, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Woman in boat under willow, pavilion on hillside, i, s, 1947. MSNC 8.
Fish in basket, vegetables, seal. Shang-hai hua-niao 5*; Shang-hai
hua-niao chi 9*.
Old tree, bamboo and stone, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 114.
SUN JUN-Yu ̂ ^ X 7\^ ^ t. Tzu-han -J- ?$j . From Suchou, Kiangsu; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape, flowers and birds. BK III, 174; MSNC, 59; Yti, 692.
Peach blossoms, fan, s, 1930. Hu-she 33.13 (31-40.129).
Pine, s, 1931. Hu-she 47,9 (41-50.149).
Pine and flowers, i , s. Hu-she 50.12 (41-50.165).
Narcissus, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 60.3.
SUN K'O-KANG £%\ %j ^]^J . B. 1923. From Tientsin; with the Tientsin
Painting Academy; landscape. BK III, 174; CK i-shu-chia II, 493; Yti add.1, 22.
Autumn mountains, s. CK shu-hua 4.29*.
Birds flying above blossoming trees, illustration to Li Po poem i, s, 1979.
Mei-shu 1980.6.17.
October in the T'ai-hang Mountains, s, 1964 (?). Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.52.
See also Collaborative Works List 22, 23, 61 •
SUN KUAN-SHENG ̂ % S||Jj /£.. Chinese Painting Research Association. BK III,
173.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. I-lin 18.12.
SUN KUANG-CH'I ^^l "?U *^j~ •
Delivering a war horse. PLA 50 Anniversary 111.
SUN KUANG-TSUNG 5/T> ^ ^ .
Protecting the border, s, 1954. Ts'ai-mo-hua 10.
SUN KUO-CH'ENG f |
Mao Tse-tung with school children. Mei-shu tso-p'in hstlan 85*.
SUN LU-CH'ING 3&y %%^ ^&f* Woman. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; studied at
Shanghai Art Academy; Ch1ing-yuan Art Society; moved to Taiwan. BK III, 174;
MSNC, 59.
Spring on the Wu River, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.224.
Landscape, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 41 (Aug. 1937).
Landscape, i, s, colophon dated 1949. MSNC 18.
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SUN MENG-LU <f?\* J 2 L ifc^or 4>p> t . Shih-chien f rf "S> h. Feng-ch'i nii-shih
$"£ *% ~& ̂ . - Woman. ^ ,
Bibliography. A: Feng-ch'i nu-shih Sun Meng-lu hua-chi Jrd' y% -^~
Landscape, i , s, 1934. A, 1.
Solitary boater, s, 1934. A, 2.
Autumn colors of myriad groves, s . A, 3.
Hermit fisherman on clear stream, s, 1933. A, 4.
Early spring, after Tung Ch'i-ch'ang, i , s, 1933. A, 5.
Returning boat in mists, i , s, 1934. A, 6.
Willows and swallows, i , s, 1919. A, 7.
Blossoming wisteria, i , s . A, 8.
Two birds on red plum, i , s . A, 9.
Gourd vine, s, 1932. A, 10.
Stone and chrysanthemum, i , s, 1935. A, 11.
Lotus, i , s, 1919. A, 12.
Wintry trees, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.223.
Lotus, i, s, 1933. Po-lin 16.
SUN P'ING 3fe J3f- . Soldier.
Soldiers cleaning weapons and repairing carrying poles on city street, done
with Lung Kuo-p'ing, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 83.
SUN LO-CH'UANdAh 4^F W •
Palm tree and plum blossoms, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.225.
SUN SHIH -̂ fi> 7J^JL. I-chien jip P^\ . From Shou-hsien, Anhwei, son of Sun
Shao-hou; Hu-she Painting Society. BK III, 174; MSNC, 58.
Landscape, s, 1928. Hu-she 13.14 (11-20.127).
SUN SHUANG-CH'ENG ^ f % 3J? n\ • Shanghai worker.
Grasping the main task (ship builders criticize Lin Piao and Confucius), i,
1974. CK hua hsin-chi 2*; Shang-hai kung-jen 5*.
Grasping the main task (ship builders criticize Lin Piao and Confucius), i,
1974. SYL kung-jen 2* (slightly different version of above).
SUN SUNG-CHAO ^fjl %$[ # 3 t . Sung-jo ^ 7& . Woman. B. 1878. From
Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, flowers. BK III, 174;
MSNC, 59; Yti, 691.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1959. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 12.
Hundred flowers bloom, i, s, 1960. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 4.
Flowers, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.72.
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.148.
Camellias, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 20.12 (11-20.162).
Horse under bare willow, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.160.
Bamboo and plum, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 53.14.
Two birds and flowers, i, s. Hu-she 60.11.
Peony and rock, i indistinct, 1933. Hu-she 87.16.
Red plum and ink bamboo, i indistinct. I-lin 12.6.
Buddha of longevity, i, s, 1920. I-lin 27.4.
Flowers and butterflies, i, s. I-lin 103.9.
Vines and rocks, i, s. Mei-chan 81.
SUN SUNG-T'O-3|i ^ ^ p £ l h ' P'u-chih chu-shih ^ %2 ffe "il . B. 1885.
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Bibliography. A.: P'u-shih chu-shih hua-chi rjij* Ai }fe ^ ^ .
Shanghai: 194^. "^
Shou-hsing, i, s, 1944. A, 1 .
Rock and pot of grass, i, s, 1937. A, 2.
Landscape, i, s, 1944 (at age 64). A, 3.
Two pines, i, s, 1932, A, 4.
Lady and blossoming tree, i, s, 1915 or 1939. A, 5.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1944. A, 6.
Lotus and willow, i, s, 1944. A, 7.
Two men seated under pine by cliff, s, 1944. A, 8.
Landscape, i, s, 1944. A, 9.
Cranes in pine, i, s, 1913. A, 10.
Two fish, i, s, 1946. A, 11.
Pine tree and mountains, i, s, 1944. A, 12.
Melon and vine, i, s, 1944. A, 13.
Two men under pines; waterfall, i, s, 1944. A, 14.
Lady with basket, blossoming trees, i, s, 1944 (age 64). A, 15.
Crabs and reeds, i, s, 1944. A, 16.
Marshland, i, s, 1943. A, 17.
Bird on stone, chrysanthemum, i, s, 1943. A, 18.
Trees and willow, s, 1915 or 1939. A, 19.
Fractured cliffs, i, s, 1944. A, 20.
Plum tree, i, s, d indistinct. A, 21.
SUN
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-iTs / $0 ^ •• vfc. -r
SUN TE-Yll -£;j\ ^& /:] t. P'an-shih >=p AH . From P'eng-lai, Shantung;
landscape. Sun P * an-shih hua-hstlan. . _^
Bibliography. A: Sun P'an-shih hua-hsuan Jjffil* 7^ *Z
Shanghai: Hsi-ling yin-she, 1939.
Returning cowherd in autumn grove, i, s, 1938. A, 1.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1938. A, 2.
Seacoast, i, s, 1938. A, 3.
Eighteen Lohan Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1938. A, 4.
Two water buffalo, finger painting, s, 1938. A, 5.
Cottage by the Eastern Sea, i, s, 1938. A, 6.
Clearing after snow in the mountains, i, s, 1938. A, 7.
Kuan-yin, s, 1938. A, 8.
Bird on blossoming plum tree, i, s, 1938. A, 9.
Water spout, i, s, 1938. A, 10.
Fishes and snails, i, s, 1938. A, 11.
Fishing village at evening, i, s, 1938. A, 12.
Bamboo, flowers and two birds, i, s, 1938. A, 13.
Cliff, i, s, 1938. A, 13.
SUN TSUNG-WEI 5^f- ^ %£\ • B. 1912. From Ch'ang-shu, Kiangsu, moved to
Peking; student of Hsu Pei-hung, Wu Tso-jen and Chang Yuan; spent ten years in
Europe; later on staff of Department of Fine Arts National Central University;
Buddhist subjects. MSNC, 58; Sullivan, 95.
Mongolian Tibetans going to worship. MSNC 136.
SUN TZU-CH'I -£,4; 74» ' ^ t . Sun-hsi Jf% ^ . B. 1929. From Shantung;
primarily an oil painter; with the Central Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 22.




Cotton and rice, i, s, 1959. CK hua 11 (1959,8) 4.
Grain stalks and chestnut branch, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 34.
SUN WU-YIN £% *\% - ^ . Woman. B. 1916. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; with the
Shanghai Municipal Arts and Crafts School. Yii add. 1, 22.
Autumn flowers and butterflies, s, 1961. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 23*.
SUN YA-JU %% $L ~4t& . Liaoning. BK III, 173.
Women's blast furnaces, done with Wu Hsiu-mei. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 13*;
Mei-shu 1959.9.34.
Steamer at lake bank, i, 1972. Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary A, 46*.
SUN Ytl ̂ f X % .
Landscape after Shih-ch'i, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.219.
SUN Yti-JU -J^X ^ ~ica . B. 1908. From Ch'ang-shu, Kiangsu; Bee Painting
Society. BK III, 173.
Epidendrum, bamboo, leaves and rock, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.220.
SUN YuEH-CHANG^ if ^ t. Yuan-ming /JJ # # •
Chrysanthemums, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.221.
SUN YuN a^h X t. Meng-hsien ^ Y/^ . Woman, wife of Lo Chao-han of
Tientsin. Flowers. Yu, 689.
Staff, flowers, basket of flowers, done with Lo Chao-han, i. Hu-she 70.15.
SUN YuN-MU^f^ 7L %lk* B" 1857«
River and mountain landscape, i, s, 1932 (at age 76). Sotheby, Sept. 27,
1979, 130.
SUNG CH'ANG-T'AI
Night, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.2.31*.
SUNG CHI-CHUNG ^ ,4g| ̂ ^ . Liaoning.
Harvest in vineyard, done with Wang Kuo-ch'in and unnamed others, i, 1960.
Mei-shu 1960.12.28.
SUNG CHIEN-FENG ^ j % ^'J ̂ %. Kweichou.
Celebration (minority theme), i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.4.31.
SUNG CH'IU-CH'EJtf ^ ^ < >J£ t. W u - c h f o u ^ ^ » , Ning-hsiang < | ^ ^g* ,
Huan-ytin^^ r§p h. Ch'iao-pei nti-shih %\ls ih -£ J ^ . Woman. B. 1904.
From Ch'tian-chiao, Anhwei, moved to Shanghai, 1926 graduate of Chinese Painting
Department of National Art School; student of Hsieh Hui-t'ing; active in
Shanghai. MSNC, 28.
Parrot on blossoming branch, s. MSNC 198.
SUNG CH'uAN-SEN/KA < £ ; fc^ • B . 1 9 2 5 . From P e k i n g ; a r t s and c r a f t s
specialist; with the Peking Hsfian-wu Embroidery Factory. Yti add. 1, 17.
Dedication of the Ming Tombs Reservoir, done with Chou Te-ming and Ku
I-chou, i , 1958. Mei-shu 1959.1.11: Shou-tu bet . 32-33*.
See also Collaborative Works List 16.
SUNG CHuN-FANG ^ ^ % t• Hai-yeh ̂  ^ h. Wu-ssu ̂  j$fe^ . Woman.
- 3 6 2 -
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From Hsiu-shui (or Chia-hsing), Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape.
BK III, 173; MSNC, 28; Yfi, 324.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 1-10.87.
Ink plum, s. Hu-she 1-10.122.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 20.11 (11-20.160).
Plum blossoms, narcissus, and rock, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.12.
SUNG CHUNG-YUAN '•£ t% X j .
Yuen Fei after the battle at Chu-hsien Chen. Mei-shu 1962.3.59.
Doctor K'o Ti-hua in India in 1938, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 69.
Baby care in Tibet, i indistinct. PR Feb. 22, 1963.4.
SUNG FU ? ? h. Ch'ing-hsi hsiao-ch'iao 7ft %£ 'h ?Jg. .
Woman threading a needle, after Ch'iu Ying, i, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982,
534.
SUNG HAI rfr* >& t. Shih-nien 3z 3%~ . D. 1914. From Hai-yen, Chekiang,
moved to Shanghai; student of Chu Ch'eng; birds and flowers. Sun, 130; Yang 3,
35; Yti, 326.
Hawk and prey, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 33; Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979,
124.
SUNG PO-LU Sf> t® Q t. Chih-t'ien ^ W , Chih-tung ±~ 4 ^ , Chih-tun
2C " J £ ^ ' B* 1 8 5 4 ' d* 1932. From Li-ch'uan, Shensi; c.s. 1886; Hu-she
Painting Society; flowers, landscape. BK III, 173; Sun, 130; Yti, 324.
Landscape, i, s, age 75. Hu-she 21-30.150.
Sailing in streams and mountains, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 62.
SUNG TA-JEN ^ A. 4^ t. Hai-hsu-lou-chu >tQ- ^ M ^ ^ _£. . B. 1907.
From Chung-shan, Kwangtung; active in Shanghai; student of Wu Sung-t'ao. MSNC,
27.
Angling at Ch'ing-hsi, Sun Yat-sen's former home, i, s. MSNC 61.
Sun Yat-sen's former home, i, s. Ibid. 61.
SUNG TI.
The surroundings of Ts'ao Hsueh-ch'in's residence in Pai-chia-t'uan. CP
1979.8.24*.
SUNG WEN-CHIH ^ SC^ i& B. 1918 or 1919. From T'ai-ts'ang, Kiangsu; student
of Chang K'o-ho, Wu Hu-fan, and Lu Yen-shao; with the Kiangsu Chinese Painting
Academy; landscape. BK III, 173; Yti add. 1, 11; CL 1981.12, 84.
Birds calling at dawn: river cliff and boats. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 17*.
Boats on Yangtze Gorges, seal. Ibid. 77*.
Spring colors on Lake Tung-t'ing, i, s, 1973. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 51 (April
1974), back cover*.
Pine and plum garden, i, s, 1976. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 79.
Nanking oil refinery, s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 10*; Chiang-su mei-shu
32; CL 1981.12.86.
Mt. Feng-huang mine, i, s, 1956 (?). Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 7*.
Digging mountains to channel water, done with Chin Chih-yuan, i, s, 1958.
Ibid. 11; CK hua 6 (1959.3)2; CR 1959.11, back cover*; Mei-shu 1959.1.9.
River and bank, done with Wei Tzu-hsi, s, 1960. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 35.




Crushing stone, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su shih-nien 18*; CK hua 10 (1959,7)
inside front cover; Mei-shu 1959.1.21*.
Mt. T'ai, i, s, 1978. Chin-ling 7*.
Spring morning in the south, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 8*.
Gorge, i, s. Ibid. 9*.
Szechwan river in clouds, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 37.
Mountain snowscape, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 38.
Three-thousand-foot waterfall, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 39.
Szechwan river in clouds, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 40.
Pines on cliffs, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 41.
The canal today, i, s. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 12.
Duck herder seated in tree by pond, s. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 3.
Irrigation system, done with Yeh Ya-ming, i, s, 1959. CK hua 13 (1959.10)
4; Mei-shu 1959.12.22.
New look of Chin-p'ing Shan, i, s, 1959. CK hua 13 (1959.10) 5.
Dawn on Lake T'ai, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 44; CK hua hsuan-chi 44*.
Rising clouds on Szechwan river, i, s, 1960. CK shu-hua 6.3.
Waterfall on Mt. Lu, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 5*.
Clouds on Szechwan river, i, s, 1979. Ibid, inside back cover*.
New landscape, i, s, d (?). CL 1963.4 opp. 102*.
By Lake T'ai, i, s, 1962. CL 1964.10 opp. 62*.
Dawn on Lake T'ai, i, s, 1973. CL 1974.4 opp 60*; CP New Series 47*;
Scheck 24 (slightly different version of above)•
Mt. Huang, i, s. CL 1978.4, front cover*.
Mt. Huang after snow, i, s, d indistinct. CL 1981.12.87.
The still lake, s, 1981. Ibid. opp. 88*.
Southern spring, i, s. Ibid. bet. 88-89*.
Mt. Huang, i, s. Ibid. bet. 88-89*.
Dawn on the Fu-ch'un River, s. Ibid. opp. 89*.
Mt. Lu waterfall, i, s, 1978. Ibid, inside back cover*.
Spring in the south, 1980. CP 1980.9.22-23*.
Boats have passed through ten-thousand mountains, i, s, d (?). CR 1979.9,
inside back cover*.
Waterfall, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 4.6*.
Autumn colors on river gorge, i, s, 1962. Hsien-tai shan-shui 65; Nan-pei
chi 35 (April 1973) bet. 44-45*.
Mt. Hua, i, s, 1960. Hsien-tai shan-shui 66; Shan-ho 20.
Spring dawn in the south, i, s, 1962. Hsien-tai shan-shui 67.
Commune dining hall, Mt. 0-mei, s. Hsien-tai shan-shui 68; Shan-ho 22*.
Dam construction, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.8/9.
Commune dining hall, Mt. 0-mei, s. Mei-shu 1961.2.22.
Gorge, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1961.3.59.
Landscape, i, s, 1962. Mei-shu 1963.1.58.
Octagonal Pavilion, Ching-kang-shan, i, s, d (?). Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an
1 .67.
Tu Fu's thatched cottage, i, s. Ming-pao 3 (1968) 10, inside front cover;
Ming-pao 9 (1974) 4.31; Shan-ho 23.
Waterfall, i cropped. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.50.
Tz'u-p'ing basin in the Ching-kang mountains, i indistinct, s. PLA 50
Anniversary 43.
Chairman Mao's office in Yenan, i, s. PR March 17, 1961.19.
Chairman Mao's old home, s, 1960. Shan-ho 4*.
Dam construction, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 16*.
On the Chia-ling River, i, s, 1960. Ibid. 24*.
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Canton shipyard, s. Ibid. 35*.
Trees, bamboo and rock, i, s, 1948. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 216; Sotheby,
Oct. 23, 1980, 81 A.
Hua Mountains, i, s, Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 91.
landscape: cloudy mountains, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 463;
Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 43.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 464; Sotheby, Jan. 21,
1982, 541.
Landscape after Huang Chih, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 42.
Lake T'ai, i, s, 1977. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 51.
Bird's-eye view of Chia-ling River, i, s, 1965. Wu, Painting in China 29.
See also Collaborative Works List 2, 5, 7, 19, 54, 56.
SUNG YIN-K'O ^ ^^1 *\ . B. 1902. From Nanking, Kiangsu; with the Kueichou
Chinese Painting Academy. BK III, 173; Yu add. 1,11.
Relaxing with music on river bank, i, s, 1958. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 13.
Summer night: two girls, one playing a musical instrument, beneath trees,
i, s, 1959. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 5.
Rest day on the commune: mothers and children, i, s, 1959. CK hua 16
(1960.1), inside front cover; Mei-shu 1959.12.18.
Miao uprising against the Ch'ing, s. CK hua hsuan-pien 28.
Returning fishergirl, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 7.23*.
Mum! Watch me driving a tractor! (girl on make-believe tractor
constructed of furniture), i, s, 1954. Contemporary CP 15*;
Ts'ai-mo-hua 4 *.
Red plum blossoms, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.7.11*.
Girl and cormorants, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 4.10*.
Girl feeding doves, s. Mei-shu 1956.7.60*.
Feeding ducks, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 88*.
Preparing for school: a mother curling girl's hair, s. Ibid. 131.
Two children, s. Ibid. 142.
Cat on rock, bamboo, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 8.49*.
Ode to Tsun-i, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 52.
Waterfowl, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 82.
Harbinger of spring: plum blossoms, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13,
1981, 465.
SUNG Ytl-LIN /T* i* J^- • From Nanking, eldest son of Sung Wen-chih; at the
Kiangsu Painting Academy; landscape in style of his father. Sotheby, Oct. 23,
1980.
Rain on Mt. Lu, i, s, 1981. Mei-shu 1981.5.28.
Sails on the Chia-ling River, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 83.
SUNG Yti-MING Jjf^ i ' &$ .
Mountain industrial scene, done with Hsu Chien-ming and Huang Chen-hua, i,
s, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 57; Mei-shu 1977.2.32; Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an
1.58.
TA TSAI jjjĵ  ^TM* • From Liu-ho County, Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK III, 174.
Mist and rain over lakes and mountains, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 66.15.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 73.14.
TAI CH'I-CH'UN J*^ -B; <^f-t. Nai-jung 73 ?Jg> . From Ting-hai, Chekiang;
student of Chiang Han-t'ing. MSNC, 119.
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Long-tailed bird on plum branch, i, s, 1948, MSNC 197.
TAI CHI-T'AO
Two old pines, i, s. Chiang Pi-wei 37*.
TAI CH'IAO-LIEN \
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.475.
TAI LIN JiP(j &A~, another name Tzu-ch'ih ^r Xcz . B . 1914. From Shen-hsien,
Hopei; with the Peking Normal Academy. Ytt add. 1, 51.
In the mountains, i, seal, 1978. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 8.49.
Rock and bamboo, i, seal, 1978. Ibid. 51.
TAI MING-TE ^ \ Vj *i&. Shanghai worker.
Keeping guard everywhere, i, s, 1974. CK hua hsin chi 10*; Shang-hai
kung-jen 18*.
Keeping guard everywhere, i, s, 1974. SYL kung-jen 13* (slightly different
version of above).
Studying, done with Wu T'ung-chou, i, s, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 23*.
TAI SUNG-KENG ^ V <&£ $$f . Shanghai worker.
The Chinese people have ambition: industrial hall exhibition. Shang-hai
kung-jen 6*.
TAI TENG-P'ANG.
The T'ai-p'ing woman marshal Hung Hstian-chiao in battle, seal (?). Women
of China 1979.2.32*.
TAI TUN-PANG Jfjg ^ X . *|* - B. 1938. From Chen-chiang, Kiangsu; primarily
does serials and illustrations. Yti add. 1, 51.
On the Silk Road, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.8.23*.
For some of his illustrations, see: CK shu-hua 3.10-11; CL 1981.8 opp.
121*; CP 1981.4.36-37; Mei-shu 1980.5.18*; 1981.4.29*; Women of China
1980.11.35*.
TAI YUN-CH'I
Dwelling in the Wu Mountains, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.476.
TAN CH'tl 4T" W . Tibetan, worker.
Construction workers on the plateau, done with Yen Chang-hang, i, s.
Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 27.
The oil pipeline, done with Han Shu-li, i, 1976. Ibid. 76.
TAN TZU-JUI JgL -3" "J0h •
Horses by stream, willows. Mei-chan 87.
T'AN HSIAO-YfiN h% '^ *g .
Buddha on a rock, i indistinct. San T'an 2; Wu, Wang, San T'an 20.
Eighteen Lohan, i, s, 1926. San T'an 9; Wu, Wang, San T'an 18.
Two squirrels on pine branch, i, s, d indistinct. San T'an 16; Wu, Wang,
San T'an 29.
Cowherd, cow and bamboo, i, s, 1926. San T'an 17.
Two horses, i, s, 1926. San T'an 20; Wu, Wang, San T'an 27.
Landscape, i, s, 1926. San T'an 25; Wu, Wang, San T'an 7.
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Ink dragon, s, 1926. San T'an 26; Wu, Wang, San T'an 12.
Buddha seated beneath a cliff, handscroll, i indistinct. T'an-chia 11?
Wu, Wang, San T'an 19.
Herdboy on buffalo, i indistinct. T'an-chia 13.
T'AN P'ING &% f
Soldier drinking water from banana leaf, done with Chang Cho and Yin Ch'i,
i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.9.31.
T'AN SHAO-YtiN &% ^ ^ t. Feng-huang shan-jen A%(j JL /li 'X. . B.
1901. From Hai-an, Kiangsu; with the Shanghai Culture and History Hall. Yti
add. 1, 53.
Willows and swallows, i, s, 1926. San T'an 3.
Chrysanthemums and chickens, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 4.
Deer and pine, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 7.
Peacock and wisteria, i, s. Ibid. 10; Wu, Wang, San T'an 21.
Red trees and white goat, i, s, d indistinct. San T'an 11; Wu, Wang, San
T'an 24.
Three fish and plants, i, s, 1926. San T'an 12; Wu, Wang, San T'an 11.
Ducks and lotus, i, s, 1926. San T'an 13.
Two geese and reeds, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 15.
Parakeet on cassia branch, i, s. Ibid. 18; Wu, Wang, San T'an 32.
Hawk in pine, i, s, 1926. San T'an 21.
Three ducks swimming in pond, i, s, 1926. San T'an 22; Wu, Wang, San T'an
9.
Crane and plum, i, s. San T'an 23.
Crabs and chrysanthemums, i, s. Ibid. 27.
New Year's still life, i, s, 1925. T'an-chia 8.
Wintry birds on tree branch, rock, narcissus, s, 1925. Ibid. 9; Wu, Wang,
San T'an 4.
Tiger in mountains, i, s, 1925. T'an-chia 10; Wu, Wang, San T'an 25.
A myriad peaks of spring mountains, i indistinct. T'an-chia 12.
Lion on rock, i, s, 1925. Wu, Wang, San T'an 5.
Cat on rock, banana plant, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 13.
Pheasant on a rock, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 15.
Bird on pomegranate branch, i, s. Ibid. 17.
Phoenix on a wu-t'ung tree, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 22.
Bamboo and dog, s, 1926. Ibid. 26.
Peonies and rock, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 28.
New Year's still life, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 31.
T'AN TE-CHUNG ^ ? 4'S* '*$ t. Tsu-ytin 7JI If h. Mei-ling lao-jen
J^ . From An-ling, Hopei. I-lin 34.6.
Landscape, i, s. I-lin 34.6.
Buddha of longevity, i, s. San T'an 1.
Gourds and red chrysanthemum, i, s. Ibid. 6; Wu, Wang, San T'an 2.
Old pine, i, s, 1925. T'an-chia.
T'AN YIN-T'IEN t^ $% £$ •
Harvesting sugarcane, CK hua 16 (1960.1) back cover*; Kuang-tung mei-shu
hsttan 24*; Ming-pao 2 (1967) 11.49*.
T'AN YtiEH-SE #\ J] ^j , or iginal name Ku-jung xfe 7J& t . Jung-jung >%-
ytyL, h . Chu-chiang lao-jen J.̂ F ^JL j ^ ^ ^ • Woman, wife of Ts 'ai Shou. B.
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1891. From Shun-te, Kwangtung, moved to Nanking; originally a nun; Bee
Painting Society. BK III, 174; MSNC, 108; Yti, 1377.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 55*.
Plum and rock, done with Ts'ai Shou, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 54.13.
Plum in rubbing of square bronze vessel, i, s, 1929. I-lin 17.21.
Plum and rock, done with Ts'ai Shou, i, s, 1929. I-lin 26.10.
Plum spray in rubbing of an inscribed brick, i, s. I-lin 40.13.
Landscape, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 82.
T'AN YUNG vr$ ^ t. Chu-shih ^T tyfy . B. 1918. From Ssu-hai, Kwangtung,
moved to Nanking; with the Art Department of Central University; after 1949
with the Nanking Normal School. BK III, 174; MSNC, 123; Yti add. 1, 53.
The Fu-tzu-ling Reservoir under construction, i, s. Chiang-su shih-nien
38*; CK hua 9 (1959.6) 10-11.
"Jen"-character waterfall, Mt. Huang, seal. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 46.
T'ANG CHI-HSIANG 7^) -?f\ ̂ f. B. 1939 or 1940. From Hai-nan, Kwangtung;
graduate in 1962 of the Canton Institute of Fine Arts; primarily a woodcut
artist; with the Foshan Institute of Folk Arts and the Kwangtung Painting
Academy. Yti add. 1, 37; CL 1964.2, 78.
Spring drizzle. CL 1964.2 opp. 78*.
Old schoolmates. CL 1973.10 opp. 78*.
T'ANG CHIEN-YU ^ >^ SK,. Spring Slumber Studio. BK IV, 99.
Heron, s (?)• Mei-chan 85.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937).
Farmer and cow in spring fields, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.353.
T'ANG CH'IUNG-YING 7 ^
Landscape, i, s, 1936.^ Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.354.
T'ANG HAN-CHANG /^ & Jf- t. Mei-sheng A^- & . Woman, wife of Hui Chun.
Hu-she Painting Society; landscapes, horses. BK I, 38 (under Hui); BK IV, 98;
MSNC, 88.
Two landscape album leaves, both i, s, 1925. Hu-she 21-30.137, 142.
Horses and grooms under willows, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.157.
Ladies in boats under willows, after Hua Yen, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 35.19
(31-40.143).
Boater by cliff. Mei-chan 25.
T'ANC HO /§ J M ^ . Woman. From Peking; landscape. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien
I.
Boating in shade of willows, fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.49*.
T'ANG HSIAO-MING 7!fa '*^ &&. B. 1939. From Ling-ch'uan, Kwangsi; born in
Kueilin; primarily an oil painter; Kwangtung Painting Academy. BK IV, 99; CK
i-shu-chia II, 492; Yu add. 1, 36.
Crossing on the Lu-ting Iron Chain Suspension Bridge, done with Lin Yung
and Liu Lun, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu 1977.5.29; PLA 50 Anniversary 45.
T'ANG HSIEH ^|? ^ t. Lan-chieh ffl




T'ANG HSIUNG )% £«> t. Chi-sheng § %. h. Shen-wo %rf ^ . B. 1892,
From She-hsien, Anhwei, son of Wu Shu-chilan; taught Western painting at
Shanghai Art Academy; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and
Painting Association; Ku-huan chin-yu Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and
Painting Society; Hsi-ling Seal Society; Heavenly Horse Association, BK IV, 99;
Yu, 668.
Pine and deer, i, s, 1930, Chin-tai CK hua 112.
T'ANG HSuEH-KEN j% 'ff ' j ^ . Kiangsu.
Working on account books at night, s. Mei-shu 1965.2.16.
T'ANG I-FANG 7^ Jffi /f , another name Yu-su ^ ,#SN . B. 1914, d. 1980.
From Sung-chiang, Kiangsu; student of Feng Chiung; during the Sino-Japanese War
in Chungking, then returned to Shanghai; after 1949 with the Shanghai People's
Art Publishers and the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; landscape, figures,
serial illustrations. MSNC, 95; Yu add. 1, 37; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Communes are fine: women on way to fields, i, s, 1959. CK hua 11
(1959.8) back cover*.
Inspection for evidence, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 23.
T'ANG I-NAN 7^ |
Fishing in an autumn stream, colophon dated 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.355.
T'ANG I-WEN M. —' ^ , another name Ch'uan-chi A% & . B. 1941. From
Hsiao-shan, Chekiang; also a graphic artist; with the Kansu Provincial Film
Company. Yu add. 1, 21.
Sending her off to college, i, 1973. CL 1974.8 opp. 22*.
T'ANG I-YING J$L 1™ \£: t. Shih-hsia & |!| . Woman, wife of P'u-chieh.
From Peking; after divorcing P'u-chieh, moved to Hong Kong; Hu-she Painting
Society; landscape, figures, flowers and birds. BK IV, 98; MSNC, 53.
Landscape with scholar and servant, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.11.
Landscape, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 47.11 (41-50.151).
Landscape, s, 1928. Mei-chan 34.
T'ANG K'EN /§ $ t. Ch'i-lin 3t ^ ^ . B. 1876, d. 1950. From Wu-chin,
Kiangsu. Yti, 664.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1938. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.51*.
T'ANG KUAN-Yu /g ^ i£> . Woman. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; student of Feng
Chiung; Ch'ing-yuan Art Society; Shanghai Art Association; Shanghai Art-Tea
Association; Chinese Women's Calligraphy and Painting Association. BK IV,99;
MSNC, 53.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 19.
T'ANG MING-SHIH /^ \fk ®f" h. Chi-yil ^£ J ^ . B. 1901. From Chia-shan,
Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; worked for various publishers in Shanghai; student
of Yen P'ei-t'ang, Wang To and T'ang Ti; landscape, flowers. MSNC, 53.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 84.
T'ANG SAN
Peonies, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.248.
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T'ANG SHIH-HStiN ̂ ) "=t J?^ or "tt *£$ t. Shao-i 'JT ]§£ . Hu-she Painting
Society; landscape, BK IV, 99; MSNC, 95,
Mountain landscape after Huang Kung-wang, i, s. Hu-she 61.10,
Horse under pine, i indistinct. Hu-she 74.13.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 79.15.
T'ANG SUN-CHIH ]% £|$^ & . Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 99;
MSNC, 53.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 82.14.
T'ANG TA-HSI )%. ^ a-§* . B. 1936. From Chfeng-hai, Kwangtung; primarily a
sculptor; with the Canton Sculpture Works. Yti add. 1, 22.
The people's fighters cherish the people wherever they go (fruit for the
people), i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsilan 21*; CK hua hsuan-chi 21*;
Hsien-tai CK hua 48; CL 1974.3*.
The people's fighters cherish the people wherever they go (fruit for the
people), i, s, 1973. CP New Series 40* (slightly different version of
above).
T'ANG TA-K'ANG [% $\
Road seen through trees, i, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.11.34.
T'ANG TI ^fj > W t . Ting-chihJ^ $L ,^Ting-tzu T 4~ h. Meng-ts'eng^
^ , Shuang-yu tao-jen/^> ^f vj^ /^ , T'ai-p'ing-hu-k'o j£v̂  JJf-
>$% %~ ' L o ~ s u n ^ ?ft^ ' B* 1 8 7 8 ' d s 1948. From Hangchou, Chekiang or
Wu-chin, Kiangsu; a leader in Peking art circles, late in life moved to
Shanghai; landscape, ink plum blossoms, bamboo, epidendrum, pine, cypress. BK
IV, 99; MSNC, 126; Yti, 1088.
Pine, i, s, 1942. Chin-tai CK hua 86.
Pine tree, i, s, 1943. CK chin-pai-nien 69.
Ancient pine, i, s, 1926. Collectanea 1850-1967, 103.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1943. Hstian, et. al. hua-hsuan 10.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 1-10.33; Mei-chan 96.
Landscape, s, 1926. Hu-she 11.14 (11-20.119).
Mountain and river landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 72.11.
Bird on plum branch, i, s. Huang Mo-yuan 31.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i indistinct. I-lin 8.11.
Landscape with scholar in bamboo grove, i, s. I-lin 23.7.
Scholar under pine looking at waterfall, s, d indistinct. I-lin 36.9.
Landscape, s. I-lin 70.6.
Pine tree, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai 11.18*.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai III.18*.
Plum blossoms, fan, i, s, 1944. Kuo-t'ai V.40.
Pine tree, fan, i, s, 1944. Kuo-t'ai V.40.
Lotus, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.41.
Landscape, i, s, 1942. Kuo-t'ai VII.30.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. Kuo-t'ai XI.40.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XI1.63.
Plum blossoms, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.64.
Bamboo, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.65.
Pine, fan, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 227.
Prunus, fan, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 227.
Lotus, i, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 710.
Pine, i, s. Tang-tai ming-jen 41.
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Ink p i n e , i , s , 1942, Tsuruta 106.
Landscape, i , s , 1935, Wu, Pa in t ing i n China 2 3 .
T'ANG TS'UI-CH'U ^ % jc* $rj£. Woman, daughter of Ch'en Hsiao-ts'ui. From
Shan-yin, Chekiang; ladies, flowers. MSNC, 95.
Goddess of the Hsiang River, i, s, in style of Li Kung-lin. MSNC 150.
T'ANG TUN )% 3ikj^» Wen-hsu JC ^ . Woman, daughter of T'ang K'en. B.
1917. From Wu-chin, Kiangsu; student of Fang I; landscape, flowers. MSNC, 52;
Yfi, 664 (under T'ang K'en).
Peony and rock, i indistinct. MSNC 200.
T'ANG WEN-HSfiAN "^7 X. i|L • B- 1925- FTOm Hsiao-kan, Hupei; with the Hupei
Art Academy. BK IV, 99; Yti add. 1, 36.
Mother and daughter-in-law go to winter school, i, s, 1954. Contemporary CP
8*; Chung-nan kuo-hua 2*; Mei-shu 1954.7.19*; Ts'ai-mo-hua 16.
Peasant holding grain stalks, i, s. CK hua 1 (1957) 54; Mei-shu 1956.7.15.
Delivering grain, s. Mei-shu 1956.4.35.
Saving a child from a tiger, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1957.1.42.
Flower, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.3.24.
T'ANG YtiAN-TAO J% X-x yJL- B - 1909. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu. Yti add. 1, 22.
Carp and fallen wisteria blossoms, s , 1962. Chiang-su mei-shu 13*.
T'ANG YtiN 1% 'H? , another name Yao-weng ̂  4*] t . Hsia-ch'en ^$* 4L h .
Ta-shih chti-shih J^ Jcz J^ -dt . B. 1910. From Hang-hsien, Chekiang;
Hsi-ling Painting Society; Shun Society; after 1949 with the Shanghai Chinese
Painting Academy; landscapes, flowers and birds, figures. BK IV, 98; CK
i-shu-chia I I , 535; MSNC, 52; Yti add. 1, 22.
Two chicks and banana leaf, i, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 25*.
Two sparrows in bamboo, seal. Ibid. 63*.
Leaves and flowers, i, s, 1976. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 87 (April 1977) 26.
Lilies and butterflies, done with P'an Pai-ying, i. Chin-tai CK hua 111.
Sunflowers, i, s, 1977. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 44.
Loquats and birds, i, s, 1957. CK hua 1 (1957) 50.
Constructing steel furnaces, done with Ch'en Hsiang, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5
(1959.2) 7.
Cotton and rice plants, i, s, 1958. Ibid. 10*.
Two pandas and bamboo, done with Chu Chia, i, 1959. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 4.
Lotus, i, s, 1959. CK hua 12 (1959.9) 3.
Lotus, i, s, 1958. CK hua hstlan-pien 63*.
Sunflowers, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 2.1*.
Lotus, i, s, 1958. CL 1962.8 opp. 100*.
Blossoming gourd plant and insect, s. CL 1964.11, front cover*.
Camellias, i, s, 1972. CL 1973.5 opp. 84*.
Begonia, s. CL 1978.12 opp, 114*.
Loquats and bird, i, s, 1976. CL 1979 supplement: Traditional Chinese
Paintings 9*.
Loufa hanging on a trellis, s, 1961. CP 1961.10.22-23*.
Lotus and sparrow, i, s, 196?. CP 1979.1.24*.
Tulips, s. Ibid. 25*.
Pine and eagle, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 24-25*.
Bamboo and orchid, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.7.11*.
Bumper harvest, i indistinct. CR 1954.2.26-27*.
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Loufa gourd and bird, album leaf, i, s, 1964. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 15*.
Goldfish, i, sf 1978. Ibid. 53 (whole)*, 54 (detail)*.
Banana leaf and sparrows, i, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstlan 11.12.
Bamboo, banana and sparrows, s, 1978. Ibid. III.4*.
Ytt-shan, i, s, d indistinct. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 13.
Plum, bamboo and rock, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.62*.
Bamboo, fan, i, s, 1947. Kuo-t'ai V.63*.
Vegetables, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.64*.
Lotus, bird and rock, done with Chang K'o-ho and Chiang Han-t'ing, s.
Kuo-t'ai XI.27*.
Scene in Ch'ang-shu, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.7.16.
Epidendrum and bamboo, i, s. Mei-shu 1962.4.34.
Bamboo and sparrow, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 59*.
Sparrow on fruit branch, i, s. Ibid. 140.
Sparrows and tulips, s, 1978. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.49.
Cat under lichee, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 7, front cover (detail); Sotheby,
May 17, 1981, 45.
Lotus and fish, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao (1980) 3.53*.
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 36.
Landscape, i indistinct. Ibid. 45.
Gourd vine, kingfisher on rock, i, s, 1940. Ibid. 166.
Cypress and rock, i, seal, 1976. Shan-shui hua 4*.
Chu-sha-chung, i, s, 1976. Ibid. 5*.
Cock and grain stalk, i, s. Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan 26*.
Eagle flying over red leaves, done with Chiang Han-t'ing and Wang Hsien, i,
1961. Shang-hai hua-niao 1*; Shang-hai hua-niao chi 1*.
Red lotus, i, s, 1959. Shang-hai hua-niao 12*; Shang-hai hua-niao chi 20.
Squirrel on bamboo shoot, i, s, 1958. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 29*.
Pine and eagle, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yilan 2*.
Vegetables and insects, i, s. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 88.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 89.
Gourds and frogs, s, 1978. Ibid. 90.
Bird and flowers, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 287; Sotheby, Jan. 21,
1982, 543.
Bird and prunus, i, s, 1949. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 288.
Crab and millet, i, s, 1953. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 84.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 85.
Bird, rock, flowering millet, i, s, 1962. Ibid. 86.
Bamboo and sparrows, i, s. Ibid. 87.
Sparrow and crab, i, s, 1942. Ibid. 88.
Bird and morning glories, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 46.
Wandering through mountains, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 47.
Bird of prey, s, 1959. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 469.
Gourds, s, 1958. Ibid. 470.
Peony and rock, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 471.
Sparrows, bamboo, rock, s, 1978. Ibid. 473.
Parakeets and maple leaves, done with Chiang Han-t'ing, i, 1956. Ibid. 468.
Kingfisher and lotus, i, s, 1949. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 44.
Bird and bamboo, i, s, 1947. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 519.
Landscape with peach blossoms, fan, i, s, 1961. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981,
190.
Bamboo, orchids and rock, done with Chang Chung-yuan, i, s, 1948. Sotheby,
April 28, 1982, 78.
Bird, prunus and bamboo, i, s, 1949. Ibid. 79.
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Sparrow and crab, s, 1942, Ibid. 81.
Bamboo grove and two birds, i, s, 1978. Ying-ch'un hua 2.29*.
See also Collaborative Works List 10.
TAO-AN CHtt-SHIH jM^_ %£- J& ^ . Woman.
See Collaborative Works List 38.
T'AO CHIA-YuAN p%j j§c ^U . Worker.
Women welders, done with Wang Chiln-sheng, i. Mei-shu 1960. 10/11
T'AO CHIH-AN.
See Collaborative Works List 29.
T'AO CHU ft£$ > ^ t. Hsin-ju 'vV -4t& . Brother of T'ao Jung; Chinese Painting
Research Association; flowers, landscape. I-lin 113.12.
Landscape, i, s, 1937. I-lin 113.12.
T'AO CHtlEH-SAN ^ ^ J
Boatmen amidst willows, i, s, 1943. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 544.
T'AO HSIAO-HSIANG
Trees on cliffs, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.321.
T'AO HSIAO-KUNG P*/ % ^ K . Son of T'ao I-ch'ing. Sotheby, June 17, 1980.
Strange peaks by the Li River, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 320.
T'AO I-CH'ING r*»| ~ *M • B. 1914. From Peking; with the Central Art
Academy. BK IV, 99; Yu add. 1, 33.
Steel factory, s. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 14.
Spring mountains in Hsi-ch'ang: railroad in mountains, i, s, 1958. CK hua
7 (1959.4) 13.
Hydroelectric plant construction, i, s. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 7; Mei-shu
1960.6.26.
Tan-chia-p'ing in Chia-hsien, Shensi, i. CL 1971.8 opp. 64*.
Spring comes to Kweilin, s. CL 1972.4 opp. 54*.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP., 36.
Landscape with boats, s. Ibid. 37.
Fei-sha Pass, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 10*.
Railroad station at Lo-p'o-ling. Mei-shu 1956.2.31.
Steel furnace, s. Mei-shu 1959.1.11; Shou-tu 7.
Spring comes to Feng-sha. Mei-shu 1959.2.28-29.
Landscape: Ode to P'ing Hsing Pass, i, s, 1961. Mei-shu 1961.2.51.
Beautiful south China, i, s. Mei-shu 1962.6.40*.
Approaching rain in mountains, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.2.26.
Landscape, s, i obliterated. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 76*.
Landscape, s, 1973. Nan-pei chi 116 (Jan. 1980) 67.
Log rafts in gorges, i, s. Ibid. 69*.
Tu-chiang-yen irrigation project, i, s. Shih-nien CK hua 48.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 89.
Red Flag Canal, i, s. Ibid. 90.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 91.
Landscape, s. Ibid. 92.
Boats in a river landscape, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 474.
Mt. Huang after rain, i, s. Ibid. 475.
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Boatman and willows, s. Ibid. 476.
Landscape, s. Ibid. 477.
Rainy landscape, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 712.
Landscape, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Sept, 18, 1981, 520.
Landscape, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 545.
See also Collaborative Works List 16, 67.
T'AO JUNG f%\ ^>Sr , original name Lu^JM^ t. Pao-ju |jf -&« h. Chien-ch'ttan
'flk %<-* or ^«| jfc , Chien-nan shan-jen JL> )lf] J-t /, . B. 1870, d.
1925 or 1927. From Wu-chin, Kiangsu; an official under the Ch'ing; in
1912 moved to Peking area; official under the Republic; landscape, flowers,
pines. BK IV, 99; Yu, 965.
Lotus, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 79.
Landscape of river and farmland after Wang Hui. Hu-she 1-10.14.
Garden scene after Wang Hui. Hu-she 1-10.19.
Ox, boys playing below willow. Hu-she 1-10.87.
River landscape with travelers, i indistinct, 1924. Hu-she 1-10.122.
Flowers, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 97.11.
Landscape, fan, i indistinct. I-lin 48.12.
Fisherman, seal. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 505.
T'AO TSUNG-Yll J ^ Jfc _J; . Railroad worker.
Spring morning in Feng-sha: industrial scene, done with Feng Kuang-p'u and
Liu Meng-ying, handscroll. Mei-shu 1960.7.38 (section).
T'AO YUNG fts^ SM t. Leng-ytleh '$ Jf . B. 1894. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu;
studied art education, taught at various universities; also worked in Western
styles; landscape, flowers, insects, fish, animals, the moon. BK IV, 99; MSNC,
66.
Landscape. Mei-chan 83.
Cormorant fishing at night, i, s. MSNC 13.
Prunus, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 187.
TE LU *{& '$$< . Shansi.
A peasant's hard life, done with Yu Tzu, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.11.25.
TENG CH'AO-HUA
See Collaborative Works List 60.
TENG CHAO-KUEI.
Keeping chickens, i, s indistinct, 1972. CL 1973.4 opp. 90*; Scheck 28.
TENG CH' UN-SHU If? 4 h ?£3 , another name Shu^jtt h- Ch'ing-ch'eng'
Shih-sheng fc j8jg^ . B. 1884, d. 1954. From Wu-chin, Kiangsu; taught at
Wu-hsi Art Academy; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and
Painting Association; Ku-huan chin-yu Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and
Painting Society; Bee Painting Society; stones. BK IV, 99; Yu, 1379.
Landscape, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.436.
TENG ERH-yA &$ Ifif -iH. or %% , original name P'u 'Jf , later changed name to
Wan-sui ̂  ^ t. Chi-ytl 4 ĵ g h. Lung-en | | Jg, . B. 1883, d. 1954.
From Tung-huan, Kwangtung, born in Kwangsi; in middle years traveled in Japan,
moved to Canton; landscape, pines and stones. Lin, 142; MSNC, 105; Yu, 1381.
Palm tree, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
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TENG FEN 7gsp Jff t. Sung-hsien &\fl %^ , T'an-shu/JP 4%L. h. Man-chu 3?_
i^ , Ts'ung-hsin 4%L î V / and other names. B. 1892 or 1894 or 1895, d. 1963
or 1964. From Nan-hai, Kwangtung, later moved to Hong Kong and Macao;
landscape, ladies, flowers, birds, figures. BK IV, 99; Ho, 17; Li, 34; Lin,
143; MSNC, 104; Yti, 1379.
Nymph of the Lo River, i, s, 1946. Chin-tai CK hua 102.
Lady in clouds holding jar of wine, i, s, 1957. Collectanea 1850-1967, 180.
Lohan, i, s, 1942. Huang Mo-yuan 34.
Two ladies picking blossoms, i, s, 1941. Kuang-tung hsien-tai*.
Landscape after Chao Po-chti, i, s. Mei-chan 86.
Two ladies under willows, done with Li Feng-t'ing. Mei-shu (Canton) 1.7.
Gentleman and lady at a table, i, 1931 (?). Ibid. 1.23.
Willows and swallows, i indistinct. Ibid. 5.
Lady playing a flute in a willow garden, i, s, 1924. Pai-yun-t'ang 11.75*.
Willow and insect, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 76.
See also Collaborative Works List 44.
Supplementary bibliography:
T'an-shu chti-shih shu-hua chi
Canberra: 1976. ^
TENG HSIANG-T'ANG 'gTjfS Ir-fi /%[ . From Shantung.
See Collaborative Works List 50.
TENG HUAI-NUNG &tf *f jf̂  )f^ h. Tung-kao lao-nung | C jp; ^ ^_,
Wen-t'ien-shih-chu f^H ^ ^ 'j& _Jt • B. 1894. From Ju-kao, Kiangsu, lived
in Shanghai; studied with Chang Yen-ku and Ku Lin-shih; with the Shanghai
Chinese Painting Academy; landscape, flowers. MSNC, 104; Yti, 1382; Shang-hai CK
hua-ytian.
Chrysanthemum and bamboo, i, s, 1981. MSNC 179.
Ink chrysanthemum, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-ylian 11.
TENG HUI-CH'U *&tf rfx
See Collaborative Works List 62.
TENG LIN £ji3 %A~ • Woman, daughter of Teng Hsiao-p'ing. B. c. 1942. At
the Peking Chinese Painting Academy. Hsien-tai CK hua chi, 90; Ming-pao 14
(1979) 12, back cover.
Pine needles and yellow flowers, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 26*.
Grapevine, handscroll, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 12, back cover*.
TENG MAO-CH'IEN
Riverside garden villa. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.437.
TENG MING-CHtiN | $
Landscape after Wang Yuan-ch'i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.435.
TENG PAI "ifî  fa f another name Pai-sou & ^ . B. 1905 or 1906. From
Kwangtung; 1933 graduate of art department of Central University; porcelain
artist; with the Chekiang Art Academy. CK i-shu-chia II, 470; Yu add. 1, 48.




TENG PANG-SHU Oj> %f> i4-.t. Hsiao-hsien ^ jti h. Kuang-chai J$[* ^
Ch'ttn-pi-lou chti-shih M^ !?S ^<f ^ ^ , Ch'tin-pi-we ng/f ^ ^ ,
Ou-meng lao-jen >J|̂  ,J^- ^ ./^ D. 1939. C.s. 1898. From Nanking, late in
life lived in Suchou; an official under the Ch'ing; landscape. Yti, 1379.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh.
Cat., 11.438.
TENG TZU-CHING j
Doctors-to-be, 1973. CR 1974.3.18*; Hsien-tai CK hua 67; Nan-pei chi 61
(June 1975) 46.
TENG WU jj^
Swallows and wisteria, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.506.
TENG YAO-P'ING J^p ^|I Jf- , another name Wen s£_ . B. 1932. From Kao-yao,
Kwangtung; with the Kwangtung Painting Academy. BK IV, 99; Yti add. 1, 48.
Our mountains transformed, i indistinct. Chfuan-kuo mei-shu 42; CL 1977.9
opp. 98*.
Autumn dawn: agricultural scene, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 3.
Noon break at harvest. Contemporary CP 4*; Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-pfin 30;
Ts'ai-mo-hua 41.
Landscape: deep forest and highway, i, s (?), 1957. Kuang-tung mei-shu
hstlan 5*; Mei-shu 1957.8.28.
TENG Yti-I ^fj3 ^hi >f«t. Ho-fu jfc* fff h. Cho-ytlan fih lEJ , Chi-yuan ^
/Jj • From Ta-ch'eng, Hopei; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 99;
MSNC, 104; Yti, 1380.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1927 (?). Hu-she 1-10.25.
Cloud sea, strange peaks, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 12.12 (11-20.121).
T'ENG KUEI J?̂ T JL. t. Pai-yeh & ^HJ . Sculptor and finger painter; studied
in Europe; lived in Shanghai during the 1920s and 1930s; during the
Sino-Japanese War in Kueilin, Chungking and Chengtu; landscape. MSNC, 114;
Sullivan, 95.
Lotus and duck, finger painting, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.543.
T'ENG TSAI-CH'UAN §
Two peasants drinking water during a work break, 1957. Pei-ching chih-kung
18.
TI FENG 0^
Making a dyke, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 27.
TI PAO-HSIEN^^ 4f> if t. Ch'u-ch'ing | ^ ^f h. P»ing-tzu Jfy S- ,
P'ing-teng ko & ^. ffctf* B. 1872. From Li-yang, Kiangsu, moved to
Shanghai; collector and connoisseur, traveled in Japan, returned to
China, active in Shanghai in art publishing; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan
Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association; student of Wu Chtin-ch'ing;
landscape. BK IV, 98; Sullivan, 95; Yti, 463.
Landscape with cliff and waterfall, i, s, 1929. Collectanea 1853-1971, 20.
Six purities: bamboo and rock, i, s. Ibid. 21; Hsien-tai ming-hua 3;
Mei-chan 113.
Sails on Szechwan river, i, s, 1927. Tang-tai ming-jen 4.
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TIAO KUO-HUA ^J |§f ^ & . Tai nationality.
Deep feelings over Chairman Mao's death, done with Fan Yti. Ch'iian-kuo
mei-shu 59,
T'lEN CH'ING-CH'tiAN \F 7"f ^ t . Yen-ytin^£> ^ • B. 1906, From
Nanking; pupil of Sun Hung; flowers, figures, animals, b i rds , l ad ies . MSNC,
13.
Ladies at the warm springs. MSNC 145.
T'lEN HSI-TSU <& ^
See Collaborative Works List 62.
T'lEN HSIEH-AN ^7 jfy ^ #
A horse under a t r ee , i , s, 1937, Nanking Exh. Cat. , 11.52.
T'lEN HSu-MING H7
The local party secretary i s with our group. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 95.
T'lEN SHIH-KUANG W j£ JZJ, t. Kung-wei >^ y?'jt . B. 1916. From Peking;
graduate of Peking Art Academy; Hu-she Painting Society; pupil of Chang Yttan;
now with the Central Art Academy; birds and flowers. BK IV, 98; MSNC, 13; Yti
a d d . 1 , 6 .
Massed flowers, distant factory, done with Yti Chih-chen and Yti Chao, i. CK
hua 4 (1959.1) 9.
Two birds and pink peach blossoms, i, s. CK hua 15 (1959.12) back cover*.
Peacock, i, s, 1959. CK hua hsuan-pien 65*; CP 1960.19.18-19*.
Hawk in pine, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.28*; Mei-shu 1980.6.31.
Power station on the Hsiang River, i, 1969. CL 1971.11 opp. 70*; Scheck
6*.
"Plum blossoms welcome the whirling snow," i, s, 1969. Illustration to Mao
Tse-tung poem "Winter Clouds," 1962. CL 1972.1 opp. 92*.
Red leaves and bird, fan, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 72*.
Flowers, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 96.13.
Bamboo, bird and rock, s, 1938. I-lin 102.7.
Red leaves and kingfisher, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 89*.
Two birds on rock, flowers, s, 1978. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 336.
Bird and flowers, s. Ibid. 337.
Chrysanthemum and bamboo, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 93.
Birds and flowers in style of Ytin Shou-p'ing, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 94.
Doves and bamboo, i, s. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 46.
Birds and flowers, i, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1981, 83.
See also Collaborative Works List 13.
T'lEN SHU-TA ^ " ^ t J L t . K'uei-hui ^ *]§ h. Ho-hsiang-t'ieh-ying-ko-chu
%%X *& ^W^ <f'/ f^l - ^ * B* 1908. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; student
of Ts'ai Tzu-min. MSNC, 13.
Bird on branch, l i l y , i , s, 1946. MSNC 178.
Two quail and insect , i , s, 1946. Ibid. 178.
T'lEN YANG-I ̂ 7
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 41.
River landscape, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.53.
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T'lEN Yti-MEI ^ W] ^
Autumn landscape, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11.51•
T'lEN YuAN & J^ . B. 1925. From Li-shui, Kiangsu; cartoonist; now in
Kiangsu. Yfl add. 1, 6.
Woman with baby in basket on back, fan. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 84 (Jan. 1977)
back cover*.
Toy dog, i, seal. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 145 (Feb. 1982) inside front
cover*•
Rain-flower stones in a dish, chrysanthemums, done with Huang Ch'un-yao, i,
s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 5*.
Chung K'uei, seals, 1980. CP 1980.8.23*.
Bodhidharma, i, s, 1980. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 521.
T'lEN YUNG W
Golden orioles and cherry-apple blossoms, s. CR 1962.4, back cover*.
TING CHAN ~X ^ .
Illustration to Ch'en I poem on guerrilla war in South China, i, s, d
indistinct. PLA 50 Anniversary 36.
TING CHAO-AN "T f9 "£" . Fukien.
Feeding hogs, i, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 2; Kuo-hua hstian-chi 19;
Mei-shu 1960.1 .23.
TING CH'I-CHI "T ArK. *& h. Tung-chai Jfr~ j%\
d. 1937 or 1939. From Wei-hsien, Shantung; Hu-she Painting Society; student of
Liu Shih-pu; figures. BK IV, 97. MSNC, 1; Ytt, 5.
Man seated on a tree trunk, after T'ang Yin, i, s. Hu-she 41.15
(41-50.96).
Two figures, seal. Hu-she 53.15.
TING CHIEN-HSING T A ^ 4? h. Chih-chih chu-shih %& Jk Jfc i . B.
1893. From Chen-hai, Chekiang. MSNC, 1.
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 9.
TING CH1 ING-LING ^T ^ ^ m?h. Meng-sung-ts1 ao-t1 ang chu-jen $?~ %& -f
/^ jji. X^ . B. 1902. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; active in Shanghai;
first studied design, then Chinese painting with Cheng Ch'ang; Lu-t'ai-hsien
Kuan Student Association; landscape, birds and flowers. BK IV, 97; MSNC, 2.
Watching the waterfall in the shade of the pine, i, s, 1948. MSNC 42.
TING HSIN T ^fX t. Mu-ping Jj^ >-?/< . Woman. B. 1910. From Shantung;
daughter of Ting Ping; flowers, birds, insects, grasses, butterflies. MSNC, 1;
Yu, 2 (under Ting Ping).
Carnations, rock, butterflies, i, s, 1948. MSNC 196.
TING HSu-YUNG ^T ftf %m . From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; landscape. MSNC, 1.-
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 87.13.
TING HUAI "T 4y& . In army.
Plum and stone, i, s, 1934. I-ching 1937.31.12.
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TING I JQF — .
Two evacuation scenes, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 163.
TING .JEN "3* h ̂  , original name Jen-yu /i~ o^, t. Fu-chih if$ ^ h. Hao-lu
f«l /^_and other names. B. 1879, d. 1949. From Hangchou, Chekiang, lived in
Shanghai; a founder of the Hsi-ling Seal Society; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan
Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association; Ku-huan chin-ytt Society;
Inscription, Calligraphy and Painting Society. BK IV, 97; MSNC, 2; Ytt, 7.
Grapes, fan, i, s, 1925. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
Lichee and orchid and "rubbing" of antique bronze vessel, i, s, 1929.
Tang-tai ming-jen 40.
TING LIU-YANG ^f s \ ^ 7 . A Taoist from Szechwan, once went to Shanghai
where he became a friend of Chang Yuan and Chang Tse, later returned to
Szechwan; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting
Association; landscape, figures, animals, flowers, pine and stone. BK IV 97;
Ytt, 2.
Landscape, i indistinct, s. Hu-she 91.10.
View of Tiger Hill, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 93.10.
Landscape, i indistinct, s. Mei-chan 30.
TING MAO-LUNG T TX /^l . BK IV, 97.
Shanghai electrical workers on strike, i, s, 1959. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 3;
CK hua hsttan-pien 29.
TING NING-YuAN T ^ J& . B. 1939. From I-tu, Shantung; with the
Shantung Normal Academy. Ytt add. 1, 1.
Donating blood. PLA 50 Anniversary 60.
TING PAO-SHU T j£ -^ h. Ytin-hsien ^ HJ?-f , Ytin-weng ̂ ^ W * B' 1865j£ f W
or 1876, d. 1935. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; active in Shanghai, Hai-shang
T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association; Ku-huan
chin-yu Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society; student of
Kao Yen-wu; birds and flowers, animals. BK IV, 97; Ytt, 8.
Flowers and birds, i cropped. Mei-shan 16.
New Year's still life, i, s, 1929. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
TING SHAN-CH'ANG *T -& -^ , original name Hsi-lun %%] Zn%j t. Lien-feng
\jj df%; , Hsin-ch'en /U1 f£r • From Wei-hsien, Shantung; Hu-she Painting
Society; figures, landscape. BK IV, 97; MSNC, 1; Ytt, 5.
Landscape after T'ang Yin, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 32.14 (31-40.125).
Two men on a rock beneath a pine cliff. Hu-she 36.13 (31.40.147).
TING SHIH-CH'ING "T "% H •
Hauling fertilizer in autumn mountains, i, s. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yttan 37*.
11 Jen"-character waterfall on Mt. Huang, s, 1963. Chiang-su mei-shu 17*.
Spring plowing, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 33*.
Szechwan river, i, s. Shan-ho 30*.
New look of Tung-shan, s. Ibid. 39*.
Plum Garden at Wu-hsi, s. Ibid. 40*.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 20, 54.
TING SHIH-YttAN "T ^ ^ t . Wen-cha f*^ %% h . Ai-weng | & | § • From
Wu-hsing, Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, Buddhist subjects. BK
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IV, 97; MSNC, 1.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 47.9 (42-50.149).
Cloudy cliff and waterfall, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 51.12.
TING TS'UNG ^f Jf]$ , another name Hsiao-ting '/"» 7" . B. 1916. Born in
Shanghai; active in West China during Sino-Japanese War; decorator, cartoonist
and illustrator. CK i-shu-chia I, 434; Sullivan, 96; Yu, add. 1,1.
Opera character: General Chang Fei, i, s, 1978. CL 1981.9 opp. 74*.
A clown, s, 1981. Ibid. opp. 75*.
Opera figure: Li K'uei, i, s, 1978. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 4, inside back
cover.
Illustrations to Lu Hslln's stories. CP 1981.9.20-21.
TING YEN-YUNG T ^>J ^^ . B. 1902 or 1904 or 1905, d. 1978 or 1979. From
Mou-ming, Kwangtung; 1926 graduate of Tokyo Art School in Western painting;
taught at Chung-hua Art University; began to paint in Chinese style in 1933; in
1948 director of the Kwangtung Provincial Art Academy; moved to Hong Kong. BK
IV, 97; Ho, 39; Lin, 1; MSNC, 1; Sullivan, 96; Sotheby, April 28, 1982;
Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982.
For works done primarily during the 1970s, see: Ch'i-shih nien-tai 115
(1979.8), back cover*; Ming-pao 7 (1972) 10, front cover*, 90, 91, back
cover*; 9 (1974) 3, 93; 4.128; 12 (1977) 11, 75; Nan-pei chi 38
(July 1973) bet. 44-45*, 86 (July 1977) front cover*; Sotheby, June 17,
1980, 274-277; Dec. 19, 1980, 294-300; March 12/13, 1981, 333-339;
May 17, 1981, 6; June 24/25, 1981, 651-652; Sept. 18, 1981, 474-476;
Nov. 5, 1981, 171; Jan. 21, 1982, 485-487; April 28, 1982, 8-12; T.
C. Lai, Three Contemporary Chinese Painters. Seattle and London: 1975,
47-102.
TING YING-CH'ING T ^X ^f h. Hstteh-ju *W •^rz • Woman. From Wu-hsien,
Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research Association;
flowers. BK IV, 97; MSNC, 1.
Flowers, fan, i , s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.38.
Roses, i , s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.57.
—r ^t 3&TING YtlN-PI J ^y -fa . Woman. Chinese Women's Calligraphy and Painting
Association. BK IV, 97.
Flowering vine and goldfish, done with P'ang Tso-yti, i , s, 1937. Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.492.
TOU MENG-KAN | ? J L •?£»
Landscape, i , s, 1928. Mei-chan 110.
TSAI-HStiN jpt 7%] t . Shu-an chu-jen jj/ju ^ j£ X . . Manchu, member of
Ch'ing imperial family; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers and b i rds . BK I I I ,
166.
Hawk on branch, chrysanthemums. Hu-she 39.10 (31-40.165).
TSAI-T'AO §\j / i f t . Yeh-ytin chu-sh ih ^ f ' j f / ^ i . Manchu, member of
the Ch ' ing i m p e r i a l fami ly , h o r s e s . BK IV, 102; MSNC, 101; Yu, 1240.
Horse under wil low, done with P ' u - c h i n , i , s , 1930 ( ? ) . Hu-she 33.13
(31-40.130).
Chasing a horse in a landscape, done with other artists, names indistinct
in the inscription, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 51.9.
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Two horses by stream, done possibly with pfu-chin, i, s. Hu-she 77.1,
Horses at pasture, done with P'u-chin, i, s. Hu-she 80.7; Hu-she 88.11.
See also Collaborative Works List 42.
TSAI-YING #4? >$L h. Ch'un-ylian chu-shih ^ )JJ & ^ , Ch'un-yuan
lao-jen J*^ J^] ^ X ^ • Manchu, member of Ch'ing imperial family, father
of P'u-chin, P'u-chien, and P'u-tso. Yu, 1240.
Two horses by a stream, fan, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 35.16 (31-40.140).
Horse under pine, fan, s, 1930. Hu-she 54.9.
Horse, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 97.10.
See also Collaborative Works List 42.
TS'AI CHAO
It gladdens our hearts: workers reading the People's Daily with a portrait
of Chairman Hua, done with Ts'ai Ch'lin. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 70.
TSfAI-CHIH ^ ^ . Woman.
See Collaborative Works List 38.
TS'AI CH'fiN
I t gladdens our h e a r t s : workers reading the People 's Daily with a p o r t r a i t
of Chairman Hua, done with Ts 'a i Chao. Ch'tlan-kuo mei-shu 70.
TS'AI CHUNG-CHti fjp: "%%. Jk'tj t . Ch'u-ang ^ f~d . From Shantung; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK I I I , 166; MSNC, 106.
Landscape, i , s , 1930. Hu-she 42.14 (41-50.111).
Landscape, i , s , 1932. Hu-she 60.14.
TS'AI HAO-CHOU ^ J&] >>frj . Fukien. BK I I I , 166.
Blossom and bees, s , 1957. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 12.
Wisteria and swallows, s . Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 17.
TS'AI HAO-T'ING 7^ *f§g >J .
The Hua-ch'ing Pool, i indist inct . Ts'ai-mo-hua 27.
TS'AI HSIEN ^ ^XJ t . Chen-yuan J J 5#f{ . Hsin-han ko.
Monkeys in tree by a stream, fan, i, s, 1929. Hsin-han ko III.20.
TS'AI HUAN-YAO
Kuan-yin. Mei-shu (Canton) 5.
TS'AI I-MIN f^ [^ $\j .
Chrysanthemums and bird, i, s (?). Mei-chan 70.
TS'AI JUI-KUEI %jt *i*P 5 £ h . Hsuan-tao-jen ^ i t A~ . B. 1910. From
Chin-chiang, Fukien; studied Western paint ing; graduate of the a r t department
of the University of the Phi l ippines ; student of Li Shih-ch ' ing; landscape.
MSNC, 106.
Landscape, i , s , 1941 ( ? ) . MSNC 80.
TS'AI KU-SHENG
Landscape, i , s , 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat . , 11.452.
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TS'AI P'EI-CHU j§£ ^T^j 5^, another name Chih-yuan *Q }\\ t. Ying-ch'uan
$!)£ )if • Woman. B. 1901, Lived in Peking; graduate of Hopei Girls' Normal
Academy; traveled in north China; during Sino-Japanese War, went to Szechwan;
in Chengtu studied with Huang Chun-pi and Chang Yuan; Hua-yu Painting Society;
after 1945 lived in Han-k'ou; landscape, ladies. BK III, 166; Ho, 73; Lin,
154; MSNC, 106.
Landscape, fan, i, s. MSNC 85.
TS'AI SHAO-MIN %j^ ^S «#4lt. Shu-shen ^FK 'fjf . Woman. From Chu-chi,
Chekiang; 1926 graduate of Shanghai Art Academy; student of P'an T'ien-shou;
taught in Hangchou, in 1936 went to Szechwan, taught Chinese painting at
Chinese-Western University and elsewhere. MSNC, 106.
Two landscapes, one i, s, 1946, one i indistinct. MSNC 64, 86.
TS'AI SHOU *j£ *W , original name Hsuan £%} , changed to Yu-rshou ff W ,
and then to Shou f^f t. Che-fu $f ^ h. Han-ch'iung j$L ^%_ > Ch'eng-
ch'eng-tzu jfy -pjfy ̂ L and other names. B. 1879 or 1882, d. 1941. From
Shun-te, Kwangtung; antique collector; Bee Painting Society. BK III, 166; Yti,
1370.
Plum and rock, done with T'an Ytteh-se, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 54.13.
Plum and rock, done with T'an Ytleh-se, i, s, 1929. I-lin 26.10.
Man reading in a cottage, i, s, 1916. Tang-tai ming-jen 81.
TS'AI TA-HSIUNG j§£ JS. M*- .
Humming bird and flowers, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 8.7*.
TS'AI TA-HSuN %jt /C $J] . From Szechwan. I-lin 93.15.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. I-lin 93.15.
TS'AI TI-CHIH f^ L$L X . . B. 1918. From Shun-te, Kwangtung; primarily a
woodcut artist; with the Kwangtung Painting Academy. Sullivan, 96; Yd add. 1,
47.
Graduates return to the village, s. Kuang-tung mei-shu tso-p'in 21.
TS'AI T'lEN-HSuN %j> 3^ W) . Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK III,
166; MSNC, 106.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 97.14.
TS'AO AN-YING 7^ jZf -9Z t. Tzu-tan fj^ 4^- . From Lung-p'ing, Hopei; ink
plum blossoms. BK III, 173; MSNC, 77.
Bamboo and rocks by water, s (?), 1930. Hu-she 41.16 (41-50.97).
Ink plum, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 53.16.
TS'AO CHIEN-LOU if W *-9r, original name Chen &fk , another name
Chien-ch'iu ^\\ ^ ^ . B. 1913. From Nan-t'ung, Kiangsu; student of Wang
Hsien, influenced by Wu Chtln-ch'ing; now with the Shanghai Arts and Crafts
School and the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy. Yti add. 1, 30; Shang-hai CK
hua-ytlan.
Pomegranate branch, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan 33.
TS'AO FU-LAN
See Collaborative Works List 2, 6, 56.
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TS'AO I-MIN ĝ IS. ^ / .
Vegetables, i , 1959. Kuo-hua hstlan-chi 2*.
TS'AO K'O-CHIA T Jt> "fk t . Ju-hsien 3^- ^ . B. 1906. From Peking;
graduate of the a r t school of National Peking University; student of Ch'en
Heng-ko, Wang Ytin, Ch'i Huang and Ch'en Nien; birds and flowers, c a t s . BK I I I ,
173; MSNC, 77.
Wisteria and cat , done with Wang Hstieh-t'ao, s . Chin-tai CK hua 124.
Two ca ts , i , s . CK hua 2 (1958) 58.
Kittens playing in rock and banana palm, i indistinct. I-lin 76.7.
Two deer, i, s. I-lin 89.11.
Cat on garden rock, i indistinct. MSNC 156.
Cats and lilies, done with Yti Chao, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 201.
Two cats, fan, i, s, 1939. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 167.
Cats, flowers, and rocks, i, s, 1943. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 1.
f ;
Five cats and butterflies, i, s, 1954. CL 1955.3 opp. 10*.
Two cats and two butterflies, i obliterated. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 60*.
Cats and butterflies, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 13*.
TS'AO KUANG-FU W W 1 W . B. 1949. From An-shan, Liaoning; with the
Shih-chtl Shan Steel Factory Middle School, Ning-hsia. Yti add. 1, 30.
Presenting books to minority people. PLA 50 Anniversary 97.
TS'AO MO-Lti I? v£' * & , name Han-huai W^J ^/& . From Shun-te, Kwangtung;
official with Nationalist army. Li, 94.
Floating logs down a river, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.1.19.
TS'AO PIAO f̂f7 4%>t. Hsiao-yuan ^i^ )j|| . Wu-chung chin-jen.
Clearing after snow on the mountains, i, s, 1925. Wu-chung chin-jen 1.9.
On horseback in the mountains, i, s. Ibid. 1.11.
A man relaxing on a verandah, i, s. Ibid. 11.12.
#
inf t. Yu-hsin ^ *v . B. c. 1918. From Shao-hsing,
Chekiang; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; student of T'ang Ytin; birds and
flowers. BK III, 173; MSNC, 77.
Lotus, i, s, 1947. MSNC 117.
TS'AO TZU-TO lj C?J 4- >lp .
Celebrating a bumper harvest (minority theme), done with Liang Hao, s. CP
New Series 33*.
TS'AO WEN f̂f £xL , original name Erh-hsu &| fy , other names Hsu fy , Pai
Ti J@ ;̂ jĵ  , Yeh Ming Jg B$ , Ch'ao Wen J^j ftfi , and other names. B.
1926. From An-ch'iu, Shantung; now in Nanking. CK i-shu-chia I, 521; Yu add.
1, 30.
Tall mountains and long river, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 34.
Paddy fields, i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 51.
Grain fields in bloom, i, s, 1977 (?). Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.51.
Landscape, i. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 10.63.
TS'AO YEN-LU if7 ^ L JP« . B. 1936. From Nei-huang, Honan; with the army in
Kunming. BK III, 173; Yu add. 1, 30.
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Construction work during a blizzard, i, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 15
(cropped at bottom); CK hua hsuan-pien 7. Two slightly different
versions.
Five heros of Mt. Lang-ya, two of six panels. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 4.
Rifle and sword practice from horseback, i, s (?), 1960. Mei-shu
1960.10/11.
"Love-the-people" model, Wu Hsing-ch'un carrying wood in a village, s.
Mei-shu 1964.4.58.
TS'EN HSuEH-KUNG /J? ' t p 4?> . BK I I I , 171.
Tu-chiang-yen, a 2200 year-old irrigation system, i, s, 1954.
Contemporary CP 20*; Ts'ai-mo-hua 5*.
Log raft on river, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1955.1,17*.
vk\ rt\ til &TSENG CHAO-AN Y t?J tin -if .
Off to school in the Inner Mongolian grasslands, s, 1960. PR Feb.
10.1961.12.
TSENG CHAO-YUNG JW ®& *>K •
Hauling grain in autumn mountains, i, s, 1962. Mei-shu 1963.4.64.
J&y t. Nung-jan ^ _/#- h. Tzu-ch'i 3^ g^. , Ssu-yuan j% IgJ ,
Ssu-ytian ^ j ^ ;£j . B. 1859 or 1860 or 1861, d. 1929 or 1930. From Heng-yang,
Hunan, in 1915 went to Shanghai to sell calligraphy; began to paint after the
age of 60; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting
Association; Tseng Li t'ung-men Association; landscape, pines and stones. BK
III, 173; Sun, 516; Yu, 1080.
Pine tree, i, s, 1929. Collectanea 1853-1971, 45 (cropped at right edge);
Mei-chan 19.
Blossoming plum tree, i, s, 1926. Collectanea 1853-1971, 46.
Chu Hsi-kuei looking at paintings: landscape, i, s, 1926. Hsi-yuan 3-4.
Plum and flowers, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 5.
Pine and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1929. I-lin 11.9.
Epidendrum and bamboo, i, s, 1922. Kuo-t'ai 1.44.
Peony, i, s, 1927. Kuo-t'ai IV.30.
Pine tree, i, s, 1929. Kuo-t'ai V.24.
Loquats, i, s, 1922. Kuo-t'ai VII.16*.
Autumn river and misty groves, i, s, 1928. Tang-tai ming-jen 12.
TSENG HSI-CHING W ^ &c£ t. Kang-fu W'/ $ or JW'J -̂ <L h- Chih-an
J^ . D. 1926, in Peking. From Chieh-yang, Kwangtung; c. s. 1892, official
under the Ch'ing; landscape, figures, plum blossoms. Yti, 1080.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1923. Kuang-tung ming-chia 58.
TSENG HSI-YING f
Landscape, i, s, 1959. Huang Mo-yuan 57.
TSENG KUANG-HStiN ;fy /?, ^87 t. Yu-jo^jJ ^ . Woman, daughter of Hui
Min-kung. I-lin 57.4.
Branch of persimmons, fan, i, s. I-lin 57.4.
TSENG LI-CH'ING rf 'J^ w , original name Li-yu fiff^ ̂ %±2 . Woman. B. 1894.
From Chung-shan, Kwangtung; flowers and birds, figures. Ho, 79; Lin, 117.
Peacock on rock, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.357.
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TSENG Ltt-CHENG *j|P /fj^ A*Ji t . Kuei-sun "Jr -dT/f, h . Ch'i-sung chu-shih
yjĵ  db From Hangchou, Chekiang. Tang-tai ming-jen.
Landscape, i , s , 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 35,
TSENG MU-LING
A crow, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11.358,
TSENG P'EI-KAN f̂7 ^ Tj .
Gourds, s . CK hua-hsilan 49; CK hua hsuan-chi 49*; CP New Series 37*.
Preying mantis on a leafy branch, album leaf, s . Nanking Exh. Cat. ,
11.356.
TSENG WAN-CHEN tf <% _j£. . Woman.
Plum blossoms and moon, i , s, 1935. I - l in 80.6.
TSENG Ytt Nf 4-£ h. Ta-lu-tse-p'an-jen ^V f^T ̂ f ^ T ^ . Plums. BK
III, 173.
Plum blossoms, i, seal. Hu-she 33.16 (31-40.129).
TSENG YU-HO ^f7 ^ 4&f. Woman, wife of Gustav Ecke. B. 1923. From Peking;
pupil of P'u-chin; graduate of Fu-jen College of Fine Arts; now in Honolulu.
Sullivan, 96.
Bare trees and rock, seal. Sullivan D*.
Cascades, s. Ibid. 4.
Begonias, i, s, 1949. Ibid. 5.
Landscape in manner of Huang Kung-wang, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 7.
Hawaiian landscape, s. Ibid. 66.
TSO CH'ENG M ? t. Sheng-mu $- ̂ r~ .
Two landscapes, i, s, 1940. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 231.
TSO CHUNG it Aj .
Landscape, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II. 48.
TSO LIN 7i- 1&A- t. Ching-yu J3 7fz . Woman. From Wu-chin, Kiangsu; flowers,
Yti, 162.
Peonies and rock, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.49.
See also Collaborative Works List 38.
TSO Yti ji- x* h. Ch'un-hu-^4 ^}J or jpft, >£$ . From Anhwei; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK III, 166; MSNC, 12.
Landscape, s, 1925. Hu-she 1-10.11.
Landscape, done with Ch'en Ch'tlan and Li Shang-ta, i, seal, 1928. Hu-she
1-10.144.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.10.
Autumn clearing over fishing village, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 63.12.
Landscape with boater, fan, i , s . Hu-she 67.10.
Waiting for the ferry, fan, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 68.11.
Scholar in pavilion in mountains, fan, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 69.12.
Landscape with sheer cliffs and river, i indistinct. Hu-she 83.14,
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 90.16.




TSOU CHIEH |fj3 ^f t. Pi-hen %i ^ h. Pi-heng /£* jgj* B- 1889. From
Ch'ien-chiang, Hupei, lived in Hankou. Yti, 1245.
Plum, narcissus, rock, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 39.
TSOU LIANG-TS'AI %ft
See Collaborative Works List 9.
TSOU YA Jj|3 -ffjt t. Ta-ya J^ ^/£ . B. 1916, d. 1974. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu.
When young active in Shanghai publishing world and woodcut movement; in 1938 in
Yenan with the Lu Hsttn Art Academy; after 1949 Deputy Director of the People's
Art Publishers and with the Peking Painting Academy; influenced by Huang Chih;
landscape. Ytt, 1246.
Landscape, i, s, 1962. Hsien-tai shan-shui 62.
Mynah on rock, i, s, 1964. Mei-shu 1980.11.21*.
February on the river, i, s, 1972. Ibid. 21*.
Returning herdboys under willows, s, 1972. Ibid. 21*.
Village at foot of mountains, s, 1965. Ibid. 31.
TSOU YA-I f ^
Two landscapes, one signed. CK hua 1981.1.55*.
TSOU YuEH-FEI %$ A& ^ . Shanghai worker.
The people's soldier helps the people (staking and tying plants in field),
done with Ho Hsiang-sheng, i, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 22*.
TS'UI CHEN-KUO -fl T/fc W . Woman. B. 1933. From Heilungkiang; with the
Chinghai Daily. Yu add. 1, 26.
Commune milkmaids (minority theme), seal (?). Mei-shu 1965.1.23.
TS'UI JU-CHO 7I ~**n -W^. B. 1944. From Peking; student of Li Ying, Wu
Ching-t'ing, Ch'in Chung-wen, Liang Huang-chou, and Chiang Chao-ho; with the
Central Arts and Crafts Academy; birds and flowers, landscape. Ming-pao 16
(1981) 3, 53.
Flowers in bloom, i, s. CL 1978.10 opp. 33*.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Ming-pao 16 (1981) 3.49*.
Lotus, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 50*.
Magnolia, i, s. Ibid. 51*.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 52*.
TS'UI LIU-CH'IAO ji. y^ %t%7 • B. 1884. From Hao-shan, Kwangtung, moved to
P'an-ytt; landscape, figures. Li, 60.
Ox and man working in field, i, s, 1931. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
TS'UI SEN-LIN ^i -/ftfc ^r-. B. 1943. From Chi-nan, Shantung; primarily an
oil painter; with the Shantung Publication Bureau. Yti add. 1, 26.
See Collaborative Works List 30.
±h ,u L -7 -}/-
TS'UI SHANG-CHIH ^i lo] /& t. Tzu-fan -^ $-£j . B. 1915. From Shantung;
now with the Peking Painting Academy. BK III, 166; CK i-shu-chia II, 545; Yti
add. 1, 26.
Banana blossoms and butterflies, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.55*.
Gourds, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 55*.
Goldfish, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.6*.
Persimmons, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 6*.
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Two mynahs and vine, s, 1979. Ibid. 6.
Red beans, s. Ibid. 7*.
Birds on rock, s, 1980. CP 1980.7,11*.
Kapok blossoms and birds, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan 4.7*.
Fish and willows, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 14.
Prunus and roosters, s. Ibid. 15.
Lotus, s. Ibid. 16.
TS'UI SHIH-T'UNG 'ft T L§L . B- 1938. From Peking, works in arts and
crafts; with the Product Control Office of the Ssu-chi (Four Mechanical)
Ministry. Yti add. 1, 26.
Teaching wood-working, i, s. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 9.
TS'UI T'AO >f|. '^J h. Pu-chou %f J*J , Pu-i san-jen y T ^ **- ̂  . From
Honan; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK III, 166; MSNC, 67.
Mountain landscape, i, s, Hu-she 21-30.163.
Landscape, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 37.16 (31-40.157).
Rain in summer mountains, after Kao K'o-kung, i, s. Hu-she 41.16
(41-50.97).
Landscape after Kao K'o-kung, i, s, 1932. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.319.
TSUNG CHEN-CHIN ',f.
Landscape after Wang Meng, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.168.
TSUNG CH'I-HSIANG /p -*k s . B. 1917 or 1919. From Kiangsu; studied at
the National Central University, in 1946 became a teacher in the National
Academy, Peking; after 1949 with the Central Art Academy. Sullivan, 90; Yfi
add. 1, 17.
Boat on river below trees, seal. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 7*.
Two geese, seal. Ibid. 59*.
Night at Nan-tse-kuan on the Yangtze Three Gorges, i, s, 1957. CK hua
hsuan-pien 46*.
Kueimen Gorge on the Yangtze River, i, s, 1957. CL 1958.6 opp. 96*; CR
1955.11, back cover*; PR June 2, 1959.18.
Beautiful Hsishuangpanna. CR 1961.9.40-41; PR June 23, 1961.16.
Crossing the Lantsang River, s. CR 1961.9.42.
The River at Chungking, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch, Ptg., 155*.
The town of Chungking, s. Ibid. 156*.
Peacock, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 27.
Tiger Leap Gorge on the Chin-sha River, i, s, 1961, Mei-shu 1961.6.15.
Landscape, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.167.
Yangtze River landscape, i, s, 1972 (?). Nan-pei chi 90 (Nov. 1977) 87.
Night boat on the Three Gorges, i, s. Nan-pei chi 127 (Dec. 1980) 103.
Dawn in the countryside, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 103.
Night in a mountain village, i, s. Ibid. 103.
Forcing the Tatu River. PR May 24, 1960.45.
Breaking through the Nien-chuang Dyke to destroy Huang Po-t'ao, i
indistinct, 1954. Ts'ai-mo-hua 9.
TS'UNG NIEN-FU
See Collaborative Works List 57.
TS'UNG WEN-CHIH.




TU CHIA-CHIN £± % J^ . Worker.
Steel manufacture, done with Lu I-fei, i, s, 1960. CR 1961.1.18; Mei-shu
1960.10/11.39; PR Nov. 1, 1960.24.
TU CHIH-T'ING ^ i Jt >T t. I-heng ft* {%f . Woman, wife of Shih Shu-yu.
From Wu-ch'ing, Hopei; flowers, birds, animals. Yu, 337.
Hawk on branch, i, s, 1932. I-lin 52.13.
Peacock, s (?). I-lin 60, front cover.
Eagle in pine by rapids, done with Shih Shu-yu, i, 1935. I-lin 74.7;
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.241.
TU CHUNG-HUA * i 1|[ j$J . B . 1922. From Mei-shan, Szechwan; with the
Suchou Municipal Chinese Painting Hall. BK IV, 98; Yu add. 1, 11.
Taking produce to market, seals. Chiang-su shih-nien 24*; Mei-shu
1956.7.31.
Weighing cabbages, s. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 8.
Tibetan militia men, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 54.
Family meeting, s. Kuo-hua hstlan-chi 21.
TU HSI-HSIEN £•£> *p j^ . B. 1937. From Lin-fen, Shansi; with the Peking
Normal Academy. Yu add. 1, 11.
See Collaborative Works List 57.
TU JU-HENG ££> ""4* <i%f. From Hopei or Chekiang. Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK IV, 98; MSNC, 31.
Landscape, handscroll, i indistinct. Hu-she 39.14 (31-40.168).
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 41.15 (41-50.96).
TU K'AO-HSIANG * i 7$ ^"f . From Honan; Bee Painting Society. BK IV, 98.
Landscape: dream of Mt. Huang, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.124.
I
TU LIEN-JEN Ar& "M̂ * S~* ' Liaoning. Mei-shu 1964.6, p. 7.
Sturdy pines on the hill: workers resting from planting pines. CR 1965.5,
front cover*.
TU MAN-HUA 4<
Camellias, i, s, 1959. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 17.
Hundred flowers and peace doves, done with Feng Lo-ching and Teng Pai.
Mei-shu 1960.1.17.
TU TU J>'£ T ^ t. Hsiao-fu /A ffl . B. 1907. From Hsin-hsiang, Honan; Bee
Painting Society. BK IV, 98.
Watching the waterfall, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 135; Tang-tai ming-jen
85.
TU TZU-LING ^ X ?Sk frgl^ .
Comrade Chang Ssu-te, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 68.
TU Yu %*$ nx\ t. Hsiao-fan *h ^ . D. c. 1931. From Hai-ning, Chekiang;
flowers. Yti, 1118.
Peach blossoms and peonies, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 17.
TU Yti-HSI fri. i' ^S( • B. 1937. From K'o-feng, Shansi; now in Shansi. Yti
a d d . 1 , 1 1 .
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Workers selected for honors, seal, 1979. CK hua 1981.1,34*.
TUNG
T'U TSUNG-YtiEH
See Collaborative Works List 58.
TUAN CH'IEN-HU -f K. "t **$ . From Nan-hsien, Hunan; taught in the Hunan Art
School for Teachers and in various middle schools; in 1961 an art director of
the Hunan People's Publishing house. CL 1961.4, 86.
Shao-shan, i, s, 1959. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 6; CL 1961.4 opp. 86*; Mei-shu
1959.12.19; Mei-shu 1960.7.30*.
Spring on Lake Tung-t'ing, i, s, 1960. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 8-9.
TUAN CHIEN-SHAN.
June flower festival, i, s indistinct, 1981. CR 1982.8.7*.
TUAN Lti-CH'ING -fisL. ^f. K • B i r d s a n d flowers. BK III, 174.
Mynahs in blossoming plum and camellia trees, commemorating the tenth
anniversary of the founding of The People's Republic of China, i, s,
1959. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 11.
Two birds on plum branch, s. Shou-tu 43.
See also Collaborative Works List 13.
TUAN-MU MENG-HSI &ffi ^ ^Y &ft . B. 1900. From Nan-lo, Honan; with
the Wu-ch'ang Fifteenth Middle School. BK I I I , 174; Yu add. 1, 43.
Palm and insec ts , s ea l s . Chung-nan kuo-hua 10*.
TUAN T'1-LI -fx, 7TE" «Tg[ . Shansi. BK II I .174.
See Collaborative Works List 50.
TUNG CHAO-LU ^ ^& $
Dam in the morning mist, done with Wang Shih-ts'en, i, 1972. CP New Series
17*.
TUNG CHEN-SHENG % /*** -** , original name Ping-ch'en ^L /̂ k. t. Hui-chung
^ >^ . B. 1929. From Hopei; illustrator and serials artist; with
the Liberation Army Pictorial. CK i-shu-chia II, 550; Yu add. 1, 42.
Ho Tan of the South Vietnamese Liberation Army destroys an enemy tank
single-handed. CR 1965.6.7; PR May 14, 1965.38.
Opera scene, "On the Autumn River," i, s, 1980. CR 1980.12.47*.
Lady of the Lo River, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 48*.
The Monkey King in "Making Havoc in Heaven," s, 1980. Ibid. 48*.
Girls of the Aini Nationality dance in the moonlight, s. Ibid. 49*.
Opera character: Chang Fei, s, 1980. Ibid. 49*.
Gypsy dance, s. Ibid. 50*.
The Drunken Beauty, s, 1980. Ibid. 51.
PLA pig farm, seal (?). Mei-shu 1960.3.34.
PLA man delivering a box of Mao Tse-tung's writings to the grasslands
(minority theme), i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 99.
TUNG FENG-SHAN |? ) % \ ^ .
PLA man reading Mao Tse-tung's works by campfire, done with Jui Hsia-pai,
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i, s, 1977, PLA 50 Anniversary 93,
In a coal mine, i, 1976. Ibid. 113.
Construction in the mountains, done with Liang K'o-sheng and Liu Tao-jung,
i. Ibid. 116.
Work site, i, 1976. Ibid. 117.
TUNG I-FANG "J ^ /f . B. 1925. From Tsun-hua, Hopei; with the Cheng-chou
Polytechnic Academy. BK IV, 99; Yu add. 1, 42.
Ebb-tide at evening, i indistinct. Contemporary CP 23*; Mei-shu
1955.6.22; Ts'ai-mo-hua 6*.
TUNG SHOU-HSIN *J? ^ f« t. P'u-chenff 7*& . From Feng-jun, Hopei;
flowers and birds. I-lin 34.8.
Ducks and reeds, s, 1931. I-lin 34.8.
TUNG SHOU-P'ING Jf ^ <^~ . B. 1904. From Hung-tung, Shansi; now with
Jung-pao Chai, Peking. BK IV, 99; Yti add. 1, 42; Trends, 146.
Red plum blossoms, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 3*; Nan-pei chi 77 (Oct. 1976)
85*.
Pines on sharp cliffs, i, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 27*.
Cloud sea on Mt. Huang, i, s. Ibid. 55*.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1954. Chin-pai-nien 97.
Myriad valleys and sound of pines, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.13*.
Winter plum, s. CL 1980.1, front cover*.
Pines flourish on the mountains, i, s, 1981. CR 1982.2.64*.
Landscape, i, s, 1981. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP, 4.
Two scenes of Mt. Huang, both s. Nan-pei chi 77 (Oct. 1976) 86.
Bamboo, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 272.
Pine trees and mountain, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 273.
Bamboo, orchid and rock, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980. 17.
Orchids, s. Ibid. 18.
View of Huang-shan, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 19.
Pine, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 20.
Bamboo, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 340.
Landscape, s. Ibid. 341.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1963. Trends 52.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 53.
Waterfall, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 54.
Waterfall, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 55.
Misty landscape, s. Ibid. 56.
TUNG SHU-P'IN Iff (V ^Pt *x̂ g . Woman.
Playing the harp, s, 1979. CL 1980.2 opp. 118*; CP 1979.6.40*.
TUNG T'lEN-YEH iff ^ "̂g , other names Yeh Feng " ^ j ^ , Chin Ch'u -"fT
-5£̂ J . B. 1910, d. 1968. From Tz'u-ch'i, Chekiang; student of Fang T'ao
and Chang Yuan; after 1949 worked as illustrator for the Hsin-min Evening News;
also with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; figures. BK IV, 99; Yd,
1223; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Iron man: Comrade K'ang in hospital, i, seals, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2)
11*.




T'UNG CH'I-CHUANG </^ ^Jt #£ t. Tzu-hsiao ~£- j|/ h. Lu-hu ^/i ^ f . B.
1914. From Peking; Hu-she Painting Society; student of Chu Chih-che and Liu
Kuang-ch'eng; landscape, flowers. BK IV, 98; MSNC, 21.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 41.5 (41-50.101).
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 48.15 (41-50.157).
T'UNG CHUNG-TAO 3- T *^t , another name Meng-shun j£. jk^. . B. 1939.
From Yin-hsien, Chekiang; with the Chekiang Art Academy. Yu add. 1. 37.
River and bridge at Shao-shan, i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 30; Mei-shu
ts'ung-k'an 1.50.
Ching-kang Mountains, i indistinct. PLA 50 Anniversary 50.
T'UNG MAN-CH'IU ^ ^
Peony and rock, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.371.
T'UNG SHENG J? Jf t. Hsu-ts'ang JW *J* . From Ch'ung-ming, Kiangsi.
Tang-tai ming-jen.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1927. Hsi-yuan 11.
Ink plum tree, i, s, age 65. Tang-tai ming-jen 6.
T'UNG SU-FANG ^n j^j. /f . From Peking; Hu-she Painting Society. BK IV,
98; MSNC, 21.
Landscape after Wang Hui, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.147.
T'UNG TA-NIEN ~fT ^ - ^ , original name Hao )%j t. Hsiao-sung 'h ^^ h.
Hsin-an /c>y - ^ or J^ , Hsin-k'ang /£' ^ , Lu-yun shan-fang ^<_ ^ iLj
Mr , Hsing-an ̂ gg ^g^ , Hsing-han !^t i/^ / a n^ other names. B. 1873,
d. 1955. From Ch'ung-ming, Kiangsi; active in Hangchou and Shanghai;
Hsi-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Assocication;
Ku-huan chin-yu Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting Society;
Hsi-ling Seal Society; flowers. BK IV, 99; MSNC, 95; Yu, 1105.
Cassia branch, i, s. Hsi-yuan 12.
Cassia tree, i, s, 1927. Tang-tai ming-jen 37.
T'UNG TE ''T' ^^.'t. Kung-ch'ao JM j(Jar h. Ch'eng-hu>S^ ^^J . From Peking;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 98; MSNC, 21; Yfi, 246.
Landscape: watching a waterfall, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.21.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.145.
Landscape in Sung style, s, 1930. Hu-she 41-50.153.
Landscape with gorge, i, s (?), 1932. Hu-she 60.12.
Blue-green landscape: two men in kiosk, waterfall, s. Hu-she 63.9.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Hu-she 67.10.
Gazing at a waterfall, i, s. Hu-she 79.12.
Rapids, i indistinct. Hu-she 93.14.
TZU PAO-TUNG $•> £j
Lady in a boat, i, s, 1981. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 126.
TZU SHAN-LIN ft ^h %%- .
Peasant talking with PLA men, i, 1937. CK hua-hstlan 29.
ULDZHIT. B. 1928. Mongolian; started doing art work when serving in the PLA,
later studied at the Central Art Academy from 1953 to 1955; in 1965
vice-chairman of the Mongolian branch of the Chinese Artists' Union and
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editor-in-chief of the Mongolia Pictorial. CL 1965.1,76.
Hunting, s, 1964. CL 1965.1 opp. 76*.
WAN CH1 ING-LI fify ft j) . B. 1945. From Hstian-ch'eng, Anhwei; with
the Peking Painting Academy. Yu add. 1, 41.
The river flows eastward, i, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.1.41.
WAN CHUNG-CHIEH ]%$ tf* A^ t. Hsiang-hsueh ^ if • From Ch'ang-chou,
Kiangsu; flowers, figures. Sun, 565; Yti, 1209.
Chrysanthemum, fan, i, s. Sui-t'an ts'ang.
WAN I /^ — , another name T'ing-sen^^ ^tL . B. 1935. From Ch'ang-li,
Hopei; with the Peking Arts and Crafts School. Yti add. 1, 41.
Hawk and birds among red leaves, s. CK shu-hua 8.8*.
WAN TS'UNG-MU Ml £^/^- ^" h* Chu-shan shan-jen ,
T'ing-yfln-ko-chu'fj^- ^ fj^ Jjr, . B . 1898. From Yung-ch'uan,
Szechwan, moved to Chungking; studied art in Japan, returned to Chungking,
active there in schools and publishing; landscape, figures. BK IV, 104; MSNC,
96.
Boating under willows, seal (?). MSNC 77.
WAN WEI-CH11 J^ $ £ jyt t. T'ieh-hsien 3j9( Ail) . From Hsiao-shan,
Chekiang. Collectanea 1850-1967.
Buddhist figures, s, 1939. Collectanea 1850-1967, 197.
WAN YEN-PEI
Repairing a hole in a tree, i, s. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 12; Shou-tu 56.
WANG AI-CHEN i ^ £i> . Woman. From Yin-hsien, Chekiang; student of Wu
Ch'ing-hsia; fish, ladies. MSNC, 10.
A lady by a lotus pond fixing her hair, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 145.
WANG CH'AO 5 X ^ • From Tientsin; 1963 graduate of the Central Art Academy,
in 1981 working with the Tientsin Designing Institute of Industrial Art. CP
1981.11, 32.
Peaks. CP 1981.11.32*.
Listening to the ch'in, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 33*.
The raven and the fox, from Aesop's Fables, i, s. Ibid. 33*.
Clouds over the Li River. Ibid. 33*.
Inkstone and chrysanthemum, i,s, 1980. Ibid. 33*.
Chrysanthemum and basket of persimmons. Mei-shu 1980.11, back cover*.
WANG CHAO-JUNG $ ^ O ^
See Collaborative Works List 9.
WANG CHAO-MING J2: 0 #jj .
Old hero of the revolution: Chu Te inscribing his carrying pole. PLA 50
Anniversary 14.
WANG CHEN £ J j ^ t. I-t'ing —' J^ h. Pai-lung shan-jenyj^ *jff> J-| -^- ,
Chueh-ch'i fX§* %jt^ . B. 1866 or 1867, d. 1938. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang,
lived in Sharignai; friend of Wu Chiin-ch'ing; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan
Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association; Yu-yuan Calligraphy and
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Painting Association; Ku-huan chin-yti Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and
Painting Society; White Moon Painting Society; Bee Painting Society, and other
art organizations; flowers, birds, animals, figures, Buddhist subjects. BK I,
31; Sullivan, 96; Yti, 131.
Bibliography. A: Pai-lung shan-jen mo-miao ^3
vols. Ill, IV, V. Shanghai: Hsi-ling yin-she, 1927-1929. B: Pai-lung
shan-jen hua-ts'e fa "jnr i/j J^ J5|L Jifl . Taipei: Chung-hua shu-chu,
1968. -*
Buddha of longevity, i, s, 1926. A III, 1; B, 58.
Portrait, i, s, 1926. A III, 2.
P'eng-tse returning in a boat, i, s, 1926. A III, 3; B, 62; Hu-she
13.13 (11-20.126).
Shao-yao peony and rocks, i, s, 1926. A III, 4; B, 68.
Birds on blossoming plum, s, later inscription by artist dated 1926. A
III, 5; B, 67.
Pine and rock, s, 1926. A III, 6.
Mynah on blossoming plum, rock, i, s, 1926. A III, 7: B, 66.
Bird on magnolia branch, rock, i, s, 1926. A III, 8; B, 69.
Birds on rocks, i, s, 1926. A III, 9; B, 57.
Pine and rocks, i, s, 1926. A III, 10; B, 65.
Herding goats, i, s, 1926. A III, 11; B, 61.
Kuan-yin holding a scroll, i, s, 1926. A III, 12; B, 9.
Returning fisherman, i, s, 1926. A III, 12; B, 48.
Monk in meditation, i, s, 1926. A III, 13; B, 17.
Bodhidharma, i, s, 1926. A III, 13; B, 15.
Two birds on rock, peonies, i, s, 1926. A III, 14.
Two birds flying above peony plants, i, s, 1926. A III, 14.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1926. A III, 15; B, 33.
Blossoming plum tree, i, s, 1926. A III, 15.
Flowers, i, s, 1926. A III, 16; B, 63.
Camellias, rock and bird, i, s, 1926. A III, 16; B, 63.
Monkey in peach tree branch, i, s, 1926. A III, 17; B, 59.
A cat watching a butterfly below snowball blossoms, i, s, 1926. A III,
17; B, 59.
Bamboo and dog, i, s, 1926. A III, 18; B, 60.
Two rabbits, i, s, 1926. A III, 18; B, 60.
Dog under leaves and flowers, s. A III, 19; B, 49.
Cat under rock and peony, i, s, 1926. A III, 19; B, 49.
Scholar between two pines, i, s, 1926. A III, 20; B, 56.
Donkey rider below willows, i, s, 1926. A III, 20; B, 56.
A monk and a gentleman cooking taro, i, s, 1926. A III, 21; B, 53.
Farewell at Hsttn-yang, i, s, 1926. A III, 21; B, 53.
Two immortals playing wei-ch'i in mountains, i, s, 1926. A III, 22; B,
55.
Sheng-kung lecturing, i, s, 1926. A III, 22; B, 55.
Scholar and two cranes in a boat, i, s, 1926. A III, 23; B, 54.
A man in a cottage in snow, i, s, 1926. A III, 23; B, 54.
A man in a dense grove of trees, i, s, 1926. A III, 24; B, 64.
A scholar seated below pines in a landscape, i, s, 1926. A III, 24; B,
64.
Han-shan by a rock, s, colophon dated 1927. A IV, 1.
T'ao Ch'ien, i, s, 1927. A IV, 2.
A man looking at a raven on a rock, i, s, 1927. A IV, 2.
A man on a rock looking at a toad, i, s, 1927. A IV, 3.
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A man riding on a tiger, i, s, 1927. A IV, 3,
Cranes and moon, i, s, 1927. A IV, 4.
A monk with a staff and dragon, i, s, 1927. A IV, 4.
Illustration to a story in the K'ung-ts'ung-tzu, i, s, 1927. A IV, 5.
Banana plant and bird on rock, i, s, 1927. A IV, 6.
Boating under willows, i, s, 1927. A IV, 6.
Woman with loom and a child, i, s, 1927. A IV, 7.
Mother and son at a desk, i, s. A IV, 7.
Flock of flying birds, s, colophon dated 1927. A IV, 8.
A monk holding a staff standing on a rock, i, s, 1927. A IV, 9.
Fruiting tree and rock, i, s, 1927. A IV, 10.
Chung Kfuei, i, s, colophon dated 1927. A IV, 11.
Potted chrysanthemums, s, colophon dated 1926. A IV, 12.
Birds on rock below tree, i, s, 1927. A IV, 13.
T'ao Ch'ien by pine tree, servant at a gate, s, 1927. A IV, 14.
Man with a fishing pole in landscape, i, s, 1927. A IV, 15.
Wang Hsi-chih and geese, i, s, 1927. A IV, 16.
Fisherman below cliff (Peach Blossom Spring ?), i, s, 1927. A IV, 17,
Portrait, i, s, 1927. A IV, 18.
A dragon in clouds, fan, s, 1927. A IV, 19.
A dragon in clouds, fan, s. A IV, 20.
A dragon in clouds, fan, s, 1927. A IV, 21.
A dragon in clouds, fan, s. A IV, 22.
Six leaf album of flowers, birds, i, s, 1927. A IV, 13-15.
Two fishermen under willows, i, s, 1928. A V, 1.
A monk lecturing, i, s, 1928. A V, 2.
Pu-tai, i, s, 1928. A V, 3.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1928. A V, 4.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1928. A V, 5.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1928. A V, 6.
An old man holding a peach, i, s, 1928. AV, 7.
Rooster and flowers, i, s, 1925. A V, 8.
Four landscape album leaves, i, s, 1928. A V, 9-12.
Ho-ho, i, s, 1928. A V, 13.
Peony and rock, i, s, 1928. A V, 13.
A flock of birds, i, s, 1928. A V, 14.
Flying sparrow and plant, s. A V, 14.
Birds and peach blossoms, i, s, 1928. A V, 15.
Cicada and willows, i, s, 1928. A V, 15.
Hen and chicks under blossoming plant, s. A V, 16.
Ducks and reeds, s. A V, 16.
Chicks in grasses, blossoming plant, i, s, 1928. A V, 17.
Two birds on tree branch, s, 1928. A V, 17.
Rooster on rock, blossoming plant, s. A V, 18.
Two snakes in grass, s. A V, 18.
Three egrets in water, i, s, 1928. A V, 19.
Bird under grain stalks, i, s, 1928. A V, 19.
Birds and grasses, i, s, 1928. A V, 20.
Ducks swimming beneath peach blossoms, i, s, 1928. A V, 20.
Flying geese and reeds, s. A V, 21.
Birds and snowy willow, s, 1928. A V, 21.
Two birds on snowy pine, s. A V, 22.
Bird in a tree, another on a rock, s. A V, 22.

































Rock and blossoms, i, s, 1925. B, 1*.
Amitabha Buddha, s, 1928. B, 2.
Ho-ho Immortals, i, s, 1913. B, 3.
Ho-ho Immortals, i, s, 1925. B, 4.
Ho-ho Immortals, i, s, 1925. B, 5.
Ho-ho Immortals in a landscape, i, s,
Ho-ho Immortals in a landscape, i, s,
Tung-fang Sou, i, s, 1925. B, 7.
Kuan-yin seated on rock by a stream, i
Kuan-yin seated on rock below willow, 
Liu Hai-chfan, i, s, 1923. B, 10.
Liu Hai-ch'an, i, s, 1923. B, 10.
Liu Hai-ch'an, i, s, 1926. B, 11.
Liu Hai-ch'an seated by the ocean, s. B, 12.
Scholar with a staff in a landscape, i, s, 1925. B, 12.
Bodhidharma, i, s, 1923. B, 13.
Bodhidharma, i, s, 1925.
Bodhidharma, i, s, 1925.
A monk in meditation, i,
A monk in meditation, i,
Pine, i, s, 1923. B, 18.
Pine and rock, i, s, 1925
Pine and rock, i, s, 1926.
Crane on a pine, i, s, 1925. B, 21.
Flowers of the four seasons, four scrolls, i, s, 1925. B, 22.
Sound of autumn, i, s, 1925. B, 23.
Searching for plum blossoms, i, s, 1925. B, 23.
In a thatched cottage in summer mountains, i, s, 1925. B, 24,
Making tea under pines, i, s, 1925. B, 24.
Five old men and two cranes, i, s, 1925. B, 25.
Yuen Fei, i, s, 1925. B, 26.
Plum blossoms, rock and sparrows, i, s, 1925. B, 27.
Sparrows flying above plum blossoms, i, s, 1925. B, 28.
Blossoming plum branch, i, s, 1925. B, 28.
The three stars, i, s, 1925. B, 29.
The Five Old Men, i, s, 1925. B, 30.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1925. B, 31.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1925.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1925.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1925. B, 34.
Plum blossoms and rock, i, s, 1925.
Rooster under flowering plant, i, s, 1925. B, 35.
Lotuses, i, s, 1925. B, 35.
Birds, rocks and peonies, i, s, 1925.
Birds, rock and peonies, i, s, 1926.
Two sparrows flying above peonies, i, s, 1926. B, 37.
Three goats in bamboo grove, i, s, 1925. B, 38.
Returning herdboy in landcape, i, s, 1925. B, 39.
Herdboys and buffalo in grove, i, s, 1925. B, 40.
Herdboys and water buffalo, i, s, 1925. B, 40.
Herdboy on a water buffalo in a stream, i, s, 1925. B, 41.
Herdboy and two water buffalo, i, s, 1925. B, 41.
Herdboy and buffalo in front of a cottage, i, s, 1925. B, 42.













Peonies, i, s, 1925. B, 43.
Wisteria vine, i, s, 1925. B, 43.
Plum blossoms and crane, i, s, 1925. B, 44.
Egrets and flowers, i, s, 1925. B, 44.
Camellias and rock, i, s, 1925. B, 45.
New Year's still life, i, s, 1925. B, 46.
New Year's s t i l l l i fe , i , s, 1926. B, 47.
Two birds on rock, camellias, s, 1925. B, 48.
Li T'ieh-kuei, i, s, 1926. B, 50.
Birds on boulder, i , s, 1926. B, 51.
The monk Chi-tien, i , s , 1926. B, 52.
Album of twelve i l l u s t r a t i ons to t s ' a - c h ' u opera a r i a s , i , s , 1932.
Pai-lung shan-jen hua t s ' a -ch ' t i shih-erh t ' u /f~j ~ff £ 1X4 *^-
-|^ ?£p[ {§7 -p jE [ J j • S h a n g h a i : Yu-cheng, n .d .
Plumolossoms, fan, i , s , 1937. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien I, 9*.
Banana leaves, bird and rock, i , s, 1928. Chin-tai CK hua 75.
An immortal with a toad, i , s, 1934. Ibid. 76.
Scholar with a staff on a mountain path, i , s, 1915. Chin-tai ming-jen
1.18.
Two figures by trees, i, s, 1922. CK hsien-tai.
Eight Immortals of the Wine Cup, i, s, 1923. Ibid.
Bodhidharma on a rock, i, s, colophon by Wu Chun-ch'ing at age 78.
Collectanea 1850-1967, 93.
Peach branch and rock, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 1*.
Ho-ho Immortals, i, s, 1923. Ibid. 2.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 3.
Crow on willow branch, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 4.
Lotus, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 5.
Liu Hai-ch'an seated by a river, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 6.
Wang Hsi-chih exchanging calligraphy for a goose, i, s, 1935. Edgren,
20th Cen. CP., 40.
T'ao Ch'ien enjoying chrysanthemums, i, s, 1923. Ibid. 41.
Magnolia, peony and paradise fly-catcher, i, s, 1938. Exh. Modern
Chinese Paintings 9.
Meditation, fan, i, s, 1933. Fan Paintings 160.
Flight of birds, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 23.
Sailboat, i indistinct. Ibid. 40.
Viewing the waterfall, done with Ho Hsiang-ning, 1934. See Ho
Hsiang-ning Bibliography, C, 23.
Dog under snowy leaves, s. Hsien-tai ming-hua 4; Hu-she 21-30.119.
Cat on rock chasing butterfly, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 59.11.
Buddha of Longevity, i, s, 1925. Kuo-t'ai 1.14*.
T'ao Ch'ien gazing at chrysanthemums, i, s, 1925. Kuo-t'ai 11.20*.
Two immortals Ho-ho, i, s, 1936. Kuo-t'ai III.5*.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1933. Kuo-t'ai III.14*.
Plum trees and cranes, i, s, 1934. Kuo-t'ai IV. 25*.
On donkey back, i, s, 1920. Kuo-t'ai VII.24*.
A crow on a rock, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XI.34.
Five immortals and crane, i, s, 1931. Kuo-tai XII.31*.
Fish, plum blossoms, wine and books, i, s, 1934. Kuo-t'ai XII.32*.
Five cranes, i, s, 1934. Kuo-t'ai XII.33*.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1923. Kuo-t'ai XII.34*.
Autumn flowers, i, s, 1933. Kuo-t'ai XII.35*.
Boating on autumn stream, i, s, 1928. Kuo-t'ai XII.36*.
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Five good fortune fruits and flowers, i, s, 1936. Kuo-t'ai XII.36*.
Autumn scenery, i, s, 1916. Kuo-t'ai XII.37*.
Waterfall behind a cottage, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai XII.38*.
Su Wu tending sheep, i, s, 1915 (?). Kuo-t'ai XII.38*.
Crows on old trees, i, s, 1916. Kuo-t'ai XII.39.
Buddha, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.41.
Lotus, i, s, 1921. Kuo-t'ai XII.42.
Bird on rock, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.43.
Mynah on pine, i, s, 1933. Kuo-t'ai XII.44.
Pine, crane and rock, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 21.
Landscape: watching the waterfall, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 101.
Kuan-yin, i, s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 2 (May 1934).
Bodhidharma, i, s, 1932. Mei-shu sheng-huo 7 (Oct. 1934).
Plum wife, crane son, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Delivering charcoal in the snow, i, s, 1913. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May
1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., II.9.
Liu Han-ch'an and his toad, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 41 (Aug.
1937).
Buddha, i, s, age 70. Ibid*.
Boat on river, i, s, 1922. Pai-ytin-t'ang 11.64*.
Flock of swallows, i, s, 1932. Ibid. 65*.
Crow on willow tree, i, s, 1926. Po-lin 10.
Bird on rock, tree, s. Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat., 13.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1929. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 38.
Peonies and bird, attributed, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 39.
Garden landscape and scholar, attributed, s, 1909. Ibid. 40.
Flowers and rock, i, s, 1919. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 151.
Chicks, rock and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1922. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 34.
Lohan under catalpa trees, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 35.
Gourds, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 189.
Song bird on a branch, i, s. Ibid. 190.
Grapes, i, s. Ibid. 191.
Rams, fan, i, s, 1923. Ibid. 192.
Rooster and cockscombs, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 193.
Pu-tai in mountains, i, s, 1925. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 49.
Lotus, i, s. Ibid. 50.
Rooster and oleander, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 51.
Five pines, i, s, 1926. Sotheby, Dec. 18, 1980, 76.
Heron and flowers, i, s. Ibid. 77.
Chicks, rock and chrysanthemum, i, 1922. Ibid. 78.
Fisherman in winter, i, s, 1920. Ibid. 79.
Figure with staff and prunus branch, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 80.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 255.
Crane and prunus, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 256.
Loquats, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 257.
Sparrows, flowers and rock, i, s, 1923. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981,
492.
Kuan-yin, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 493.
Banana palm and lichees, i, s. Ibid. 494.
Birds and flowering branches, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 495.
Chrysanthemums and rock, i, s, 1933. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 89.
Buddha of Infinite Life, fan, i, s. Ibid. 90.
Scholar in landscape, fan, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 91.
Pu-tai, fan, i, s, 1927. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 193.
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Prunus and magpie, i, sr 1935* Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 53.
Monk under a pine tree, i, s, 1922, Ibid, 54,
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1930, Tang-tai ming-jen 2.
Pu-tai under a tree, i, s, 1921. Trends 8.
Bodhidharma, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 9.
Snowscape, i, s, 1929. Tsuruta 96.
Landscape, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 97.
Bodhidharma facing a wall, i, s, 1921. Wang-yun-hsien 1.13.
The fruit of longevity: peaches, s. Wu, Painting in China 12.
Camellias, i, s, 1917. Wu, Wang, San T'an 16.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1917. Ibid. 23.
See also Collaborative Works List 8, 68, 69.
WANG CHEN j£ itk»t. T'ao-min ^ ^ or J?^ ^ h. I-mo | ^ ^ . From Kao-yu,
Kiangsu; taught at Hsin-hua Art School; died during the Sino-Japanese War at
around age 40; flowers and birds. Yti, 121.
Ink pine, i, s, 1924. CK hsien-tai.
Cherry-apple tree and two swallows, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 2 (May 1934)*.
Two pheasants, i, s, 1934. Mei-shu sheng-huo 21 (Dec. 1935)*.
Spring swallows, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936).
Bird on branch, s. Ibid.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1934. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Two mynahs on pine, bamboo, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., II.8.
Peonies, i, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 55.
WANG CHEN-CHIEN.
Harvesting and transplanting seedlings, i, s indistinct. PR Sept. 8,
1959.8.
WANG CHEN-CHUNG ^ yS*- T . Hui nationality.
On the banks of the Wu River, done with Hu Ping-hsilan and Yang Ch'ang-kuei,
i, s. CP 1978.3.45*; Mei-shu 1977.4.24.
WANG CHEN-MIN ^ H, ^v\j. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; pupil
of Ch'en Tzu-ch'ing and Chiang Han-t1ing; landscape, flowers, birds, bamboo and
stones. MSNC, 8.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 65.
WANG CH1 EN-SUN £ %,
Chrysanthemums and rock, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 194.
WANG CHENG £
Army welcoming people bringing supplies during Liberation War, done with
Ch'in Ta-hu and Shih Chien-ch'i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 73.
WANG CH'ENG-CH'uAN 3L ^ /}<. t. Po-ch'uan \%i )*| - From Fukien; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape, birds and flowers. BK I, 31; MSNC, 7.
Chrysanthemum by rocks, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.149.
Peonies, s, 1930. Hu-she 31.12 (31-40.118).
Hawk in pine, s, 1931. Hu-she 51.10.
Landscape, s, 1931. Hu-she 58.10.
Flowers, s, 1931. Hu-she 60.5.
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WANG CH'ENG-HSI ± |
Red plum blossoms, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.8,24*,
WANG CHENG-MING A ^MJL. ̂ S .
Two birds on wisteria, i indistinct. I-lin 10.8.
WANG CH'I ?3l
Bamboo and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.106.
WANG CH'I i- -̂TC t. Chih-shu ^\l£ "fe. . From Hangchou, Chekiang; landscape.
Yti, 115.
Two vultures, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 25.
Bird on pine, i, s. Ibid. 35.
The Chen-fu Ch'an Hall, Mt. T'ien-tfai, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 9 (Dec.
1934)*.
Kao Hsiang-cheng visiting a recluse, i, s. Ibid.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid.
Spring mists, i, seal. Ibid*.
Bird and grape vines, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II.4.
WANG CH'I-CH'IEN j£ ^ i^l_, original name Chi-ch'uan Q. %?L . B. 1906 or
1907. From Wu-hsing, Kiangsu; student of Ku Lin-shih and Wu Hu-fan; in 1949
moved to New York; connoisseur and collector; began to paint seriously in the
1960s; landscape. Lin, 5; MSNC, 8; Trends, 176.
Hibiscus, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 39 (June 1937).
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 68.
Lotus, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.21.
Landscape in style of Tao-chi, s, 1941. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 181.
For paintings of landscapes and flowers done since 1949 see: Sotheby, Sept.
26, 1978, 115-119; Sept. 26, 1978, 122 (also in Sotheby, Sept. 27,
1979, 193); Sept. 17, 1979, 188-192; June 17, 1980, 282-283; Oct. 23,
1980, 98-100; Dec. 18; 1980, 82, 84-89; March 12/13, 1981, 484-486;
June 24/25, 1981, 722; May 17, 1981, 48; Trends, 63-65.
Supplementary bibliography:
Mountains of the Mind: The Landscape Painting of Wang Chi-ch'ien. New
York, 1970. Arnold Chang, "The Landscape Painting of Wang Jiquin,"
Orientations, vol. 14, no. 1 (Jan. 1983), 26-39.
WANG CHI-HSIANG j£
The steel workers1 hearts are one with Chairman Hua: Chairman Hua's visit
to An-shan in 1975, done with Chao Hua-sheng, i, s. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu
7; CR 1977.8.16*; Mei-shu 1977.2.19.
WANG CHI-HSIEN i- #§§ jj h. I-an $t r*h . Mongolian. Chinese Painting
Research Association; figures, landscape. BK I, 30.
Landscape, s, 1930. I-lin 21.3.
WANG CHI-HSIEN ± ^ 3pf t. Cho-an %% J % . B. c. 1900. From
Hsiao-shan, Chekiang; pupil of Cheng Ch'ang. MSNC, 8.
Landscape, i, s, 1942. MSNC 64.
WANG CHIH £ T(0K t. Erh-shui Z- <?{<, . B. 1870, d. 1948. From Hangchou,
Chekiang; son of Yao Ytin; figures, landscape. Yii, 84.
Liu Hai-ch'an and toad, i, s, 1945. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 78.
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uWANG CHI-LIN >"3i  M$i t. Ai-shih fgj -dr . B. 1871. From Tan-yang,
Kiangsu; lived in Peking; plum blossoms. MSNC, 32; Ytl, 449.
Bamboo creek, i, s, 1943. Collectanea 1850-1967, 73.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 74.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 91.14.
Plum blossoms, i, seal. Kuo-t'ai XI.36.
Prunus, i, s, 1932. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 157.
WANG CH'I-LU 2E
At the controls of a steel plant, done with Chang Yung-hsin and Chao
Hua-sheng, s, 1973. CK hua-hsiian 5; CK hua hslian-chi 10*.
WANG CHI-MEI j£ /j^ Jl̂  . Woman. B. 1933. From Shanghai; now works in
Anhwei. Yti add. 1, 5.
Ch'ing Dynasty weaving factory, handscroll. CK hua 13 (1959.10) 8 (two
sections); CK hua 14 (1959.11) 7 (two sections); Shih-nien CK hua 68
(whole and detail)•
WANG CHI-MIN i ^ ^ R/ h. Mo-ch'ih *f> ^ ^ . From Yen-t'ai, Shantung;
studied in art department of Hua-pei Academy; Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape, flowers. BK I, 31; MSNC, 21.
Peony, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.7.
WANG CHI-YuAN i£ 7^ iJf^. From Shanghai; pupil of Liu Hai-su; also
studied in Japan, at one time acting president of the Shanghai Academy;
Heavenly Horse Association; now lives in New York; flowers, birds, bamboo,
stones, chrysanthemums. BK I, 31; Ho, 55; Sullivan, 96.
Plantain banana and hibiscus, i, s, 1941. Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings,
cover.
Distant view of Lotus Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 1.
Fishing in the rain, i, s, 1939. Ibid. 2.
Pavilion in the Huang Mountains, i, s. Ibid. 3.
Mountains in clouds, i, s. Ibid. 4.
In the Huang Mountains, i, s. Ibid• 5•
Four paintings of bamboo, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 6, 7.
Orchids, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 8.
Li River, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936).
Ferry crossing, i, s, 1936. Ibid.
Li River in mist and clouds, i, s, 1936. Ibid.
Spring landscape, i, s. MSNC 55.
Stone Lake, Suchou, i, s, 1934. Shanghai FA College Exh. Cat., 17.
Flowers and leaves in a vase, i, s, 1933. Ibid. 19.
Peony and rock, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 20.
Tiger Hill, Suchou, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 22.
Orchid and rock, i, s, 1940. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 68.
Lotus, i, s, 1974. Ibid. 69.
Narcissus, s, 1968. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 210.
Landscape, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 211.
Lilies, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 212.
Flowers, i, s, 1953. Ibid. 213.
Fishing in rain on Li River, i, s, 1939. Sullivan 34.
Supplementary bibliography:
Water-ink Painting by Wang Chi-yuan. New York: The School of Chinese
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Brushwork, 1957. Wang Chi-yuan Landscapes in Water-ink Painting, New
York: The School of Chinese Brushwork, 1965.
WANG CHIA-HUA y £ ? ^ |p . B. c. 1940. A self-taught artist? at the
Tsingtao Arts and Crafts Service Department; seascape, landscape, birds and
flowers, figures. CP 1981.9, 22.
After rain, s, 1980. CP 1981.9.22*.
Lotus in rainstorm, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 22*.
Tempest, i, s, 1980. Ibid. 23*.
Waves and gulls, four panels, i, s. Mei-shu 1981.11.37*.
WANG CHIA-PEN X %£'*?. Hu-she Painting Society. BK I, 30.
Mountain landscape, i, s. Hu-she 81.13.
WANG CHIA-SHUN 3* "%^ t̂ Jf . Soldier.
Railroad construction during night storm, done with Hsu Lu-chi and Liang
Chao-ts'un, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 119.
WANG CH'IANG 2£ -^f t. Lien-chen J)"̂j? S^ • Woman. From Peking; Hu-she
Painting Society, BK I, 31; MSNC, 5; Hu-she 62.14.
Flowers, s, 1932. Hu-she 62.14.
T fa
WANG CHIAO -±- t*J . B. 1917. From Chiu-t'ai, Kirin; does New Year's
pictures; with the People's Art Publishers. Yu add. 1, 3.
Narcissi and rocks, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 7.21*.
WANG CHIAO.
See Collaborative Works List 31•
WANG CHIN >£ $ J .
Agriculture Study Institute: girls studying cotton plant. CK hua 20
(1960.5) 7.
WANG CH'IN-FANG I 3%f W$ . D. c. 1960.
Chrysanthemum, rock and two mynahs, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan
43*; Chiang-su shih-nien 46*; CK hua 8 (1959.5) 13.
Fruits and vegetables in basket, rooster, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su shih-nien
47*.
WANG CH'IN-HSIEN X- ^\ ^ t. Yao-chun i ^ ^ . Mongolian. BK I, 30.
Two mynahs and leaves, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.27.
WANG CHIN-HUANG 5 ^ S>^t* Meng-hsien ly KM , B. c. 1888. From
Tientsin; Hu-she Painting Society; birds and flowers. BK I, 30 and 32; MSNC,
10.
Epidendrum in Sung style. Hu-she 21-30.146.
Lilies, carnations and rock, album leaf. Hu-she 40.16 (31-40.177).
WANG CH'IN-NUNG j£ ^ ^ t . T'ung-chun fa% ^ . B. 1887, d. 1933. An
actor. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien I, 98.




WANG CHIN-SHAN ;£ LlL ̂ W". B. 1907. From Nan-t'ung, Kiangsu; Shanghai Art
Association; in Szechwan during the Sino-Japanese War; landscape, figures,
flowers. BK I, 31; MSNC, 9.
Lotuses, screen, s. MSNC 102.
Figure of a man, s. Ibid. 136.
WANG CH'IN-SHENG 2- 7%* &* . B. 1945. From P'ing-yao, Shansi; now active in
Shansi. Ytt add. 1, 4.
Hua Kuo-feng examining corn, done with Chang Wei-chih and Pai Ch'ung-i.
Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 9; Mei-shu 1977.2.18.
Ah! National treasures: restoring a Buddhist temple, 1980. Mei-shu 1981,
1 .37*.
WANG CHIN-YUAN J£ I T ^ . B. 1939. From Lo-t'ing, Hopei; with the Art
Photography Department of the Yunnan Culture Bureau. BK I, 31; Yu add. 1, 4.
Border patrol discovers evidence of the enemy, i, seal, 1973. CK hua hsuan
25; CK hua hstian-chi 23*.
By the Iron Chain Bridge, done with Chao Chih-hua and Shan Ying-kuei, i,
1972. CL 1972.10 opp. 68*; CP New Series 20*.
Hsishuangpanna: flowers and bird, i, s, 1978. CL 1979.1, front cover*;
Hsien-tai CK hua-hslian 4, front cover*; Ying-ch'un hua 2.39.
Cactus in bloom, i, s. CL 1982.5 bet. 122-123*.
Birds and flowers, i, s. Mei-shu 1981.6.35*.
Flowers, rock, birds, waterfall, i, s, 1981. Mei-shu 1981.11, front
cover*.
Ching-kang Monument and flowers, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 49.
WANG CHING-AN 2£
Lotuses, i, s, indistinct, 1935. I-lin 74.15.
WANG CHING-CH'ING £
Taoist immortal, i, s, 1917 (?). Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 36.
WANG CH1 ING-FANG .i R ^T . B. after 1900, d. 1956. Spent life in Peking,
studied at the Academy of Painting; pupil of Ch'i Huang and Hsu Pei-hung. BK I,
31; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors, 56.
Three fishes. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 171*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors
90*.
Pavilions above the water, s. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 91*.
Three fishes, i, s, 1956. Ibid, 92*.
Lotus, i, s, 1928. I-lin 5.14.
Bird on a tree, i indistinct. I-lin 50.12.
Fish, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937): Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.19; T'ien-hsia VI.2 (Feb. 1938) 7.
Two mynahs and tree, i, s. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 291.
WANG CH'ING-HUAI -£- '#^ S\£ a B. 1909. From Fu-yu, Kirin; with the Kirin
Art Academy. BK I, 30; Yti add. 1,5.
Dawn in the forest, i, s, 1972. CL 1972.8 opp. 25*; CR 1972.10.22-23*;
Scheck 9*; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary A, 52*.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. I-lin 56.14.
State forest plantation in the Ch'ang-pai Mountains. Mei-shu 1960.1.35;
PR July 28, 1961 .12.
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WANG CH'ING-MING ^ ',§£ **$ . Woman. B. 1933, From T'ai-ts'ang, Kiangsu;
with the Chekiang Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 5.
Mao Tse-tung and Mao Tse-ying with a peasant in Yenan (1946), done with Kan
Cheng-lun, i. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 4.
Singing to entertain the peasants. Mei-shu 1960.4.28-29,
Women militia, i, s, 1959. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 34.
fl?WANG CHING-NIEN
Flowers, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.127.
WANG CH'ING-SHENG ^£ / ^ ^T , another name Hsin iPff . B. 1932. From
Tsun-hua, Hopei; with the Peking Painting Academy. Yu add. 1, 5.
Water from the canal fills the mountains with spring: blossoming tree,
birds, lake, s. Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 94.
Hibiscus, s. CK shu-hua 5.29*.
WANG CHU-CH'I Jr ^J A^k t. Pi-hu % ^ $ • Hu-she Painting Society;
flowers. BK I, 31; MSNC, 7.
Chrysanthemums, s, 1930. Hu-she 42.3 (41-50.99).
Chrysanthemum, i indistinct. Hu-she 79.16.
WANG CHU-CHIU -i ^if /h h. Liang-shih #J S . B. 1899 or 1900, d. 1966;
student of Ch'i Huang and Wu Chiln-ch'ing; with the Peking Painting Academy,
flowers and birds. BK I, 31; Yti, 147.
Summer rain: two ducks below grasses, i, s, 1958. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 6.
Gourds and pomegranates, i, s, 1959. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 9; CK hua
hslian-pien 70; Mei-shu 1962.4.60.
Harvest: vegetables in baskets, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 38.
WANG CH'tlAN-CHIH J^ •*• §( t . Ying-chtln J% 3z • Woman, daughter of Wang
Heng-kuei. F igu res , f l ower s . BK I , 3 1 .
Chrysanthemums, i, s. I-lin 1.14.
Lady under plum, i, s, 1933. I-lin 58.14.
WANG CH'tiAN-HSIEN ^u ^ j*[ . Woman, daughter of Wang Heng-kuei. I-lin
94.5.
Birds on branch, rock, done with Wang Heng-kuei, i, 1935. I-lin 94.5.
WANG CH'UAN-TAO 3E I If ;ff, t. Chi-mei ̂  /fj . From Wu-hsing, Chekiang,
son of Wang Chen; Bee Painting Society. BK I, 31.
Clouds and mists on Three Gorges, i, s, 1923. CK hsien-tai•
Dragon in clouds, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.25.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 59.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 118.
WANG CHuN $j£ J^/^t. Hsiao-chu ^ ^ 3 . From Hsiao-shan, Chekiang; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 32; MSNC, 31.
Four landscapes, i, s, 1936. Hu-she 11.7, 12.7, 13.7, 14.9 (11-20.112,
113) .
WANG CHUN ?i ^%^ t. Jen-hsin >fc * h. Ch'i-shih/^^ ^ , Yang-t'ao
p^J • From She-hsien, Anhwei; landscape. MSNC, 31•
Walking and singing in autumn mountains, i, s, 1947. MSNC 82.
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WANG CH'UN jJL >jf- .
Chairman Hua and people of Ta -cha i , done with Wu Shuang-kung. Ch'tian-kuo
mei-shu 10.
WANG CH'UN-CHING :£-
A peasant inspirational meeting. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 81.
Representatives of the people bar the road to bad elements, done with Liu
T'i-hung. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 96.
WANG CHtiN-CHU jE ^ î K.. B. c. 1952. Heilungkiang.
Landscape: mountains like a wall, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.3.32-33.
WANG CHtiN-I J£ M. ^ .
Birds on leafy branch, done with Ch'iu Shih-ming, i, s, 1933. Han-k'ou 30.
Dove on blossoming pear branch, i, s. I-lin 93, front cover.
WANG CHtiN-SHENG j£ ^
Lecturing on machinery, done with Chang Hsi-ling, i. CK hua hsuan 9; CK
hua hstian-chi 12*.
Women welders, done with T'ao Chia-ytian, i. Mei-shu 1960.10/11.
WANG CH'tiN-YEN ;£ &% &. . Shanghai worker.
The flames burn high (the furnace is red): criticism of Lin Piao and
Confucius, done with Chou Hsiao-ytln and Shih Ta-wei. CK hua hsin chi
1*; CL 1974.12*; CR 1975.5.37*; Shang-hai kung-jen 3*; SYL kung-jen
3*.
WANG CHUNG-HSIU X %1L % . From Liao-hsi, Hopei. BK I, 31.
Canton scene, i, 1976 (?)• Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.69.
Road construction in the mountains, i, s, 1954. Ts'ai-mo-hua 37.
WANG CHUNG-HUA 3=- ^ / ip .
Afro-Asian student hospital, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 55.
WANG FAN > £ ^
Two monkeys on vine in pine tree, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.107.
WANG FEI-PO J£ ^d !$% h. Chuang-han -?j[ 7^ . From Yin-hsien, Chekiang; at
Fu-tan University during Sino-Japanese War; student of T'ang Ytin. MSNC, 10.
Loquat branches, i, s, 1947. MSNC 119.
WANG FENG-CHIH -i J*ph - ^ . Chinese Painting Research Association; birds
and flowers. BK I, 32.
Old tree, bamboo, stone, i, s, 1935. I-lin 76.15.
Two birds on rocks, s. I-lin 89.9.
Flowering branch, bird, rock and narcissus in Yuan style, i, s. I-lin
103.12.
WANG FO Jl
Crow on rock, willows, done with Ying Chun, i, seal, 1938. Chin-tai CK hua
94.
-c -*£ A > £*'
WANG FU-KUANG jt >4y ™t t . Jen- fu >7^ *pffj h . Hsi -hs iang-kuan-chu
B. 1914. From Yin-chiang, Chekiang, moved t o Shanghai;
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landscape, figures, flowers. MSNC, 8.
Landscape, illustration to Tu Fu poem, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Sept. 18,
1981, 524.
Clouds and cliffs, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 542 A.
WANG HAI-CH'INGiit /^- ^% . From Fukien. BK I, 32.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.111.
WANG HSI-YfiN 3^ T^f 3A . Woman. B. 1902, d. 1953. From Heilungkiang;
graduate of Peking Art and Science School, Chinese painting department. Wang
Hai-yun pai-hua p'u.
Album of flower studies, each leaf i, s, last two leaves dated 1931. Wang
Hai-yun pai-hua p'u j£ ^ ^ g f^ p$> . N. p.: Jen-min
mei-shu, c. 1957.
WANG HAO i %%$t. Yiln-hsien *|f jjfef- h. Hao-ch'ao pi? ^\ . From Wu-hsi,
Kiangsu; taught at Wu-hsi Art Academy; figures, Buddhist subjects, landscape,
birds and flowers. BK I, 30; MSNC, 12.
Buddhist subject, i, s. Hu-she 85.10.
WANG HAO > i Hf[f[ t. Hai-lan 7£$- >\%l . From Chti-yung, Kiangsu; White Goose
Painting Society; Wave Society; Shanghai Artists' Association; pupil of Cheng
Ch'ang; birds and flowers, figures. BK I, 32; MSNC, 32.
Landscape, i indistinct. MSNC 81.
WANG HAO-LIN £31
Long-tailed bird on wisteria, s. Pei-ching chih-kung 25*.
WANG HAO-NIEN i£- 7*̂ 3 If- t. Hsueh-yen Jg j^- . Hu-she Painting Society;
birds and flowers. BK I, 30; MSNC, 11. ' -̂>
Pine, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 83.9.
Mynah bird and narcissus, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 88.
Lotus, s, 1935. Ibid. 89.
Landscape and scholars, i, s, 1938. Ibid. 90.
Stormy river landscape, i, s. Ibid. 91.
Peonies, i, s. Ibid. 92.
Cabbage and rock, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 93.
Pine branches, s. Ibid. 94.
Flowers and insects, i, s. Ibid. 95.
Prunus and teapot, i, s, 1917. Ibid. 96.
Peaches, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 97.
River and mountain landscape, s. Ibid. 98.
Fruits and mushrooms, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 142.
Grapevine, i, s. Ibid. 143.
WANG HENG-KUEI i 4|q 4̂ £ t. Wu-feng 3- Mr h. Hsiao-shan /A ^ ,
Sheng-hu -6? i$$J . From Peking. Mongolian; Chinese Painting Research
Association; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 30; MSNC, 10.
Bird on plum branch, bamboo, i, s. Hu-she 20.9 (11-20.158).
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 60.12.
Landscape with pines, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1924. Hu-she 100.26.
Riverscape, i, s, 1926. I-lin 1.6
Banana palm and rock, colophon dated 1930. I-lin 16.12.
Still life of fish, shrimp, plants, wine pot, i,s, 1929. I-lin 25.15.
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Bamboo, rock and epidendrum, i indistinct, I-lin 41,6.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. I-lin 66,6.
Ink plum, i, s, 1935. I-lin 75.5.
Lotus and dragonfly, i, s, 1935. I-lin 85.16.
Bird on branch, rock, done with Wang Ch'tlan-hsien, i, 1935. I-lin 94.5.
Flowers, i, s. Mei-chan 48.
Narcissus bulbs, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.26.
~r - ^
WANG HSI-CHING jt >̂ £7 / ^ . Shensi.
Peasants telling their history, i, seal (?), 1979. Mei-shu 1979.11.23.
w h& if
WANG HSI-LIANG i "f|? K . B. 1922. From Anhwei; porcelain painter; with the
Ching-te-chen Light Industry Porcelain Research Institute. Yti add. 1, 5.
Children building kiln. Mei-shu 1956.8.34.
WANG HSIA-CHOui $[ J&f h. Huai-yueh-shih-chu £fL $] iSi 3^ . B. 1902, d.
1976. From Ts'ao-pei, Hupei; studied at the Nanking Art School under Liang
T'an; taught at the Wu-ch'ang Art Academy; after 1949 at the Hua-chung Normal
Academy and the Hupei Art Academy; birds and flowers, Buddhist figures, ladies.
BK I, 30; Yti, 138.
Magnolias, peonies and other flowers, done with Hsu Sung-an. Chung-nan
kuo-hua 8*.
Flowers, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 9*.
Wisteria, s. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 7; CK hua hsuan-pien 67; Mei-shu
1960.1.34.
Flower study, s, 1954. Contemporary CP 19*.
Kuan-yin, i, s, 1935. Han-k'ou 31.
Cockscomb and butterfly, i, s, 1954. Mei-shu 1957.7.28.
Natural bridge, s. Mei-shu 1962.3.34.
Lily, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 85*.
Kuan-yin, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.29.
Tiger lilies, s. Shih-nien CK hua 80*.
Flowers, s, 1954. Ts'ai-mo-hua 8*.
WANG HSIAO-KU -i ' ^ -"%" . From Ch1ing-t1ien, Chekiang; Hu-she Painting
Society; landscape. BK I, 30.
Landscape, i, s, age 77. Hu-she 46.16 (41-50.147).
WANG HSIAO-MO 3L '<** %tf t . Hsiao-mu ^ L ^L, Chao-ch'iu ffl 4^ , Hsi-
ts 'un yeh-nung i&j %fi J?^ $£ . B . 1910. From Hangchou, Chekiang; Hsi-ling
Seal Society; Hsing-yu Calligraphy and Painting Society; Chinese Literature,
Calligraphy and Painting College. BK I , 30; MSNC, 7.
House in a mountain valley, i , s, 1948. MSNC 35.
Landscape, i i n d i s t i n c t . MSNC 79.
WANG HSIAO-PO 5 <f
See Collaborative Works List 60.
WANG HSIAO-T'ING -£
Landscape, i , s indistinct, 1927. Hsi-ytian 21.
WANG HSIEN i£ J^ t. Kung-chih -jy£ Ĵ _ h. K'uei-sheng rfjfa %_ . From
Suchou, Kiangsu; landscape, flowers. BK I, 30, note: here under Wang Hsien




Landscape, i, s, 1924, Hu-she 1-10.71.
Autumn clearing over lakes and mountains, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 17,14
(11-20.142).
Landscape, i, s, 1920. Hu-she 31.14 (31-40.119).
WANG HSIEN j£ ^ t. Ch1 i-chih y?!^ ^L , Ko-i "J* ^ | . B. 1896 or 1897.
From Hai-men, Kiangsu; pupil of Wu Chun-ch'ing? with the Shanghai Chinese
Painting Academy. BK I, 30, note: here under Wang Hsien data for two men named
Wang Hsien (Kung-chih and Ch'i-chih) are combined; MSNC, 7; Ytl add. 1, 3;
Shang-hai CK hua-ytian.
Wisteria, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 126.
Vase of wisteria, i, s, 1956. CK hua 1 (1957) 51.
Lu-t'ien Granary, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 13.
Wisteria and rocks, i, s, 1959. CK hua 16 (1960.1) 15.
Loquats and strawberries, i, s, 1958. CK hua hsuan-pien 56.
Still life: sewing basket and knitting, i, s. CL 1959.4 opp. 54*.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1933. Collectanea 1850-1967, 28.
Hydrangea and red maple, i, s. Ibid. 29.
Pomegranate, album leaf, i, s, 1975. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 42*.
Branches of persimmons, i, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsilan III.3*.
Flowers, s. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 6.
Pomegranates in basket, i, s, 1928. Kuo-t'ai 1.33*.
Banana leaves and cockscomb, i, s. Mei-shu 1956.6.29*? PC 1956.17, back
cover•
Peach branch, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 2 (May 1934).
Shrimp and wine jar, i, s, 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Shrimps and vase, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.10.
Hydrangea and rock, i, s, 1977. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.47.
Cypress tree, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 98.
Gourds and melons, i, s, d indistinct, Po-lin 9.
Gourds, i , s, age 84. Shang-hai CK hua-yiian 13*.
Eagle flying over red leaves, done with Chiang Han-t'ing and T'ang Yun, i,
1961. Shang-hai hua-niao 11*.
Flowers, i, s, 1961. Shang-hai hua-niao 11*,
Persimmon blossoms and stone, i, s, 1960. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 10*.
Spring flowers, i, s, 1961. Ibid. 21*.
Camellias and yellow flowers, i, s, 1977. Shang-hai hua-ytlan 1*.
Chrysanthemums in a vase, i, s, 1955. Shih-nien CK hua 77*.
Wisteria, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 340.
Pomegranates, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 48.
Narcissus and rock, i, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 481.
Red prunus, i, s. Ibid. 482.
Narcissus and berries, i, s, 1935. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 47.
Bamboo and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1920. Tang-tai ming-jen 108.
WANG HSIEN-CHAO l£ | ^ ^ j | .
Hsiang River scene, i, s. Mei-chan 52.
Two birds on branch, i, s, 1932. Nanking Exh, Cat., 11.33.
WANG HSIEN-PU .£ JiU )j|j . B. 1915. From Sung-chiang, Kiangsu (or Hsi-yang,
Shantung); now in Heilungkiang. BK I, 31 ; Yii add. 1, 5.





Butterflies, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat,, II.7.
WANG HSIN i ^«t . B, 1924, From Chfeng-te, Hopei; with the Ch'eng-te
Culture Hall, Yu add, 1, 4.
Korean peasant woman with crippled soldier, i, s, CK hua 17 (1960,2) 9*;
Mei-shu 1960,1 ,33.
Soldiers in the mountains, i, 1977, PLA 50 Anniversary 59,
WANG HSIN-HU -± W\ >&f{ . Hu-she Painting Society? landscape. BK I, 31;
MSNC, 12.
Landscape, done with Li Ch'iu-hu, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 97.13.
WANG HSING i -W\ .
See Collaborative Works List 63.
WANG HSu-CHU -£ tf&Z %ff» , another name Hsi-chu &] -^C . B. 1930. From
Yen-tfai, Shantung; primarily an oil painter; with the Chinese Export and Trade
Commission Exhibition. Yti add. 1, 4.
School graduates in the countryside studying at night, done with Pan
Chin-pa, seals (?). CR 1974.3.19*.
WANG HSu-KUEI -X '~& A ^ t. Tung-p'ei 3JE "̂t? . From Chiang-ning, Kiangsu.
Tang-tai ming-jen.
Pine, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 42.
WANG HSu-YANG if k% f^fo . B. 1932. From Chuang-ho, Liaoning; with the Lu
Hsun Art Academy. Yu add. 1, 5.
Army in snow in the Hsing-an Mountains, s. Mei-shu 1957.9.31,
Huang Ch'ao uprising troops enter Ch'ang-an, s, 1959, Mei-shu 1959.11.27*.
Visit to maternity ward, done with Ch'en Te-hsi and Hsu Li-chun, i, s,
1960. Mei-shu 1960 8/9.
On the canal, i, s , 1960. Ibid*.
See also Collaborative Works List 4, 29, 55, 56.
WANG HSuAN-CH'ING X
See Collaborative Works List 43.
WANG HSuAN-YuAN -^ ^ Lg^ .
Peony and two butterflies, i indistinct. I-lin 115.9.
$, , another name Iting §r*WANG HSuEH-CHIAO 5 W  -tin * fify . Woman. B.
1929. From Wu-chiang, Kiangsu (or Tsingtao); student of Chu Lo-yti, Cheng
Huai-ch'iao and Wu Ch'ing-hsia; now with the First Ministry of Machine
Industry; figures, flowers. MSNC, 9; Yti add, 2, 55.
Lady with basket of flowers under willow, i, s, 1947. MSNC 146.
WANG HSuEH-CHUNG i / ̂  4$f t. Hu-yen yeh-po JL^ J^ jfe^ ^ • B. 1925.
From Teng-hsien, Shantung; with the Tientsin University Art Education and
Research Office. Yti add. 1,5.
Two fish, i, s, 1977. CK shu-hua 4.31*; Ying-ch*un hua 2.18,
Willows and distant horses, i indistinct, CL 1978.10, front cover*.
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Movie in a mountain village. Mei-shu 1959,12.19.
Watering horses beneath willows, i, s. Nan-pei chi 106 (March 1979) 65.
Clearing mists after rain. Ibid. 66.
Martyrs' Memorial, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 66.
Mountain peaks and trees, i, s. Ying-ch*un hua 2, front cover*.
Man and child at a memorial, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 3.
Buildings and lotus pond, i, s. Ibid. 4.
Mountain peaks, i, s. Ibid. 5•
Pasturing horses near the Great Wall, i, s. Ibid. 6.
Pine and squirrel, s. Ibid. 6.
Epidendrum and rock, i, s. Ibid. 7.
Flowers, rocks and travelers, i, s. Ibid. 8.
River and peaks, i, s. Ibid. 9.
Mountain village, i, s, 1974. Ibid. 9.
Green Lotus Peak in rain, i, s. Ibid. 10.
Li River mist, i, s. Ibid. 11.
Boats on river, seals. Ibid. 11.
Mountain peak and village, seals. Ibid. 12.
Palm grove, i, s. Ibid. 13.
Mt. Lu in mist. Ibid. 14.
Magnolias. Ibid. 14.
Mountain stairway, i, s, 1961. Ibid. 15.
Cliff and stair, i, s. Ibid. 16.
Pine grove, i, s. Ibid. 17.
River scene, i, s. Ibid. 19.
Clouds on Hsia-shan, i, s. Ibid. 20.
River village, i, s. Ibid. 21.
Peasant revolt, i, s, 1965. Ibid. 22*.
Mountain scene, i, s. Ibid. 23.
Reflection in river, i, s. Ibid. 24*.
Tortoise, s, colophon dated 1979. Ibid. 24*.
0-mei, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 25.
Mountains, i, s. Ibid. 26*.
Lotuses, i, s. Ibid. 26*.
Flowers, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 27*.
Water pavilion, i, s. Ibid. 28.
Waterfall, seal. Ibid. 30.
Horses at pasture, seals. Ibid, back cover*.
See also Collaborative Works List 22.
WANG HSuEH-T'AO 5 If /Jf t. Ch'ih-yuan l^ W h. Ao-hsueh chu-shih
^ j L i§r J?k "^ • B* 1903- From Ta-ming, Hopei (or Ch'eng-an, Hopei);
with the Peking Painting Academy? birds and flowers. BK I, 31; CK i-shu-chia
II, 463; Yti add. 1,4. /3? s£ d& &*
Bibliography. A: Wang Hsueh-t'ao hua-chi 3L ^$ '^ lit tfJSf . Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1977.
Lotus and ducks, s, 1978. A, front cover*.
Pine and pheasants, s, 1958. A, 1*.
Flowers and birds of the four seasons, s, 1959. A, 2-5*.
Chickens and roosters, s, 1960. A, 6*.
Willow, birds, lotus and goose, s, 1960. A, 7*.
Two parrots, flowers, s, 1962. A, 8*.
Peacocks, s, 1964. A, 9*.
Hibiscus and ducks, i, s, 1974. A, 10*.
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Peonies, i, s, 1977. A, 11*.
Hundred flowers in bloom, i, s, 1977. A, 12*.
Plum blossoms and mynahs, s, 1977. A, 13*.
Flowers and mynahs, s, 1978. A, 14*.
Autumn fruits and mantis, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 29*.
Butterflies and mantis, i, s, 1974. Ibid. 41*.
Butterflies and grasses, i, s, 1973. Ibid. 57*.
Wisteria and cat, done with Ts'ao K'o-chia, s. Chin-tai CK hua 124.
Dragonfly and arrowhead, s. CL 1981, 7, front cover*.
Cedar, flower and two mynah, i, s, 1944. Collectanea 1850-1967, 26*.
Lotus and kingfisher, s. Ibid. 27*.
Squirrel by stream side, i, s, 1942. Collectanea 1853-1971, 54.
Lotus, frogs and oriole in willow, s. CP 1978.2.23*; CR 1978 3.33*.
Mandarin ducks, s. CR 1954.2.26*.
Magpie and plum, i, s, 1981. CR 1982.2, inside back cover*.
Rock and flowers, i, s, 1933. Han-kfou 36.
Cactus bloom, s, 1965. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 38*.
Rooster and morning glories, i, s, 1964. Ibid. 58*.
Mynahs, pine and roses, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstlan 4.8*.
Bird on vine-draped branch, i, s. I-lin 37.6.
Flowers and birds, s, 1933. I-lin 59.6.
Squirrels in tree, i, s, 1935. I-lin 73.8.
Butchers, i, s, 1935. I-lin 94.15.
Lilies, bamboo, dragonfly, s, 1938. I-lin 100.7.
Bird on branch of pomegranate blossoms, i, s, 1939. I-lin 106.11.
Plum and peony in a "rubbing" of a vase, narcissus, done with Ch'en Nien
and Chou Chao-hsiang. I-lin 114.14.
Fowl and cockscomb, after Shen Chou, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 1.30*.
Fishes and vegetables, i, s. Kuo-t'ai III.17*.
Narcissi, hibiscus, pine and magpies, i, s. Kuo-t'ai IV.24*.
Butterfly, iris, rocks and flowers, fan, s. Kuo-t'ai V.65*.
Lotus, frogs, bird on willow, s. Mei-shu 1954.9.27.
Two eagles on branch, s. Mei-shu 1956.6.15.
Squirrels, rock, pine, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.24.
Flowers and birds, s. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1982.2.7.
Frog and lotus, i, s. Ibid. 7.
Lotus, seal. Ibid. 10.
Lotus, s. Ibid. 10.
Vine and cage, s. Ibid. 11.
Grapevine, s. Ibid. 11.
Cabbage and fruit, s. Ibid. 12.
Lily, s. Ibid. 12.
Peonies. Ibid. 13.
Chickens• Ibid.13.
Morning glories, seal. Ibid. 41*.
Lotus, s. Ibid. 41*.
Two cranes and irises, s. Ibid, back cover*.
Kingfisher and arrowroot, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 150.
Lotus, s. Nan-pei chi 91 (Dec. 1977) 35.
Roosters fighting, s. PC 1957.14, back cover*.
Flowers and insects, fan, i, s, 1941. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 86.
Bamboo and banana tree, i, s, 1938. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 253.
Insects and flowers, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 105.
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Crabs and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 106.
Lily and mantis, s. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 488.
Crabs and teapot, i, s. Ibid. 489.
Mynah bird on branch, i, s. Ibid. 490.
Squirrels and grapevines, i, s, 1945. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 51.
Bamboo, rock and insects, done with Lan-ju, i. Ibid. 52.
Birds on branch, s, 1934. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 527.
Lilies and butterfly, fan, i, s, 1957. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 192.
Squirrels, circular painting, s, 1941. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 87.
See also Collaborative Works List 35, 39, 46.
WANG HUA-AN 2 ')& j | L .
Landscape, i , s , 1936. Nanking Exh. C a t . , 1 1 . 1 4 .
WANG HUAI •£ v j l t . Chu-hsu %\f /j§L . From P'an-yll, Kwangtung. Li , 23;
Lin, 3; Yti, 74.
Two leaves of landscape album, each i , s , one l e a f a f t e r Ni Tsan.
Kuang-tung ming-chia 58 .
WANG HUAN-YEN -*,
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.28.
WANG HUI-FANG i J[, yf . B. 1892. Actor, uncle of Mei Lan-fang.
Chin-pai-nien shan-mien I, 96.
Epidendrum, i, s, section of a collective fan. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien I.
97*.
WANG HUI-LAN i <&> /ffl •
We repair the roads ourselves, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 40.
T # £&
WANG HUI-LAN j £ , g , fw] •
See Collaborative Works List 18.
WANG HUNG-CHAO i ^ % ^ h. Lu-ch'ilan pu-i ̂  ^< %? ^K . Chinese
Painting Research Association. BK I, 30.
Pine, bamboo and two pheasants, s, 1936. I-lin 98.16.
-J/ sirtT si
WANG HUNG-T'AO ±- '*K '*§ . BK I, 30.
Women oil workers listening to the flowing oil, i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 6?
CK hua hstlan-chi 9*; CP 1974.1, front cover*; CP New Series 16*; CR
1974.3.18*.
WANG HUNG-Ytt ?jE
Liberat ion War i n Tung-pei, done with Nieh Chiao, i . PLA 50 Anniversary 90 .
Painting a red s tar i n s i g n i a on a f i g h t e r p lane , done with Nieh Chiao, i .
I b i d . 92 .
WANG I-TUNG DL
We often carry letters for her: PLA men being fitted with new shoes, done
with Kao T'ien-hsiang, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 64.
WANG I-YtiN 5 |£ if. B. 1910. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; student of Wu Hu-fan.
MSNC, 11.
Camellia, s. MSNC 194.
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WANG JEN-CH'IH 5 ^ > nz t. Ch'ien-lou 'l& fjg-, Ch'ien-sun^^f J£^ h.
Ch'ien-an >^- J^ , Ling-kung > ^ >i^ . B. 1871, d. 1932. From Hangchou,
Chekiang; Hsi-yin Painting Society; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, BK I,
31; MSNC, 6; Ytt, 60.
Ten views of Wu-yang, i. Hu-she 31.15, 32.16, 38.14, 39.13, 40.10, 43.13,
46.10, 48.14, 49.14 (31-40.121, 122, 123; 41-50.115, 116, 117).
Landscape for Wang Liang-sheng, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 41.13 (41-50.94).
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 66.14.
Monkey in vine, s, 1920. I-lin 32.15.
Copy of Huang Kung-wang's Liang-chfang shan-kuan, i, s, 1928. Tang-tai
ming-jen 25.
> X *£? >$F d£ it
WANG JUNG >jL '>s> , name Ta s& t. Shen-sheng VL|L 3L h . Man-chou ts • un-j en
>l$j >"H"{ ^H" ^ ' B ' 1 8 9 6 o r 1 8 9 7f d« 1972. From She-hsien, Anhwei or
Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society; taught in Peking; after 1949 assistant
researcher at the Minorities Art Research Institute and with the Peking Painting
Academy; birds, flowers. BK I, 32; MSNC, 31; Yti, 457.
Illustration to story of Chiu-pan, done with Hsu Ts'ao, i, s. Collectanea
1850-1967, 160*.
Marriage of Chung K'uei's younger sister, done with Hsu Ts'ao, i, s. Ibid.
161*.
Encountering a beautiful lady near an inn, done with Hsu Ts'ao, i, s,
1945. Ibid. 162.
Washing the inkstone in Bamboo River, done with Hsu Ts'ao, i, s. Ibid. 163.
Flower, bird, insect and rock, i, s, 1932. Ibid. 164.
Goose under plum, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 100.29.
Hibiscus and bird, i, s. I-lin 99.10.
Bird on branch, rock, epidendrum, done with Chou Chao-hsiang and Hsiao Sun,
s. I-lin 110.13.
Rock, flowers, butterfly, done with Chou Chao-hsiang and Hsiao Sun, i.
I-lin 117.10.
Long-tailed bird on pine, done with Chou Chao-hsiang and Hsiao Sun, i, s.
I-lin 118.2.
Cabbage and insects, done with Ch'i Huang, i, s. Kuo-t'ai X.46*.
Branch of fruit, s, 1954. Mei-shu 1954.9.28*.
Begonia, i, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 47*.
Hibiscus and two birds, s. Ibid. 120*.
Dream of the Red Chamber: landscape, handscroll, i, s, 1948. Ming-pao VI
(1971) 6.4.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 724.
Flower, i, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 546.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 84.
See also Collaborative Works List 35, 39, 46.
WANG K'AN i ^EL t. Man-po St 4& , I-chih tfxi *^L h. Hsin-an ^ j§L ,
Tzu-ytian-k'o ^^ /Jy J^. . B. 1899. From Hai-men, Kiangsu, student of his
brother, Wang Hsien'and of Wang Chen. MSNC, 9.
Boating, i, s. MSNC 153.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., II.6.
WANG KANG -£ v4/iy . BK I, 30.
Bird, bare willow branch, camellia, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.11.
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WANG K'ANG-LO i£ J^< ~f\ h. K'uei-lu rf£ £tf< . B. 1907, From Feng-hua,
Chekiang, active in Shanghai; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; Lu-t'ai-hsien Kuan
Student Association. BK I, 30; MSNC, 10.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 75.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 75.
WANG K'O-CH'ING £ %_± ^ ^ , another name K'o-an ^ -& . B. 1933. From
Han-shan, Anhwei; primarily a sculptor; with the sculpture studio of the
Central Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 3.
Tibetan woman, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.3.37.
WANG K'O-WEN 3L
Landscape: dawn at the mines, i, s. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.61.
Landscape: auspicious snow, seals. Ibid. 78.
WANG KUAN jt ^^t. Hsiao-yti <£ / % or | j£ . B. 1847, d. after 1911.
From T'ung-liang, Szechwan (or T'ung-ch'eng, Anhwei, or Tientsin); landscape.
Sun, 65; Yti, 247.
Landscape, fan, i, 1890. I-lin 49.16.
WANG KUANG-PIN ~£ ^ ^J .
Hua Kuo-feng covering a sleeping soldier, done with Yin Jo-hu, i, s, 1977.
PLA 50 Anniversary 25.
WANG KUEI-CHOU i ^ ^^h . Worker in the Wuhan Iron and Steel Company. PR
July 21, 1959, 13.
Wu-han (?) factories, handscroll, done with Hsia Yti-kuo and Huang
Kuang-lin, i, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.10/11.
Our second blast furnace is completed, i, s indistinct, 1959. PR July 21,
1959.13.
WANG KUEI-P'ING i Jfcf - ^ h. Ch'iao-p'ing nil-shin ^f| H^ -^ J$^ .
Woman. From Chfang-shu, Kiangsu; at the West Lake Art Academy. MSNC, 11.
Narcissus, lily and flowers, i, s, 1947. MSNC 192.
WANG KUEI-TS'ENG 5 # £ g m
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1934. I-lin 68.5.
WANG K'UN 3i i-ptl t. Chung-shan 4fy *M . B . 1877, d. 1946. From Hsin-an,
Chekiang (or Wu-ytian, Kiangsi); taught at the Shanghai Art University; Yti-yilan
Calligraphy and Painting Association; White Moon Society; Wan-mi-shan-fang
Calligraphy and Painting Association; landscape, flowers. BK I, 32; Yti, 456.
Mountain landscape and waterfall, i, s. CK hsien-tai.
Peach Blossom Spring, done with Li Jun and Liu Pin, i, 1943. Collectanea
1850-1967, 88*.
Landscape: pavilion by willow, after Chao Ta-nien, i, s. Ibid. 89;
Tang-tai ming-jen 71•
Landscape: skiff on mountain river, i, s, 1930. Collectanea 1850-1967,
90; Tang-tai ming-jen 71.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1918. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 112.
Six leaf album of landscapes, i, seal. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 723 (one
leaf).
WANG K'UNG-CH'I 5J£ $L ^1i t . TsJai-pai ij& 43 . From She-hsien, Anhwei;
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worked at the Liang-chiang Normal School, later taught at Peking Art Academy and
National Central University. BK I, 32.
Landscape, i indistinct, I-lin 92*4.
Landscape: Manjusri Hall, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat. II. 109.
WANG KUNG-YEN ?£ '£ j^j^ .
The Li River, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 30.
WANG KUO-CH'IN 3: )j§? ^S-J^ . Liaoning.
Harvest in vineyard, done with Sung Chi-chung and unnamed others, i, 1960.
Mei-shu 1960.12.18.
WANG KUO-CHING -i SKI ^ x . B. 1932. From Ch1 ing-yuan, Shansi; with the
military in Lanchou. Yil add. 1,4.
Ch'en I writing a poem, done with Lai Cheng-yun, i, s, 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 37.
Four illustrations to Ch'en I's poems on South Kiangsi guerrilla war, done
with Lai Cheng-yun, i. Ibid. 55 (4 scenes).
WANG KUO-HSIANG j£- /iK| *zf h. Hsiang-hu -3*f $$% . Woman. From
Ting-hsien, Hopei; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers, grasses, insects. BK I,
30; MSNC, 11.
Dragonflies and flowers, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.14.
WANG LI-HU j£ jf£ £%$ . Woman. Flowers. MSNC, 11.
Chrysanthemums, i indistinct. Hu-she 84.15.
>3T x &WANG LI-T'ANG ?£ -U- JL .
Peony and butterflies, finger painting, i, s, 1936. I-lin 79.16.
1 -& ti-
WANG LIANG-SHENG -£- ^ 5L . From Fu-ch'un, Chekiang; Hu-she Painting
Society; landscape. BK I, 32; MSNC, 8.
Rainy mountains, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 41-50.155.
WANG LIU-T'ING -i ffif >J t. Yti-fu ̂ K X - . B. 1909, d. 1974. From
Cho-hsien, Hopei; studied in the art department of Peking University and at the
Peking Private Art Academy; later studied with Wang Yun, Ch'i Huang, Ch'en Nien;
before 1949 sold paintings for a living, after 1949 with the Kueichou Art
Academy. BK I, 30; Ytt, 119.
Birds on pear blossoms, i, s, 1959. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 7; Mei-shu
1960.1.36.
Fish and peach blossoms, s. CK hua hsuan-pien 71.
Wild ducks by moonlight, s, 1948. Contemporary CP 24*; Shih-nien CK hua 76;
Tsfai-mo-hua 50.
WANG LIU-YING 5- 4%? 7& . B. 1916. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; student of
Kung She-ch'ing and Cheng Ch'ang; Wave Society; Lu-t'ai-hsien Kuan Student
Association. BK I, 32; MSNC, 9.
Hawk in pine, i, s, 1946. MSNC 189.
WANG LO-NIEN >3E ̂  fy t. She-chi^i ^f h. Ou-k'o^ ^ or j|& J^
B. 1870, d. 1925. From Ch'ien-t'ang, Kiangsu; student of Tai I-heng; after
1911 sold his paintings in Shanghai to make a living; landscape. BK I, 32;
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Sun, 143; Yang, add., 6; Yu, 452.
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 21-30.115.
Landscape, i, s, 1911. Shina nanga taisei XII.261.
Landscape after T'ang Yin, i, s. Shina nanga taisei Add. IV. 170.
Southern mountains, i, s, 1918. Ibid. 171.
Copy of Huang Kung-wang's Fu-ch'un Mountains, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 172.
Landscape with pine and rock, i, s, 1918. Wang-yun-hsien 1.12.
-£ .WANG LU-TSUN - i J$» l§_ h. Hstlan-su-lou-chu ^t^j 1$, ^M  . Woman.
From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; student of Chiang Han-t ' ing. MSNC, 10.
Lotus, sea l . MSNC 117.
WANG LUNG-HSIEN 2- "fife J [ t . Wan-chlln
Ahorse, s, 1938. I - l i n 102.13.
WANG MAI-KAN i£ 3j* /rf . B . 1921. From Chao-ytlan, Shantung; primarily a
graphic a r t i s t ; with the Tientsin Art Academy. Yii add. 1, 4.
Mt. A-li in mist and clouds, i , s . CP 1982.3.22*.
Ma-tsu Temple, s . Ibid. 23*.
WANG MEI-YtiAN i ^ >JLl . From Fukien; portraits. I-lin 52.6.
Yang Kuei-fei coming from the bath: palace scene. I-lin 52.6.
WANG MENG-CH'I j£ J$7 T "iy . B. 1947. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; also does
serials; Nanking Art Academy. Yii add. 1, 4.
Visiting the new city (minority theme), i, s, 1978. Ming-pao 14 (1979)
2.53*.
WANG MIAO-JU -3L ^ty ~k& . Woman. From Ta-t'ung, Shansi. I-lin 15.15.
Landscape, i, s (?), 1930. I-lin 15.15.
£ ( W t M h ' i ^ §WANG MU-CH'IAO -£ ^ , . Mu-ch'iao x ? h . Chien-hu<£jf£ ^ . B,
1901. From Peking; Bee Painting Society; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape.
BK I , 32; MSNC, 12.
Landscape with pines and cottage, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 41-50.98.
Garden scene, s. Hu-she 60.14.
Walking with a staff in the shade of pines, i, s. Hu-she 65.13.
Man in kiosk under pine, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 71.13.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.13.
Landscape with man under pines, mountain peak, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.13.
See also Collaborative Works List 15.
WANG NAI-CHIN 5 t^. < £ . Woman.
A lady holding a fan, s. I-lin 44.6.
WANG NAI-CHUANG i. 7h Mi- , another name Chou $]\h . B. 1929. From
Hangchou, Chekiang; primarily works in watercolor; Tsinghua University. Yti
add . 1 , 3 .
Two waterbirds, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.7.22*.
Autumn iris and clover, s, 1978. Ibid. 22*.
WANG PAN-TSAI j£ -t«L rfy or Pan-tai ^ ^ , another name Chao-chun -f £ iy .




Butterfly and bees, wisteria blossoms, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 35*.
Bird on pine branch, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.16.
WANG PAO-HENG -3L A%. M ^ t . Tzu-chiu ^ & h. Mo-an "^ * ^ , Mo-han ffi
J~~ . From Tan-tu, Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society? horses, landscape,
figures. BK I, 32; MSNC, 10.
Fisherman in a boat, fan, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 21-30.168.
Releasing the crane: two men in a boat looking at crane and plum, i, s,
1930. Hu-she 39.14 (31-40.167).
Pavilion by lotus pond, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 41-50.146.
Scholar's garden party, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 51.12.
Two horses and groom, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 59.13.
Three birds on willow, i, s. Hu-she 66.15.
Bird on plum, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 87.13.
Figures on a river bank, i, s, 1931 (?). Hu-she 92.12.
WANG P'EI-TUNG -£ *&
Lotuses, i, s, 1979. CK hua 1981 o 1.51.
WANG PEN-T'ENG jfc- -̂ f
Mountain landscape with peasants on pathway, s, 1954. Kuang-tung mei-shu
tso-p'in 31.
WANG P'ING i -^f" .
Girl and man with shoats. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 88.
1927 uprising in Chikung, Yiyang, Kiangsi, done with Wu Chi, i, s, 1959.
CR 1960.11.29.
WANG SEN-JAN ^ *fr- ssSX . B. 1895. From Ting-hsien, Hopei; Central Art
Academy. Ytl add. 1, 4.
Branch of peaches, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.8.24*.
Cabbage, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.5, back cover*.
WANG SHANG-I Jt (By —" h. Lu-chai N gf j^j . B. 1909, d. 1972. From
Chung-shan, Kwangtung? moved to the United States in 1964; student of Li
Hsien-chang and Li Chtl-tuan. Ho, 34; Lin, 3; Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979.
Prunus, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 204.
Landscape, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 205.
Lotus and dragonfly, i, s, 1971. Ibid. 206.
WANG SHAO-MING £ **5J V? .
See Collaborative Works List 51.
WANG SHAO-WEI 5- &H &{%-. Heilungkiang.
Three roosters, s. Mei-shu 1960.1.25.
WANG SHENG-LIEH i£ ® /fcA . B. 1923. From Shenyang, Liaoning; in 1941
studied in Japan, returned to China in 1944; with the Lu Hsfin Art Academy. BK
I, 31; CK i-shu-chia I, 440; Yti add. 1, 4.
Eight heroines crossing the river, s. CK hua 2 (1958) 56, 57 (detail); CK
hua hstlan-pien 3*; Hsien-tai mei-shu 5*; Mei-shu 1957.8.22; Mei-shu
yen-chiu 1959.2 opp. 6; Shih-nien CK hua 7*.




Brave eagles on the power line: repair men and installers, done with Chou
Hsiu-ch'ing. PR Jan. 12, 1962,14.
See also Collaborative Works List 52.
WANG SHIH JE
The commune's new tractor driver (a woman), i, s, 1960. PR Sept. 15,
1961.16.
WANG SHIH-CH'ENG 5 >£j[[ M > . B. 1905. Professor in the College of Fine
Arts in Peking. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982.
Autumn mountains and white clouds, i, s, 1981. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982,
547,
WANG SHIH-TS'EN j£ ^5 J<f . B. 1914. From Ho-fei, Anhwei; with the Anhwei
Normal University; landscape. BK I, 31; Yu add. 1, 3.
Dam in the morning mist, done with Tung Chao-lu, i, 1972. CP New Series
17*.
Log raft on an artificial lake. Mei-shu 1960.1.29*.
Autumn night in mountain village, i, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1964.1.55.
WANG SHOU-CH'ANG -5- ^ /§7 .
Children planting trees near Coal Hill, Peking, i, s, 1957. Pei-ching
chih-kung 27.
WANG SHU •£- ?&K t . Yttn-chia "^o
Two pots of hyacinths, i , s, 1939. I - l in 107.11.
Bird on blossoming branch, s. I-lin 116.5.
Peonies in rubbing of square bronze vessel, seals (?). I-lin 118.8.
WANG SHU-HSI i£ j5t\ J?f, t. Ch'eng-yu ?HsL ^ . B. 1910. From P'ing-hu,
Hopei, moved to Pang-pu, Anhwei, in 1929 moved to Peking; student of Chao
Kuang-fu, Chao En-hsi, Liu Kuang-ch'eng, Chu Chih-che and Hui Chun. MSNC, 10.
Landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 89.
WANG SHU-HUI i "/T̂ . *JjZ . Woman. B. 1912. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang;
primarily an illustrator; with the People's Art Publishers. Yu add. 1, 3.
Bibliography. A: Wang Shu-hui hua-chi JL T P C Pm. .5- MM* • Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1980.
Han Ming-fei playing the p'i-p'a, i, s, 1978. A, front cover*.
Two ladies: Ching-wen mending a peacock-feather garment, s, 1957. A,
1*; Ming-pao 5 (1970) 7.23 (without signature).
Harvesting lichee, i, s, 1972. A, 2*.
Lady playing a harp, 1978. A, 3*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hslian 4.16*.
Lin Tai-ytl, i, s, 1978. A, 4*.
Tipsy Shih Hsiang-ytln sleeping among the peonies, i, s, 1978. A, 5*;
CR 1981.1.62.
Mu-lan on guard duty, i, s, 1979. A, 6*; CR 1981.1.62.
Wang Chao-chun, i, s, 1979. A, 7*.
Illustration to the Pfi-pfa hsing, i, s, 1979. A, 8*.
Lady listening to the ch'in, i, s, 1979. A, 9*.
Peonies and butterfly, i, s, 1972. A, 10*.
Peach blossoms, willow and three flying swallows, i, s, 1972. A, 11*.
Butterflies, i, s, 1973. A, 12*.




Illustrations to The Western Chamber. CK shu-hua 1.18*; Mei-shu
1955.3.28-29*; 1956.6.63; 1978.5.18; Ming-pao 6 (1971) 4, front
cover*, 49-50*; Shih-nien CK hua 66*; Women of China 1979.6.19-21*.
Lady on a garden terrace, s. I-lin 4.5
Scholar writing, attendant, s, 1930. I-lin 9.14.
Lady on garden swing, two other ladies. I-lin 28.15.
Ladies with parrot beneath wu-t'ung, s. I-lin 63.13.
The Peacock Flies South. Mei-shu 1955.3.24.
Ladies on a terrace, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.20.
Portrait of Li Ch'ing-chao, i, s, 1979. Women of China 1980.9.35*.
WANG SHU-LIANG i£ ^f^ R . From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; student of Chang K'o-ho
and Chiang Han-t'ing; landscape, flowers. MSNC, 8.
Bird on branch, s, 1948. MSNC 199.
WANG SHUN-CHuN & ^ ftz . Woman.
Peony plants, i, s, 1934. I-lin 64.6.
WANG SU-TA •£ jpf i£^. Figures. MSNC, 10.
Chung K'uei, i by artist (?). Hu-she 86.14.
WANG SUNG-HSIEN 3L ^ U J^ .
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 11-20.143.
WANG SUNG-P'ING ± ^ ̂
Landscape, s. I-lin 71.11.
WANG SUNG-Yu i ^ ^ t . Shao-chu'JT ^ h . Yin-hu f& &}} , Shao-hu
£cH >i$ . From Peking; Hu-she Painting Society; birds and flowers, insects ,
landscape. BK I , 30; MSNC, 9.
Chrysanthemum, s. Hu-she 21-20.133.
Flowers, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.147.
Two horses, after Lang Shih-ning, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.158.
Two goats, s, 1931. Hu-she 38.20 (31-40.164).
Duck, hibiscus, reeds, s, 1931. Hu-she 42.2 (41-50.98).
Water plants and insects, i indistinct. Hu-she 60.15.
Water plants and insects, s. Hu-she 65.13 (composition similar to Hu-she
60.15) .
Chickens and grain stalks. Hu-she 70.16.
Pheasant, birds and stalks of grain, i, s. Hu-she 90.13.
Dragonflies and plants, seal. Hu-she 97.14.
WANG SUNG-Yu * i -£|J %%S , another name Wei < ^ . B. 1910. From Tientsin;
with the Tientsin Art Academy. BK I, 31; Ytl add. 1, 4.
Diverting flood waters through the Grand Canal, done with Ho Chien-kuo. CK
hua-hstian 41; CK hua hstlan-chi 43*; CP New Series 42*.
Old pine and boats, i, s. CK shu-hua 4.31*.
Construction in the mountains, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1959.12.20.
Selling surplus grain to the state, i, s, 1954. Ts'ai-mo-hua 42.
See also Collaborative Works List 22, 23, 61.




2 kWANG TA-PAO X- A '»*h . B. 1935. From P'in-hai, Kiangsu; primarily a
graphic artist; with the military in Chekiang. Yu add. 1, 2.
The Communist soldier, Ts'ai Yung-hsiang, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 128.
WANG TA-WEN ?£ -^ ^C . Woman. B. 1941. From Shanghai, in 1960 joined the
Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; pupil of Ch'eng Shih-fa, also influenced by
Jen I; figures, birds and flowers. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Gentleman, girl gathering flowers, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 58.
Su Yu writing a poem, i, s, 1977. Shang-hai hua-yuan 33*.
Gentleman and girl with flowers, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 95.
Girl and sheep, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 96.
WANG T'AO i ?ff .
Chou En-lai giving last food to a soldier, s. PLA 50 Anniversary 17.
WANG TAO-YtiAN i iJL \$^ t. Yu-shih ̂ L %* h- Ltt-chai^L Jj=| . B. 1892,
d. 1965. From Chao-ytlan, Shantung; influenced by Wu Chun-ch'ing and Ch'en
Heng-ko; taught at the Shantung Li-Ch'eng Normal School; Peking Painting
Academy; flowers, birds, landscape. BK I, 32; Yu, 62.
Banana leaves and roses, i, s, 1959. CK hua 14 (1959.11) 15*.
Roses, i, s, 1958. Mei-shu 1958.7.35.
-r 2& g£
WANG TE-HSIEN -X ^te ^ . Woman.
Long-tailed bird on leafy branch, seal (?). I-lin 8.5.
Copy of a Sung portrait of Mi Fu. I-lin 18.8.
WANG TE-HSIN 5 y)fo ̂ £ % . Shanghai worker.
See Collaborative Works List 63.
-,- xfo spy » ,4=
WANG TE-JUN -X /̂XS' / W h . Hua-an 4t> J7^ . From Cho-hsien, Hopei;
landscape. BK I, 31.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 20.15.
WANG TING-HUA 5- 7<^ ^p . From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; student of Chiang
Han-t'ing; birds and flowers. MSNC, 8.
Mynah on branch, s. MSNC 197.
WANG T'ING-K'AI £ Jl£ f#\ .
Scholar in cottage under wu-t'ung tree, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.18.
WANG T'ING-NA -i ;:? ^r9 . Woman. From Yin-hsien, Chekiang; student of Wu
Ch'ing-hsia; figures, ladies. MSNC, 9.
A lady seated beneath willow, fan, i, s, 1945. MSNC 152.
WANG TING-YAO i- ^C ^ . pai nationality; with the Central Minorities
Academy. Mei-shu 1964.6.67.
Clearing new fields (minority theme). Mei-shu 1964.6.67 (i cropped,
section).
WANG TO P ' i ^ J p t . Sheng-ytian Sjft H£L h , Pei-yeh shan-ch' iao Jh &f di
Che-chiang yu-fu ^^(f >£ ?«ls X l •
 B» 1889. From She-hsien, Anhwei; taught
a t the Shanghai Art Academy and Hsin-hua Art School; White Moon Painting
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Society; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; student of Huang Chin; landscape,
figures, ladies, flowers. BK I, 32; MSNC, 32; Yti, 462,
Picking tea at Huang-shan, i, s, 1958, Chiang-su shih-nien 41*.
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 35.
Man in hut in grove at foot of mountains, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.112.
WANG TS'AI :£ ^L t. Ts'ai-sheng -^ ^ . Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape, flowers. BK I, 30; MSNC, 5.
Chrysanthemums and rocks, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 31.16 (31-40.123)
WANG TSAN-Yu -^ £[ /Jp- t. Tsan-hu Jq >3$ . Hu-she Painting Society;
figures, ladies. BK I, 3o\- MSNC, 11.
Two ladies in snowy garden, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 52.16.
Chrysanthemum, s, 1931. Hu-she 57.13.
Scholars of Northern Ch'i collating the texts, similar to the painting now
in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, but with a garden setting, i
indistinct. Hu-she 61.11.
Chrysanthemum, s. Hu-she 67.16.
WANG TS'ANG-SU £ ?%. ^ .
See Collaborative Works List 69.
WANG TSE-LU J£ S'] 7&fe .
Stone, stream, autumn trees, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.23.
WANG TSE-HAO j£ 3̂p ^1* .
Camellia, bird and stone, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.30.
WANG TSU-PEI.
Discussion on technical innovations, i indistinct. PR Aug. 18, 1961.17.
%£* t. Fo-nung AMJ 7& or A.WANG TSU-TZ'U A A-B- ™* t. Fo-nung/-^ ^ _ or A^ . Hu-she Painting
Society; fish, figures, birds and flowers. BK I, 31; MSNC, 10.
Fish, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.31.
Goldfish, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 17.16 (11-20.143).
WANG TSUN-I
Two sisters, done with Yin P'ei-hua, i, 1974. 25th Anniversary Art Exh.,
12*.
WANG TSUNG-HSI 3: ^ gfy t. Chin-ch'en - ^ |S h. Lao-nung ̂  ^_ • B.
1860. From Yu-yang, Hopei; student of Chiang Chu-t'ing; epidendrum. BK I,
31; MSNC, 7; Yti, 81.
Epidendrum, s, 1920. Hu-she 1-10.50.
WANG TUAN ±. 3£ffp t. I-chfang /^ /& , Chih-tuan <- *-W , Hsiao-shan
j^- h. Wu-shih-ts'ao-t'ang-chu ^ . -i: ^L nj? JL. . B. 1908. From
Shao-hsing, Chekiang, active in Hangchou and Shanghai; student of Cheng Ch»ang
and Li Chien; Wave Society; Hsi-ling Painting Society; bamboo. BK I, 29;
MSNC, 6.
Bamboo, s. MSNC 103.
WANG TUNG >5- J?t h. Chi -an *
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Three friends of winter, done with Ch'en Fang and Cheng Yuen, i, s, 1947.
Chiang Pi-wei 36.
Spring landscape, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.105.
Landscape, i, s. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 204.
WANG T'UNG j£ W^ .
Flowers, fan, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 5.9*.
WANG TUNG-JEN.
The countryside hums with activity, i indistinct. PR Aug. 30, 1960.4.
WANG T'UNG-SHENG j£ Wy; & .
Epidendrum and rock, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.17.
WANG TZU-CHEN j£ ^
Spring colors in the Wu garden, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.12.
WANG TZU-WU 5 ^r -2\j . B. 1936. From Ch'ang-an, Shensi; active in
Shensi. Yti add. 1, 3.


































Portrait of the painter Ch'i Huang, i, s. A, 9.
A man, seal. A, 10*.
A girl, s. A, 11*.
Seated girl, i, s, 1978. A, 12.
A violinist, s. A, 13.
A young girl, s. A, 14.
An infant, s. A, 15.
A young girl, s. A, 16.
A young girl, s. A, 17.
Portrait of a man. A, 18.
A young girl, s. A, 19.
A woman, s. A, 20.
An old peasant, s. A, 21.
An old man, s. A, back cover*.
Ts'ao Hsueh-ch'in seated on a rock, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 1.9*;
Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7.81.
A seaman, s. CK shu-hua 3.1*.
A miner. Mei-shu 1978.3.24.
A peasant man. Ibid. 25.
A woman, i, s, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.4.20.
Ch'il Yuan, i, s. Ming-pao 16 (1981) 6, inside front cover*.
Frogs and lotus, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 270.
^for &WANG WEI i  Jf- t. Shih-mei ̂  <W" , P'ei-wei^j^ jt h. Shih-tzu
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-J- . B . 1884, d. 1950. From Chil-jung, Kiangsu; studied art in Japan;
active in Shanghai; Bee Painting Society; birds and flowers, BK I, 29; MSNC,
5.
Swallows among willows, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 121; Tang-tai
ming-jen 115*
Loquat branches, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 122; Tang-tai ming-jen 115.
Lotus and carp, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 123.
Bamboo, rock, chrysanthemum and bird, i, s. Ibid. 124.
Birds on pomegranate branch, i, s. Ibid. 125.
Autumn: bird on bamboo fence, grasses, i, s. Hsien-tai ming-hua 13.
Bamboo, plum and long-tailed bird, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Flowers and bird. Mei-shu sheng-huo 36 (March 1937)*, (plate missing in
copy indexed).
Reading in a cottage below autumn moon, i, s. MSNC 74.
Bird on blossoming branch, i, s. Ibid. 163.
Irises and fishes, i, s. Ibid. 164.
Fish in pond, reflected moon, i, s. Ibid. 207.
Swallows, willows and blossoming tree, i, s. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 74.
Flowers, bamboo and bird, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 230.
Cat and chrysanthemums, done with Wang Ya-ch'en, i, seal. Sotheby, June
17, 1980, 254.
WANG WEI-CHENG -i- %fa J£>C. B. 1944. From Feng-hsien, Kiangsu; with the
Peking Painting Academy. Yli add. 1, 4.
Bearcat on branch, s. CK shu-hua 6.22*.
Mao Tse-tung and Li Sze-kuang, i, s, 1977. CR 1977.12.49.
Mao Tse-tung inspired to write his poem "The Capture of Nanking by the
People's Liberation Army," 1949, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 10.
WANG WEI-PAO 3^ &$- J-f . Primarily a graphic artist. BK I, 29.
The people's victory: landscape, i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 43; CL
1977.5/6*; Mei-shu 1977.2.26*; Mei-shu ts'ung-kfan 1.49.
Ferry landing in spring, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 7.10*.
Autumn scene: paddies and ducks, s. Ibid. 10*.
Deer garden, s, 1979. Ibid. 10*; Mei-shu 1980.9.28*.
A ping-pong match after class, done with Hsiao Yao. CL 1972.6 opp. 110*.
Autumn forest, i, s, 1977. CL 1978.10 opp. 32*.
Rock and rapids, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.9.27*.
Autumn in island park, s, 1979. Ibid. 27*.
Wan-shih Temple, s. Mei-shu 1981.5.34*.
Autumn scenery, s. Ibid. 34*.
Pond and geese in autumn grove, i indistinct. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.111*;
Ming-pao 13 (1978) 7.49*.
Supplementary bibliography: ^ ^ ĵ , î
Wang Wei-pao hua-chi _2L wtfL jf JL ^p: • Hong Kong: Chi-ku chai, 1980.
WANG WEN-FANG 3- ->C *Jf • B. 1938. From Ch'ao-yuan, Shantung; with the
Peking Painting Academy• Yti add. 1, 3•
Undaunted by earthquakes, i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 91.
Mountain temple, i, s, 1980. CK hua 1981.150.
WANG WEN-HAO 5- J C ^MS? . Spring Slumber Studio. BK I, 31.
Fishing boats, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.13.
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WANG WEN-HStiN j£- J*L ^)t) t. I-chih ^p -̂ L . From Wan-p'ing, Hopei;
Chinese Painting Research Association; landscape, BK I, 31,
Landscape, i, s, 1929, I-lin 19.13.
WANG WEN-LI i ->C J L . B. 1928. From Mou-p'ing, Shantung; with the
military in Shenyang. CK i-shu chia II, 457; Yti add. 1, 3.
The Liberation War hero, Tung Ts'un-jui, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary
75.
WANG WEN-Ytt $• - ^ »{^ t. Hsiao-ch'in PJS S5f . Woman. From Wu-hsing,
Chekiang; student of Hu Heng; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 31;
MSNC, 7.
Man with a staff under bare willow, s, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.174.
Landscape with pine groves and waterfall, i, s. Hu-she 51.14.
Landscape: travelers in mountains, s, 1933. Hu-she 68.12.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.10.
WANG YA-CH'EN/i ?&- < ^ . B. 1891 or 1893. From Hangchou, Chekiang; 1915
to 1920 in Japan; graduate of Tokyo Art School, returned to Shanghai, taught
at Shanghai Art Academy, in 1928 went to Europe, returned to China in 1931;
became president of Hsin-hua Art Academy; Heavenly Horse Association; Silence
Society; in 1948 moved to the United States; goldfish, birds, flowers,
landscape. BK I, 32; Lin, 36; MSNC, 32; Sullivan, 96; Tang-tai, 32; Yu,
450.
Bamboo and goldfish, done with Ch'en Fang, i, s, 1947. Chiang Pi-wei 22*.
Frog in marsh, done with Sun Hung, seals, i, 1938. Chin-tai CK hua 104.
Wisteria and goldfish, s. Han-k'ou 25.
Cock and hen on rock, i indistinct. Ibid. 46.
Fishes, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 27 (June 1936).
Eagle, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 31 (Oct. 1936).
Goldfish, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
Goldfish and water plants, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.110.
One hundred fish, i, s, 1945. MSNC 162.
Cat, lily and butterfly, i, s. Ibid. 204.
Carp, i, s, 1945. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 208.
Cat and chrysanthemum, done with Wang Wei, i, seal. Ibid. 254.
Fish, 1, s, 1958. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 107.
Fish, i, s. Ibid. 108.
Carp, i, s. Ibid. 109.
Goldfish and crows, i, s, 1946. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 491.
Carp, i, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 279.
Two birds on a branch, i, s, 1935. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 553.
See also Collaborative Works List 1.
WANG YA-CH'IANG > £ :S- 7^1 .
See Collaborative Works Lists 64.
>--£ ^^f J*; ^ C ?%WANG YANG-CHEN *; t. Cheng-yin ?%> h. Pao-chen-an-chu f
jg_ -JtL . From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; student of Ni T'ien and Wang Yen-lo; in
1924 one of the founders of the Shuang-Lin Stone Lake Calligraphy and Painting
Association; Sheng-tse Red Pear Inscription, Calligraphy and Painting
Association; Shanghai Art-Tea Association. BK I, 30; MSNC, 32.
Branch of persimmons, bird on rock, i, s, 1947. MSNC 187.
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Flowers, i indistinct. Ibid, 202.
WANG YAO-CH'ING -3E. J ® Hftf , original name Jui-chen £% ?J|L , another name
Yao-ch'ing J ^ ^ t. Hsi-t'ing ̂ j | J^ , Chih-t'ing ;f>^ Jg^ . B. 1881, d.
1954. From Ch'ing-chiang County, Kiangsu, born in Wan-p'ing, Hopei• Actor.
Boorman III, 398; CK i-shu-chia I, 103.
Banana leaves, section of collective fan, i, s. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien
1.99*.
Still life series, six round album leaves, s, 1913, finger painting.
Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP., 38 (two paintings).
WANG YEH i- Jp=i t. Yun-sheng ~#jf ^? h. Yueh-an-chu M J&L -̂ - • B. 1900.
From Yin-hsien, Chekiang; birds and flowers, animals, fish. MSNC, 5.
Flowers, insects, butterflies, i, s, 1963. CK shu-hua 8.28*.
Bird on blossoming branch, i, s, 1948. MSNC 186.
WANG YEN j£
Illustration to Nine Songs, i, s, 1979. CK hua 1981.1.31*.
WANG YING-CH'UN £. U^ ^ . Woman. B. 1942. From Meng-hsien, Shansi;
primarily an oil painter; Chinese Painting Research Institute. BK I, 30; Yu
add. 1, 3.
Fighting the Yellow River, done with Yang Li-chou, three panels. CK hua
1981.1.1 (section of central panel)*, 2 (right and left panels);
Mei-shu 1980.12.18; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.2.47 (detail of central
panel)*.
Moving mountains, done with Yang Li-chou, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 16*; CK hua
hsilan-chi 8*; CL 1974.3*; Scheck 29.
Peasant turning on irrigation system pump, done with Yang Li-chou, i, 1973.
CK hua-hsuan 17; CK hua hstian-chi 20*.
Chu Te in the T'ai-hang Mountains, done with Yang Li-chou, i, 1977.
Mei-shu 1977.5.19; PLA 50 Anniversary 13.
WANG YING-PIN > i •?% Jft • From Wan-hsien, Anhwei; studied in Europe and the
United States; Bee Painting Society; Daybreak Art Association; landscape,
flowers. BK I, 32.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 67.
Narcissus, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 67.
WANG YU-CHENG j£- ^ j£^L. Shensi.
We are masters of the land. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 89.
Girl with jars, s. Mei-shu 1979.10.16.
Little girl whispering to old man, s, 1979. Ibid. 23.
WANG YU-CHU j3l ^
Narcissus, rock, bamboo, i, s, indistinct, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.15.
WANG Yu-CHttEH j£. & &&. Woman. B. 1937. From Yti-t'ien, Hopei; now with
the Kwangtung Painting Academy. BK I, 30; Yti add. 1,3.
Village doctor making cotton swabs. CL 1965.3 opp. 28*; CP 1966.1, back
cover*; Mei-shu 1964.6.68*.
Portrait of General Yeh Chieh-ying, i indistinct, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary
31.
Learning about botanical specimens, done with Ch'en Hslieh-chung, 1972.
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Yenan Talks 30 Annniversary A, 54*•
WANG Yu-FEN JE ftfi ^ . Woman. Chinese Painting Research Association;
ladies. BK I, 29.
Lady seated beneath bamboo, s. I-lin 95.7.
Woman selling flowers, s. I-lin 99.13.
Yellow Crane Tower, i, s, 1938. I-lin 102.4.
WANG Yu-I *£- ~[y iJfy • Hu-she Painting Society; birds and flowers,
landscape. BK I, 29; MSNC, 7.
Peony, hen and chick, s. Hu-she 21-30.172.
Flowers and birds, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 35.14 (31-40.138).
Clouds surrounding Mt. Huang, fan, i, s, 1936. Kuo-t'ai V.51*.
WANG Ytt-YING j£ &/JL ^ . Woman, daughter of Wang Ch'en-ch'uan. Hu-she
Painting Society; student of Ch'en Hsien-tung; flowers. BK I, 29; Hu-she
52.15.
Flowers, s, 1931. Hu-she 52.15.
Moonlit landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 57.15.
WANG YuEH-YuN/iE jffi^ 'f|f . B. 1899. From Kiangsi; studied at Shanghai
Hsin-hua Art University. Yli, 460.
Flying doves and plum blossoms, i, s. Mei-shu 1956.6.31.
WANG YuN i %^ t. Chu-jen ^Q '/\ . B. 1866, d. 1950. From Shao-hsing,
Chekiang; Hsi-ling Seal Society; figures, portraits, ladies. BK I, 29; MSNC, 6;
Yu, 112.
Gentleman and two ladies in garden, i, s, age 69. Collectanea 1850-1967,
34*.
White-robed Kuan-yin, i, s, 1930. Ibid. 35; Tang-tai ming-jen 47.
Returning home, fan, i, s, 1907. Fan Paintings 144.
Portrait of Chu Hsi-kuei at age 30, i, s, 1927. Hsi-yilan 1.
WANG YtiN 2- lif t. Meng-pai >|F ^ 7 h. P'o-chai^xL Jfj , Shan-tao-jen
Jy iJL ^ • B" 1887 or 1888 or 1891' d- 1934 or 1938. From Feng-ch'eng,
laangsi; studied with Ch'ien Chuang-hsueh and Wu Chtin-ch'ing in Shanghai;
later moved to Peking; flowers and birds. BK I, 29; Yu, 112. «
Bibliography. A: Wang Meng-pai hua-hsuan £ /^ 40 -J ^$f . N. p.:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1959.
Wisteria and goldfish, s. A, 1*.
Autumn flowers and insects, i, s. A, 2*.
Crabapple and birds, i, s, 1921 . A, 3.
Cat and flower, s. A, 4.
Silkworms and mulberry leaves, i, s. A, 5.
Grasses and insects, i, s. A, 6.
Grasshopper on reeds, i, s. A, 7.
Rooster and flowers, i, s, 1933. A, 8.
Camellia, i, s, 1932. Chiang Pi-wei 23*.
Cat and flowers, i, s, 1931. CK hua 1 (1957) 39.
Morning glory vine and two chickens, done with Ch'en Heng-ko, i,
seal. CK shu-hua 7, inside front cover*.
Goldfish and wisteria, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 119*.
Insects and autumn flowers, i, s. Ibid. 120*.
Cicada on a wu-t'ung, i, s. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP., 39.
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Hawk on a rock, i indistinct, Han-k'ou 21.
Chrysanthemum and insects, done with Chang Ch'i-tsung, i, 1930. I-lin
69.2.
Two geese and reeds, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 1.33*.
Crabs and wine jar, i, s. Kuo-t'ai II.6.
Horse, after Chin Nung, i, s, 1923. Kuo-t'ai 111.38.
Cat on rock watching fish in a stream, i, s, 1926. Kuo-t'ai IV.28*.
Man and crane in a boat, i, s, 1927. Kuo-t'ai VII.31.
Two ducks in pond below hibiscus, i, s, 1929 (?). Kuo-t'ai XII.74*.
Pheasants and peonies, i, s, 1927. Kuo-t'ai XII.75*.
Rooster, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai XII.76*.
Golden pheasant, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.77*.
Bird on cypress, i, s, 1930. Kuo-t'ai XII.77*.
Sparrows, bamboo and rabbits, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XII.78.
Two birds on branch, i, s, 1921. Kuo-t'ai XII.78.
Playing monkeys, i, s, 1932. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 146.
Hawk and pine, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 53.
Monkey and fly, s. Ibid. 54.
Mynah and blossoming branch, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 55.
A monkey drinking, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 56.
Monkey on a branch, s. Ibid. 57.
Roosters, i, s, 1935. Ibid. 58.
Vase with prunus and oil lamp, s. Ibid. 59.
Bamboo, rock and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1924. Sotheby, June 17, 1980,
200.
See also Collaborative Works List 33, 45.
WANG YUNG-CH' IANG 2* ?(< f 5 .
See Collaborative Works List 26.
-r -3> ^t
WANG YUNG-HUI 3- ?r+ •?& .
The new starting point for automation in the coal mines, done with Jen
Ho-p'ing and Ma Hung-ch'i. SYL kung-jen 32*.
WANG YUNG-NIEN 2 ?7< 4p # Kwangsi.
Laborers, i cropped. Mei-shu 1960.1.18.
See also Collaborative Works List 58.
WEI CH'ING.
Prunus, i, s, 1931. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 152.
WEI CHUNG-CH'ttAN "$%& ^ n 7]< . Hu-she Painting Society; birds and flowers,
landscape. BK I, 36; MSNC, 121.
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 81.15.
WEI HStiEH-KAO %J^C?) H£ rlj .
Planning for another high yield, i , s, 1973. CP New Series 35*.
WEI HUA-PANG *%/& if if . Shanghai.
Bridge, willows, two swallows. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2.54*.
WEI K'ANG-HSIANG &%> W< ^ T •





Instructor in politicial theory, i, seal (?). 1974. CL 1975,5 opp. 64*,
WEI LIEN-SHEN %%> \z^ ?7j^ . From Tz'u-ch'i, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; pupil
of Wu Hua-yilan and Wu Hu-fan; landscape. MSNC, 121.
Landscape after Wang Meng, i, s, 1947. MSNC 58.
WEI MEI-CHtiN %% :rfr 3& . Woman. From Tientsin; Hu-she Painting Society;
ladies. BK I, 36; MSNC, 121.
Lady in boat under willow, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 67.14.
WEI T'lEN-P'EI
Three women with jar. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 139 (Aug. 1981) 3.
Two landscapes. Ibid. 4, 5.
Roots, s, 1981. Ibid, back cover*.
Branches and moon, s, 1981. Ibid, back cover*.
WEI TZU-HSI £J& fy $$} . B. 1915. From Sui-p'ing, Honan; graduate of the
Honan Art Normal School; with the Kiangsu Chinese Painting Academy. BK I, 36;
Yti add. 1, 52; Chin-ling.
Landscape, i, s, 1973. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 71*.
Looking at the mountains, seal. Ibid. 83*.
Landscape, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua 4*.
Undaunted by wind and snow, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 14*;
Chiang-su shih-nien 4*.
Studying in the fields, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su kuo-hua yuan 18; CK hua 6
(1959.3) 1; PR March 31, 1959.13.
River and bank, done with Sung Wen-chin, s, 1960. Chiang-su kuo-hua-ytian
35.
Nanking Yangtze River Bridge, i, s, 1976. Chiang-su mei-shu 11.
Huang-yang-chieh, 1977. Ibid. 26*.
Plum Blossom Mountain, s. Chiang-su shih-nien 17*.
Mountain and waterfall, i, s, 1978. Chin-ling 10*.
The Great Wall at Yen-shan, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 11*.
Waterfall, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 12*.
Scene outside Shan-hai Kuan, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 42.
Jade Screen Peak, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 43.
Long white waterfall, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 44.
Fragrant Incense Burner Peak waterfall, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 45.
Waterfall at Dragon Pool, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 46.
Shih River Reservoir at Shan-hai Kuan, i, s. Ibid. 47.
Huang-yang-chieh, i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 82.
Undaunted by wind and snow, i, s, 1958 (slightly different version from
above). CK hua 4 (1959.1) 13; CK hua hstlan-pien 4*; Mei-shu 1959.1.8.
On the riverbank, s, 1957. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 6*.
Planting rice, i, s, 1959. CK hua 12 (1959.9) 1.
Harvest scene, i, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) front cover*; PR Sept. 14,
1960.33.
Nanking Yangtze River Bridge, i, s, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 42*; CK hua
hstian-chi 41*; (CP New Series 7*, slightly different version).
Landscape with bright red mountains, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 1, inside back
cover*•
On patrol, i, s, 1964. CL 1966.8 opp. 116*; Mei-shu 1965.2.38.
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The road mounts skyward, i, s, 1976. CL 1977.12*; PLA 50 Anniversary 42.
Huang-yang-chieh, i, s, 1977. CL 1978.1 opp. 84*; Mei-shu 1977.6.22*.
The mountain towers over the Yangtze, i, s, 1977. CL 1978.11, front
cover*.
Plum Blossom Hill in Nanking, s, 1954. Contemporary CP 9*.
New verdure everywhere, done with Shang Chtin-li, i, s, 1974. CP New
Series 19*; Hsien-tai CK hua, back cover*.
Mountain and gully, album leaf, i, s, 1973. Hsien-tai CK hua chi 34*.
Autumn colors on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstlan 4.4*.
Harvest, i, s, 1962. Mei-shu 1963.1.66*.
Clouds rising on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1973. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 10.64.
Going to a farm village, i, s, 1960. Shan-ho 25*.
Working in a mulberry grove, s, 1961. Shan-ho 33*.
Waterfall, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 110.
The Great Wall, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 496.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 497.
Plum Blossom Hill, Nanking, s, 1954. Ts'ai-mo-hua 17.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 4, 5, 7, 19, 20, 55.
4f
WEI YU-MING -j%f f§ !JT . Woman. Flowers. MSNC, 115.
Plum blossoms, i, sS, 1934. Hu-she 84.16.
WEI YANG fp
Paddy scene. Mei-shu 1981.11, inside front cover.
WEI YtlN-CHI $%£ *§f T?% t. Hsiang-ch'en |^ J^ . Hu-she 19.12.
Peacocks and other birds, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 19.12 (11-20.146)
WEN CHEN-HUA 7UL
See Collaborative Works List 64.
WEN CHENG-CH'ENG ?i#- ^ &J% . BK I , 33.
Before entering the university (a peasant g i r l goes to college). CL
1972.11 opp. 78*; CP 1972.8.26*; Mei-shu 1976.1.15; Scheck 32; Yenan
Talks 30 Anniversary A, 47*; B, 9*.
WEN CH'I-CH'IU hzl Jft ^ t . Yu-chu ijt] $^ h. Yti-shih shan-jen #-f" -̂ S
i±4 yi^ , Chti-sou Jffl § ^ . B. 1861, d. 1941. From Shun-te, Kwangtung;
landscape, birds and flowers. Li, 1; Lin, 123; Yd, 1205.
Four flower scrol ls , i , s, two dated 1931. Huang Mo-yuan 12-13.
Landscape, i , s, 1934. Ibid. 18.
Scholar in mountain hut, i , s, 1918. I - l in 12.11.
Chrysanthemum, three birds on fence, i , s, d indis t inct . Nanking Exh.
Cat., 11.365.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s. Pai-ytin-t'ang 11.55*.
Banana trees and rock, i, s, 1895. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 41; Sotheby,
Sept. 27, 1979, 125.
Landscape in style of Ching Hao. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 253.
WEN CHUNG-SHENG. Lti-ta worker.
All clear: repairing telephone lines in a blizzard, done with Luan Wen-chu,




WEN JO-Yti X . -^
River scene, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.41 •
WEN KUO-LIANG y&L J§j I I , another name Leng-ytian > ^ /?> . B. 1942. From
Ying-k'ou, Liaoning; with the Kirin Art Academy. Yti add. 2, 56.
Spring wind in October: celebrating Hua Kuo-feng as Chairman (minority
theme), seal (?). Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 41.
WEN SHIH-JU 7E2- Mj -Ka , another name Shun J'/J[ . Woman. Hu-she Painting
Society. BK I, 33; Hu-she 81.15.
Flowers, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 81.15.
WENG CH'IEN $2j > q t. Chen-nien tf^JL ̂  . B. 1914. From Tz'u-ch'i,
Chekiang; pupil of Cheng Chfang; landscape. MSNC, 60.
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 78.
> ̂  /
WENG JU-LAN 4fa fffl
The cowherd and the weaving maid. CK hua 1981.1.31*.
Mongolian entertainments. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.2.47*.
Mounted attack in winter, done with Wu-li-chi-t'u, i, 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 80.
WENG WEI ^J ji'jf t. Lieh-cheng $ | ^ C . B. 1902. From Hangchou, Chekiang;
student of Wu Yeh-chou, Tfang Ytin, Chang Yen-fu, Lai Chu-sheng, and Cheng
Shih-chiao; flowers, animals, insects, fish. MSNC, 60.
Duck and birds in wintry pond and willow, i, s, 1947. MSNC 202.
WENG WEN-CHUNG ^| i£. & . Printer.
Two country girls studying blueprints, i, seal. Mei-shu 1960.10/11.
WENG YtiN-SHU <f£f 1§f -|f .
Birds on flowering branch, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.245.
WU CH'ANG-KU -$t % ^X_t. T s f a n g - k u ^ %Z . Ming Ch1 ing chin-tai.
Milking scene, i, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 137.
WU CH'ANG-SHIH, see Wu Chfin-ch'ing.
WU CHAO-LIN ^ ^
Lotus and bird with" insect, i, s. Pei-ching chih-kung 24.
WU CHEN-HSIANG ^ 4* %L ^
Banyan tree and mobile missiles, done with Yti Shih-mei. Mei-shu 1979.7,
inside front cover.
WU CHENG ^ y^Kor ?f>Krt. Tai-ch ' iu/ff f̂̂  h . Ch'un-hui wai-shih J^
, Ch'ing-hui wai-shih -^• f̂e® 4' *̂!L , Lu-ssu-wan-jen
, Pao-chttan chti-shih y^M d£jf Ji& i an(^ other names. B.*s
18^8, d. 1949. From Shih-men or Chung-te, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai;
Hsi-ling Seal Society; Shanghai Art Association; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan
Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association; worked in the a r t division
of the Commercial Press; influenced by Wu Chun-ch'ing; flowers. BK I I , 68;
MSNC, 22; Yti, 311. U? ydb LA, -V" -f




Cypress, i, s, 1926, A, 1.
Peach tree, i, s, 1926. A, 2,
Hibiscus and rock, i, s, 1926. A, 3.
Banana tree, roses and rock, i, s, 1926. A, 4.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1926. A, 5.
Peonies, narcissi and rock, i, s, 1924. A, 6.
Lotus, i, s, 1924. A, 6.
Chrysanthemums and rock, i , s , 1 9 2 4 . A , 7 .
Berry shrub, plum and rock, i, s, 1924. A, 7.
Catalpa tree, i, s, 1924. A, 8.
Vase of flowers, i, s, 1925. A, 9.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1925. A, 10.
Berry plant and rock, i, s, 1925. A, 10.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1925. A, 11.
Wisteria, i, s, 1925. A, 11.
Willow and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1925. A, 12.
Autumn flowers, i, s, 1929. Chin-tai CK hua 87.
Landscape, i, s, 1921. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.19.
Cottage in mountains, i, s, 1914. Chin-tai ming-jen 11.15.
Clearing over distant mountains, i, s, 1914. Chin-tai ming-jen III.20.
Sunset over distant mountain, i, s, 1943. Collectanea 1853-1971, 23*.
Landscape, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 24.
Red-robed Buddhist figure seated on a rock, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 26*.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1936. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP., 48.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 49.
Snowscape, i, s, 1928. Ibid. 50.
Buddha of infinite life, i, s. Hsi-ytian 2.
Landscape, i, s, 1926. Hu-she 1-10.49.
Four landscapes, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 15.7 (11-20.134).
Two leaves of a landscape album, i , s , 1916. Hu-she 32 .15 , 37.13
( 31 .40 .126 , 127 ) .
Plum blossoms, fan, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 97.11.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. I-lin 6.14.
Spring mountains, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 1.31*.
Landscape, i, s, 1923. Kuo-t'ai 11.41.
Landscape, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai III.44.
Buddha of longevity in pine grove, i, s, 1927. Kuo-tfai IV.19*.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.28.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1922. Kuo-t'ai V.29.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai V.30*.
Cottage by a river, fan, i, s, 1940. Kuo-t'ai V.31*.
Plum blossoms, fan, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai V.34*.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai V.35*.
Bamboo and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1947. Kuo-t'ai VII.29*.
Landscape after rain, i, s, 1928. Kuo-t'ai XII.48*.
A study under firmiana, i, s, 1940. Kuo-t'ai XII.49*.
Red plum blossoms, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai XII.50*.
Flowers and berries, i, s, 1929. Kuo-t'ai XII.51*.
New Year's offering, i, s, 1943. Kuo-t'ai XII.52*.
New Year's offering, i, s, 1922. Kuo-t'ai XII.53*.
Peaks in sunset, i, s, 1944. Kuo-t'ai XII.54.
Waterfall behind trees, i, s, 1926. Kuo-t'ai XII.55.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1931. Kuo-t'ai XII.56.
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Landscape, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai XII.57.
Mountain path, i, s, 1933. Kuo-t'ai XII.58.
Rock, i, s, 1948. Kuo-t'ai XII.59.
Forest, i, s, 1927. Kuo-t'ai XII.60.
Cottage in cloudy mountains, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai XII.61.
Mountains in rain, i, s, 1946. Kuo-t'ai XII.62.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. MSNC 3.
Peony and rock, i, s, 1937. Pai-ytin-t'ang 11.68*.
Citron and blossoming branches, done with Chin Ch'eng and Yao Ying, i,
s, 1922. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 50.
Prunus and rock, s, 1912. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 117.
River landscape, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 118.
Rock and flowering branches, i, s, 1947. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 339.
•The four seasons landscapes, i, s, 1928. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 260
(one painting).
Flowering branch, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 261.
Landscape, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 262.
Prunus, i, s, 1936. Ibid. 263.
Landscape, i, s, 1918. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 506.
Flowers, i, s, 1944. Ibid. 507.
Fruits, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 508.
Landscape with cottage in a grove, i, s, 1943. Sotheby, May 17, 1981,
61 .
Mice, teapot, candle and flowers, i, s, 1939. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981,
533.
Scholar in a landscape, i, s, 1921. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 559.
Prunus and rock, i, s, 1912. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 100.
Streams and mountains after rain, i, s, 1931. Tsuruta 107.
Plum branches, i, s, 1940. Ibid. 108.
Flowers, done with Shang Yen-chih, i, s, 1921. Wang-yiin-hsien 1.14.
Valleys and mountains after rain, i, s, 1918. Ibid. 1.15.
Autumn mountains: distant view, i, s, 1918. Ibid. 11.15.
See also Collaborative Works List 8, 33, 69.
WU CH'ENG-CHANG -9? A ^ t, Feng-hujj^ 7%j{ . Woman, wife of Chang
Chin-fu. From Chia-hsing, Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society; flowers,
animals, birds. BK II, 68; MSNC, 26.
Snake twined in plant, frog on ground, s, colophon dated 1930. Hu-she
34.19 (31-40.134)
WU CH'I ^ Ĵ | . B. 1932. From Kwangtung; with the Kiangsi Provincial
Culture Bureau. Yu add. 1, 10.
Mao Tse-tung's former residence in the Ching-kang Mountains, s. Hsien-tai
shan-shui 81; Mei-shu 1961.4.38.
WU CHI Jt ^}
1927 uprising in Chikung, Yiyang, Kiangsi, done with Wang P'ing, i, s,
1959. CR 1960.11.29.
WU CH'I-CHUNG n'fe J*K T . B. 1944. From Hsin-hui, Kwangtung; with the
Kwangtung Pictorial. BK II, 67; Yu add. 1, 7.
Presents from Peking (copies of Mao Tse-tung's writings), done with Chou Po
and Lin Yung, i, 1974. 25th Anniversary Art Exh., 6*; CL 1975.1.28*;
Hsien-tai CK hua, cover*.
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Preparing together, i, s, 1974. 25th Anniversary Art. Exh.r 8*; CL 1975.4
opp. 32*.
Construction in the mountains, i indistinct. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 38.
the tide of our heart rises high as the waves (of grain by the sea), i, s,
(?), 1974 (?). CL 1974.7 opp. 22*.
Perseverance: man in cell continuing his technical research, 1979.
Mei-shu 1979.11.28.
WU CHfI-FENG 5^ "*J *̂if . B. 1937. From Lan-chfi, Chekiang; now in
Sinkiang. Yu add. 1, 10.
Party secretary with the people, i, 1977. Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 68.
Singing of reforms (minority theme), i, 1976. Ibid. 87.
For a healthy younger generation: clinic scene, i, s, 1959. PR July 27,
1962.16.
WU CHI-HSIN $k> ^ >g!| t. Chu-feng TVT J^L or J>%(,< h. Feng-tao-jen y
A , . B. 1918. From Feng-hsien, Kiangsu; studied at the design department of
National Hangchou Art Academy; studied Chinese painting with his father,
Jung-chieh; in 1943 in Chungking, returned to Shanghai in 1946. MSNC, 23;
Sullivan, 96.
Two men, flying birds, trees, s. MSNC 149.
WU CHI-JU ^ & ~k*L .
A man leaning on a tree looking at a waterfall, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.134.
WU CHI-YttN J)3L ^
Hen and peony plant, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.64.
WU CHIA-HSING ^ <0£ A^ . From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society;
Sheng-tse Red Pear Inscription, Calligraphy and Painting Association. BK II,
67; MSNC, 25.
Watching the waterfall, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 46.15 (41-50.146).
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 57.16.
WU CHIA-HUA f
Smashing through the natural barrier at La-tzu-k'ou on the Long March, i.
PLA 50 Anniversary 46.
WU CHIA-HUA
October: family posing for photograph, i, s, 1977. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 33.
WU CHIANG-TS'UI ^ **- %
Lotus Peak, Mt. Huang, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.135.
WU CHIEH ^ ^ t. Chung-hsiung A^ j(ik h. Fang-fei-fei-shih ^ ^ | ^
' ^ • B* 1 8 9 9 * From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society; birds and
flowers, landscape. BK II, 67 and 68; MSNC, 22.
Boating on a willow stream, i, s, 1928. Collectanea 1850-1967, 145;
Tang-tai ming-jen 80.
Landscape after Wang Meng, i, s, 1928. Hsien-tai ming-hua 22.
Landscape after Huang Kung-wang, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.143; MSNC 20.
Pine and mountain, in style of Wang Meng, i, seal (?), 1939. MSNC 22.
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/£*WU CHIH-HSuN -^ £* %)] . Navy.
Long live the people's communes, i indistinct, Mei-shu 1958,11.22.
"ft t.WU CH'ING ^  t  Shih-ch'en j ^ £rF . From Hai-yang, Kwangtung; fish.
Kuo-t'ai III.
Fishes, s. Kuo-t'ai III.17*.
WU CH'ING <~k 7% .
Traveling in the mountains, s, 1918 or 1978. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 203.
WU CHING-HENG ^ 'Ipt. 7 ~ , original name Tiao jf-j)£j t. Chih-hui
B. 1864 or 1875, d. 1953. From Wu-chin or Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; chu-jen in 1851; in
1901 studied in Japan; one of the "four elder statesmen of the Kuomintang;" in
China taught at various universities, moved to Taiwan in 1948. BK II, 67;
Boorman III, 416; MSNC, 26; Tang-tai, 34.
The tomb of Chi-tzu in Yen-ling, i, s (?). Chiang Pi-wei 26.
WU CH'ING-HSIA -^i T fk^ , original name Te-shu^^ * T h. Lung-ch'eng
nu-shih j£j[ ijfy -*& j£_ , Chuan-hsiang-ko-chu ^ ^ f%£j jfc. . Woman,
sixth daughter of Wu Chung-hsi. B. 1907 or 1909 or 1910. From Wu-chin or
Ch'ang-chou, Kiangsu; Bee Painting Society; Shanghai Art-Tea Association;
Chinese Women's Calligraphy and Painting Association and other art societies;
figures, landscape, ladies, animals, birds and flowers. BK II, 68; MSNC, 23;
Yti add.1, 10; Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Waiting for the ferry on an autumn river, i, s, 1936. Chin-tai CK hua 135.
Tz'u-kuang Temple, Mt. Huang, i, s. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 4; Kuo-hua
hsieh-sheng 36.
Swimming fish, s. CK shu-hua 8.18*.
Girl selling flowers, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 57*.
Landscape: feeding ducks in willow pond, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 58.
Birds on tree, i, s, 1937. I-ching 1937.33.38.
Two birds on plum tree, bamboo, pine and rock, i, s, 1946. MSNC 159.
Fishes and water grasses, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 160.
Geese and reeds, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 28*.
Still life: flowers, jars, candies, i, s, 1960. Shang-hai hua-niao chi
19*.
Two fish and willows, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 16*.
Cranes in pines in mountains, i, s, 1930. Tang-tai ming-jen 86.
WU CHING-MEN J^
Traveling by cart in the mountains, handscroll. CK hua 2 (1958) 49
(section).
WU CHING-PO ^ ffsT "x*- . From Hunan; illustrator; Peking Normal Academy.
Yu add . 1 , 1 1 .
Construction in the mountains, i, s, 1958. CK hua 14 (1959.11) 6*; CP
1959.21.16*; Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 26.
A corner of the electrical shop in Pei-hsin Ch'iao Commune, Peking, i,
seal, 1960. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 3.
Revolutionary spirit, i, d indistinct. Mei-shu 1957.9.28.
Feeding the baby, round format, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 32.
WU CH'ING-YuN ^ ^ i ^ t . Shih-hsien *Xk A?tx , Shih-ch'ien %t> i ^ h .
Fa-mo tao-jen }%$^ J|L "% S^' D» 1916. From Nanking, moved to Shanghai;
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landscape. BK II, 67; MSNC, 25; Sun, 182; Yfl, 310.
Retiring in the spring mountains, i, s, 1910. Chin-pai-nien 100.
Sails outside city walls, i, s, 1887. Chin-tai CK hua 42.
Landscapes of the four seasons, i, s, 1906. Chin-tai ming-jen IV.8.
Autumn landscape, i, s, 1914. CK chin-pai-nien 50.
Summer mountains in mist and rain, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 51.
Returning sailboats, i, s, 1919. CK hua 1 (1957) 36.
Cloudy mountains and rain, in Mi style, i, s, 1887. Collectanea 1853-1971,
22.
Landscape in Mi style, i, s, 1912. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP., 46.
Returning in the mist, fan, i, s. Fan Paintings 164.
Landscape, fan, i, 1903. Hu-she 19.7.
Landscape: signs of rain, i, s, 1906. Kuo-t'ai 1.8*.
Visiting a friend, i, 1899. Kuo-t'ai II.3*.
Landscape in style of Wang Meng, i, s, 1898. Kuo-t'ai VII.13*.
Autumn scene in style of Wang Meng, i, s. Kuo-t'ai XI.17*.
Hermit living in spring mountains, i, s, 1883. Pai-ytln-t'ang 11.66*.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1884. Ibid. 67*.
Rain in the valley, i, s indistinct. PR Sept. 9, 1958.20.
Landscape, i, s, 1857. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 34.
River landscape, i, s, 1903. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 128.
River and mountain landscape, i, s. Ibid. 129.
Snow landscape in style of Li Ch'eng, i, s, 1910. Sotheby, May 28, 1980,
14.
River landscape, i, s, 1904. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 160.
River landscape, i, s, 1857. Ibid. 161.
River landscape, i, s. Ibid. 162.
River landscape, fan, i, s, 1888. Ibid. 163.
Snowy landscape, i, s, 1914. Ibid. 164.
Traveling through mountains, s. Ibid. 165.
Traveling in Szechwan mountains, i, s, 1914. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 56•
Landscape in Mi style, i, s, 1903. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 229.
Landscape in Mi style, i, s. Ibid. 231.
Landscape, i, s, 1891. Ibid. 232.
Fisherman in a landscape, i, s, 1908. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 502-
Misty landscape, i, s, 1913. Ibid. 503.
Spring landscape, i, s, 1907. Ibid. 504.
Landscape in style of Mi Fu, i, s, 1893. Ibid. 505.
Traveling in Szechwan mountains, after Wang Meng, i, s, 1914. Sotheby, May
17, 1981, 60.
Riverscape, i, s, 1894. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 732.
Autumn landscape, i, s, 1893. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 532.
River landscape, fan, i, s, 1904. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 196.
Misty river landscape, fan, i, s, 1904. Ibid. 197.
Traveling in Szechwan, i, s, 1888. Sotheby, Jan 21, 1982, 556.
Spring landscape, i, s, 1907. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 97.
!?C fl •WU CHU-HSIEN ^ ^T7 JjLl t. Man-ch'ing !?C fl • Woman. B. 1904. From
Tung-yang, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai; Shanghai Art-Tea Association;
landscape. BK II, 69; MSNC, 24.
Landscape, s. MSNC 68.
WU CH'UAN-LIN
Mountain waterfall, s.1 CK shu-hua 8.10*.
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WU CHuN-CH'I ^ M $?k . B. 1918. From K'un-shan, Kiangsu; with the
T'ung-li Middle School, Wu-chiang County, Kiangsu. Yu add. 1, 10.
See Collaborative Works List 2, 6, 56.
WU CHuN-CH'ING ^ 7 I t ^ F , original name Chun /§L t . Ch'ang-shiiv (shuo)
7̂ %^L ' Ts'ang-shih ( s h u o ) ^ 3>Jj or ^ «5 h. F0U7IU ^ Jfii ,
K'u-t'ieh J£ ^ ^ , Lao-fou ; £ <£g , Lao-ts»ang ^ <-Jf , Ta-lung ^ 1p ,
Shih-tsun-che j& M. J§ , P'o-ho %jfi •fsj . B. 1844, d. 1927. From An-chi,
Chekiang; began to paint after age 50, follower of Teng Shih-ju; active in
Shanghai; Yti-ytlan Calligraphy and Painting Association; Hsi-ling Seal Society;
Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association;
flowers, landscapes. BK II , 68; Lin, 29; Sullivan, 96; Sun, 183; Yang add.
9; Yti, 290. * ^ , ^ ig
Bibliography. A: Wu Ch'ang-shih hua-chi ^ r& &$ 'W 3§k . Peking
Chung-kuo ku-tien i-shu, 1959. B: Wu Ch'ang-shih hua-chi ^ {Mj %^
4^ . Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1978. C: Paintings by Wu Changshuo.
Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1979.
Two peaches, i, s, 1903. A, 1*; B, 1*; C, 1*.
Pot of blossoming plum, i, s, 1903. A, 2*.
Peonies, i, s, 1904. A, 3*; B, 2*; C, 2*.
Lichees, i, s, 1904. A, 4*; B, 3*; C, 3*; Collectanea 1850-1967, 40*.
Nandina and rock, i, s, 1905. A, 5*; B, 4*; C, 4*; Collectanea
1850-1967, 45*; Mei-shu 1957.1.27* .
Flower and rocks, i, s, 1906. A, 6*; Chin-pai-nien, 22.
Peach blossoms, i, s, 1906. A, 7*; Collectanea 1850-1967, 46*; CR
1961.5.20; Mei-shu 1957.1.27*.
Peonies and narcissi, i, s, 1906. A, 8*; B, 6*; C, 6*.
Nandina, i, s, 1906. A, 9*; B, 5*; C, 5*.
Magnolia and peony, i, s, 1911. A, 10*; Collectanea 1850-1967, 48;
Mei-shu 1957.1.26*.
Fence and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1912. A, 11*.
New Year's offering, i, s, 1912. A, 12*; B, 7*; C, 7*;
Chin-pai-nien 19; CL 1963.3 opp. 78*.
Chrysanthemums and rock, i, s, 1914. A, 13*; B, 8*; C, 8*.
Loquats and rock, i, s, 1916. A, 14*; B, 9*; C, 9*; Collectanea
1850-1967, 47.
Plum, narcissi and rock, i, s, 1917. A, 15*; B, 10*; C, 10*.
Plum, bamboo and rock, i, s, 1917. A, 16*; Mei-shu 1957.1.21*.
Peach branches, i, s, 1918. A, 17*; B, front cover*; C, 11*; CL 1963.3
opp. 62*; Mei-shu 1979.1, front cover*.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1921. A, 18*; B, 11*; C, 12*.
Pomegranates and rock, i, s, 1925. A, 19*; B, 12*; C, 13*;
Chin-pai-nien 26.
Autumn studio offering: chrysanthemum and pomegranates in dish, i, s,
1925. A, 20*; B, 13*; C, front cover*.
Lotus in a vase, i, s, 1889. A, 21.
Autumn pavilion, i, s, 1893. A, 22.
Nandina and rock, i, s, 1894. A, 23.
Reflected moon and epidendrum, i, s, 1889. A, 24.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1899. A, 25.
Nandina, i, s, 1900. A, 26.
Autumn lotuses, i, s, 1902. A, 27.
Plum in vase, pot of grass, i, s, 1902. A, 28.
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Basket of cabbage, two waterchestnuts, i, s, 1904. A, 29.
Plum and spring wine, i, s, 1904. A, 30*.
Reeds, i, s, 1904. A, 31.
Wisteria vine, i, s, 1904. A, 32.
Loquats and balsam, i, s, 1905. A, 33.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1905. A, 34; CL 1963.3.84.
Late lotus, i, s, 1905. A, 35.
Narcissus in vase, 1906. A, 36.
Broken lotus, i, seal, 1906. A, 37.
Winter lamp and plum branch, i, s, 1906. A, 38; CL 1963.3.83.
Autumn chrysanthemums, i, s, 1907. A, 39; Mei-shu 1957.1.26*.
Vegetables, i, s, 1907. A, 40.
Old pine tree, i, s, 1908. A, 41.
Man reading by a lamp, i, s, 1908. A, 42; Chin-pai-nien 23; Ming-pao 5
(1970) 8.70; Ming-pao 6 (1971) 2.58.
Old plum and pine, i, s, 1915. A, 43; Chin-pai-nien 21.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1915. A, 44.
Plum branches, i, s, 1915. A, 45.
Bamboo, i, s, 1916. A, 46.
Pine tree, i, s, 1916. A, 47.
Ink plum blossoms, i, s, 1916. A, 48; Chin-pai-nien 17.
Snow plum and rock, i, s, 1916. A, 49.
Old cypress, i, s, 1917. A, 50.
Cassia plant, i, s, 1917. A, 51.
Wisteria and rock, i, s, 1917. A, 52.
Pine and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1917. A, 53.
Camellia, i, s, 1917. A, 54.
Narcissus, i, s, 1919. A, 55.
Ink lotus, i, s, 1920. A, 56.
Epidendrum in empty valley, i, s, 1921. A, 57.
Red bamboo and rock, i, s, 1921. A, 58.
Bamboo in wind, i, s, 1923. A, 59.
Wisteria, i, s, 1923. A, 60; Chin-pai-nien 25.
Autumn chrysanthemum, i, s, 1923. A, 61.
Ink loquats, ±,.3, 1924. A, 62.
Peach and rock, i, s, 1924. A, 63; CK hsien-tai 5.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1924. A, 64.
Plum and rock, i, s, 1925. A, 65.
Peonies and narcissi, i, s, 1925. A, 66; Chin-pai-nien 20.
Autumn hibiscus, i, s, 1926. A, 67.
Plum and rock in moonlight, i, s, 1927. A, 68.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1927. A, 69.
Peony, i, s, 1927. A, 70.
Bird, i, s, age 84 (1927). A, 71.
Sea gull, i, s, 1927. A, 72.
Pine, i, s, 1927. A, 73.
Willow branch and small bird, i, s, 1927. A, 74.
Two rocks, i, s, 1927. A, 75.
Mossy stone, i, s, 1927. A, 76.
Landscape: scene of T'ien-shan, i, s, 1927. A, 77; Chin-pai-nien 18.
Old trees in mist, i, s, 1927. A, 78.
Autumn scene, i, s, 1927. A, 79.
A mountain town, i, s, 1927. A, 80.
Twelve leaf album of flowers, bamboo and plants, i, s, 1905. Fou-lu
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A- Y& fe XXr Mil"" &
hsieh-sheng miao-p'in ^/ /g^ ^ r^ ^ / *** . Shanghai:
Hsi-ling, 1923.
Camellias, i, s, 1919. Barling, CP 16-20 Cen., 8.
Lichee, i, s, 1904. Ibid. 9.
New Year's flowers, i, s, 1914. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 86 (March 1977),
back cover*.
Peach blossoms and rock, i, s, 1904. Chin-pai-nien 11*; CK hua 4
(1959.1) 10*.
Chung K'uei, i, s, 1893. Chin-pai-nien 13*.
Autumn chrysanthemum and rock, i, s. Ibid. 14*.
Cut lotus blossoms and leaves, i, seals. Ibid. 15*.
Wisteria, i, s, 1903. Ibid. 16*.
Self-portrait, i, s, 1920. Ibid. 24; CK hua 1 (1957) 37.
Wisteria, i, s, 1902. Chin-tai CK hua IV*.
Three friends of winter, i, s, 1913. Ibid. 44.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 45.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1906. Ibid. 46.
Flowers in vase, rock, chrysanthemum, done with P'u Hua (1834-1911), i,
s, 1904. Ibid. 47.
Narcissus and rocks, i , s, 1917. Ibid, back cover*.
Ink plums, i , s, 1916. Chin-tai ming-jen 1.15.
Man in cottage in mountains, i , s, 1914. Ibid. 11.12.
Nandina, i , s, 1923. Ibid. I I I . 9 .
Plum, i , s, 1915. Ibid. III.16.
Wisteria, i , s. Ibid. III .16.
Chrysanthemum, i , s, 1915. Ibid. 111.16.
Narcissus, i , s, 1915. Ibid. III .16.
Landscape, i , s, 1914. Ibid. IV.13.
Bodhidharma, i , s, 1915. Ibid. IV.13.
Magnolias and stone, i , s, 1909. CK chin-pai-nien 40.
Wisteria vine, i , s, 1905. Ibid. 40.
Narcissus and nandina, i , s, 1909. Ibid. 41.
Flowers and rocks, after Tao-chi, i , s. Ibid. 41.
Peach branch and rock, i , s, 1919. Ibid. 42.
Grapes and gourds, i , s. Ibid. 43*; CP 1959.11.25*; Ming-pao 6
(1971) 12.75.
Lamp and chrysantheums, i, s. CK chin-pai-nien 45.
Lotus leaves and blossoms, i, s. Ibid. 45.
Lone pine, i, s, 1923. CK hsien-tai 1.
Golden harvest: gourds and persimmons, i, s, 1913. CL 1957.4 opp. 46*.
Peaches, seal. CL 1963.7, front cover (section ?)*.
Flowers and leaves of morning glory, i, s. CL 1964.12, front cover
(section ?)*.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1920. CL 1978.9 opp. 88*.
Peach branch, i, s, 1915. Collectanea 1850-1967, 41*.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1922. Ibid. 42.
Longevity: stunted pine and rock, i, s, 1895. Ibid. 43.
Peach blossoms and rock, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 44*.
Crane, i, s, 1921. Collectanea 1853-1971, 13.
Wisteria, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 14; Po-lin 1.
Peach blossoms and rock, i, s. Collectanea 1853-1971, 15.
Banana trees, i, s. Ibid. 16.
Still life of flowers and fruit, i, s, 1915. CP 1959.11.25*.
New Year's flowers and fruits, i, s, 1915. CP 1962.2.1*.
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Plum blossoms and pomegranates, fan, i, s. Fan Paintings 158.
Lotus flowers, i, s, 1917. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 75*; Hejzlar,
Chinese Watercolors 7*•
Red plum, i, s, 1920. Han-k'ou 21.
Meditating poet under a cliff, i, s. Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 4*.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1908. Ibid. 5*.
Narcissus, i, s, 1923. Hu-she 1.18 (1-10.18).
Peonies, fan, i, s, 1916. Hu-she 46.8 (41-50.141).
Vine, i indistinct. I-ching 1936.15.28.
Still life: hollyhock in vase, pot of grass, i, s, 1891. I-lin 113.11.
Ink lotus, i, s, 1896. I-ytlan to-ying 2.22.
Peony, i, s, 1908. Ibid. 6.32.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1916. Kuo-tfai 1.4*; Kuo-t'ai X.3.
Red plum blossom, i, s, 1924. Kuo-t'ai II.5*; Kuo-t'ai X.15*.
Bamboos, i, s, 1913. Kuo-t'ai 1.6; Kuo-t'ai X.1 6*.
Pine and plum, i, s, 1915. Kuo-t'ai II.8*; Kuo-t'ai X.9*.
Chrysanthemum in vase, loquats in basket, i, s. Kuo-t'ai II.9*.
New Year's still life, i, s, 1914. Kuo-t'ai III.1*; Kuo-t'ai X.4*.
Lotus, i, s. Kuo-t'ai III.13*; Kuo-t'ai X.5*.
Peonies, i, s, 1917. Kuo-t'ai III.45; Kuo-t'ai X.14.
Frosted chrysanthemums, i, s, 1914. Kuo-t'ai IV.10*; Kuo-t'ai X.13*.
Ink pine, i, s, 1914. Kuo-t'ai IV.11.
Four scrolls of flowers and fruits, i, s, 1906. Kuo-t'ai VII. 14*. 15*;
Kuo-t'ai X.10*, 11*.
Chrysanthemums on Mt. Nan-shan, i, s, 1923. Kuo-t'ai X.1*.
Purple chrysanthemums and golden loquats, i, s. Kuo-t'ai X.2*.
Chrysanthemums in snow, i, s. Kuo-t'ai X.6*.
Bamboo and summer flowers, done with P'u Hua (1834-1911), i, s, 1903.
Kuo-t'ai X.7*.
Old pine tree, i, s, 1914. Kuo-t'ai X.8*.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1913. Kuo-t'ai X.12*.
Plum blossoms and orchids, i, s. Kuo-t'ai X.17.
Red plum, i, s, 1917. Mei-shu 1957.1.32.
Loquats and rock, i, s. Ibid. 32*.
Autumn chrysanthemums, i, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 13*.
Peach blossoms, i, s. Ibid. 25*.
Chinese amaranth, s. Ibid. 33*.
Plum tree, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 35.
Orchids and stone, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 36.
Narcissus, stone and plum, i, s, 1918. Ibid. 40.
Gourds, i, s. Ibid. 43*.
Plum trees, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 44.
Prosperity: flowers in rubbing of antique bronze vessel, i, s, 1919.
Ibid. 48.
Peaches, i, s, 1916. Ibid. 51*.
Plum tree, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 53.
Chinese amaranth, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 57.
Bodhidharma facing a wall, i, s, 1925. Ibid. 61.
Wind in bamboo, i, s, 1920. Ibid. 66.
Plum tree, i, s, 1924. Ibid. 67.
Nandina and narcissus, i, s, 1914. Ibid. 68*.
Bamboo in wind, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 70.
Flowers and rocks, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 74.
Chrysanthemum, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 78.
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Chinese amaranth, i, s, 1919, Ibid, 82,
Harnessing a horse, i, s. Ibid. 83,
Plum trees and stones, i, s, 1920, Ibid, 86,
Orchids and stone, i, s, 1922, Ibid, 90,
Plum trees, i, s, 1925, Ibid, 91.
Bamboo and rocks, i, s, 1919, Ibid, 96.
Swallows in flight, i, s, 1921, Ibid. 101,
Plum tree, i, s, 1920. Ibid, 104.
Bamboo and stone, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 109.
Swallows in flight, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 116.
Wisteria, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 117.
Orchids and stone, i, s. Ibid. 154.
Landscape: man in cottage by water, i, s. Ibid. 155.
Citrus and strange stone, i, s, 1914. Ibid. 156.
Peach trees and stone , i, s, 1902. Ibid. 157.
Plum tree and rock, i, s, 1918. Ibid, 158,
Narcissus and stones, i, s, 1918. Ibid. 159.
Chrysanthemum on a cliff, i, s. Ibid. 160.
Orchids and vase, i, s. Ibid. 161.
Rubbing of an old vessel and vegetable, i, s, 1918. Ibid, 162.
Three friends of winter, i, s. 1914. Ibid. 163.
Landscape, i, s, 1919. Ibid. 164.
Plum branch and teapot, i, s, 1927. Ibid. 165.
Red lotus, i, s. Ming-pao 6 (1971) 2,49*.
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1923. Ibid. 52*,
Peonies, i, s, 1918. Ibid. 54.
Bird, i, s, age 80, Ibid. 57.
Plum blossom, pomegranates, flower, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 59.
Landscape, i, s, 1927. Ming-pao 6 (1971) 12.71.
Epidendrum and rock, i, s. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 4.36.
Berry shrub, peony and lichee, i, s, 1923. Pai-ytin-fang 11.32*.
Magnolia, peony and crabapple blossoms, i, s, 1915, Ibid. 33*,
Oil lamp and chrysanthemum, i, s. PR Sept,9, 1958,19.
Loquats, i, s. PR May 26, 1959.18.
Peaches, i, s, 1908. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 28.
Kiwi fruit, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 29.
Lotus, i, s, 1918. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 15.
Red leaves, i, s, Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 150.
Rock and peonies, i, s. Ibid. 151.
Peony and rock (attributed to), i, s. Ibid, 152.
Loquats, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 153.
Flowers and rocks, i, s, 1916. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 53*.
Prunus, i, s, 1926. Sotheby, Dec. 18, 1980, 74.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1918. Ibid. 75.
Birds, prunus and rock, done with Hu T'u and Huang Yao, i, 1916.
Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 18? Sotheby, Jan. 21. 1982, 503.
Lotus, i, s, 1917. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 56.
Prunus, i, s, 1912. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 55.
Azaleas and rock, i, s. Ibid. 56.
Prunus in pot, i, s, 1903. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 93.
Flowers and finger citron on rubbings of bronze vessels, i, s, 1908.
Ibid. 94.
Auspicious flowers, i, s, 1910. Sullivan 9.
Peach branch, i, s, 1922. Tsuruta 4*.
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Pine branches and rocks, if s. Ibid, 54.
Rocks, i , s , 1912. Ib id . 55 .
Chrysanthemum and rock, i, s. Ibid. 56.
Three friends of winter, i, s, 1914. Ibid. 57.
Waterfall in snowy mountains, i, s, 1914. Ibid. 58.
Plum branch and shadow, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 59.
Retreat in bamboo grove, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 60.
Landscape: pines of Mt. Huang, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 61.
Man on bridge in snow, i, s, 1916. Ibid. 62.
Epidendrum and rock, i, s, 1916. Ibid. 63.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1915. Ibid. 64.
Wisteria, i, s, 1916. Ibid. 65.
Pine and rock, i, s. Ibid. 66.
Lotus leaf and bud, i, s, 1917. Ibid. 67.
Bamboo, i, s, 1920. Ibid. 68.
Bamboo, i, s, 1921. Ibid. 69.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, age 83. Ibid. 70.
Pine tree, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 71.
Peonies, i, s. Wang-ytin-hsien 11.12.
Autumn flowers, i, s, 1924. Wu, Painting in China 14.
Flowers and narcissi, rock, i, s, 1925. Wu, Wang, San T'an 8.
See also Shina nanga taisei 11.112-122, 206-210, 261; III.229-230, 261;
IV.199, 200, 251, 252; V.61-64, 78, 126, 190, 248-252; VII.250-252;
XII.250, 251; Add. III.123-233; Add. IV.162-169; Add. supplement
61.
See also Collaborative Works List 8.
Supplementary bibliography: >-
Wu Ch'ang-shih chi ^k J§ ^^f ^ . Hong Kong: 1972.
WU CHtlN-CH'UAN -^ *-& ^J t. Kuang-chen ?JL J | . B. 1909. From
Chin-chiang, Fukien; 1934 graduate of the Shanghai Art Academy; influenced by
Wu Chtin-ch'ing. MSNC, 25.
Lotus and kingfishers, i, s. MSNC 188.
WU CHuN~FA ?K I***- ?*-, original name Weng Yuan-fa 3$ ^J *% r other names
Ts'ao-yuan j£ Jjfc , Liu-lin yf^Jf j$- , K'o-lin ^ ^ L . B. 1927. From
Kuang-feng, Kiangsi; primarily a graphic artist; now in Kiangsu. CK i-shu-chia
I, 481; Ytt add. 1, 10.
Tree and birds, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 4, front cover*.
See also Collaborative Works List 2, 5.
WU CHUNG-YING ^
Boating by a willow, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.146.
WU-FENG SHAN-JEN ^-
Bamboo, pine and plum, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.46.
WU HAN ^ >1&J t. Tzu-ju -d* J£xz h. Ts' ang-k • an ̂  % £ . B. 1874 or 1876, d.
1927. From An-chi, Chekiang, second son of Wu Chun-ch'mg; active in Shanghai;
Hsi-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association. BK
II, 68; Yang add.10 (under Wu Chtln-ch'ing); Yti, 198.
Landscape, i, s, 1922. CK hsien-tai.
Loquats, i, s, 1921. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 154.
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WU HSI-TS'ENG -^ V»M f t . Chtln-hao 3* ^ h. Ching-t1 ing S% >f ,
Ching-hu S.% ££jf • B. 1904, d. 1972, From Peking or Shan-yin, Chekiang; pupil
of Chin Ch'eng; Hu-she Painting Society; before 1949 taught in art schools in
Peking and sold paintings for his living; after 1949 with the Central
Minorities Art Research Institute and the Peking Painting Academy. BK II, 67;
MSNC, 26; Yti, 328,
Boat on a mountain river, s, 1958. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 5.
Landscape: working in the mountains, s, 1959. CK hua 10 (1959.7), front
cover*•
The Ch'ti Gorge, i, s, 1959. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 8-9.
Spring: Coal Hill and the White Pagoda, done with Ho Ching-han and Wu
Hsien-ts'eng. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 18-19.
The Ch'in Mountains. CK hua hsuan-pien 44; Hsien-tai shan-shui 22;
Mei-shu 1959.7, inside back cover.
landscape after Huang Kung-wang, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967. 187.
Landscape, i, s. Bdgren, 20th Cen. CP., 42.
Boat on mountain river, s, 1959. Hsien-tai shan-shui 21•
Landscape, for Chin Ch'eng, i, s. Hu-she 100.26.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 4.9.
Landscape after Wang Meng, i, s. I-lin 100.10.
Ch'ing-shih Cliff in the Ch'in Mountains. Mei-shu 1956.1.6.
Work site in the Ch'in Mountains. Mei-shu 1956.2.30.
Layers of mountain peaks, i, s, 1961. Mei-shu 1961.2.49*.
Town in the Ltieh-yang Mountains, s, 1962. Mei-shu 1963.2.58.
Fishing from a stream-side shelter, after Li T'ang, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu
sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.145.
Landscape, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 114*.
City in the Ltieh-yang Mountains, s, 1956. Shih-nien CK hua 83.
Boats in the gorges, s, 1958. Shou-tu 33*.
Landscape with thatched pavilion, fan, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981,
198.
See also Collaborative Works List 14, 18, 49, 65.
WU HSIAO-CHIEH ^ ^ »?7» .
Yellow River banks, i , 1979. Mei-shu 1979.5.28.
WU HSIEN-TS'ENG 9K f$5k "0 t. Kuang-yu ~%J Cj . B. 1908, d. 1970. From
Peking, younger brother of Wu Hsi-ts'eng; studied with Hsu Yen-sun; before
1949 taught at Tsinghua Art Academy and National Peking Art Academy; after 1949
specialized in serials and New Year's pictures; with the Peking Painting
Academy; figures, ladies. BK II, 67; Yti 282.
School children listening to radio during winter break, i, s. CK hua 7
(1959.4) 3; PR July 15, 1958.17.
Hstln Kuan leading troops to rescue her father, i, s. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 8.
The battle of the Fei River, s. CK hua 13 (1959.10) 9.
Spring: Coal Hill and the White Pagoda, done with Ho Ching-han and Wu
Hsi-ts'eng. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 18-19.
Returning from pasture, i, s, 1942. Collectanea 1850-1967, 186*.
Polo in the T'ang palace, s, d indistinct. I-lin 29.8.
Lady under bamboo, i, s, 1938. I-lin 101.14.
Lady standing by willow, s, 1939. I-lin 106.14.
Lady holding a fan, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.148.
Children at play, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 103*.
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Children playing, s. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 4, inside front cover.
Construction scene at the Thirteen Tombs, s. Shou-tu 15,
Eight leaf album of children playing New Year's games, s, 1948. Sotheby,
June 17, 1980, 333 (1 leaf).
See also Collaborative Works List 18, 27.
WU HSIN-TE.
Flowers, i, s. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 82,
WU HSING-HSIEN ^ - ^ r ^ t . Hsin-hsien / iV ^
studied at the Shanghai Art Academy; landscape.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 57.16.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 70.16.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. I-lin 33.7.
. From Hangchou, Chekiang;
MSNC, 26; I-lin 33.7.
WU HSIU-MEI B. 1937.
Women's blast furnaces, done with Sun Ya-ju.
Mei-shu 1959.9.34.
CK hua 20 (1960.5) 13*;
WU HU-FAN J | >%$ fFL , name Ch'ien 4 # , Wan ^j h. Ch'ien-anj fl J% ,
Mei-ching (or ying) shu-wu 7$% ^ 6§.b) - ^ /g_ t Ch'ou-i gj^ £& , I-yen
^j3 ^ . B. 1894, d. 1968 o'r 1970. From Suchou, Kiangsu; also active in
Shanghai; connoisseur and collector; landscape, birds, flowers. BK I I , 69;
Lin, 29; MSNC, 24; Sullivan, 97; Yti, 301. ^ ^
Bibliography. A: Mei-ying shu-wu hua-chi /f& jfc.j' -j|i /§L -Jp ijl} t vol .
1 Wu Hu-fan, P'an Ching-shu hua-ts 'e ^ ^ff ^
Shanghai: Mei-ying shu-wu, 1940.
Layered peaks, i , s, 1936. A, 1*.
Grove and cl iff , i , s, 1933. A, 4.
Horse and groom, after Han Kan, i , s, 1935. A, 5*.
Scholar seated by a stream, waterfall, in style of Chti-jan, i, s. A, 8.
Myriad gullies and pine wind, i, s, 1938. A, 11.
Collating texts, i, s, 1932. A, 14.
Clouds and peaks, after Chao Yung, i, s, 1936. A, 16*; Mei-shu
sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.142.
Bamboo, fan, i, s, 1948. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.27*.
Cloudy peaks and autumn mists, i, s, 1925. Chin-tai ming-jen III.21. .
Grotto, i, s, 1956. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 4.
Scene of Mt. Lu, i, s, 1958. CK hua hstian-pien 45; Hsien-tai
shan-shui 30.
Horses by a river, done with Chao Shih-kang, i, s. Collectanea
1850-1967, 25.
Landscape after Lu Kuang, i , s . Collectanea 1853-1971, 25.
Landscape: autumn leaves, i , s, 1937. Ibid. 27*.
Waterfall, i , s, 1933. Ibid. 28.
Pine, i , s, 1944. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 27*.
Ink bamboo, fan, i , s, 1962. Ibid. 66*.
Angling Terrace, Fu-ch'un River, i , s. Hsien-tai ming-hua 17.
Cloudy Shu River, i , s, 1960. Hsien-tai shan-shui 31; Mei-shu
1961 .2.39.
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.154.
Landscape after Lu Hung's "Thatched hut," in manner of Tung Ch'i-ch'ang,
i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.10.
Landscape after Kao K'o-kung, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 83.8.
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Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 88.12.
Landscape, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 92.10.
Bamboo, i, s, 1937. I-ching 1937.35, cover.
Landscape, i, s, 1930. Kuo-t'ai 1.31*.
Bamboo and rock, fan, i, s, 1950. Kuo-t'ai V.74.
Landscape, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V.75.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1931. Kuo-t'ai V.76.
Waterfall, after T'ang Yin, i, s, 1936. Kuo-t'ai VII.36*.
Spring mountains, i, s, 1920. Kuo-t'ai XI.43*.
Landscape after Wang Shen, i, s, 1929. Mei-chan 2.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 115.
Mountains in mist, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1956.6.36*.
New bamboo, i, s, 1958. Mei-shu 1962.4.38; Shang-hai hua-niao chi 2*.
Bamboo and stone. Mei-shu sheng-huo 35 (Feb. 1937)* (plate missing in
copy indexed).
Landscape, i, s. MSNC 4.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 63.
Bamboo, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 101.
Bamboo, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 101.
Lotuses, i, s, 1960. Shang-hai hua-niao 18*; Shang-hai hua-niao chi
38*.
Plum blossoms, for Mei Lan-fang, i, s, 1964. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 44.
Autumn mountains, secluded temple, fan, i, s, 1937. Ibid. 46.
Landscape, i, s, 1933. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 206.
Bamboo and rock, s, 1950. Ibid. 207.
Autumn mountains, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 54.
Landscape in style of Tung Ch'i-ch'ang, i, s, 1932. Ibid. 55.
Prunus, i, s, 1945. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980, 270.
Pine trees in style of Wu Chen, i, s, 1947. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981,
500.
Travelers in a landscape, i, s. Ibid. 501.
Four album leaves of landscape in styles of past masters, s. Sotheby,
May 17, 1981, 57 (1 leaf).
Eight leaf album of plant studies, i, s. Ibid. 58 (1 leaf).
Bamboo, bare tree and rocks, i, s, 1945. Ibid. 59.
Bamboo and rock, i, s, 1943. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 731.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1949. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 531.
Landscape after T'ang Yin and Sheng Mou, i, s, 1924. Sotheby, Nov. 22,
1981, 59.
Landscape after Tung Ch'i-ch'ang, i, s, 1943. Ibid. 60.
Landscape in style of Wu Chen, fan, i, s, 1935. Sotheby, April 28,
1982, 95.
Landscape in style of Wu Chen, i, s, 1934. Ibid. 96.
Walking in the mountains, i, s, 1928. Tang-tai ming-jen 48.
Misty mountain village, i, s, 1920. Wang-ytln-hsien 1.16.
Landscape, i, s, 1925. Wu-chung chin-jen II.2.
See also Collaborative Works List 43.
WU HUA-YtiAN ^ ^ >)%-> t. Tzu-shen J£ P^ . B. 1893 or 1894, d. 1972.
From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; Shanghai Art Association; landscape, bamboo. BK II,
67; Ho, 24; MSNC, 26; Tang-tai, 34; Kuo-t'ai V.
Spring colors in the south, after Chao Ta-nien, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 132.




Fishing on spring river, i, s, 1968. Ibid, 56,
Bamboo and rock, fan, i, s. Kuo-t'ai V. 67.
Plum and bamboo, i, s, 1946, MSNC 96.
Pine, bamboo, prunus and rock, i, s, 1944. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 166.
Landscape after Wang Yttan-ch'i, i, s, 1925. Wu-chung chin-tai II.3.
WU HUAN-SUN -^ ^J -$fc . From Peking, graduate of Peking Art Academy. BK
II, 67.
Early morning landscape, i, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 99*.
Landscape to the east of the river, handscroll, i, s, 1946. Ibid.
100-101 (i cropped).
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai VII.41*.
See also Collaborative Works List 15.
WU I ̂  ^^.- B. 1934. Born in Yokohama, Japan, of Cantonese descent; now
at the Nanking Academy of Calligraphy and Painting. Sotheby, April 28, 1982.
Autumn mountains, i, s, 1979. Chiang-su mei-shu 45*.
Autumn on the North Sea, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 99.
WU I-HUI^ ^ ŝip. Hupei.
Jao Hsing-li, i, seal, 1965. Mei-shu 1965.5.19.
WU JANG-PIN ^ ^
Mother and daughter returning in the rain, i, s, 1958. CK hua 10 (1959.7)
back cover*.
WU JUI-FEN ^ &$> t^O t . Tzu- t ing - ^ ft% h . I - t a o - j e n
B. 1873/ d . 1945. From Hsiu-ning, Anhwei; l andscape . Yti, 305; Tang- ta i
ming- jen .
Three men looking at a scroll under pines, fan, i, s, 1928. Hsin-han ko
III.15.
Scholar and attendant under pine, i, s. MSNC 20.
Man on horseback, lady in second storey of a pavilion, i, s, 1929.
Tang-tai ming-jen 64.
WU KO-TUN
Stone and bamboo, i , s , 1935. Mei-shu sheng-huo 35 (Feb. 1937).
t? .—> j^ £
WU KUAN-CHUNG ^ -%£j *f t. T'u ^ . B. 1919. From I-hsing, Kiangsu; in
1939 entered National Hangchou Art Academy, later moved to Yunnan and Szechwan;
after graduation became an assistant in the art department of Chungking
University; in 1947 went to France, returned to China in 1950; taught at
several art institutions in Peking; with the Central Art Academy; studied both
Chinese painting and oils, but concentrated on oil painting. CK i-shu-chia I,
480; Yu add. 1, 10; CL 1979.12, 97.
Mt. Huang, seal, 1979. CK shu-hua 5, inside front cover*.
A view from Kulangyu. CL 1978.8 opp. 33*.
Landscape, seal (?). CL 1979.7 opp. 72*; CR 1979.5, inside back cover*.
A mountain village after rain, seal (?). CL 1979.12 opp. 96*.
Early spring, s, 1977 (?). Ibid. bet. 96-79*.
Fish, village and sea, seal, 1977. Ibid. bet. 96-97*; Ming-pao 13 (1978)
6.69.
A fishing village by the Li River, seal (?). CL 1979.12 opp. 97*.
A mountain city, seal (?). CL 1980.2 bet. 118-119*.
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The Great Wall. CL 1981.7,87.
Island, seal (?). Ibid. 88.
Trees reflected in water, s, 1979. Ibid. opp. 88*.
Putuo Mountain, i, seal, 1980. Ibid. bet. 88-89*.
Tree roots, seal. Ibid. bet. 88-89*.
Building and two swallows, seal. Ibid. opp. 89*.
Hsi-shuang-panna. CP 1979.7.28*.
Lotus, seal. Ibid. 28*.
The hill-city by the Ch'ang River. Ibid. 29*.
Cassia tree, i, s, 1977. CP 1980.7.9*.
By the fish pond, seal, 1976. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstlan II.5*.
Mountain town, seal (?). Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.34*.
Village and fields, seal. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.70*.
Tree and distant village, seal (?). Ibid. 71*.
Hangchou mountain road. Ming-pao 16 (1981) 6, front cover*.
Mt. Chiao in Kueichou, s. Ibid, inside front cover*.
Trashiilunpo Monastery, Tibet. PR Feb. 23, 1962.19.
Seventy-five year-old Dabadondrub (the last survivor of the fight against
British aggression in the stronghold of Palchud Monastery, Tibet)•
Ibid. 19.
Trees by a river, seal, 1976. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 111.
Supplementary bibliography: ^ ^ _ ^
Wu Kuan-chung kuo-hua hsuan J^ y^ *7 @Sf -J \^k . Ch'eng-tu:
Ssu-chuan jen-min, 1982.
WU KUANG-YtlAN
Lady under blossoming plum trees, i, s (?), 1933. Hu-she 85.16.
Mi Fu worshipping a rock, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 87.16.
Nymph of the Lo River, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 96.9.
Tung Ytleh-fei, fan, colophon dated 1935. Hu-she 97.16.
WU K'UEI ^ ^ ^ * B - 1 9 1 4 ' <*• 1970. From Kueiyang, Kueichou; studied at
Peking National Art Academy and Shanghai Art Academy; after graduation returned
to Kueiyang and engaged in revolutionary work; after 1949, active in Nanking.
Yti add. 1 .11 .
Constructing a windmill, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 8*; Chiang-su
shih-nien 11*; CK hua 9 (1959.6) 4.
Junks preparing to sail, i, s, 1959. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 16 (cropped
at top); Chiang-su mei-shu 2; CK hua 18 (1960.3) 15.
Country school, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su shih-nien 14*; Mei-shu 1959.1.32*;
PR Oct. 21, 1958.5.
Workers. CK hua 6 (1959.3) 3.
Resting by a windmill, i indistinct. PR March 30, 1962.15.
See also Collaborative Works List 3, 4, 20, 55.
vU t.WU KUNG-HU Jl^ \̂  Lo-sheng if: %. h. Lin-sheng fcf- ̂  . B. 1905.
From Hainan Island, Kwangtung; Spring Slumber Studio; studied in Canton and
Peking; in 1928 traveled in France and Germany, in 1929 taught in Peking, in
1930 in Shanghai, in 1931 in Nanking; later moved to Hong Kong; flowers,
wisteria. BK II, 68; Ho, 49; Lin, 30.
White heron in marsh, s, 1934 or 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.130.
WU KUO-T'ING ^ /HJ ^3 •
A single spark can start a prairie fire: Mao Tse-tung at military field
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headquarters, done with Wu Shan-ming and Wu Tzu-ch'iang, i . Mei-shu
tso-p'in hstlan 21*; PLA 50 Anniversary 1.
WU KUO-YING ^ W\ ^ •
Hen and rooster under wisteria, s, colophon dated 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.143.
WU LAN-WEN ^ Jjfl ^ 5 ^ .
Crow on a branch, insect, colophon dated 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.144.
WU-LI-CHI-T'U $k ft r£ )MI , other names I - l i - t ' e 4f ^ $jfr , Ao
^ 3 Chan-k'o ^ j£j , Shu-pa-ko >f^ J- %%- . B. 1928. From Chao-yang,
Liaoning; Mongolian; now in Inner Mongolia. CK i-shu-chia I , 442; Ytl add. 1,
24.
Mounted attack in winter, done with Weng Ju-lan, i , 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 80.
WU LI-FU yfi. I|j! hp . B. 1900 or 1903. From Fukien, or Hsin-hui, Kwangtung;
a t Futan University and with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; landscape.
Lin, 10; MSNC, 19; Ytl add. 1, 7; Shang-hai CK hua-yllan.
The wind in the pines, i , s, age 81. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 17*.
WU LIN-SHENG43L $%i ^ . B. 1923. From Jui-an, Chekiang; with the
Kiangsu Chinese Painting Academy. Yli add. 1, 7.
Pass in the Lou Mountains, i , s, 1977. Chiang-su kuo-hua 7*; Ming-pao 14
(1979) 2, inside front cover.
Ode to Tsun-i, done with Shang Chun-li. Chiang-su mei-shu 30; Mei-shu
1977.6.26* ( i , s, 1977).
The hospital at Mt. Huang, i, s, 1956. Chiang-su shih-nien 22*.
Hydroelectric plant on the Ta-tu River, i, 1977. Ch'iian-kuo mei-shu 32;
Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.60.
T'ien-tu Peak, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng.
WU LUNG ^ jff, t. Chen-pfing -f^ -^ h. Ho-an "?F& / ^ , Tan-shan }M "-* .
B. 1907. From Shao-hsing (or Shan-yin), Chekiang; landscape. BK II, 69; MSNC,
24.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 56.14.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 59.14.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. MSNC 49.
WU MAI ^ iSgl, t. Tung-mai %>- jjg/, . B. 1885 or 1886, d. 1963 or 1964. From
An-chi, Chekiang, son of Wu Chtin-ch'ing; after 1949 with the Shanghai Chinese
Painting Academy; flowers. BK II, 69; MSNC, 25; Yti, 288.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 41 (Aug. 1937).
Chrysanthemum plants, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.137.
Red plum blossoms, i, s. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 12*.
Bamboo, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 342.
WU MAN ^ ^ .
Five Old Peaks, s. MSNC 73.
WU MEI-FEN -^ /T& -Jf . Shanghai worker.
Child in hospital (minority theme), i, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 29*.
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WU MEI-HAO Bz. sfi$ %h' Spring Slumber Studio. BK I I , 68.
Man beneath pines listening to rapids, i , s, 1934. Nanking Exh, Cat.,
11.140.
WU MAO-HSIANG j% f$ %% t . T'ieh-yu 38$ *T ' • B, 1933. From Wen-hsien,
Honan; with the Honan Daily Publishers. Yu add. 1, 11.
Pig farm. Kuo-hua hstlan-chi 8*.
Delivering f e r t i l i z e r . Ibid. 31.
The old stone-cutter. Mei-shu 1965.5.19.
WU PANG-SHENG , | p /]8 X . BK I , 29.
Hua Kuo-feng with workers, done with Chao Chih-t'ing. PLA 50 Anniversary
28.
Army tug-of-war outside of class, s, 1972. Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary A,
56*.
See also Collaborative Works List 60.
WU P'EI-FU J? ')$PL % t. Tzu-yii J£- i * . B. 1874, d. 1939. From Teng-chou,
Shantung; warlord leader in north China in 1922. Boorman III, 444.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 66.11.
Plum flowers, i, s, 1939. Kuo-t'ai VII.45.
Bamboo, i, s, 1921. Kuo-t'ai XI.37.
Ink bamboo, seal. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.136.
WU P'EI-JUNG t£ ^))%L *~jjfc • Woman. B. 1908. From P'an-ytt, Kwangtung, lived
in Canton, student of Kao Lun, with the Liu-chou Lo-ch'ih Art Academy; in 1949
moved to Hong Kong; landscape. BK II, 67; Li, 106; Lin, 10.
Pagoda in moonlight, i indistinct. Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
Landscape: pleasure of autumn mountains, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.63.
WU P'ENG Jjf %^ t. Yang-mu ̂ r ^ or f^ . B. 1921. From Wu-hsien,
Kiangsu, son of Wu Cheng; now with the Suchou Chinese Painting Hall; landscape.
MSNC, 21; Yti add. 1, 10.
Yangtze River Three Gorges, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 41.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP., 47.
Mist and Rain Pavilion, Chia-hsing, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 33.
WU PI-TUAN 4ik lJ& &lrp'. B. 1926. From Nanking, Kiangsu, Moslem; from
1939 to 1945 in Chungking; now with the Central Art Academy. BK II, 67; CK
i-shu-chia I, 448; Yu add. 1, 7.
Li Tzu-ch'eng enters Peking, done with Lu Hung-nien, seals (?). CP
1975.11, inside back cover*; CR 1980.11.69 (cropped).
WU SHAN ^ ^ .
Four crabs, jug of wine, done with Ch'ing Pi, i, s, 1976. Ch'i-shih
nien-tai 87 (April 1977) 22.
WU SHAN-MING !%> -^ W . B. 1941. From P'u-chiang, Chekiang; with the
Chekiang Art Academy. Yli add. 1, 10.
Uighur woman, Sinkiang. CK hua jen-wu 5*.
Girl and horse in snow, i, s, finger painting. CK shu-hua 7.15*.
Flying snow welcomes spring: peasant in snowstorm, i, 1963. Mei-shu
1964.3.65.
A single spark can start a prairie fire: Mao Tse-tung at military field
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headquarters, done with Wu Kuo-t'ing and Wu Tzu-ch'iang, i. Mei-shu
tso-p'in hstlan 21*; PLA 50 Anniversary 1.
WU SHANG-KUNG ^ ^ )%] 3$ .
Chairman Hua and the people of Ta-chai, done with Wang Ch'un. Ch'ttan-kuo
mei-shu 10,
WU SHAO-JEN j | £i& ^S .
Long-awaited: arrival of Mao Tse-tung's writings, PLA 50 Anniversary 95.
WU SHIH J£\J S%2 . B. 1915. From Hsiang-t'an, Hunan; now in Wu-han. Yu add,
1, 18.
Old cassia grove at Ch'ang-yang. Mei-shu 1962.3.36.
WU SHIH-CHAO > |
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1934. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.139.
WU SHIH-CHEN J? ^t
Woman in boat playing flute at night, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.133.
WU SHIH-SUI ^ ^ ^fttC, another name Ch'i f*^ t. Fo-chih Jtfi -̂ L h.
Kuang-ming chi-shih /§• #JJ g ^ -jr, I-tao-jen ^ ^ ^ . B. 1900, d.
1977. From P'u-chiang', Chekiang; graduate of Shanghai Art School Normal
School, taught in Shanghai; pupil of Wu Chtln-ch'ing and Wang Chen; birds and
flowers. MSNC, 22; Ytt, 292.
Dispelling the cold: brazier, tea pot and cups, candle, plum blossoms, i,
s, 1934. Collectanea 1850-1967, 52.
Plum tree, i, s, 1961. Mei-shu 1961.4.54.
Ink epidendrum, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.138.
Supplementary bibliography: ^
Wu Fo-chih hua-hsuan & j £ -i - ^ ^L^ • Hangchou: Che-chiang
jen-min mei-shu, 1982.
WU SHU-CHtiAN ^| J%FK -^f t. Hsing-fen J& - ^ . Woman, wife of T'ang
Kuang-chao, her father and her son were also painters. B. 1853, d. 1930. From
She-hsien, Anhwei; landscape, birds and flowers, epidendrum, bamboo, figures.
BK II, 68; Yti, 298.
Silkworms and peonies, fan, i, s, 1880. Chin-tai CK hua 59.
Peacock, pheasants and birds, fan, s. Ibid. 59.
Mountain hermitage, i, s, 1904. Collectanea 1850-1967, 37.
Landscape: mountain cottage, after Lan Ying, i, s. Ibid. 38.
Four landscape fans, i, s. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP., 44, 45.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 17.8.
Landscape, i, s. Kuo-t'ai 1.24*.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-chan 89.
Bamboo and stone, i, s, 1920. Shina nanga taisei 11.123.
Fence and chrysanthemums, i, s. Ibid. 211.
Chrysanthemums, i, s. Ibid. 211.
Landscape, i, s, 1923. Tsuruta 78.
Ducks and willows, i, s. Ibid. 79.
See also Collaborative Works List 38.
WU SHU-HUAN X UZ ^ t . Ytt-sun -££. ^ . Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape. BK II, 68; MSNC, 24.
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Landscape, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 85.15,
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Hu-she 95.12.
WU SHU-PEN ^
Parrot on a branch, i, s, 1914 or 1974. Sotheby, June 13, 1979, 79.
WU SSU-LAN ^ -4M fffl t. Lu-yeh ̂  Jj* , Ch• ing-sheng / g <3E . B. 1908.
From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu, younger brother of Wu Hua-yttan, pupil of Yen
Chfun-sheng; taught at Suchou Art Academy. MSNC, 23.
Roses, lilies and bird, i, s (?). MSNC 183.
WU SU-CHEN J£ ^ M •
Two birds on leafy branches, i, s. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 6.
WU TAO-LIN % UH ^ p t . Shao-ytin y £1^ . B. 1910. From Wu-hsien,
Kiangsu; pupil of Wu Hu-fan. MSNC, 25.
A scholar playing the ch'in in a garden, i, s, 1944. MSNC 146.
WU TE-I 4i. %%? ^p t . I-chuang ^ ^ ^± , I-sou |J& J^, h . I-kung ^ '«A
B. 1954, d. 1927. From Pfan-yu or Nan-hai, Kwangtung; student of Chti Lien;
flowers, landscape. Li, 2; Lin, 9; Yti, 180.
Searching for Peach Blossom Spring, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 166.
Summer mountains after rain, i, s. Ibid. 167.
WU TENG %* J£S .
Landscape in style of Wang Meng, i, s. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 529.
WU TING -̂ 5 /Z^ t. Ytin-ch'iu yp^ jfe- . Hu-she Painting Society; landscape.
BK II, 68; MSNC, 26.
Landscape after Ni Tsan, i, s, 1906. Hu-she 69.16.
WU TS'ENG-PAO j£\, ^ 1^ h. Lao-chiao shan-jen 7& ^^ ^ ^ . From
Hangchou, Chekiang; flowers. MSNC, 44; Hu-she 54.16.
Pine, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 54.16.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.7.
& J*£ 2WU TSO-JEN -5? "* r ^^ • B. 1908. From Ching-hsien, Anhwei, moved to Suchou;
received training in oil painting in Suchou and Shanghai, later studied in
Europe; during Sino-Japanese war in west China, in 1946 at the National Academy
in Peking, became director of National Academy after death of Hsu Pei-hung in
1953; now with the Central Art Academy. BK II, 68; MSNC, 23; Sullivan, 97;
Yti add. 1, 10. * jJr ) ^ 4$
Bibliography. A: Wu Tso-jen hua-chi ^ Ah ̂  j§^ -^ • Peking:
Jen-min mei-shu, 1962.
Two goldfish, s, 1948. A, 1*.
Camels, s, 1950. A, 18.
Two elephants, i, s, 1952. A, 25.
Virgin forest in snow, Ta-hsing-an Mt., i, s, 1954. A, 26; CL 1964.7
opp. 94*; Hsien-tai shan-shui 36; Ming-pao 3 (1968) 1.52.
Pei-tai Ho, s, 1959. A, 35.
Two yaks, i, s, 1958. A, 35.
Hsing-fu Ytian: old folks home, i, s, 1958. A, 36; Ming-pao 3 (1968)
1.49 (i and s cropped).
Hawk, s, 1959. A, 37*.
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Panda, s, 1959. A, 38*; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 1, inside front cover.
Yak, i, seal. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 5*.
Lotus and fish, i, s. Ibid. 69*.
Goldfish, s, 1972. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 40 (May 1973), back cover;
Nan-pei chi 88 (Sept. 1977) 86*.
Lake T'ai, i, s, 1973 (?). Ch'i-shih nien-tai 48 (Jan. 1974), back
cover*•
Two cranes dancing, i, s, 1973. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 60 (Jan. 1975), back
cover*•
Camels. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 87 (April 1977) 21.
Two pandas, seal. Ibid., inside back cover*.
Two hawks flying above clouds, i, s, 1978. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 111
(April 1979) 66.
Eagle on a rock, i, s, 1958. CK hua 9 (1959.9) 6.
Two yaks, i, s, 1958. CK hua hsuan-pien 55.
Portrait of Hsiao Chang-hua, i, s, 1957. CL 1958.2.144.
Peace dove, fan, i, s, 1961. CL 1961.7.135.
Yaks, i, s, 1961. CL 1961.12 opp. 86*.
Camels, seal. CL 1962.5 opp. 64*.
Cyclamen, s. CL 1962.12, front cover*.
Running yaks, s. CL 1963.8, front cover*.
Goldfish, s. CL 1964.4, front cover*.
Off the Gulf of Pohai, s. CL 1964.7.100.
Yaks on the Tibetan grassland, i, s, 1978. CL 1979 supplement:
Traditional Chinese Paintings 3*; PR Nov. 24, 1978.27.
Baskets and carrying pole, i, s, 1958. CL 1980.7.55.
Looking afar: an eagle on a rock, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 58-59*.
Herding yaks, i, s, 1963. Ibid. bet. 58-59*.
Goldfish and lotus, s, 1980. Ibid., inside back cover*.
Vulture on a rock, i, s, 1961. CP 1962.5.21; Nan-pei chi 22 (March
1972), front cover (detail).
Black swan, i, s, 1961. CP 1962.5.22*.
The Chin-sha River, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.9.21*.
Five pictures of Tibetans of Sikang, i, s, dated 1943 to 1945. CR
1952.3.26-27*.
Building factories and oilfields on the desert, i, s, 1960. CR 1961.3,
back cover*.
Tan sheep on slopes of Ninghsia Hui AR, i, s, 1960. CR 1962.5, inside
front cover*.
Camels, i, s, 1977. CR 1978.3.34.
Giant panda on rock, s, 1978. CR 1979.1, inside back cover*.
Yaks, i, s, 1982. CR 1982.1.10*.
A camel caravan, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 125*.
Camels in the desert, s. Ibid. 126*.
Yaks, i, s. Ibid. 128-129*; Hejzlar, Chinese Watercolors 113*.
Shepherd's tents on the Tibetan uplands, i, s, 1953. Hejzlar, Chinese
Watercolors 114*.
Two elephants, i, s, 1953. Ibid. 115*.
Two goldfish, album leaf, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 8*.
Yaks, album leaf, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 25*.
Three yaks, i, s, 1963. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian 1.11*.
Goldfish, s, 1977. Ibid. 11.10*.
Herding camels, i, s, 1977. Mei-shu 1978.1.27.
Goldfish, s, 1980. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1982.1, inside front cover.
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Two pandas, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 15*.
Soaring eagles, i, s, 1977. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 10.37.
Two pandas, s, 1963. Nan-pei chi 17 (Oct. 1971) 58.
Ku-t'ien meeting place, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 51.
Mongolian horseman, i, s. PR June 30, 1959.17.
The Red Army crossing the Great Snowy Mountains. PR July 21, 1961.16.
A camel transport team in Ninghsia, i, s, 1960. PR Dec. 15, 1961.28.
Two pandas, s, 1970. PR July 21, 1972.19.
Goldfish and water plants, i, s, 1973. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 195.
Panda and bamboo, s, 1964. Sotheby, May 28, 1980, 87.
Ducks, i, s, 1956. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 112.
Goldfish and lotus, s, 1977. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1980, 57.
Panda on a rock, s, 1976. Ibid. 58.
Three yaks, i, s, 1963. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981, 509.
Camels in the desert, i, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 734.
Goldfish and arrowhead, i, s, 1978. Women of China 1979.1.6*.
WU TSUNG-T'AI ^ ^ & ty> t. Kuan-tai ^%j £ , Nien-k'ang & ^ h.
Chieh-weng p-^ ^ , Ku-lu ^j^ J?kt and other names. B. 1862, d. 1929. From
Wu-hsi, Kiangsu; landscape, figures, birds and flowers, ink plum, bamboo. BK
II, 68; Sun, 183; Yii, 320. . ^ 1 ^
Bibliography. A: Ku-lu hua-ts'ui ffifoV ̂ H_ J £jr • N.p., n.d., 3
volumes. B: Wu Kuan-tai hua-chi & jj|fJ7 f̂-jc* M- 4i . Taipei:
Erh-wo-hstlan yin-she, 1960. ^
Two scholars standing by stream below two willows, i, s, second
inscription by the artist dated 1920. A, 1.1; B, 15.
Mountain peak, i, s, 1915. A, 1.2; B, 47.
Herdboy under willows, i, s, 1916. A, 1.3; B, 46.
Mountain stream by pines, i, s, 1914. A, 1.4; B, 67.
Scholar in pavilion by rapids, after Shen Chou, i, s, 1917. A, 1.5;
B, 11 .
Scholar in pleasure boat moored beneath willows, i, s, 1917 (?). A,
1.6; B, 25.
Scholars in a garden, i, s, 1917. A, 1.7; B, 18.
Pavilion over stream, high mountains, i, s, 1918. A, 1.8; B, 12.
Two men seated on slanted terrace, old temple, i, s, 1923. A, 1.9; B,
31 .
Man seated at foot of old cypress, i, s. A, 1.10; B, 5.
Copy of painting given to Hui-tsung, "Man beneath a pine tree gazing at
flying cranes," now in Konchi~in, Kyoto, i, s, 1914. A, 1.11.
Two deer by stream, i, s, 1918. A, 1.12; B, 69.
Pine tree and cliff, i, s. A, 1.13; B, 76.
Fisherman below trees, style of Kung Hsien, i, s. A, 1.14; B, 53.
Two men on bridge below waterfall, style of Li Ch'eng, i, s. A, 1.15;
B, 44.
Landscape in style of Tung Yuan: man seated in a mountain grove, i, s.
A, 1.16; B, 21.
Su Shih standing under a willow, i, s. A, 1.17; B, 14.
Riding a donkey through a pass in rain, i, s, 1917. A, 1.18; B, 42.
Mi Fu worshipping a stone, i, s, 1917. A, 1.19; B, 40.
A man seated below a plum tree, in style of Hua Yen, i, s. A, 1.20; B,
20.
Shou-hsing, i, s, 1910. A, II.1; B, 1.
Donkey rider approaching a bridge, i, s, 1916. A, II.2.
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A man (T'ao Ch'ien ?) holding chrysanthemum standing beneath two pines,
i, s, 1919. A, II.3; B, 68.
A lady in a moon window, style of T'ang Yin, i, s, 1923. A, II.4; B,
62.
Two scholar fishermen in boats under willows, i, s, 1916. A, II.5; B,
33.
Two scholars conversing on a bank below pines, i, s, 1916. A, II.6; B,
45.
The Hui-ytlan t s ' u n - c h u a n g R e t r e a t , i , s , 1 9 1 7 . A, I I . 7 .
Walking i n t h e m o u n t a i n s , i , s , 1 9 1 7 . A, I I . 8 ; B, 3 0 .
B o a t i n g p a s t s t e e p c l i f f , i l l u s t r a t i o n t o poem by Shen Chou, i , s , 1 9 1 8 .
A, I I . 9 ; B, 2 7 .
Man in pavilion below tall tree, i, s, 1917. A, 11.10; B, 28.
Old trees and cold stream, in style of Wu Chen, illustration to poem by
Shen Chou, i, s, 1918. A, 11.11; B, 37.
Horse under a tree, style of Hua Yen, i, s, 1911. A, 11.12; B, 10.
Eagle on a branch, i, s, 1918. A, 11.13; B, 77.
Riverscape, i, s, 1902. A, 11.14; B, 38.
The spring on Hui-shan, i, s. A, 11.15; B, 72.
The Pao-an Temple, i, s, d indistinct. A, 11.16; B, 36.
Boats on river, landspit, i, s, 1922. A, 11.17; B, 8.
Willow, cassia and rock, i, s. A, 11.18; B, 23.
Lotuses and two ducks, i, s. A, 11.19; B, 49.
Bamboo, rock and banana, i, s. A, 11.20; B, 78.
Two birds in catalpa tree, i, s. A, 11.21; B, 51.
Playing the ch'in in pine grove in mountains, i, s, 1922. A, III.1; B,
75.
Playing the ch'in in a pine grove, i, s, 1917. A, III.2; B, 22.
Scholar on bridge approaching a riverside villa, i, s, 1922. A, III.3.
Dwelling in summer mountains, in Yuan style, i, s, 1919. A, III.4; B,
58.
Old man with basket of flowers and holding a fungus, i, s, 1916. A,
III.5; B. 7.
Birds flocking in a grove, i, s, 1916. A, III.6; B, 17.
Scholar and servant with basket of herbs on a river bank, i, s, 1917.
A, III.7; B, 64.
Mountain stream lined with flowering trees, i, s, 1917. A, III.8.
The Three Laughers of Tiger Stream, i, s, 1916. A, III.9; B, 73.
Villa beneath pines in mountains, i, s, 1916. A, 111.10; B. 13.
Listening to the fisherman's flute, i, s. A, III.11; B, 71.
Lotus, i, s, 1917. A, III.12; B, 9.
Man in boat below willows, i, s. A, 111.13; B, 34.
Two men by garden pavilion and rock, i, s,. A, III.14; B, 54.
Man in pavilion below trees, i, s. A, 111.15; B, 56.
Man on donkeyback and attendant riding along a river, i, s, 1920.
A, III.16; B, 55.
Magnolia and rock, i, s, 1920. A, III.17; B, 52.
Pine trees and rocks, i, s. A, III.18; B, 50.
Chrysanthemum and bamboo fences, i, s. A, III.19; B, 2.
Plum and stone, style of Chin Nung, i, s. A, III.20; B, 4.
Scholar seated at foot of pine tree, i, s, 1913. B, 3.
Pavilion by cliff and catalpa tree, i, s, d indistinct. B, 6.
Scholar holding a ch'in beneath tall pine, i, s, d indistinct. B, 16.
Pines, chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1923. B, 19.
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Man in waterside pavilion, s, d indistinct. B, 24.
Looking at a waterfall, i, s, 1920. B, 26.
Fishermen's pleasures under willows, i, s, 1917. B, 29.
Taoist with basket of fungus under tall trees, i, s. B, 32.
Man in boat beneath two tall pines, i, s, d indistinct. B, 35.
Rustic villa in grove, tall mountains, after Shen Chou, i, s. B, 39.
Fisherman standing on bank below willow, i, s. B, 41.
Man with basket of herbs in grove, i, s, 1916. B, 43.
Shattered trees by stream, i, s, 1914. B, 48.
Pines and cranes, i, s, 1922. B, 57.
Lotus, i, seal (?). B, 59.
Mountain village, i, s, 1923. B, 60.
Old pines and chrysanthemums, i, s, 1917. B, 61.
Villa beneath pines in mountains, i, s, 1918. B, 63.
Pavilions among blossoming trees, i, s, d indistinct. B, 65.
Servant offering fungus to scholar seated under pines, i, s, 1917. B,
66.
Tower by river, i, s. B, 70.
Dwelling in the mountains, i, s, 1920. B, 74.
Lotus, i, s, 1920. Chin-tai CK hua 64.
Pine, stream, secluded temple, i, s, 1919. Chin-tai ming-jen IV.15.
Birds on branch, album leaf, i, s, in style of Hua Yen. CK
chin-pai-nien 59.
Admiring bamboo, album leaf, i, s. Ibid. 59.
Man in cottage by stream, i, s, 1911. Collectanea 1850-1967, 184.
Traveler on muleback in landscape, i, s, 1920. Collectanea 1853-1971,
36*.
Plum blossoms, four paintings, each i, s or seal. Ibid. 37-40.
Landscape: man seated on cliff gazing at mountain, done with Hsu Hsi, i
indistinct. Hu-she 36.13 (31-40.147).
Landscape: garden, handscroll, done with Hsu Hsi. Hu-she 41.11
(41-50.93).
Man playing ch'in in a grove, fan, i, s. Hsin-han ko III.1.
Lao-tzu looking at a lithophone, i, s, 1912. Kuo-t'ai 1.12*.
Escaping the heat in a hut by a tree, i, s, age 65. Kuo-t'ai IV.31*.
Man gathering fungus, i, s, 1918. Kuo-t'ai VII.17*.
Fishermen, fan, i, s, age 62 (1922). Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 111.
Landscape in style of Shen Chou, fan, i, s, 1919. Sotheby, Nov. 22,
1981, 52.
Mountain dwelling in summer trees, in Yuan style, i, s. Wang-yun-hsien
11.13.
WU T'UNG ^ fa%J t. Ch'in-mu ^ S -^- h. Ts' ang-wu-sheng
Active in Shanghai and Peking; student of Chang Yuan; Hu-she Painting Society;
birds and flowers. BK II, 67; Sullivan, 96.
Landscape: passing the summer in the shade of pines, i, s, 1948.
Collectanea 1850-1967, 54.
Landscape: cottage by river, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 55; Tang-tai ming-jen
87.
Spring colors on river village, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 35
(Feb. 1937).
Sitting alone in forest, i, s. Ibid.
Looking at waterfall on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1935. Ibid.
The Wu-i Mountains are like layers of green, fan, i, s, 1953. Sotheby,
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Nov. 5, 1981, 195.
WU T'UNG-CHOU ^ lbj -iij~ . Shanghai worker.
Studying, done with Tai Ming-te, i, s, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 23*.
WU TZU-CH'IANG 3 £ dr %% . B. 1939. From K'un-ming, Yunnan; primarily an
oil painter; with the T'ung-jen County Culture Hall, Kueichou. Ytl add. 1, 11.
See Collaborative Works List 12.
WU TZU-CH'IANG ^ /E/ 5% , another name Sheng ^jt* . B. 1943. From
Hangchou, Chekiang; with the Chekiang People's Art Publishers. Ytl add. 1, 10.
Examining archaeological finds, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.11.31*.
A single spark can start a prairie fire: Mao Tse-tung at military field
headquarters, done with Wu Kuo-t'ing and Wu Shan-ming, i. Mei-shu
tso-p'in hstlan 21*; PLA 50 Anniversary 1.
WU TZU-Yu 7\ •& Wft^ . B. 1912. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; student of
Cheng Ch'ang; landscape, birds and flowers. BK II, 68; MSNC, 22.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 78.
WU WEN-CHIH ^ jtl i~ . From Shantung. Hu-she 70.16.
Bamboo and epidendrum, i, s. Hu-she 70.16.
WU WEN-CHIH % iC
Admiring autumn mountains and m i s t s , i , s , 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38
(May 1937); Nanking Exh. C a t . , 1 1 . 1 3 1 .
Landscape, i , s , 1934. Shanghai FA College Exh. C a t . , 18.
WU YEH-CHOU ^ s ^ f , y™~t. Ti-sheng 4X "*£?• i Yeh-chou 3 T W~ h . Hsiu-yun
san-jen %$ ^ ffX ^ > Hung-li yti-yin £x 4j{ & PBa Ba 1904°
From Wu-chiang, Kiangsu; Sheng-tse Red Pear Inscription, Calligraphy and
Painting Association; Tsui-Li Inscription, Calligraphy and Painting
Association; White Horse Painting Society; Hsing-yii Calligraphy and Painting
Society; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; landscape, animals, birds and flowers.
BK II, 69; MSNC, 24.
Plum branches, i, s, 1946. MSNC 118.
Collecting herbs in the mountains, after T'ang Yin, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 132.
Watching the stream, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 133.
Ladies inside moon door, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 133.
WU YEN-KENG ^ ^ K J t$C.
Chrysanthemums, s, 1978. Chiang-su mei-shu 35*.
WU YING
Landscape after Wang Chien, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.172.
WU YING ^ ^Is t. Hsiang-chu "^ JjfL, Hsia-chu ^ ^ h. Hung-li nti-shih
&S 3$ ~̂ C jfc^ • Woman, daughter of Wu Yeh-chou. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu;
birds, flowers, grasses, insects, falling blossoms, flying butterflies. MSNC,
22.
Goldfish and peach blossoms, i, s, 1947. MSNC 183.
WU Yu ^ ^ £ t . Yen-ch'en 7^ \k • From Wu-hsing or Nan-hsttn, Chekiang;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, flowers and birds. BK II, 67; MSNC, 26.
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Bird on rock, plum blossoms, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-30.132.
landscape: willow bank on spring morning, after Ytin Shou-p'ing, i, s.
Hu-she 31-40.154.
Cat, narcissus and vase with prunus branch, i, s, 1928. Sotheby, Sept. 26,
1978, 37.
WU Ytl-MEI 9^ sL- 4$h . Woman. B. 1940. From Sung-chiang, Kiangsu; entered
Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy in 1960; studied with T'ang Yiln; birds and
flowers. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Banana leaves and small birds, s. CK shu-hua 8.8*.
Flowers and bird, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 54.
Hibiscus and kingfisher, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 40*.
WU YuAN-HAN ^ <J^ ?$J.
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-chan 47.
WU YuEH $* Mk t. I-ko ~ -jf»f . B. 1911. From Peking; Manchurian;
figures, ladies. BK II, 67; MSNC, 24; Ytl add. 1, 10.
Woman warrior Shen Ytin-ying, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 90.15.
Watching the moon, i indistinct. Hu-she 93.12.
See also Collaborative Works List 13.
WU-YIIEH-KUEI-K'O -2 Sj &5f -§* .
Lady by rock on terrace under tree, i, s, 1931. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.44.
WU YliN-JUI ^ $gt
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.147.
WU YUNG-HSIANG 9K i^ s . Woman. B. 1898 or 1913. From Min-hou, Fukien;
in 1934 entered Peking National Art Academy; student of Ch'i Huang, Pfu-ju;
Chang Yuan, Huang Chih; landscape, birds, flowers, figures. Lin, 31; MSNC, 25;
Sullivan, 97; Tang-tai, 35.
Riverside pavilion, seal (?). Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking
Exh. Cat., 11.141.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 65.
* -r
WU YUNG-LIANG ^ «?(<-
Harvesting tea leaves, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.4.28.
Commune children's nursery, i, s, 1959. Ibid. 30*.
YA MING, see Yeh Ya-ming.
YANG AI-CHfING ^ 7 3^ M ' Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 105.
Landscape, i , s . Hu-she 21-30.149.
YANG CH'ANG-HUAI T% -Jl $M , another name Hu-shih ^f %z . B. 1938. From
T'ien-chu, Kueichou; Hui nat ional i ty; active in Kueichou. Ytl add. 1, 40.
On the banks of the Wu River, done with Hu Ping-hstian and Wang Chen-chung,
i , s . CP 1978.3.45*; Mei-shu 1977.4.24.
*• * - f -I.YANG CHEN f^ /f^ t . Ytin-ch'ing




YANG CHENG-HSIN i^h JLL ^y . B. 1942, From Pao-shan, Shanghai; graduate of
Chinese painting department of Shanghai Art Academy; student of Chiang
Han-t'ing and T'ang Ytin; now with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; birds
and flowers • Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan •
Birds flying among yellow flowers, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 2, back cover*.
Autumn lotuses and bird, i, s, 1978. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 2, 52*.
Ducks and reeds, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 62.
Autumn lotuses and bird, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 39*.
Hawk and pine, s, 1978. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 218.
Egrets, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 121.
Eagle, s, 1979. Ibid. 122.
YANG CHI-YAO fe) & X. t. Heng-ju, TM *tte , Chien-ch'ih &}] jWk^ h.
Ting-hsiang-kuan-chu ^^ ^ ^n. ^- • From Chin-chiang, Fukien;
landscape. MSNC, 99.
Tree trunk, i indistinct. MSNC 114.
l
YANG CHI-CHfANG 4^7
Birds and flowers, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.372.
YANG CH'I-Yu »
Wu-i Mountains, Fukien, i, s indistinct, 1980. CR 1982.6, inside back
cover*.
YANG CHIEN-HOU $f7 J$L ^% • B« 1910. From Kiangsu; studied at Wu-hsi Art
Academy; now with the Nanking Normal Academy. BK IV, 105; Yu add. 1, 40.
Red kapok blossoms, illustration to a poem, i, s, 1978. Chiang-su kuo-hua
20*.
Geese in snowstorm, i, s, 1950. Chiang-su mei-shu 1*.
Plum blossoms, i. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 36.
Shih-hsin Peak, Mt. Huang, seal. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 40.
YANG CHIEN-SHENG fat)
See Collaborative Works List 21.
W ffr -4-
YANG CHIEN-YU
See Collaborative Works List 11.
YANG CHIH-CHfIEN 1 /o«
Black swan and white swan, s. CR 1978.5, back cover*.
YANG CHIH-CHtiN 4^ '& Jf .
Army camp: men making baskets. Pei-ching mei-shu 30.
YANG CHIH-KUANG /fafa <i ^LJ , another name Tao-fu ^ $ . B. 1930.
From Chieh-hsi, Kwangtung; student of Kao Lun; in 1950s also studied at the
Central Art Academy with Hsu Pei-hung and Yeh Ch'ien-yu; now with the
Kwangtung Art Academy; figures. BK IV, 105; CK i-shu-chia I, 471; Yu add. 1,
40.
Head of fishing family, girl, i, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 43*.
Japanese dance, i, s, 1975. Ibid. 97*.
Japanese dance, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 115 (Aug. 1979) 51.
Newcomer (woman) at the coal mines, i. CL 1972.3 opp. 48*; CP 1972.3,
inside back cover*; PR July 21, 1972.18.
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Battling with the pen: Mao Tse-tung editing the "Pictorial Weekly" in
Kwangchou, 1925, done with Ou Yang, i, seal. CL 1974.5*; Mei-shu
tso-p'in hsuan 5*; Ming-pao 11 (1976) 12.54.
Delivering food on a snowy night, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4), inside front
cover; CR 1959.2, back cover*; Kuang-tung mei-shu hsuan 13*; Mei-shu
1959.2.28; Shih-nien CK hua 92*.
Hunter in Yao-shan, i, s, 1959. CK hua 15 (1959.12), front cover*.
Mao Tse-tung at the National Peasant Movement Institute, s. CK hua 17
(1960.2) 2; Mei-shu 1961.1.9; PR July 7, 1961.9.
Series showing how to paint a worker's face, i, s, 1974. CK hua jen-wu
1-2*.
A girl's face, i, s, 1975. Ibid. 3*.
Head of an old man, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 7.11*.
A militia girl, i, s. CL 1972.6 opp. 78*.
A militia girl, i, s, illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Militia Women,"
1961. CP 1964.7.20; Nan-pei chi 41 (Oct. 1973) 43.
Newcomer (woman) at the coal mines, i, s. CP New Series 10*; Nan-pei chi
41 (Oct.1973) 43; Scheck 33; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary A, 41*; B, 7*
(slightly different version of above).
Landscape: workers' hospital, Lake T'ai, i, s. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 53*.
Mao Tse-tung with peasants in 1926 (?), i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu
tso-p'in hstlan 10*.
Peasants returning in a storm, done with Ma Ch'i-k'un, i indistinct.
Mei-shu yen-chiu 1958.3 bet. 26-27.
Young Mao Tse-tung working at night, done with Ou Yang, i indistinct. PLA
50 Anniversary 2.
Drum player, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 334.
First time in her life: old woman receives certificate to vote, i, s,
1954. Ts'ai-mo-hua 15.
YANG CH'ING-CH'ING /fcp y % ^7rt . From I-hsing (or Wu-hsing), Chekiang; with
Liu Hai-su and others established the Heavenly Horse Association; Bee Painting
Society; Ch'ing-yuan Art Society; Shanghai Art-Tea Association; landscape,
old trees and rocks, flowers, fish. BK IV, 106; MSNC, 100.
Country house, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 68.
Landscape with pavilion, i, seal. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April 1934).
Landscape, i, s, 1928. MSNC 26.
YANG CH'ING-WO faff ?% $% . From Tients in; Hu-she Painting Society;
student of Ch'en Yttn-chang. BK IV, 106.
Two men and lady attendants in clouds, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 31-40.152.
Scholar seated on rock bench drinking tea, after Ch'en Hung-shou, i, s,
1931. Hu-she 47.16 (41-50.155).
Ladies in round door of garden building, i, s. Hu-she 50.15 (41-50.168).
Landscape after Ma Yuan, i indistinct. Hu-she 63.11.
Female immortal in moonlit clouds above pines, s. Hu-she 65.16.
Walking in an autumn grove, i, s. Hu-she 68.16.
YANG CH'IU-PAO 4~*ff 4*k ^ . Shanghai worker.
Hearts red, melons sweet: melon vendor, done with Liu T'ung-pang, i, 1974.





Scene of Mt. Huang, i, sf 1956, Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 65.
YANG CHUNG-MIN ^£7 ty &K.h. I-hu jj[, ?$ft . Woman. From Chungking,
Szechwan; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 106; MSNC, 99.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 61.14.
Landscape, s. Hu-she 62.14.
YANG FU-HAI /T$? -%j^ ?$• t. Su-ts'ang ]?[ P ^ . From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu;
Chinese Painting Research Association. BK IV, 106.
Ink plum, s, 1937. I-lin 93.15.
Ink bamboo, i, s, 1939. I-lin 106.12.
Plum blossoms and rock, done with Chou Chao-hsiang, i, s. I-lin 113.3.
YANG FU-YIN ffy ^Bf W .
Hua Kuo-feng in a boat, done with Ch'en Pai-i and Huang Ts'ui-feng.
Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 11.
YANG HSIA-LIN "T^T? ~*L W^ .
Old tree, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 4.28*.
YANG HSIANG-YilN 4*% ^ ^ .
Scholar in pavilion under willows, fan, i, s, d indistinct. Han-k'ou 38.
YANG HSIAO-LI §£
"PLA 'uncles,' drink some water" after helping with harvest, done with Chu
Li-ts'un, i, 1973. CK hua-hsttan 20; CK hua hstian-chi 28*; CP New
Series 39*.
YANG HSING 4% /•£ t. Shih-lang Ja fifl . B. 1915. From Hai-ning, Chekiang;
pupil of Ho T'ien-chien and Wu Hu-fan; now with the Kiangsi Arts and Crafts
Research Institute. MSNC, 98; Yu add, 1, 40.
August First Reservoir, i, s. Mei-shu 1959.12.26-27.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 54
Watching the waterfall, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 68.
YANG HSIU-CHEN 4~%1 ft ^ . Woman. From I-tu, Shantung; 1937 graduate of
National Peking Art Academy; pupil of Ch'i Huang and P'u-ju; also studied with
Wang Tao-ytian; taught at the Girls' Middle School attached to Peking Normal
University. MSNC, 99.
The Elegant Gathering in the Western Garden, handscroll, i indistinct.
Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.374.
YANG HStiEH-CHIU jf^fj *^f ^ A t. Ching-yuan ̂  $f< h. Ching-ytlan ffi l^ .
Woman. From Shanghai; Bee Painting Society; White Moon Painting Society;
Chinese Women's Calligraphy and Painting Association; landscape. BK IV, 106.
Reeds and geese, seal, colophon dated 1920. CK hsien-tai•
Watching the waterfall, i, s. Nanking Exh,. Cat., 11.376.
Fishing on wintry stream. Tang-tai ming-jen 88.
YANG HUA-CHtiN
Landscape, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.8*.
YANG HUAN-CH'ING A^J 7*?U n • Woman, wife of Chang Tse.
Flower and bird, done with Liu Hui-ch'ien. Mei-shu sheng-huo 35 (Feb.
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1937)* (plate missing in copy indexed).
Bird on branch, bamboo, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937);
Nanking Exh. Cat,, 11.375.
See also Collaborative Works List 71•
YANG HUNG-K'UN 4^^ } JD| ̂ f.
A tunnel on the Chungking-Nanchung Highway, Szechwan, i, s indistinct,
1954. PC 1955.6, back cover.
YANG HUNG-WEI fofy 7^ J^ . Yang-ch'tian worker.
On his way to the commune: driver re-setting fallen grain plant, i, 1974.
CL 1975.3 opp. 108*.
YANG I-WEN Jr^O ^ X - . Hu-she Painting Society; figures. BK IV, 105;
MSNC, 98.
Woodcutter in mountains, i, s. Hu-she 79.14.
YANG JUI-LING >Tg? ?W j§Rt. Meng-chiu r% yfc . From Jen-ch'iu, Hopei;
Chinese Painting Research Association; landscape. BK IV, 105.
Landscape, i, s, 1953. I-lin 72.8.
Landscape, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.378.
YANG JUN-CH'ttAN 'ff^ ***}* *< t. Liu-ch'i M'f ?%. h. Liu-ch'i'Pf %% ,
Ching-an chu-shih -s-^ j& ^ -i . B. 1915. From T'ung-an, Fukien;
studied at Amoy Art School, student of Hsieh T'ou-pa and Chao Su-erh; moved to
Hong Kong, returned to China in 1940. MSNC, 99.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. MSNC 80
Magnolias, i, s. Ibid. 191.
YANG K'AI-HSuN - 7 % &Jh "WxjJ . Hu-she Painting Society; flowers, birds,
grasses and insects. BK IV, 105; MSNC, 100.
Two riders under pines, i, s. Hu-she 83.11.
YANG KANG
Welcoming newcomer: Mongolian scene. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.1.63, 68
(sections)•
Mongolian wrestling match. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.2.44-45 (sections).
YANG KUANG-HUA
Returning in moonlight, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1981.5.23.
YANG KUANG-LI ihfo 1?L ^ • B. c. 1955. Shensi.
Youngsters reading at cave entrance, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.4.27.4.
YANG KUANG-MU *~f) ^ ^
Before class, s. Mei-shu 1977.4.26.
YANG LI-CHOU 4^D 7? ~̂ V , another name Wang Hai-lin £ ?# ;r^h- . B. 1942.
From Lin-i, Shansi; with the Chinese Painting Research Institute. Yu add. 1, 40.
Fighting the Yellow River, done with Wang Ying-ch'un, three panels. CK
hua 1981.1.1 (section of central panel)*, 2 (right and left panels);
Mei-shu 1980.12.18; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.2.47 (detail of central
panel)*.
Moving mountains, done with Wang Ying-ch'un, 1973. CK hua-hsuan 16*; CK
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hua hsllan-chi 8*; CL 1974,3*; Scheck 29.
Peasant turning on irrigation system pumpr done with Wang Ying-ch'un, i,
1973. CK hua-hsllan 17; CK hua hsuan-chi 20*.
Musicians, sf 1980. CL 1981.4 bet 106-107*.
Chu Te in the T'ai-hang Mountains, done with Wang Ying-ch'un, i, 1977.
Mei-shu 1977.5.19; PLA 50 Anniversary 13.
YANG LI-SU
Now we can control'"gas, done with Chang Teng-k'uei, i, s, 1974. CL 1975.3
opp. 52*; SYL kung-jen 33*.
YANG LIEH-CHANG >?^7 &\ -T . Navy.
A sailor carving the inscription "Long Live the Great Leap Forward" into a
rock face, i, s, 1959. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 2.
Sailors and wounded man on island, depiction of an incident in war with
Chiang Kai-shek, i. Mei-shu 1960.3.29.
Nationalist prisoner and captors in a junk, s. Mei-shu 1966.1.31.
Landscape: Shensi plateau, i, s, 1972. Ming-pao 12 (1977) 1, back cover*.
YANG LING-FO A*fy Z <Tp . Woman. From Wu-hsi, Kiangsu. BK IV, 105
Bibliography. A: Yang Ling-fo shih-hua ts'ui
Shanghai: Chung-hua shu-chil, 1936.
Lady and children in garden, i, s, 1924. A, 1 .
Scholar in pavilion by a lotus pond, i, s. A, 2
Scholar and servant on mountain path, i, s. A, 3
Two people in pavilion overlooking a river, i, s. A, 4.
Scholars in garden pavilion under catalpa tree, i, s. A, 5.
Scholar resting at foot of willow tree, i, s. A, 6.
Man on flat cliff watching rapids, i, s, 1934. A, 7.
Woman by trees watching waterfall, i, s, 1924. A, 8.
A female immortal under the moon, after Ma Yuan, i, s. A, 9.
Two turtles on rock below lotus leaves, i, s. A, 10.
Two quails on rock, bamboo, i, s, 1924. A, 11 .
Yang Kuei-fei suffering from a tooth-ache, i, s. A, 12.
Pavilion under pine, large cliff, style of Ma Ho-chih, i, s, 1930. A,
13.
A horse under two pines, s. A, 14.
A horse under a tree, done with Ma Chin, i, s, 1922. A, 15.
Palm and chrysanthemum, i, s. A, 16.
Supplementary bibliography:
Yang Ling-fo chiao-shou shih-hua chi: San-tu T'ai-p'ing-yang fc$L $
Zfe- y^ Thrice Across the
Pacific Ocean. Taipei: Hsin-hsin wen-hua shih-yeh chung-hsin,
1976.
10 î a
YANG LUNG-SHENG A^jfJ V *£ JL . B. 1915. From Ta-pu, Kwangtung; studied in
Japan; student of Chfi Huang; landscape, figures, flowers, animals, birds.
Tang-tai, 94.
Horse under willow, i, s, 1971. Chin-tai CK hua 133.
%*%] 4 # t t M i h 4?YANG MIN %] . in-hu 4?xL ?$$ • Hu-she Painting Society; flowers,
especially chrysanthemums. BK IV, 106; MSNC, 98.
Chrysanthemums, s, 1930. Hu-she 34.19 (31-40.133).
Birds and wisteria, s. Hu-she 42.13 (41-50.109).
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Copy of Jen Hstin's "Bird on branch," fan, i , s, 1931, Hu-she 50.16
(41-50.169).
Bird on pine, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 78.16.
Chrysanthemum, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 97*.
Copies of Chin Ch'eng's Hundred birds, see under Chin Ch'eng.
YANG MING-I A^fj »j\ §)( . B. 1943. From Suchou, Kiangsu, in 1960 at the
Suchou Arts and Crafts School; primarily a graphic artist; with the Suchou
Chinese Painting Hall. BK IV, 106; Yu add. 1, 40.
At a water village, i indistinct. CK shu-hua 5.5*.
YANG NAN-JUNG Jhfl iW 'sfc .
See Collaborative Works List 24, 36.
?r% C-^e ̂  t, Yu-heng j£* &4f . Woman. Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape. BK IV, 106; MSNC, 100.
Landscape, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 61.13.
YANG PAO-I Jhfj 4f; 3st t. Kuan-ju j§) "i* h. Kuan-tao-jen j& uL^ ̂  •
From Tientsin; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, birds and flowers. BK
IV, 106; MSNC, 100.
Cat on a rock, wisteria vine, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 1-10.56.
Lotus and heron, i, s. Hu-she 41-50.157.
Plum and rock, i, s. I-lin 17.8.
YANG PAO-LIN A*fj f& ^". Miao nationality; Kueichou.
Welcome (minority theme), i, s, 1964 (?). Mei-shu 1965.3.20*.
Reclining water buffalo, i, s, 1980. Mei-shu 1981.6.27.
YANG P'EI-CHAO %"*%) **§
Girl sheltering chicks from rain, done with Ch'en Ta-yu, s, 1960. Mei-shu
1960.8/9.
YANG P'O-LU /hJf^lW/|_. Hunan. BK IV, 106.
Pine and rock, manner of Tao-chi, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 80.9.
Landscape after Tao-chi, i, s, colophon dated 1933. Hu-she 81.12.
YANG SHAN-SHEN <V%} •# 7fc t. Liu-chai 4*1/7 J#\ • • B. 1912. From Ch'ih-hsi,
Kwangtung; studied in Japan, returned to China in 1938, then moved to Hong
Kong, after Sino-Japanese War returned to Canton, friend of Kao Lun, Ch'en
Shu-jen, Chao Shao-ang and Kuan Shan-yueh; moved to Hong Kong in 1949. Ho, 40;
Li, 81; Lin, 129.
Plum and chrysanthemum, i, s. Ch'i-shih nien-tai 119 (Dec. 1979), back
cover*.
Sparrows in blossoming plum, i, s, 1951. Huang Mo-yuan 74.
Two sparrows on tree, s. Kuang-tung hsien-tai*.
Cat, s. Ming-pao 9 (1974) 4.103.
Rat and bamboo, s. Ming-pao 13 (1978) 6.104.
Leopard on rock, s. Ibid. 104.
Cat on branch, s, 1978. Ibid. 105*.
Mouse and peanuts, s, 1962. Ibid. 105*.
Seated tiger, s. Ibid. 105*.
Goldfish, s. Ibid. 105*.
Rooster, s, 1979. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 9, front cover.
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Sketches of Mt. Huang. Ibid, 69-70.
Clouds and rain, s. Nan-pei chi 23 (April 1972) 66.
YANG SHAO-PIN
Fishing under pine, i, s. I-lin 100.16.
YANG SHENG-JUNG 4"% Ji^ ^ . B. 1928. From Hunan; Tu-chia nationality;
with military in Lan-chou. Ytt add. 1 , 41 .
Smash the Gang of Four, i, s, 1976. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 77.
International soldier, Lo Sheng-chiao, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary
91.
Ou-yang Hai saves a train, i, s, 1964. CL 1964.10.81; CP 1964.10;
Mei-shu 1964.4.57.
Mao Tse-tung visits Nan-ni-wan in 1943. Mei-shu tso-p'in hsuan 39*; PLA
50 Anniversary 12.
See also Collaborative Works List 58, 59.
YANG SHENG-LAN "^J ^ [0 t. Pan-mo 7-jr '"£> . From Hopei; figures.
I-lin 107.9.
Blind masseur, i, s, 1939. I-lin 107.9.
YANG SHOU-YU ^ f % €" -^ . Woman. Over 60 years old in 1959. From
Wu-chin, Kiangsu; student of Lti Feng-tzu; taught at Suchou Art Academy;
landscape, figures. BK IV, 105; Yti 1179.
New Year's flowers and sculpture, i, s, 1936 and 1937. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.373.
YANG SHU-CHEN <ff? ?>F
Lady in riverside pavilion, copy of painting by Ch'iu Ying now in the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, s, colophon dated 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.377.
YANG SHU CH'ING 7 ^ ?*^- 0f . Woman. B. 1913. From Taiwan; primarily a
sculptor; with the sculpture department of the Central Art Academy. Yli add. 1,
41.
Peach branch, i, s 1958. Shou-tu 27.
YANG CHU-HU X % ^ X ?&$ . Woman. Hu-she Painting Society; figures. BK
IV, 106; MSNC, 100.
Lady holding a fan, s. Hu-she 60.13.
YANG SU V~fy ,3t, t . Hslieh-yao 1|F ^ ^ . Woman. Chinese Women's Calligraphy
and Painting Associat ion; White Moon Soc i e ty . BK IV, 106.
See Collaborative Works Lis t 38 .
YANG SU-YING /r%J 7?, 7?-,$ . Woman. From Shun-te, Kwangtung; studied in Hong
Kong. Li, 107.
Bamboo and rock, seal (?). Kuang-tung hsien-tai.
YANG TA-PANG $% ^ ffi h. Ylieh-lu chu-jen>$l Jfg^ ~%~ - ^ . From
Shanghai; Shanghai Art-Tea Association. BK IV, 106; MSNC, 176.
Shrimp and willow, i indistinct. MSNC 176.




Cranes flying over field of ripe grain, s. Mei-shu 1964.6.70*.
YANG TE-SHU
See Collaborative Works List 61.
4* Mb «
YANG T'lEH-HUA 7 ^ ^ M "^ . B. 1910. From Wu-chin, Kiangsu. Bee Painting
Society. BK IV, 106.
Landscape, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.380.
YANG TSAI-CH'I %% %£ >|£ . B . 1938. From Chi-shan County, Shansi; with
the military in Peking. CK i-shu-chia II, 500; Yil add. 1, 40.
This battle was beautifully won: child playing military scout, done with
Lu Chia-lung, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 63.
X0 j &
YANG TSAI-CH'I 4^; ml '$( . Soldier.
PLA youth and peasant family. Mei-shu 1981.9.25.
PLA soldier applies Mao Tse-tungfs thought in agronomy. Pei-ching mei-shu
48*.
4 ^ 4-ri V ^
YANG TS'UN >f% ^f> t . T i - t s ' e n - ^ X ^ • B. 1914. From Shanghai; student
of Hsu Chao, Wu T'ung and Chiang Han-t ' ing. MSNC, 9 8 .
Bird on l i chee branch, s . MSNC 199.
YANG TSUNG-YEN fafl ^ /$$[ t . Wang-ni ?£ J^j . I - l i n 8 3 . 1 0 .
Landscape, i , s , 1933. I - l i n 8 3 . 1 0 .
YANG WAN-FU
Girl trying to prevent paramedic's departure, done with Liang Yen, i , s ,
1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 131.
YANG WEN-CHUNG
Two scholars under trees, returning birds, i, s, 1933. I-lin 56.5.
YANG WEN-HUA p
See Collaborative Works List 52.
YANG WEN-JEN "T?7 ->v A" . Primarily does New Year's pictures. BK IV, 106.
Women offering to serve on front lines, i, s (?), 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 74.
-K'UN **%? ^ ^f t. Huan-chang -A??; " ^ . B. 1870. From Lan-chou,YANG WEN  
Kansu; painted with left hand; landscape. Yti, 1176.
Landscape, i, s. I-lin 71.10.
YANG YA-P'ING
Girl holding volume of Mao Tse-tung's writings, done with Ch'en Sheng-min
and Huang Ch'ing-ch'i, i, s, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 94.
YANG Yti-CH'IN A^O & ^ 7 " h. Ch'in-hu ^ ri$ . Woman. From Peking;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, birds and flowers. BK IV, 105; MSNC, 98.
Flowers, s, 1929. Hu-she 20.16 (11-20.168).
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YANG Yti-KUAN sf^jr) «#//i* ^ 6 . Woman. Flowers, grass, insects. MSNC, 100.
Gourd vine, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 86.15.
YANG Yti-LI
Landscape, i indistinct. Mei-chan 51.
YANG Yti-LIANG A^J -£' F< t. Hui-chan /&< 7Jp . From Tientsin; Hu-she
Painting Society; landscape, epidendrum, bamboo. BK IV, 105; MSNC, 98.
Ink epidendrum, fan, i, s, 1932. Hu-she 66.16.
YANG Yti-SHAN /fcfy *w\ ? W .
Poppies, i, s, 1936. I-lin 85.16.
YANG YtiAN-K'AI JHfa -^ T|. t. Kuan-nan /^S )fJ h. Wu-yang 3#f ,£• . From
Ch'ang-shu, Kiangsu; Yti-shan Calligraphy and Painting Society; flowers, fruits,
figures. BK IV, 106; Hstian, et. al., hua-hsllan.
Flowers and fruits, fan, i, s, 1951. Hstian, et. al., hua-hsttan 7*.
Narcissus, fan, i, s. Ibid. 8*
Cottage in grove, i, s, 1926. Ibid. 9.
YANG YuAN-SHENG
Bamboo, flowers, rocks, birds, i, s, 1935. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.370.
YANG YUNG-CH'tiAN -f^/ 7% rf<. h. Yttan-ju >j^f -̂ f'Z . From Hsiung-hsien,
Hopei; Chinese Painting Research Association; landscape. BK IV, 105; I-lin
24.11.
Landscape with waterfall, i, s, 1931. I-lin 24.11.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 45.15.
Mountain landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 59.6
Landscape with tall peak and pines, i, s, 1935 (?). I-lin 80.10.
Landscape, i indistinct. I-lin 91.11.
Landscape, i, s, 1937. I-lin 116.11.
Landscape, i, s, 1942. I-lin 118.12.
YAO CHUNG-PAO 4% ^l-f A%^ t. Shu-p'ing '#K Jf- . D. 1924. From Wu-hsien,
Kiangsu, moved to Shanghai; landscape. Yang add. 5; Yti, 592.
Huai-su writing on a banana leaf, fan, i, s, 1908. Chin-tai CK hua 66.
Cat, candle and rats: New Year's picture, i, s, 1908. I-lin 74.5.
Landscape, i, s, 1908. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 538.
YAO FA-K'UEI ^ £ f j ^ -J[ , another name K'uei ^ . B. 1936. From
Ytian-ch'u, Shansi; primarily does serials; with the People's Art Press. Yti
add. 1, 20.
Small bird heaven, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.27*.
Mountain house, i, seal, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.4.29.
YAO HUA ^ \ |p t. Chung-kuang "]£ "TO h. Mang-fu ?L> A . , I-o — ^V> .
B. 1876, d. 1930. From Kuei-yang, Kueichou; studied government in Japan;
taught at National Peking Art School; copied wall paintings at Tun-huang; in
later years lived at the Lien-hua Temple in Peking; friend of Ch'en Heng-ko;
landscape, flowers, Buddhist subjects, ladies. BK IV, 104; Yti, 589-
Three friends of winter, i, s, 1926. Chin-tai CK hua 83.
Landscape, i, s, 1918. CK chin-pai-nien 77.
Landscape, i, s, 1928. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP., 59.
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Landscape for Ch'i Ju-shan, i, s, 1921. Ibid, 60.
Wintry forest, i, s, 1925, Hsilan, et. al., hua-hsilan 11.
Still life: potted plants, i, s, 1925. Hu-she 32-15 (31-40.126).
Village in mountain valley in evening, i, s, 1929. Tsuruta 109.
See also Collaborative Works List 45.
YAO KENG-YuN 3c^£ %% *%^ . B. 1931. From Shanghai; with the Chekiang Art
Academy. BK IV, 104; Yti add. 1, 19.
Transporting bamboo, done with Lu K'un-feng and Fang Tseng-hsien, i, seal,
1972. CL 1973.4 opp. 96*; CP New Series 34*; Scheck 10*; Yenan Talks
30 Anniversary A, 53*.
*l 4, t.YAO LI-HSIU -9sjk rf%  t. Shu-jo #*£ ^ h. Su-jo J^ - ^ D. 1939.
From P'an-yu, Kwangtung; studied in Japan; active in Peking and Canton;
landscape, flowers. Li, 28; Lin, 59; Ytl, 592.
Landscape, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.196.
YAO MENG-KU ^jti /jjj?" -^2 • B» 1912. From Kiangsu; now in Taiwan; landscape,
figures, fish. Tang-tai, 54.
Chicks and bamboo, s, 1973. Chin-tai CK hua 134.
YAO SHOU-CH'ANG A^k> -^ Ml t. Tan-po -f)- >$L . From Pao-ting, Hopei;
Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, plum blossoms. BK IV, 104; MSNC, 50.
Plum flowers, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 43.14 (41-50.118).
Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 40.14 (31-40.173).
YAO TI-HSIUNG *&)£ L^_ "*% . Brother of Yao Ti-ming; student of P'an
Ting-ting; in Sinkiang. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4, 47.
Camel carrying water, i, s. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4, front cover*.
Two Sinkiang dance scenes, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 51*.
Herding in the T'ien-shan Mountains, i, s. Ibid. 52*.
YAO TI-MING -4$L 1$, *)} . Brother of Yao Ti-hsiung; in Sinkiang. Ming-pao
15 (1980) 4, 48.
Two Sinkiang dance scenes, i, 1979. Ming-pao 15 (1980) 4.51*.
Food and music after hunting, i, s, 1979. Ibid. 52*.
YAO T'lEN-MU -4% jR. £%- . B. 1930. From P'u-t'ien, Fukien; primarily does
New Year's pictures and graphics; active in Shansi. Yu add. 1, 19.
Fight back: drama troupe in dressing room writing big-character posters,
done with Ma Ch'iang. SYL kung-jen 30*.
YAO YING 4jt ^ f t t . Ching-ying ^ fffyuh. Yti-ch'in ^ y^ , Ytl-yin 7^»
uAf . B. 1866 or 1867 or 1875, d. 1961. From Hang-chou, Chekiang, moved to
Shanghai; Ku-huan chin-ytl Society: Inscriptions, Calligraphy and Painting
Society; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting
Association; after 1949 with the Shanghai Culture and History Research Hall and
the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy; epidendrum, bamboo, plum, landscape. BK
IV, 104; MSNC, 50; Yti, 588; Shang-hai CK hua-ytlan.
Epidendrum, fan, s, 1946. Chin-pai-nien shan-mien 1.41*.
Epidendrum, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 64.11.
Epidendrum and rock, i, s, 1947. MSNC 99.
Citron and blossoming branches, done with Chin Ch'eng and Wu Cheng, i, s,




Landscape after Wu Li, i, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.194.
YAO Yti-CH1! *4$k _2> 2|£ . BK IV, 104.
New appearance of the river (industrial scene), done with Ch'in Chien-ming,
i, s, 1972. Scheck 19; Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary A, 44.
YAO YU-HSIN ^ £ 7^ ^& . B. 1935. From Chekiang; graduate of Chinese
painting department of the Chekiang Art Academy; does serials and
illustrations; figures; now in Shanghai. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan.
Delivering charcoal on a snowy night, i, s, 1959. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 4;
Mei-shu 1960.1.17.
Mother love, i, s, 1979. CK hua 1981.1.15*.
Feeding cranes, s. Ibid. 15*.
Woman in white cloak under green leaves, i. Ibid. 15*.
Girl in white among irises, i. Ibid. 16*.
Girl with shoats, i, s, 1960. Kuo-hua hslian-chi 22.
Girl, blossoming vine, swallow. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 51.
Mother and child in spring garden, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 29*.
YAO YU-TO 4$XJ t$ y . B. 1937. From Chekiang; with the Central Art
Academy. Yu add. 1, 19.
Celebrating the new canal in the mountains, i, seal, 1960. CK hua 21
(1960.6) 2.
Returning water buffalo herdgirls, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 1.28*;
Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian 4.3*.
Victory at Ho-chien. CP 1975.6.31*.
Old fisherman. Jen-wu hua II.6.
Woman commune member. Ibid• 11*.
Milking time (Inner Mongolia). PR Nov. 17, 1961.14.
YAO YUNG-CH'UN *$.& ^ ^ •
Practicing mechanical crane manipulation, i, s, 1974. SYL kung-jen 11*.
YAO YUNG-MAO. I nationality.
Willows, i. CL 1978.4 opp. 64*.
2f- t. Ta-chang S\ jp- . From Shun-te, Kwangtung; landscape,
ladies. Li, 87.
Plum blossoms, i, s, 1942. Huang Mo-yuan 35.
rar > ^ t M h ' i ^ B h S Sh^X j§LYEH CHE-HAO J;  ^ . an-ch'ing  M . ung-an >F2< j g . • B. 1922.
From Nan-hai, Kwangtung; graduate of Canton Municipal Art School; i n 1949
moved to Hong Kong; landscape. Ho, 49; Lin, 125.
Bird on branch, i i n d i s t i n c t . Mei-shu (Canton) 4 .
YEH CH'I-CH'ING J^ - ^ jf . Kwangtung.
Scene from s tory of Tuan Wu-chieh. Mei-shu 1981.3 .35 .
YEH CHIA-HO %
Chou En-lai and old peasants, i, 1977. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 23.
YEH CHIEH ^ '§j? , another name Ch'in-yu j | < j L . B. 1932. From Lan-t f i en ,
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Shensi; cartoonist; with the Shensi Daily News, Yti add. 1, 42.
New spring: Mao Tse-tung and peasants in Shensi, done with Ma Ytin. 25th
Anniversary Art Exh., 5*.
Village in snow, s, 1977. Mei-shu 1979.5.28.
YEH CHIEH-HSIU IF y$^ 4r£ t. Shen-chih ^ Z^ . B. 1902. From
T'ai-ts'ang, Kiangsu; graduate of Shanghai Art Academy; landscape. MSNC, 97.
Landscape, i, s, 1944. MSNC 66.
YEH CH11EN-Yti |jE 7-§ ^ . B. 1907. From T'ung-lu, Chekiang; taught at
Peking Art Academy; also a cartoonist; now with the Central Art Academy. BK
IV, 105; Boorman IV, 26; MSNC, 96; Sullivan, 97; Yti add. 1, 42.
Bibliography. A: Yen Ch'ien-yti tso-p'in hsuan-chi -Ifr y& ""?*
'S£ i*» • Peking: Jen-min mei-shu, 1963.
Female dancer with a drum, 1962. A, front cover*.
Summer cornfield, i, seal, 1953. A, 1; PC 1954.17, back cover.
Fine Tibetan wool, i, s, 1956. A, 2*; CK hua hsttan-pien 14.
Liberation of Peking, i, s, 1959. A, 3.
Chinese people united together, 1951. A, 4*.
Three Tibetan dancers, i, s, 1960. A, 5*; Ming-pao 3 (1968) 6, front
cover (i, s, cropped)*•
Man and woman in a banana grove, s, 1957. A, 6; PR Nov. 4, 1958.5.
Indian dancer, i, s, 1955. A, 7.
Birds and trees after rain, seal, 1956. A, 8.
Three chickens and plant in rain, seal, 1956. A, 9.
Ch'eng Shih-ch'iu on stage, i, s, 1959. A, 10; Mei-shu 1959.7.22;
Ming-pao 3 (1968) 6.68.
Mei Lan-fang, i, s, 1959. A, 11*; Ming-pao 3 (1968) 6.67*.
Kueilin landscape, seal, 1960. A, 12.
Kueilin landscape, seal, 1960. A, 13.
Lotus dance, i, s, 1960. A, 14*.
Indian dance, i, s, 1961. A, 15*.
Indian drummer, i, s, 1961. A, 16.
Female dancer of Hsia-ho, s, 1961. A, 17.
Autumn in the south, i, s, 1961. A, 18.
A baby in a basket, i, s, 1961. A, 19.
Three figures from the opera "White Snake," i, s, 1960. A, 20*;
Ming-pao 9 (1974) 7, front cover*.
Sinkiang girl, i, s, 1956. CK hua 1 (1957) 52.
Dancer, s, 1959. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 10*.
I girl in costume, i, s, 1962. CK shu-hua 2.4; Ming-pao 13 (1978)
7.58.
Liang-shan dance (I dancer) . CK shu-hua 7, front cover*.
Ten dance scenes , i , s , dated from 1959 to 1979. CK shu-hua 7 .6 -9* .
A Korean dance, i , s , 1979. Ib id . 7.8*; CL 1981.3 opp. 58*.
A dancer of Ihasa, s , 1961. CL 1963.2 opp. 112*.
A Uighur dance, i , s , 1979. CL 1981.3 b e t . 58-59*.
An Indian dance, i , s , 1977. Ib id . b e t . 58-59*.
An I g i r l dancer, i , s , 1979. Ib id . opp. 59*.
Tibetan temple dance, i , s , 1954. Contemporary CP., 13*.
Scene from opera "Chung K'uei marries off h i s s i s t e r , " i , s e a l .
CR 1962 .1 .26 .
Miao dancing girls, s. Hajek, Cont. Ch. Ptg., 175*.
A minority girl with an ear of corn, s, 1955. Ibid. 177*.
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Sinkiang costume, i, s, 1977, Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 7*•
Flower dance, album leaf, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 40*.
Lotus dance, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsttan 4.2*.
Scene of south China, i, seal. Mei-shu 1959.1.29; Shou-tu 17.
Reservoir, seal. Mei-shu 1961.5.54*.
Indian dancers, s, 1962. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.2.41*.
Ch'iu Sheng-jung in "Yao Ch'i," i, s, 1962. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 3, back
cover*•
Indian dancer, seal. Ming-pao 5 (1970) 12, front cover*.
In the mountains of southern Kansu, seal. PC Jan. 16, 1955, back cover.
Chinese people united together. Shih-nien CK hua 21*.
Minority dancers. Ts'ai-mo-hua 23.
Supplementary bibliography^, ^ J» ±&
Yeh Ch'ien-yu hua-chi "S" yS^ ~J* "# J? Jp • Jen-min
m e i - s h u , 1 9 8 1 . . ^ ~~~
YEH CHU ^ S^f t . Hsiao-yen /fjk^ yfjf . Sui-k'an t s ' ang .
Plum blossoms, fan, i , s, 1916. Sui-k'an t s ' a n g .
YEH CHti-WU Jj^ ^ 5 -J§* .
Red f r u i t s on a branch and two geese , s . Chiang-shu kuo-hua 16*.
Egrets in lotus pond, i , s , 1958. Chiang-su kuo-hua-ytian 47*; Chiang-su
shih-nien 60*.
Two ducks flying over water plants, i, s, 1973. Chiang-su mei-shu 7.
Lotuses and dragonfly, s. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 4.
See also Collaborative Works List 5, 7, 21.
YEH HStiN Jj^ qV t* Wei-hsin 7fi ^ . B. 1905. From Hang-hsien, Chekiang;
Bee Painting Society; Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and
Painting Association. BK IV, 105.
Peonies and rock, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 52.
Hibiscus, i, s, 1928. Tang-tai ming-jen 107.
YEH HUNG-LING ^
Chrysanthemums, i , s , 1934. Hu-she 86 .16 .
YEH HUNG-YEH jp, T^fy Jfi^ t. Shou-sheng ^ ^E. h. Hsi-yuan /§. ISJ • B.
1858, d. 1931 (?)• From Yfi-yao (or Shih-men), Chekiang; sold his paintings in
Hangchou; landscape, birds and flowers. Sun, 577; Yti, 1222.
Flowers and birds, i, s, 1896. Chin-tai CK hua 63.
YEH I jp; jjf^ t. Li-ch'ing ^ $ . Student of Wu Hu-fan. MSNC, 96.
Landscape, i, s, 1946. MSNC 77.
YEH JUI-TSE.
See Collaborative Works List 37.
YEH KUNG-CHO f; * ^ - f - t . Yu-hu "*jj? .. %u , Yti-fu %& J% or ^ -<-« ,
Chu-yilan££ / J ] h. Hsia-an ^ 3^ , Hsia-weng ]^ ^ . B. 1881 or 1882.
From P'an-yu, Kwangtung, ac t ive in Shanghai, Peking and Canton; government
o f f i c i a l . BK IV, 31; Boorman IV, 31; MSNC, 97; Yti, 1218.
Bamboo and rock, i , s , done with Chang Yuan. Huang Mo-yuan 44.
Bamboo and rock, fan, i , s . Ib id . 64 .
Bamboo and rock, s . Kuo-t'ai 11 .42 .
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Ink bamboo, i, s. Kuo-t'ai III.36.
Bamboo, i, s. Kuo-t'ai IV.27*.
See also Collaborative Works List 39.
YEH LU-YuAN ^ #fe /jj , other names, Feng **&* , Lu-ytian spfz ^f/ . B. 1907.
From Kiangsu; with the Shanghai Chinese Painting Academy. Yti add. 1, 42.
Fruiting peach branch, i, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 23*.
Peonies and rock, i, s, 1961. Shang-hai hua-niao chi 17*.
Fruiting loquat branches, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 25*.
YEH MAN-SHU Jt ^^^L h. Ts 'ui-t'ao-kuan-chu jfe: ?^ ^$% *^ . From
Shanghai. Collectanea 1850-1967.
Gentleman and two attendants appreciating lotuses, i, s, 1942. Collectanea
1850-1967, 33*.
YEH SHANG-CH'ING ^ /atf
Burning land deeds, i, s, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 11.
San-ni commune woman, i, s. CK shu-hua 7.14*.
YEH SHAO-PING ^ 'J/~ J L . B. 1896. From P'an-yu, Kwangtung. Li, 73.
Fish and water plants, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh,
Cat., 11.351.
YEH TE-CH'ANG J{ 'fe' £7 . Chekiang.
Old peasant and family with pigs and shoats, i, s, 1959. CK hua 15
(1959.12) 2; Mei-shu 1960.1.28.
Women comparing chicks. Mei-shu 1960.4.31*.
YEH TSAI-SHU ^ i±
Hundred horses, handscroll, after Lang Shih-ning. Han-k'ou 38.
YEH TSUI-PAI ]p[ &£f "1=7 , original name K'un^ftj . B. 1911. From
Ch'ing-t'ien, Chekiang; Nationalist general; moved to Taiwan; landscape,
birds, horses. Iin, 273; Tang-tai, 91.
Horse, s. Nan-pei chi 1971.19.64.
Horses, i, s. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 217.
YEH TZU Ijf -̂ - t. I-p'ien , — Jfx h. Chi-ch'ang <a^ ,^ ,
Hsiang-hstieh-lou-chu ^ ^f sffg. _2... From Tz'u-ch'i, Chekiang; pupil of Wu
Yeh-chou; plum blossoms, ladies. MSNC, 96
Plum blossoms, s, 1947. MSNC 111.
YEH YA-MING l | L?) & ^M , another name Wang Yu-ts'ai. B. 1924. From Ho-fei,
Anhwei. In 1939 joined the New Fourth Army; studied at a provisional middle
school in Huainan; assigned to a theatrical troupe, but preferred painting;
did propaganda pictures, serials, woodcuts and cartoons; after 1949 active in
Nanking; in 1953 visited Europe; with the Kiangsu Chinese Painting Academy;
landscape. BK I, 28; CK i-shu-chia II, 480; Yu add. 1, 15; CL 1964.3, 88; CL
1979.11, 68. p ez .
Bibliography. A: Ya-ming tso-p'in hsuan-chi jf}* #$ Aprptz {£ 1^ .
Hong Kong: Man Tung Stationery and Publishing Co., c. 1980.
Old Yenan guerrilla-band member, seal, 1960. A, 1 .
In front of the steel furnace, seal, 1960. A, 2*.
Steel production, i, s, 1960. A, 3.
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Three girls in a boat delivering rice seedlings, seal, 1960. A, 4.
Mt. Hua, seal, 1960. A, 5*; CL 1964.3 opp. 88*; Hsien-tai shan-shui
59; Mei-shu 1961.2.50 (i cropped); Shan-ho 19*.
Herders returning at dusk, i indistinct, seal, 1960. A, 6.
Old farmer with goats, s. A, 7; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 3.50; PR May 12,
1961.4.
Illustration to Tu Fu poem on recruitment, i, s, 1959. A, 8; Ming-pao
3 (1968) 6, inside back cover.
Night colors on the river, s, 1960. A, 9*; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 3, 49*.
New mother leaving the hospital, s, 1961. A, 10*.
Spring rain, i, s, 1961. A, 11; Hsien-tai shan-shui 58; PR Oct. 11,
1963.23.
Gathering caltrops, seal, 1961. A, 12.
Morning melody: children in forest, i, s, 1961. A, 13*.
Houses in the T'ai-p'ing Mountains, i, s, 1961. A, 14.
Working in the fields in high mountains in deep clouds, i, s, 1961. A,
15; Ming-pao 4 (1969) 3.51.
Paradise on Mt. Huang, i , s, 1961. A, 16*.
Misty mountain village a t dawn, s, 1961. A, 17; Hsien-tai shan-shui
61.
Morning mists on Lake T'ai, 1961. A, 18 (whole), cover (detail)*.
Picking tea by the water, i , s, 1962. A, 19.
Girl in a boat loaded with palm-leaf fans, s, 1962. A, 20; Ming-pao 3
(1968) 7.51.
Lotuses, i, s. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 75*.
Vietnamese girl and bamboo, i, seal. Ibid. 87*.
Pine, i, s, 1976. Chiang-su kuo-hua 1*; Chiang-su mei-shu 20; CL
1979.11, inside back cover; Ming-pao 14 (1979) 48 (reversed).
Peddler, traveling stall comes to the village, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su
kuo-hua-ytlan 15*; Chiang-su shih-nien 8*.
Morning on Lake T'ai, i, s, 1960. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 23*; CL
1960.8 opp. 68*.
Factory scene: working in front of a furnace, s. Chiang-su
kuo-hua-yuan 26*•
Peddler and minority women, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su mei-shu 3*; CP
1959.8.17-18*; Mei-shu 1959.1.23; PR Sept. 20, 1960.5; Shih-nien CK
hua 95.
Pei-t'ai Ho, done with Ch'in Chien-ming, i, s, 1977. In Chairman Mao's
Memorial Hall. Chiang-su mei-shu 26*; CL 1978.1 opp. 64; Mei-shu
1977.6.28*.
Man on hanging rock under pine, inspired by a T'ang poem, i, s, 1978.
Chin-ling 4*•
Cloud sea, pine wave, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 5*.
Peach Blossom Spring, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 6*.
Boats in gorges, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 31.
Snowy mountain, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 32.
Mt. Huang clouds, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 33.
Clouds over river gorges, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 34.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1978. Ibid. 35.
Scene of river gorges, i, s. Ibid. 36.
Night work on a construction site, i, s, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 31.
Making terraced fields up to the clouds, i, s, d indistinct. Ibid. 54.
Irrigation system, done with Sung Wen-chih, i, s, 1959. CK hua 13
(1950.10) 4; Mei-shu 1959.12.22.
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Girl mending fish nets, seal. CK hua hsuan-pien 13.
Ten scenes of India and Pakistan, i, s, 1978. CK shu-hua 6, inside
front cover*, 1*, 2*, back cover*.
Old peasant, seal. CL 1961.8 opp. 58*.
Spring rain, i, s, 1961. Idid. opp. 80*? Shan-ho 36*.
A girl. CL 1961.10 opp. 36*.
Lake T'ai, i cropped. CL 1962.2 opp. 92*.
Mist and rain in the south, i, s, 1977. CL 1978.7, front cover*.
The Hsiang River, i, s, 1978. CL 1978.12 opp. 72*.
Return from grazing, i, s, 1971 (?). CL 1979.11, front cover*.
Steep mountains, i, s, 1977. Ibid. 72.
Autumn morning on the Hsiang River, i, s, 1978. Ibid. opp. 74*.
Ploughing clouds, i, s, 1977. Ibid. bet. 74-75*.
The Miao Mountains turn green again, i, s, 1978 (?)• Ibid. bet. 74-75*.
The Tao-pei Mountains, i, s, 1976 (?). Ibid. opp. 75*.
Mountains and rivers, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.9.23*.
Snowy mountains, album leaf, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 18*.
Mist and clouds of the Wu Gorge, i, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-chuan II,
cover*•
River gorges and clouds, i, s, 1978. Ibid. IV.5*.
Going though the gorges at night, s, 1960. Hsien-tai shan-shui 60;
Mei-shu 1961.3.54 (s cropped); Shan-ho 6*.
Yellow Sea fisherman. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 7.
Repairing ne^s, seal. Ibid. 14.
Repairing fishing nets, i, s, 1956. Mei-shu 1957.2, back cover*.
Four girls in a boat delivering rice seedlings, s. Mei-shu
1960.8/9.44*.
Mists and clouds in the Wu Gorge, i, s, d indistinct. Mei-shu
ts'ung-k'an 1.104*.
Spring rain. Ming-pao 4 (1969) 3, front cover*.
Scene of Mt. Chung, i, s, 1979. Ming-pao 14 (1979) 10.66*.
Mists and clouds of the south, i, s, 1979. Ibid, back cover*.
At a steel plant, s, 1960. PR March 17, 1961. 19.
Old Shen-pei guerrilla-band member, s, 1960. Shan-ho 10*.
Coming home from hospital with new baby, s. Ibid. 13*.
Auspicious rain for a good harvest, i, s. 1961. Ibid. 37*.
Lotus, s. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 120.
Mists and clouds in the south, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, March 12/13, 1981,
519.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Ibid, 520; Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 106.
Girls picking mulberry leaves, fan, s. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 202.
See also Collaborative Works List 2, 5, 6, 7, 56.
YEH YANG-HSI Jf f ff
Landscape, s. Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 72*.
See also Collaborative Works List 42.
YEH YtiN IfC #~J t. Sung-yin %y£ f%, .
See Collaborative Works List 47.
YEH YUNG-CH'ING Jr s[<^ ~jf" . Spring Slumber Studio. BK IV, 105.




Construction workers on the plateau, done with Tan Ch'ti, i, s. Ch'tian-kuo
mei-shu 27.
YEN CHIA-PAO ^ K ^ *3i . Woman, daughter of Yen Po-lung. Sotheby. Jan. 21,
1982. ^
Parrots on a flowering branch, s, 1979. Sotheby, Jan 21, 1982, 568.
YEN C H ' I N G ^ ^
Epidendrum and rock, i, s, 1934. Hu-she 80.16.
YEN CHING-TZU M^ %jX. ~3~ • B. 1913. From Ju-kao, Kiangsu. MSNC, 123.
Vegetables in a basket, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.484.
YEN CHuN-T'IEN^
Lotus, s. Han-k'ou 28.
YEN HAN ft, 7\>£i . B. 1916. From Tung-hai, Kiangsu; student of Lin Feng-mien
and P'an T'ien-shou; in 1938 went to Yenan; graduate of the Lu Hsttn Art
Academy; also does woodcuts; now with the Central Art Academy. CK i-shu-chia
I , 508; Yti add. 1, 20. >
f%Bibliography. A. Yen Han hua-chi  ygU -̂ " sf% • Peking: Chung-kuo
kuo-chi shu-tien, c. 1979.
Two sea gulls and waves, i, s, 1978. A, front cover*.
Water village, s, 1977. A, 1*.
Bridges, s. A, 2*.
Mt. 0-mei scene, s, 1977. A, 3*.
Island harbour, i, s, 1977. A, 4*.
Boats and mountains, s, 1977. A, 5*.
Spring junks and birds, s. A, 6*.
Mountain village, s, 1978. A, 7*.
Fishing junks, s, 1977. A, 8*.
Red pine grove, s, 1977. A, 9*.
Waterfall, s, 1978. A, 10*.
Grotto, s, 1977. A, 11*.
Autumn landscape, s, 1977. A, 12*; CL 1980.10 bet. 72-73*.
Sea gulls, i, indistinct, 1980. CL 1980.10 opp. 72*.
Flying fish and waves, s. Mei-shu yen-chiu 1981.1.41*.
YEN-HUA Nii-SHIH ^X. jp >t i . Woman.
Scholar holding flower branch seated at garden table, colophon dated 1924.
Mei-chan 4.
YEN KUO-CHI JfyjC^ j ^ | ^ . B. 1944. From T'ung-hsiang, Chekiang; graduate of
the Shanghai Art Academy; student of Cheng Shih-hsuan, T'ang Ytin, Chiang
Han-t'ing and Ying Chlln; active in Shanghai; f igures. BK I , 38; Shang-hai CK
hua-ytlan.
Woman and flowers, i , s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 64.
Opera scene, i , s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-ytlan 30*.
See also Collaborative Works List 70.
YEN ^ ^ L
Morning return: g i r l with market basket, i , s . Ming Ch'ing chin-tai 127.
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YEN MEI-HUA )f/$^ JrQfr *}& . B. 1927. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; primarily does
serials? witfn the Shanghai People's Art Press. BK I, 35; Yu add. 1, 52.
Grapes, i, s, 1977. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsttan III.13*.
Magnolias, i, s, 197?. Ibid. 13*.
YEN MING-CH'I j^t^ &$
Narcissus and rock, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.485.
YEN P'E^-T'ANG /^J ^n M^ t. Kan-yuan P 'J§J h. Wan-chao-lou-chu
^ jfJ%. -i- ' Wang-k'ou ch'iao-che ^jif ZZ jf% ̂  . B. 1864, died
during the Sino-Japanese War. From Lan-t'ien, Shensi, moved to Shanghai; Bee
Painting Society; Chinese Painting Association; finger painter, landscape,
flowers. BK I, 29; Yu, 1440
Woman with sword under wu-t'ung tree, i, s, 1934. Chin-tai CK hua 130.
Landscape after Huang Kung-wang, i, s, finger painting. Collectanea
1850-1867, 36; Tang-tai ming-jen 9.
Scholar under pine, distant cliff, i indistinct. Mei-chan 40.
Lofty scholar in cloudy mountains, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.451.
Landscape: Wang-ch'uan in clouds and rain, fan, i, s. Sui-k'an ts'ang.
YEN SHAO-HSIANG ^F 'Jf $j=] , name Han-mei Jf^f i | . B. 1914. From
L i - c h ' e n g , Shantung; Hu-she Pa in t ing Soc ie ty ; with the Lu Hstln Art Academy;
l a d i e s . BK I , 28; MSNC, 60; Yu add. 1, 24.
Shih Nai-yen composing the Shui-hu ch'uan, done with Sheng P'ing, seals
(?). CK hua 18 (1960.3) 7*; Mei-shu 1960.1.27.
A lady gathering water plants, s, 1932. Hu-she 61.10.
A lady in a garden, s. Hu-she 83.15.
A lady holding a fan in a garden, s. Hu-she 90.12.
YEH SHENG, see Li Yen-sheng.
YEH SHIH-CH'ING ^ § t£ 7% t . Ytin-po " f j | 4& . Tsu-po sk~ $*- • B- 1 8 7 3
or 1884, d. 1928 or 1929. From Lien-p'ing, Kwangtung, moved to Peking;
landscape, flowers BK I , 35; Sun, 710; Yu, 1494.
Landscape, i , s, 1919. Hu-she 1-10.119.
YEH SHIH-MIN /#J &f &$l h- Wu-t'ang 4># i£ .
Autumn flowers, s, 1933. I - l in 54.13.
ii?
YEH SHU-P'ING#^ ^
Telephone cable crew completing work. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 92.
YEN S U N G - ^ %'£ • BK I, 19.
New spring in Yenan: Mao Tse-tung and Yenan people. Hsien-tai CK hua 2;
Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary A, 38*.
YEN T'ENG-CH'ANG ^r - " j | £J . B. 1909. From Feng-ch'eng, Kiangsi; Bee
Painting Society. BK I, 28.
Hollyhocks and rock, colophon dated 1931. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.247.
YEN TI }%% •£& . B. 1920, d. 1979. From Jung-ch'eng, Shantung; influenced by
Fu Pao-shih, Huang Chih, Feng Shih-lu and Li K'o-ian; Peking Chinese Painting
Academy. Mei-shu 1980,3.39.
Junks on a river, i, seal, 1973. Ch'ang-ch'un chi 11*.
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Junk and green cliff, seal, 1972, Ibid. 35*.
Spring in Kweilin, done with Chou Jen and Kuo Ch'uan-chang, i, seal. CK
hua 10 (1959.7) 6.
Mist and rain on the Li River, done with Kuo Ch'uan-chang. CK hua 14
(1959.11) 4.
Landscape, i, s, 1963. Edgren, 20th Cen. CP., 57.
Landscape, seal. Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian II.7*.
The Great Wall, i, s, 1960. Hsien-tai shan-shui 79.
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1963. Mei-shu 1980.3.29.
Spring river, 1977. Ibid. 29.
River and mountain, i, s, 1979. Ibid, inside back cover.
The Great Wall, i, s, 1956. Shou-tu 8.
See also Collaborative Works List 14.
NI / D • Woman. B. c . 1953. Ki r in .
L i t t l e g i r l looking a t i n s e c t s . Mei-shu 1981.3.28.
YEN WEN-Yu /£H ->L * t . Ching-ch'tian J$ < £ . Hu-she Paint ing Society;
landscape. BK I , 35; MSNC, 121.
Landscape: two men under p ines , i , s , 1930. Hu-she 42.16 (41-50.112).
YEN WO-FAN ,fjt_ ~$( $h •
Ink plum, i indistinct. I-lin 111.14.
YEN YUAN f̂jf To t. Ch'un-sheng &% CtZ. . Hsin-han ko.
Three goats under trees, fan, i, s, 1929. Hsin-han ko III.21.
The ch'in master, i indistinct. Mei-chan 42.
YEN YuN-LIN ^>K if J ^ t. Po-lung Jf? fffc h. Ch'ang-pai pu-i
%ff jfc . B. 1898, d. 1954. From Peking, graduate of Peking Art Academy;
student of Wang Yun; flowers and birds. BK I, 35; Yu, 1496.
Quails, rock and chrysanthemum, i, s, 1945. Chin-tai CK hua 107.
Birds on pine, i, s, 1946. Collectanea 1853-1971, 73.
Two birds in pine tree, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai IV.29*.
Bird, butterfly, willow, fan, i, s, 1946. Kuo-t'ai V.77*.
Tortoise on rock, reeds, i, s, 1934. I-lin 60.10.
Hen and chicks, s, 1938. I-lin 99.8.
Birds and pines, i, s, 1938. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 101.
Phoenix, i, s, 1941. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 255.
Cat and crab, i, s, 1948. Ibid. 256.
Ducks, birds and willows, after Hua Yen, i, s. Sotheby, Dec. 19, 1980,
289.
Birds, pine and narcissus after Hua Yen, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 66.
Birds and morning glories, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 67.
YIN CH'I £f ^
Soldier drinking water from banana leaf, done with Chang Cho and T'an
P'ing, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.9.31.
YIN CHIH-AN hK^ — ' H L .
Kuan-yin. Mei-chan 22.
YIN HSI-LIANG n%^ ^ f k > ^ t . Hsin-hsiang jf% r£0 , Tzu-hsiang ^- ,$J£_ h .
Ch'ing-chao-lou-chu -•& 0f jfM j£_. B. 1909. From Huai-an, Kiangsu;
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Youth Calligraphy and Painting Society; landscape, figures, horses. BK I, 29;
MSNC, 60.
Playing the ch'in under pine and moon, fan, i, s, 1937. Chin-pai-nien
shan-mien 1.13*.
Man and horse in landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 130.
YIN JO-HU ^ K ^ >vfi .
Hua Kuo-feng covering a sleeping soldier, done with Wang Kuang-pin, i , s,
1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 25.
An. tfr H
YIN JUNG-HUI %S(^ ^r ^ . Woman.
Plum blossoms and bird, seal (?). I-lin 84.13.
YIN LI-HSIN f̂st, Ĵ - ipf. Hupei.
Moving heavy excavating equipment by barge, i, s, 1964. Mei-shu 1965.4.18.
4tK *&- t&
YIN P'EI-HUA f\iL^ KKr £p . B. 1943. From Ch'ang-shu, Kiangsu; with
the military in Chi-nan. Yii add. 1, 24.
Two sisters, done with Wang Tsun-i, i, 1974. 25th Anniversary Art Exh.,
12*.
Conferring with the assistant party secretary, i, s, 1974. Ibid. 13*.
Studying works of Chairman Mao together, done with Liu Tseng-hsiang. PLA 50
Anniversary 96.
Preparing for mock bayonet drill, i. s, 1977. Ibid. 105.
YIN PO-HENG %$*- ^ 4*7 .
Dam, i, s. Shou-tu 39.
See also Collaborative Works List 14.
YIN SHOU-PIN £f j^jf W-^, t. Fo-shih Jrfr %*> . B. 1913. From Kiangsu;
studied Western painting at the Shanghai Art Academy; taught at various
schools; birds and flowers, insects, fish. MSNC, 15.
Two boys and a jar, i, s, 1945. MSNC 150.
YIN SHOU-SHIH j? ^§^ yS . B. 1919. From I-hsing, Kiangsu; with the Peking
Painting Academy. BK I, 28; Yu add. 1, 2.
Mongolian dancers and portrait of Mao Tse-tung, i indistinct. Jen-min
mei-shu 1950.5.19.
YIN T'UNG-Yu ¥ J&f %\ or f% t. Po-han /6 j£jjf. h. Po-han /^ ^ .
From Ssu-yang, Kiangsu; Hu-she Painting Society; landscape, flowers and birds.
BK I, 28; Yti, 30.
Landscape, fan. Hu-she 1-10.78.
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 12.12 (11-20.122).
YING C H U N J ] ^ I^L t. Yeh-p'ing ^ T ^ . B. 1910 or 1911. From Ning-hai,
Chekiang, at age 15 moved to Shanghai; Bee Painting Society; at the Shanghai
Art School; figures, landscape. BK I, 33; MSNC, 120; Ytt add. 1, 51.
Crow on rock, willows, done with Wang Fo, i, seal, 1938. Chin-tai CK hua
94.
Road construction in the mountains, i, s, 1957. CK hua 2 (1958) 52.
Village in T'ien-hsin Mountains, i, s, 1958. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 1;
Hsien-tai shan-shui 70.
Commune laundry, i, s, 1958. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 6*.
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Accusing the landlord, done with Ho Yu-chih, i, 1959. CK hua 16 (1960.1)
8.
Construction on the Hsin-an River, i, s, 1959. CK hua 17 (1960.2) 5.
Spring has come to Shanghai, i, s, 1964. CL 1965.11 opp. 68*.
Cool Terrace, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-chi 41*.
Mt. Huang, i, s, 1978. Hsien-tai CK hua-hsuan III.5.
The banks of the Fu-ch'un River, i, s, 1956. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 23.
East Lake, Shao-hsing, i, s, 1956. Ibid. 28.
Refurbishing tugs (?) on the Huang-p'u, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.6.33.
A secluded ravine with tall pines, i, s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 1 (April
1934).
Landscape, fan, i, s, 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 33 (Dec. 1936).
The old appears in new colors: mountain landscape, i indistinct. Mei-shu
ts'ung-k'an 1.77.
Night mooring at Feng-ch'iao, illustration to poem by Chang Chi, i, s.
Ming-pao 12 (1977) 3.50*.
Cloudy landscape, i, s, 1947. MSNC 44.
The Iron Suspension Bridge at Ta-tu, i, 1977. PLA 50 Anniversary 53.
Yang-shuo, i, seal. Shan-shui hua 3*.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 29*.
P'u-t'o cloudy mountains, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-yuan 11*.
Clouds in Pei-hai, i, s, 1978. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 123.
Landscape, i, s. Ibid. 124.
Working in the salt fields, s. Ts'ai-mo-hua 43.
See also Collaborative Works List 53.
YO SHIH-CH'EN "I^ %L '?£, .
Two monkeys in pines trees, i, s, 1937. Nanking Exh., Cat. 11.174.
YU CHIH-YttAN.
Cotton rose, i indistinct. CL 1954.1 opp 98*.
YU HSIAO-YtiN JL* W J ^ . From Chiang-ning, Kiangsu; landscape. MSNC, 2.
Landscape in Mi style, i, s. MSNC 74.
YU LUNG-KU ?$% # X -kik . Woman. B. 1923. From Fukien; primarily does
posters; with the Shanghai People's Art Press. Yu add. 1, 36.
Children playing with toy boats. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 38.
YU PING-JU fix >lfc "X72 t. Mei-hsien ;?W AJU . Woman. B. 1920. From
Wu-chin, Kiangsu; pupil of Tu Tzu-yuan and Cheng Ch'ang. MSNC, 3.
Landscape, handscroll, i indistinct. MSNC 79.
YU PO-LIANG >Li 1°
Plum trees in rain, i indistinct. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.42.
YU PU-CHIH.
Militia women, i, s indistinct, 1972. CR 1974.3.18*.
YU TS'UNG-JEN ?%£ 4i£. 4— •
See Collaborative Works List 57.
>^»
YU-WENG £d} 4$
Tree, chrysanthemum and rock, i, s, 1919 (?). Sotheby, May 7, 1981, 110.
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YU YU-CHUNG JZx ft *f . B. 1931. From P'ing-yang, Chekiang; with the
People's Railroad News, Ministry of Railroads. Ytl add. 1,2.
Road construction in the mountains, s. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 3.
Yti CHAO "f $f, t. Fei-an >)^ /%J , Fei-han j)p J~ h. Hsien-jen ffffA^. B.
1888, d. 1958 or 1959. From Wan-p'ing, Hopei or Lai-yang, Shantung; Hu-she
Painting Society; after 1949 with the Peking Painting Academy; writer on
raising orchids and pigeons and on art; flowers, trees, animals, fish,
epidendrum, bamboo, narcissus. BK I, 29; Lin, 2; MSNC, 2; Yti, 15.
Bibliography. A: Yti Fei-an kung-pi hua-niao hstian-chi ^f- ̂ f /§v ^
fc x$3 iM ^- * P e k i n 9 : Jen-min mei-shu, 1959.
Red apricot blossoms and birds, i, s, age 66, for the fifth anniversary
of the founding of the People's Republic of China. A, frontispiece*;
CK hua 1 (1957) 48*; Contemuorary CP 18*; Ts'ai-mo-hua 49.
Peonies and doves,s. A, 1 (whole)*, 2 (detail)*.
Flowers, s. A, 3*.
Flowers and bees, s, 1955. A, 4*.
Magnolias and yellow birds, i, s. A, 5*; Chin-pai-nien 78*; CK hua
hsiian-pien 59*; CP 1977.8.24*; Hsien-tai CK hua-hstian 1.14*; Mei-shu
1956.6, front cover*; PC Oct. 1956, back cover*.
Crabapple blossoms and two birds, i, s, 1951. A, 6*.
White peony, i, s, age 69. A, 7 (whole)*, 8 (detail)* this detail also
in CR 1961.5.19* and Chin-pai-nien 79*.
Crabapple blossoms and two white-heads, round shape, s. A, 9*.
Prunus and two doves i, s, 1957. A, 10 (whole)*, 11 (detail)*; CK hua
12 (1959.9) 7.
Radishes and grasshopper. A, 12 (whole)*, 13 (detail)*.
Birds and flowers of the four seasons, i, s. A, 14-17*.
White lotus and dragonfly, s. A, 18*.
Camellia and butterfly, i, s, 1957. A, 19*.
Wu-t'ung leaves and blossoms, i, s, 1957. A, 20*.
Peach, bamboo, swimming fish, s. A, 21*.
Chrysanthemums, i, s, age 66. A, 22*; CR 1954.5.26*.
Pigeon on rock, pine tree, i, s, age 65. A, 23.
Doves and clouds, i, s, age 64. A, 24.
Pink apricot blossoms and birds, i, s, 1955. A, 25; CK hua 12 (1959.9)
6; CR 1960.9.24.
Red plum and small birds, i, s. A, 26.
Gardenias and hummingbird, i, s. A, 27.
Red leaves and small bird, i, s, 1956. A, 28.
Prunus and white bird, i, s, 1957. A, 29.
Red leaves and two pigeons, s, 1956. A, 30.
Green peony and two birds, i, s. A, 31.
Black-leaf peony and butterfly, i, s, 1944. A, 32.
Epidendrum. A, 33.
Camellia, i, s, 1957. A, 34.
Narcissus. A, 35 (whole), 36 (detail).
Bamboo and bird. A, 37.
Magnolia, pink apricot and peonies, i, s, 1957 (?). A, 38; CK hua 12
(1959.9) 6.
Red peonies and bees, s, 1956. Chin-pai-nien 80*.
Masssed flowers and distant factory, done with T'ien Shih-kuang and Yti
Chih-chen, i. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 9.
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Persimmons on branch, two birds, i, s. CK hua 7 (1959.4) 11*; Mei-shu
1959.7, front cover*.
Peonies and two doves, i, s, age 71. CK hua 11 (1959.8), front cover*;
CP 1960.4.17*; PR July 28, 1959.19; Shih-nien CK hua 72*.
Day lilies, i, s, 1958. CK hua 12 (1959.9), front cover*.
Two magpies in snowy pine, i, s. Ibid. 5.
Peonies in T'ang style, i, s. Ibid. 8.
Flowers and butterfly, i, s, age 66. Ibid. 9.
Peonies, rock, doves, s, age 64. Ibid. 10-11*.
Two red peonies and pair of white-heads, i, s, 1949. CK shu-hua 4.2*, 3
(detail)*.
Eagle on rock, peonies, illustration to Tu Fu poem, i, s, 1952. CK
shu-hua 5.26*.
The return of spring, i, s. CL 1953.2 opp. 24*.
Two pheasants, camellia, and other flowers, i, s. Collectanea
1853-1971, 17*.
Narcissus, rock, two butterflies, i, s, 1941. Ibid. 18.
Blossoms, s. Ibid. 19.
Parrot in a tree, i, s, 1947. CP 1960.4.16*.
Bird on bamboo, i, s, age 69. Ibid. 16*.
Peonies and sparrows, i, s, age 66. CR 1957.4.17*.
Snowscape. Hu-she 14.16 (11-20.132).
Wisteria, i, s, 1928. Hu-she 20.13 (11-20.163).
Chrysanthemum, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 77.6.
Lotus and dragonflies, i, s. I-lin 31-16.
Autumn flowers and dragonfly, done with Chang Yuan, i, 1932. I-lin
42.4.
Wisteria and insects, seal. I-lin 62.14.
Landscape: man in riverside hut, i, s, d indistinct. I-lin 76.7.
Plum, bamboo, butterfly, i, s, d indistinct. I-lin 82.5.
Landscape with waterfall, i indistinct. Mei-chan 40.
Two long-tailed birds on blossoming branch. Mei-shu 1955.4.27*.
Radish, i, s, and d indistinct. Mei-shu 1959.8.40.
Bird on willow, i indistinct. Ibid. 41.
Welcoming spring: blossoms, i, s, 1959. Ibid. 42; Shou-tu 5*.
Chrysanthemum. Mei-shu sheng-huo 36 (March 1937)* (plate missing in
copy indexed)•
Narcissus, i, s, 1937. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38 (May 1937); Nanking Exh.
Cat., II.1.
River and mountain landscape, i , s, 1938. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 61.
Songbird on branch, i , s, 1938. Ibid. 62.
Cat and butterflies, i , s, 1938. Ibid. 63.
Peonies, i , s, 1937. Ibid. 64.
Cat and l i l i e s , done with Ts'ao K?o-chia, i , s . Sotheby, June 17, 1980,
201 .
Red leaves and insects, fan, i, s, 1929. Ibid. 202.
Parrot and blossoming peach, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 30, 1981, 69.
Magnolia and red bird, i, s. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 68.
Bird and magnolia, album leaf, i, s, 1950. Ibid. 69.
Lotus and dragonfly, i, s, 1946. Ibid. 70.
Birds and apricot blossoms, i, s, age 69. Sotheby, March 12/13,
1981, 523.
Flowers and bees, i, s, 1947. Sotheby, May 17, 1981, 67.
Lotus, i, s. Sotheby, June 24/25, 1981, 742.
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Bird on branch, i, s, 1958. Sotheby, Sept. 18, 1981, 539.
Birds on prunus branch, fan, i, s, 1937. Sotheby, Nov. 5, 1981, 204.
Roses and butterfly, fan, i, s. Ibid. 205.
Butterfly and red flower, fan, i, s, 1946. Sotheby, April 28, 1982,
107.
See also Collaborative Works List 13, 17, 28, 35.
Yti CHEN 1^ Jfc t. Ching-chih "/if ^ • Woman. B. 1890. From Hsuan-ch'eng,
Anhwei; lived in Shanghai; moved to New York in 1937; Chinese Women's
Calligraphy and Painting Association; flowers, ladies. Yti, 265.
A poetess, i. Exh. Modern Chinese Paintings 14.
A lady holding a fan, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 15 (June 1935).
Scholars in a boat, i, s, 1933. Mei-shu sheng-huo 28 (July 1936).
Lady in a pavilion, i, s, 1933. Ibid.
Ytt CHEN £ -fk , another name Ping - ^ . B. 1929. From Ch'ang-ch'un,
Kirin, does serials; with the Military Pictorial, Canton. Yu add. 1, 9.
Establishing workers' and peasants' political rights: storming a KMT
government gate. CK hua 19 (1960.4) 5.
See also Collaborative Works List 58.
YtijCHEN-FEI j[(\ V/R ^L t . Chen-fei J^ J J£ h . Hsi-jen-chai-chu ^ %[>
fl?i j£_ • B. 1901. From Wu-hsien, Kiangsu; pupil of Ch'en Hui; landscape,
flowers. MSNC, 45.
Landscape, fan, i, s» d indistinct. MSNC 50.
JZ> jL ,%T JL A At
Yti CHI-TS'ENG #</ -^ f t. Chi-cheng ^ ^ f 7 • B- 1910. From Tz'u-ch'i,
Chekiang; pupil of Wu Hu-fan. MSNC, 45.
Landscape, i, s, 1948. MSNC 60.
Yti CHI-FAN "%t\ ^ FL . In 1926 co-founder of Hsin-hua Art Academy; Bee
Painting Society; Eastern Art Association. BK IV, 104; Sullivan, 97.
Plum, i, s, 1928. Mei-chan 27.
Landscape, i, s, 1929. MSNC 90.
Clear mountains, red trees of the south, i, s, 1929. Tang-tai ming-jen 78.
Yti CHI-KAO f̂tj) 4|f rf7. B. 1932. From Hsti-chou, Kiangsu; with the Kiangsu
Provincial Chinese Painting Academy. Yti add. 1, 35.
Apricot blossom and two birds in spring rain, s. Chiang-su kuo-hua 17*.
Children planting trees, s. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 27.
Peonies and butterflies, seals. Ibid. 48*.
Ducks in lotus pond, 1974. Chiang-su mei-shu 24*.
Peonies and butterflies, seal. Chiang-su shih-nien 62*.
Small birds and grape vine, s**als. CK shu-hua 8.9*.
See also Collaborative Works List 4, 21, 55.
Yti CHI-WEI ̂  4 j
Landscape, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.368.
Yti C H I E N - H U A ^ j|'J * , name K'un ?jL t. Yti-yti j£» /§• . B. 1895, d.
1979. From Chi-nan, Shantung (or Kiangsu), moved to Shanghai and Nanking; Bee
Painting Society; taught at the Shanghai Art Academy; Shanghai Art-Tea
Association; writer on Chinese painting; student of Ch'en Heng-ko; landscape,
flowers and birds. BK IV, 104; Lin, 56; MSNC, 45; Yti, 575.
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Bibliography. A: Yti-yti hua-ch' u _-/-.» /§ -*|p JtgZ. . Shanghai: Shen-chou
kuo-kuang she, 1928.
Fantastic landscape, i, s, 1928. A, 1.
Mountain landscape, man in cottage, i, s, 1926. A, 2.
Tall mountain peak, i, s. A, 3.
Pavilions in strange mountains, i, s, 1927. A, 4.
Cloudy mountains, i, s, 1928. A, 5.
Junk at foot of cliff, i, s, 1928. A, 6.
Mountains, colophon dated 1928. A, 7.
Mountains, s, 1927. A, 8.
Cottages on bare cliff in fantastic mountains, s. A, 9.
Thin trees and low hill, i, s, 1928. A, 10.
Cactus plant and leaves, i, s, 1928. A, 11.
Lotus, i, s. A, 12.
Waterfall and pine, i, s, 1961. Chiang-su mei-shu 5.
Futzuling Reservoir, i, s, 1958. Chiang-su shih-nien 39*.
Landscape with scholar and attendant on bridge, i, s, 1939. Chin-tai CK
hua 109.
Landscape, i indistinct. Hu-she 57.16.
Clouds on Mt. Huang, i, s, 1957. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 43.
Landscape, s, 1916 (?)• Mei-chan 61.
Scenes of T'ien-t'ai, handscroll. Mei-shu sheng-huo 26 (May 1936).
Three landscapes, i, s, two dated 1935 and 1936. Mei-shu sheng-huo 28
(July 1936) .
Scholar looking at waterfall, i indistinct. Mei-shu sheng-huo 38
(May 1937).
Western Sea at Mt. Huang, i, s. MSNC 15.
Landscape, i indistinct. Ibid. 26.
Landscape: reading in pine studio, i, s, d indistinct. Nanking Exh.
Cat., II, 189.
Landscape, i, s, age 82. Sotheby, Nov. 22, 1981, 71.
Supplementary bibliography: . N
Yti Chien-hua hua-chi -^ -^ »J -fS J|̂  $£ • Shantung jen-min, 1981.
Yti CHIH-CHEN ^\ |>C M t' I-yttn - ^ . Woman. B. 1915. From
Shao-hsing, Chekiang; with the Central Arts and Crafts Academy; birds and
flowers. BK IV, 104; Yti add. 1, 19.
Massed flowers and distant factory, done with T'ien Shih-kuang and Yti Chao,
i. CK hua 4 (1959.1) 9.
Vegetables, i, s, 1959. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 8.
Peonies, lilies and rock, i, s, d indistinct. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 15*.
Hibiscus and butterfly, i, s, 1959. CK hua hstlan-pien 64*.
Two pigeons in red-blossoming tree, i, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 6.32*.
Bird and autumn leaves, i, s, 1977. CL 1981.10 opp. 106*.
Crabapples and birds, i, s. Ibid. bet. 106-107*.
Spring peonies, i, s, 1978. Ibid. bet. 106-107*.
The lotus pond, 1964. Ibid. opp. 107*.
Lotus and heron, i, s, 1958. Shou-tu 10.
See also Collaborative Works List 13.
Yti CHIH-HStiEH 'f ,% H^h . B. 1935. From Fu-ytt, Kirin; with the
Heilungkiang People's Press. Yti add. 1, 1.
Birds and icicles above water, s, 1979. CK shu-hua 5, inside front cover*.
Newspaper reading (minority theme), i, s. CL 1972.1 opp. 84*.
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Studying Mao Tse-tung's works (minority theme), i, s, 1971 (?). CL 1972.5
opp. 128*.
Prelude to spring: birds on snow-and-ice-laden branches, s. CP 1982.2,
back cover*.
On the banks of River Beierci, s. CR 1980.5.67*.
Companions: child and dog in snow, s. Ibid. 67*.
Forest depths: bears in snow, s, 1979. Ibid. 67*.
Birds flying through icicles, s, 1979. Ibid. 68*.
Spring song: sparrows on snow-laden branches, s, 1979. Ibid., back cover*.
Two birds and snowy trees, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.9.15*.
Moonlight snowscape, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.5, front cover*.
Deer in snowy forest, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1980.6.30.
Yti CHtiEH-FANG
Bird, rock and p l a n t s , s , 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat . , I I . 401,
Yti CHUNG-HO #"- T fcu .
Pigeon and blossoming branch, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.171.
Yti HSI-NING "X *¥ . ̂ f1 • B. 1912. From Wei-fang, Shantung; with the
Shantung Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 1.
Hundred flowers in bloom, i, s, 1958. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 7.
Roses and balcony, i, s, 1959. CK hua 11 (1959.8) 20.
Wisteria, i, s, 1978. CL 1979 supplement: Traditional Chinese Paintings
12*.
Squirrel on a vine, s. CL 1981.10, front cover*.
Yti HSIAO-LIEN -f '/"* Uf^ .
Blue and green landscape after Chti-jan, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., II.2.
Yti HStiEH-YANG fc if -H& • White Moon Painting Society. BK IV, 104.
Pines in cloudy ravines, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.117.
Yti JEN-T'IEN Jh '^ ^- t. T'ien-lu jK //%,• B« 1908. From Chu-chi,
Chekiang; now active in Hangchou. Yti add. 1, yV
Lai-t'iao Terrace, Yen-ling, i indistinct. Mei-shu 1960.1.17.
Autumn on Fishing Terrace, i, s, 1960. Mei-shu 1961.2.24*.
Yti K'AI-HSI / j | fff\ #%p t. Chi-chung ^ *f . From Shao-hsing, Chekiang;
Chinese Painting Research Association. BK I, 37.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. I-lin 25.16.
Bamboo grove, i, s, 1932. I-lin 53.6.
Yti LI fi\ %% t. Ta-fu £J£ ^ h. Sui-an frjj^ if} . B. 1862, d. 1922. From
Shan-yin, Chekiang; student of Jen I; figures, landscape, flowers. Yang add.
3; Yti, 576.
Two ducks in lotus pond, s, 1919. Collectanea 1850-1967, 84.
Fence of plum branches, fan, i, s, 1916. Fan Paintings 15.
Four scrolls of birds and flowers, one i, s, two s, 1921. Kuo-tfai
XI.24-25*.
Ducks and lotus, album leaf, s. Pai-yun-t'ang 11.49*.
Bird on rock, album leaf, i, s, 1885. Ibid. 50*.
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Ytt LI-CHIN -J % ^
Girl preparing nursing bottles for calves, done with Chang K'o-sen.
Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 97.
Yti MING ifj) ^ t. Ching-ien 4JL J^ h. Ti-fan »/'̂  /£ or j ' | . B. 1884
or 1885, do 1935 or 1936. From Kuei-an, Chekiang or Wu-hsing, Kiangsu. Hu-she
Painting Society; Chinese Painting Research Association; influenced by Jen
I; portraits, figures, ladies, flowers. BK IV, 104; Yti, 572.
Beauty in snow, done with Chin Ch'eng, i. Chin-tai CK hua 95.
Illustration to poem by Li Ch'ing-chao, colophon dated 1933. CK
chin-pai-nien 58.
Gentleman under pines, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 23.
Lady by rock under tree, i indistinct. Ibid. 44.
Copy of Ch'ien Hsttan's "Teaching Yang Kuei-fei to play the flute," s.
Hu-she 1-10.128.
Figures, i, s, 1921. Hu-she 11.13 (11-20.118).
Fish, peach blossoms and stones, done with Chin Chang and Chin Ch'eng.
Hu-she 14.13 (11-20.129).
Garden, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 19.16 (11-20.152).
Horse in grove of trees, done with Chin Chang and Chin Ch'eng, s. Hu-she
21-30.156.
Two ladies in bamboo grove, fan, for Chin Ch'eng, i indistinct. Hu-she
75.10.
Lao-tzu, seal, colophon dated 1923. Sotheby, June 17, 1980, 331.
Goddess of the Hsiang River, copy of work by Wen Cheng-ming. Tang-tai
ming-jen 110.
Yti MU-CHEN ITP 4?r U •
Children playing in a courtyard, i , s, 1928. Nanking Exh. Cat., I I . 192.
Hf Jj^ 7'Ytt MU-CHIEH  r 7' $ . Woman. From Shanghai; pupil of Chang Yuan;
landscape. MSNC, 46.
Old tree, bamboo and stone, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.193.
"Hi -f~Yti P'EI-NIEN
Bird on perch, bamboo, plum blossoms, butterflies, i, s, 1936. Nanking
Exh. Cat., II.3.
Yti SHAO-CHtiEH fr\ tffc %$ t. Tzu-ts'ai -3r sQ h. Chieh-ch'ao Bj£^ J^ .
B. 1915. From Wu-hsing, Chekiang; student of Wu Hu-fan, taught at Shanghai Art
Academy and Kiangsu Art Academy; now with the Shanghai Chinese Painting
Academy. BK IV, 104; Shang-hai CK hua-ytian.
Bridge over Shanghai railroad tracks, s. CK hua 5 (1959.2) 3.
Landscape, i, s, 1937. MSNC 56.
Rocky landscape, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.188.
Landscape, i, s, 1980. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian 34.
Clouds in pine-filled mountains, i, s, 1977. Shang-hai hua-ytian 23*.
Szechwan landscape, i, s, 1979. Sotheby, Oct. 23, 1980, 127.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1978. Ibid* 128.
Yti SHAO-SUNG ̂  V4S ̂ h h. Ytieh-ytian A& IS
 or $$$( 1*3 > Han-k'o J^L
"fj\ . B. 1882 or 1883, d. 1949. From Lung-yu, Chekiang, born in Canton; in
mid-life moved to Peking and in late life to Hangchou; collector; bamboo,
pine, landscape. BK IV, 104; Lin, 35; MSNC, 21; Yti, 263.
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Landscape, i, s. CK hua 1 (1957) 40.
Layered peaks, s, 1929. Collectanea 1850-1967, 22; Tang-tai ming-jen 16.
Mountain landscape, i, s, 1926. Collectanea 1850-1967, 23.
Bamboos, i, s, 1936 (?). Collectanea 1853-1971, 29.
Bamboo and old trees, done with Ma Shou-hua, i, s, 1947. Ibid. 30.
Late autumn scenery, i, s, 1929. Hsien-tai ming-hua 10.
Ink bamboo and rocks, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 63.7
Bamboo, fan, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 72.12.
Two stalks of bamboo, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 77.3.
Bamboo, i, s, 1946. Huang Mo-yuan 51.
Pine, i, s, 1941. Kuo-t'ai 11.19.
Mountains after rainfall, i, s, 1926. Kuo-t'ai VII.34*.
Landscape, i, s, 1925. Li Yen-shan shu-hua chi III, 275.
Bamboo, i, s, 1947. MSNC 100.
Ink bamboo after Shih-t'ao, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.116.
landscape, i, s, 1930. Sotheby, Sept. 26, 1978, 60.
Ytt SHIH-MEI "fii\ -X jfM*.
Banyan tree and mobile missiles, done with Wu Chen-hsiang. Mei-shu 1979.7,
inside front cover.
Yu SHU-HUA #'J 7?R^ ̂ ? . Woman, mother of Chang K'un-i.
Young woman in a pavilion, i, s, 1921. Exh. Kao and Chang 11.
Ytl SHU-YUAN fr*l iF&- 7P\r\ . A founder of the Hsin-hua Art Col lege; p u p i l of Wu
Hu-fan. BK IV, 104; MSNC, 45 .
Copy of Li Ch ' eng ' s "Wintry g rove , " i , s , 1947. MSNC 45 .
Yti TA-WU if X j j \ . Worker.
Demonstrating new t r a c t o r s , i , s ( ? ) , 1976. Ch'uan-kuo mei-shu 93;
Mei-shu 1976.2 .27 .
Yu T'AI-CH'ANG j * JS. £7 , another name T a - t s ' a n g -A >6 . B. 1932. From
Hstl-chou, Kiangsu; with the Shantung Art H a l l . Ytl add. 1, 1.
Surveying on the Yellow River, done with Chang Teng-t'ang and Liu
Pao-ch'un. PR Jan. 26, 1973.23.
See also Collaborative Works List 30.
Yu TUN-HOU f §
See Collaborative Works List 51•
Yu T'UNG-FU % $&• Ifl •
New Suchou. Chiang-su kuo-hua yuan 33*.
Meeting in the Yu Garden, s. Ibid. 34*; Chiang-su shih-nien 32*.
Suchou People's Park, s. CK hua 9 (1959.6) 1.
Bridge over the Ch'ien-t'ang River, s. Kuo-hua hsieh-sheng 17.
Cottage in the T'ien-p'ing Mountains, seal (?). Ibid. 45.
Logging on a river, s. Kuo-hua hsuan-chi 28.
New canal at Feng-ch'iao, s . Mei-shu 1956.12.50.
Transporting fertilizer, s. Mei-shu 1959.1.8; PR Feb. 10, 1959.5.
Landscape, seal (?). Ming-pao 3 (1968) 11, inside front cover.
Mountain landscape with clearing clouds, i, s, 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat.,
11.113.
Mt. 0-mei, i, s, 1960. PR Oct. 19, 1961.17.
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Ytt
The Yen River, s. Shan-ho 7*.
So-lo Bank, Mt. Hua, seal. Ibid. 18*.
The Chia-ling River, s, 1960. Ibid. 26*.
Red Crag, i, s, I960. Ibid. 28*.
Mists in mountain city, s, 1960. Ibid. 29*.
See also Collaborative Works List 5, 7, 54.
Yti TZU i '/$& .
A peasant's hard life, done with Te Lu, i, s, 1979. Mei-shu 1979.11.25.
4 |f
Fruiting lichee tree, i, s, 1958. CK hua 20 (1960.5) 2.
Cormorants, s, 1960. Kuang-tung mei-shu hstian 11*.
Yti WEI-LIANG #p p)i pc . Shanghai worker.
Girl feeding pandas, done with Shen Chin-jung, i, 1974. Shang-hai
kung-jen 32*.
See also Collaborative Works List 25.
Yti WEI-TAN £ S^ -Pjr . BK IV, 104.
Deep t rees and flowing stream, i , s , 1936. Nanking Exh. Cat . , 11.114.
Yti WEI-TZU /£ 4$ £~ •
Two geese by lotus, i, s. Nanking Exh. Cat., 11.118.
Yti WEN-HUA lif X. Ip t. Wen-wei JQ, l\ • B. 1921. From Wu-hsien,
Kiangsu; student of Chang Yuan; now active in Shanghai; landscape, birds and
flowers. Shang-hai CK hua-ytian, 42.
Wheels for the village, i, s, 1958. CK hua 8 (1959.5) 2.
Scene of Ta-chai, i, s, 1977. Shan-shui hua 16*.
Landscape, i, s, 1981. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 42.
Spring in the Date Orchard, i, s, 1978. Shang-hai hua-ytian 24*.
See also Collaborative Works List 53.
Yti YtiAN "fij ^ j another name Tsung-yttan ^ '*- t. I-ch'ang *&.
Yti-shuang |"-§- *& h. Nti-chuang shan-min -^r £f± /J-j ^ . B. 1874, d.
1922. From K'uei-an, Chekiang, moved to Shanghai, sold paintings for a living;
Hai-shang T'i-chin Kuan Seal-carving, Calligraphy and Painting Association;
landscape, figures, flowers. BK IV, 104; Yang add. 4; Yti, 573.
Landscape, i, s. Chin-tai CK hua 80.
Rapids and rocks, i, s. I-lin 17.10.
Four landscape scrolls, i, s, two dated 1922. Kuo-t'ai XI.38-39.
Chung K'uei reading a stele, i, s, 1921. Wang-ytin-hsien 11.14.
Yti YttAN-CHIA - ^ ^ 4k . B. 1943. From Liu-huai, T'ai-shan, Kwangtung;
student and son-in-law of Ch'en Tzu-i; Ling-nan School; emigrated to Hong Kong
around 1980. Yti Ytian-chia hua-chi. >̂  _ _̂ ^ J$
Bibliography. A: Yti Ytian-chia hua-chi fc ?t\ )*• ~S ~& • Hong Kong:
c. 1980. \
Snowy mountains, s. 1978. A, front cover*, 7*.
Autumn dawn: flowers and birds, i, s. A, 8*.
Plum blossoms and white fowl, i, s, 1978. A, 9*.
Bamboo and bird, i, s, 1975. A, 10*.
Moonlight night in Canton, i,s,1978. A,11*.
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Two tigers, i, s, 1979. A, 12*.
Mountain landscape at dawn, i, s, 1977. A, 13*.
Plateau in autumn, s. A, 13*.
White azaleas, i, s, 1978. A, 14*.
White chrysanthemums, i, s, 1978. A, 14*.
Bamboo and bird in morning, s, 1978. A, 15*.
Cicada and maple leaves, s, 1978. A, 15*.
11 Jen"-character waterfall, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1979. A, 16*.
The Chen-hai Tower, Canton, s, 1979. A, 17*.
On a winding path to a secluded place, s, 1976. A, 17*.
Indistinct mountains and clear flowing streams, i, s, 1979. A, 18*.
Blossoming kapok and doves, s. A, 19*.
Mountain scenery in mist, i, s. A, 20*.
Angel fish, i, s, 1975. A, 21*.
Roses, i, s, 1974. A, 21*.
Hibiscus and little bird, i, s, 1979. A, 22*.
Two ducks and bamboo, s, 1979. A, 22*.
Peacocks and peonies, i, s. A, 23*.
Lofty and steep mountains, the T'ien-tu Peak of Mt. Huang, i, s, 1977.
A, 23*.
Oh, the earth, i, s, 1977. A, 24*.
Pines, cranes and sun, s. A, 25*.
Blossoming peach tree by a brook and birds, s, 1975. A, 26*.
Misty pine trees, i, s, 1976. A, 27*.
Evening in the countryside, s, 1979. A, 28*.
Clear stream and secluded spot, s. A, 29*.
The sound of rapids, s, 1975. A, 30*.
Goldfish, s, 1979. A, 31*.
Little birds in blossoming vine, s, 1978. A, 31*.
Riverbank, s. A, 32*.
Walking in autumn mountains, s, 1978. A, 32*.
Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall, Canton, i, s, 1978. A, 33*.
Tz'u-kuang Temple, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1977. A, 33*.
Releasing the Crane Pavilion, Hangchou, i, s, 1977. A, 34*.
An upward view of the Ts'ung-jung Pavilion. Mt. Huang, i, s, 1977. A,
34*.
The Liu Garden, Suchou, i, s, 1977. A, 35*.
The tomb of Sun Yat-sen, Nanking, i, s, 1977. A, 35*.
The Pearl River Bridge, Canton, i, s, 1978. A, 36*.
A corner of Erh-sha-t'ou, Canton, i, s, 1978. A, 36*.
A road at the back of the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall, Canton, i, s, 1978.
A, 37*.
Peach Blossom Stream, Mt. Huang, i, s, 1977. A, 37*.
Fishing on the Li River, i, s, 1979. A, 38.
Mountains, s. A, 39.
Plum Garden in Wu-hsi, i, s, 1977. A, 39.
Sea, s, 1976. A, 39.
Mt. Huang in mist, i, s. 1979. A, 40.
Railroad striving upwards through the mountains, i, s, 1978. A, 41.
Yti YttEH-CH'UAN ff Jf h\ Woman. B. 1929. From Peking; with the
Central Art Academy. Yti add. 1, 1.




Daughters of emancipated serfs learning to write, i, s, 1962. CL 1977.10*;
CP 1977,8.24*; Mei-shu 1963.1.52*.
Woman studying at night, sleeping son, i, s, 1956. Shih-nien CK hua 34.
Yu YuN |t| %, h. Shou-shih ^ ^ , Chi-fo #f ^ . B. 1864, d. after
1935. From Shao-hsing, Chekiang; Hu-she Painting Society. BK IV, 104; MSNC,
44; Sun, 285; Kuo Wei-ch'il ̂ "p ^^]$k ' Sung Yuan Ming Ch'ing shu-hua-chia
nien-piao *& 3L &£ $% M £^ ^ -k £ • Peking: Jen-min
mei-shu, 1962, 550. -*"
Snowy river, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.17.
Pine tree, i, s, 1927. Hu-she 1-10.17.
Landscape, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 31.14 (31-40.119).
Landscape: cottages along river, i, s, d indistinct. Hu-she 77.4.
Four leaves of a landscape album, each leaf with a seal. Hu-she 79.8,
80.10, 86.11 (two leaves).
Cloudy mountains in Mi style, i, s, 1934. I-lin 60.10.
Landscape, i, s. I-lin 84.4.
Yu YuN-CHIEH ft\\ ^ f^ . B. 1916 or 1917. From Wu-chin or Ch'ang-chou,
Kiangsu, moved to Nanking; primarily an oil painter, graduate of National
Central University art department; now with the Shanghai Oil Painting and
Sculpture Department. MSNC, 45; Yu add. 1, 19.
Morning dew: lotuses, i, s 1978. CK hua 1981.1.51.
Deer in forest, done with Ch'eng Shih-fa, s indistinct. Ming-pao 14
(1979) 2, inside back cover.
Hawk on pine, moon, s. Shang-hai CK hua-yuan 36.
YuAN CHI j ^ ?*\ h, Wang-chi /& ^% . From Pao-an, Kwangtung; studied
Western art in Hong Kong and Shanghai; in Chinese painting influenced by the
Ling-nan School. MSNC, 61.
Large flock of birds, s. MSNC 170.
YtiAN CHIEH ^ Hjk^ t. Huan-hsien ^ ?LJ . From Chen-chiang, Kiangsu, son of
Yuan Yii-t'ang; pupil of Ku Po-ta; animals. MSNC, 61.
Ducks and hibiscus, i, s, 1948. MSNC 185.
YUAN CHIU
Two pines and rocks, in Ma Yuan style, i, s. Hu-she 77.2.
YUAN FANG ^ VJS t . Ch'ai-sheng ^ ^ * h . Min-i S^L !][. or Min-hsuan
4 ^4&JL ̂  • Woman. Hu-she Painting Society; landscape. BK I, 29; MSNC, 61.
Landscape, fan, i indistinct. Hu-she 1-10.146.
Landscape, i, s, 1931. Hu-she 42-50.104.
YUAN HSI-K'UN ^ B&% ^ .
Two tigers, i, s, 1975. CP 1982.5.22*.
YuAN HSIAO-TS'EN %^. ®^L ^ . B. 1915. From P'u-ting, Kueichou; primarily
a sculptor; now in Yunnan; flowers and birds. BK I, 29; Yu add. 1, 25.
White peacock, s. CK hua 1981.1.58*.
Two ducks and reeds, seal, 1978. CK shu-hua 6.22*.
Shepherd homeward bound, i, s, 1956. CL 1957.3 opp. 6*.
Red-crowned cranes, s, 1980. CL 1981.7 opp. 106*.
Peacock, i, s, 1980. Ibid. opp. 107*.
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YuAN
Peacocks, i- s. CP 1978.11.22*,
Horses, s, 1978. Ibid. 23*.
Peacocks, i, s, 1980. CP 1980.7.10.
Three pigeons, i, s, 1980. CP 1981.3, back cover*.
Peacocks below trees, s. 1979. Mei-shu 1979.6.32*.
YuAN JUNG-CHIN ^ /jf; ̂ JL t. Shou-ytt ^f" -S#'J . Woman, wife of Chin
K'ai-fan. From Hsiang-tan, Hunan; Hu-she Painting Society? landscape, birds
and flowers, grasses and insects. BK I, 29; MSNC, 61.
Mountain snowscape, s. Hu-she 1-10.32.
Riding along a bank, misty terrace, i, s, 1929. Hu-she 21-20.157.
Lady and attendant in garden, in Sung style, i, s, 1930. Hu-she 21-30.170.
YuAN KVO-I %*. 7f Ifjj . Shanghai worker.
I'm going to see father off to the frontier, done with Ch'en Hung-ping and
Mu I-lin, i, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 25*.
Children receiving new red arm bands, done with Ch'en Hung-ping and Mu
I-lin, i, 1974. Ibid, 28*.
YuAN K'O-WEN %*- XJ ^ - t . Pao-ts'en | f j ^ , Pao-ts'un itL T^- h .
Han-yttn ^ %^ . B. 1890, d. 1931. From Hsiang-ch'eng, Honan, in Shanghai
for many years. Ytt, 756.
Landscape, done with Shao Hsi-lien, i indistinct. Han-k'ou 46.
JL & ,
YuAN MENG-PAI ^ *y~ 13 . B. 1866.
Willows and swallows, i, s indistinct, 1937 at age 72. Nanking Exh. Cat.
11.244.
YtiAN MING J^ # $ .
Red Army man telling children revolutionary stories, done with Keng Hsi
and Shih Cheng-hsueh, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 15.
YuAN P'EI-CHI J^ ^H Z§> t. Hsileh-an *W J^ . Hsin-han ko.
A deer by a waterfall, fan, i, s, 1898. Hsin-han ko 111.17.
Snowscape, i, s, 1924. Sotheby, Sept. 27, 1979, 134.
YttAN SHEN-FU %<- T ^ t. Jung-chao ̂  SlJ . Hu-she Painting Society;
landscape, BK I, 29; MSNC, 61.
God of Longevity, i, s, 1933. Hu-she 81.14.
YttAN SU ̂  7,f* t. Su-chen fc J$^ h. Yttan-hsiang nli-shih ®$LJ it "x
Woman, daughter of Yuan Ytt-t'ang, wife of Ko Shao-ling. B. 1907. From
Chiang-tu, Kiangsu; flowers, birds, animals. MSNC, 61.
Butterflies and plants, i, s. MSNC 198.
YttAN SUNG-NIEN J?<_ *£ -*f- , another name Hao-wen %%j Jt^ • B. 1895, d.
1966. From P'an-ytt, Kwangtung, active in Shanghai; first studied Western
painting, later Chinese painting; after 1949 with the Shanghai Chinese
Painting Academy; landscape. BK I, 29; MSNC, 61; Sullivan, 97; Ytt, 757.
Log rafts on river, i, s. CK hua 8 (1959.5) inside front cover.
Spring on Green Lake, i, s. Mei-shu 1960.7.31.
t \3i. If/ . B. 1933. From Nan-t'ung, Kiangsu, arts and crafts
specialist; now with the Central Arts and Crafts Academy. Yu add. 1, 25.
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ZANG
Chrysanthemum, CL 1981.8 opp. 102*.
Fig tree, seals (?). Ibid. bet. 102-103*.
Elm tree at Lao-shan, seal (?). Ibid. bet. 102-103*.
YtiAN YUN-SHENG " ^ [J?_ }k- . B. 1938. From Nan-t'ung, Kiangsu, brother of
Yun-fu; muralist; with the Central Art Academy. Yti add. 1f 25.
Tai woman, i, 1978. Mei-shu 1979.4.29.
Supplementary bibliography:
Joan Lebold Cohen, "Three Chinese Artists: Realism and Beyond,"
Art News, vol. 79.6 (Summer 1980), 69-71.
YtiEH-CHOU J=J -tf" . Monk, once lived in the Yun-shui Grotto of
Shang-fang-shan, later abbot of Ling-ch'uan Temple on Mt. Fu-fu, Lai-shui,
Hopei. I-lin 51.3.
Lohan, i, seal. I-lin 51.3.
YtlEH TS'ANG
Fantastic rock, fan, i, s, 1912. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 569.
ZANG HONG-EL. Korean nationality.
Singing on their way homeward. CL 1982.8.8*.
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COLLABORATIVE WORKS LIST
Plum, pine, stones, bamboo, bird and fishes, i,
Done by:
Chang Shu-ch'i Ch'en Fang






2. The battle for steel, handscroll. Chiang-su kuo-hua-ytian 1*; CK hua 13
(1959.10) 7. Done by:
P'an Ying-ch'iao Ts'ao Fu-lan Wu Chun-fa
Sung Wen-chih Wu Chtin-ch'i Yeh Ya-ming
3. Harvest scene, i, d indistinct. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 2; CK hua 13
















Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 3. Done by:
Wei Tzu-hsi Yti Chi-kao
Wu K'uei
5. People's commune dining hall, i, 1958 (same as Institutional Paintings List,
Kiangsu Chinese Painting Academy, Members)• Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 4*;
Chiang-su shih-nien 3*; CK hua 6 (1959.3) back cover*; Mei-shu
1959.1.22; PR Dec. 1, 1958.20. Done by:
Chang Wen-chun Sung Wen-chih Yeh Ya-ming
Ch'ien Sung-yen Wei Tzu-hsi Yti T'ung-fu
Fu Pao-shih Wu Chun-fa
Hsu T'ien-min Yeh Chu-wu
6. Street scene, i, 1960. Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 5. Done by:
Ch'en Ta Hsu T'ien-min Ts'ao Fu-lan
Fu Pao-shih Kao Tseng-hsiu Wu Chun-ch'i
Hsu Hsien P'an Ying-ch'iao Yeh Ya-ming
7. Beginning the national hygiene movement, i, 1958 (same as Institutional
Paintings List, Kiangsu Chinese Painting Academy, Members)• Chiang-su
kuo-hua-yuan 6*; Chiang-su shih-nien 4*. Done by:
Ch'ien Sung-yen Sung Wen-chih Yeh Ya-ming
Fu Pao-shih Wei Tzu-hsi Yti T'ung-fu
Hsu T'ien-min Yeh Chtl-wu
8. New Year's plants in pots, i, 1923. Chin-pai-nien 12*; CK hua 6 (1959.3)
11*. Done by Wang Chen, Wu Cheng, Wu Chlln-ch'ing and two other artists
whose names are undecipherable.
9. Chairman Mao revisits Ching-kang-shan. Ch'tian-kuo mei-shu 1; Mei-shu
tso-p'in hstian 92*. Done by:
Ch'en Chung-yin Tsou Liang-ts'ai Wang Chao-jung
Ma Hung-tao
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10. Lotus tree: where Mao Tse-tung and Chu Te rested on Ching-kang-shan, i,
1976. Ch'ttan-kuo mei-shu 45, Done by:
Ch'iu T'ao-feng Lu I-fei T'ang Yun
Hsu Chin-wen
11. Mounted border people carrying portraits of Chairman Mao and Chairman Hua.
Ch'ilan-kuo mei-shu 80? Mei-shu 1977,2.20. Done by:
Hsti Yung Li Lien-chung Yang Chien-yu
Ku Lien-t'ang
12. The rosy light of Tsun-i: demonstration with portraits of Chairman Mao and
Chairman Hua in front of meeting hall at Tsun-i, i, 1976. Ch'uan-kuo
mei-shu 99. Done by:
Hu I-sun Nao Hsiang-p'ing Wu Tzu-ch'iang
Li Ying-ch'ang
13. Pines, cypress, cranes and other birds, i (anniversary picture). CK hua 2
(1958) 43*; Mei-shu 1957.11.18; Shih-nien CK hua 86*. Done by:
Ch'en Nien Ma Chin Wu Yuen
Hu Yu-chen T'ien Shih-kuang Yti Chao
Li Jui-ling Tuan Lti-ch'ing Yti Chih-chen
14. The rising sun on Mt. Tai, i. CK hua 2 (1958) 45*;












15. Mine in the Western Hills, i (same as Institutional Paintings List, Peking
Chinese Painting Research Association, West Second Group)• CK hua
4 (1959.1) 15; Shou-tu 54. Done by:
Chang Chi-ts'eng Kuo Shou-shan Wu Huan-sun
Chang Jui-chun Liu Shu-t'ien
Kuo Ch'uan-chang Wang Mu-ch'iao
16. Spring in Peking, handscroll. CK hua 9 (1959.6) front and back cover* (same
section in Shih-nien CK hua 93*); CK hua 10 (1959.7) 11; CK hua 13
(1959.10) 3; Mei-shu 1959.8.26-27. Done by:
Chou Te-ming Hui Chun Sung Ch'tian-sen
Ho Ching-han Ku I-chou T'ao I-ch'ing
17. National unity: tall mountains and long rivers, i. CK hua 13 (1959.10) 1.
Done by:
Ho Ching-han Hui Chun P'u-chin
Hu Heng Kuan Sung-fang P'u-ch'ilan
Hu Yu-chen Pfu-chien Yti Chao
18. The Miytin Reservoir under construction, handscroll. CK hua 13 (1959.10) 3.
Done by:
Chou Jen Wang Hui-lan Wu Hsien-ts'eng
Kuan Sung-fang Wu Hsi-ts'eng
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19. The new look of Lake T'ai, i, 1959. CK hua 13 (1959,10) 16; Mei-shu
1959.12.21. Done by:
Chang Wen-chun Sung Wen-chin Wei Tzu-hsi
Ch'ien Sung-yen
20. Long l"«ve the people's communes. CK hua 14 (1959.11) 1. Done by:
Ch'en Ta Hsu T'ien-min Ting Shih-ch'ing
Chin Chin-yuan K'ang P'ing Wei Tzu-hsi
Chu K'o-k'o Li Yuan Wu K'uei
Hsu Hsien Shang Chtln-li
21. Peacock and peonies, i indistinct. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 6*. Done by:
Lo Shu-tzu Yen Chli-wu Yu Chi-kao
Yang Chien-sheng
22. Hai-ho Ode, handscroll. CK hua 15 (1959.12) 7. Done by:
Chang Hsi-ling Liu Chtin-li Wang Hstieh-chung
Chang Kuan-wen Mu Chia-ch'i Wang Sung-yu
Ch'en Chien-chen Sun Ch'i-feng
Hsiao Lang Sun K'o-kang
23. The Miytin Reservoir under construction, i, 1959. CK hua 18 (1960.3) 8.
Done by:
Chang Hsi-ling Sun K'o-kang Wang Sung-yti
Sun Ch'i-feng
24. The 300-ton trailer takes its place in transport. CK hua hsin-chi 7*; CP
New Series 11*; Shang-hai kung-jen 2*; SYL kung-jen 5*. Done by:
Ch'ai Pen-shan Hsueh Ch'i-chang Yang Nan-jung
Ho Ting-lung
25. Driving the first pile, i. CK hua hsin-chi 8*; Shang-hai kung-jen 14*;
SYL kung-jen 8*. Done by:
Hsia Yu-ping Hu Chen-kuo Yu Wei-liang
Hsu Chin-chun
26. When news of the CPC's Tenth National Congress comes to the Whangpoo River:
masses parading with red banners on Shanghai bund, i, 1973. CK hua-hsuan
2; CK hua hsuan-chi 2*; Hsien-tai CK hua 3. Done by:
Hsiang Hsien-wen Hsu Chih-wen Wang Yung-ch'iang
Hsieh Chih-kuang
27. Ming Tombs Reservoir, i (same as Institutional Painting List, Peking Chinese
Painting Academy, Landscape Group)• CK hua hstian-pien 36*; Hsien-tai
shan-shui 76. Done by:
Chou Jen Kuan Sung-fang Wu Hsien-ts'eng
Hu Heng Kuo Ch'uan-chang
Hui Chun Lin Kuan-ming
28. The east wind blows and the hundred flowers blossom (same as Institutional
Painting List, Peking Chinese Painting Academy, Bird and Flower Group).
CK hua hsuan-pien 62; Shou-tu bet. 16-17*. Done by:
Ch'u Chen Hu Yu-chen Yu Chao
Hsu Hui Ma Chin
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29. l*he whole family goes to the election, CL 1954.1 opp. 40*. Done by:
Chang Pu T'ao Chih-an Wang Hsu-yang
Fu Chiung
30. The Yellow River. CP 1973.8.18-21 (7 scenes); Scheck 20-23 (4 scenes).
Done by:
Chang Teng-t'ang Liu Pao-chfun Yu T'ai-ch'ang
Hsien Wei-chu Ts'ui Sen-lin
31• Joining the co-op and studying the work of Marx, Lenin and Mao Tse-tung.
CL 1974.2 opp. 26* and opp. 58*; Scheck 11*, 12*. Done by:
Li Chi-ytlan Meng Ch'ing-chiang Wang Chiao
Lin Fan
32. Lady by plum tree, stone and vines, i, 1929. Collectanea 1850-1967, 63;
Sotheby April 28, 1982, 111. Done by:
Chang Yuan Cheng Yuen Shen Tzu-cheng
Cheng Ch'ang Hsu Chao
33. Portrait of Mr. Hao-lu at age 50, i, s. Collectanea 1850-1967, 134;
Tang-tai ming-jen 106. Done by:
Kuo Lan-chih Kuo Ssu-hstln Wu Cheng
Kuo Lan-hsiang Wang Ytin Name undecipherable
34. Cheng Ch'eng-kung directs the battle for Zeelandia. CR 1955.11.27; Mei-shu
1955.9.25. Done by:
Chang Ting Lo Ming Lu Hung-m'en
Huang Chun
35. In praise of May First, 1956. CR 1958.5.18-19*. Done by:
Ch'en Nien Wang Jung Yu Chao
Wang Hsueh-t'ao
36. Hauling heavy equipment up a mountain, i, 1974. CR 1975.5.35*; PR Jan. 3,
1975.18*; Shang-hai kung-jen 13*; SYL kung-jen 7* (Hsien-tai CK hua 14,
slightly different version)• Done by:
Ch'ai Pen-shan Hstleh Ch'i-ch'ing Yang Nan-jung
Ho Ting-lung
37. Princess Wen-cheng teaches weaving in Tibet. CR 1982.8.6*. Done by:
Choupa Shidanen Yeh Jui-tse
Liu Hua-min
38. Ten flowers of spring, i, s, colophon dated 1925. Edgren 20th Cen. CP., 43.
Done by:
Ch'iu-hsin Shu-hsien Wu Shu-ch'tian
Chou P ' e i - l i en Tao-an chu-shih Yang Su
Chuang Yao-fu Ts 'ai-chih
Kuo Hsien Tso Lin
39. Pine and peonies, 1950. Ho Hsiang-ning Bibliography A, 19. Done by:
Ch'en Nien P'u-chin Wang Jung
Ho Hsiang-ning P'u-ch'ttan Yeh Kung-cho
Hu Heng Wang Hstleh-t'ao
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40. Landscape, i, s. Hu-she 21-30.150. Done by:
En Ti Hui Chun Pfu-chin
Ho Yung P'u-chien
41. Landscape and trees, i, 1930. Hu-she 31-40.174. Done by:
Chang Lti-hsun Chang Lti-ying Li Shang-ta
Chang Lu-kan
42. Two men and two horses under pines, i, s. Hu-she 56.14. Done by:
P'u-chin Tsai-ying Yeh Yang-hsi
Tsai-t'ao
43. Landscape: scholar watching a waterfall, i, 1933. Hu-she 90.11.
Done by:
Chang Yuan Wang Hsuan-ch'ing Wu Hu-fan
Ch'en Tzu-ch'ing
44. Plum, narcissus, rock, bamboo, pine, i, 1945. Huang Mo-yuan 50. Done by:
Chang Hsiang-ning Huang Pan-jo Teng Fen
Chao Hao Li Feng-t1ing
45. The year of the boar: boy with a boar beneath a tree, i, s, 1922. I-lin
62.3. Done by:
Ch'en Heng-ko Wang Yun Yao Hua
Hsiao Sun
46. Bird on willow, rock, peach blossoms, i, s. I-lin 115.12. Done by:
Chou Chao-hsiang Wang Hstleh-t'ao Wang Jung
Hsiao Sun
47. Two figures in a landscape, i, s. Mei-chan 79. Done by:
En Ti Hui Chun Yeh Yun
Ho Sung-feng P'u-chien
Ho Yung P'u-chin
48. Nanking scene. Mei-shu 1959.1.24 (section). Done by:
Ch'en Ta-yfi Chu Ju-ch'iao Lo Shu-tzu
Chin Jo-shui Hsieh Hai-yen
49. Great Leap Forward in production in Western Hills. Mei-shu 1959.1.28.
Done by:
Chou Te-ming Pai Hsueh-shih Wu Hsi-ts'eng
Hu Heng
50. A scene along the T'ung-p'u Railway. Mei-shu 1959.11.20 (section).
Done by:
Chang Hsiao-Ian Huang Ching-t'ao Tuan T'i-li
Chao Yen-hsu Kao Shou-t'ien
Fan Hua-t'ing Teng Hsiang-t'ang
51. Dam construction, handscroll. Mei-shu 1960.1.26-27. Done by members of the
Lu Hstln Art Academy:
Chang Yung-hsin Li Chia-wei Yti Tun-hou
Chao Hua-sheng Liu Hung-chih
Ch'en Hsi-kuang Wang Shao-ming
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52. Ode to An-shan (same as Institutional Paintings List, Lu Hstin Art
Academy, Members): In front of the furnaces, CK hua 16 (1960.1) 4;
Stringing high tension wires, CK hua 18 (1960.3) 6; Mei-shu 1960.1.33.
Done by:
Chao Ying-chu Chou Hung-ts'ai Wang Sheng-lieh
Chi Chung-ming Kung Hsing-fu Yang Wen-hua
Chiang Ch'un-pa Mo Ying-ch'tian
Chou Hsiu-ch'ing Shao Ch'un-t'ien
53. Winding coil for electrical equipment, i. Mei-shu 1960.6.32. Done by:
Ch'eng Shih-fa Chu Mei-ts'un Yd Wen-hua
Chiang Ta-chung Ying Chun
54. Spring everywhere in village lanes, i, 1960. Mei-shu 1960.6, inside back
cover. Done by:
Chang Chin Ku Po-k'uei Yti T'ung-fu
Chang Wen-chun Sung Wen-chih
Ch'ien Sung-yen Ting Shih-ch'ing
55. Commune scene, handscroll. Mei-shu 1960.7 back cover (section)*. Done by:
Li Yuan Wei Tzu-hsi Yti Chi-kao
Wang Hsu-yang Wu K'uei
56. Success announcement at a work site, i. 1960. Mei-shu 1960.8/9. Done by:
Kao Tseng-hsiu Ts'ao Fu-lan Wu Chun-ch'i
Sung Wen-chih Wang Hsu-yang Yeh Ya-ming
57. Women workers adjusting machine, i. Mei-shu 1960.10/11. Done by:
Li Kuei-fang Ts'ung Nien-fu Yu Ts'ung-jen
Shao Ch'ang-ti Tu Hsi-hsien
58. Lin Tsung encourages us to establish the "Four Goods," i, 1964. Mei-shu
1964.5.51. Done by:
T'u Tsung-ytleh Yang Sheng-jung Yti Chen
Wang Yung-nien
59. Vice-chairman Yeh Chien-ying and Vice-chairman Teng Hsiao-p'ing at an
enlarged meeting of the Military Commission, i , 1977. Mei-shu
1977.5.22*; PLA 50 Anniversary 30. Done by:
Chao Chih-t'ing Liu Po-jeng Yang Sheng-jung
Li Pao-lin
60. Hua Kuo-feng showing his ID card at an entrance, i, 1977. PLA 50
Anniversary 29. Done by:
Chang Ya-pao Wang Hsiao-po Wu Pang-sheng
Teng Ch'ao-hua
61. Valley at Naniwan, i. PLA 50 Anniversary 57. Done by:
Kao Chieh Sun K'o-kang Yang Te-shu
Pai Keng-yen Wang Sung-ytl
62. Communist soldier, Lei Feng. PLA 50 Anniversary 132. Done by:
Ch'en Pai-i Huang Ts'ui-feng T'ien Hsi-tsu
Hsu Chih-lin Teng Hui-ch'u
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63. Steel mill. Shang-hai kung-jen 9*. Done by:
Chin Kuang-shu Liu Chia-chtln Wang Te-hsin
Chu Tsai-hsia Wang Hsing
64. Shipyards, Shang-hai kung-jen 21*• Done by:
Ch'ien Kuo-min Ku Kuo-min Wen Chen-hua
Hu Hung-chang Wang Ya-chfiang
65. Scenes in Peking suburbs, Shou-tu 24. Done by:
Chou Te-ming Pai Hsueh-shih Wu Hsi-tsfeng
Hu Heng
66. Moving mountains to make seas: dam construction, i. Shou-tu 49. Done by:
Ch'en Fu-lung Lo Ming Lu Hung-nien
Huang Chun
67. T'ao Jan-1'ing's Yfin-hui Tower, i, 1958. Shou-tu 52. Done by:
Ch'en Fu-lung P'u-ch'tian T'ao I-ch'ing
P'u-chin
68. Autumn flowers, i, s. Sotheby, Jan. 21, 1982, 554, Done by:
Huang Yao Ni T'ien Wang Chen
Li Jui-ch'ing
69. Autumn flowers, s, 1928. Sotheby, April 28, 1982, 92. Done by:
Ch'ao Hsiln Pai-yun shan-jen Wang Chen
Chou Jui-sheng Ping-hsiang Wang Ts'ang-su
Fei Sung-nien Shang Yen-chih Wu Cheng
70. Shipyards at night. Yenan Talks 30 Anniversary A, 45*. Done by:
Chang Kuei-ming Hsieh Chih-kuang Yen Kuo-chi
Ch'eng Shih-fa Hsu Chih-wen
71. New Year's plants, i, s. Mei-shu sheng-huo 32 (Nov. 1936). Done by:
Chang Chia-te Chang Pi-te Yang Huan-ch'ing
Chang Hsin-su Liu Hui-ch'ien
72. Flowers, i, 1928. Kuo-t'ai III.6*. Done by:
Chang Tun-li Jung Tsu-ch'un Li Ch'ing-en
Ch'en Shu-jen Kao Lun Sun Chung-p'eng
73. The Long March, handscroll. PC 1957.15.24-25 (sections)*. Done by 20
unnamed Peking artists.




Canton Art Academy, Members,
Girls spraying plants, one panel of six. Mei-shu 1959.5,32*,
Central Art Academy, Graduates.
A commune dining room. PC 1959.48.12.
Central Art Academy, Chinese Painting Department, Second Year Students.
The true voice of the Chinese people: mass demonstration in T'ien-an Men
Square. Mei-shu 1960.7.34-35*.
Chekiang Art Institute, Chinese Painting Department, Members.
Meeting with Chairman Mao. Ming-pao 11 (1976) 10, front cover*; PR Sept.
28, 1962.11.
Kiangsu Chinese Painting Academy, Members.
Battle for steel, i, 1958. Chiang-su shih-nien 2*.
Battle for steel: steel furnaces everywhere, i, 1958. CK hua hstlan-pien
22*; CL 1959.2 opp. 122*; Mei-shu 1959.1.24; Mei-shu yen-chiu 1959.2
opp. 7; PR Dec. 9, 1958.21.
People*s commune dining hall, i, 1958 (same as Collaborative Works List
number 5). Chiang-su kuo-hua-ytian 4*; Chiang-su shih-nien 3*; CK hua 6
(1959.3) back cover*; Mei-shu 1959.1.22; PR Dec. 1, 1958.20.
Beginning the national hygiene movement, i, 1958 (same as Collaborative
Works List number 7 ) . Chiang-su kuo-hua-yuan 6*; Chiang-su shih-nien 4*.
Kiangsu Province Painters.
A good summer harvest, i. PR July 13, 1962.4.
Kueichou Branch of the Chinese Artists' Association.
Recent scenes of Kueichou, handscroll. CK hua 16 (1960.1) 12-13 (two
sections)*; Mei-shu 1959.12.18 (section); Mei-shu 1960.1, back cover
(section)*.
Lu Hsun Art Academy, Members.
Ship building. CK hua 16 (1960.1) 3.
Ode to An-shan (same as Collaborative Works List number 52): In front of
the furnaces, CK hua 16 (1960.1) 4; Stringing high tension wires, CK hua
18 (1960.3) 6; Mei-shu 1960.1.33.
Passing on technical know-how. PR May 18, 1962.15.
Lu Hsun Art Academy, Chinese Painting Department.
Handcuffed girl holding a pen behind bars, scene eight from Fighting for
Truth. Mei-shu 1979.9.18.
Lu Hsun Art Academy, Chinese Painting Department, First Year Students.
Workers scale the technical heights. Scene one: CK hua 21 (1960.6) 4;
scene five: CK hua 21 (1960.6) 5; CK hua hsuan-pien 19; Mei-shu
1960.5.29; PR Dec. 20, 1960.27; another scene: Mei-shu 1960.5.11.
Lu Hsun Art Academy, Education Department, Second Year Students.
Flowers of the Great Leap. CK hua 21 (1960.6) front cover (one scene)*;
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Mei-shu 1960.5.31 (scene 6 ) .
Mei-shan Works Direction Office, Workers1 Art Group.
Launching a new ship. Shang-hai kung-jen 8*.
Navigation Bureau, Ship Workers' Art Group.
Boat-lowering drill, i. Shang-hai kung-jen 19*.
Peking Art Academy, Members.
The Red Flag Canal. CP 1972.5.20*.
Peking Chinese Painting Academy, Bird and Flower Group.
Sunflowers, cotton bolls and vegetables, i. CK hua 10 (1959.7) 6.
The east wind blows and the hundred flowers blossom (same as Collaborative
Works List number 28). CK hua hstian-pien 62; Shou-tu bet. 16-17*.
Blossoms and flying doves, i. Ming-pao 9 (1974) 4, front and back covers*.
Peking Chinese Painting Academy, Landscape Group.
Ming Tombs Reservoir, i (same as Collaborative Works List number 27). CK hua
hsuan-pien 36*; Hsien-tai shan-shui 76.
Peking Chinese Painting Research Association, North First Group.
Television station, i by Ma Chin. Shou-tu 35.
Peking Chinese Painting Research Association, West Second Group.
Mine in the Western Hills, i (same as Collaborative Works List number 15).
CK hua 4 (1959.1) 15; Shou-tu 54.
Peking Painting Academy.
Red hearts turn to Peking, i. 1967. CL 1968.1 opp. 110*.
Shanghai First Steel Plant, Workers' Art Group.
At the rally (production pledge), i, 1974. CK hua hsin-chi 4*; Shang-hai
kung-jen, front cover*; (SYL kung-jen 4*, slightly different version).
Shanghai Painting Academy.
New look of the Wu River, i. Mei-shu ts'ung-k'an 1.59.
Shanghai Steam Turbine Factory, Art Group.
Girl dancing with an electric drill, i, 1974. Shang-hai kung-jen 31*.
Shantung Technical and Art School, Third Year Students.
Constructing an embankment on the Yellow River, i. CK hua 21 (1960.6) 10;
Mei-shu 1960.6, front cover*.
Shensi Art Group.
The hearts of Yenan people turn to Chairman Mao. CK hua-hsilan 1 (whole)*;
CK hua hsuan-chi 1 (cropped); CL 1974.3 opp. 112 (cropped)*; CP New
Series 1 (whole)*; Hsien-tai CK hua 1 (cropped); Scheck 30 (whole).
Tun-huang Cultural Relics Research Ins t i tu te , Members.
Red Flag hunting group (minority theme). CK hua 18 (1960.3) 12*.
She's catching up (horse race), i , 1959. CK hua hstlan-pien 24*; CL 1960.5
opp. 22*; Mei-shu 1960.1, back cover.
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ANONYMOUS WORKS LIST
The revolutionary Red Lantern illuminates the stage, CL 1967.8 opp. 124*.
Chairman Mao's works are the source of our strength: two PLA men reading Mao
Tse-tung's works, CL 1967.10 opp. 90*.
The red flag roused the serf, halberd in hand: Mao Tse-tung in front of peasant
army. Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "Shaoshan Revisited," 1959. CL
1968.1 opp. 54*.
Just back from Peking: African students holding Mao Tse-tung1s writings and his
portrait. CL 1968. 2 opp. 74*.
Seven hundred million people are critics: a little girl writing a poster "Down
with China's Khrushchev." CL 1968.2 opp. 96*.
Writing to Chairman Mao. CL 1968.3 opp. 60*.
Tasting the bitterness of our fathers: Red Guards camping out. CL 1968.3 opp.
72*.
The army helps the peasants (in political education). CL 1968.4 opp. 44*.
Long live the January Revolution, i, 1967. CL 1968.6 opp. 36*.
Before starting on the Long March: Red Guards in T'ien-an Men Square. CL
1968.12 opp. 82*.
Ts'ai Yung-hsiang dies to rescue a train. CL 1969.3 opp. 84*.
Where the red sun has risen: Shao-shan, i, 1967. CL 1969.5 opp. 60*.
Don't forget class oppression! (a worker talking to school children and showing
his scars). CL 1971.2 opp. 94*.
"Spring breezes the willows fanned to a myriad wisps, Six hundred million
Chinese become sudden Shuns and Yaos," (dam scene), 1969. Illustration to
Mao Tse-tung poem "Seeing Off the Plague God," 1958. CL 1971.3 opp. 86*; CP
1971.6.22-23*.
Date Garden of Yenan, i. CL 1971.4 opp. 46*.
Yenan, i. Ibid. opp. 60*.
Mao Tse-tung investigating in the Ching-kang mountains: talking with peasants.
CL 1971.5 opp. 58*.
Red sun over Yenan, i, 1970. CL 1971.6 opp. 58*? Scheck 7*.
During Yenan days: Mao Tse-tung and peasants. CL 1971.7 opp. 68*.
"And the bridge at Tatu confront it with iron chains cold," i, 1969.
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Illustration to Mao Tse-tung poem "The Long March/1 1935. Ibid, 88*.
Burning opium at Hu-men Fort. CP 1961.11.6.
Liu Hu-lan mobilizing women. CP 1966.8.33.
Chairman Mao, the reddest, reddest red sun in our hearts, is with us. CP
1967.11, front cover.
Portrait of Han Fei. CP 1974.9.34.
Mo-ti teaching students during a work break. CR 1958.3.29.
Chang Szu-te: a great communist. CR 1967.5.19.
Chairman Mao writes his big character poster: Bombard the Headquarters. CR
1968.2, front cover*.
Ch'en Sheng and Wu Kuang calling on the men to rise in rebellion. CR 1979.2.63.
Victory at Wuyen by uprising peasants in the Western Han Dynasty. CR
1980.8.59*.
Portrait of Lin Sen (1868-1943), 1935. This painting is signed, but the
signature is illegible. I-ching 1936.1 opp. 6.
A girl with goats. PR March 9, 1962.18.












An-ting chu-shih: Hu Ya-kuang
An-wan-lu-chu: Shang Yen-chih
Ang-ch'ih yii-jen: Ma T'ai
Ao: Ch'en Ta-yti; Wu-li-chi-t'u














Ch'ang-lo ch'ing-jen: Shang Yen-chih
Ch'ang-pai pu-i: Yen Yun-lin
Ch'ang-pang: P'an Chien-tzu
Ch'ang-shih: Wu Chtin-ch'ing









Ch•ao Wen: Ts •ao Wen
Che-chiang yu-fu: Wang To
Che-fu: Ts f ai Shou
Che-hu: Chin Shih; Hui Chun
Che-kung: Chin Shih
Chen: Ho Chen-ch'iang; Ts'ao Chien-lou



















Ch'eng-hu: Chao Shih-chuang; T'ung Te
Ch'eng-hua-kuan-chu: Cheng Shih-hsuan
Ch'eng-ytl: Wang Shu-hsi












Chi-lu chu-jen: Ch'ien Sung-yen
Chi-mei: Shih Shou-ch'i; Wang Ch'uan-tao
Chi-ou: Chin K'ai-yeh
Chi-pin: Cheng Chia
Chi-sheng: Ho Yung; T'ang Hsiung
Chi-ti: Ho Yung
Chi-tse: Ch'en Ming
Chi-ying ts'ao-t'ang: Hsti Chao
Chi-yti: T'ang Ming-shih; Teng Erh-ya





Ch'i-feng: Kao Weng; Sun Ch'i-feng
Ch'i-hsia: Shang Hsiao-ytin




Ch'i-shih: Chu Hsttan; Wang Chun
Ch'i-sung chti-shih: Tseng Lti-cheng
Ch'i-t'ang: Chang Chien










Ch'iao-pei nil-shin: Sung Ch'iu-ch'en











Ch'ieh-i chu-shih: Cheng Ch'ang





Chien-ch'iu: Chu Ku; Ts'ao Chien-lou
Chien-ch'iian: Li Hsien; T'ao Jung
Chien-fu: Kao Lun
Chien-hu: Wang Mu-ch'iao
Chien-nan shan-jen: T'ao Jung





Ch'ien: Hsiao Yti-lei; Wu Hu-fan































Chih-t'ing: Ch'en Fang; Wang Yao-ch'ing





Chin-yuan: Hu Ya-kuang; Ts'ai P'ei-chu
Chih-yun: En Ti; Kuan Sung-fang
Ch'ih-an shan-min: Kao Yung
Ch'ih-ou-chai-chu: Chang Yu-kuang
Ch'ih-sheng: Shih Liang-fu
Ch'ih-shih tao-jen: Chiang Tan-shu
Ch'ih-yin: Ku I-ch'en
Ch'ih-yuan: Wang Hstieh-t'ao
Ch • ih-ytln-ko-chu: Lou Yung-fen
Chin-ch'en: Wang Tsung-hsi








Chin Yu: Chin Shih
Ch'in: Hsieh Ts'ai-ch'in
Ch'in-chai: Chien Ching-lun



















Ching-hsi chu-shih: Ch'i K'un





Ching-lu: Chiang Tan-shu; Ma Shao-wen














Ch'ing-ch'i ch'ih-jen: Lin Kuan-ming
Ch'ing-hsi hsiao-ch'iao: Sung Fu
Ch'ing-hu: Li Shu-chih
Ch'ing-hua: Ch'en Ching-tzu; Cheng-ho
Ch'ing-hui wai-shih: Wu Cheng
Ch'ing-kuei: Ch'en Ku-chang
Ch'ing-lai: Hsti Chao





























Chu-chiang lao - jen: T'an Ytleh-se
Chu-feng: Shu Po-hua; Wu Chi-hsin
Chu-hsu: Wang Huai
Chu-jen: Wang Yttn






































Chttn-hao: Wu Hsi - t s 'eng
Chun-jen: Liu Shu-sheng
Chtin-liang: Liu Tso-ch'ou
Chtin-mou: Chang Nai-yen; Shih Shu-yu
Chtin-no: P'an Jan









Ch'un-hui wai-shih: Wu Cheng
Ch'un-jan chu-shih: Shen Tzu-cheng
Ch'un-ku: Liu Hui
Ch'un-sheng: Ku Ylian; Yen Yuan
Ch'un-t 'ai : Sun Fu-hsi
Ch'un-ytian chu-shih: Tsai-ying
Ch'un-ytlan lao-jen: Tsai-ying





















Kwok, David: Kuo Ta-wei
Erh-ch'uan chu-shih: Ku K'un-po
Erh-hsu: Ts'ao Wen
Erh-mei: Hu Ch'i
Erh-nu lao-jen: Chao Shih-kang
Erh-shui: Wang Chih
Fa-mo tao-jen: Wu Ch'ing-yun
Fan-an: Chiang Shih-mo
Fan-ch'iu: Lo Shu-tzu








Feng: Huang K'o-ch'iang; Lin Chin-hsiu; Yeh Lu-yilan
Feng-ao: Chao Tan
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Feng-hu: Chai Ts'eng-yung; Ch'en Ko-ming; Wu Ch'eng-chang








Fo-shan chu-shih: Lu Kuo-ch'uan
Fo-shan-jen: Lu Kuo-ch'uan
Fo-shan lao-jen: Lu Kuo-chlttan
Fo-shih: Yin Shou-pin














Hai-shang hsien-ou: Hsieh Chun-hsiang
Hai-ts'ang: Cheng Hsiao-hsti





Han-huai: Ts ' ao Mo-lfi



























Ho-fu: Chin Hsieh-chung; Teng Yu-i
Ho-hsiang t'ieh-ying-ko-chu: T'ien Shu-ta





















Hsi-t ' ing: Hsieh Ch'i-hua; Wang Yao-ch'ing
Hsi-ts'un yeh-nung: Wang Hsiao-mo
Hsi-yin-shih chu-jen: Shen I-pin










































Hsiao-shan: Wang Heng-kuei; Wang Tuan
Hsiao-ssu: Liu Yung-huai
Hsiao-su: Liu Tan-chai













Hsiao-yti: K'ung Hsien-ying; Li Hsiao-yti; Wang Kuan
Hsiao-ytlan: Ts'ao Piao








Hsien-tsfun chtl-shih: Fu Chu
Hsin: Wang Ch'ing-sheng

















Hsin-ytlan chtl-shih: Hsu Pang-ta












Hsiu-yun san-jen: Wu Yeh-chou
Hsti: Lou Cho-i; Ts'ao Wen
Hsti-chai: P'ang Ytian-ch'i
Hsti Ch'ien: Pai-ytin shan-jen
Hsti-chih: Chang Ch'eng







Hstian-ju nti-shih: Chang Su-yin











Hstleh-hu: Hu Hsin-ltl; Kao Wei-yen
Hstleh-hua ts 'un-jen: Fu Chtlan-fu
Hstleh-ju: Ting Ying-ch'ing
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Hung-li nti-shih: Wu Ying
Hung-li ytiyin: Wu Yeh-chou




Hung Wu: Chao Hung-wu
I: Ku Fu-yu; Ku K'un-po
I-an: Chao Kuo-chang; Chiang Tsung-hsin; Kuo Shou-shan; Liu I-an; Liu
T'ao; Wang Chi-hsien
I-chai: Cho Hsiao-fu; p'u-hsien; Shen Kuang-shih
I-chai wai-shih: Li Ko-min
I-ch'ang: Wang Tuan; Yti Yuan
I-chien: Sun Shih
I-chih: Wang K'an; Wang Wen-hsun
I-chuang: Wu Te-i
I-fei: Lu I-fei




I-hsien: Chiang Ytln; Hsieh Hai-yen; Shao Hsi-lien
I-hsin: Ku Ping-hsin











I-p'in chti-shih: Ch'in Ssu-ying
I-p'o: Chiang I-po
I-shan: Ch'en Ch'iao-sen; Hua Wen-ch'tian
I-sou: Wu Te-i
I-sun: Ch'en Hstleh; Cheng Li-cheng
I-tao-jen: Wu Jui-fen; Wu Shih-sui
I-ting: Wang Hstieh-chiao
I- t ' ing: Wang Chen
































Jui-sheng: Kuo Ch1 iian-chung



















Keng-shih i chu: Ma Fan
Keng-shih san-jen: Hsieh Ch'i-hua
Keng-ssu: Sha Keng-shih
Keng-yen-chai hsiao-chu: Chin Sui
Keng-yiln-kuan-chu: Lu Lin-sheng
King, Ginpoh Y.: Chin K'ai-yeh
Ko-i: Wang Hsien
Ko-kung: Kuo Kung-ta
K'o-an: Kao Shih-hsien; Wang K^-ch'ing
Kfo-lin: Wu Chtin-fa

































K'uei-an: Chu Hsuan; Kung-sang No-erh-hsi
K'uei-hui: T'ien Shu-ta
K'uei-sheng: Wang Hsien





















Lan-shan shan-ch'iao: Li Hsien-chang
Lang-pu: P'an Lin
Lang-sheng: Chang Tsung-hsiang
Lao-chan lao-min: Chu Ch'i-chan


















Li-an: Ch'ien Pao-ang; Kao Yung
Li-ch'ien: Fei Hsin-wo
Li-ch'ing: Yeh I
Li-ch'ing shu-wu chu-jen: Liu Tan-ch'en
Li-feng: Ch'en Ming
Li-hu: Chang Li; Chao Chung-chuang; Shao Mou-chang
Li-kung: Li Ying
Li-shang: Liu Li-shang
















































Lu Ch'ih-shui: K'ang Sheng
Lu-ch'iian pu-i: Wang Hung-chao
Lu-chung-jen: Chang Ta-jung
Lu-mei shu-shih: Ku Ch'ing-yao
Lu-ssu-wan-jen: Wu Cheng
Lu-t'ien chu-shih: Ch'en Shih-lai
Lu-yeh: Wu Ssu-lan
Lu-ytlan: Yeh Lu-ytian






Lung-ch'eng nti-shih: Wu Ch'ing-hsia
Lung-chiang chu-shih: Hu T'an-ch'ing
Lung-ch'iao: Hsiao Sun









Man-ch'ing: Cheng Yueh; Wu Chu-hsien; Yeh Che-hao






Mei-an: Cheng Li-cheng; Li Jui-chfing
Mei-ch'ih: Li Jui-ch'ing
Mei-ching (or ying) shu-wu: Wu Hu-fan
Mei-hsien: Yu Ping-ju




Mei-ling lao-jen: T'an Te-chung
Mei-mang chu-shih: Ch'en Lien-t'ao













Meng-shih: Chin Ho; Chou Jui-sheng
Meng-shun: T'ung Chung-tao
Meng-sung-ts'ao-t'ang chu-jen: Ting Ch1ing-ling









Ming-an: Ch'en Che; Hsu Shu-chih
Ming-chin: Chang Ch'i-ku
Ming-hu: Chao En-hsi; Hsu Pao-ming
Ming-ming: Ch'en K'o-ming
Mo-an: Wang Pao-heng





















Na-an chu-jen: P'an Chen-yung
Na-tun lao-jen: P'an Chen-yung
Nai-jung: Tai Ch'i-ch'un
Nan-ch'i yu-fu: Chang Tan
Nan-ch'ih: Shih Ch'ung-p'eng
Nan-hsien hou-jen: Chang Yti-kuang
Nan-hsu shan-jen: Chu Lo-san
Nan-hu: Chang Chin-fu



















Ou-yang Mei-li: Ou Yang







Pai-lung shan-jen: Wang Chen
Pai-shih: Ch'i Huang
Pai-sou: Teng Pai






































Pi-lang san-jen: Ling Hsti
Pi-tung: Chang Lu-kan
Pi-yen ching-she: Kao Shih-feng
Pi-ytieh-an-chu: Ni T'ien











Ping-yu tao-jen: Chang Yu
P'ing-fu: Liang Chin-han
P'ing-hu: Kuan P'ing
P'ing-lu chu-jen: Shao I-p'ing
P'ing-nan: Hu Chung-ying





















P'o-fo-an chtt-jen: Lu Hui
P'o-ho: Lou Chtin-ch'ing
Pu-chou: Ts'ui T'ao
Pu-fan-chai chu-jen: Liu Ch'ang-ch'ao
Pu-fan-tzu: Hsli Chao











































Sheng-an: Chu Ang; Ko Ch'ang-fen
Sheng-hsi: Ling Ping-ch'ien







Shih-chai: Chfen Ch'iu-ts'ao; Ho Shih-wei
Shih-chan: Ching Heng-i
Shih-ch'en: Wu Ch'ing
Shih-ch ' i : Hstl Cheng-hua
Shih-chien: Sun Meng-lu
Shih-ch' ien: Lti P ' i -y ing; Wu Ch'ing-yfln
Shih-ching: Lu Lin-sheng















Shih-sheng: Mao Chen-tai; Teng Ch'un-shu




Shih-tzu: Shen Hsi-tun; Wang Wei







Shou-k'ang: Ho Shou; Hsu Pei-hung
Shou-sheng: Yeh Hung-yeh
Shou-shih: Chin Jung; Yti Ytin
Shou-ytt: Chin Yuan-chin; Yuan Jung-chin
Shu: Teng Ch'un-shu
Shu-an: Hung Chi
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Shuang-ch'i yil-che: Lin Te-ming
Shuang-ch'ing-lou-chu: Liang Chtln-ch'ing
Shuang-hsi: Kuo Tai-yti
Shuang-hu nti-shih: Hou Pi-i
Shuang-yu tao-jen: T'ang Ti




















Sui-yiieh-lou chu-jen: Ch'en Yti-wen
Sun-hsi: Sun Tzu-ch'i



































Ta-lung shan-ch'iao: Hsiao Sun
Ta-mu: Ko Pao-jung
Ta-nien: Ch'iao Mu






























Te-i: Chang Kuang; Huang Tzu-hsia
Te-keng lao-jen: Hsu Shih-ch'ang
Te-lin: Hsti Lin-lu
Te-shu: Wu Ch'ing-hsia
Teng-hstieh lao-jen: Chao Jun
Teng-ying: Ho Ying
Ti: Chiang Han-t'ing


















T'ien-ho i-jen: Hsiao Chun-hsien
T'ien-lu: Yti Jen-t'ien
T'ien-mao: Kuo Shih-ch'ing








































Tse-p 'e i : Kuan Shan-ylieh
Tse-wei: Chang Che-hui
Tse-yti: Kao l ing-wei
Ts'en-chai chti-shih: Chao Hsien
Tso-an: Li Tzu-han






Tsu-ytin: Li Ch'iu; T'an Te-chung































Tung-ch'ing shu-wu: Shen Tsu-te
Tung-hai: Hsu Shih-ch'ang
Tung-hu: Ch'en Hsien-tung












Tzu-ching: Chang Shou-ch'eng; Liu Chan





















Tzu-tan: Chang Tan; Ts'ao An-ying
Tzu-ting: Wu Jui-fen
Tzu-ts 'ai: Yti Shao-chtieh
Tzu-wei: Li Shih-ying
Tzu-wen chti-shih: Liu Hsi-ling
Tzu-yu: Ch'ao Hstln; Liu Chin; Wu P'ei-fu
Tzu-ytian: Chang Tsung; Ching Heng-i
Tzu-yttan-k'o: Wang K'an
Tzu-yun: Chao Ch'i; Kuan Shan-yueh
Tz'u-an: Ch'en Chao-lin; Chih Ch'ien
Wan: Lti P'i-ying; Wu Hu-fan










Wan-sui lao-jen: Ho Wei-p'u
Wang-chi: Yuan Chi
Wang Hai-lin: Yang Li-chou






























Wen-yin: Chu Wen-ytln; Hou Wen-ying
Wen-ying: Hou Wen-ying









Wu-sluh-ts'ao-t1 ang-chu: Wang Tuan
































Yeh Ming: Tsfao Wen
Yeh-p*ing: Ying Chtln








Yen-pai: Ch'en I-yen; Ho Yu
Yen-p'ing: Chang Ch'ang-hai; Ku Tse-chang








Yin-feng chu-shih: Ling Wen-yuan




































Yu-ch'in: Fan Chen-hsu; Yao Ying
Yu-ch»ing: Ch'en Chieh
Yti-ching shan-jen: Cheng Ytieh
Yu-chou: Ch'en Shih-ying
Yu-chuan-lou: Fang Yen
Yti-ch'un chtt-shih: Chi Kuan-chih
Ytl-chung: Lu I - f e i
Yti-fu: Wang Liu-t'ing; Yeh Kung-cho
Yu-heng: Yang Pao-chtln







Yti-mei-hua-an: Li Jui -ch' ing
Yti-shan: Lu K'un-feng
Yti-sheng: Liu Pin
Yu-shih shan-jen: Wen Ch' i - ch ' iu
Yu-shuang: Yu Ytlan
Yu-sun: Wu Shu-huan





















Ytieh-ch'ang chiu-k'o: Lin Te-ming
Ytieh-chi: Cheng Yun-fang















Ytin-hsien: Ting Pao-shu; Wang Hao
Yttn-hsllan: Huang Chun-pi





Ytln-sheng: Chin Chih-chung; Wang Yeh
Ytin-ssu: Ch'ien Ch'in
Ytln-t'ien: Li Shih-ch'ing
Ytin-tung i-shih: Niu Ch'iu-chiang
Ytin-weng: Ting Pao-shu
Yung-chai: P'u-tso
Yung-chih: Kao Yung
Yung-ming: Chiang Ta-huan
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